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INTRODUCTION 

SECTION I.     INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME ONE 
A *      • * 

f „  r     :._ 

-Vokuae One of the ibree-rohmie 1985 DDN Protocol Handbook contains an overview of g{ 
the protocol standardization process and policies within the U.S. Department of Defense • 
(DoD). It discusses tbe roles of the Defense Communications Agency (DCA) and the 
DDN Program Management Office (DDN PMO) with respect to this process. Detailed 
specifications for DoD military standard (MIL STD) computer communication protocols, 
which are required as part of the protocol suite in use on the Defense Data Network 
(DDN), are included. The Handbook also outlines the role of the DDN PMO in DDN 
configuration management, and provides instructions for obtaining additional protocol 
information. 
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OVERVIEW 

SECTION 2.     OVERVIEW 

The 1985 DDN Protocol Handbook is a set of documents which describes specifications 
for MIL STD communication protocols, experimental protocols, and de facto protocols 
in use on the DDN and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 
internet. (The term "internet* is used here to denote the overall topology of the 
various interconnected networks using the DoD internet protocols). The Handbook 
includes the official DoD MIL STD communication protocols in use on the DDN, 
ARPANET research protocols currently in use, and some of the protocols currently 
undergoing review. Also included are background information, policy information, 
implementation guidelines, and instructions on how to obtain other protocol information 
of interest. 

Please note that many of the protocols and RFCs that make up the various sections of 
this Handbook have previously been printed as separate documents. Consequently, 
some of them have their own separate page numbering. So that the reader can easily 
distinguish between the two sets of paging, the page numbering for the Handbook as a 
whole is centered below the footer line, whereas any page numbering specific to an 
individual document is printed above the footer line. 

3.1     Purpose of the DDN Protocol Handbook 

The primary purpose of the DDN Protocol Handbook its to serve at a guide for those 
planning to implement the DoD suite of protocols on various computers to be attached vv1 

to the DDN, including the ARPANET. For this reason tutorial information and 
auxiliary documents are included in addition to the protocol specifications themselves. 
All of this information has been collected into one set of documents that can be used as 
a source book for implementation purposes. y 

v     f 

Military agencies or their contractors who are installing or planning to install Local \-\y/[ 
Area Networks (LANs) or any other type of network which needs to be compatible with \>\*' 
the long-haul DDN, will want to consult this Handbook for information and guidelines. **:**/> 

The Handbook provides * means whereby companies and vendors wishing to do business W5m 
with the DoD can review the protocols required and adapt their product* or efforts 
accordingly. It is to the government's advantage to be able to purchase off-the-shelf 
products compatible with its computer communications protocols, *>* these products fan ■'V» 
be purchased at a considerable cost savings compared to individual custom , v\ 
implementations. MT 
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1 
The Handbook is also widely used by researchers in computer science and network 
communications. Many programmers, computer scientists, communications researchers, 
and protocol experts have reviewed and/or implemented these protocols and have 
provided valuable suggestions and feedback to the developers. In the process, they have 
contributed ideas and improvements which have made the protocols exceptionally 
robust and networthy. 

The DoD suite of protocols preceded many of the international computer 
communication protocols, and so architectural and technical features of the DoD 
protocols have been incorporated into national and international standards. Members 
of the various standards bodies have found the Handbook useful for reference and 
comparison. 

2.2     What the Handbook Contains 

The 1085 version of the DDN Protocol Handbook updates and obsoletes the 1982 
documents entitled Internet Protocol Transition Workbook, internet Protocol 
ImpUmcntor's Guide, and internet Moil Protocol*, and also the 1983 document ^ 
entitled, Internet TELNET Protocol and Option*. 

Since 1982, when those documents were issued, many changes have taken place in DoD 
network communications which necessitate the issuance of this new version of the 
Handbook. Several protocols which were experimental have now been revised and 
issued as military standards (MIL STDs). The DDN has been created, and the 
ARPANET has been split into two networks, the ARPANET and the MO.NET. Both 
the ARPANET and the MILNET are unclassified portions of the DDN; however, each 
network mrm a very different purpose. The MILNET is an unclassified operational 
miiii«ry network, whereas the ARPANET remains an experimental network for research 
and development. These major changes in function and mode of operation of each 
network are reflected herein by dividing the Handbook into three volumes.  Volume 
One contains the DoD operational MIL STD protocols in us* on the DDN. Volume Two 
contains the current official ARPANET research protocols. Volume Three contains 
guidelines and auxiliary information useful for implementing either set of protocols. 

It is important to note that, at the time of this printing, the MIL STD proto*-ois have „ \> 
essentially the same functionality as the ARPANET protocols. This ma/ change in ihr ^,v 
future. The MIL STD documents use a formal state machine description in place of the Vjv» 
functional description found in the corresponding ARPANET «iocuments. Th* anj 
ARPANET protocols differ slighrly from the MIL STDs by offering the implements vTv 
more choices of implementation detail than do the MIL STD document». Othcrwb*. the *\>v 
protocols are essentially the tame. ">>] 

. A *> Aj> ;> -N.% A »% .** -** >. - • ■ .*• '*y- 
^- 



OVERVIEW 

Several auxiliary documents are included in Volume Three, such as a list of assigned 
numbers, the ASCII character set definition, guidelines to implementation details, and 
the like.  These provide additional background information or reference data for 
implementor-. 

Also included is an overview of the administrative process for the review and acceptance 
of protocols as military standards by DoD and as ARPANET experimental protocols by 
DARPA. 

2.3     The Role of DCA in Protocol Standardisation 

Under the Defense Standardization Program, the Defense Communications Agency 
(DCA) located in Arlington, VA, has been designated the Area Assignee for the 
development of long-haul communications standards. In this capacity, DCA provides 
technical guidance and coordinates the efforts of the various DoD participants in the 
DoD long-haul standards program. Section 2.4 below explains in detail how DCA 
carries out this assignment and how its efforts are integrated into the overall Defense 
Standardization and Specification Program (DSSP). 

I 
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The 
Development of 
Communications 
Standards in 
the DoD 
Philip S. Selvaggi 

A detailed overview of procedures 
In the military standards-making 
process 

i\ 

p.*. 

IN RECOGNITION of the extreme importance of standardiza- 
tion within the Federal Government. Congress passed the 

Federal Cataloging and Standardization Act in 1952. immedi- 
ately thereafter, the Department of Defense (DoD) established 
the Defense Standardization Program, with the purpose of 
meeting the intent of Congress within the Department of 
Defense. This article briefly describes the aims, policy 
issues, problems, and philosophy of the Defense Standardiza- 
tion Program, and then elaborates on the workings of the 
Program with respect to communications standards. The 
article then goes on to describe the development and 
methods of coordination for long-haul, tactical, and common 
communications standards. Following this, brief descriptions 
of the DoD Operation and Maintenance Standards are 
provided. The article then continues with a treatment of the 
DoD Data Protocol Standards Program. In order for data 
networks to be efficient and reliable, a viable set of protocol 
standards must be developed for their use. This portion of 
the article describes the DoD needs in protocol standards, 
how it has organized to meet these needs, and concludes 
with a description of future DoD efforts in this area. The 
article then concludes with a summary of other standardiza- 
tion activities which impact the DoDs standardization 
programs and activities. 

Deetrtnent if Defense Sttftdintlzttion Program 

Introduction 

Communications systems designed to serve a wide variety 
of users very often must procure equipments and facilities 
from many different sources. To design such systems 
effectively, a group of viable standards is necessary in order 
to achieve the OoO objectives of interoperability and required 
performance levels in a cost-effective manner Further, when 
such communications systems are required to interface with 
other communications systems, standardization is even 
more necessary because of the need to clearly define the 
network interfaces, maintain network functionality, and 
preserve expected customer service. These assertions are 
supported by the fact that considerable activity is currently 
underway in national and international standards organize* 
tions for the purpose of addressing these issues On the 
international scene, the CClTT and ISO have full programs. 
supported by many meetings throughout the year, which are 
well attended by representatives of carriers and equipment 
manufacturers Standardization groups on the national scene 
are also very active m many countries Within the United 
States, for example, the Electronic Industries Association 
(EIA) and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
are fully as active as their international counterparts and 
their proceedings are tust as well attended 

Within the Federal Government, similar pressures have 
existed for the development and maintenance of a viable set 
of standards for several decades These pressures were 
responsible for the Congressional passage of the Federal 
Cataloging and Standardization Act m 1952 The objective of 
this act was to enable the Federal Government to benefit 
from the many advantages c standardization The Depart- 
ment of Defense, also interested «n benefiting from the 
positive aspects of standardization quickly established the 
Defense Standardization and Specification Program tDSSP) 
m the same year The aims and objectives ol me OSSP are 

>* 

in«a*ft>)/iis/r>i<K><iiM.iKiian« IMSI&EE 43 
JunuAry imi—Vol 2X So. I 

IEEE Communication» M*fl*txine 
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basically similar to those of all standardization programs, 
with one important distinction, however—the DoD must 
design its communications systems to work reliably in a 
military environment. Commercial systems, for the most 
part, work in a relatively benign environment. Hence, there is 
no need for these latter systems to operate at the levels of 
performance or to provide the special services that military 
networks must provide. Because of this fact, commercial 
standards groups rarely take normal military requirements 
into account when deliberating over the content of a new 
standard. 

The Oafente Standardization ind Specification Program 

The basic policy regarding DoO standardization is con- 
tained in OoO Directive 4120.3. The Defense Standardization 
and Specification Program. The primary objective of this 
program is to ensure that optimal materiel standardization is 
achieved during the design, development, and acquisition 
process. This objective is achieved by applying standardiza- 
tion principles, such as item commonality, interchangeabiiity. 
and interface compatibility in engineering and acquisition 
management. The objectives of the DSSP are achieved by the 
techniques identified in Table I. If readers desire greater 
detail on individual aspects of standardization under this 
program, it may be obtained from (1) and [2]. 

The DoD standardization program involves the preparation 
and use of a broad range of equipments, parts, materials, 
processes, and practices described in specifications, stan- 
dards, engineering drawings, data item descriptions (DlD's). 
purchase descriptions, and Commercial Item Descriptions 
(CIO sr A guide to the full complement of these documents, 
the DoD Index of Specifications and Standards (OoDISS). 
currently lists more than 45000 active standardization 
documents prepared by DoD activities, other Federal 
agencies, or industry groups. To support DSSP objectives, 
more than 7000 standardization projects are either underway 
or planned. The primary objective for all of this is to achieve 
a state of materiel standardization within the Department of 
Defense that will reduce duplicate development and testing 
costs and control the proliferation of items in the inventory 

TAKE I 
3?MMft»ttnw Tim««! 

• Emitting Standards products *nd practices 10 satisfy nwli« 
tsry requirements 

• Prtfarttg standardization documents lor engineering and 
acquisition use of required standardized products and practices 

• Fwiltat the preparation of duplicativt and overlapping 
descriptions of maieneis and services «or eiampie specifica- 
tions standards purchase descriptions drawings and data) 

• tottritt me reuse ot proven technology to sattsty new 
equipment or system requirements and repetitive use ot design 
features within equipments and systems unter and intrasystem 
standardifanoni 

• titatMtMat. as appropriate uniform types and grades classes 
and si<es ot terms and teveis ot performance requirements 
«men define the chat «ft: isHCS ot msteuei 

methods tor systematically reviewing items m the 
inventory to reduce varieties and sites to the minimum numoer 
^ompauwe with the operating needs ot military services 

The Defense Standardization and Specification Program is 
a decentralized program with overall DoD policy, guidance, 
and administration centered in the Office of the Under 
Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSDRE) 
Advice and guidance on standardization issues are provided 
to the OUSDRE by the Defense Materiel Standardization and 
Specification Board (DMSSB). staffed by Flag Rank /Senior 
Executive Service representatives from each Department, the 
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), and the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense. Overall management of standardization 
policies, procedures, and guidance is the responsibility of the 
Director, Standardization and Acquisition Support within 
OUSDRE. Day-to-day operations are delegated to the Director, 
Defense Materiel Specifications and Standards Office 
(DMSSO). Within each Service and the DLA. a Departmental 
Standardization Office (DepSO) has been established to 
manage those portions of the DSSP assigned to the 
respective Department or Agency. 

Products used by the military are grouped into logical 
families, such as space-vehicle components, flight instru- 
ments, and land mines. These individual families of products 
are given the designation of Federal Supply Classes (FSC's) 
Management and engineering practices, such as reliability. 
safety, and configuration management, are identified as 
Standardization Areas. For each FSC and Standardization 
Area, a military organization or DoD Agency, known as an 
Assignee Activity (for FSC's) or Lead Service Activity (for 
Areas), is delegated the responsibility tor analyzing, 
planning for, and ensuring that optimal standardization is 
achieved. For example, the Defense Communications Agency 
is currently the Area Assignee for the development of long- 
haul communications standards for the DoD. wniie the 
Army s Communications Electronics Command fCECOM) is 
the Area Assignee for DoD tactical communications 
standards 

Development of the actual specifications, standards and 
related documents is performed by DoD organizations known 
as Preparing Activities It is the Preparing Activity s responsi- 
bility to develop, maintain and coordinate individual DSSP 
documents, and to ensure that they meet DoO missio- 
requirements Assignee Activities/Lead Service Activity 
may also function as Standards-Preparing Activities As- 
sociated with the Assignee/Lead Service Activities an; 
Preparing Activities are several other DoO organizations rfo- 
example, participating activities custodians review anr 
user activities, and agents» that assist in the planning 
management review, and preparation of FSC ■ Standatdizatio 
analyses, plans, and standardization documents 

Procedures for preparing and coordinating these docu- 
ments are outlined m OoO 4120 3-M Defense Standardization 
Manual A simplified organization chart showing the reta- 
tionship among standardization management offices •* 
shown m Fig 1 Following »s a bnet description ot tf»# 
various categories ot DoD documents developed unöer tn<* 
DSSP 

StamJardUdtion Oocumems 

DoO requirements tor repetitively procured pfoducis .!• 
described m specifications while services p'aettfes pv 
cesses and data are described m standards 3om catego- > 
ot documents have a positive impact on the tomstwi. 
procurement process Their primary purpose is to commit 

a.« 

January ifMtn—voi. Jtx v». I 
!£££ ('tMtmtunu atittn* Ston.t/inc 
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Art 

cate requirements to potential or selected contractors by 
clearly defining required technical characteristics These 
documents are as essential to the acquisition management 
process as the funds that are used to procure the goods and 
services 

In order to stimulate maximum competition and contractor 
creativity, it is OoO policy to use performance-oriented 
specifications and standards, rather than design specifi- 
cations wherever possible The goal ts to indicate what is 
required of an item rather than how to design develop, and 
manufacture the item tn utilizing this approach, there are 
obviously trade-offs to be made in certain specific situations 
Quality logistics and standardization considerations some- 
times mandate a comprehensive and compie* statement of 
requirements The OoO strives to maintain a proper balance 
of these objectives m the specification process Standardiza- 
tion policies support the philosophy of encouraging the use 
of performance specifications but they also «»cognize that 
«»ceptions to this philosophy att often necessary ard 
ber.eftcial 

OoO Standards and Specifications Oocument Categories 
Specifications and standards used by the OoO are divided 

into thite groups—Federal   military   and nongovernment 

Federal specifications, including Commercial item Descrip- 
tions iCIDs). cover the very large number of civilian-type 
products an/1 services used by the Department of Defense 
Military specifications and standards describe products and 
services that are inherently military in nature The term 
nongovernment standards refers to specifications and 

standards issued by private sector organizations <not 
individual companies) which describe goods services and 
engineering practices commonly available to the general 
public 

A basic order of preference has been established for 
preparing and using these standardization documents 
Where a responsive nongovernment standard is available m 
can be made available m timer it shall be used rather than 
preparing and using a Federal or military document Where a 
nongovernment standard does not enst for a commercial 
product or practice or is unacceptable tor OoDs intended 
application a CIO should be prepared and used When a more 
detailed description is required of a commercial product ;nan 
•S permitted tn a CIO or the Hem is military-unique a Federal 
or military specification or standard should be used 
Eicepnons to the mandatory requirements tor these tor ma* 
standardization documents are provided in Oefense Ac 
quisition Regulation Section 1 Pan i? 
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Federal Series Documents 

Commercial Item Descriptions (ClO's) are simplified Federal 
specifications that describe the key, salient physical and /or 
functional characteristics of acceptable commercial (or 
modified commercial) products. These documents are in- 
tended to be developed and used when there is reasonable 
assurance that a satisfactory product from a commercial 
supplier can be obtained without the need for specifying 
special design, testing, quality control, or packaging and 
marking requirements. Where a minimum of special require- 
ments is essential to assure the receipt of an acceptable 
commercial (or modified commercial) item, these may be 
included. As the need for greater detail or unique require- 
ments increases. Federal specifications, rather than CiD's. 
are prepared. CID numbers can be recognized by the 
constant, nonsignificant "A-A-" identifier (for example. 
A-A-50652. "Life Preserver. Vest. Adult or Child"). 

Federal Specification* are developed when an acceptable 
commercially available product or service exists, but 
specific design, performance, interface, or other essential 
characteristics cannot be adequately described in a CIO. 
Federal specifications cover material used by. or with the 
potential for use by. two or more Federal agencies, or new 
items of potential general applications. Unlike CID s. Federal 
specifications generally contain a complete description of 
required items or materials and the provisions for deter- 
mining compliance with the requirements Federal specifica- 
tion numbers are made up of two groups of letters, followed 
by numbers, such as HH-l-524, insulation Board. Thermal 
(Polystyrene)" The first group of letters identifies the 
commodity and the second represents the first letter of the 
title. 

Federal Standards cover engineering or management pro- 
cesses, practices, or techniques having multiple agency 
interest These documents are identified by the indicator 
FED-STD- preceding the document number, for example. 

FED-STO-4. Glossary of Fabric Imperfections ' 

Military Series Documents 

Military Specifications are complete descriptions of products 
which are intrinsically military m character or significantly 
modified commercial products requiring special features 
design packaging, or quality assurance to satisfy military 
needs Military specifications are identified by the prefix 
MIL or 000' «for documents m the metric system) 

followed by the first tetter of the first word m the title of the 
document (for example. MIL-W-5013. Wheel and Brake 
Assemblies, Aircraft") 

Military Standards are used to describe engineering and 
management processes methods, design criteria, data 
generating requirements testing techniques and definitions 
The processes defined by the military standards are of 
primary concern to OoO activities These documents are 
prepared either m book form indicated by the prefix MIL- 
STO- or DOOSTD- »tor metnc standards» followed by the 
document numoer (for example MlL-STD-965 Parts Control 
Program'), or sheet form identified &v MS (to* examoie 
MS 27423 Protector Propeller Shaft Plastic I MS sheet 
form stanaards are generally used to describe component 
parts as opposed to end »terns and are being phased out 

Qualified Products Lists (QPL'sJ are listings of vendor 
products which were tested to and met previously desig- 
nated specification requirements Such preacquisition 
evaluation is authorized only for products when there is a 
requirement for special, expensive test equipment not 
generally available to a potential manufacturer, or when the 
time to perform testing to assure acceptability of product 
design, safety, and quality makes it impractical to conduct 
the tests after contract award. The process by which 
products are evaluated is called qualification The fact that a 
product is listed on a QPL signifies only that, at the time 
qualification testing was performed, the manufacturer could 
make an acceptable product. Normal product and quality- 
assurance testing must still be performed in accordance with 
specification and contractual terms. QPL's can be authorized 
for either Federal or military specifications. 

Handbooks are reference documents which bring together 
procedural and technical or design information related to 
components, equipment processes, practices, and services 
A handbook may serve as a supplement to specifications or 
standards to provide general design and engineering data 
Handbooks may be in the Federal or military series 

International Standards are standardization documents which 
reflect agreements on products, practices, or operations 
between nations or international associations. It is desirable 
that such standards be consistent with existing OoO 
standardization documents to ensure that commitments 
under these agreements will not adversely affect the OoO 
design and procurement positions Similarly military stan- 
dards and specifications will often implement treaty com- 
mitments, and should be consistent with nontreaty interna- 
tional agreements whoever practical Examples of 
international documents include North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization Standardization Agreements (STANAGS) Quadri- 
partite Army Standardization Agreements (OSTAG's). and the 
Air Standardization Coordinating Committee (ASCC) Air 
Standards 

Nongovernment IVoJontaryl Standards are documents prepared 
by nationally recognized industrial and trade associations 
and professional societies for use by the general public 
These documents are sometimes called voluntary or industry 
standards It is OoO policy to make optimum use of such 
standards when they fiüsfy military requirements and to 
participate w.in nongovernment organizations m developing 
the standards 

Nongovernment standard* m used by the OoO <n three 
d-.snnci ways adoption, reference, and excerpts The 
generally preferred method is adoption Adoption <$ the 
process by which OoO expresser formal acceptance of 
nongovernment documents This also provides visibility to 
OoO organizational components through incorporation of the 
adopted standards into the OoO index of Specifications ana 
Standards Do0<$Si A nongovernment document may also 
be referenced »n a military standardization document White 
m most instances it is preferred that these referenced 
documents be adopted there are situations *here adoption 
is not appropriate When only * paragraph or two or a 
nongovernment document is to be used it may Se mo't 
efficient to directly copy or excerpt that pction mte *v 
standardization document after permission to do so i* 
obtained from the publishing organization 

n is clear that OoO standardization activities must <*<?.» 
with a vast array of documents and standards categories  • 
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HDBK-412, Site Survey and Facility Design Handbook for 
Satellite Earth Stations. 

Pluming Standard«—DCS planning standards in the 
MIL-STD-187 series are expected to provide uniform guidance 
tor the design of the evolving and future DCS These 
standards are based on DCS system RDT&E. analyses, and 
coordinated design decisions. Performance characteristics 
may meet the criteria for communications system standards, 
(for example, proven by measured performance) or the 
criteria for design objectives (that is, best engineering 
judgment of required performance) An example is MIL-STD- 
187-320. Transmission Planning Standards for the Defense 
Communications System. 

The following standards have been successfully developed 
and published as DoD communications standards 

MIL-STO-188-100-System Technical Standards 
MIL-STD-188-110—Equipment Design Standards for Data 

Modems 
MIL-STD-188-I12-Subsystem Design and Engineering 

Standards for Cable and Wire 
MIL-STO-188-114—Electrical Characteristics of Digital 

interface Circuits 
MIL-STD-188-124—Grounding. Bonding, and Shielding 
MIL-STO-188-140—Equipment Design Standards in Low- 

Frequency and Lower-Frequency Bands 
M!L-STD-188-I61-Cesign Standards tor Facsimile 

Equipment 

Evolution to an all-digital network has raised new 
standardization issues In addition to the already published 
standards, the DoD communications standards program is 
addressing the following major projects 

i Chaw»! Signaling-in large commercial networks, 
an advance in network efficiency and control can be 
achieved by common-channel signaling Extensive stud- 
ies have shown that common-channel signaling can be 
effective in military networks as well As a consequence, 
the OCA is developing such a standard for the DoD long- 
haul community At the present time it is envisioned that 
this standard will be very similar to CCITT «7 the most 
recent CCITT signaling standard 

• Timing end Synchronization-in an ait-digitai communica- 
tions system me timing functon affects the eompieuty 
of the entire system The precision of the timtng is one 
factor that determines what functions can be supported 
by the system and the manner m which the timing is 
implemented can have a major impact on survtvabiitty 
The timmg specifications being developed by CCITT 
differ from those under development &y the OCA in tr.e 
areas of survtvabiiity robustness security and func- 
tionality The OoD »s theretO'e developing » timing a-id 
synchronization standard *n»cn is mere appropriate to 
I military environment 

• Convert*« treu Anale«, la Digital Trent*»itstin~T*e 
Burgeoning htiC of 3«g»tai transmission »elftes the 
determination o» performance characteristics a* *tü is 
tstiEMi$nm*nt of the cor'etatton &ef*et« use* retfytfe 
ments and standards parameters Severat aigrtat trans- 
mission pfnjct'i jte m ofOO/es* of par'.fCuiar »nterest >s 
prcjec? SLMC 3£3Q to develop »ong n«*u; sy »tern itam 
mission performance standards 

• Integrated Services Digital Network {ISONI—The CCITT is 
investigating the characteristics of this network with 
respect to future commercial usage The network will 
have a large impact upon military communications and 
standards in general. Investigation into ISDN develop- 
ment has been initiated and will continue for as long as 
the ISDN remains pertinent to DoD standardization 
activities. 

Tactical Standards Development 

Long-haul standards development has its counterpart in 
the tactical standardization area. The Joint Tactical Com- 
mand. Control, and Communications Agency (JTC-As is 
currently the DoD Lead Service organization for the develop- 
ment of tactical communications standards Its responsi- 
bilities and mechanics of operation are very similar to those 
in the long-haul arena It must also develop a yearly Program 
Plan which governs its activities over a five-year span: the 
categories of standards treated arg also very similar to those 
in the long-haul area Needless to say. there is very close 
coordination between the long-haul and tactical standardiza- 
tion areas »n connection witn the development of their 
respective Program Plans 

Common Standards Program 

Some years back, under direction from the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff UCS). DCA and ECOM uTC'A's early predecessor as the 
tactical standardization area assignee) signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) committing both 
organizations to cooperate ;n developing common standards 
for the long-haul and tactical communities This MOU called 
for the establishment of a Joint Steering Committee tJSC) to 
organize and manage this effort The members of this 
committee are representatives of services and DoO agencies 
representing both tactical and long-haul interests Their 
objective is to emphasize common standards development 
and reduce the number of standards that are unique to DoO 
communications Such an approach yields many advantage« 
to DoD. not the least of which is that it fosters inter- 
operability between long-haul and tactical communication 
systems The level of standards expertise and e«penencr 
present m this committee together with the resultant cross 
fertilization of »deas have made the committee a v**/ 
powerful forum for aM DoO communications standards issues 
«risers include technical, administrative and policy matte:* 
The committee is very effective m enabling OoO to discharge 
its responsibilities m the long-naui and ticucJ communica- 
tions areas of the OSSP The JSC Provides the basis to- 
managing communications standards development m th* 
DoO it establishes the need tor ne* projects and assign* ans 
manages DoD standardization resources The MOU at^C JCS 

action incidentally were the outgrowth of a gene*a 
realization that there *as no real reason for most dit?e»enc?>. 
between the requirements m the i*o standardisation a?«1!» 
Other diffeientes *ere qutCMy Srsapoearmg as a »eW! ■■?' 
the development of dsgitai communications and m*c*oc>'Cu ' 
technology &nce >ts inception the common standard* 
jMogeam *as xgnincantty contributed to ifite*op*rttr!i!. 
bet*tren iongnaui and tactics communications system 
and tada? ^t 5u8* o? communications standards AO?* »n " >■ 
Department of Defense 'essdfs *n «ne common standa-.". 
category The development of a comm&n *tanaa*ds p^og'.t« 
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is therefore necessary to maintain a listing of all such 
documents for reference purposes, the OoO Index of Specifi- 
cations and Standards or DoDISS. The OoOlSS is a reference 
publication that lists all military and Federal specifications, 
standards, handbooks, QPL s. commercial item descriptions, 
adopted nongovernment standards, international documents, 
and related publications Printed editions are provided in 
alphabetic, numeric, and Federal Supply Classification 
listings. They are published annually with bimonthly cumula- 
tive supplements. Weekly bulletins called OoOlSS Notices 
contain advanced information about selected new and 
revised DoDISS listed documents 

Commußicittofls Standards Otvilopmint 

Long-Haul Standards Development 

Under the Defense Standardization Program, the Defense 
Communications Agency (DCA) located in Arlington. VA has 
been designated the Area Assignee tor the development of 
long-haul communications standards. In this capacity, the 
DCA provides technical guidance to and coordinates the 
efforts of the various DoO participants in the DoD long-haul 
standards program The DCA was created in 1962 for the 
purpose of integrating DoD long-haul communications re- 
quirements, and satisfying these requirements by the estab- 
lishment of common-user communications systems To 
enable it to meet this objective, the DCA has been given the 
authority to design, build, and manage the required systems 
As a consequence for the past 20 vears or so. the DCA has 
been involved with the engineering planning needed to 
establish new DoO systems and to update these systems in 
accordance with the trend of DoD requirements its responsi- 
bilities make the DCA the ideal body to direct a standards 
program since standards are intimately tied in with 
architectural concepts, interface design, system per- 
formance, and equipment and facility design The stan- 
dardization process, however is a broad OoD program 
involving all OoD elements: to completely meet its 
standardization responsibilities, the DCA must make ex- 
tensive use of resources provided by the Military Depart- 
ments and DoO agencies strategically supplementing this 
support with actual m-house engineering resources avadabie 
at DCA This arrangement has proven to be eitiemeiy 
effective for the DoD 

The primary management tool for the development of 'ong- 
haul standards is the Program Plan This plan which is 
issued yearly covers a span of five years it contains the 
Status and responsibilities tor ongoing protects a summary 
of problems facing the DoO standards community and a 
technical analysis of future communications planning to 
identify standardization needs The development of this plan 
as does the development of standards m this area involve* 
considerable effort Both responsibilities call for intensive 
collaborative efforts between the DCA and the Military 
Departments and Defense Agencies 

Standardization efforts for the Standards for long-Mau; 
Communications (SlMCi area assignment are currently 
planned and managed with a vie* towards promulgate or 
such standards tor me DCS as deserted '" the following 
categories 

SyttM Ott»«« tad Engineering Standards-These standards 
establish overall minimum system and subscriber-to- 
subscriber  measures of performance   to»  ««ample   the 

probability of achieving given delay and /or quality in 
information transfer Within circuit and network models. 
total system and subscriber-to-subscriber performance 
parameters are apportioned Included are reference circuits, 
system diagrams, interrelationships and interConnectivity of 
component subsystems, and performance goals The latter 
includes system efficiency, communications quality, delay, 
flexibility, availability, reliability, survivability and security 
goals The system design and engineering standards provide 
the basis for the interconnection of subsystems into a 
system, as well as the design of individual subsystems, and 
may address characteristics pertaining to the interconnec- 
tion of DCS subsystems and interoperability of the DCS with 
other DoD and non-OoD communications systems An 
example is MIL-STD-188-t00. Common Long-Haul and 
Tactical Communication System Technical Standards 
Another ts MIL-STO-188-323. which provides criteria and 
guidance tor the design of DoO long-haul transmission 
systems. 

Subsystem Design and Engineering Standards—These stan- 
dards provide electrical performance, message integrity, 
grade of service, interface standards, and other parameters 
of subsystems such as switching and transmission sub- 
systems Where applicable, the parameters for these 
standards are based on performance parameters derived 
from the system design and engineering standards An 
example is MIL-STD-310A Subsystem Design and Engineer- 
ing Standards for Technical Control Facilities 

Equipment Technical Design Standards-These standards 
provide the minimum electrical performance, such as the 
dynamic range of operation input/output parameters and 
interface characteristics required of the equipment Most of 
these standards are based on the requirements of the 
appropriate subsystem design and engineering standards 
An example is Mll-STD-188-110. Equipment Technical Design 
Standards Common Long-Haul /Tactical Data Modems 

interface Standards-These standards specify the required 
quantitative values for electrical parameters and for opera- 
tional procedures which affect the transparency of the 
interface between separate subsystems or systems The term 
transparency means that 

• From the use» s standpoint there should be no addi- 
tional effort or concern when ms communications are 
traversing separate systems ideally the user s operat- 
ing procedures snouid require no change nor should 
operations be degraded m any manner 

• Blackbox interfaces should be minimized or elimi- 
nated by careful analysis of the combined systems being 
traversed 

• interface standards provide the necessary technical 
parameters tor the interconnection of tne .anous 
subsystems of the DCS and are included as a« integral 
part of subsystem and equipment lecnnicii design 
standards m accordance with the system st^qr &<> 
engineering standards An example -s Mil $TD '88-Hi 
Hectncai Characteristics of Digital tnte'tatr Or.'-«is 

\V 

-Handbooks p'ovsöe guidance pettair^ ■- •«* 
installation of communications equipment facilities na»; 
boo** cove? iuch areas as theory equipment iaycu* *ij*a: 
and power >;apie runs environmental Cftruoi fo^drg 
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represents a highly significant development in OoO com- 
munications standards and has contributed greatly to the 
furtherance of OoO standardization objectives 

Operational and Maintenance Standards 

Communications standards for the DCS are usually 
thought of as being confined to the MIL-STD-188-series 
developed under the DSSP. However, another important area 
of communications, standards, vital to the day-to-day 
operation of the DCS. is the Operations and Maintenance 
(04M) standards category These standards are also 
developed by OCA. in collaboration with the Military 
Departments, and published in OCA Circular 300-175-9 They 
provide criteria by which both the Military Departments and 
the OCA can gauge how well transmission links and 
associated systems perform and how well they are being 
maintained. These criteria take into account degradation due 
to aging and adverse local environmental conditions. 0AM 
Standards also include OCS Transmission Technical 
Schedules, which contain itemized listings of all common 
services provided by the OCS and the circuit parameters 
required to meet end-to-end performance requirements The 
standard also contains a list of carrier offerings which most 
closely correspond to the defined OCS services. This listing 
at present pertains only to the CONUS However, similar 
listings are currently under preparation for Europe and the 
Pacific. The Schedules also provide a common language for 
circuit ordering allocation, activation, operation, and 
maintenance 

This circular is prepared and updated by an 04M 
Standards Technical Working Group comprised of representa- 
tives from field and operating units The practice of soliciting 
direct input from field and operating units started several 
years ago and resulted m substantial improvements to the 
document This was a healthy sign, denoting existing user 
interest and a serious need for updating the document in 
order to make it more responsive to actual operating 
conditions The result of this progressive step was that 
yearly meetings have since been held with similar results, 
and such meetings are planned annually from now on This 
Working Group is organized and chaired by a representative 
trom the OCA Standards Office 

An example of this groups effectiveness arose several 
years ago The issue addressed by the group had to do with 
problems in the field when operating modems at 4100 and 
9600 b/s over conditioned circuits meeting existing OCS 
circuit standards By comparing experiences, the working 
group members came to the realization that perhaps current 
OoO transmission schedules were too stringent To overcome 
this problem several new transmission schedules—based 
upon reducing conditioning requirements—«ere developed 
tor the OCS It appeared likely that improved performance 
could be achieved over OCS data circuits by use ot these new 
schedules There was. however insufficient data available 
trom either commercial or government-owned networks 
which would correlate the effects of reduced circuit condi- 
tioning with modem performance at rates greater than 
2400 b/s tot this r«ason arrangements were made with the 
Air Forces Rome Air Oeveiopment Center «ftADO to test 
appropriate modems over lines simulating the new uansrms 
sion schedule Test reports were favorable and the new 
schedules were validated Considerable cost savings wilt be 

effected over the years by reducing the need for line- 
conditioning equipment. These savings would be derived 
from equipment, installation, and maintenance costs and are 
directly attributable to the development of O-M standards 
and strengthening the feedback from field users to t'*j 
standards development process. 

Otta Protocol Standarte 

Protocols are the rules and conventions whereby digital 
communications are effected between subscribers, between 
subscribers and networks, and between networks At 
present, this category of standards represents an area of 
extreme interest and activity on the part of the OoO The OoO 
has always had an urgent requirement for data communica- 
tions, and in recent years the critical needs of command and 
control have magnified this requirement many times over. 
Emerging computer technology, with a wide range of appli 
cabiiity. has catered admirably to military command and 
control needs and has provided a sound basis for building 
computer networks. Although these networks are well suited 
for meeting military needs, the business and commercial 
worlds have found similar uses for then: their growth has 
been rapid in the private sector as well 

It is clear to all. military and nonmilitary users alike, that 
the successful operation of these new data networks 
depends upon the development of an effective set of protocol 
standards The OoO recognized this fact very early in the 
game, and for some 15 years has been engaged m a very 
extensive program of network experimentation concerned 
with ihe development ot data protocol standards This 
research and development effort established the basis for 
development of the OoO data protocol standards program 
today, and indeed has provided a stimulus as well for me 
development of commercial standards m this area. An 
overriding consideration in the evolution of the OoO program 
is that it is constrained by the need to meet unique military 
requirements as well as by the OoO policy to use civil 
standards where appropriate m fact, all constraints relating 
to the OoO role m developing communications standards 
hold true tor its role m developing data protocol standards 

The OoD's Protocol Standardization Program 

With OoOs expanding data requirements and technology $ 
growing capability to satisfy these demands the OoO m the 
mid Seventies aion$ with everyone else, found itself m the 
midst of the data revolution Requirements technology 
programs, and systems were burgeoning everywhere but 
there were no standards Jo guide me design and integration 
of these data systems cr to facilitate the transfer of 
information between data terminals and host computers or 
between computer networks in recognition of this situation 
the OoO m Oecember 1978 created me OoO MesttoHost 
Protocol Standardization Program and directed mat the OCA 
become the Eiecutive Agent 'or this program it snouid be 
pointed out that as described earlier the DSSP nad been «n 
etistence and tunctionmg well tor many years The Protocol 
Standardization Program couic met «tore, nave ^9tn rou- 
tinely included m the OSSP The Executive Agem oute «as 
chosen nowever because the OoO consideuö the develop 
ment of protocol standards to be cttremeiy important ans >; 
wished to place strong emphasis on this fact The duties of 
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1) Provide a Forum for discussion with MILDEPS/Agenctes on 
requirements for Standards 

2) Prepare new proposals for Standards, or enhancements and 
modifications 

3) Document Standards and their specifications 

4) Provide configuration control of Standards and their specifi- 
cations 

51 Evaluate, approve, or disapprove proposed Standards and 
specifications 

6) Evaluate, approve, or disapprove requests for waivers 

7) Test proposed Standards and specifications 

8) Coordinate OoO ROUE efforts 
9) Provide a forum for the exchange of technical information 

10) Monitor   Federal,  national,  and  international  Standards 
development 

11) Ensure that OoO Standards development eonstdtrs Federal. 
national, and international Standards 

12) Justify OoO requirements for waivers from Federal Information 
Processing Standards (FIPS) PUBS 

13) Prepare OoO instructions stating OoO policy on protocol 
standardization 

14) Coordinate the OoO Protocol Standard Program with cor- 
responding NATO activities 

the OCA in conjunction with this assignment are shown in 
Table tl. 

DCA's Organization for the Executive Agent Role *C 

The list shown in Table II represents a broad gamut of 
functions involving managerial, technical, administrative, 
and policy responsibilities. To handle this full scope of 
responsibilities the OCA formed three groups, the Protocol 
Standards Steering Group (PSSG). the Protocols Standards 
Technical Panel (PSTP). and the Configuration Control Office 
The responsibility for implementing protocol configuration 
control lies in the Defense Communication System Di- 
rectorate of the OCA. The first two groups have representa- 
tion from services and DoO agencies, but are chaired by 
members of DCA. Within OCA. the primary responsibility for 
each group rests with the DCA organization most concerned 
with the individual group's function. The relationship 
between these groups and the Agency is shown in Fig 2 

The Director. DCA. is actually the Executive Agent for the 
OoO Protocol Standardization Program The Chairman of the 
PSSG acts for the Director with regard to DCA's responsi- 
bilities in this area He recommends standard policy 
decisions to the Director, and serves as a focal point on his 
behalf for overseeing the performance of Executive Agent 
functions The PSSG itself represents the Military Depart- 
ments and DoO agencies and serves in an advisory capacity 
to the DCA 
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T> Provide i forum for discussion with MILDEPS/Agencies on 
rtquirtmtnts for Standards 

2) Coordmatfi OoO ROUE «Horts 
3t Monitor Federal, national, and initrnauonai Standards 
4) Ensure that OoO Standards development considers Federal. 

national, and international Standards 

SI Justify OoO requirements for waivtrs Jrom FIPS PUBS 
61 Prepare OoOTs stating DoO policy on Protocol Standarduatien 

The responsibility tor supporting the PSSG lies in the 
Planning and System Integration Directorate (PSI) of OCA 
This Directorate is responsible for overall DCA planning as 
well as integration of the various OCA and OoO communica- 
tions programs The major functions of the PSSG are 
summarized in Table III. 

The PSSG receives technical support from the Protocol 
Standards Technical Panel (PSTP). The PSTP reports to the 
PSSG and is responsible for fulfilling the technical functions 
of the Executive Agent Liaison with the PSSG is maintained 
by having as the PSTP Chairman a member of the PSSG A 
summary of its responsibilities is shown in Table IV 

The responsibility for directing the efforts of the PSTP lies 
m the Defense Communications Engineering Center tDCEC) 
which, tor some time now. has been responsible for the 
design of the DCS These responsibilities also include design 
and planning for the data networks m the DCS as weft For 
the past several years, the Center has been heavily involved 
m protocol standards work and has made significant 
contributions to the OoO protocol standardization effort 

The third area of responsibility is Protocol Configuration 
Control The purpose of this function is to ensure interopera- 
bility between protocol standards developed by different 
sources, validate vendor implementations of protocol stan- 
dards, control deviations and waivers from established 
standards, and maintain a document data base ot approved 
standards This function is now discharged by a newly 
created Configuration Control Office in the Defense Com- 
munications Systems Directorate This office will conduct 
those activities necessary for establishing configuration 
control of DoO protocol standards and serves as a focal 
point for identifying and evaluating requirements for new 
protocol standards or capabilities This activity maintains 
coordination with the PSSG by appointing a representative to 
this latter group Table V summaries the duties involved m 
me protocol standards configuration control function 
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9y the end of i97t when the DoO appointee the OCA 
Eiecutive Agent tor the development of protocol standards 
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1) Document Standards and their specifications 
2) Provide configuration control of Standards and their specifi- 

cation« 

3) Evaluate, approve, or disapprove proposed Standards and 
specificates 

4) Evaluate, approve, or disapprove requests for waivers 

considerable work had been done in developing ? Transmis- 
sion Control Protocol (TCP) and an Internet Protocol (IP) by 
DCA in conjunction with its design efforts on data-corn- 
municattons networks. The TCP corresponds to the transport 
layer of the ISO model, which at its inception had provision 
for an IP. TCP is an end-to-end protocol providing reliable 
data stream communications with the guaranteed integrity 
IP is a protocol for providing data transmission from host-to- 
host over a sat of interconnected diverse networks At the 
time these standards were developed, there were no formal 
standards in these two areas, civil or otherwise The DoO 
however, pressured by urgent requirements and the demands 
of program implementation, strongly felt the need for such 
standards in its data communications programs Therefore m 
December 1978 the DoD decreed that these two standards 
the TCP and IP, would become official DoD protocol 
standards The reason for this action was that both protocols 
had been devised to meet the essential military requirements 
of security, survivabihty. and reliability These factors were 
considered to be sufficiently pressing to justify the adoption 
of the TCP and IP ir. the absence of comparable commercial 
standards Recently, some revisions were made in these 
standards, but their mam sol* ance has not changed since 
their adoption in 1971 The functions of this TCP are shown in 
Table VI 

As stated above an internet protocol was not provided for 
m the ISO model However m the OoO the internetting of data 
networks is an eitremefy important requirement because of 
the large number of such networks which serve the DoO 
Therefore early DoD data^commumcations planning efforts 
were geared to solving the internet problem in 1974 for 
eiampie. the DoO initiated a special study primarily for me 
purpose of studying DoO data internet requirements The 
conclusions of this study played a major role m determining 
the course of DoO data communications activities over the 
last eight years  To illustrate the need for m»i study 
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TAMiVH 
Ntrwem CoMfinr ihuata M if 

General-purpose networks (For txampie. ARPANET) 
PKktt radie (SM. FT BRAGG) 
Packet satellite (SATNET. WBNET) 
Military Networks (WIN. OoOlSS. DON) 
Local Area Networks (ETHERNET. RING. IHTREBUS» 
Public Data Networks (X 25. IPSS. OATEX-F) 
Experimental Networks (R$RE Pilot Picket-Switch Network) 

Table VII lists a few of the most important data networks 
that a DoO common-data-user system must mteroperate 
with 

This list is formidable enough Out not nearly complete The 
DoO keeps track of the networks it may have to deal with 
and a recant estimate indicates that the numbers of such 
nets is considerably in excess of those shown in Table Vll 
The area of Local Area Networks, for example, has a very 
great potential for introducing a wide variety of specialized 
networks into the picture 

Table Vlli summarizes the functions of the Internet 
Protocol Standard Because the ISC model did not provide for 
an internet protocol, it is not clear to which layer the IF 
belongs There is strong feeling that it belongs somewhere 
between the 3rd and 4th layers, and recently ISO has placed 
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• 3ata error corbel 
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its function in layer 3. the network layer of the OSI model At 
present, the DoO Internet Protocol has been proposed to both 
ANSI and the ISO through the auspices of the National 
Bureau of Standards (NBS) The last reports are that it is 
being well received in both groups The need for a general 
internet protocol is well recognized and such a protocol will 
be developed before long in addition to the TCP and IF. the 
DoO has plans for the development of a number of other 
protocol standards, which are shown in Table IX together 
with expected completion dates The development of these 
standards will be done mainly through contractual support 
and coordination with the NBS protocol standards program 
The DoO has developed a working agreement tor the 
development ot protocol standards with the NBS through 
which it will provide technical assistance to the OoO and also 
represent the DoD's interests m the appropriate civil 
standards ton 

NttionH Aaöemy of Sconce Study 

Since the adoption of TCP and IF as formal standards by 
the OoO. there has been considerable activity m the 
commercial standards arena with regard to the development 
of protocol standards As a result of this activity, both the 
ISO and CCITT have developed architectural models for 
protocol standards and the ISO has developed a transport 
layer protocol called the Transport Protocol or TP This TP 
offers five different classes of operation The Class 4 
category is very similar to the OoO s TCP The existence of a 
commercial transport protocol which is different from the 
OoO standard, however, has raised some problems for the 
OoO Concern has been expressed m certain areas of the 
private sector over their ability to support two different 
standards the question has been raised as to whether or not 
tt is cost effective tor the OoO to utiiw a standard which is 
different from the commercial one To resolve these ques 
lions the OoO requested the National Academy of Science 
(NAS> la evaluate both protocols agamst OoO requirements 
and determine whether or not the OoO could use the 
commercial TP m Neu of TCP 

The MAS nas not concluded its study as yet but >t nas 
reached the conclusion that the TCP and the TP as* 
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OVERVIEW 

TAW I 
hmm m M tone* Tor laamiiou 

i) 

2) 

-The process of defining me service and 
mechanism s* -«»cations and •mpttmentmg the protocol m a 
rwgh-order language 
■weal aaetyeJi-This will provide the capability for interactive 
and auiomatad "walkthroughs* and special analysis of the 
protocols to test to* loch conditions as sclf-consisiency state 
reachability, and state Hanging" 

)» tapMHMBMHa tteawj-Testtng the protocol for conformance to the 
service specs and how well it performs the services 

0 lifer** iMpiiwmwiH to^saaea-Certifying that a user s imple- 
mentation of a protocol performs correctly against the 
laboratory s standard imptementatton 

S) vaNdataa aid mmamm Procedures tor providing me laboratory 
standard protocol against wh*h other implementations are 
tested 

fij OaHlpridai canrel-r^ovtdtng support for central configuration 
control of ad OoO protocol impiemjntations 

functionally equivalent m all respects No forma: recom- 
mentations have been formulated as yet and it was eipected 
that the Academy s final report will have been completed m 
Oecembtr 1914  This study s conclusion could have far- 

reaching effects on the OoO protocol standards program and 
the implementation of its data networks as well 

Protocol Tint Laboratory 

An important consideration in the OoO program is protocol 
testing To this end. plans have been developed by OCA for a 
protocol-testing laboratory to be located at the Defense 
Communications Engineering Center m Reston. VA The 
purpose of this test facility is shown in Table X Figure 3 
depicts a preliminary view of the laboratory layout 

The laboratory hardware/software development and im- 
plementation will be accomplished m three phases The 
implementation of this laboratory will proceed along the 
lines indicated in the paragraphs below 

Phase 1 will provide D a basic protocol development 
minicomputer, which will include peripheral storage along 
with its operating system, editors, language compilers and 
assemblers, and other basic software tools 2) three 
interactive work station terminals (smart terminals» which 
will allow the protrcol developer and tester access to all 
laboratory functions: 3) two minicomputer target machines 
tor \t%* in testing one protocol implementation against 
another ind 4) a basic coaxial-cable local network for 
interconnecting all components into an integrated system 

Phase 2 will provide   1) three additional work-station 
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terminals. 2) a second minicomputer to be used for m-depth 
protocol analysis provided by special-purpose software 
packages such as an interactive state machine interpreter, 
automated test generator, m-depth state machine analysis 
programs; and 3) two additional target machines to provide 
the capability for simultaneous protocol testing nesting more 
than one protocol at the same time) 

Phase 3 will procure and implement small minicomputers 
to provide the function of network gateways to other 
networks such as the 00N and ARPANET This will give users 
the capability to test their protocol implementations running 
at their own facility against the DoO standard protocol 
running on one of the target machines m the laboratory A 
special graphics terminal «nh a hard-copy printer may be 
procured to provide detailed graphic I/O of protocol designs 

NATO Sundays Coordination 

Another standardization area which requires OCA s partici- 
pation and activity results from the NATO/United States 
relationship Here again. DCA s responsibilities and activities 
are dictated by public law and DoO policy Public Law 94-361 
decrees that equipment procured for US forces m Europe 
should be standardized or at least interoperable with 
equipment used by other members of NATO This public law 
is supported by the DoO policy of rationalization with NATO 
member telecommunications facilities lOoDO 2010 7* which 
states that the U 5 shall adhere to U S -ratified STANAGS 
when designing or procuring telecommunications equipment 
(A STANAO >s a NATO Standardization Agreement * 

The OCA does not interface directly with NATO on 
communications standardization matters but rather works 
through the U S Military Cemmunirations-Etectfomcs Board 
and the Joint Standardization Group for Tactical Command. 
Control and Communications Sys:ems These two bodies are 
chartered to provide United States input to NATO standards 
committees after service and agency coordination They are 
responsive among other things ' r providing a US 
position on NATO Standardization Agreements (STANAGSl m 
the communications electron** *'** A member of the OCA 
Standards Office staff *s a working member of these two 
groups and me 0*f«ce generally becomes the too* point ter 
coordinating NATO communications eiectromcs documents 
•tthm OCA Once me U S ha* ratified I communications - 
related STANAG the DoO policy ts mat users implement 
those parameters contained therein which are essential tor 
mtroperability Such action may require either me adoption 
or a nongovernment standard me preparation et a new 
military standard or specification or me addition cf or 
change to parameters *n en tusttng military standard an or 
whtch actions ;mpect directly upon the Standards Off** 

.'ede-'i* ?t!*€3mmunfCitteri Sfa/idM'ds fr-&$fjim 

Anette* important standardisation e*ea outside o* the Oe0 
H m* Unites States federal Telecommunications Standard» 
*3qram This program managed by me Nabonat Cam 
muA«Af»om Svsrtm ftCS» üW»ce ha* 'she iOrecüvt of 
»osttnng ate*ope*ab*»«ty ot t*&i**t Government telecom- 
munications networks The mcS ach,eves IM oofec?»** 
!a»ge*y by monitoring me ect?v«f*e* or international *nd 
nabdnai  standardization group*,  a*d  then adopting «hen 

standa-ds for use in the Federal government Coordination is 
maintained with the participating Federal *g*naes through a 
Federal Telecommunications Standards Committee Liaison 
wiih the DoO standardization program is maintained by 
having the head of the OCA Standards Office as the OoO 
representative to this group Also the OCA Standards Office 
has been designated the focal point for coordinating Federal 
standards within OoO A critical point here is that the OoO is 
a very important participant m the Federal Telecommunica- 
tions Standards Program, and every attempt is made on this 
program to ensure that Federal standards projects are 
acceptable to the DoO prior to their being finalized as Federal 
standards 

Hongownmtnt Standards Actmtits ot OoD 

Nongovernment standards are those standards which are 
developed outside of the Federal government and are 
designed primarily for commercial use This class of 
standards is eitremely important to the OoO because they 
are used as a basis for the design of commercial equipment 
and the implementation of communications networks both 
on a national and international basis The OoO has a great 
need to use such commercial equipment and communica- 
tions facilities First, consider the question of communi- 
cations survivability The survtvability quotient of military 
networks increases with the number and extent of facilities 
available The more easily military networks mteroperatt 
with commercial networks me greater the chances wilt be 
for survtvabtiity of the nations communications assets 
during times of crisis Second the OoO very often finds it 
more economical to lease communications services than ;c 
engmeer and build new facilities In fact, the amount of 
leased services used b; the OoO is surprisingly high Thud 
the OoO finds it extremely advantageous to avar' itself of off- 
the-shelf commercial equipment Such an option m addition 
to providing the OoO with economies and flexibility m the 
procurement of equipment considerably eases the logistics 
et providing spares maintenance a^6 training The above 
advantages to the DoO a • consider ably enhanced it DoO 
requirements are reflected m me previsions of the com- 
mercial standards mat gu»de the design of comme oa» 
equipments and networks 
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view to introducing the requirements into the commercial 
standardization process The DoD also has urgent data 
communications requirements, and has expended consider- 
able resources on defining these requirements and investigat- 
ing techniques for satisfying them. K is currently pursuing 
the development of data protocol standards to complement 
its efforts in the development of data communications 
systems Here again, these standards must take into account 
the rigors of providing communications in a military 
environment. The OoD also strongly supports the develop- 
ment of commercial protocol standards and will attempt to 
use them wherever their use does not compromise essential 
military requirements In support of the foregoing, the OoO 
has established a vital program for the development and test 
of data protocol standards. The Defense Communications 
Agency has been designated as Executive Agent tor this 
program. The DoO will coordinate its efforts with the 
National Bureau of Standards in an attempt to reconcile 
militaiy standards with commercial standards, and it will 
make strong efforts to coordinate its activities with NATO as 
well 

PtiiliB S. Selvaggi entered the military service in 1943 and was 
discharged from the Untied Stales Air Force in 1946 where he had 
served as a communications and radar officer He received his B E E 
degree from Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute w June 1947 and a 
Masters Degree in Electrical Engineering Irom Stevens institute of 
Technology in June 1954 

Shortly after gradua'mg from BPl Mr Selvaggi joined I T T Labs 
MI Nutley NJ. where he did design work on PCM digital telephone 
switching, and missile systems from 1949 to 1956 From 1956 to 1963 
he served with the Missile and Surface Radar Division at the RCA 
Mooreslown Plant, where he was manager of the Signal Processing 
Skill Center which was involved with the design and development of 
precision tracking radars and advanced development techniques tor 
radar systems 

Mr Selvaggi left RCA in March 1963 to |om NASA s Manned Space 
Flight Program as assistant director of system integration on the 
Apollo Program In June 1964. he joined DCA where he served as 
head of the DCS Systems Engineering Directorate until 1974 Since 
that time, he has served as chief of the interoperability and 
Standards Office primarily involved with developing standards tor 
DoD communications systems Since 1982. he has become heavily 
involved tn developing DoD protocol standards and presently serves 
as chairman of the OoD Protocol Standards Steering Group which 
oversees the development of protocol standards lor DoO data 
communications systems ■ 
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2.5     Position of DoD on Use of N&tional and International Standards 

The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, Control, Communications and 
Intelligence (C3I) stated in an April 1985 memo [1,2] that it is the position of the DoD 
that whenever international standards are available and can be used to support military 
requirements, they will be adopted and implemented as rapidly as possible to obtain 
maximum economic and interoperability benefits. If public or industry standards do 
not exist to support military requirements for communications protocols, DoD will take 
the initiative to develop its own standards until such time as suitable national or 
international standards are available. 
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SECTION 3.     BACKGROUND 

3.1     Brief History of the DDN 

The ARPANET was the first packet-switching network. This network was designed 
under a 1969 DARPA research and development program. Initially the ARPANET was 
an experimental network built to test the concepts of packet switching and resource 
sharing. As the ARPANET matured, users with operational requirements, rather than 
experimental requirements, began to use it. 

By 1975 there were many operational users of the ARPANET; therefore, responsibility 
for its operation was transferred to the Defense Communications Agency (DCA)* 

In April 1982, as a result of an intensive internal study of alternative systems, the DoD 
directed that the Defense Data Network (DDN) be implemented as the DoD common- 
user data-communications network, based upon ARPANET technology and 
architecture, 

In 1983, DCA divided the ARPANET into two separate networks, the ARPANET and 
the MILNET, thereby forming the unclassified segment of the DDN. 

Both networks are managed by DCA, although the ARPANET remains a DARPA 
research and development network, while the MILNET and other segments of the DDN 
are operational military networks. Readers who would like a more detailed overview of 
the DDN, including a description of the backbone equipment and configuration, should 
consult the DDN Information Brochure available from the JDN Network Information 
Center (NIC) or the DDN Program Management Office (DDN PMO). 

3.2     DoD Architectural Model 

Figure 3-1 shows a graphic representation of the architectural model of the DoD 
protocol suite. The architecture is similar to, but not identical with, the International 
Standards Organization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) architecture.  [See 
Computer Network*, Vol. 7, No. 5, p. 293-328 (Oct. 1983) for a discussion of the DoD 
Internet Architecture Model.) 
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CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 

SECTION 4.     PROTOCOL CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT OF 
THEDDN 

4.1     The DDN Program Management Office (DDN PMO) 

The DDN PMO is responsible for the overall management, operations, and policy 
guidelines for the DDN. It assists new military subscribers in bringing their computers 
and related equipment onto the DDN. It also manages the ARPANET research and 
development network on behalf of DARPA. 

The DDN PMO provides many services to network users or potential network 
subscribers. It is responsible for keeping the network up and running, providing users 
with assistance, setting policies, anticipating growth and expansion, providing 
configuration management and control, assisting new subscribers with protocol 
implementation and testing, and advising subscribers on the selection of interface 
equipment and software. 

The DDN PMO also manages the access control and security of the network backbone, 
and provides liaison to host and node contacts and military sponsors. In addition it 
provides technical management of contracts for services, equipment, and software 
obtained from outside corporations and vendors. 

There are two major network services on the DDN: the Network Information Center 
(NIC), provided by SRI International (SRI), Menlo Park, CA, and the Network 
Monitoring Center (NMC), provided by BBN Communications Corporation (BBNCC), 
Cambridge, MA. These services are supported under contracts from the DDN PMO. 

A third service, DCA Code B641, the Subscriber Requirements and Integration Branch, 
with representatives from each branch of the military service as well as other sponsored 
government agencies, assists new network subscribers in assessing their needs for 
attaching equipment to the network. 

DCA Code B650, the Data Operations Division of the DDN PMO, has responsibility for 
management of all the networks that make up the DDN, including the MILNET and 
the ARPANET. All operational matters of the DDN should be referred to this office. 
Code B550 is also responsible for coordinating operational matters within the DDN 
PMO itself, as well as with other branches and divisions of the DCA, 

To provide operational management support for the DDN networks. Code B650 has 
designated a person at the DDN PMO to act as the primary point of contact (POC) for 
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operations for each of the DDN networks. Contact the NIC on (800) 235-3155 for the 
names of these persons. 

4.2     DDN Configuration Management 

DDN network configuration management is under the control of the Configuration 
Management Branch, DCA Code B602B. 

4.2.1     The Configuration Control Group (CCG) 

Matters pertaining to configuration management of the DDN are decided by the 
Configuration Control Group (CCG). The CCG is chaired by the DDN PMO Technical 
Manager and is made up of the DDN PMO Division Chiefs. Trouble reports, incident 
reports, software patch requests, and requests for network configuration changes are 
reviewed and approved or disapproved by this group. 
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BLACKER BFE ICD 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The purpose of this document is to define the interfaces of the 
BLACKER Front Ends (BFE) . This document will define the services used 
on the network or ciphertext side where the BFE interfaces to the 
Defense Data Network (DON) and will define the services offered on the 
host (host or gateway) or plaintext side. 

Host 
Plaintext 
Red-Side 

Network 
Ciphertext 
Black-Side 

| HOST OR |. 
j GATEWAY | 

.1  BEE  |. DDN 
PSN 

1.2 The BFE acts as a switch (DCE) on an X.25 network. As such the 
BFE offers an X.25 Standard Service interface to the host. Because of 
the additional security functionality of the BFE, there are additional 
requirements on the interface at levels above the X.25 layer. These 
additional requirements as well as the specific details of the X.25 
interface are definei in this document. 

1.3 The following terminology will be used in this document. Units of 
information at the link level will be referred to as frames. Units at 
the network (X.25 level 3) level will be referred to as packets. 
Units at the IP level will be referred to as datagrams. Information 
passed to the actual destination may be referred to as messages with 
an appropriate adjective as in I CMP message or AMPE message. 

1.4 The BLACKER system on DDN uses the X.25 interface as a local 
interface only. This means that the type of service offered does not 
provide the end-to-end services of X.25. The BFE will offer a version 
of DDN X.25 Standard Service as defined in the DDN interface document 
dated Dec 1983 with the restrictions and modifications defined in this 
document. This interface will further conform except as described 
below with FIPS PUB 100 dated 6 July 1983 and CCITT recommendation 
X.25 dated 1980. The BFE will not provide any support for BBN 1822 
interfaces. 

1.5 In this document« references to the Administration refer to the 
Defense Communication Agency. 

1.6 All values for fields defined in this document, unless otherwise 
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designated, are decimal values. These values will be sent by the 
binary representation of the decimal value unless otherwise noted. 

2.0 HOST/RED-SIDE INTERFACE 

2.1 PHYSICAL LEVEL 

Hie BFE will conform to the following specifications: 

1. "DEFENSE DATA NETWORK X.25 HOST INTERFACE SPECIFICATION" D.C.A., 
DECEMBER 1983 

2. EIA STANDARD RS-449 NOVEMBER 1977 

3. MIL-STD-188-114 MARCH 1976 

The BFE will support the signals as listed on Table B-2 of DDN X.25 
SPEC. Optional signals supported will be CCITT ID 141 and 142 on the 
host side. 

In RS-449 terms, the BFE will support all Category I circuits in the 
balanced mode. The BFE will also support all TYPE SR mandatory 
circuits for synchronous primary channel operation ( see RS-449 fig 
5.1 ) . The RS-449 37-position connector with a GLENAIR, INC. (or 
equal) backshell will be used. 

The BFE will present a Data Communications Equipment (DCE) interface 
to the host. 

The BFE will operate at speeds from 1.2 to 64 kilobits per second. 
Data timing will originate at the DCE. RT will supply the data strobe 
for RD. ST will supply the data request for SD, and IT will supply 
the data acknowledge/data strobe for SD. This implies that the DCE 
will control data transfer rates via RT and ST, and the Data Terminal 
Equipment (DTE) will use ST to generate the data strobe signal,TT. 
The network DCE supplies timing to the BLACKER DTE and the BLACKER DCE 
supplies timing to the host DTE. Note: The above signal names RT, RD, 
etc. are related to the RS-449 names used below. 

Only full duplex synchronous operation will be supported. 

Interface signal electrical characteristics will be as defined by 
MIL-STD-188-114. Interface signal functions, directions, and pin 
assignments will be as defined in RS-449. 

The KC-84A is RS-449 compatible In terms of signal conventions. 

>7 
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LISTING OF SIGNALS SUPPORTED BY THE BFE RED SIDE 

&»*. 

PIN RS-< 449 ABBREVIATION DCE IS 
1 SHI ELI > NC 
2 SI +5 
3 SPARE 
4 SD BR 
5 ST BG 
6 RD BG 
7 RS BR 
8 RT BG 
9 CS BG 
10 LL UR 
11 DM BG 
12 TR BR 
13 RR BG 
14 RL IB- 
15 IC -5 
16 SF/SR IB* 
17 TT BR 
18 TM UG 
19 SG CIRCUIT GROUND 
20 RC DCE CIRCUIT GROUND 
21 SPARE 
22 SD ( 5w© 4 ) 
23 ST ( sea 5 ) 
24 RD ( see 6 ) 
25 RS ( see 7 ) 
26 RT ( seo 8 ) 
27 CS ( see 9 ) 
28 IS IB* 
29 DM ( see 11) 
30 TR ( see 12) 

13) 31 RR ( see 
32 SS IB- 
33 SQ ♦5 
34 NS IB- 
35 TT ( see 17) 
36 SB -5 
37 SC DTE CIRCUIT GROUND 
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ABBREVIATIONS OTHER THAN RS-449 SIGNAL NAMES 

GND 
NC 
-3 
+5 
IB- 
IB+ 
BR 
UR 
BG 
ÜG 

CHASSIS GROUND 
NO CONNECTION 
PIN PROVIDES MINUS FIVE VOLTS ( MARK, OFF, 1 FOR UNBAL ) 
PIN PROVIDES FIVE VOLTS ( SPACE, ON, 0 FOR BAL OR UNBAL ) 
PIN IS OPEN, INTERNAL BIAS OF MINUS FIVE VOLTS 
PIN IS OPEN, INTERNAL BIAS OF FIVE VOLTS 
BALANCED RECEIVER 
UNBALANCED RECEIVER 
BALANCED GENERATOR 
UNBALANCED GENERATOR 

2.2 LINK LEVEL 

Ihe BFE will conform to the following Link Level specifications: 

1. "DEFENSE DATA NETWORK X.25 HOST INTERFACE SPECIFICATION", D.C.A., 
DECEMBER 1983 

2. "INTERFACE BETWEEN DATA TERMINAL EQUIPMENT (DTE) AND DATA CIRCUIT 
TERMINATING EQUIPMENT (DCE) FOR TERMINALS OPERATING IN THE PACKET 
MODE ON PUBLIC DATA NETWORKS", RECOMMENDATION X.25, CCITT, 1980 

3. "C(**!UNI CATION PRODUCTS HANDBOOK", WESTERN DIGITAL CORP., JUNE 1984 

At Level 2, the BFE will use the DDN X.25 High Level Data Link 
Control, Link Access Procedure-Balanced ( HDLC-LAPB ) Interface 
protocol. 

On the host/red side the BFE will be a DCE. 

The interface specified in Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. (BBN) Report 
No. 1822 will not be supported. 

The HDLC-LAPB interface in the BFE will be Implemented using the 
Western Digital WD2511AN-05 Packet Network Interface chip, NOTE: The 
Defense Communications Engineering Center (DCEC) certification of this 
chip is still pending. This chip handles bit oriented, full duplex 
serial data communications on its Level 1/Level 2 Interface side. The 
computer interface sld* ures direct memory access. 

The "Transparent Modes" offered by the WD2511 chip will not be used. ,v 
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2.3 PACKET LEVEL 

2.3.X The BFE will conform to the following Packet Level 
specifications except as indicated below. Page references are to 
specification 1. Paragraph references to specification 1 begin with a 
D (as D2.1.1.1). 

1. "DEFENSE DATA NETWORK X.25 HOST INTERFACE SPECIFICATION", D.C.A., 
DECEMBER 1983 

2. "INTERFACE BETWEEN DATA TERMINAL EQUIPMENT (DTE) AND DATA CIRCUIT \^V; 
TERMINATING EQUIPMENT (DCE) FOR TERMINALS OPERATING IN THE PACKET ÄÜ 
MODE ON PUBLIC DATA NETWORKS", RECOffffiNDATION X.25, CCITT, 1980 

3. "INTERFACE BETWEEN DATA TERMINAL EQUIPMENT (DTE) AND DATA CIRCUIT 
TERMINATING EQUIPMENT (DCE) FOR OPERATION WITH PACKET-SWITCHED DATA 
COWUNICATIONS NETWORKS". FED-STD 1041; FIPS PUB 100, 6 JULY 1983 

2.3.2 (pg.3) Only DON Standard Service will be offered. No provisions 
for Basic Service will be made. Any call requests indicating Basic 
Service will be rejected. 

2.3.3 (pg.6) Only physical addressing will be supported. All BFE 
ports will be assigned a physical address by the Administration. The 
address will be 12 BCD digits. The address will conform to the format 
defined in D2.1.1.1 with the following restrictions. The F flag will 
be 0. All addresses will be 12 BCD digits, sub-addresses will not be 
supported. Requests for Logical Addressing facilities will receive a 
CLEAR INDICATION packet with an appropriate diagnostic code (146) . 

2.3.4 (pg.8) In D2.1.2.1 for the Type of Service facility. Standard 
Service must be selected on all CALL REQUEST packets. Failure to 
specify Standard Service will result in a CLEAR INDICATION packet with 
an appropriate diagnostic code (155). 

2.3.5 (pg.10) In D2.1.3, Protocol Identification, DTEs must employ DoD 
standard IP. The value defined for IP (11001100 binary, CC hex) must 
be present in the CALL REQUEST packet. Selection of a different value 
will result in a CLEAR INDICATION packet with an appropriate 
diagnostic (156). 

2.3.6 (pg.ll) Negotiated maximum packet size of 1024 octets is 
strongly recommended in order to allow an IP datagram to fit within a 
single X.25 packet. Maximum packet sizes of 128, 256, 512, and 1024 
octets will be supported by the BFE. A packet size of 1024 is 
required for hosts accredited to operate at multiple security levels. 
(See 2.4.4) 
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2.3.7 (pg.ll) The maximum number of data bits in a complete packet 
sequence must be no more than 7168 (896 octets) . An attempt to send 
more than 896 octets will result in a CLEAR INDICATION with an 
appropriate diagnostic code (39). 

2.3.8 (pg.A6) The D-bit and Q-bit have no significance to the BFE and 
are not passed to the destination. These should be set to zero by the 
DTE. 

2.3.9 (pg.A7) There is no support for Logical Addressing. Requests 
for Logical Addressing facilities will receive a CLEAR INDICATION 
packet with an appropriate diagnostic code (146). 

2.3.10 (pg.A9) BLACKER X.2S addr< 
follows: 

are derived from IP addresses as 

The IP address is a 32 bit quantity that can be thought of as two 
parts, the first 8 bits define the network and the remaining 24 bits 
are network specific. For the BFEs, the 24 bit host field will be 
mapped to the seven BCD digit host identifier field as follows. The 
first bit is zero. The next three bits map to the first BCD digit, 
the next ten bits map to the next three BCD digits and the last ten 
bits map to the last three BCD digits. The mapping is a value 
conversion from the binary representation to the BCD representation. 

The DDN-RVN will be a class A network. The IP network number for the 
DOtf-RVN is 21. The 24-bit host field will be defined as follows: 

0 12 
012345678901234567890123 

+ . + •4.. + .+ . + _ + . + . + . + . + •+*. + .+. + • + . + - + - + .. +- + _ + . + - + • + 

|0|PORT 1   DOMAIN ID     |    BFE ID       | 

The port field will take on the values 0-7, currently defined values 
are: 

0 
1 
2 

Attached Host 
Access Control Module 
ICMP server 

The domain ID and BFE ID fields will only take on the values 000*999. 
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The DDN-RVN is an X.25 network supporting a version of DDK Standard 
Service.    The X.25 address consists of 12 BCD digits defined as: 

NNNN F DDDDDDD 

where 

NNNN is a network identifier 
F is a flag indicating whether the address is physical or 

logical 
DDDDDDD       is a network specific address 

For the DDN-RVN, NNNN is a value TED« initially it will be set to 
0000. F is 0 indicating physical addressing. DODDOOD is directlv 
napped from the host field of the IP address where the first digit is 
the port ID, the next three digits are the domain ID, and the last 
three digits are the intradonaln BFE ID. 

The mappinq between the IP host field and the X.25 network specific 
address is as follows: 

0       1       2 2 
0       0       0 3 

IP:     BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBBBB 
o\ A     A     / 

I  
i   I       I 

X.25:      D   COD      DOD 

2.3.11 INTERRUPT and INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION packets are not supported. 

2.3.12 DATAGRAM service is not supported. 

2.3.13 There will be no support for PERMANENT VIRTUAL CIRCUITS. All 
calls will need to be established via CALL REQUEST packets. 

2.3.14 Only certain X.25 facilities will be supported. 

The following facilities WILL BE supported by the BFE: 

I960 CCITT paragraph 
Nonstandard default window size      7.1.2 
Nonstandard default packet size      7.2.1 
Flow control parameter negotiation    7.2.2 
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The following facilities WILL NOT BE supported by the BFE: 

Extended packet sequence numbering 
Default Throughput Class Assignment 
Packet Retransmission 
Incoming Calls Barred 
Outgoing Calls Barred 
One-way logical channel outgoing 
One-way logical channel Incoming 
Closed user group (all varieties) 
Reverse charging 
Reverse charging acceptance 
RPOA selection 
Throughput class negotiation 
East select 
Fast select acceptance 
D-bit modification 
Datagram facilities (all varieties) 

2.3.14.1 For selection of Flow Control Parameters (packet and window 
size) the BFE will default to a packet size of 128 octets and a window 
size of 2. A host may select nonstandard defaults for packet size 
between 128 and 1024 and for window size between 2 and 7. For 
incoming calls, the host may select whether or not the BFE will 
negotiate. If the host chooses not to negotiate, the BFE will use the 
defaults for all calls. If negotiation is selected, the BFE will 
offer a packet size of 1024 and a window size of 7; the host may then 
respond with a smaller size if desired. 

1980 CCITT paragraph 
7.1.1 
7.1.3 
7.1.4 
7.1.5 
7.1.6 
7.1.7 
7.1.8 
7.1.9-7.1.15 
7.1.16 
7.1.17 
7.1.18 
7.2.3 
7.2.4 
7.2.5 
7.2.6 
7.3 

2.3.15 (Deleted) 

2.3.16 DIAGNOSTICS 

2.3.16.1 The BFE passes certain diagnostic information back to the 
host to indicate status information on the communication path and to 
provide security related information. Diagnostic information is 
provided when the BFE becomes aware of a reportable event. However, 
there is no guarantee that the BFE will be able to detect, nor report, 
all anomalous situations. 

2.3.16.2 Diagnostic Information is sent In the diagnostic field in 
X.2S packets. For the X.25 diagnostic codes, the BFE will use the 
values defined in the CCITT recommendation and in the DON 
specification with the following interpretations. DON code 128. IMP 
Unavailable, will indicate that the DON packet switching node to which 
the BFE is connected is unavailable. DON code 137, Remote IHP Dead, 
will Indicate that the destination BFE is unreachable. 
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2.3.16.3 Diagnostic information related to Emergency Mode status will 
be passed to the host at the X.25 level. DIAGNOSTIC packets will be 
sent by the BFE with the following diagnostic codes: 

Code 
Entering Emergency Mode 224 
Leaving Emergency Mode 225 
Emergency Mode Window Open 226 

CLEAR INDICATION packets will be sent by the BFE with the following 
diagnostic codes: 

Code 
Call Failed--Address Translation Information Required        227 
Call Failed--Emergency Window Open, BFE not in Emergency Mode 228 

The host commands the BFE to enter Emergency Mode when the window is 
opened by using the Emergency Mode Address Facility (2.3.17.3) with 
the address set to all zeroes. 

2.3.17 EMERGENCY MODE 

2.3.17.1 One aspect of the BLACKER system operation is the ability to 
communicate between BFEs in the absence of Access Control Centers 
(ACC) and/or Key Distribution Centers (KDC) . This capability is 
referred to as Emergency Mode. The use of Emergency Mode involves the 
host in some of the processing. Depending on a BFE start-up parameter 
(supplied when the BFE was in communication with an ACC or supplied 
via BLACKER Variable Carrier (BVC)), when a potential for Emergency 
Mode exists, either the BFE will automatically enter Emergency Mode 
and so notify the host, or it will ask the host via the X.25 codes 
defined in 2.3.16.3. The host must then command the BFE to enter 
Emergency Mode as defined in 2.3.16.3 and 2.3.17.3 and the BFE will 
acknowledge. 

2.3.17.2 Additionally, since the address translation table described 
above is maintained by the ACC and in Emergency Mode the BFE may not 
be able to communicate with the ACC, a host is limited as to what 
other hosts it may communicate with while in Emergency Mode. The 
optional X.25 facility defined in 2.3.17.3 allowing a host to provide 
the address translation information may be used if a host requires 
flexibility beyond these constraints. 
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2.3.17.3 An additional optional user facility will be supported.  This 
facility will allow the DTE to provide the DDN address (black internet 
address) of the destination BFE (see section 3.5.3).  This facility is 
available only when Emergency Mode is enabled. The facility code is 
193. The format is: 

0  1 11000001 
C  2 00000100 
T  3      32-bit 
E  4      Black 
T  5        IP 

6      Address 

The Black address will be stored with (from diagram in 2.4.2) bits 0-7 
in octet 3, bits 8-15 in octet 4, bits 16-23 in octet 5 and bits 24-31 
in octet 6.  Bit 0 will be the leftmost bit of octet 3, etc.  Setting 
the address field to all zeroes indicates that the BFE should enter 
Emergency Mode and is sent in response to the BFE message advertising 
the opening of the Emergency Mode Window (2.3.16.3).  If it is 
necessary to provide the enter Emergency Mode command along with 
address translation information the facility will appear twice in the 
CALL REQUEST packet with the enter Emergency Mode command appearing 
first. 

2.3.18 The BFE will support up to 128 simultaneous open logical 
channels. 

2.4 INTERNET PROTOCOL FEATURES 

2.4.1 In addition to the X.25 interface, the BFE requires the use of 
IP as defined in MIL STO 1777. The  only restrictions on the use of IP 
are as follows: 

2.4.2 The IP address is a 32-bit value consisting of a network 
identifier and a network specific host field. There are different 
formats for this address. The DDN-RVN is a class A network (net 
number 21) with the following format: 

0 12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

+ „4_+_+^ + „ + . + „+_ + _ + _ + « + _ + « + . + _+« + .^.+_ + .+_ + .4.«. + ^ + «+_+. + . + » + . + . + .+ 

101    NET     j HOST | 

2.4.3 The host connected to a BLACKER Front End will have a Red IP 
destination address for the datagram. This address will be used by 
the host to determine the local subnetwork address of the next hop on 
the Red Virtual Network (RVN),   the network comprising all hosts 

10 
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connected to BFEs. The local subnetwork address will be the X.25 
address corresponding to either the actual Red IP destination or the 
IP address of the gateway that is the next hop to the destination. 

2.4.4 The maximum BLACKER IP datagram size is 896 octets.  IP 
datagrams of more than 576 octets should only be sent if there is 
assurance that the destination is prepared to accept the larger 
datagrams. An IP datagram must be sent as an X.25 complete packet 
sequence if the datagram does not fit within a single X.25 packet. A 
packet or complete packet sequence must contain exactly one complete 
IP datagram.  If IP datagrams are sent in multiple X.25 packets, no 
more than 32 incomplete datagrams (unfinished packet sequences) may be 
sent at one time. Only single level hosts are allowed to send 
datagrams as packet sequences. Hosts accredited to send datagrams at 
multiple security levels must send and receive datagrams in single 
packets. Any packet received from such a host with the M bit set will 
result in the call being CLEARed. 

2.4.5 All IP datagrams must contain a security label as defined in the 
IP security option. This must be the first option on all IP 
datagrams. The format and values for IP Security Option fields are 
taken from the "Revised Internet Protocol Security Option (IPSO)". 
BLACKER currently makes cryptographic distinctions based on the four 
hierarchical U.S. classification levels and four non-hierarchical 
National Access Programs as defined in the Revised IP Security Option. 
In addition, BLACKER is designed to make cryptographic distinctions on 
up to four additional hierarchical U.S. classification levels and 
twelve additional Special Access Programs if and when they are 
specified. 

2.4.6 The BFE has a limited amount of space available to buffer 
datagrams. For datagrams for which authorizations already exist in 
the BFE, normal flow control procedures will be used. For datagrams 
which require communication with the ACC, the BFE will only guarantee 
the buffering of at least five datagrams. These datagrams will be 
held pending the response from the ACC. Since the receipt of 
additional datagrams requiring communication with the ACC may overflow 
the available buffers, such additional datagrams may be discarded. 

2.4.7 The BLACKER System supports dual (multiple) homing of hosts by 
providing authorizations between all BFEs connected to the source and 
all BFEs connected to the destination hosts. These BFEs each have 
different network and internet addresses. The source host must 
provide the mechanism for selecting the communication path from 
multiple addresses.  (BLACKER does NOT support the Dual Homing of its 
own ACCs or KDCs.) 

11 
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2.5  INTERNET CONTROL MESSAGE  PROTOCOL FEATURES 

2.5.1 Hie BFE also makes use of ICMP messages to indicate certain 
information to the host. 

2.5.2 The BFE will respond to ICMP ECHO messages with ICMP ECHO REPLY 
messages. 

2.5.3 The BFE passes certain diagnostic information back to the host 
to indicate status information on the communication path and to 
provide security related information. Diagnostic information is 
provided when the BFE becomes aware of a reportable event. However, 
there is no guarantee that the BFE will be able to detect, nor report, 
all anomalous situations. 

2.5.4 Diagnostic information will be passed in ICMP messages. A 
DESTINATION UNREACHABLE (type 3) message will be sent when a Request 
Denied message is received by the BFE from the ACC. Code 1-Host 
Unreachable will be sent if the Request Denied message indicates that 
the destination BFE is down. Code 10-Communication with Destination 
Host Administratively Prohibited will be sent if the Request Denied 
message indicates that access is denied. 

12 
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3.0 NETWORK/BLACK-SIDE INTERFACE 

3.1 This section describes the DDN interface of all BLACKER equipment 
connecting to the DDN. 

3.2 PHYSICAL LEVEL 

The BFE will conform to the following specifications: 

1. "DEFENSE DATA NETWORK X.25 HOST INTERFACE SPECIFICATION" D.C.A., 
DECEMBER 1983 

2. EIA STANDARD RS-449 NOVEMBER 1977 

3. MIL-STD-188-114 MARCH 1976 

The BFE will support the signals as listed on Table B-2 of DDN X.25 
SPEC. No optional signals will be supported on the network side. 

In RS-449 terms, the BFE will support all Category I circuits in the 
balanced mode. The BFE will also support all TYPE SR mandatory 
circuits for synchronous primary channel operation ( see RS-449 fig 
5.1 ) . The RS-449 37-position connector with a GLENAIR, INC. (or 
equal) backshell will be used. 

The BFE will present a DTE interface to the network. 

The BFE will operate at speeds from 1.2 to 64 kilobits per second. 
Data timing will originate at the DCE. RT will supply the data strobe 
for RD. ST will supply the data request for SD, and TT will supply 
the data acknowledge/data strobe for SD. This implies that the DCE 
will control data transfer rates via RT and ST, and the DTE will use 
ST to generate the data strobe signal,TT. The network DCE supplies 
timing to the BLACKER DTE and the BLACKER DCE supplies timing to the 
host DTE. Note: The above signal names RT, RD, etc. are related to 
the RS-449 names used below. 

Only full duplex synchronous operation will be supported. 

Interface signal electrical characteristics will be as defined by 
MIL-STD-188-114. Interface signal functions, directions, and pin 
assignments will be as defined in RS-449. 

The KG-84A is RS-449 compatible in terms of signal conventions. 

13 
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BLACKER BFE ICD 6 March 1985 

LISTING OF SIGNALS SUPPORTED BY 
THE NETWORK SIDE OF THE BFE 

PIN 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

GND 
NC 
-5 
+5 
13 

RS-449 ABBREVIATION 
sin ELD 
SI 
SPARE 
SD 
ST 
RD 
RS 
RT 
CS 
LL 
DM 
TR 
RR 
RL 
IC 
SF/SR 
IT 
TM 
SG 
RC 
SPARE 
SD see 
ST 
RD 
RS 
RT 
CS 
IS 
DM 
TR 
RR 
SS 
SQ 
NS 
TT 
SB 
SC 

4 
5 

?! 
8 
9 

( see 11) 

i see 13 

( see 17) 

DTE IS 
GND 
IB+ 

BG 
BR 
BR 
BG 
BR 
BR 
-5 
BR 
BG 
BR 
-5 
IB- 
+5 
BG 
IB- 
CIRCUIT GROUND 
DCE CIRCUIT GROUND 

+5 

-5 
IB+ 
-5 

IB- 
DTE CIRCUIT GROUND 

ABBREVIATIONS OTHER THAN RS-449 SIGNAL NAMES 

CHASSIS GROUND 
NO CONNECTION 
PIN PROVIDES MINUS FIVE VOLTS ( MARK, OFF, 1 FOR UNBAL ) 
PIN PROVIDES FIVE VOLTS ( SPACE, ON, 0 FOR BAL OR UNBAL ) 
PIN IS OPEN, INTERNAL BIAS OF MINUS FIVE VOLTS 

14 
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BLACKER BEE I CD 6 March 1985 

IB+ PIN IS OPEN, INTERNAL BIAS OF FIVE VOLTS 
BR BALANCED RECEIVER 
UR UNBALANCED RECEIVER 
BG BALANCED GENERATOR 
UG UNBALANCED GENERATOR 

3.3 LINK LEVEL 

•Rie BEE will conform to the following Link Level specifications: 

1. "DEFENSE DATA NETWORK X.25 HOST INTERFACE SPECIFICATION", D.C.A., 
DECEMBER 1983 

2. "INTERFACE BETWEEN DATA TERMINAL EQUIPMENT (DTE) AND DATA CIRCUIT 
TERMINATING EQUIPMENT (DCE) FOR TERMINALS OPERATING IN THE PACKET 
MODE ON PUBLIC DATA NETWORKS", RECOMMENDATION X.25, CCITT, 1980 

3. "CC*#1UNICATION PRODUCTS HANDBOOK", WESTERN DIGITAL CORP., JUNE 1984 

At Level 2, the BEE will use the DDN X.25 High Level Data Link 
Control, Link Access Procedure-Balanced ( HDLC-LAPB ) interface 
protocol. 

On the IMP/black side the BEE will be a DTE. 

The interface specified in Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. (BBN) Report 
No. 1822 will not be supported. 

The HDLC-LAPB interface in the BEE will be implemented using the 
Western Digital WD2511AN-05 Packet Network Interface chip. NOTE: The 
Defense Communications Engineering Center (DCEC) certification of this 
chip is still pending. This chip handles bit oriented, full duplex 
serial data communications on its Level 1/Level 2 interface side. The 
computer interface side uses direct memory access. 

The "Transparent Modes" offered by the WD2511 chip will not be used. 

15 
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BLACKER BFE I CD 6 March 1985 

3.4 PACKET LEVEL 

3.4.1 The BFE network interface to DDN conforms to the DDN interface 
specification dated December 1983. 

3.4.2 The BFE operates with a Standard Service interface. It may 
operate with a Basic Service interface on the network side only. 

3.4.3 The BFE is designed to operate with a maximum packet size of 
1024 octets but will also operate at 128, 256 or 512 octets. 
Operating with a maximum packet size of less than 1024 octets may 
significantly impact performance. 

3.4.4 The BFE does NOT make use of INTERRUPT service and does NOT set 
the D-bit or Q-bit. 

3.4.5 For the protocol identification information in the X.25 call, 
the BFE will use CC hex (11001100 binary) to indicate that IP is the 
next level protocol and C5 hex (11000101 binary) to indicate the 
absence of IP and that the next layer of protocol is the encryption 
layer. 

3.5 INTERNET PROTOCOL FEATURES 

3.5.1 The BFE will send IP datagrams of up to 1024 octets. 

3.5.2 The BFE may not use an IP header on the network side when 
sending datagrams across a single Black network. This will be 
indicated in the X.25 protocol field as stated in 3.4.5. This applies 
ONLY to traffic Intended for decryption. Traffic destined for the 
Black side will always contain an IP header. 

3.5.3 The BFE takes the DDN-RVN address (2.3.10) and generates the 
Black IP address via a table lookup. There is a table in the BFE 
containing the address translations for the BFE's domain and some 
interdowain BFE address translation information. This table is 
maintained by the Access Control Center (ACC) for the BFE. 
Optionally, information for this table may be provided by the host 
when the BF£ is in Emergency Mode. The Black IP address is passed to 
the Black side for the Black IP datagram. 

3.5.4 The Black X.25 network address is generated from the Black IP 
address via the algorithm defined for DDN. The BFE will support the 
full DDN address translation algorithm for both physical and logical 
addresses. 

3.6 INTERNET CONTROL MESSAGE PROTOCOL FEATURES 

3.6.1 The BFE will be capable of receiving all ICMP message types and 
of generating at least ECHO REPLY, PARAMETER PROBLEM, and DESTINATION 
UNREACHABLE messages. 

16 
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THE UNOER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 2C301 

RESEARCH AMO 
ENGINEERING 

2 3 DEC 1978 

vrj.'Qt?vjnTJM FOP SECRETARY OF T"F APMY 
SECPETAPY OP THF NAVY 
SFCRPTAPY OF TMF AIR FOPCF 
CHAIPMAN, JCINT CLIFFS OP STAFF 
PIPPCTOR, PFFENSE ADVANCED PESFARCK PROJECTS 
AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS AGFNCY 
DIPFCTOP, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
CIRFCTOF, DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SECUPITY AGENCY 

SUBJECT: Host-to-Host Protocols for Data Communications 
Networks 

A number of data communications networks are operating or 
under 'leveloonent within DoO, without adeouate orovisions for 
interooerabilitv. ACJTCOIN II is exoected to become 
operational during FY 1980, to provide comiron-user data 
communications service for DoO computer systems and oermit a 
reduction in the number of specialized data networks.  Plans 
are under way to incoroorate within AUTODIN II networks such 
as the wviMCCS Intercomouter Network (WIN), Intelligence Data 
Handling Svstem Communications (IDHSC) and the SAC Digital 
Network (SACOIV), amonq others.  Local networks such as the 
Communitv On-Line Intelligence Network System (CCIN<5) and 
certain tactical networks *ust have effective AUTOOIM II 
interfaces. 

»UTCDT! II will Drovide connectivity for a wide range of 
systems, but the potential for information exchange bevond 
narrcwly defined communities will be limited without 
aoorooriate standards for internet, host-to-host, 
terminal-to-host and other orotocols. *s  the need to 
exchanqe information across network boundaries increases, 
lack of common protocol standards will become a formidable 
barrier to interooerabilitv. Technioues in which tne 
orotocols of one network are translated into the orotocols of 
another will become increasingly unworkable as the number of 
orotocols and networks reauirinq interooeration increases. 

To insure interooerabiiity of future data networking, I am 
directing the adoption of a set of DoO standard host-to-host 
nrotocols based on the Transmission Control and Internet 
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Protocols (TCP/IP version 4) develooed in the DARPA/DCA 
internetwork community.  OoO requirements for precedence, 
security, and community of interest controls will be 
incorporated within the standard protocol set. Use of these 
protocols will be mandatory for ail packet-oriented data 
networks where there is a potential for host-to-host 
connectivity across network or subnetwork boundaries. 
Case-by-case exceptions will be granted only for networks 
that can be shown to have no future requirements for 
interoperability. Because the host-to-host protocol being 
develooed for AUTODIN II evolved from an early version of TCP 
and is unsuitable for internetwork operation, the AUTODIN II 
TCP will have to be upqraded to the standard protocol set. 
Recognizinq that there may be cost and schedule impacts on 
the AUTODIN II proqram, the Defense Communications Agency 
should oerform a cost tradeoff analysis to determine the 
ootimum time for this transition. DCA should provide the 
results of this analysis by Aoril 1979. 

To address these and future orotocol issues and promulgate 
aporopriate standards, I am forming an 0S0 Protocol Standards 
Workinq Grouo chaired by the Director, Information Systems. 
I ask each addressee to nominate a representative. Names 
should be orovided by 8 January 1979 to LTC Wilcox 
(695-3287). The first task of this group will be to  finalise 
details of the standard host-to-host orotocol set. Draft 
soecifications for these protocols will be available in 
January 1979. Final specifications should be distributed by 
Aoril 1979 following review by the working group and testing 
by OCA and DARPA. At that time, I expect to promulgate these 
standards and set dates for their adootion. 

The Defense Communications Agency is designated as DoO 
Executive Agent for computer communications protocols and 
will manage the implementation and development and evolution 
of standard host-to-host orotccols, as designated by the 
Protocol Standards working Grouo. The DCA will forward to 
this office within 120 days a management olan for carrying 
out this role. 

JOk-At P.dZ Utfctfjtl**. 

Owe* P. Dlrmtcfi 
frindpal Ctoputy 
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THE UNOC* IECACTAäY Of 01 ft N« 

WASMNOTOM. 0 C. MM« 

• CMA*CM AMO 
CMUMftNtHO 

*"» *ÄR W 

I*** 

« 

MDCHAJTCUH TO* SECnETAJIZS Of TU MIUTAK DEPARTMENTS 
CHAXRHAJI OP TU JOINT CHIEFS OP STATT 
DMECTOM OT THI DEFENSE AGENCIES 

SUBJECT:    DoO Policy on Standardisation of Hoat-to-Host Protocols for Data 
CoaaunleaUona Metworka 

Reference:    (a) 

(b) 

(a) 
(d) 

(a) 

U3DP.4I Kerne, "aoat~to*Ioat Protocols for Data Conmw.ications 
Notworka,- 23 Oac ?l 
DoO Standard Transmission Control Protocol Specification, 
Jan 10 
OoO Standard Intamat Protocol Speci/ication, Jan SO 
De& Oiroctiv« 4120.3.  •Depertaant of Defenae Standardisation 
Prograa,- & June 73 
DaOI * 120.20, •Devel:*o«e.n and uaa of edn-Ccverneent 
Specifications and Standarda.« 21 Daa 71 

PA , 

pV. 

1. Tha purpoaa of thla aaoorandua la to clarify Do« policy aaaaarnini 
atandardUatloa of boat-to-host pretooeia far data eoanaaUeatioea networks. 

2. Tha policy citad la refe-enco (a) it reaffirmed, namely:    (1) tha Ma ef 
DoO standard boet-ta-heat protocols (Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and 
Internet Protocol (XT), refareneee (a) end (e)) la aandatery far all OoO 
pack tt-or lent ad data networks which have a potential far host-te-host 
connectivity »cross network or subnetwork boundaries;  (2) tha Director, 
Oefenaa Coessunioatlaaa Anmney, la deaiesiated aa tha Executive Atant for 
computer eoaxsunlcetlona protocols; and (3) aaaa byeaaa except lone «ill he 
created by the Executive Aaont only far networks shown to have aa future 
requlrenenta t*r Interoperability. 

3. leference (a) la not intc-ded u, raplaee the normal 0u? standardisation 
procedures aateblished by OoOO 1120.3 ;referer*e <d)K    «ether, tha Executive 
exeat function la lateadel U »»nee 4J*er«eeed eaahaaia end Initiative aa the 
lamertant sad currently volatile technoloty of data eoeaasnicetions protocol 
atandardlsatlea.    New standards and codifications to existin* standards will 
>e auhaitted by tha Executive A« ant to tha Defense Department components for 
ratification and dissemination la accordance with tha provisions of 
reference (d). 

I.    DoDI «120.20 (referenda (e)) alaa oontinues to apply to protocol 
standards.   Tana, it is desired that nongovernment protocol standards be 
adopted and uned la lieu af the development and proaulantloo af new 

>.V, 
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dornet*,   KlXitiry roquXroaoEta for latoroporablXXty, aoourlty. rtlUslXlty 
Z «urvl~bllity a~ «.ffloloatXy r^^^^Jj^^oltrn^i0^' 2«rt idoDtlm of TC? and XI» la UM ahaoaeo of aatlafaotary aon«ownaoat 
«tooT.£o£rda.    Xo th. futuro, tho taooutlv. *ont wiXX dotor^o 
S£nW £!a£ *Utary r»oulr«aoota juatifr tho dovoX*paoat aad adoptloc» of 
^^rprotoSx it*n«Ur2t *frar -kin« i»^y «frort to usa pr%valliA< 
^^J^rit^ordiV^^o^. the £aoutlira 4C«nt MX «*a «vary offort 
^SjSTooö roauX/^ta lato tho ooatovon-oat ataadar« 4a*oXopaoat prooti. 
taVo^partXolpatioa la »oXuatary ataa4arda fonaaa aad throufh ooordlaatXoa 
StTothoTo.S. Govoraaont aiahora of tuoh for«.   Thla iafX-onea shouXd bo 
«x«rt*d with tho obJoctXvoa of both avoldl«« «M no* to davtlop and adopt 
SSuTooO .undarda tad aaabiXnf a*antual ropXoooaoat of wUv ** ataadarda 
with functionally aqulvaloat nonfovnm^nt ataadarda. 
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. OC   MM« 

fttStAftCMANO 10 HAP   t$3 
CNGINCCftlNC 

M&CRANDUM FOR SBMTARIES OP THE MILITARY DEPARTMBTTS 
DIRECTORS, DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTOR, JOINT STAFF, OJCS 

SUBJECT: Defense Data Network (DON) Implementation 

References: (a) Dep Sec Def Memorandum, Subject: Termination of 
AÜTOOIN II, 2 April 1982 

(b) DTACCS Memorandum, Subject: AinODIN II Phase I 
Decision Paper and OSD Guidance for Data Network v v 
Developments, 16 July 197S >,/ 

*Vv 
This memorandum directs the implementation of the Defense Data Network Ü 

(DON) in accordance with Reference (a). This memorandum replaces the previous 
guidance contained in Reference (b). The Director, Defense Communications 
Agency (DCA) is overall Program Manager for DON. 

In order to ensure that DON is implemented as an operationally and 
economically effective program, the following areas must receive expeditious 
and comprehensive attention: 

(1) The user system requirements for all DoD data communication systems 
must be confirmed. This must include accurate operational and 
technical information. 

(2) System users must select interfacing methods as well as the 
timeframes required for their systems to connect to the DON. 

(3) An effective cost recovery schema which provides for equitable user 
service costs must be established. 

The enclosure hereto contains Guidance and Program Direction applicable 
to DON and other DoD Data Networks, and tasking in support of the Defense Data 
Network Program (to be reviewed by DU5D (C*l) on a continuing basis). 

In order to assure success of the DON, a DON Coordinating Committee has 
been established, chaired by the Director of Information Systems with 
membership from the OJCS, Services, and appropriate Defense Agencies. 
Intensive and continuing management support from every echelon will be 
required to make this vital effort a success. 

'&IA< 

Enclosure 

MS 
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GUIDANCE AND PROGRAM DIRECTION APPLICABLE TO 
THE DEFENSE DATA NETWRK AND OTHER DoD DATA NEIVGRKS 

References:       (a)   Dep Sec Def Memorandum, Subject: Termination of 
AUTODIN II, 2 April 1982 

(b) DTACCS, Memorandum, Subject: AUTODIN II Phase I Decision 
Paper and OSD Guidance for Data Network Developments, 
16 July 1975 

(c) DUSD (C3l) Memorandum, Subject: Defense Data Network -- 
Security Architecture Options, 10 May 1982 

(d) Director of DCA Memorandum, Subject: Defense Data 
Network -- Security Architecture Options, 19 Nov 1982 

(e) Director of NSA Memorandum, Subject: Defense Data Network, 
1 Nov 1982 

(f) USDRE Memorandum, Subject: DoD Policy on Standardization 
of Host-to-Host Protocols for Data Communications 
Networks, 23 March 1982 

I. Applicability of Program Guidance and Direction 

This guidance shall be applicable to the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Military Departments, and Defense Agencies. The 
definition and scope of the Defense Data Network (DDN) will be updated or 
refined as dictated by changes in user requirements, technological 
developments, and economic factors. Evolution of the DDN as a Defense 
Communications System (DCS) element will be governed by the DCS Five Year Plan 
(FYP) process. Any major changes in the scope, schedules, cost, or 
composition of the network must be reviewed and approved by DUSD (C^I). 

II. Definition of DPI 

DDN is a data communications service which will utilize packet technology as 
its primary switching technique to fulfill the data communications needs of 
the DoD. The DDN is the data communications service of the Defense 
Communications System (DCS). The DDN Program Plan, revised 19 May 1982, and 
augmented by the DDN Security Architecture Reports, (Ref d and e) provides a 
comprehensive description of the initial planning for the network. 

III. Program Strategy for Data Networks 

The DON will supply data communications services in support of critical 
military operational systems, including WWMCCS and intelligence systems, 
general purpose ADP and other command based systems and data networks, which 
have requirements for long-haul data communication services». The DDN will 
provide connectivity for these subscriber systems with the goal of maximum 
potential for interoperability. 

& 
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The DDN is designed to incorporate the maximum practical modularity and flexi- 
bility in the backbone system and its various interfaces to accommodate 
significant changes in user requirements, in ADP and data communications 
technology, and in the economic factors influencing this program. Contractual 
and implementation planning for DDN must accommodate variations in the number 
of switches to be implemented and in the overall implementation schedule of 
the program. Every attempt must be made to balance this flexibility against 
reasonable cost impacts to the backbone system and the individual subscriber 
systems. It is essential that DDN planning be phased in a cohesive total 
program implementation that is operationally and economically viable. 

DUSD (C3l) memorandum, 10 May 1982, (Ref c) directed DCA and NSA to conduct a 
review of the DDN Security Architecture alternatives for the integration of 
the various subscriber communities that comprise the DDN. Refs d and e 
describe the network security architectures that were evaluated. 

The approved DDN network security architecture contains two segments, a 
classified segment and an unclassified segment. The two segments are 
connected via gates which allow use of the unclassified segment backbone by 
the classified subscribers. DDN switches in the classified segment (CZI 
network) are protected to the SECRET level and military encryption devices are 
employed on all classified segment trunk and access lines. All subscribers on 
the classified segment are connected to the DDN via the Internet Private Line 
Interface (IPLI), or equivalent end-to-end encryption (£*) devices. The 
unclassified segment (MILNET) has switches in restricted locations and uses 
DES trunk encryption in CONUS, and has switches in SECRET-cleared facilities 
and uses military encryption devices on 0C0NUS trunk lines and on OCONUS-CONUS 
connections. The software in the packet switches and monitoring centers will 
not be reimplemented, but will be examined for security flaws and brought 
under strict configuration control. This architecture is referred to in the 
review as Option 2.2 -- WITH (with IPLIs on all classified hosts and without 
reimplementation of network software.) 

Near-term security for the DDN system will be provided through link encryption 
of the circuits and segregation of different subscriber communities. Pro- 
vision of DES link encryption on the MILNET shall proceed as expeditiously as 
possible, but implementation of systems shall not be delayed solely because 
such encryption is not in place. Every effort must be made to expedite the 
development of end-to-end data encryption technology via the Internet Private 
Line Interface (IPLI) and BLACKER Programs. The focus of these efforts should 
be to provide host-to-host encryption protection. The BLACKER effort should 
provide remote key distribution and a trusted (multilevel secure) E3 device 
suitable for use on the DDN by programs such as the Inter-Service/Agency AMPE, 
World-Wide Military Command Control Systems (WWMCCS) Information Systems, and 
SACDIN. 
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The Director, DCA and all prospective users of the DDN should be fully aware 
of the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, should monitor all follow-on 
guidance deriving from thislEt and related legislation, and should plan for 
all appropriate changes to the design or operation of their respective 
systems. The DDN already has design features which provide for "command 
privacy" and which will assist in minimizing problems from the perspective of 
"personal privacy." 

All DoD data communication systems are required to implement the DoD Standard 
Host-to-Host Transmission Control and Internet Protocols CtCP/IP) by Ref f. 
There are ongoing concerted efforts within the government and industry to 
develop additional standardized data communication protocols. These efforts 
must be monitored closely to ensure that they meet the functional requirements 
of the DoD and whenever possible that DoD protocols are in consonance with 
these efforts. 

At the present time, the network access method supported by the DDN is the 
1822 interface with the Transmission Control and Internetwork Protocols 
(TCP/IP). Consistent with our policy of using commercial interface standards 
whenever possible, DCA is conducting an extensive review in coordination with 
the National Bureau of Standards of the various options in the X25 network 
access specification. This review and subsequent testing should result in a 
specification of the X2S options which will be supported by the DDN. 
Essential characteristics of this specification will be efficient operation 
with TCP/IP, with existing 1822/TCP/IP implementations and with the DDN 
end-to-end encryption capabilities. The wide diversity of incompatible X25 
implementations presently available or contemplated in the commercial market 
could lead to serious operational problems for the DDN and its users. Until 
the DDN X25 specification has been approved by the DoD Protocol Standards 
Steering Group, no implementations of X25 will be authorized for use on the 
DDN. 
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IV.   Guidance for Bog Data Networks 

A.     Use of the DDN 

All DoD ADP systems and data networks requiring data conmunications services 
will be provided long-haul and area conmunications, interConnectivity» and the 
capability for interoperability by the DDN. Existing systems, systems being 
expanded and upgraded, and new ADP systems or data networks will become DDN 
subscribers. All such systems must be registered in the DDN User Requirements 
Data Base (URDB). Once registered in the URDB, requests by a Service/Agency 
for an exception to this policy shall be made to DUSD (C^I). Requests for 
exceptions for joint interest systems shall be routed to DUSD (C*I) through 
the JCS. Authorization for such special networks may be granted by DUSD l&l) 
on the basis of special economic or operational considerations such as: 

1. The nature of the data communications services required cannot 
be satisfied by DDN or a reasonable modification thereto, or 

2. Critical operational requirements necessitate immediate 
implementation actions to provide a data communications service earlier than 
can be available within the DDN implementation schedule, or 

3. The ADP system has time-phased requirements for communications 
support which can be satisfied and justified, on economic grounds, by an 
interim network with subsequent transition to DDN when economically feasible. 

The DDN Program Manager will, based on the latest information contained in the 
URDB, prepare projections at several time intervals (e.g., 6 months, one year, 
two years) of the future topology and data flow characteristics for the 
networks that comprise the DON. These projections will be distributed for 
comment to the OJCS, Services and Agencies. Every attempt will be made in 
these topology projections to provide equivalent or better service to all 
current DDN subscribers. Services/Agencies should carefully review these 
projections and resolve any problems with the DDN Program Manager. Only in 
case of irresolvable problems should the matter be brought to the attention of 
the DDN Coordinating Committee. 

The DDN Program Manager will provide for informal electronic mail capabilities 
of the MILNET similar to those presently on the ARPA network. Provisions for 
funding these services through the Communications Services Industrial Fund 
(CSIF) should be made available as soon as possible. 

Users are encouraged to connect general purpose ADP resources to the DDN for 
the purpose of sharing computational resources with others of the network. 
This provision includes the connection of commercially available resources 
where appropriate. 
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B.  Specific Network Guidance 

1. ARPA Network 

Those Service/Agency ADP systems that are currently connected to the ARPA 
network or for which ARPA network connection is planned will form the baseline 
for the unclassified portion of DDN which has been designated the MILNET. The 
ARPA network will be partitioned into the MILNET and an Experimental Network 
as quickly as possible. Electronic mail forwarding capabilities will be 
provided between the two networks. Positive network access control measures 
will be implemented on the MILNET and, once fully employed, will allow 
authorized MILNET user full internet access to the Experimental Network but 
prohibit full internet access to MILNET from the Experimental Network. 

The CONUS switches in the MILNET will be located on restricted access 
locations and use the DES encryption techniques on all trunks. OCONUS 
switches will be located in SECRET cleared facilities and military encryption 
devices will be used on all OCONUS trunks and all OCONUS-CONUS connections. 

The Experimental Network (which will retain the name ARPANET network) will be 
utilized for computer network research and to test concepts to be employed in 
the DDN. The Experimental Network will be managed and operated by the DDN 
Program Office. Policies governing its operation will be established by a 
Steering Committee composed of the DDN Program Manager and sponsors of systems 
using the Network. The Chairman of this Steering Committee will be appointed 
by the Director of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. 

2. WWMCCS Intercomputer Network 

The communications subsystem of the WIN is the basis for the classified 
portion of the DDN. The DDN will provide service to the WdMCCS ADP community 
under the direction of the JCS and in accordance with a WIN-DDN Transition 
Plan to be developed by the DDN Program Manager and the JCS. Department of 
Defense Intelligence Information Systems and other classified subscriber 
communities will be added to the WIN communications subsystem to form the C2I 
network as soon as end-to-end encryption measures are available. 

3. Movements Information Network 

The USEUCOM Movements Information Network (MINET) will initially be managed as 
a separate testbed network to determine if urgent transportation requirements 
of the united States Military in Europe can be satisfied by electronic means. 
As soon as the MILNET is physically partitioned from the experimental network, 
the MINET communications subnetwork will become an integral part of the 
MILNET, Additional users in Europe not covered in the original MINET planning 
documents will be integrated into the MILNET communications subnetwork by the 
DDN Program Manager in a manner not to degrade service to the MINET testbed. 
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V. Tasking in Support of the Defense Data Network Program 

A.  Tasking for the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

1. Revision of various MOPs as required to comply with the guidance 
contained herein, and publication of a new MOP addressing the DDN. 

DCA. 
2. Validate joint-interest user system requirements and forward to 

B. Tasking for the Director, Joint Staff 

1. The Joint Staff should monitor the general progress of the 
tasks identified in this enclosure and assist the DCA, Military Departments, 
and other Defense Agencies as appropriate. 

2. The Joint Staff should continue consideration of the potential 
requirements of the Unified and Specified Commands which might logically 
relate to the DDN program. This would include the appropriate potential 
requirements for NATO interfaces, deployment of switches, interfaces to 
tactical data systems, changes in the level of survivability needed, and other 
longer range data communication planning issues. 

C. Tasking for the Director, DCA 

1.  The Director, DCA should accomplish the following tasks and 
report to DUSD (C3I) as necessary. 

(a) Develop, operate and manage the DDN on a subscriber-to- 
subscriber basis. 

(b) Confirm user system requirements in order to establish arid 
maintain a data base of data communications requirements Cor system planning 
and sizing. This action should include both updated projections based on the 
tasking included in other parts of this enclosure and identification of the 
specific timeframes when candidate user systems can be connected to the DDN. 

(c) Develop and refine a reporting format which will allow the 
Military Departments and Defense Agencies to provide the user requirements 
data, tasked elsewhere in this enclosure, in a consistent manner. 

(d) Review the technical concept of operation for each 
candidate ADP system to ensure that the DDN can adequately support these ADP 
system requirements. 

(e) Coordinate with the appropriate agencies to ensure that 
the DON specifications properly identify and fully address network security 
and privacy requirements. 

I-.V2 
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(f) Provide technical review and validation of the protocols, 
interfaces, precedence$  and security features of the DDN and the iaipacts on 
user systems, lhis validation should be accomplished through experimentation, 
consultation and coordination with the user communities, and evaluation by 
recognized experts from government and industry. 

(g) Develop a network reporting system that provides clear 
management visibility on network operations of the DDN. 

(h) Develop effective cost recovery alternatives for the DDN 
through the Communications Services Industrial Fund (CSIF) based on equitable 
rates reflecting actual system usage to the maximum extent feasible. 

(i) Establish appropriate management thresholds which will 
ensure early identification of major changes or problems in the program costs 
or schedules. 

(j) Investigate the potential use of network interfacing 
devices which will minimize subscriber conversion and operational impacts. 

(k) Assist the Military Departments and Defense Agencies in 
accomplishing their designated tasks. 

l-f»3 
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Dc  Tasking for the Military Departments and Defense Agencies 

1. Develop and forward in a timely manner the required information 
on all currently operational and planned ADP systems and data networks that 
require long-haul and area data communications support. This information 
should be revised as necessary to keep the User Requirements Data Base as 
accurate as possible, 

2. Plan and program to assist the Director, DCA in the 
implementation of the DDN and user systems. 

3. Reassess current concepts of operations and reporting 
instructions in light of the features and capabilities available through the 
use of the DDN, and plan for possible improvements. 

4. Carefully assess the security features of the DDN and determine 
how to maximize their security protection. Although these security features 
may be helpful for ADP system operations, they do not solve the multilevel 
security problems of the ADP systems. 

5. MILDEPs and Agencies are responsible for interfacing their data 
communications systems to the DDN in accordance with DDN interfacing specifi- 
cation. Where mutually agreed by MILDEPs/Agencies and DCA, DCA will 
coordinate and manage the development of families of network interfaces. 

^vjv 
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I 
! 

E.  Additional Tasking for the Directors, National Security Agency and 
Defense Intelligence Agency 

Assist the Director, DCA in ensuring the security integrity of the communi- 
cations systems, including segregation of GENSER-SI traffic, segregation of 
subscriber communities, Defense Switched Network (AUTOVDN) dial-up circuit 
protection procedures, overall network security, and other appropriate areas 
of security. 
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THE UNQER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON   DC    JOJQI 

i< «Ar 
"CSEARCM ANO 

ENGINEERING 

Wo4 

CC3l) 

MBCRANDUM FOR SECRETARIES Of 1KB MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
DIRBCTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRBCTOR, JOINT STAFF, OJCS 

SUBJECT: DoD Policy on Defense Data Network (DDN) Protocols 

Under Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering) Memorandum "Defense 
Data Network (DON) Implementation," dated 10 March 19C3 prohibited the use of 
X.2S connections to the DDN until the DDN X.2S specification had been approved 
by the DoD Protocol Standards Steering Group (PSSG). The DDN X.25 specifi- 
cation has been approved by the PSSG and it is hereby authorized for use on 
the DDN. 

the requirement to use the DoD Standard Host-to-Host Transmission Control 
and Internet Protocols (TCP/IP) promulgated by USDRB Memorandum, ,fDoD Policy 
on Standardization of Host-to-Host Protocols for Data Communications 
Networks'," 23 March 1982, remains in effect. 

With the approval of the DDN X.2S specification in the Defense 
Communications Agency (P|SI) Memorandum, "DDN X.25 Specification," 4 January 
1984, the DoD has taken another step toward standardized data communication 
protocols, along with industry and the international community. Since the use 
and availability of the X.25 protocol is widespread, every effort should be 
made to bring DoD in line with all the data communications users in this area. 
The DDN X.25 will be used as the access protocol; TCP and IP will continue to 
be used in the internet and transport layers. The 1822 protocol will continue 
to be supported by the DDN until phased out via evolution. 

All new systems and systems undergoing major redesign are required to use 
leveU 2 and 3 of the DDN standard X.25 protocol for interfacing to the DON. 
Case-by-case waivers will be considered by Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(C3D. The on-going I-S/A AMPE and BIACXER programs are specifically 
requested to take steps to implement the DON Standard X.25 specification as 
early as possible. 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WA»MI*A4£ffjO C.   I0|©1.»0«0 

* ^65 
QSSti F5M\ 

APR W85— |" 

CCA 
DlfTRIDUTlO] 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRBCTCR» DEFENSE OOMUNICAIIQNS tGBCt 

SUEJBCT: National Research Council Report cm Transport Protocols for Do? 
Data Networks 

I 

l«?0 "I" Attached is the final report on "Transport Protocols for Department lof  
Defense Data Networks'* fro» the National Research Council (Board on 
Telecoammications and Computer Apolications, Commission on Engineering and 
Technical Systems), the report recommends that DoD lsnedistely adopt the 
International Standards Organization Transport Protocol (TP-4) and Internetwork 
Protocol (IP) as a DoD co-standard to the current DoD standard Transaission 
Control Protocol (TCP) and IP and move ultimately toward exclusive use of TP-4. 

Whenever international standards are available and can be rood to support 
military requirements» they will be implemented as rapidly as possible to obtain 
maximum economic and interoperability benefits. However» IP as a proven 
commercial offering is not available at this time. The progress of TP will be 
monitored carefully and once commercially available» TP will be tested and 
evaluated for use In military applications. 

In order to insure that DoD is in a posture to evaluate TP once it is in 
wider use in the commercial sector» request you initiate the following actions: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

develop the DoD military requirement specification for TP to 
insure that industry is aware of DoD tmä$ as TP is commercially 
implemented. 

insure that appropriate advisory representation is provided to 
commercial standards working groups that are currently refining 
TP under the auspices of the National Bureau of Standards. 

insure that the GCA protocol test facility can accommodate TP 
testing as required when commercial implementations are available. 

(4) develop a transition strategy for Option 2 of the report to include 
estimated resource requirements, 

(5) evaluate the detailed recommendations presented in the Report 
(pages 61-64) as ther apply to Option 1. r^«* «4 tßtfc;»t 

jt.ajiewJuer.f?i" 
ft *\ 

Donald C. latha» 

m 

cc: NBS, Mr. Bob Blanc 
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4.3 Protocol Testing and Validation (IW&T) 

Protocol testing of vendor products and host implementations are carried out by DCA 
Code B613, the Development Test and Evaluation Branch of the DDN PMO. Vendors 
wishing to have products validated should contact this branch for information. 
Emphasis of this group to date has been on testing backbone equipment and software. 
Test procedures are being developed to assist site personnel with testing and validating 
implementations of the DoD internet protocols on their local hosts. Announcements will 
be made via the DDN Management Bulletins or Newsletters as new testing tools and 
procedures become available. 

4.4 Announcement Procedures 

Official MIL STD protocols are deposited at the Naval Publications and Forms Center 
and are announced in the catalogs published by that organisation. 

Each branch of the military has its own protocol announcement procedure as do non- 
military government agencies, such as the National Bureau of Standards. Commercial, 
national, and international standards organisations also have their own review and 
announcement procedures. It is beyond the scope of this book to summarise each of 
these procedures.  (See IEEE Communications Magazine, Vol. 23, No. I (Jan.  1985) 
for an excellent overview of the standardisation practices of the various protocol 
standardisation bodies.] 

4.4.1     Requests for Comments (RFCs) 

Requests for Comments (RFCs) are technical notes describing protocol development and 
related topics of interest to the ARPANET and DDN research community. Proposed 
protocols or discussions of protocols while they are under development are found in the 
RFCs; therefore, this is an Important set of documents to monitor if you wish to 
influence the design of a protocol before it is adopted as a standard, or if you wish to 
track the progress of DARPA experimental protocols. 

The RFCs are maintained online by the NIC on behalf of DARPA and the DDN PMO. 
Dr. Jonathan B. Posts! currently serves as Editor-in-Chief of the RFCs. Researchers 
wishing to submit an RFC for publication should send it online to 
POSTELOUSC-ISEF.ARPA. The document format for RFCs should follow the 
standards outlined in the Instructions for Authors of RFCs. available online at the 
NIC in the Hie RFC:AUTHOR-INSTRUCT.TXT. Section 5.3 explains how to obtain 
copies of the RFCs and how to be added to the online distribution list for 
announcements. 
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4.4.2     DCA Circulars 

Information of particular importance to military users is often published as a DCA 
Circular. DCA Circulars are available in hardcopy from the Defense Technical 
Information Center (DTIC). 

4*4.3     DDN Management Bulletins and Newsletters 

The DDN PMO uses online DDN Management Bulletins and informal newsletters to 
announce the acceptance of new protocols and to inform site personnel, members of the 
Communications and Operations Group (COG) and implementors, of actions to be 
taken or decisions made with respect to protocol adoption, change, enhancement, or 
deletion. The Management Bulletins are distributed by the DDN Network Information 
Center (NIC) on behalf of the DDN PMO. DDN users wishing to receive the DDN 
Management Bulletins online may send an electronic message to NICQSR1-NIC.ARPA 
or call the NIC telephone -hotline* on (»X)) 236-3155, and ask to be added to the 
distribution list. Implementors who are government contractors may also obtain copies 
of DDN Management Bulletins from their contract monitors. 

4.4.4     The TACNEWS Service 

TACNEWS is a network service provided by the NIC which permits users to quickly 
and easily check for announcements, or read the DDN Management Bulletins and 
Newsletters. It can be accessed from a Terminal Access Controller (TAC) or from 
another host. 

To access TACNEWS from a TAC, log in and type: 

On < Return > 
t*cnewt< Return > 

To access TACNEWS from another DDN or ARPANET host, make a TELNET 
connection from that host to the SRI*N1C machine as follows: 

telnet < Return > 
connect SR^NIC < Return > 

To access TACNEWS once the TELNET connection k completed, type: 

9t*taews < Ret am > 
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SECTION 5.     OBTAINING PROTOCOL INFORMATION 

5.1 Military Standards r$f 

MIL STD protocols can be ordered from: 

Naval Publications and Forms Center, Code 3015 
5801 Tabor Drive 
Philadelphia, PA 19120 
Telephone: (215) 697-3321 

5.2 The DDN Protocol Handbook 

Additional copies of this 1985 DDN Protocol Handbook can be ordered from: 

DDN Network Information Center 
SRI International, Room EJ291 
333 Ravenswood Avenue 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
Telephone: (800) 235-3155 

The price for the three-volume set is $110.00, prepaid, to cover the cost of reproduction 
and handling. Checks should be made payable to SRI International. Copies of the 
handbook will also be deposited at DTIC. 
5.3 Requests for Comments (RFCs) 

RFCs are available online or in hardcopy from the NIC. Tor network users, the online 
versions can be obtained via FTP from the SRI-NIC host computer (26.0.0.7S on 
MILNET and 10.0.0.51 on ARPANET) using usemame " anonymousH and password 
"guest" and the pathname of RFC:RFCxxx.TXT, where "xxx" equals the number of 
the RFC desired. An online index is also available with pathname 
RFC:RFC-INDEX.TXT. Individuals who wish to be added to the RFC notification list 
should send a message to NIC@SRI-NIC.ARPA requesting that their names be added to *•*££ 
the online distribution list. Hardcopies of RFCs may be obtained from the DDN ;*/<">' 
Network Information Center by sending a check or purchase order made payable to SRI "vV 
International in the amount of $5.00 for each copy under 100 pages, or $10.00 for 100 *£L 
pages and above. *!H 

5.4     DDN Management Bulletins and Newsletters .y.; 

The DDN Management Bulletins and informal DDN Newsletters are available for FTP . \ * 
from the SRI-NIC machine using username "anonymous" and password "guest" and **1£\* 
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pathnames of the type DDN-NEWS:DDN-MGT-BULLETIN-xx.TXT and 
DDN-NEWS:DDN-NEWS-xx.TXT, where "xx" is the number of the bulletin or 
newsletter desired. All of the newsletters that are still current are online on the NIC 
machine. 

Special quarterly issues of the DDN Newsletter are published both online and in 
hardcopy.  The hardcopy versions are distributed to appropriate military agencies by 
the DDN PMO. Additional copies are available from the NIC. 

Both DDN Management Bulletins and DDN Newsletters can also be read using the 
TACNEWS service described above. 

5.5     NIC Services 

The DDN Network Information Center (NIC) assists users in obtaining information 
pertaining to DoD protocols. The NIC publishes the DDN Protocol Handbook and 
maintains a NIC Repository of DoD and related protocol documents. It houses the 
DDN Management Bulletins, the DDN Newsletters, the Requests for Comments (RFC) 
technical note series, and also produces the TCP/IP Protocol Implementation and 
Vendors Guide, The NIC is a good place to start if you need information. 

(800) 235-3155 

is the toll-free telephone number to call for user assistance. Service is available Monday 
through Friday, 7 am to 4 pm, Pacific time. 

The NIC host computer is a DEC-2065 running the TOPS-20 operating system with the 
hostname SRI-NIC and host addresses, 26.0.0.73 (MILNET) and 10.0.0.51 (ARPANET). 
NIC online services are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  Operations personnel 
are in attendance from 4 am - 11 pm weekdays, and 8 am - 12 pm weekends, Pacific 
time. 

Send online mail to: 

NIC@SRI-NIC.ARPA 

Send U.S. mail to: 

DDN Network Information Center 
SRI International, Room RJ291 
333 Ravenswood Avenue 
Menio Park, CA 94025 
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5.6     Other Information Sources 

A subscription to the DoD Index of Specifications and Standards (DODISS) can be 
ordered from: 

Naval Publications and Printing Service Office 
Fourth Naval District 
700 Robbins Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19111 

FIPS Standards can be ordered from: 

National Technical Information Service (NTIS) 
U.S. Dept. of Commerce 
5285 Port Royal Road 
Springfield, VA 22161 
Telephone: (703) 487-4630 

ANSI Standards can be ordered from: 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
Sales Department 
1430 Broadway 
New York, NY 10018 
Telephone: (212) 354-3300 

IEEE documents are available from: 

Institution of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
445 Hoes Lane 
Piscataway, NJ 08854 

CCITT documents can be ordered from: 

International Telecommunications Union 
General Secretariat, Sales Section 
Pi&ce des Nations 
CH-1211 Geneva 20 
SWITZERLAND 
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SECTION 6.  DOD MILITARY STANDARD PROTOCOLS 

This section contains the official DoD Military Standard Protocols.  The X.25 Protocol, 
Host Front End Protocol, and the Internet Control Message Protocol are also included 
but are currently under review. 
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MILITARY STANDARDS:     IP MIL-STD 1777 

MIL-STD-1777 
12 AUGUST 1983 

MILITARY STANDARD 

INTERNET PROTOCOL 

NO DELIVERABLE DATA RIQüXSffi ST THIS DOCUKEHT 
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MIL-STO-1777 
12 Auguit 1983 

» 

r 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C.    20301 

Internet Protocol 

MIL-STD-1777 

1*    This Military Standard it approved for use by all Departments and 
Agencies of the Department of Defense. 

2«    Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any 
pertinent data which may he of use in Improving this document should be 
addressed to:    Defense Communications Agency, ATTN:    J110, 1860 Vlehle 
Avenue, Reston, Virginia 22090, by using the self"addressed Standardisation 
Document Improvement Proposal (DD Pom 1426) appearing at the end of this 
document, or by letter* 
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m-STD-1777 
12 August 1983 

ftUMOlD 

This docu**nt tptid.fl« the Ict«raet Protocol (I?) which support! the inter- 
connection of cosenmlcadon subnetworks*    The uccueeat Include« en lntioduc- 
tlon to IP «1th a «cdel of operation, e definition of services provided to 
users» end s description of the architectural and enrlrooaental requirements« 
The protocol services Interfaces and eschanlts* are specified urlog en abstract 
stste wechlne node?. 
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1.    SCOPE 

1.1 Purpose,    This stsndsrd establishes criteria for the Internet Protocol 
(IP) which supports the interconnection of communication subnetworks» 

1.2 Organisation.    This standard Introduces the Internet Protocol's role 
and purpose, defines the services provided to users, and specifies the 
mtchanlsms needed to support those services*   This standard also defines the 
services required of the lower protocol layer, describes the upper and lower 
Interfaces» and outlines the execution environment services needed for 
Implementation« 

1.3 Application.   The Internet Protocol (IP) and the Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) are mandatory for use in all DoD packet switching networks 
which connect or have the potential for utilising connectivity across network 
or subnetwork boundaries.    Network elements (hosts, front-ends, bus Interface 
units, gateways, etc.) within such networks which are to be used for inter- 
netting shall Implement TCP/IP.    The term network as used herein includes 
Local Area Networks (LANs) but not Integrsted weapons systems.    Use of TCP/IP 
within LANs is strongly encouraged particularly where a need Is perceived fur 
equipment interchangeablllty or network survlvablllty.   Use of TCP/IP In 
weapons systems is also encouraged where such usags does not dlmiulsh network 
performance. 
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2.    REFERENCED DOCUMENTS 

2.1 Issues of documents»    The following docuaents of the   issue in effect 
on date of invitation for bids or request for proposal, for* a part of this 
standard to the extent specified herein.    (The provisions of this paragraph 
are under consideration.) 

2.2 Other publications.    The following docuaents form a part of this 
standard to the extent specified herein.    Unless otherwise indicated» the 
issue in effect on date of invitation for bids or request for proposals shall 
apply.    (The provisions of this paragraph are under consideration.) 
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3. DEFINITIONS 

3,1   Definition of ten».    The definition of terms used In this stsndsrd 
shall cömpTfwith FÜ>-STD-1D37.    Tern» and definitions unique to MIL-STD-1777 
are contained herein« 

a.    Datagram    A self-contained package of data carrying enough infotu- 
tion to be routed from source to destination without reliance on 
earlier exchange* between source or destination and the transporting 
subnetwork. 

« 

b.    Data The result of fragmenting a datagram, also gram fragment»   The result of 
simply referred to ss a fragment.   & datagram fragmsnt carries a 
portion of data from the larger original, and a copy of the origi- 
nal datagram header.   The header fragmentation fields are adjusted 
to Indicate the fragment's relative position within the original 
datagram. 

c.   Datagram service.   A datagram, defined above, delivered in such s 
way that the receiver can determine the boundaries of the datagram 
as it was entered by the source.   A datagram is delivered with 
non-sero probability to the desired destination.   The sequence 
in which datagrams are entered into the subnetwork by a source is 
not necessarily preserved upon delivery at the destination. 

*•   Destination.    An IP header field containing an internet address 
indicating where a datagram is to be sent. 

e. DP.    Don't Fragment flag:   An IF header field that when set "true" 
prohibits sn IF module from frajrwting a datagram to accomplish 
delivery. 

f. BFTF.    Electronic File Transfer Protocol.    Electronic mall. 

*•    Fragmentation.   The process of breaking the data within a data- 
gram into smaller pieces and ettachlng new Internet headers to 
form smaller datagrams» 

*•    Fragment Offset.    A field in the IP header marking the relative 
position of e datagrem fragmsnt within the larger original 
datagram. 

i.    FT?.    File Transfer Protocol. 

j.   Qatewey.    A device, or peir of devlcee, which interconnect two or 
more subnetworks enabling the passage of data from one subnetwork 
to another.    In this architecture, a gateway usually contains an 
IP module, a Catewey-toGeteway Protocol (CGP) module, end a sub- 
network protocol module (SNP) for each connected subnetwork. 

V' 
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k.    Header.    Collection of control Information transmitted with data 
between peer entitles« 

1.    Host«    A computer which is a source or destination of messages 
from the point of view of the communication subnetwork. 

A.    ICMP.    Internet Control Messag» Protocol, the collection of error 
conditions and error message formats exchanged by IP modules in 
both hosts and gateways. 

n*    Identification.    An IP header field used in reassembling fragments 
of s datagram. 

o.    IHL.    Internet Header Length: an IP header field indicating the 
number of 32-bit words making up the internet header. 

p.    Internet address.    A four octet (32 bit) source or destination 
address composed of a Network field and a REST field.    The latter 
usually contains a local subnetwork address. 

q.    Internet datagram.    The package exchanged between a pair of IP 
modules.    It is made up of an IP header and a data portion. 

r"    Locel address.    The address of a host within a subnetwork.    The 
actual mapping of an internet address onto local subnetwork 
addresses is quite general, allowing for many to one mappings. 

s.    Local subnetwork.    The subnetwork directly attached to host or 
gateway. 

t.    MF.    More Fragments flag: an IP header field indicating whether a 
datagram fragment contains the end of a datagram. 

u*    ÜHL*    Maximum Transmission Unit: a subnetwork dependent value 
which indicates the largest datagram that a subnetwork can handle. 

v#    Cctet.    An eight-bit byte. 

w.    Options.    The optional set of  fields at the end of the IP header 
used to carry control or routing data.    An Options field may 
conttin none, one, or several options, and each option may be one 
to several octets in length.    The options allow ULPs  to customise 
IP's service*.    The options are also useful in testing situations 
to carry diagnostic data such as tlmestamps. 

*•    Packet network.    A network based on packet-switching technology. 
Messages sre split into small units (packets) to be routed indepen- 
dently on a store and forward he si».    This approach pipelines 
packet  transmission to effectively use circuit bandwidth. 
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wv. 

N« 

y#    Padding.    An IP header field, one octet In length, inserted after 
the last option field to ensure that the data portion of a datagram 
begins on a 32-bit word boundary.    The Padding field value is zero. 

«.   Protocol*   An Internet header field used to identify the upper 
layer protocol that is the source and destination of the data 
within an IP datagram« 

aa.   Reassembly.    The process of piecing together datagram fragments 
to reproduce the original large datagram.   Reassembly is based on 
fragmentation data carried in their IP headers. 

bb»   Pliability.    One of the service quality parameters provided by 
the type of service mechanism.   The reliability parameter can be 
set to one of four levelj: lowest, lower, higher, or highest.    It 
appears as a two-bit field within the Type of Service field in 
the IP header. 

cc.   Rest.   The three-octet field of the internet address usually 
containing a local address. 

**•    Segment.    The unit of data exchanged by TCP modules.    This term 
may also be used to describe the unit of exchange between any 
transport protocol aodules. 

ee.   Source.   An IP header field containing the internet address of 
the datagram*s point of origin. 

ff.    Stream delivery service.    The special handling required for a 
class of volatile periodic traffic typified by voice.   The class 
requires the maximum acceptable delay to be only slightly larger 
than the minimum propagation time, or requires the allowable 
variance in packet interarrival time to be small. 

gg.    SNP.    Subnetwork Protocol: the protocol residing in the subnetwork 
layer below IP which provides deta transfer through the local sub- 
net.    In some systems, an adaptor module must be Inserted between 
IP and the subnetwork protocol to reconcile their dissimilar 
interfaces. 

hh.   TCP.    Transmission Control Protocol:    a transport protocol providing 
connection-oriented, end-to-end reliable data transmission in 
packet-switched computer subnetworks and Internetworks. 

11-    TCP segment.    The unit of data exchanged between TCP modules TCP •ejmen 
(including the TCP header). 

JJ.    Total Length.    An IP header field containing the number of octets 
in an internet datagram, including both the IP heeder end the data 
portion. 
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kk.    Type of Service.    An IP header field containing the transmission 
quality parameters: precedence level, reliability level, speed 
level, resource trade-off (precedence vs. reliability), and trans- 
mission node (datagram vs.    stream).    This field is used by the 
type of service mechanism which allows ULPs to select the quality 
of transmission for a datagram through the internet. 

11.    UDP.    User Datagram Protocol. 

mm.    ULP.    Upper Layer Protocol: any protocol above IP in the layered 
protocol hierarchy that uses IP.   This term includes transport 
layer protocols, presentation layer protocols, session layer 
protocols, and application progri 

on. Version, 
header. 

An IP header field indicating the format of the IP 
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4.    GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

*•!   P€«lga>    The Internet Protocol It designed to Interconnect packet- 
switched communication subnetworks to fora an internetwork.   The IP trans- 
aits blocks of data, called Internet datagrams, from sources to destinations 
throughout the internet.    Sources and destinations are hosts located on 
either the seme subnetwork or connected subnetworks«   The IP is purposely 
Halted in scope to provide the basic functions necessary to deliver a block 
of data*   Each Internet datagraa is an Independent entity unrelated to any 
other Internet datagraa«   The IP does not create connections or logical 
circuits and has no aechanisas to promote data reliability, flow control, 
sequencing, or other services commonly found in virtual circuit protocols. 

4.2   Internet protocol definition.    This standard specifies a host IP. 
As deflneo In the DoD architectural model, the Internet Protocol resides in 
the internetwork layer.   Thus, the IP provides services to transport layer 
protocols and relies on the services of the lower network layer protocol 
(See figure I).    In each gateway (a system interconnecting two or more sub- 
nets) an IP resides above two or more subnetwork protocol entitles.    Gateways 
implement Internet protocol to forward datagrams between networks.    Gateways 
also iapleaent the Gateway to Gateway Protocol (GGP) to coordinate routing 
and other internet control information. 

«wB 

T&NfT 

HJ 
TC* UOf 

MOST »TtWUT MOTOCOL 

sustttrooft« wwjTocoi 

FIGURE 1.    Example hoot protocol hierarchy. 

4.2.1   Protocol Implementation*.    In a gsteway the higher level protocols 
need not be implemented endTV.w* GCF functions are added to the IP module 
(See figure 2). 
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GATEWAY INTERNET PROTOCOL 

SUBNET 1 
PROTOCOL 

SUBNET 2 
PROTOCOL 
  SUBNET 1 

PROTOCOL 

ARPANET LOCAL NET PUBLIC NET 

FIGURE 2. Example gateway protocol hierarchy. 

4.2.2 Upper layer protocol.    A protocol in an upper layer passes data to 
IP for delivery.    IP packages the data as an Internet datagraa and parses It 
to the local subnetwork protocol for transmission across the local subnet» 
If the destination host is on the local subnet, IP sends the datagraa through 
the subnet directly to that host.    If the destination host is on a foreign 
subnet» IP sends the datagraa to a local gateway.    The gateway, in turn, 
sends the datagraa through the next subnet  to the destination host, or to 
another gateway.    Thus,  datagrams aove troa one IP module to another through 
an interconnected aet of subnetworks until they reach their destinations! 
The sequence of IP module« handling the datagraa in transit la called the 
gateway route. The gateway route is distinct froa the lower level node-to- 
node route supplied by a particular subnetwork.    The gateway route is based 
on the destination internet address.    The IP modules share coaaon rules for 
interpreting internet addresses  to perform Internet routing. 

4.2.3 Datagraa processing error.    Occasionally, a gateway IP or deetins- 
tlon IP will encounter an error during datagraa processing.    Errors detected 
■ay be reported via the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICKP) which la 
implemented in the Internet protocol aodule. 

***•*    Fragmentation and reassembly aechanlsas.    In transit,  datagrame aay 
traverse a subnetwork whose maximum packet else la aasll*r khan the else 
of the datagram.    To handle thia condition, IP provides fragmentation and 
reassembly mechanisms.    The gateway at the smaller-packer subnet fragments 
the original datagram Into pieces, called datagram fragments, that are sa«ll 
enough for transmission.    The IP aodule in the destination host reassembles 
the datagram fragments to reproduce the original datagram.    IP can support a 
diverse aet of upper layer protocols  (ULPs).    A tre«*port protocol with 
real-time requirements, such aa the Network Voice Protocol (MVP),  can aake 
uae of IP's datagraa service directly.    A trsnsport protocol providing ordered 
reliable delivery, auch aa TCP, can build additional mechanisms on top of 
IP's basic datagram service.    Also, IP's delivery service can be customised 
in some w**ys  to • .U  the special needa  of an uppsr layer protocol.    Por 
example,  a predefined gateway route, called a source route, can be supplied 
Jo*  an Individual datagram.    Each IP module  forwards the dategram «ccording 
to the source  route in addition to using the Standern routing mechanism. 
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4,2.5    IP evolution.    The current Internet Protocol evolved fron proposals 
within the International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) 
Technical Committee 6.1, in which internet functions and reliable transport 
functions were combined in a single protocol.    Subsequent development of 
other ULPs (such as packet speech) led to the separation of these functions 
to form IP and the Transmission Control Protocol. 

4.3    Scenario.    The following scenario Illustrates the model of operation 
for transmitting a datagram from one upper layer protocol to another.    The 
scenario is purposely simple so that IP's basic operation Is not obscured by 
the details of interface parameters or header fields. 

4.3.1    Basic model of operation.    A ULP in host A is to send data to its 
peer protocol in host B on another subnetwork.    In this case, the source and 
destination hosts are on subnetworks directly connected by a gateway. 

HOSTS HOST A 

SENDING 
UPPER LAYER 

MODULE 

IP MODULE           | 

\ 
\ 

SNP-1    !' 

GATEWAY 

GATEWAY IP MODULE 

/ \ 
SNP-1 

V  7 
LOCAL SUSNET 1 

SNP2 

RECEIVING 
UPPER LAYIR 

MODULE 

/ 
IP MODULE 

/ 
SNP2 

T 

^^P^.. 

ÄV? 

LOCAL SUBNET 2 

FIGURE 3.    Basle ^odel of operation. 

a. The sending ULP passes its data to the IP module, along with 
the destination Internet address and other parameters. 

b. The IP module prepares an IP header and attaches the ULP's 
data to form an internet datagram.    Then, the IP module deter- 
mines a local subnetwork address f^om the destination Internee 
address.    In this case, it 1* the    "dress of the gateway to 
the destination subnetwork.    The        «.met datagram along with 
tha local subnet address Is pas^u    o the  local subnetwork 
protocol (SNP). 

c. The SNP creates a local subnetwork header and attaches  It to 
the datagram forming a subnetwork packet.    The SNP then 
transmits the packet across the  local subnet. 
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SUBNETWORK PACKET 

i 

-fh 

t -//- 
UIP DATA 

► W HEADER 

• SUiNETWOmc HEADEM 

FIGURE A.    Subnetwork packet. 

d.    The packet arrives At the gateway connecting the first end 
second subnetworks«    The SNP of the first subnet strips off 
the local subnetwork header end passes the remainder to the IF 
aodule. 

■W 

»v 
9: n 

e. The IF aodule detemlnes fron the destination Internet address 
In the IP header that the datagram is Intended for a host In 
the second subnet*    The IF aodule then derives a local subnetwork 
address for the destination host*   That address Is passed along 
with the dstsgraa to the SHP of the second subnetwork for delivery» 

f. The second subnet's SNF builds a local subnetwork header and 
appends the datagram to for» a packet for the second subnet*» 
work.    That packet Is transmitted scroos the second subnet to 
the destination host. 

g. The SNF of the destination host strips off the local subnetwork 
header and hands the reaslnlng datagram to the IF aodule. 

h.    The IF aodule detemlnes that the datagraa is bound for a ULF 
within this host.    The date portion of the datagraa and Infor- 
mation from the IF header are passed to the ÜLP. 

Delivery of data across the internet is complete. 

fc 
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5.    SERVICES PROVIDED TO UPPER LAYER 

**l   P—ctrlptloa»    Thif «action describes the services offered by the Inter" 
net Protocol to upper layer protocol« (ULPs).   The goals of chit section are 
to provide the motivation for protocol mechanisms and a definition of the 
function« provided by this protocol*    The service« provided by IP are: Internet 
datagram service, virtual network service, and error reporting service.    A 
description of each service follows: 

5.2 Datagraa service*   The Internet Protocol shall provide a datagraa 
service between homogeneous upper layer protocols In an internet environment. 
A datagraa service Is characterised by data delivery to the destination with 
non-sero probability; soas data aay possibly be lost or duplicated.   Also, s 
datagraa service does not neeesssrlly preserve the sequence in which data is 
supplied by the source upon delivery at the destination. 

5.2.1   Delivery service.    IP shall deliver received data to a destination 
ÜXP In the sasa form as sent by the source ULP.    IP shall discard datagraas 
when Insufficient resources are available for processing.    IP does not detect 
datagraas lost or discarded by the subnetwork layer.   As part of the delivery 
service, IP insulates upper layer protocols froa subnetwork-«pacific <£ierac~ 
terlstlcs.    Por example, IP maps Internet addresses supplied by ULPs into 
local addresses used by the local subnetwork.    Also, IP hides aay packet-»lie 
restrictions of subnetworks along the transmission path within the internet. 

5.3 Generalised network services.    IP shall provide to upper layer protocols 
the ability to select virtual network service parameter«.    IP shall provide 
a general command set for the ULP» to Indicate the services desired.    Thus, 
the ULP« can tune certain properties of IP and the underlying subnetwork« to 
customise the transmission service according to their needs. 

***•*   network parameters.    The virtual network parameter« fall into two 
categories:    service quality parameters and aervlee options.    Service quality 
parameters influence the transmission service provided by the subnetworks; 
service options are additional functions provided by IP.    A brief description 
of eech follows: 

*   Service Quality Parameters 

* Precedence:    attempt« preferential treatment for high 
Importance datagri 

'»3 

- Transmission Node:    datagram vs. stream.    Stream mod*» 
ettempts to minimise delay and delay dispersion through 
reservetlon of  network resource« 

- Relisblllty:    attempts  to minimise data loss and error 
rate 

- Speed:    attempt« prompt delivery 

Msmr 
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- Resource Tradeoff:    indicates relative laportence of spaed 
▼a. reliability 

- Service Optioi» 

- Security Labelling:    Identifies daturas lor coapertaented 
hosts 

• Source touting:    select« tot of gateway IP aodulea to visit 
in traoalt 

- lout« lacordings    record« getaway IP nodules encountered la 
traoalt 

• reserved reeourcee itaad for - Straaa Idantlfieatioa: 
•tree« service 

* Tlaastaaplag;    raeorda tla* Information 

- Don't Pragaaat:    aerks a detagraa aa aa indivisible unit 

, S*4   grror wortlag service.    IF »hall provide arror reports to tba upper 
**y* »rotocoU Indicating arror« dataetad la providing tba above service*, 
la addition, cartaln arror« dataetad by loner layer protocole or supplied 
in ICHP sjeesagee «hall be paeaed to tba ÜLP«.   Theee report« ladleate «««era! 
elaaaea of «rroia ineludiag itwr«Ud erguaests, insufficient raaourcaa, aad 
traaaadaaloa error«,    Tba error« that IP auet report to ULPe are to be 
eetemined for each Implementation. 

12 
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6.    UPPE1 Ulli StlVICIftlTTElfAC* SPICIPXCATION 

••*   Pf crlptloa«    This section specif!«« th« IF services provided to upper 
layer protocol« and th« interface through vhlch these eervlcee ere eccessed. 
The fltst part defines the interection primitives end interf«et perameters 
for tht upper lnterfece.    Th« second part contain« th« abstract machine «paci- 
fication of th« upper layer services aad Interaction discipline. 

6*2   Infraction primitives*   An interaction primitiv* defines the purpose 
and content of information exchanged between two protocol layer«.    Primitives 
are grouped Into two classes baaed on the direction of information flow. 
Information paaaed downward» in this caae from a OLf to UP, le celled « 
service request primitiv««    Information pessed upward, In this caee from IP 
to e ÜLP, Is called a service response primitive.    Interaction primitiv«* 
need not occur in pair«,   that Is, s service request doe« not neceeierlly 
elicit « service "response;'' « service "response* may occur lndepeGently of 
« service request.    The Information associated with en interaction primitiv« 
falls into two categories: parameters end data*    The parameters deecrlbe th« 
deti end Indicate how the eat« «r« to be treeted.   Th« data ar« not examined 
or modified.    The format of th« parameters end date ar« implement et Ion 
dependent end therefore not specified*   A given If Implementation may h«v« 
•lightly different Interaction primitiv«« imposed by the execution environment 
or system dasian factors.    In the«« cases, the primitiv«« can be modified to 
include more Information or additional primitives can be defined to satisfy 
systsm requirements,    lowmver, all IPs «mat provide et leaet the Interaction 
primitiv«« specified «slow to guarantee that all IP implementations can 
support the same protocol hierarchy. 

. .. A single service request primitiv« 
a« service, the SUB primitive. 

6,2.1    Service request primitive«. 
smpports EPTa «ataft ' 

*******    SB£*    Ta* $öro P***1***« contains complete control Information 
for ««cm unit of date to be delivered.    IP accept« in « SSMD «t leeat the 
following Information: 

"    soarce addreaa - Internet addreee of UUP sending «ate 

-   destination address - Internet address of OLP to receive 
«at.  

*   E£S£2££i " of the recipient tflLP 

•    typ« of service lndlcstors - relative treaemisslon quality 
asaocler.ed with unit of deta 

- precedence - one of eight leveU t  (PO, PI, P2, P3, PA, 
PS, PA, P7) «fcsre PO <- PI <- PI <- P3 <• PA <- P5 <• M 
<- P7 

* reliability - one of two lavele :  (10, II) where 10 <- 11 

U 
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• delay - ou of two levels *  (DO, Dl) whir« 00 <• Dl 

* throughput - out of two level» t  (TO, Tl) where TO <• Tl 

* ioontlflcr - value optionally provided by this UUP distla- 
guithittg this port loo of data fro* other« teat by thle tTLP. 

"   don't frsgmeat Indicator - flag showing whether IF can fragr 
•tat data to eceompilsh delivery 

"   SaJH t0 HJB ~ Tht **iu* in oeooadt which indicates the maximum 
llfetlae of data wlthla the latemet.   Tlae_to_llve la decre- 
aeoted by one aeeoad for each gateway trans versed. 

* 4ata length * length of data being transmitted 

* option data • options requested by a 01/ fro» following list: 
security, loose or strict source routing, record routing, 
stream identification, er tlaesteap (section 9.3.14). 

-   data - present when date length is greater than aero. 

6.2.2   Service response primitives.   A single service response primitive 
supports XFrs datagree service, the MLXVftt primitive. 

*•*•*•*    taUim,    The »lint primitive contains the date passed by e 
source ULP in a IB©, along with addressing, quality of service, and option 
Information.    IP peases in e DBLIVtt et least the following information: 

~   aourco addrees - Internet addreee of seeding ÜLP 

* neotlnetlcn addreee • internet addreee of the recipient DIP 

* protocol * name of recipient ÜIP ee supplied by the sending 
» 

~   type of service ladles tors - relative transmission quality 
eesocisted with unit oT'oate 

* precedence - one af eight learnt» t  (PO, PI, P2, P3, P4# 
P5, Pa, P7) where PO <- PI <• ft <• P3 <* P4 <• P3 <- Pa 
<- P7 

* delay - one of ewe levels :  (DO, Dl) where DO O Dl 

- reliability - one of two level» t (P.O. tl) where 10 <• tl 

* throughput - »a« of two levels :  (TO, Tl) where TO <* Tl 

*   dets length - length of received date (possibly sere) 

14 
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- option data - options requested by source ULP fro» following 
list: security, loose source routing, strict source routing, 
record routing, stream Identification, or timestamps (sec- 
tion 6.2.14). 

- data - present when data length is greater than zero. 

In addition, a DELIVER oust contain error reports frost IP either together 
with parameters and data listed above, or independent of that information. 

6.3   Extended state machine specification of services provided to upper 
layer.    The extended state machine defines the behavior of the entire service 
machine from the perspective of the upper layer protocol.    An extended state 
machine definition is composed of a machine instantiation identifier, a 
state diagram, a state vector, a set of data structures, an event list, and 
an events and actions correspondence. 

6.3.1 Machine instantiation identifier.    Each upper interface state machine 
is uniquely identified by the four interaction primitive parameters:  source 
address, destination address,  protocol, and identifier.    One state machine 
Instance exists  for the SEND and DELIVER primitives whose four parameters 
carry identical values. 

6.3.2 State diagram.    The upper Interface state machine has a single state 
which never changes.    Ho diagram is needed. 

6.3.3 Stste vector.    The upper Interface stste machine has a single state 
which never changes.    No state vector is needed. 

6.3.4 Data structures.    For clarity In the events and actions section, data 
structures sre declared for the Interaction primitives snd their parameters. 
A subset of Ada* data constructs,  common to most high level languages, Is 
used.    However, a data structure may be partially typed or completely untyped 
where specific formats or data types ire Implementation dependent. 

6.3.4.1    From ULP.    The fromJULP structure holds the interface parameters 
and data associated with the SEND primitive specified above.    This structure 
directly corresponds to the fromJJLP structure declared In 9.4.4.2 of  the 
mechanise section.    The  from ULP structure Is declared as: 

type framJJLP_type  Is 
record ~" 

sourcejsddr 
des 11 na t lon_add r 
protocol 
type^of^service Is 

1Ada  Is a registered trademark of  the Department of Defense (Ada Joint Progri 
Office). 
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record 
precedence 
delay 
throughput 
reliability 

end record; 
identifier 
do nt__f rag merit 
time~to_live 
length 

*-" opt iona 
| data 
|P end record; 

6.3.4.2    To ULP.    The toJULP structure hoIda interface parameters and data 
associated with the DELIVER primitive» as specified in section 6.2.2.    This 
structure directly corresponds  to the toJJLP structure declared in 9.4.4.3 
of the mechanism specification.    The to_ULP structure is declared as: 

type toJJLP_type jLs 
record 

sourcejsddr 
dest1nation^addr 
protocol 

ml type_of_service U^ 
I record 

precedence 
delay 
reliability 
throughput 

■ end record; 
H length 
> options 

i> data 
error 

end record; 

jgr 6.3.5    Event  Hit.    The events are drawn from the Interaction primitives 
I* specified in section 6.2 above.    An event  is composed of a service primitive 

and an abstract   tlmestamp to  indicate the time of  event  initiation.    The 
event   list   Is as   follows: 

a.    SEND(   fromJJLP   ) at time t 

K b.    NULL - Although no service  request  Is Issued by a ULF, cer- 
p tain conditions within IP or  lower   layers produce a service 
«%J response.    These  conditions can Include duplication of data 
*y and subnet errors. 

I*- 
i 
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6.3,6    Event« and Actions.    The following section defines the set of possible 
actions elicited by each even:. 

6.3.6.1    EVENT ■ SEND (fro« ULP) at time t. 

Actions: 

1. DELIVER toJILP at time t*N to the protocol designated by 
fromJJLP.protocol at destination fromJJLP.destination_addr 
with~all of  the following properties: 

a. The tine elapsed during data transmission satisfies 
the time-to-live limit, i.e., N <• fromJJLP.time_ 
to_live. 

b. The quality of data transmission is at least equal 
to the relative levels specified by fromJJLP.type_ 
ofjjervice. 

c. if  (fromJJLP.dontJf regnant - TRUE)  then IP  fragmen- 
tation has not occurred in transit. 

d. if  (fromJJLP.options  Includes loose source routing) 
then tojfLP.data HAS visited in transit at least 
the gateways named by source route provided by SEND. 

e. if  (fromJJLP.options Includes strict source rout- 
ing)  then toJJLP.data has visited in transit only the 
gateways named by source route provided by SEND. 

f. if  (fromJJLP.options  includes  record routing)  then 
the  list of nodes visited in transit is delivered 
in toJJIP. 

g. if  (fromJJLP. opt ions  includes security labelling) 
then th«T"eecurity label is delivered in toJJLP. 

h.     if  (fromJJLP.options  Includes stream Identifier) 
then the stream identifier is delivered in toJILP. 

1.     if  (fromJJLP.oplions  includes  internet timestamp) 
then the internet timestamp Is delivered in coJJLP. 

m 

ott 

2. DELIVER to the protocol designated  by  fromJJLP.protocol at 
source fromJJLP.*ource_addr indicating one of the following 
error conditions: 

a.  destination from ULP.destination addr unreachable 

17 
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b.    protocol from ULP.protocol unreachable 

\ 

I 
c.    if (fromJJLP. dontjfragaent ■ TRUE) then fragmentation 

needed but prohibited 

d.    if (fromJJLP. opt lone contains any option) then parameter 
problem with option. 

OR, 

3. no action 

6.3.6.2    EVENT - HULL. 

k Actions: 

1 
1. DELIVER to the protocol designated uy froaJJLP .protocol at 

source fromJJLP. sour ce_eddr indicating the following error 
condition: "~ 

a.    error conditions in subnet layer 

OR. 

2. DELIVER toJJLP at tin» t+N to the protocol designated by from_ 
ULP.protocol at destination fromJJLP.destinatioo_sddr with 
all of  the following properties: 

a. The time elapsed during data transmission satisfies the 
time-to-live Halt, i.e. M <- froaJJLP.time_to_live. 

b. The quality of data transmission is at leaat equal to 
the relative levels specified by froaJJLP. type_of_ 
service. 

c. if (froaJJLP.doot_f rageent ■ TRUE) then IP fragaantatlon 
has not occurred Tu transit. 

d. If (fron ULP«options includes looss source routing) 
then toJTLP.data has visited In trenslt st least the 
getaways' named by source route provided in SEND. 

b e.    If (fromJJUP.options includes strict source routing) 
L> then toJFLP.dats has visited in trenslt only the gete- 

veys named by source route provided in SEMD. 

f. If  (froaJJLP .opt lone Includes record routing) then the 
list of node« visited in trenslt Is delivered In toJJLP. 

g. If (fromJJLP. opt loos Includes security lebelllng) then 
the secuTlty lebel is delivered in toJJLP. 

18 
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h.    If (fron ÜXP.options Includes »treu« iuentifier) 
then the streea identifier it delivered in toJJLP. 

1.    if (fro« ULP.options Includes Internet tieestaap) 
then the~internet tiatstiHp is delivered in toJJLP. 

Ä 
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V' 
7. SERVICES REQUIRED FROM LOWER LATER M 

7,1 Description. This section describes the minimal services required of ^jjj 
the subnetwork layer. The service« required ere: transparent date transfer MM 
between hosts within e subnetwork end error reporting* A description of f&' 
each service follows. >? 

7.2 Data transfer«    The subnetwork leyer «tust provide e transperint data 
transfer between hosts within a single subnetwork«    Only the date to be 
delivered, end the necessary control and addressing information should be Ü 
required es Input from IP*    Intrenet routing and subnetwork operation shall §H 
be handled by the subnetwork leyer itself*    The subnetwork need not be a .*--" 
reliable cossiunlcetlons medium.    Data should arrive with non-aero probability 
at a destination*    Data say not cacesserlly arrive In the seae order as it 
was supplied to the subnetwork leyer, nor le data guaranteed to errive error 
free. 

7.3 Error reporting.    The subnetwork leyer shall provide reports to IP tjß 
Indicating errors fron the subnetwork and lower layer» as feasible*    The 
specific error requirement« of the subnetwork leyer are dependent on the 
Individual subnetworks* 

i 
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8.    LOWER LAYER SERVICE/INTERFACE SPECIFICATION 

8*1   Description*    This section specific* the minimal subnetwork protocol 
services required by IP end the Interface through which those services ere 
accessed.    The first pert defines the Interaction primitives and their paramr 
eters for the lower Interface*    The second part contains the abstract aachine 
specification of the lower layer services and Interaction discipline« 

8.2    Interaction primitives«    An Interaction primitive defines the purpose 
of Information exchanged between two protocol layers«    Two kinds of primitives, 
based on the direction of Information flow, are defined«    Service requests 
pass Information downward;  service responses pass information upward«   These 
primitives need not occur in pairs, nor in a synchronous manner«   That is, 
a request does not necessarily elicit e "response;" a "response" may occur 
Independently of a «request«    The information associated with sn interaction 
primitive falls Into two categories: parameters and data.    The parameters 
describe the data and indicate how the data are to be treated«    The data are 
not examined or modified arid the format of interaction primitive information 
is implementation dependent and is therefore not specified.    A given IP 
implementation may have slightly different interfaces Imposed by the nature 
of the subnetwork or execution environment.    Under such circumstancest the 
primitives can be modified to either include more parameters or have addi- 
tional primitives defined«    However, all IPs must provide st least the 
interface specified below to guarantee that all IP implementations can 
support the seme protocol hierarchy. 

8.2.1    Service request primitives.    A single service request primitive is 
required from the SNP, a SNPjSEND primitive« 

8.2.1.1    SEND.    The SNF_SEKD contains an IP datagram, a destination, end 
parameter« describing the desired transmission quality.    The SNP receives 
In sa SNP_SKMD st least the following information: 

• local destination address - local subnetwork eddress of destina- 
tion boat or gateway 

* type of service indicators • relative transmission quality 
associated with the datagram 

- precedence - one of eight levele:    (PO, PI, P2, P3, P4, 
P5, Pe, P7) where PO <• PI  <- P2 <• P3 <- P4 <• FJ <•» Ft 
<-P7 

- reliability - one of two lavele:    (RO, Rl) where 10 <- Rl 

- delay - one of  two levele:    (CO, 01) where DO <• Dl 

- throughput - one of  two levele:    (TO, Tl) where TO <• Tl 

-    length - else of the datagram 

"   detetrem 
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3.2.2    Service response primitives.    One eervlce response primitive it 
required to support IP's datagram service, the SNPJDELIVEt primitive. 

8.2.2.1 SNP DELIVER. The SNPJÄLIVER contains only a datagram «Men la 
an independent entity containing"« IP header and data. An IP receives in 
an SNP_DELIVER at least the following information: 

"   datagram 

In addition, a SNP_DELIVER may contain error reports from the SUP, either 
together with a datagram or Independent of one. 

8.3   Extended stste machine specification of services required fro« lower 
layer.    The extended state machine defines the behavior of the entire service *'.\ 
machine with respect to the lower layer protocol.   An extended state machine 
definition is composed of a machine Instantiation Identifier, a atate diagram, .•/ 
a state vector, a set of data structures, an event list, and an events and K/\, 
actions correspondence. W's 

m 

8.3.1 Machine Instantiation Identifier. Each lower Interface state machine 
Is uniquely identified by the fo^r values: 

m 
- source address 

- destination address V-^ 

W 
- protocol 7*->' 

r.V. 
- identification ••/ *". **, 

These values are drawn from heeder fields of the datagram passed by the SNP^ \V 
SEND and SMPJKLIVEt primitives.    One state machine instance exists for the" _^| 
interaction primitives whose parameters carry the same values. »■ 

8.3.2 State diagram.    The lower interface state machine has a single 
state which never changes.    No diagram is needed. 

8.3.3 State vector.    No atate vector la needed for the lower Interface 
state machine. 

8.J.4    Data structures.    For clarity in the events and actions section, 
data structures are declared for the interaction primitivem end their pan 
tett.    Theee structures are declared in e subset of Ada composed of constructs 
common to most high level languages.    However, a data structure may be par* 
daily typed or cüepletely untyped where specific formats or d*ta types are 
implementation dependent. 

8.3.4.1    From SEP.    The fromjSNP structure holds  the Interface parameters 
and datagram associated with the SNP_DELIVER primitive, aa specified In 
section 8.2.2»! This structure directly corresponds  to the from_S)ff structure 
declared in section 9.4.4.4  of  the mechanism specification.    The from_SNP 
structure Is declared es: 
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typ» fromJ5HP_type It 
record " 

sourcejdestination_addr 
tj dtgm:  datagrem_type; 
■ error 
P god record; 

The dtgm ilanat is Itself a structure ee epecif led below. 

i 

Lv 

' N 

8.3.4.2 To SMP.    The to SUP itructure hold» the data end parameters 
«••»dated with the SOT SEND primitive specified In section 8.3.1.    This 
structure directly corresponds to the to S» structure declared In ssctlon 
9.4.4.5 of the mechanise specification. "The toJWP structure Is declared as: 

type to_SW_type is 
record 

locsl_des t lnat lon_addr 
typejofjae nrice^indicators 
langth " 
dtgm:  detagrem_type; 

end record; 

The dtgm element Is Itself a structure as specified below. 

8.3.4.3 Dtgm.    The dtgm structure holds a datagram made up of a header 
portion and aeata portion as specified In section 9.3.   A dtgm structure ie 
declared as: 

type datagrem_type t» 
record 

version:    HALFjOCTST; 
headarlength:    RALfjXTET; 
type of JM twice:    OCTET; 
total length:    TWO OCTETS; 
identification:    TWO OCTETS; 
dont^fragjlag:     KKHJUM; 
more freg fleg:    »OLE AM; 
f ragaent_of f eet:    OHEJI^f IVEJHGHnSjDCTETS; 
t ime_t o_li ve:    OCTET; 
pi >toco1:    OCTET; 
heede rcheckaom:    TW0J3CTETS; 
source^addr:    FOÜl^OOTTS; 
Ate t lnat lonjsddr: "VoUlJXTETS; 
options:    option type; " 
data:    array(l..CmTA_LE)CTH) of  IICTBCSR; 

end record; 

•uhtype HALF OCTET is IWTKER rang« 0..15; 
•ubtype OCTET Is 1MTE0U range 0..255; 
subtype OKEM FIVE EIGHTHS OCTETS is  IVTBCER range 0..8191; 
•ubtype TWO OCTETS U IKTEÖE* range 0..65535; 
subtype FOÜRJXTETS Is IITTICEE range 0..4294W7295; 
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8.3.5 Evot litt.    The «vent« art drawn fro» th« service primitives 
specified In section 5.1 above.    An event Is composed of s service primitive 
with Its persaeters and dsts. 

s.    SMPjSEffD (to_SNP) 

b.    NULL - Although IP Issues no service request, certain conditions 
within the subnet layer elicit a sarvlcc response. 

8.3.6 Events and actions.    The following section defines the set of possible 
sctlons elicited by each event. 

••3.6.1  man « gg SEND (to sup). 

ACTIONS: 

1. SNP DELIVER Datagram to IP at local destination (LD) with 
all of the following properties: 

s.    The quality of data transmission is at least equal to 
the relative levels specified by to_SNP.type_of_ser- 
vice. 

OR, 

2. no action 

8.3.6.2 EVEWT « NULL. 

ACTIONS: 

1.    SNPJDELIVER from_SNP latestlng the following error condition: 

a.    error conditions within the subnet layer 
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9.     IP ENTITY SPECIFICATION 

9*l    Description.    This section defines the mechanisms of sn IP entity 
supporting the services provided by the IP service machine.    The first 
subsection motivates the specific mechanisms chosen and describes their 
operstlon.    The second subsection defines the formet end use of the IP header 
fields.    The last subsection specifies an extended stste machine represents* 
ticm of the protocol entity.    The implernentstion of a protocol entity must 
be robust.    Each implementation must expect  to lnteroperate with others 
created by different individuals.    While the goal of this specif lestion Is 
to be explicit about the entity mechanisms, there Is always the possibility 
of differing Interpretations.    In general, sn Implernentstion must be conser- 
vative in its sending behavior, and  liberal in its receiving behavior.    That 
Is, It must be careful to send well-formed dat«grama, but mast accept any 
datagram that It can interpret. 

9.2    Overview of IP mechanisms.    The IP mechanisms ere motivated by the 
IP services«  described in section 5 are datagram delivery service,  virtual 
network service, end error reporting service.    Esch service could be sup- 
ported by any of a set of mechanisms.    The «election of mechanisms la guided 
by design standards  including simplicity,  generality, flexibility, and 
efficiency.    The following mechanism descriptions  identify the service or 
services supported, discuss the design criteria used in selection, and explain 
how the mechanisms work. 

9.2.1    touting mechanism.    IP contains sn adaptive routing mechanism to 
support the delivery service.    The routing mechanism uses the internet 
addressing scheme and Internet topology data to direct datagrams along the 
best path between source end destination.    The mechanism provides routing 
options  for ULPs needing the flexibility  to select  routes and record routing 
information.    A distinction is made between names, addresses, and routes.    A 
name  indicates  the object  sought,  independent of  phyelcal   location.    An 
address indicates where the object is and a route indicates how to get there. 
It  is the task of  the upper layer protocols to map from names to addresses. 
The internet  protocol maps  from Internet  addresses  to local subnet addresses 
to perform routing through the Internet.    It  is the task of lower layer 
protocol« to route the datagram to the appropriate local subnet destination 
addresses. 

9.2.1.1    Internet addresses.     Internet addressee have a fixed  length of 
four octets (32  bits). An Internet  address begins wUh a network number 
followed by a  local address (called the REST fl<sld).    To provide  for flex- 
ibility In ««signing addresses  to networks and allow  for the   large  number ot 
small to medlua sited networks,  there are four formats or classes of   internet 
addresses.    These classes «re shown in the  following diagram: 
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FIGURE 5. Internet addressss. 

9.2.1.1.1 Internet addreeaing classes.    In *cUn a,* the high order Mt 
Is sero, the next  NftB hits specif? the network, sad tht Use 24 bits specify 
the local address«    la "class a," the high order two bits ara om-Mrc, cha 
next 14 bit« ar« the network and the last 16 bits are the local addreea.    la 
"elate c," the high order three Vita are one-one-aero, the nest 21  blta are 
Che network and the leal eight Ute are the local  stress«    In the extended 
addreaslng class, the high order three blta are one-one-one, the nest 29 
bits have no defined format.    The m*£f«;ne. between internet addreeeee and 
local new addreesee should allow a single ^ysical hoot to act a* eeveral 
distinct   Internet hoata.    Alao, some hoete will t*Ä-*> eeveral physical  inter- 
feres (i.e., be sn>ltl-ho»e4).    That  la,  provision oust i»c made for a hoot to 
have several phyeleal  interfaces  to a eubnetwork, with each h*wif* several 
lojtcfl  Internet addreeeee. 

9.2.1.1.2 Datascan routing.    To route a datagram, an XT module examinee 
the NETWOtJC field of the internet  addreee indicating the destination for the 
datagram,    if  the network number la the same aa the if module's eubnetwork, 
the module uaea the REST field of  the Internet  addreea to derive the local 
aubnet addreea of the destination host.    If the network number does not 
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natch, tne module determines a local subnet address of a gateway on the best 
path to the destination subnetwork.    In turn, the gateway IP module derives 
the next local subnet address to either a host or gateway.    In this way, the 
datagram is relayed through the internet to the destination host.    In a 
static environment the routing algorithm is straightforward.    However, 
internet topology tends to change due to hardware or software failure, host 
availability, or heavy traffic load conditions.    Therefore, each host and 
gateway IP along the gateway route also uses its current knowledge of internet 
topology to make routing decisions. 

9.2.1.2   Routing options.    IP provides a mechanism, called source routing, 
to supplement the gateway1» independent routing decisions.    This mechanism 
allows an upper layer protocol to influence the gateway route in which a 
datagram traverses*    The ULP can pass a list of internet addresses, called a 
source route list, as one of  the SEND service request parameters.    Bach 
address on the Ust, except for the last, is an intermediate gateway destina- 
tion.    The last address on the Ust is the final destination.    The source IP 
module uses its normal routing mechanism to transmit the datagram to the 
first address in the source route Ust.    Then the gatewty IP replaces source 
route Ust entry with its own address as known in the environment into which 
it is forwarding the datagram.    Thus, the datagram follows the source route 
while recording its "inverse" or recorded route. 

9.2.1.2.1   Routing types.    Two kinds of source routing are provided by IP: 
loose and strict.    With loose source routing, the host and gateway IP modules 
along the route may use any numbtr of other intermediate gateways to reach 
the addresses in the source Ust.    With strict source routing, the datagram 
must travel directly (i.e. through only the directly connected subnetwork 
Indicated by each address) to each address on the source Ust.    When the 
source route cannot be followed, the source host IP is notified with an 
error message.    For testing or diapiostic purposes, a ULP can acquire a 
datagram's record route (independent of the source route option) by using 
the record route mechanism.    The sending ULP suppUes an empty record route 
list and indicates that the gateway route is to be recorded in transit. 
Then, as each gateway IP module on the gsteway route relays the datagram, it 
adds it« address as known <n the succ«»iding environment to the record route 
Ust.    The destination ULF receives the origin datagram along with the 
record route Ust which,  if reversed, provides a %ource route to the sending 
ULP.    If more gateways are traversed than car» be rscordel in the  list, tha 
additional gateway addresses are not  recorded.    Problems with the record 
route option discovered in transit are reported to the source host IP. 
When using a routing option, the source ULP must provide a large enough 
route  Ust to accommodate all the routing information expected.    The site 
of  a routi^ option does  not  change due to adding addresses. 

9.2.2    Fragmentation and reassembly.    IP contains a  fragmentation nechanism 
foi breaking a  large datagram into smaller datagrams.    This solution to the 
problems arising from the difference between vsriable subnetwork capacity 
provides greater flexibility  than legislating a restrictive datagram sis« 
that is sufficiently small for any subnetwork on the internet.    This mechanlsa 
can be ove ridden usir« the "don't  fragment" option to prevent  fragmentation. 
IP also contains a reassembly mechanism which reverses the  fragmentation to 
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enable delivery of Intact data portions.    Normally! fragmentation Is per- 
formed only by the IP modules In gateways.    There Is no need for fragmentation 
of datagrams within the IP modules of hosts since the amount of data supplied 
by a source ULP can be limited, thereby avoiding datagrams which are too big 
to be transmitted through the subnetwork to which the host is attached.    When 
an IP module encounters a datagram that is too big to be transmitted through 
a subnetwork, it applies its fragmentation mechanism.    First, the module 
divides the data portion of the datagram into two or more pieces.    The data 
must be broken on 8-octet boundaries.  For each piece, It then builds a data- 
gram header containing the identification, addressing, and options information 
needed.    Fragmentation data is adjusted in the new headers to correspond to 
the data's relative position within the original datagram.    The result is a 
set of small datagrams, called fragments, each carrying a portion of the 
data from the original large datagram.    Section 9.4.6.3.7 defines the 
fragmentation algorithm. 

9.2.2.1   Fragment routing.    Each fragment is handled Independently until 
the destination IP module is reached.    The fragments may follow different 
gateway routes as internet topology and traffic conditions change.    They are 
also subject to further fragmentation if 'smaller-packet*  subnetworks are 
subsequently traversed.    Every IP module must be able to forward a datagram 
of 68 octets without further fragmentation.    This site allows for a header 
length of up to 60 octets and the minimum data length of 8 octets. 

9.2.2*2   Fragment reassembly.   To reassemble fragments into the original 
datagram, an IP module combines all those received having the same value 
for the Identification, source address, destination address, security, and 
protocol.    IP allocates reassembly resources when a "first-to-arrive" 
fragment is recognised.    Based on the fragmentation data in the fragment's 
header, the fragment is placed In a reassembly area relative to its position 
In the original datagram.    When all the fragments have been received, the 
I? module passes the data In its original form to the destination ULP.    All 
hosts must be prepared to accept datagrams of up to 576 octets (whether they 
arrive whole or In fragments).    It is recommended that hosts send datagrams 
larger than S76 octets only if they have aasurance that the destination Is 
prepared to accept the larger datagrams.    The number 576 is selected to 
allow a reasonable amount of data to be transmitted in addition to the 
required header information.    For example, this slxe allows a data block of 
512 octets plus 64 header octeta to fit in a datagram.    The maximum Internet 
header else is 60 octets, an* a typical Internet header is 20 octets, allowing 
a margin for headers of upper layer protocols. 

9.2.2.3    Fragment loes.    Because the subnetwork may be unreliable, eome 
fragments making up a complete datagram can be lost.    IP usea the "time-to* 
live" data (explained In section 9.2.4 below) to set s timer on the reassembly 
process,    tf the timer expires before all the fragments have been collected, 
IP discards the partially reassembled datagram.    Only the destination IP 
module should perform reaesembly.    Thla recommendation la Intended to reduce 
gateway overhead and minimise the chance of deadlock.    However, reassembly 
by private agreement between gateways Is trsnsparent  to the rest of the 
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Internet and is allowed.    A ULP can prevent its data fro« being broken Into 
smaller pieces during transmission.    IP provides an override mechanism to 
prohibit fragmentation called "don't fragment." One example of the "don't 
fragment" mechanism is the down line loading cf a small host containing only 
a simple boot strap program to accept data from a datagram, storing it in 
memory, and executing it.    Any internet datagram marked "don't fragment" 
cannot be fragmented by an IP module along the gateway route under any 
circumstances.    If an IP module cannot deliver such a datagram to its 
destination without fragmenting It, the module discards the datagram and 
returns an error to the source IP.    Note that fragmentation, transmission, 
and reassembly at the subnetwork layer Is transparent to IP and can be 
used at any time. 

9.2.3 Checksum.    IP assumes the subnetwork layer to be unreliable regard- 
less of the actual subnetwork protocol present.    Therefore, IP provides a 
checksum mechanism supporting the delivery service to protect the IP header 
from transmission errors.    The data portion is not covered by the IP checksum. 
If IP enforced a data checksum and discarded datagrams with data checksum 
failures, it could not support applications that require high throughput and 
can tolerate a low error rate.    An IP module recomputes the checksum each 
time the IP header Is changed.    Changes occur in transit during time-to-live 
reductions, option updates  (both explained below), and fragmentation.    The 
checksum is currently a simple one's complement algorithm, and experimental 
evidence indicates its adequacy.    However, the algorithm is provisional and 
may be replaced by a CRC procedure, depending on future experience. 

9.2.4 Time-to-live.    As mentioned in the routing discussion above, a 
datagram's transmission path is subject to changes in Internet topology and 
traffic conditions.    Inadvertently, a datagram might be routed on a circuitous 
path to arrive at its destination after a considerable delay.    Or, a datagram 
could loop though the same IP modules without making real progress towards 
Its destination.    Such "old datagrams" reduce internet bandwidth and waste 
processing time.    To prevent these problems, IP provides a mechanism to 
limit the lifetime of a datagram, called time-to-live.    Along with the other 
sending parameter, a ULP specifies a maximum datagram lifetime in second 
units.    Each IP module on the gateway route decreases the time-to-live value 
carried in the IP header.    If an IP module receives an expired datagram, it 
discards the datagram.    The lifetime limit is In effect until the datagram's 
data Is delivered to the destination ULP.    That is, if s datagram is frag- 
mented during transmission. It can still expire during the reassembly process. 
Section 9.4.4.3 defines the reassembly algorithm use of  the tlme-to-llve data. 

9*2.5    Type of service.    In support of the virtual network service, the 
type of  service mechanism allows upper layer protocols to select the traim- 
alasion quality.    IP passes the type of service (TOS) command set  for 
service quality to the SKP where it Is mapped into subnetwork-specific 
transmission parameters.    Not every subnetwork supports all transmission 
services,  but each SNP on the delivery path should make its best effort to 
match the available subnet services  to the desired service quality.    The TOS 
commend set includes precedence level, e delay indication, a throughput 
Indication, and a reliebility indication.    Precedence is s meaeure of a 
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datagram's Importance.    A subnetwork may traat high precedence traffic a« 
■ore Important than other traffic by preferentially allocating subnetwork 
resources especially during time of high load.   The eight precedence levels 
begin with the lowest, Routine, and Increase up to the two highest levels, 
Internetwork Control aud Network Control.    The highest precedence level, 
Network Control, Is Intended for use only within a subnetwork.    The Internet- 
work Control level Is Intended for use by gateway control originators only. 
The actual use end access to these precedence levels Is the responsibility 
of each subnetwork.    Aside from precedence, the major service choice Is s 
three-way tradeoff between low delay, high reliability, and high throughput. 
In many networks better performance for one of these parameters le coupled 
with worse performance for another.    Except for very unusual cases, not more 
than two of these three Indications should be set.   The use of these service 
quality Indications may Increase the cost (In some sense) of the service. 
Section 9.3.15 specifies the legal values of the type of service Indicators 
to be carried in the datagram header. 

9.2.6   Data options.    Motivated by the virtual network service, IP provides 
options to carry certain identification and timing data in a standard manner 
through the Internet.    The use of this mechanism by the ULPs is optional, as 
the name Implies, but all options must be supported by each IP implementation« 
The data options carry three kinds of information: security, stream Identifi- 
cation, and timing.    The security data is used by DoD hosts needlug to trans- 
mit security information throughout the internet in a standard manner.   The 
security information (required if classified, restricted, or compartmented 
traffic is passed) includes security level, compartments, handling restric- 
tions, snd transmission control code.   The stresm Identification option 
provides s wsy for a stresm identifier to be carried both through stream- 
oriented subnetworks, for example SATNBT, and subnets not supporting the 
stream concept. 

9.2.6.1   Timing Information.    Timing Information, in the form of ttmestmnps, 
is recorded by IP modules as the datagram traverses the internetwork to its 
destination.   The eoucce UIP provides a tlmestamp list sod indicates timing 
Information is to be recorded.    The tlmestamp can be recorded la one of 
three formats.    The first format requires each gateway IP module on the 
gstewsy routs to register only its tlmestamp in rhe next free list entry. 
The second format inquires each gateway IP to register *?th Its internet 
eddress snd its tlmestamp«    The third formst requires e *lwt*tmep tc be 
registered only If the next list entry containing s preapedftea iattirnet 
addreas matches the gstewey IP's address.    These formats arc specified in 
section 9.2.15.    A tlmestamp is s 32-bit value marking the current time in 
milliseconds since midnight Universal Time (OT).    If the time Is not available 
In milliseconds, or cannot be provided with respect to «ii^zhr OT, then say 
time may be inserted if the high order bit of the tlmestamp fiejui -e ?»r to 
one, indicating the uee of e non-standard value.    When using the tlmestamp 
option» the source Iflf must provide s large enough liat to accommodate all 
the tlmestamp information expected.    The else cf the option does not change 
due to adding tlmestamps.    The initial contenta of the tlmestamp list must be 
sero or Internet eddreee/sero pairs.    If the tlmestamp data area ia already 
full (the pointer exceeda the length) the dstegrem Is forwarded without 
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Inserting the tinestamp, but the overflow count Is Incremented by one«    If 
there is some room but not enough for s full timestamp to be inserted, or 
the overflow count Itself overflows, the original datagram is considered 
to be In error and is discarded«    In either case, an ICMP parameter problem 
message mar be sent to the source host«    Errors encountered by the gateway 
IPs during tlmestamp processing are reported to the source IP« 

9«2«7    Error report datagrams«    The error reporting service motivates a 
mechanism to generate and process error Information«    The error mechanism 
uses the datagram delivery service to transfer the error reports between IP 
modules« 

9.3   Message format for peer exchanges«    A summary of the contents of the 
IP hesder follows«    Note that each tick mark represents a one bit position« 
Bach field description below Includes Its name, an abbreviation, and the 
field slse. Where applicable, the units, the legal range of values, and a 
default value appears« 

0 12 3 
012349S7SS01234SS7SS01234S67SS01 

VERSION IHL         ||        TYPE OF SERVICE 
■     •it 

TOTAL LENGTH                                   jj 

lOtNTlFICATlON FLAOS   1 FRAttlttSNi OFFSET                       1 
i     i     ♦     i     i     l     i     i     »     i     i     1 

|                    TTt PROTOCOL 
i     i     i     1     i 

HlADtA CHECKSUM                                i] 
i     i           i     i     I     1     i     i     i     I     1 

I 
SOURCE ADOftESS 

i     i    i     i     i     i     i     i     ■     i    •     i     i     i     i i     t     i     i     ■     ■     I     i     i     i     I     1 

DESTINATION ADOftESS 
i     i     i     |     i     I     I     i     i     i     i     1 

OPTIONS 1              PAOO*H) 

1     1    1    1    1    1    1    1     i    1 . 1     1 

PICURE 6. IP header format. 

9.3.1 Version« 

sbbrev: VER field slse: 4 bits 

The Version field indicates the format of the IP header. This document 
describes version 4. 

9.3«2 Internet header length. 

abbrev:    IHL 
unitsi    4-octet croup 

field slse:    4 bits 
range:    5 - 15 default:    5 

Internet Header Length is the length of  the IP header In 32-bit words and 
ir'nte to the beginning of the data«    Note that the minimum value for e 
correct header is 5« 
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9.3,3    Type of service, 

abbrev:    TOS field ilse:    8 bits 

The Type of Service field contains the IP parameters describing the quality 
of service desired for this datagram* 

!        1 
PRECEOENCt 

1                1 

D 1 R 0 0 

Bits 0-2: Precedence 
Bit        3: Delay 
Bits      A: Throughput 
Bits      3: Reliability 
Bit    6-7: Reserved for Future Use. 

Precedence Delay 
ill - Network Control 0 - normal 
HO - Internetwork Control 1 - low 
101 - CRITIC/ECP 
100 - Flash Override Throughput 
011 - Flash 0 - normal 
010 - Immediate 1 - high 
001  - Priority 
000 - Routine Reliability 

0 - normal 
1 - high 

FIGURE 7. Table of service field. 

9.3.4    Total length. 

abbrev;    TL 
units:    octets 

field slxe:    16 bits 
rangst:    20 - 2**16-1 default:    20 

Total Length  I«  the length of  the datagram,  measured  In octets.  Including 
header r«rt!o.   *tnd the data portion of the datagram. 

?.*.S    Ide.tificatiou. 

ahbrev:     ID field else:    16  dits 

An identifying value used to associate  fragments of a datagram.    This value 
is usual 1*   supplied by the  sending ULP as an Interface parameter.    If not, 
IP generate» aV.agram identifications which are unique for each sending ULP. 
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9.3.6   Flags. 

sbbrev:    none field size:    3 bits 

This field contains the control flags "don't fragment," which prohibits 
IP fragmentation and,  "sore fragments," which helps to identify a fragment s 
position in the original datagram. 

0 

0 

F 

Nt 

F       1 

Bit 0:  reserved, oust be xero 
Bit I:  (DF) 0 - May Fragment,    1 - Don't Fragment. 
Bit 2:  (MF) 0 - Last Pragmaut,  I - More Fragmants. 

FIGURE 8.    Control flags field. 

9.3.7    Fragment offset. 

sbbrev:    FO 
units:    8-octet groups 

field slse:    13 bits 
range:    0 - 8191 default:    0 

This field indicates the positions of this fragment's data relative to the 
beginning of the data carried in the original datagram,    loth a complete 
datagram and a first fragmsnt have this field set to sero.    Section 9.2.2 
describes the fragmentation mechanism. 

9.3.8   Time-to-live. 

abbrev:    TO- finld eise:    8 bits 
units:    seconds range:    0 - 255C-4.25 mine)        default:    15 

This field indicates the maximum time the datagram is allowed to remain in 
the internet.    If the value of this field drope to sero, the datagram should 
be destroyed.    Section 9.2.4 describee the time-to-live mechanism. 

9.3.9    Protocol. 

sbbrev:    P10T field slse:    8 bits 

This field indicates which ULP is to receive the data portion of the datagram. 
The numbers assigned to common ULPs are avalabie from the DoO Executive 
Agent for Protocols. 

9.3.10   Header checksum. 

abbrev:    none field slse:    16 bits 
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This field contains the checksum covering the IP header«    The checksum 
aechanlsn is described in section 9«2*3« 

9.3.11    Source address» 

ebbrev:    source field site:    32 bits 

This field contains the internet address of the datagram's source host. 
Internet address formats are discussed in section 9.2.1. 

9.3.12    Destination address, 

abbrtv:    dest field ill«:    32 bits 

This field contains the internet address of the datagram's destination 
host.    Internet address forests are discussed in section 9.2.1. 

9.3.13   ODtloju* 

abbrev:    none field sice:    variable 

The option field Is variable in length depending on the nuaher and types of 
options associated with the datagraa. The options mechanise* are discussed 
in sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.6.    Options have two formats: 

a. a single octet of option-type, or 

b. s variable length atring containing: 

1. an option-type octet, 

2. en option-length octet * counting the option-type octet sad 
optIon-length octet as well as the option-data octeta, and 

3. the actual option-data octets. 

The option-type octet is viewed as having 3 fields: 

1 ! 1        1 1 

cr ClASS MUMMS 

,. .1  I 1              I 1 
bit   0     - copy flag 

0 • not copied,    1 • copied 
bits 1-2 - option class 

000 • control 
001 • reserved for future uee 
010 - debugging and asaeureaent 
011 - reserved for future use 

bits 3-7 - option ruaber (defined In the following tsble) 

PICURE 9.    fields la the option-type octet. 
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Internst optloot dtfined., The following Internet optlorA are 

CLASS NUMBER LENGTH DESCRIPTION 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0000 

00001 

00010 

00011 

01001 

00111 

01000 

00100 

9.3.14    redding. 

abbrevi    none 

End of Option list:    This option occupies 
only 1 octet; it has no length octet. 
No Operation:    This option occupies only 1 
octet;  it has no length octet. 

11     Security:    Used to carry security level, 
Comper mentation, User Group (TCC), and 
Handling Restriction Codes coupstlb1« with 
DoD requirements, 

var-   Loose Source Routing:    Used to route the 
datagram based on information supplied by 
the source* 

var.    Strict Source Routing:    Used to route the 
datagram based on Information aupplled by 
the source, 

var.    Record Route:    Used to trace the route a 
datagram takes. 

4       Stream ID:    Used to carry the atreaa 
identifier, 

var.    Internet Timestamp: Used to accumulate timing 
information la transit* 

field else:    variable (8 to 24 bits) 

The IP header padding is used to ensure that the IP header ends on s 
32-bit boundary.    The padding field Is set to sero. 

9.3.15    Specific option definitions.    Each option format la defined below. 
"Option type' indicate* the value of  the option-type octet, and "length" 
indicates the value of the length-octet if appropriate. 

9.3.15.1    End of option Hat« 

option type:    0 option length:    N/A 

Thla one-octet option marks the end of the option  list vhen It does not 
coincide with the four-octet boundary Indicated by the IP header length. 
This field Is used tallowing the last option, not the end of each option, 
and need only be used If the  last option would not otherwise coincide with 
the end of the IP header.    This option may be introduced or deleted upon 
fragmentation aa needed. 
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9.3.15.2    Wo operation. 

option typt:    1 option length:    N/A 

Thle option may be used between options, for exaaple, tc ellgn the beginning 
of e subsequent option on s 32-blt boundary.    This option any be Introduced 
or deleted upon  fragmentation es needed. 

9.3.15.3    Security. 

option type:    130     option length:    II 

This option (required If classified, restricted, or cosvpartaented trefflc is 
passed) provides a way for hosts to send Security level. Compartmentation, 
Handling Restriction Codee end User Groups (TCC) parameters through subnet- 
works In l standard manner.    This option must be copied on fragmentetloo. 
This option appears st most once In e datagram. 

The formet for this option Is es follows: 

1OOOOO10 00001011 
v/- 

«M MS 

 //  

Y/- 
ccc       ccc 
 /A  

-th 

-ft- 3 
TYFf - 130 LENGTH - 11 

FIGURE 10.    Security Option Formet. 

9.3.15.3.1    Security (S field). 

length: 16 bits 

This field specifies one of 16 levels of security, eight of which ere reserved 
for future use. 

00000000 
11110001 
0111*000 
10111100 
01011110 
10101111 
11010111 
01101011 
00110101 
10011010 
01001101 
00100100 
00010011 
10001001 

00000000 
00110101 
10011010 
01001101 
00100110 
00010011 
10001000 
11000101 
11100010 
11110001 
ouuooo 
10111101 
01011110 
10101111 

Unclassified 
Confidential 
ETT0 
MMHM 
PROG 
Restricted 
Secret 
Top Secret 
(Reserved for 
(Reserved for 
(Reserved for 
(Reserved for 
(Reserved for 
(Reserved for 

future uee) 
future uee) 
future uee) 
future use) 
future uee) 
future use) 

<y 
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11000100 11010110 - (teMrvad for future UM) 
11100010 01101011 * (Eeecnred for futur« UM) 

9.3.15.3.2 Coeatartaont« (C field), 

length - 16 bit« 

Thi« fiold coat «IM «n «11 taro value when th« lnfovMtloo tr«Mnitt«d 1« 
not conpertMnted.   Other valuM for th« comoartMnt« field My M obtaiMd 
fro« th« D«f«as« Intelligence Agency (DU). 

9.3.15.3.3 Mandllni reotrlctloM (H fUld). 

length - 16 bit« 

The T«1M« for th« control «nd r«l««M Mtklng« «r« «lphanuMric digraph« 
•ad «r« d«fln«d in th« D«f«nM Int«llte»nc« Apncy lUaual DIAH 65-19, 
"Standard Security Harking«. * 

9.3.15.3.4 Tr«neml««loo control cod« (TCC fl«ld). 

lanfth ■ 24 bit« 

Thin flald provide« a naans to «egrtgat« traffic and daflM controllad 
u—ml rlit of latarMt ««nag «ub«crlb«r«. TM TCC valuM «ra trlgrapha «nd 
ar« available froa leadquert«r*, DCA (COM 530). 

9.3.15.4   LOOM «ourca «nd racord rout«. 

option type:    131     option langtht    variable 

Tba looM «ourca rout« option provldM • way for tha «ourca Utf of a 
dat«graa to «apply routing information to ba uaad by IP aadulee «long tha 
getaway routa.   At tha ««M tlM, tha "Unw" rout« 1« racordad in tha 
option flald.   This option 1« not coplad oa fragMntntlon.    It «ppe«» at 
Mat one« la a datagre».   Tha option baglM with th« option typ« coda.   Tha 
Mcoad oct«t 1« tha option langth which includa« tha option typa oct«t, th« 
langth oetot, th« pointer octet, «nd tha «OUTM rout« 11«t.   Th« third oet«t 
1« « pelnt«r into th« rout« «at« indicating th« oct«t which baglM th« Mat 
•OUTM addrM« to ba procM«ad.   Tha point«r 1« rtUtlve to thi« option, «nd 
it« «aell««t legal «»1M 1« 4.    A loo»« «ourc« rout« U«t 1« coapMod of OM 
or MM lnt«rMt addrMSM Identifying laterMdlatc gatmy« to ba wUited 
la traMlt.   Bach IntcrMt «ddrM« l« 4 oct«t« long.   Vh«n « g«t«way la tha 
•OUTM rout« ll«t 1« visited, tha entewey «ddr*«« («a known in tha «aviroo- 
aent into which the detagrM 1« Ming forwarded) repUcM that list «atry. 
Tha «1M of thi« optlM 1« fixed by the «ourc«.    tt cannot chaof« to eccoar- 
andat« additional Information.    The routing option« «r« deecrlbed In Mctloa 
9.2.1.1. 
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9.3.15.5 Strict teure« and record route, 

option typ«:    137      option length:    variable 

The atrlct eource route option provide« a way for the eource ULP of a data- 
gram to name the exact aet of IP Module« to be vlalted along the gateway 
route«   At the ease tie*, the "Inverse" rout« Is recorded In the option 
field*   Thla option must be copied on fragmentation.    It appear* at moat 
once In e datagram.    The option beglna with the option type code.    The second 
octet 1« the option length which Include« the option type octet, the length 
octet, the pointer octet, and the eource route Uat.    The third octet la a 
pointer Into the route data Indicating the octet which begin« the next eource 
addreaa to be processed.   The pointer Is relative to thla option, and lta 
amallest legal value la 4.    A atrlct eource route Uat la composed of one or 
more Internet eddreaaea Identifying the gatewaya to be vlalted In transit. 
The datagram must vl«lt exactly the gateway« lifted, trsverslng only the 
directly connected subnetwork« lndlceted In the route ll«t addresses.    When 
s gateway In the eource route Uat la vlalted, the gatewey address (as known 
In the environment Into which the datagram la being forwarded) replace« that 
Ust entry.    The slse of this option 1« fixed by the eource.    It cannot change 
to accommodate additional Information.    Routing options sre described in 
section 9.2.1.1. 

9.3.15.6 Eecord route. 

option type:    7 option length:    variable 

The record route option provides e way to record e datagram*« gatewey route. 
Thla option 1« not  copied on fragmentation.    It eppeere et most once In e 
datagram.    The option begins with the option type code.    The second octet 1« 
the option length which Include« the option type code, the length octet, 
end the return route Uet.    The third octet 1« e pointer late the route date 
Indicating the octet which begins  the next «re« to «tor« e route address. 
The pointer 1« relativ* to this option, «ad the smallest legal value for 
the pointer 1« 4.    A record route Uet 1« composed of e serlee of Interact 
eddree«««.    each Internet addreaa 1« 4 octet« long.    The eource *JLP provide« 
« rout« Ust with s«ro velue entries.    A« each getewey 1« visited In transit. 
It registers Its address In the next  free entry (Indicated by the pointer). 
Vhen the pointer 1« greater then the length, the record route Uat 1« full. 
So additional eddreesse ere recorded, even If more ere visited before 
errlvlng at the destination.    The else of  this option le fixed by the eource. 
It cannot  change to accommodate additional Information.    The routing optlone 
«re deecrlbed In section 9.2.1.1. 

9.3.15.7 Streea Identifier. 

option type:     136      option Length:    4 

This option provides s way for 16-Mt «treae Identifiers to be carried through 
the Internet  for uie  by subnetwork* aupportlng the stream concept auch ee 
the SATNCT.    The «tre«m identifier appears  tn the third end fourth octets of 
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the option«    This option wit be copied oo fragmentation.    It appear« at 
■oat oQoa in a datagram« 

9.3.15.8 Internet tiaaataap. 

option typ«:    68 option length:    variable 

Thia option allowe tiaing infonaation to b« gatharad aa a datagrea travail 
through tha intarnat to its destination.    Thia option la not coplad upon 
fragmentation and so appears only in the first fragment.    This option may 
appear at «oat onca in a datagram.    The first octet Is the option type.    The 
second octet la the length of the option including the option type octet, 
the length octet, th« pointer octet, the over!loir/flag octet, and each tiar- 
itaap or »ddreaa/tlaaataap pair.    Tha third octet ia a pointer into tha 
tiaestaap list identifying the octet beginning the apace for the next tiae- 
«taap.    The pointer is relative to tha beginning of thia option;  ita smallest 
legal value ia 5.    The fourth octut ia shared by overflow and format flag 
information.    Tha firat four bits record tha number of IP nodules that could 
not reglater nlaaataapa due to lack of spec*.   The second four bits Indicate 
the format of the tiaaataap list: 

0 - tiaestsapa only, stored in consecutive 32-bit words 
1 - each tiaaataap ia preceded with the internet addreaa 

of the registering entity 
2 - reserved for future use 
3 - the Internet addreaa fields are prespedfled by the 

source ULP.    Am IP module only resist era ita tiaaataap 
if ita addreaa matches Che neat one ia the list. 

The site of this option is fixed by the source.    It cannot change to accom- 
modate additional lnforaatioo.    The internet tiaaataap option la described 
In aection 9.2.*. 

*•*    Extended stau em chine specification of IP entity.    The IP entity is 
specified with en extended state «achIce aade up of a aet of states, a aet 
of  transitions between states, and a sat of  input events causing the stste 
transitions.    The following specificatlon is aade up of a machine instantia- 
tion Identifier, a state diagram, a state vector, data structures, sn 
event  list, ami a correspondence between event* end set Ions.    In addition, 
an extended atate machine haa aa Initial stste whose valuea are assumed st 
state machine Instantiation. 

9.4.1   Machine Instantiation Identifier.    Eacr datagram ia an Independent 
writ.    Therefore/one state machine instance exists for each datagram.    Each 
atate machine la uniquely named by the four valuea, source address, destina- 
tion addreea, protocol, and Identification.    Th«e« valu«s ere drawn from 
parameters of  the Interaction , rlmitlves specified in section« 6.2 end 8.2. 

*•*•*    State diagram.    The fo!   ^wing diagram deplete a siapllfied IP state 
mschlne. 
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SEND OR RECEIVE 
A rOMPLFTE DATAGRAM n 

•KACTIVI 

HECJ'Vf 
ITCMvE COMfLITE DATAGRAM». 

Of. FMAl f (lAGMFRT 
OR HlASSfMilV TINK GUI 

RfASfEMRtING 

U 
RfCFIVf FRAQtttHIS 

PICÜRÜ li.    A slspliflsd IF Rf te «schlne. 

V.4.3    State ftctw.    A stete vector consist* of th« following element«: 

-    STATE ÜAME - (inactive,  rea*se»t!:ng) 

*    REASSIMBLY R£SOU*CXS • control Info rast ion and storage needed to 
reassemble fragaents Into the original datagraa. Including! 

i.    reasseubly aap:    a representstIon of each 8-octet unit of 
data and Its relativ«  location vithfn th* orietnal  4st«£f<mt 

b. tleer:    value of the reaseesfcly tleer in unit seconds fro» 
0 to 255, 

c. total date length:    six« oi   the data carried in datagram 
be'ng reasseabled* 

d. header:    storage area for the header portion of the datagram 
being reaaseeMed. 

«.    date:    storage area for it» oat A portion of  the datefras) 
being reasseafeled« 

A stet* eachine'e  initial state la IKACTtVF. with unusel  reaaseably resource«. 

$.4.4    Dsta structures.    The It etate «wehin« reference certain data areas 
corresponding to ihr state vector, ew! each  interaction primitive:    SEND, 
ÖÖ.IVE*, SWSEKD «nd SKF DELIVER.    For clarity in the events and actions 
section, datli etructuree  are declared  In Ada  for thee* data areas.    However, 
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a data structure may be partially typed or completely untyped where specific 
formats or data types are implementation dependent« 

9.4.4.1 State vector.    The definition of an IP state vector appears in 
section 9.4.3 above.    A statej-ector structure is declared as: 

state_vector:    a tat e_vec to retype; 

type state_vector_type is 
record 

state_name:     (INACTIVE, REASSEMBLING); 
reas semb ly__map 
timer 
total_data_length 
header 
data 

end record; 

9.4.4.2 Prom ULP. The fromJJLP structure holds the interface parameters 
and data associated with the SEND primitive, as specified in section 6.2.1. 
The fromJJLP structure is declared as: 

fromJJL?:    fromJJLP_type> 

type from_JJLP_type is 
record 

source_addr 
destination_addr 
protocol 
type_of_serviv».» is 

record 
precedence 
delay 
throughput 
reliability 

end record; 
identifier time_to_live 
do..:_*L*agment 
length 
data 
options 

end record; 

9.4.4.3    To ULP.    The toJILP structure hold»  interface parameters  and data 
associated with the DELIVER primitive, as specified in section 6.2.2.    The 
toJJLP  itructure is declared as: 

toJJLP :  to_ULP_type; 

type toJ3L?_type  is 
record 

sourcejtddr 
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dei tlnation_addr 
protocol 
type_of_service jg 

record 
precedence 
delay 
throughput 
reliability 

end record; 
length 
date 
options 
error 

end record; 

9.4.4.4 Pro« SNP.    The fromJSNP structure holds the Interface parameters 
and datagram associated with the SNPJ)ELIVER primitive, aa specified in 
section 8.3.2.    The from_SNP structure is declared as: 

type from_SNP_type is 
record 

locsl_destlnatlon_addr 
dtgm:"" datagram_type; 
error 

end record; 

The dtgm element Is Itself a structure as specified below. 

9.4.4.5 To SNP.    The to_SNP structure holds the data and parameters 
associated with the SNP_SEND primitive specified in section 8.3.1.    The 
to_SKP structure is declared as: 

type to_SNP_type is 
record 

local_de s t Ina t lon__addr 
ty pe_of_ee rvieejl ndica tui j 
length " 
dtgm:    datagram__type; 

end record; 

The dtgm element  is Itself a structure as specified belo*. 

9.4.4.6 Dtgm.    A dtgm structure holds a datagram made up of a header 
portion and a data portion as specified in section 9.3.    A dtgm structure 
is declared as: 

type datagr&m_typc Is 
record 

version:    HALF OCTET; 
header_length:~ HALFJOCTET; 
cype_of_serviee:    OCTET; 
totalJLength:    TWOJDCTETS; 
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Identifications    TWOJJCTETS; 
dont frag flag:    BOOLEAN; 
more"~frag~flag:    BOOUBAN; 
fragment offset:    ONE_N_FIVE_EIGHTHS_OCTETS; 
tima_to_Tive:    OCTET;~ 
protocol:    OCTET; 
heads rjAecksum:    TWOJ)CTETS; 
source addr:    FOUR OCTETS; 
destination addr: ~FOURJ>CTETS; 
options:    OPTIONJTYPE; 
data:    array(l..DATA_LENGTH) of INTEGER; 

end record; 

subrecord HALFJ3CTBT is INTEGER range 0..15; 
subrecord OCTET is INTEGER range 0..2S5; 
subrecord ONE N FIVEJIGHTHSJOCTETS is INTEGER range 0..8191; 
subrecord tWÖ~öCrETS is INTEGER range 0..65535; 
subrecord FOUR OCTETS is INTEGER range 0..4294967296; 
subrecord OPTIONJTYPE is aero or sore of the following: 

security; 
loose source routing; 
strict source routing; 
record route; 
stream identifier; 
internet timestamp; 

9.4.5   Event list.    The event list is made up of the interaction primi- 
tives specified in sections 6.2 and 8.2 and the services provided by the 
execution environment defined in section 10.    The following list defines 
the set of possible events in sn IP state machine: 

a. SEND from ULP — A ULP passes ioterface parameters and data 
to IP for dslivery across the internet (see section 6.2.1.1). 

b. SNP DELIVER from SNP — SNP passes to IP a datagram received 
from subnetwork protocol (see section 8.2.2.1). 

c. TIMEOUT — The timing mechanism provided by the execution 
environment indicates a previously specified time interval has 
elapsed (see section 10.3). 

a.4.$    Events and actions.    This section Is organUeu In thr*e parts.    The 
f at part contains a decision table representation of state machine events 
era ^tions.    The decision tables  sre organised by state;  each table corre- 
sponds to one event.    The second part specifies the decision functions 
appearing at the top of each column of  a decision table.    These  functions 
examine attributes of the event and the state vector to return a set of 
decision results.    The results beceae the elements of each column.    The third 
part specifies action procedures appearing at the right of every row.    Each 
row of the decision table combines  the decision results to determine appro- 
priate event processing.    These procedures specify event processing algorithms 
In detail. 
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9.4.6.1 Events and actions decision table». 

9.4.6.1.1 State ■ inactive, event is SEND from ULP. 

TABLE I. Inactive state decision table when event is SEND fro» ULP. 

Actions: 

ULP 
PARAMS 
VALID? 

WHERE 
DEST 

? 

NEED 
TO 

FRAG? 

CAN 
FRAG 

? 

NO d d d ERROR TO ULP IPARAM_ PROBLEM! 

YES ULP d d LOCAL DELIVERY 

YES REMOTE NO d BUILD t SEND 

YES REMOTE YES NO ERROR TO ULP |CANT_FRAG) 

YES REMOTE YES YES FRAGMENT 4 SEND 

Comments'; 
A ULP passes data to IP for Internet delivery. IP validates the interface 
parameters, detemines the destination, and dispatches the ULP data to its 
destination. 

Legend 
d - "don't care" condition 

9.4.6.1.2 State * inactive, event is SWF DELIVER fro« SNP. 

TABLE II. Inactive state decision table when event is SNP DELIVER fro» SMP« 

Actions: 

CHECK- 
SUM 

VALID? 

SNP 
PARAMS 
VALID? 

TTL 
VALID 

? 

WHERE 
TO 

? 

A 
FRAG 

? 

ICMP 
CHECK- 
SUM? 

NO d d d d d DISCARD 

;    YES NO d d d d ERROR TO SOURCE <PARAM_PRO»Lf Ml 

YES YES NO d d d ERROR TO SOURCE (EXPIRED_TTLI 

YES YES YES ULP NO d REMOTE DELIVERY 

YES YES YES ULP YES d REASSEMBLE; STATE: - REASSEMBLING 

YES YES YES ICMP NO NO DISCARD 

YES YES YES ICMP NO YES ANALYZE 

YES YES r*s ICMP YES d REASSEMBLE; STATE: - REASSEMBLING 

VIS YES YES REMOTE d d ERROR TO SOURCE 1H0ST_UNREACM1 
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Comaenta: 
The SNP has delivered a datagram from another IP. IP validates the data- 
gram header, and either delivers the data from a complete datagram to Its 
destination within the host or begins  reassembly for a datagram fragment. 

Legend 
d - "don't care" condition 

9.4.6.1,3    State ■ reassembling, event Is SNP DELIVER from SNP. 

TABLE III.    Reassembling state decision table vhen event Is SNP DELIVER 
from SNP. °~ ~~ ' 

Actions: 

CHECK- 
SUM 

VALID? 

SNP 
PARAMS 
VALID? 

TTL 
VALID 

? 

WHERE 
TO 

? 

A 
FRAG 

7 

REASS 
DONE 

ICMP 
CHECK- 
SUM? 

|     NO d d d d d DISCARD 

YES NO d d d d ERROR_TO_SOURCE |PARAM_PR0BLEM» 

YES YES NO d d d ERROR _TO_SOURCE 1EXP1RED_TTU 

|     YES YES YES ULP NO d REMOTE„DEUVERY: STATE: - INACTIVE 

|     YES YES YES ULP YES NO d REASSEMBLE 

!     YES YES YES ULP YES YES d REASS_DELIVERY; STATE: - INACTIVE 

YES YES YES ICMP NO d NO DISCARD 

|    YES YES YES »CMP NO d YES ANALYZE: STATE: - INACTIVE 

!     YES YES YES ICMP YES NO d REASSEMBLE 

|    YES YES YES REMOTE d d d ERROR_TO._SOURCE (HOST_UNREACHJ 

Comments: 
The SNP has delivered 6 datagram associated with an earlier received data- 
gram fragment.    IP validates the header and either continues the reassembly 
process with the datagram fragment or delivers  the data from the completed 
datagram to Its destination within the host. 

Legend 
d -   don't care" condition 

9.4,6.1.4    State ■ inactive, event Is TIMEOUT» 

Actions:    reassembly timeout;   state:    - INACTIVE 

the time-to-live period of   the datagram being reassembled has elapsed. 
The Incomplete datagram Is dlscirded;  the source IP Is Informed. 
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*»**6*2    Decision table functions.    The following functions examine infor- 
mation contained in interface parameters, interface data, and the state 
vector to sake decisions.    These decisions can be thought of as further 
refinements of the event and/or state.   The return values of the functions 
represent decisions made.    The decision functions appear in alphabetical 
order. 

9.4.6.2.1 A frafl?    The a_frag function examine* certain fields in an 
Incoming datagram's header to determine whether the datagram is a fragment 
of a larger datagram.    The data effects of this algorithm are: 

a. Data examined only: 

f rom_SNP .dtgm. f ragment_of f set 
fromjSNP. dtgm. more_fr auflag 

b. Return values: 

NO - the datagram has not been fragmented 
YES - the datagram is a part of a larger datagram 

if ((from_SNP.dtgm.fragment_offset • 0) —contains the 
beginning 

and (fromJWP. dtgm. jore_frag^flag - 0)) —and the end 
~ of the data 

then return NO     —therefore it is an unfragmented datagram 

else return YES; —otherwise it contains only a portion of 
the data 

—and is a fragment, 
end if; 

9.4.6.2.2 Can frag?   The een_frag function examines the "don't fragment" 
flag of the interface parameters allowing fragmentation.    The data effects 
of this function are: 

a. Data examined only: 

fromJJLP.dont_fragment 

b. Return values: 

NO   -    "don't fragment" flag is set, preventing fragmen- 
tation 

TES -    "dob't fragment" flag ia NOT set, to allow frag- 
mentation 

if (fromJJLP.dont_fragment - TIDE) 
then return NO 
elee return TES 
end if; 

AS 
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^•?N 
9.4.6*2.3    Chsjcksusj vXldV   The checksua_valid function examines an Incoming >"•*-! 

datagrsa'a header to detemlne whether It la free fro« transmission errors« I"t*-V- 
The data effects of this function are: >SV' 

a. Data examined only: **'^i 

f ro«J5NP. dtg«* ve rs Ion 
fro*_SNP.dtgm.header_length 
f roaTSNP, dtg«. typej>7_se rvice 
fro«_SNP.dtga.total_length 
froaJSle?. dtg«. identification •,'■> 
f r o«J3NP • dtg«. dont_f ras^f lag jjjtff 
f r oaJSls?. dtg«. «ore_f r a$_f lag ?^^ 
froaJSNP.dtgiufragaent offset 
fro«J5NP • dtg«. t i«e_to_Ti ve 
froa_SNP. dtg«. protocol /* 
fro«_SNP. dtg«. source_add r !\»S\ 
froaJSNP. dtg«. des t iaat lon_addr £vvV 
froa_SNP. dtg«. opt ions gjg| 

b. Return values: »\"\! 

NO     — checksum did not check, lndlcstlng header fields '/*//, 
contain errors 

YES   — checksua vas cons Iseent '-"•'*- 
PI —The checksua algorithm la the 16-hit one'a complement 

--of the one's complement turn of all 16-bit words in 
—the IP heeder.    For purposes of computing the checksum, 
—the checksua field Is set to sero. *\I'"0 

■ ■*. • 

—implementation dependent set Ion &m 

9.4.6.2.4    Ic«p checksum?    The icmp_checksum function computes the check- >.^\! 
•um of the IGMP control message carried in the data portion of the Incoming \\\"v 
datagram.    The data effects of  this procedure sre: *>.> 

S.    Data examined: %  '- 

f rom_SNP .dtgm. data 

b.    Return values: 

NO      — checksum did not  check indicating the control 
message contains errors 

^ YES    — checksum wae consistent 

—The checksum algorithm la the 16-blt one's complement of . 
—the one's complement sum of all 16-blt words »\> 
—In ICMP control message•    For purposes of computing the *Nv 

checksum, V\ 
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—the checksum field (octets 2-3) is set to zero. 

—implementation dependent ectlon 

9.4.6.2.5   Heed to frag?   The need_to_frag function examines the Interface 
parameters and data from a ULP to determine whether the data can be transmit- 
ted as a single datagram or must be transmitted as two or more datagram 
fragments.    The data effects of this function are: 

a. Data examined only: 

fromJJLP. length 
f r omJJLP • op t Ions 

b. Return values: 

NO - one datagram Is small enough for the subnetwork 
£.% YES - datagram fragments are needed to carry the data ■ 

M 

--Compute the datagram's length based on the length of data, 
—the length of options, and the standard datagram header site. 

if (( fromJJLP.length + (number of bytes of option data) 
+ 20) > maxltsum transmission unit of the local 
subnetwork) 

then return YES 
else return NO; 
end if; 

9.4.6.2.6    Reaas done?    The reas»_done function examines the Incoming data- 
gram and the reassembly resources  to determine whether the final fragment 
has arrived to complete the datagram being reassembled.    The data effects of 
this function are: 

a. Data examined only: 

state_vector.reassembly_smp 
state~vector.total_dataJlength 
f r omjS NP, dtgm. t ot aXjLe ngt h 
f r oaTsNP • dt gm. mo r eJf r ag_f lag 
froBjSNP.dtgm.he«der_Xen$th 

b. Return values: 

NO - sore fragments are needed to complete reassembly 
YES - this is the oniy fragment needed to complete 

reassembly 

—The total dsta length of the original datagram, as computed 
—from "tall" fragment, must be known before completion Is 
—possible. 
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lf (atate_vector.total_data_length - 0) 
then 

—Check Incoming datagram for "tall." 

if (fromJSNP. dtgm. «ore_frag_ flag - FALSE) 
then 

—Compute total data length and see lf data In 
—this fragmsnt fill out reassembly map. 

If  (state vector.reassembly^map from 0 to 
(((from SNP.dtgm.total"length - — total data 

(from SNP.dtgm.header length*4)+7)/8)~ length 
+7)/8 ia~set) 

then return YES; 
end lf; 

else 
—Reassembly cannot be complete If total data length unknown. 

return NO; 
end if; 

else —Total data length Is already known.    See If data 
«-in this fragment fill out reassembly map. 

if ( all reassembly map from 0 to 
(state vector.totaljlata_length+7)/8 Is sec) 

then return T&5;    —    final fragment 
else return NO;      —   more to come 
end if; 

end if; 

9.4.6.2.7    SNP params valid?    The SNP_j>arama_valid function examines  the 
interface parameters and the datagram received~from the local subnenrork 
protocol to see if all values are within legal ranges and no errors have 
occurred.    The data effects of this function are: 

a. Data examined only: 

fromjSNP•dtga.ve rs ion 
from_SNP,dtg«.header_length 
f r omJS ». dtgm. t ot elJfe ngt h 
fromjSNF.dtgm.protocol 
other information/errors  from SNP 

b. Return values: 

NO - some value or values «re Illegal or an error has 
occurred 

YES - examined values are within legal ranges and no 
errors haw occurred 
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if ( —The current IP header version number Is 4« 
(froa_SNP,dtgm. version /■ 4) 

—The mlnlasl IP header Is 5 32-bit units In length, 
or (frcmJSNP.dtgm.hcadar_length < 5) 

P" —The saellest legal dstagraa contains only a header and is 
—20 octets in length* 

or (from_SNP.dtgm.total_langth < 20) 

—The legal protocol identifiers are 
—available from the DoD Eiecutlve Agent for Protocols« 

or (froa SNP.dtgm.protocol is not one of the acceptable identi- 
fiers! 

) 

then return NO 

else if (any implementation dependent values received from the 
SUP are illegal or indicate error conditions) 

then return MO 
else return YE 8;     —Otherwise, all values look good« 
end if; 

end if; 

9.4.6.2,8   TTL valid?   The TTL_valid function examines the IP header time- 
to-live field of sn Incoming datagram to determine whether the datagram has 
exceeded ltt allowed lifetime.    The date affects of this function ares 

a. Data examined only: 

f r om_SKP • dt gm. t lme_to_li ve 

b. Return valuest 

NO * the datagram has expired 
YES - the datagram has some life left in it 

—Decrement frae_SN?.dtgm,tlm« to live field by the mexli  
—of either the amount of tim*~eläpsed sine« the last IP module 
—handled this datagram (if known) or erne second. 

if ( from_SMP.dtgm.tlms_toJLlve 
- maximum (number of "seconds elapsed since last IP, 1) 

<- 0 ) 
then return MO 
else return YES; 
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9.4.6.2.9   ULP pirtti valid?   The ULP_par«Mjr«lld function examines the 
Interface parameters received fron a Ulf to see lf all valuea are within 
legal rangea and dealred options are supported.    The data effects of this 
function aret 

a.    Data examined only: 

f r omJJLP • t is*_to_li ve 
f r omJJLP • op t ions' 

b.    Return values: 

NO - soae value la    Illegal or a desired option is not 
supported. 

TBS - examined values are within legal ranges and desired 
options can be supported. 

if ( 
—The tine-to-live value must be greater than sero to 
—allow IP to transmit It at least once. 

(fronJBI*.ti*e_toJLive < 0) 

or —The options requested ere Inconsistent. 

-implementation dependent action 

or —Other lmplesnntstlom dependent values are invalid. 
—implementation dependent action) 

chen return MO 

elee return TES; 

end if; 

9.4.6.2.10 Where destT The vherejssst function determines the destina- 
tion of so outgoing datagram by examining the deetlnatloa addreee supplied 
by the UUP.    The date ex facts of thla function are: 

a. Data examined only: 

fr omJJLP.dsstinatlon_addr 

b. leturn values: 

ULP - destination la an upper Uyer protocol et this 
iocetloo 

tttOTE - da st inat Ion la some remote Iocetloo 

—Examine the <*et<uatlon addreee field of the datagram 
herder. 

U 
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if (froajBNF.dtgm*destlnation_addr /- this sits's address) 
than r«tum REMOTE 
•1«« return ULF; 
tad If; 

9,4.6.2.11   Where toT   The vherc_to function determines the destination 
of the incoming detegrsm by examining the sddrsss fields sod options fields 
of tbs detegrsm hssdsr.   Tbs dots offsets of this function erst 

s.    Dots sxsmlned only: 

f r oaJCTF • dt gnu dss tinst ionjsddr 
f romjl m?• dtgm. protocol 
f romJMP.dtgm.options 

b.    Return value«: 

Utf - dsstlnstion is sn upper layer protocol st this 
location 

ICMF   - destination is this IP module because the 
datagram carries sn 1QIP control nassaft 

EMOTE - dsstlnstion is son» ronote location 

—Tbs source route Influsness the dstsgrsm's fttsvsy route* 

if ((froa_SMF. dtgm. opt ions contains the source routing 
option) end (all source route list sddresees have 
not been visited)) 

then return REMOTE; 
end if; 

—Cxasine the destination address field of the datagram 
header. 

if (froa_SIIF.etgm.eestination.s4dr /- this site's addrese) 
then 

—It's destined for another sits. 
return REMOTE 

else 
«—It's destined for this sits. 
if (from 8m?.dtgm*protocol - the ICHF protocol Identi- 

fier) ~ 
then return ICHP 
elee return ULF; 
end if; 

end if; 

9.4.0.3    Decision tsbla sctlon procedures.    The following setion procedures 
represent the sst of ectlons en ZF etete mschias should perform in response to 
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a particular event and Internal etat«.   Thaaa procedurea have baan organised 
aid deelgned for clarity aid ara Intended aa guldallnaa.    Although imple- 
aaotora «ay In fact reorganise for battar performance» tha data affacta 
of tha rasultlng Implementations auat not dlffar froa those specified bsloav 

9.4.6.3.1   Analyta,   Tha analyia procadura examines datagrams containing 
IGKP control sessagee froa othar I? module*.    In general, arror handUng la 
laplaaantatlon dependant.    However, guide llnee ara provided to ldantlfy 
CUIMI of arroca and suggest appropriate actions*    TUa data affacta of this 
procadura ara: 

a. Data examined: 

fromjm? »dtgm. protocol 
f roefjW* dtgm. data 

b. Data aodlflad: 

laplaaantatlon dependent 

for simplicity, It It aeeuaed that tha data araa ean ba acceeaed aa a byta 
array« 

—Examine the flrat octet In tha data portion to ldantlfy tha 
—arror typa and euhsequent foraat. 

begin 

eaaa fron^SaT.dtgmll) of 

when 3 ->    —Dee tit et Ion unreachable Meeaage 

—Tha errore In tha "unreachable" claaa 
—ehould ba paaaad to tha UUP Indicating data delivery 
—to the destination« la unlikely If not lapceelble. 
—The aecond octet Ida at If lea what level vaa un reachable. 

caae froa_Smr,dtgmUl  of 

when 0 •>   —net unreachable 

when 1 ->    —boat unreachable 

when 2 ■>   —protocol unreachable 

when 3 •>    —port unreachable 

when 4 •>   —fragaantatioa needed end doa't fragaant aet 
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when 5 ->   —source routs failed 

sad CM«; 

when 11 •>   —Tlae Exceeded Mease** 

—The "tlsa-out" errors srs usually not pssssd 
—to the ÜLP but should be recorded for network 

altorlng uses« 

cess froaJNIP.dtga of 

when 0 ->   —Tie» to live exceeded In tremit 

«hen 1 •>   —Fragment reeeseably tlas exceeded 

ead cess; 

vhsn 12 ->   —Pereaeter Problem Kessege 

—This srror Is generated by s gateway IP to Indicate 
—n prob la a In the options field of s datagram beadet. 
—Octst 5 coatslas s pointer which Identifies 
-—the octst of the original hesdsr containing the error. 

when 4   •>   —Source Quench Meeeega 

—This aessags Indicates that s dstagraa haa been 
—»discarded for congestion control*    The ULP should 
—be Informed so that traffic can be reduced. 

when 5   ->   —Redirect Meeeega 

—Thle aessege should result la s routing table update 
—by the IP aodule.    Octets 5-Ä contain the new value 
—for the routing table. It la not passed to the DIP» 

when 9   •> —Echo Datagram 

when 0    ••> —Echo imply Datagram 

when 13 •> —Tlaeetaap Bstegrea 

when 14 *> —Tlaeetaap amply Detagrea 

when 15 •> — Info neat Ion tequeet Meesege 

when 16 •> —Znforaetlon Reply Nee sage 

eed caee; 
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--Call the route procedure to determine a local destination 
—from the internet destination address supplied by the ULP. 

route; 

—Request  tie execution environment tö pass the contents of  co_SNP 
—to the local subnetwork protocol for transmission. 

TRANSFER to_SNP  to  the SNP. 

NOTE: The format of  the from_JLP elements is unspecified, allowing an imple- 
mentor to assign data types  for the interface parameters.    If those 
data types differ from the IP  header types, the assignment statements ■ '/"**•". 
above become type conversions. \"****** 

9.4.6.3.3    Compute checksum.    The compute_checksum procedure calculates *^"^ 
a checksum value for a datagram header so that transmission errors can be *~~~ 
detected by a destination IP.    The data effects of  this procedure are: 

a. Data examined: 

to_SNP • dt gm. ve rs ion 
to_J>NP. dtgm.header_length 
toJ5NP. dt gm. ty pe_of_s e rvi ce 
toJ5 NP. d tgm. t ot al_le ngt h 
toJSNP.dtgm.ide nt if ication 
toJSNP. dtgm. dontjf r ag^f lag 
t o_SNP. dt gm. mo r e_f r ag_f lag 
toJSNP.dtgm.fragment_of f set 
toJSNP • dt gm. t ime_toJli ve 
toJSNP • dtgm. protocol 
to_SNP.dtgm.source_addr 
tojSNP.dtgm.destination_addr 
to_SNP • dt gm. op t ions 

b. Data modified: 

t oJSKP ♦ dtgm. heade ^checksum 

—The checksum algorithm is the 16-bit one's complement of 
—the one's complement sum of all 16-bit words 
—in the IP header*    For purposes ol computing the checksum, 
—the checksum field Is set to zero. 

"-implementation dependent action 

9.4.Ö.3.4    Compute  icag checksum«    The coai>ut*_i£iip_checksum procedure 
computes the  checksum of the  ICHP control message carried in the data 
portion of  an outgoing datagram.    The data effects of  this procedure are: 
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9.4.6,3,2    Build&send.    The build&send procedure builds an outbound 
datagram In the toJSNP structure fro» the interface parameters and data in 
fromJJLP and passes it to the SNP for transmission across the subnet.    The 
data effects of this procedure are: 

Data examined: 

fromJJLP • sour ce_addr 
fromJJLP. destination_addr 
fromJJLP«protocol 
fromJJLP.type^of ser/ice 
from ULP.identifier 

b.    Data modified: 

toJSNP.dtgm 
toJSNP« length 

f r omJJLP. t ime_t o_li ve 
fromJJLP•dont_fragoent 
from ULP.options 
frcsfULP. length 
from ULP.data 

tojSNP. type_of_se rvice_i ndica to rs 
to SNP.local destination addr 

—Fill in each IP header field with information from fromJJLP or 
—standard values. 

toJSNP.dtgm.version:    * 4; —Current IP version is 4. 
HTSIXP . dtgm. ty pe_of_se rvice. indica to rs:    - fromJJLP. type_of_se rvice; 
toJSNP.dtgm.identification:    - fromJJLP.identifier; —If ID~is not given 

—by ULP, the IP must 
—supply its own. 

toJSNP. dtgm. dont_f rag^f lag:    ■ fromJJLP. dont_f ragment; 
te_SNP.dtgm.more_frag_flag:    - false; 
to_SNP.dtgm.fragmentjjffset:    - false; 
toJSNP.dtgm. time_to_live:    - fromJJLP.time_to_live; 
toJSNP.dtgm.protocol:    - fiomJJLP. protocol; 
toJSNP.dtgm. sou rce_addr:    ■ fromJJLP. sour cejiddr; 
to_SNP.dtgm.deatination_addr:    -""fromJJLP. destlnatlon_addr; 
toJSNP.dtgm« opt ions:    - fromJJLP. opt ions; 
to_SN?.dtgm.header_length:    • 5 + (number of bytes of option data)/4; 
toJSNP.dtgm.total_langth:    - (to SNP.dtgm.header length)*4 

♦ iTfromJJLP. length); 

—Call compute_checksum to compute and set the checksum« 

c omp ut ejche cks urn; 

—And. fill in the data portion of  the datagram. 

to_SNP.dtgm.data(0..from ULP.length -1):    - fromJJLP.data(0.. 
fromJJLP. lengtb-U; 

—Set the type of service and length fields  for the Shr, 

toJSNP.type_of_eervice_indicators:    * toJSNP.dtgm«type_of_service; 
to~SNP.length:    - toJSNP.dtgm.total_length; 
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a. Data examined: 

to_SNP. dt gin, data 

b. Data modified: 

to_SNP • dtgm. da tat 2-3 ] 

—The checksum algorithm is the 16-bit one's complement of 
—the one*8 complement sum of all 16-bit words 
—in ICMP control message.    For purposes of computing the 

checksum, 
—the checksum field (octets 2-3) is set to zero. 

—implementation dependent action 

9.4.6,3,5    Error to source.    The error_to_source procedure formats and 
returns an error report to the source of an erroneous or expired datagram. 
The data effects of this procedure are: 

a. Parameters: 

errorj>aram :  (PARAM_PROBLEM, EXPIRED TTL, 
PROTöCöLJJNREACH); 

b. Data examined: 

fromjSNP.dtgm 

c. Data modified: 

toJ5NP,dtgm 
toJSNP-length 

to^SNP. local_des tination^addr 
to_J3NP, type_of_service_ind lea tors 

—Format and transmit an error datagram to the source IP, 

tojSNP,dtgm.ve rs ion 
t o JSNP. dt gm, he ade r__le ng t h 
tojSNP, dtgm. type_of_se rvice 
to_SHP.dtgm.ident if its.t ion 
tojSNP, dtgm. more_frag_f lag 
to~SWP. dt gm, do nt~f r ag_f lag 
tojSNP. dtgm. f r ftgment^of f ae t 
tojSNP. dtgm. t ime_to_Ti ve 

to_SNP. dtgm. protocol 

tojSNP.dtgm.source addr 
to_SNP. dtgm. des t inat lonjaddr: 

—standard IP version 
—standard header size 
—routine service quality 

new value; 

- 4; 
- 5; 
- 0; 
- select 
- FALSE; 
- FALSE; 
- 0; 
- 60; —or value  large enough to 

—allow delivery 
- this number will be assigned by 

DcD Executive Agent for Protocols; 
- fromjSNP.dtgm.destlnatloo_addr; 
- from^SNP.dtgm.source_addrT 
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-The data section carries the ICMP control message. 
The first octet Identifies the message type, the remaining 

ctets carry related information. 

- 12;        —ICMP type - Parameter Problem 
m 0; —Code ■ problem with option 
• position of error octet; 

case error__param of 

where PARAM_PR0BLEM -> 
to_SNP.dtgm.data[0]: 
to_SNP • dtgm. dataf 1 ]: 
to_SNP. dt gm. da ta[ 4 ]: 

where EXPIREDJTTL -> 
to_SNP.dtga.datalOJ:    «11;        —ICMP type - Time Exceeded 
to_SNP.dtgm.data[lj:    - 0; —Code - TTL exceed in transit 

where PROTOCOLJJNREACH -> 
to_SNP.dtgm.data[0]:    - 3; 
to__SNP.dtgm.data[l]:     - 2; 

end case; 

—ICMP type - Dest. Unreachable 
—Code * protocol unreachable 

—The bad datagram's header plus the first 64 bytes of its 
—data section (a total of **NM octets) Is copied in following 
—the ICMP information. 

to_SNPodtgm.data[8,.N+3]:    - from_SNP.dtg*udAta[0. .N-l]; 
to_SNP.dtgm.total_length:    - ficoj;N''.hea^ar_length*4 + N + 8; 
compute_icmp_checksum; 

—Compute checkeum, determine the route for the error datagram, 
—the type of service indicators, and the datagram sice for the SNP. 

comput e__che cksum; 
to_SNP.7ypejof_eervice_indicators:    * 0; 
toJSNP. length :- to_SNP.dtgm.totalJLfcngth; 
route; 

—Request the execution environment to pass the contents of to__SNP 
—to the local subnet protocol for transmission. 

TRANSFER to_SNP  to  the SNP. 

9.4.6.3.6    Error to ULP.    The error_to_JJLP procedure returns an error report 
to a ULP which has passed invalid parameters or has requested a service that 
cannot be provided.    The data effects of  this procedure are: 

a.    Parameters: 

errorj>aram:   (PARAM_PROBLBM, CAN'T FRAGMENT, 
NETJJNREACH,  PROTOCOL UNREACR, 
PORT UNREAQO; 
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implementation dependent 
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toJJIP* error 
Implementation dependent parameters 
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—The format of error reports to a ULP Is implementation 
—dependent.   However, Included in the report should be 
—a value indicating the type of error, and some information 
—to identify the associated data or datagraa. 

toJJLP.error :- error_paran; 
—implementation dependent action 

9,4,6.3,7    Fragment&asnd«   The fragmentesend procedure breaks data that is 
too big to be transaitted through the subnetwork as a single datagram into 
smaller pieces for transmission in several datagrams.    Normally, hosts do 
not send datagrams too big to go through their own network.    The data effects 
of the procedure are: 

a. Data examined only: 

from ULP.source addr fromJJLP.length 
f rosTüLP. des tinat ion_addr fromJJLP. data 
fro»~01JP. protocol fromJJLP. opt ions 
fromJJLP. identifier fromJJLP. time_to_live 
fromJJLP • dont_f ragaent 

b. Data modified: 

to SVP.dtgm to_SNP.typa_of_serviceJLndicatore 
toJSNP. length 

c«    Local variables: 

number_of_fragments — number of small datagrams created 
from user data 

data^perjfragment — the number of octets in each small 
datagram 

number frag_blocke — the number of 8-ectet blocks in each 
small datagram 

data in last_frag — the number of octets in the last 
~~ datagraa 

j — loop counter for each fragment generated 

—Compute the fragmentation variables. 

—The amount of data per fragaant equals the aax datagraa sixe 
leas 
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--the length of the datagram header. 
data_per_fragment:    - maximum subnet transmission unit 

" - (20 + number of bytes of option data); 

numberjEra$_blocks:    - data_per_fragment/8; 

numberj>f_fragment«:    - (fromJJIJ?. length + (dataj>er_frag- 
ment-1)) / data_par_fragment7 

data_in last frag:    - fromJJLP.length modulo detainer frag- 
ment; 

—Create the first fragment and transmit It to the StfP» 

to_SNP.dtgm.version:    - 4; 
to*"SNP.dtgm.header length:    - 5 + (number bytes of option 

data/4); 
to_SNP.dtgm.total_length:    - to_SNP.dtgm.header_length 

+ dita^per^fragment; 
toJSNP.dtgm.identification:    - fromJJLPTidentifier; 
to SNP.dtgm.dont frag_flag:    - fromJJLP.dont fragment; 

—this will be false 
to_SNP.dtgm.more_frag_flag:    - TRUE; 
toJSNP.dtgm.fragment_offset:    - 0; 

to_SNP.dtgm.time_toJ.ive:    - fromJJLP. tima_to_live; 
to__SNF. dtgm.protocol:    » fromJJIPTprotocolT 
to_SHP.dtgm.source_addr:    - fromJJLP.source_addr; 
toJSNP. dt gm. de s t inat lonjtd dr:    -""fromJJLP • dee t inat ionjsddr; 
toJSNP • dtgm. opt ions:    -""fromJJLP • opt ions; 
toJSNP.dtgm. da ta(0. *data_per fragment-1]:    ■ 

7romJJLP.dita(0..data_per_ 
fragmsnt-1]; 

—Set the datagram's header checksum field, 
comput e_checksu£: 

—Call route to determine the subnetwork address of the 
—destination. 

route; 

—Also set the length and type of service indicators. 
toJSNP.length :- toJSNP.dtgm. total_length; 
to_SNP. ty pejof_sc rvice_i ndl ca to re 7- tojSNP. dtgm. ty pe_ 
ofjiervice;*"" 

-«-Request the execution environment to psss the first fragment 
—to the SNP. 

TRANSFER toJSNP to the local subnetwork protocol. 

—Format and transmit successive £r<igments. 

for J in l«.mmberjof__fragments-l loop 

 fcfi  
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—The header fields remain the sane as In the first 
—fragment» EXCEPT for: 

if ("copy" flag present in any options) —most signi- 
—fleant bit 
—of option 
—octet 

then —put ONLY "copy" options into options fields and 
—adjust length fields accordingly« 

toJSNP.dtgsuoptions:    - (options with "copy" flag); 
toJSNP.dtgsuheaderJLangth:    - 5 + 

(number of copy options 
octets/4), 

else —only standard datagram header present 

to_SNP.dtgm«header_l*ngth: - 5; 

end if; 

—append data and set fragmentation fields, 
if (J /- number_of_fragments-l) 

then —middle fragment(s) 

toJ5NP.dtgm.more_frag_flag:    - TRUE; 
toJOT.dtgm.fragment_offset:    - j*number frag_blockg; 
toJ5NP.dtgm.total_length:    - to_SNP.dtgm7headar_length 

+ data_perjfragment; 
to_SNP. dtgm. data(0..data_per_f ragment-11:    ■"" 

fra»JJLP.d«ta[J*dataj>er_frag- 
mantT*  (J*dataj»er-fragment 
+ dataj^er^frkigment-l)]; 

else —last  fragment 

to__SNP.dtgm.mor*_fra$_flag:    - FALSE; 
toJ5NP*dtgm*fragment_offset:    * ^numberJJrag^blocks; 
to J5NP• dtgm.total_l« ngth:    - to_SHP• dtgmTheader_length*4 

♦ data_in_lastj£rag; 
to^SNP. dtgm. data[0. • data_in_laat_frag-l 1: ""• "" 

from ULP [ j*dataj>er_f ragment.. 
(J^data^oer fragment* data in_ 
last frag-iTh 

end If; 

—Call checksum to set the datagram's header checksum field, 
checksum; 
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—Call route to determine the subnetwork address of the 
—destination, 

route; 

—Also set the length and type of service Indicators. 
toJSNP. length :- to_SNP.dtgm.total_length; 
toJSNP • type_of_seivice_iodlcators :■ to_SNP • dtgm. typ»—of_ 
service; 

--Request the execution environment to pass this fragment 
—to the SNP. 

TRANSFER toJSNP to the local subnetwork protocol. 

end loop; 

A fragmentation algorithm may vary according to implementation concerns but 
every algorithm must meet the following requirements: 

a. A datagram must not be fragmented if dtgm.dont_frag_flag is true. 

b. The amount of data in each fragment (except the last) must be broken 
on 8-octet boundaries. 

c. The first fragment must contain all options carried by the original 
datagram, except padding and no-op octets. 

d. The security, source routing, and stream identification options 
(i.e. marked with "copy" flag, MSB in option octet) must bt carried 
by all fragments, if present in the original datagram. 

e. The first fragment must have to_SNF.dtgm.fragment_offeet set to 
sero. 

.> £M 

f. All fragments, except the last, must have to_SKP.dtffm.morejfrefjFlag 
set true. 

g. The last fragment must have the to SNP.dtgm.more fra^flag set 
false. 

9.4.6.3.8   Local delivery.    The local_delivery procedure movos the Interface 
parameters and data in the fromJJLP structure to the toJJLP structure and 
delivers  it to en lir-host ULP.    The data effects of this procedure are; 

Data examined: 

f r omJILP. de s t Inat lonjiddr 
fromJJLP • eource_eddr~ 
fromJJLP .protocol 
fromJJLP. type_of_eervice 

fromJJLP. length 
fromJJLP. data 
f r omJJLP. op t ions 

. v\   *- 
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b, Data modified: 

it 
h". 

P 

k 
!•*•* 

toJJLP • sour ce_addr 
toJJLP • destinatlon_addr 
toJJI* • protocol 
toJJLP. ty pmjofjM rvice 

toJJLP. length 
toJJLP. data 
toJJLP »options 

—Move the Interface pa raue ten and data from the input 
—structure, fromJJLP, directly to the output structure, 
—toJJLP, for delivery to a local UUP. 

toJJLP.destination_addr; 
toJJLP • sour ce_ad drT 
toJJLP•pro toco1; 
toJJLP • typejof_se rvice; 
toJJLP. length; 
toJJLP .data; 
tcJJLP. options; 

K 

f romJJLP. destinat ion_addr: 
fromJJLP • sour cejsddr 
fromJJLP.protocol : 
frosJJIP. typejof jie rvice : 
fromJJLP • length """ 
fromJJLP. data 
f r oeJJLP • opt ions 

—Request the execution environment to pass the contents of 
—toJSNP to the locsl subnet protocol for transmission. 

TRANSFER toJJLP to toJJLP«protocol. 

9.4.6.3.9   Reassembly.    The reassembly procedure reconstructs an original 
datagram from datagram fragments.    The data effects of this procedure ere: 

a. Data examined: 

f romJJNP • dtgm 

b. Data modified: 

s t a t ejm ct o r • reas semb ly_map 
state_vector.timer " 
state_vector»total_dataJength 
state__vector. header 
ststejnctor.data 

c. Local variables: 

J — loop counter 

dataJLnjfrag — the number of octets of data in received 
fragment" 

\v> 

¥ 
IV 
IV 
ev* 
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dataJLnJfrag:    - (from_SNP.dtgm.total_:Ungth-fromJSNP. 
dtgn. headerJLength*4 ) j" 

—Put data in its relative position in the data araa of the 
state vector* 

state_vector.data[fram SNP.dtgm.fragment_of f set*8.. 
f romJNP. dtgm. f ragmant_of f set*8+data_in_f rag J:    - 

fromJ5NP7dtgm«data[0. .data_injE rag-i ]; 

—Pill in the corresponding entries of the reassembly aap 
—representing each 8-octet unit of received data. 

for j in (from SNP.dtgm. fragment offset).. 
((fron SNP.dtgm. fragment offset + data_ln frag + 
7)/8)Toop 

state_vector.reaasembly_map[J]:    - 1; 
end loop; 

—Compute the total datagram length from the "tail-end" 
—fragment. 

if (fronJ5NP.dtgm.more_frafjriag - PALSB) 
then state vector.total data length;    • 

from_SNP.dtgm.fragment_offset*8 + 
data^in_frag; 

end if; 

—Record the header of  the "head-end" fragment. 

if (fromJSNP.dtgm.fragmentjrffset -0) 
then state vector.header :• froa SNP.dtgm; 
end if; 

—fteeet the reassembly timer if its current value is less 
—than the time-to-live field of the received datagram. 

state vector.timer:    - maximum 
(from_SNP.dtgm.time_toJLive, state_vector.timer); 

A reassembly algorithm may vary according to implementation concerns, but 
each one must acet these requirements: 

a.    Every destination IP module must have the capacity to receive a 
datagram 576 octets in length, either in one piece or In fragments 
to be reassembled. 
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b. The header of the fragment with  from_SNP.dtgn.fragraent__orfset equal 
to zero (I.e.  the "head-end"  fragment) becomes  the header of   the 
reassembling datagram. 

c. The total length of  the reassembling datagram is calculated from ehe 
fragment with fromjSNP.dtga.more_freg_flag equal to zero (i.e., the 
"tall-end" fragment). 

d. A reassembly timer Is associated with each datagram being reassem- 
bled.    The current recommendation for the initial timer setting 
is IS seconds.    Note that the choice of  this parameter value  is 
related to the buffer capacity available and the data rate of the 
transmission medium.    That Is, data rate multiplied by timer value 
equals reassembly capacity (e.g.iOKb/s X ISsecs ■ 150Kb). 

e*    As each fragment arrives,  the reassembly timer is reset to the maxi- 
mum of state__vector.reassembly__reaources.tlmer and from_SNP.dtgm.time_ 
to_live in the  incoming fragment. 

f. The first fragment of the datagram being reassembled must contain 
all options, except padding and no-op octets. 

g. The source_addr,  destlnatlon_addr,  protocol,  end Identifier of the 
first fragment  received must be recorded.    All subsequent fragments' 
source_addr, destination addr,  protocol, and Identifier will be 
compared against  those recorded.    Those fragments which do not 
match will be discarded. 

h.    As each fragment arrives,  the security and precedence fields,  if 
available, must be checked.     If the security level of the  fragment 
does not match  the security level of  the datagram or If  the prece- 
dence  level of the  fragment does not match the precedence  level 
<ti the datagram, the datagram being assembled Is discarded.    Also, 
an error datagram Is returned to the source IP to report the 
"mismatched security/precedence" error. 

1.    If the reassembly timer expire«,  the datagram being reassembled is 
discarded.    Also, an error datagram Is returned to the source IP to 
report the "time exceeded during reassembly" error. 

9.4.6.3.10    Reassembled delivery.    The reassembled_delivery procedure 
decomposes the datagram that has been reaaseabled In the state vector Into 
Interface parameters  and  data,  then delivers  them to a Uli».    The data effect« 
of this procedure are: 

s.    Data examined: 

statejiector, header «des tlnatlon_addr 
st at e__vec tor. header. source__addr 
state^vector.header.protocol 
s t at e_ve c to r. he ade r. ty pe_o f_se r v Ice 

v.*. 
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•tate_vector.heeder.header length 
•t*te_vector.header.totsl_Teogth 
•t»te_vector.header,options 
•täte vector•data 

b.    Data aodlfled: 

t oJJLP•de a tluatlon_addr 
to JJLP. eource_addr"" 
toJJU .protocol 
toJJLP • ty p*_ofjM rvice 

toJJLP. length 
to JJLP. data 
to JJLP. opt lone 

t oJJLP•da a t inatlon_ad dr: 

t oJJLP. aour cejeddr : 
toJJLP. protocol : 
toJJLP. typejof_ee rvice : 

to JJLP» length : 

toJJLP. options 
to ULP.deta 

• atate_vector. header. deetlna_ 
tlon_eddr; 

• «tete_vector.header.sourcejsddr; 
- •tate_vector.header.protocol; 
• atate_vector.heeder.type_of_ 

service; 
- •tete_vector.heeder.tctal_ 

length; 
- state vector.header.heeder_ 

langtn*4; 
• stste__vector.heeder. options; 
• stete~~vector.data; 

9.4.6.3.11    laaeeoably timeout.    The reeesembly timeout procedure gtaeratee 
an error datagram to the source IP Informing It o7 the dategrea's expiration 
during reeseeably.    The data effects of the procedure are: 

a.    Data eiaal nod t 

• tate_vector. header 
•tat e~*vector. data 

b.    Data aodlfled: 

toJSNP.dtge 
toJS HP .length 

to_$HP • typejofj»ervlce_lnd lea tors 
to_SMP. heade rje ngt h 

—Format end transmit an error datagrsa to the source 17. 

to_SHP.dcgm.vereloa »4; —etendard IP version 
toJ5NP.dtga*heeder_length    : • 5; —a taodard header else 
to_S»».dtgm.type_of_e«rvlce: - 0; —routine eervlee quality 

to SMP.dtgau identification : • new value selected 
teJ5».dt5Ä.asre_fra^flsg : - PAISI; 
CoJSMP.dtga.dont^frag^flag  : - FALSE; 
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tojSNP.dtgm.fragment_j>ffeet : 
toJW* • dt gm. t Ime^toJUve 
to_S NP • dtgm. pro tocoT : 

to_SHP.dtgm.aource_addr 

toJJNP • dtgm. dsst iuat ionjmidr t 

Oj 
60; 
this number will bs ae- 
slgnsd by ths DoD Executive 
Agent for Protocols; 
etate_vector.header,dssti- 
natlon_addr; 
ststs vector.header.source 
sddr;~ 

—If ths fragment received ls ths first fragment, then ths 
—data ssetloa csrriss tha ICMP srror message, ths hssdsr of ths 
—timed-out datagram, and its first 54 bytes of data*    If frag- 
—«ant saro la not available thsa no time exceeded nssd bs sent 
—at all. 

to_SNP.dtgm.data[01:    »12; 
tojW*dtgm.data[l):    - I; 

—ICMP typt - Tine Exeesdsd 
—Coda • frsgssnt reassembly 

tins out 

—Copy in ths timed-out datagram's hasdsr plus ths first 
—«4 bytss of its dsts ssetion (assumed to bo of lsngth T), 

to_SMP.dtgm.data[8..lH-3]   :- atate_veetorlO..!l-ll; 
to~S!IP.dtgm.totel_length :- toJSMP.heeder_length*4 ♦ N ♦ 8; 
coaVuta_l<ap_chsckjus; 

—Compute datagram's hasdsr checksum, determine tha routs for 
—ths datagram, ths typs of service Indicators, and ths 
—datagram eUe for ths SUP. 

computs_chsekaums 
to_SNP.type of jiscvics Indicators :• 0; 
toJW. length 7* to_S*f.dtgm. total_le ngth; 
routs; 

--»•que«t ths ««cuttoo environment to paaa tha contssta of 
—tojSW to ths local submst protocol for transmission. 

TtAMSPIR toJWP  to ths SUP. 

9.4.6.3.12    Remote delivery.    Ths remote_dell«ery procadura decomposes a 
datagram arriving from a ramota IP into Interface paramstara and data and 
delivers them to the destination ULP.    Tha data affecte of this procedure 
are: 

a.    Data examined; 

f r omJSMP• dtgm. sour cejaddr 
f roaTSmf • dtgm. deat lnat lon_eddr 
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v fronjSNP.dtgm. protocol 
J fromjBHP. dtgm. type of_eenrlce 
V fromJSNP. dtgm. tot el_length 

fr onJSl*• dtgm. IM adaTjLengt h 
f ronTeW • dtgm. data 
f romjS W . dtgm. opt ion« 

b.    Deta modified: 

k 

i 

to UlJ.oestinetionjiddr to ÜLP. length 
tol^P. oource_eddr totJLP • data 
toJJLP. protocol töJJLP. option« 
teJffU*. ty pe_of_ee rrice 

to DL».deetlnatlon_addr: - froa_SNF.dtgB.de0tlutlon.addr; 
tc3nJP.«ourca_addr : - from~SaT.dtgm.sourcs_addrT 
tcJJL?. protocol : • fro» SKP.dtgn.protocol; 
toJtJLF.type_of_eenrice : * frosTsm?. dtgm. type of_eerriee; 
toJJLF • langTh ~ : » from SUP • dtgm. totaTjSflgtft - 

fTomJW • dtgm. heeder_length*4; 
toJJLP.dete t - froB_SMP.dtgm.data; 
toJH*. options • froaJMF. dtgm* opt iomt; 

MOTE:    The formst of the toJJLF elements it unspecified,  allowing an lmpla- 
mtator to es sign date types for the interfere peremeters.    If thoee 
data types differ from the If heeder typee, the eeslgnment ststements 
ebove become type conversions. 

9.4,6.3.13   Route.    The route procedure omamloeo the deetlaation eddreee 
end optlone fields of en outbound detegrem la toJSftT to determine e local 
destination eddreee.    The date effecte of this procedure ere: 

e. Dete examined: 

toJSMT • dtgm. dee tine tioejsddr 
to~S »• dtgm. opt lone 

b.    Date modified: 

tojMF. locel_dee t laatloajeddr 
tojW. dtgm. options 

The procedure: 

if (toJSW. dtgm. opt lorn  includee tlmestemp) 
then 

if (the neat  timestemp field in to SUP.dtgm.optlone.timeeti 
ie evelleble) 

then 

6ft 
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—The timestamp or address/timestamp pair Is inserted in 
—the next field in to_SNP. dt gm. op tiora. times tamp, 

end if; 
end if; 

if (the network id field of destination matchee the network id 
of the local subnet protocol ) 

then 
-^Translate the REST field of destination into the subnetwork 
—address of the destination on this subnet, 

—implementation dependent action 
else 

if (to_SNP.dtgm.options includes security) 
then 

—Find the appropriate gateway with security level equal to 
—the security level of to_SNP.dtgm.options.security.    If 
—none exists, send error message. 

end if; 

if (to SNP.dtgm.options includes loose source and record routing) 

if (the network Id field of next gateway in toJ5NP.dtgm*option. 
loose_source matchee the network of the local subnet 
protocol) 

then 
—The gateway address (as known in the environment into 
—which the datagram is being forwarded) replaces the 
—the network id field of next gateway in to_SNP.dtgm 
—•options.loose^source 

end if; 
end if; 

if (to SKP.dtgm.options  includes strict source and iecord routing) 
then 

if  (the network Id field of next gateway in to_S*F .dtgm.option. 
strict_source matches the network of the local subnet 
protocol) 

then 
—The gateway address (as known in the environment into 
—which the datagram is being forwarded) replaces the 
—the network Id field of next gateway in toJNP.dtgm 
—.options.strict_ source. 

else 
-^The datagram cannot be forwarded and error message sent. 

end if; 
end if; 
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if (to_SNF.dtgm.options  includes record routing) 
then 

if (the next record route field in toJSHP.dtgm»options.record^ 
routing it available) 

then 
—The gateway address (as known in the environment into 
—which the datagram is being forwarded) replaces the 
—next record route field in toJSNP.dtgm.options«record^ 
—routing, 

end if; 
end if; 

end if; 

—Set the local destination Interface parameter» 

to SNP,local destination addr :■ (subnetwork address found above) 
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10,    EXECUTION ENVIRONMENT REQUIREMENTS 

10.1 Description. This section describes the facilities required of an ^V* 
execution environment for proper Implementation and operation of the Internet '-V-V 
Protocol, Throughout this document, the environmental model portrays each &*U 
protocol as an Independent process. Within this model» the execution environ- IWr 
ment must provide two facilities: Interprocess communication and timing. Stfv. 

10.2 Interprocess communication.    The execution environment must provide ^s\V 
an Interprocess communication facility to enable Independent processes to 
exchange variable-length units of information, called messages.    For IP's 
purposes, the IPC facility is not  required to preserve the order of messages. 
IP uses the IPC facility to exchange Interface parameters and data with 
upper layer protocols across its upper Interface and the subnetwork protocol 
across the lower interface.    Sections 6 and 8 specify these Interfaces. 

10.3    Timing.    The execution environment must provide a timing facility 
that maintains a real-time clock with units no coarser than I millisecond. 
A process must be able to set a timer for a specific time period and be 
informed by the execution environment when the time period has elapsed. 
A process must also be able to cancel a previously set timer.    Two IP 
mechanisms use the timing facility.    The Internet timestamp carries timing 
data In millisecond units.    The reassembly mechanism uses timers  to  limit 
the  lifetime of a datagram being reassembled.    In the mechanism specification 
this facility Is called TIMEOUT. 

Custodians: Preparing Activity: 
Army - CR DCA - DC 
Navy - OM 
Air Force - 90 (Project IPSC-0167-01) 

Review Activities: Other Interest: 
Army - SC,  CR,  AD NSA - NS 
Navy - AS, TD, MC, 0M, ND, NC, EC, SA TRI-TAC-TT 
Air Force - 1, 11, 13,  17, 99, 90 
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APPENDIX A - DATA TRANSMISSION ORDER 

The order of transmission of the header end data described In this document 
is resolved to the octet level*   Whenever a dlagr&n shows a group of octets, 
the order of transmission of those octets Is the normal order In which they 
are read in English.    For example, In the following diagram the octets are 
transmitted in the order they are numbered* 

0 12 3 
01234887890123468789012346878901 

T        f I        1 
1 2 3 4 

1    1 1    1    1    1    1 i    i    i    i    i    i    t »   1 i    i    i 1 i     i     i     I     i 

5 S 7 8 
•     1 i    ■    i    i    t     i    i 1     1 i    i    i    i    i 

S 10 11 12 

FIGURE 12* Transmission order of octets* 

Whenever an octet represents a numeric quantity, the left most bit In the 
diagram Is the high order or most significant bit* That Is, the bit labeled 
0 Is the most significant bit* For example, the following diagram represents 
the value 170 (decimal). 

0    1    2   3,4    8   8    7 
1    I    1    I    1    t    1 

1    0   1    0   1    C   1    0 

FIGURE 13.    Significance of bits. 

Similarly, whenever a multi-octet field represents s numeric quantity, the 
left most bit of  the whole field Is the most significant bit.    When a multi- 
octet quantity is transmitted the most significant octet is transmitted 
first* 
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FOREWORD 

This document  specifies   the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP),  a  reliable 
connection-oriented transport  protocol for use in packet-switched communica- 
tion networks  and internetworks.    The document  includes  an overview with a 
model  of operation,  a description of  services  offered to users,  and a de- 
scription of   ehe  architectural  and  environmental   requirements.     The protocol 
service interfaces  and  .cechanlsms are specified using an extended str.t* 
r.cchtne model« 
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1.    SCOPE 

!•!    Purpose.    This standard establishes criteria for the Transmission Con- 
trol Protocol (TCP), a reliable connection-oriented transport  protocol for 
use in packet-switched and other communication networks and interconnected 
sets  of such networks* 

1.2 Organization.    This standard is organized into ten paragraphs.    Begin- 
ning with paragraph 4, the TCP's role is established in the evolving DoD 
protocol architecture and the TCP's major services and mechanisms are also 
introduced.    Paragraphs 5 and 6 more formally specify the services TCP offers 
to upper layer protocols  and the    interface through which those services 
are accessed.    Similarly,  paragraphs 7 and 8 specify the services required 
of the lower layer protocol and the lower interface.    Paragraph 9 specifies 
the mechanisms supporting the TCP services and paragraph 10 outlines the 
functionality required of  the execution environment  for successful TCP 
operation. 

1.3 Application.    The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)  and the Inter- 
net Protocol (IP) are mandatory for use in all DoD packet  switching networks 
which connect or have the potential for utilizing connectivity across network 
or subnetwork boundaries.    Network elements  (hosts,   front-ends,  bus interface 
units,  gateways, etc.) within such networks which are to be used for inter- 
netting shall implement TCP/IP.    The term network as used herein includes 
Local Area Networks   (LANs) but  not   integrated weapons  systems.    Use of TCP/IP 
within LANs is strongly encouraged particularly where a need is perceived for 
equipment  interchangeability or network survivability.    Use of TCP/IP  in 
weapons systems Is also encouraged where such usage does not diminish network 
performance. 
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2.    REFERENCED  DOCUMENTS 

2.1 Issues of documents» The following documents of the Issue In effect 
on date of invitation for bids or request for proposal, form a part of this 
standard to the extent specified herein. (The provisions of this paragraph 
are under consideration.) 

2.2 Other publications.    The following documents form a part  of  this 
standard to the extent specified herein.    Unless otherwise indicated, the 
issue  in effect  on date of  invitation for bids or request for proposals shall 
apply.     (The provisions  of this  paragraph are under consideration.) 
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3.     DEFINITIONS 

3.1    Definition of terms.    The definition of  terms used In this standard 
fhall comply with FED-STD-1037.    Ten» and definitions unique to MIL-STD-1778 
are contained herein. 

a. Acknowledgment Number.    A 32-bit  field of  the TCP header contaln- 
lng the next sequence number expected by the sender of the segment. 

b. ACK.    Acknowledgment flag:  a control bit in the TCP header indicat- 
ing that the acknowledgment number field is significant for this 
segment. 

c. Checksum.    A 16-bit field of  the TCP header carrying the one's 
complement based checksum of both the header and data in the 
segment. 

d. connection.    A logical communication path identified by a pair of 
sockets. 

e. datagram.    A self-contained package of data carrying enough infor- 
mation to be routed fron source  to destination without reliance 
on earlier exchanges between* source or destination and the trans- 
porting network. 

f. datagram service.    A datagram, defined above, delivered in such s 
way that the receiver can determine the boundaries of the datagram 
as  it was entered by the source.    A datagram is delivered with 
high probability to the desired destination,  but it may possibly 
be  lost.    The sequence in which datagrass are entered into the 
network by a source is not necessarily  preserved upon delivery at 
the destination. 

g. Data Offset.    A TCP header field containing the number of  32-bit 
words in the TCP header. 

h.    Destination Address.    The destination address,  usually the network 
and ho*t  identifiers.    Although not carried in the TCP header,  this 
value is passed to and received from the network protocol entity 
with each segment. 

i.    Destination Port.    The TCP header field containing a 2-octet value 
identifying the  destination upper level protocol  of a segment's 
data. 

J.    EFTP.    Electronic File Transfer Protocol.    Electronic mail. 

k.    fiN.    A control  bit of the TCP header indicating that no more  data 
will be  sent  by the sender. 

I.     FTP.    File Transfer Protocol 
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m.     header.    The  collection of  control information transmitted with 
data between peer entitles. 

n.     host.    A computer, particularly a source or destination of messages 
from the point of view of the communication network, 

o*    Identification. A value passed with each segment to  the network 
protocol entity (Internet Protocol).    This identifying value 
assigned  by the sending TCP aids In assembling the fragments of 
a datagram. 

p.     internetwork.    A set of  interconnected subnetworks. 

q.    internet address.    A four octet (32 bit)  source or destination 
address composed of  a Network field and a Local Address field. 

r.     Internet datagram.    The package exchanged between a pair of IP 
modules.     It  is made up of an internet header and a data portion. 

s.    IP.    Internet Protocol 

t#    ISN«    Tne Initial Sequence Number.    The first sequence number used 
for either sending or receiving on a connection.    It is selected or. 
a clock based procedure. 

u-     local network.    The network directly attached to host or gateway. 

v.    MSL.    Maximum Segment Lifetime, the time a TCP segment can exist 
in the internet-work  system.    Arbitrarily defined to be 2 minutes. 

w.    Options.    The optional set  of fields at  the end of the TCP header 
used in a SYN segment   to carry the maximum segment  size acceptable 
to the sender. 

*•    Packet network.    A network based on packet-switching technology. 
Messages are split into small units (packets)  to be  routed inde- 
pendently on a store and forward basis.    This packetlzlng pipelines 
packet  transmission to effectively use circuit  bandwidth. 

v'    Padding,    A header field inserted after option fields to ensure 
that  the data portion begins on a 32-bit word boundary.    The pad- 
ding field value  Is zero. 

z.    PUSH.    A control  Mt   of   the TCP header occupying no sequence space, 
indicating that   this  segment  contalna data  that must  be pushed 
through  to  the  receiving ULP. 

4**    pu»h service.    A service provided  by TCP  to  the upper level proto- 
cols.     A push directs TCP  to segment,  send, and  deliver data 
received up  to  that  point  as  soon as   flow control permits. 
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I 
K bb.    receive next sequence number.    The next sequence  number a TCP Is 
l< expecting to receive. £>, 

L cc.    receive window.    This represents the sequence numbers « TCP is 
willing to receive.    Thus, the TCP considers that segments over- 
lapping the range RECV_NEXT to RECVJJEXT ♦ RECVJrfND - 1  carry 
acceptable data or control.    SagmenTs containing sequence numbers 
entirely outside of  tnis range are considered duplicates and dis- 
carded. 

dd.    Reserved.    A 6-bit field of  the TCP header that is not  currently 
used but must be tero. 

ee.    RST.    A control Mt of  the TCP  header indicating that the connec- 
tion associated with this segment is  to be terminated. 

ff.    segment.    The unit of data exchanged by TCP modules.    This term 
may also be used to describe the unit of exchange between any 

& transport protocol modules. 

t gg.    «egment length.    The amount of  sequence number space occupied by 
segment, including any controls which occupy sequence space. 

hh.    send sequence.    This  is the next sequence  number the TCP will use 
to send data on the connection.     It is initially selected from an 
initial sequence  number curve  (ISN)  and is  incremented for each 
octet  of data or sequenced control transmitted. 

11.    send window.    This represents the sequence numbers which the 
remote TCP is willing to receive.    It is the value of the window 
field specified in segments from the  remote (data receiving) TCP. 
The range of new sequence  numbers which may be emitted by a TCP 
lies between SENDJJEXT and SENDJJNA ♦ SENDJJNDW - 1.     (Retrans- 
missions  of  sequence  numbers between SENDJJNA and SNDJJEXT are 
expected, of course.) 

jj.    Sequence Number.    A 32-bit   field of   the TCP header containing the 
sequence  number  of  the  I) a sequenced control flag (If  present), 

H or 2)  the  first byte of data (If  present),  or,  1)  for empty  seg- 
L ments,  the sequence  number  of  the next data octet   to be sent. 

ItW.     socket.     An address which  specifically  Includes  a port   Identifier, 
that   Is,  the  concatenation  of  an Internet Address with a TCP  port. 

11.    Source Port.    The TCP  header field containing a 2-octet value 
fc Identifying the  source upper  level  protocol  of  a segment's data. 

i 

jr. 

I 

mm. TCP segment.    The  package  exchanged  between "XT modules made up Vr* 
of  the TCP  header and a  text   portion (which may be empty). 

nn.    UDP.     User Datagram Protocol 
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oo. ULP. Upper Level Protocol: any protocol above TCP in the layered 
protocol hierarchy that uses TCP. This terra Includes presentation 
layer protocols, session layer protocols, and user applications* 

pp.    Urgent Pointer.    A TCP header field containing a positive offset 
to the sequence number of  the segment  indicating the position of 
urgent data In the connection's data stream.    This field is 
valid only when the URG flag is on. 

qq.    URG.    A control bit  of the TCP header indicating that the urgent 
field contains  a valid pointer to urgent  information in the 
connection's data stream. 

rr.    Window.    A 2-octet field of  the TCP header indicating the number 
of data octets (relative  to the acknowledgment  number in the 
header) that the segment sender is currently willing to accept. 
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4,     GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

*#1   G°*I*    0n* 8o*l of  this standard is to avoid assuming a particular 
system configuration.    As a practical mattar, the distribution of protocol 
layers  to specific hardware configurations «nil vary.    For example, many 
computer systems are connected to networks via front-end computers which 
house TCP and lower layer protocol software«    Although appearing to focus on 
TCP Implementations which are co-resident with the upper and lower layer 
protocols, this specification can apply to any configuration given appropriate 
lnter-layer protocols  to bridge hardware boundaries. 

4.2    TCP defined.    TCP is designed to provide reliable communication between 
pairs of processes in logically distinct hosts on networks and sets of In- 
terconnected networks.    Thus, TCP serves as the bssls for DoD-wide inter-process 
communication in communication systems.    TCP will operate successfully In sn 
environment where the  loss, damage, duplication, or mlsorder data, and network 
congestion can occur.    This robustness in spite of unreliable communications 
media makes TCP well suited to support military,  governmental, and commercial 
applications.    TCP appears in the DoD protocol hierarchy at the transport 
layer.    Here, TCP provides connection-oriented data transfer that is reliable, 
ordered, full-duplex, and flow controlled.    TCP is designed to support a wide 
range of upper layer protocols  (ULPs).    The ULPs csn channel continuous streams 
of data through TCP for delivery to peer ULPs.    TCP breaks the streams Into 
portions which are encapsulated together'with appropriate addressing and 
control Information to form a segment—the unit of exchange between peer TCPs. 
In turn, TCP passes segments to the network layer for transmission through the 
communication system to the peer TCP. 

TILNIT HP 

ru 
TCr 

HIP 

\JOP 

HOST WTIHNf T MOTOCOt 

SUSHITWORK PROTOCOL 

FIGURE I.    Example host protocol hierarchy. 
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A.3    Network  layer provisions.    The network lsyer provides  for data transfer £JJJ 
between hosts attached to a communication system.    Such systems may range from 
a single network to  interconnected sets of networks forming an Internetwork. 
The minimum required data transfer service Is limited;  data may be lost, dupli- 
cated, mlsordered, or damaged in transit.      As part of the transfer service 
though, the network layer must  provide global addressing, handle routing, 
and hide network-specific characteristics.    As a result, upper layer protocols 
(Including TCP) using the network layer may operate above a wide spectrum of 
subnetwork  systems  ranging from hard-wire connections  to packet-switched 
or circuit-switched subnets.    Additional services the network layer may 
provide  Include selectable  levels of  transmission quality such as precedence, 
reliability,  delay, and throughput.    The network layer also allows data 
labelling, needed in secure environments, to associate security information 
with data. 

*****    TCP design.    TCP was specifically designed to operate above the Inter- 
net Protocol (IP) which supports the Interconnection of networks.    IP's inter- 
net datagram service provides  the functionality described above.    Originally, 
TCP and IP were developed as a single protocol providing resource sharing '*%*{* 
across different packet network*.    The need for other transport protocols to 
use IP's services led to their specification as two distinct protocols. 

4.5    TCP mechanisms.    TCP builds  its services on top of the network layer's 
potentially unreliable ones with mechanisms such as error detection, positive 
acknowledgments, sequence numbers, and flow control.    These mechanisms require 
certain addressing and control information to be initialised and maintained 
during data transfer.    This collection of  information is called a TCP connec- 
tion.    The following paragraphs describe the purpose and operation of the 
major TCP mechanisms. 

4.5.1    PAR mechanism.    TCP uses a positive acknowledgement with retransmis- 
sion (PAR) mechanism to recover  from the loss of a segment by the lower 
layers.    The  strategy with PAR is for a sending TCP to retransmit a segment 
at  timed intervals until a positive acknowledgement  is returned.    The choice 
of  retransmission Interval affects efficiency.    An interval that  is too 
long reduces data throughput while one that Is too short  floods the transmis- 
sion media with superfluous segments.    In TCP, the timeout  is expected to be 
dynamically adjusted to approximate the segment  round-trip time plus a factor 
for Internal processing, otherwise performance degradation may occur.    TCP 
uses a simple  checksum to detect segments damaged in transit.    Such segments 
are discarded without being acknowledged.    Hence, damaged segments are treated 
identically  to lost  segments and are  compensated for by the PAR mechanism. 
TCf assigns  sequence numbers   to  identify each octet (an eight bit  byte) of 
the data stream.    These enable a receiving TCP  to detect duplicate and out- 
of-order segments.    Sequence lumbers  are also used to extend the PAR mechanism 
by allowing a single  acknowledgment   to cover many segments worth of  data. 
Thus, a  sending TCP can still send  new data although previous data has  not 
been acknowledged. 
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4.5.2 Flov control mechanism,    TCP's  flow control mechenlsm enables a 
receiving TCP to govern the amount of data dispatched by a sending TCP.    The 
mechanism la based on a "window* which defines a contiguous Interval of 
acceptable sequence numbered data.    As data la accepted, TCP slides the 
window upward in the sequence number space.    This window Is carried In 
every segment enabling peer TCPs to maintain up-to-date window information. 

4.5.3 Multiplexing mechanism,    TCP employs a multiplexing mechanism to 
allow multiple ULPs within a single  host  and  multiple proccesses  in a ULP   to 
uae TCP simultaneously.    This mechanism associates  identifiers,  called ports, 
to ULP's processes  accessing TCP services.    A ULP connection is uniquely iden- 
tified with a socket, the concatenation of a port and an internet address. 
Each connection is uniquely named with a socket pair.    This naming scheme 
allows a aingle ULP to support connections  to multiple remote ULPs.    ULPs 
which provide popular reaources are aaalgned permanent sockets, called well- 
known sockets. 

4.6 ULP synchronization.    When two ULPs wish to ccmaunlcate, they Instruct 
their TCPs to initialize and synchronize the mechanise information on each 
to open the connection.    However, the potentially unreliable network layer 
can complicate the process of synchronisstIon.    Delayed or duplicate segments 
from previous connection attempts might be mistaken for new ones.    A handshake 
procedure with clock baaed sequence numbers is used in connection opening to 
reduce  the possibility of such false connections.    In the simplest handshake, 
the TCP pair synchronises sequence  number» by exchanging three segments, 
thus the name three-way handshake.    The scenario following the overview 
deplete this exchange.    The procedure will be discussed more fully in the 
mechanism descriptions. Paragraph 9.2. 

4.7 ULP modes.    A ULP can open a connection in one of  two modes, passive 
or active.    With a passive open a ULP instructs its TCP to be "receptive** 
to connections with other ULPs.    With an active open a ULP  instructs Its 
TCP to actively initiate a three-way handshake to connect  to another ULP. 
Usually, an active open Is targeted to a passive open.    This active/passive 
model supports server-oriented applications where a permanent  resource, 
such aa a date-base management process,  can always be accessed by remote 
users.    However, the three-way handshake alao coordinates  two simultaneous 
active opens  to open a connection.    Over an open connection, the ULP-palr 
can exchange a continuous stress) o! data in both directions.    Normally, TCP 
transparently groups the data Into TCP segments for transmission at  its own 
convenience.    However, a ULP can exercise a "push" service  to force TCP  to 
package and send  data passed up to that point without waiting for additional 
data.    This mechanls'4 Is  Intended  to prevent  possible deadlock sltuationa 
where a ULP waits  for data internally buffered by TCP.    For example, an 
Interactive editor might wait   forever  for a aingle input   line  from a terminal. 
A push will force data through the TCPs  to the awaiting process.    TCP also 
provides  a means  for a sending ULP  to Indicate  to a receiving ULP that 
"urgent"  data appears   In the upcoming  data stream.    This urgent  mechanism 
csn support,   for example,  interrupts or breaks.    When data exchange Is com- 
plete the  connection csn be  closed  by either ULP  to free TCP resources   for 
other connections.    Connection closing can happen in two way«.    The  first, 
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called a graceful close, is based on the three-way handshake procedure to 
complete data exchange and coordinate closure between the TCPs.    The second, 
called an abort, does not  allow coordination and May result In loss of un- 
acknowledged data. 

A.8    Scenario.    The following scenario provides a walk-through of a connec- 
tion opening,  data exchange, and a connection closing as night occur between 
the data bsse management process and user mentioned above.    The scenario 
glosses over many details  to focus on the three-way handshake mechanism in 
connection opening and closing, and the positive acknowledgment with retrans- 
mission mechanism supporting reliable data transfer.    Although not pictured, 
the network layer transfers  the information between the TCPs.    For the purposes 
of this scenario, the network layer is assumed not  to damage,  lose, duplicate, 
or change  the order of data unless explicitly noted.    The scenario is organ- 
ised into three parts: 

a. A simple connection opening in steps 1-7. 
b. Two-way data transfer in steps 8-17. 
c. A graceful  connection close in »teps 18-25. 

A.9    Scenario notation.    The  following notation is used in the diagrams: 

<—    SEQ# 200    <— 
—>    ACK# 201    —> 

A 
SEND DATA 

DELIVER DATA 

depicts  information exchange 
bet ten peer TCPs 
depicts information passing 
across the interface between 
a ULP and its TCP 

2  ACTIVf OPtH TO S i patsivi onN 

3  SVM SIQ »200 

FICIÄE 2A.     A simple  connection opot.iqg. 

a. ULP B  (the DB manager)  Issues  a PASSIVE  OPEN  to TCP B  to prepare 
for  connection attempts  from other ULPs  in the system. 

b. ULP A (the user)  issues an ACTIVE  OPEN   to open a connection to 
ULP 3. 

c. TCh A sends a segment to TCP B with an OPES control flaf. called a 
ST.i, carrying the first sequence number (shown as SEQ'200) it will 
use  for data sent   to 1, 
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ULPA 

I CONNECTION OPEN TO B 

UIPB 

I 7. CONNECTION OPEN TO A 

TCP A 

^   4. ACK #201: SYN SEQ #550 

TCPB             1 

6. ACK #551 

FIGURE 2B.    A simple connection opening. 

d. TCP B responds  to the SYN by sending a positive acknowledgment, 
or ACK, marked with next  sequence number expected from TCP A.    In 
the same segment, TCP B sends Its own SYN with the first sequence 
number for Its data (SEQ#550). 

e. TCP A responds to TCP B's SYN with an ACK showing the next  sequence 
number expected from B. 

f. TCP A now Informs ULP A that a connection is vpen to ULP B. 

g. Upon receiving the ACK, TCP B informs ULP B that a connection has 
been opened to UUP A* 

10. DELIVER DATA 

FIGURE "U.    Two-way data transfer. 

h.    ULP A passes 20 octets of data  to TCP A for transfer across the open 
connection to ULP B. 

1.    TCP A packages  the data In a segment marked with current "A" sequence 
number. 

J.    After validating the sequence number, TCP B accepts the data and 
delivers It  to ULP B. 

k.    TCP B acknowledges  all 2G octets of data with the ACK set   to  the 
iequer.ee  number  of   the next  data octet  ciipected* 

11 
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ULPA 

T 
ULPB 

\   14  DELIVER DATA 

TCP A 

13.  DATA SEO #551 

- 15   ACK #676 XXXXXXX 

16    DATA SEQ #551 

17    ACK #676 

I 12. SEND DATA 

TCPB 

FIGURE 3B.    Two-way date transfer. 

1.    ULP B passes 125 bytes of teua  to TCP B for transfer to ULP A. 

m.    TCP B packages  the data in a segment marked with the "BM sequence 
number. 

n.    TCP A accepts the segment and delivers  the data to ULP A. 

o.    TCP A returns an ACK of the received data marked with the sequence 
number of  the next  expected data octet.    However, the segment  is 
lost by the network and never arrives at TCP B. 

p.    TCP B times out waiting for the lost ACK and  retransmits the segment. 
TCP A receives the  retransmitted segment,   but discards it  because 
the data from the original  segment has already been accepted.    How- 
ever, TCP A re-send6 the ACK. 

q.     TCP B  gets   the   second  ACK. 

19  FIN SEQ #221 

CLOSING 

FIGURE 4A.     A graceful  connection close. 

r.     ULP A closes   its  half   of  the  connection  by issuing a CLOSE   to TCP A. 
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s.    TCP A sends a segment marked with a CLOSE control flag,  called a 
PIN, to Inform TCP B that ULP A will send no more data. 

t.    TCP B gets the FIN and Informs ULP B that ULP A is closing. 

ULP A 

I 
ULPB 

24. CONNECTION CLOSED 

22. FIN SEQ #676. ACK #222 

I 21. CLOSE TO A 

FIGURE 4B.    A graceful connection close* 

ULP B completes its data transfer and closes its half of the connec- 
tion.    TCP B sends  an ACK of  the first FIN and its own FIN to TCP A 
to show ULP B's closing.    TCP A gets the FIN and the ACK,  then 
responds with an ACK to TCP B.    TCP A informs ULP A that the connec- 
tion is closed.    (Not pictured) TCP B receives the ACK from TCP A 
and informs ULP B that the connection is closed. 
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KP3 

5.     SERVICES PROVIDED TO UPPER LAYER 

5.1 Goal«    This section describes the services offered by the Transmission 
Control Protocol to upper layer protocols  (ULPs).    The goals of  this section 
?re  to provide the motivation for    protocol    mechanisms    and to provide ULPs 
with a definition of   the functions  provided by this protocol.    The services 
provided by TCP can be organized as  follows: 

a. multiplexing service 
b. connection management services 
c. data transport service 
d. error reporting service 

5.2 Service description.    A description of each service follows. 

5.2.1 Multiplexing service.    TCP shall provide services to multiple pairs 
of processes within upper layer protocols.    A process within a ULP using 
TCP services shall be identified with a "port".    A port, when concatenated 
with an internet address,  forms  a socket which uniquely names a ULP  through- 
out the internet.      TCP    shall use the pair of  sockets corresponding to a 
connection to differentiate between multiple users. 

5.2.2 Connection management service.. TCP shall provide data transfer capa- 
bilities,  called connections,  between pairs of upper layer protocols.    A con- 
nection provides a communication channel between two ULPs.    Characteristics 
of data transfer are specified in the data transfer service description. 
Connection management  can be broken into  three phases:     connection establish- 
ment,  connection maintenance, and connection termination. 

5.2.2.1    Connection establishment.    TCP shall provide a means to open con- 
nections between ULr-pairs.     Connections  are endowed with certain properties 
that  apply  for the   lifetime  of the connection.    The.** properties, including 
security and precedence  levels, are specified  by the ULPs at connection 
opening.    Connections can be  opened in one  of  two modes:     active or passive. 
TCP shall provide a means  for a ULP  to actively initiate a connection to 
another ULP uniquely named with a socket.    TCP shall establish a connection 
to  the  named ULP  Jf: 

a. no connection between the  two named sockets already exists, 

b. Internal TCP resources are sufficient, 

c. the other ULP  exists, and has simultaneously executed a match- 
ing active open  to this ULP, or previously executed a Hatching 
passive  open, or previously executed a "global" matching pas- 
sive  open.    TCP shall provide  a means  for a ULP  to  listen for 
and   respond  to  active  opens   from correspondent ULPs.    Corre- 
spondent ULPr-  are  named in one  of  two ways: 

d. fully specified: A ULP is uniquely named by a socket. A con- 
nection is established when a matching active open Is executed 
(as described  above)  by  the  named ULP. 
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e.    unspecified:    No socket Is provided.    A connection is estab- 
lished with any ULP executing a matching active open naming 
this ULP. 

5.2.2.2 Connection maintenance.    TCP shall maintain established connections 
supporting the data transfer service described in paragraph 5.2.3.    And, TCT 
shall provide a means for a ULP to acquire current connection status with 
regard to connection name,  data transfer progress, and connection qualities. 

5.2.2.3 Connection termination. TCP shall provide a means to terminate 
established connections and nullify connection attempts. Established con- 
nections  can be  terminated in two ways: 

a. Graceful Close:    Both ULPs close their side of  the duplex con- 
nection, either simultaneously or sequentially, when data trans- 
fer is complete.    TCP shall coordinate connection termination 
and prevent loss of data in transit as promised by the data 
transfer service. 

b. Abort:    One ULP independently forces closure of  the connection. 
TCP shall not coordinate connection termination.    Any data in 
transit may be lost. 

5.2.3    Data transport service.    TCP shall provide data transport over estab- 
lished connections between ULP-pairs.    The data transport is full-duplex, 
timely, ordered,  labelled with security and precedence  levels,  flow controlled, 
and error-eheeked.    A more detailed description of each of the data transport 
character!scics  follow*. 

a. full-duple*:    TCP shall support  simultaneous bi-directional data 
flow between the correspondent ULPs. 

b. timely:    When system conditions  prevent  timely delivery,  as 
specified by the user timeout, TCP shall notify the  local ULP of 
service failure and subsequently terminate the connection. 

c. ordered:    TCP shall deliver data  to a destination ULP in the 
same sequence as  it was provided by the source ULP. 

d. labelled:    TCP shall associate with each connection the security 
and precedence levels supplied by the ULPs during connection 
establishment.    When this  information ie not  provided by the ULP- 
pair, TCP shall assume default   levels.    TCP shall establish a 
connection between a ULP-palr only if the security/compartment 
Information exactly matches.    If  the precedence  levels do not 
match during connection, the higher precedence level is associ- 
ated with the  connection. 

e. flow controlled:    TCP shall  regulate the  flow of data across  the 
connection  to prevent,  among other things,  Internal TCP conges- 
tion  leading to service degradation and  failure. 
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f.    error checked:    TCP shall deliver data that is free of errors 
within the probabilities supported by a simple checksum. 

5.2.4 Capabilities provided to ULPs by TCP. TCP shall provide two capabi- 
lities to ULPs concerning data transfer over an established connection: data 
stream push and urgent data signalling. 

,% 

>> 

a. 

b. 

data stream push:    TCP shall transmit any waiting data up to and 
including the indicated data portions  to the receiving TCP with- 
out waiting for additional data.    The receiving TCP shall deliver 
the data to the receiving ULP in the same manner. 

urgent data signalling: TCP shall provide a means for a sending 
ULP to inform a receiving ULP of the presence of significant, or 
"urgent," data in the upcoming data stream. 

3.2.5    Error reporting service.    TCP shall report service failure stemming 
from catastrophic conditions  in the internetwork environment for which TCP 
cannot compensate. 

I 

!.". 
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6.    UPPER LAYER SERVICE/INTERFACE  SPECIFICATIONS 

6.1 Goal.    The goal of this section Is to specify the TCP services provided 
to upper layer protocols and the interface through which these services are ac- 
cessed.    The first part defines  the interaction primitives and interface param- 
eters  for the upper interface.    The second part contains the extended state 
machine specification of  the upper layer services and interaction discipline. 

6.2 Interaction primitives.    An interaction primitive defines the informa- 
tion exchanged between two adjacent protocol layers.    Primitives are grouped 
into two classes based on the direction of information flow.    Information 
passed downward, In this case from a ULP to TCP, is called a service request 
primitive.    Information passed upward,  from TCP to the ULP, is called a 
service response primitive.    Interaction primitives need not occur in pairs. 
That is, a service request does not necessarily elicit a service "response"; 
a service "response" may occur independently of a service request. 

6.2.1    Interaction primitive categories.    The information associated with 
an interaction primitive falls  into  two categories:    parameters and data. 
Parameters describe the data and indicate how it Is to be treated.    The data 
itself  is neither examined nor modified.    The format of  the parameters and 
data is implementation dependent and therefore not specified.    TCP Implemen- 
tations may have different  interaction primitives  imposed by the execution 
environment or system design factors.    In those cases,  the primitives can be 
modified to include more information or additional primitives can be defined 
to satisfy system requirements.    However,  all TCPs must  provide at least the 
information found in the interaction primitives specified below to guarantee 
that #11 TCP implementations can support the same  protocol hierarchy.    Addi- 
tional primitives that affect  the protocol mechanisms may not be used. 

6.3 Service request primitives.    The TCP service request  primitives enable 
connection establishment, data transfer, and connection termination.    The 
request primitives are: 

a. Unspecified Passive Open, 
b. Fully Specified Passive Open, 
c. Active Open, 
d. Active Open With Data, 
e. Send, 
f. Allocate, 
g. Close, 
k.    Abort, and 
1.    Status. 

6.4 Parameter descriptions. A description and list of parapet**rs for each 
service request follows. Optional service request parameters are f->ll >w*J by 
"(optional]." 

6.4.1    Unspecified passive  open.     This  service   request  primitive   al !->«s   a 
Ul?  to   listen   for  and  respond  to connection attempts   from an  unnaned I'LF  :it 
a  specified  security and precedence   level.     TCP  accepts   In an Vnsperitt^i 
Passive Open at   least  the   following information: 
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a. source port 
b. ULF  timeout   [optional] 
c. ULP  timeout action  [optional] 
d. precedence "["optional) 
e. security_range  [optional] 

6.4.2 Fully specified passive open. This service request primitive allows 
a ULP to listen for and respond to connection attempts from a fully named 
ULP at a particular security and precedence level. TCP accepts in a Fully 
Specified Passive Open at least the following information: 

a. source port 
b. destination port 
c. destination address 
d. ULP timeout   [optional] 
e. ULP  timeout action [optional] 
f. precedence "["optional] 
g. securlty_range  [optional] 

6.4.3 Active open.    This service request primitive allows a ULP to initiate 
a connection attempt  to a named ULP at a particular security and precedence 
level.    TCP accepts In an Active Open at least  the following information: 

a. source port 
b. destination port 
c. destination address 
d. ULP  timeout  [optional] 
e. ULP timeout_action [optional] 
f. precedence    [optional] 
g. security [optional] 

6.A.4    Active open with data.    This service  request primitive allows  a ULP 
to initiate a connection attempt   to a named ULP at a particular security and 
precedence  level accompanied  by the specified data.    TCP accepts  in an Active 
Open With Data at least  the  following information: 

a. source port 
b. destination port 
c. destination address 
d. ULP timeout   [optional] 
e. ULP  timeout action  {optional) 
f. precedence Toptional] 
g. security  [optional] 
h. data 
i. data length 
j. PUSH  flag 
k. URCENT  flag 

»•*•*    Send.    This Fervlce  request primitive  causes data to  be  transferred 
across  the  named connection.     TCP accepts  in a Send at   least  the  following 
ln/oraat Ion: 
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a. local connection name 
b. data 
c. data length 
d. PUSH flag 
e. URGENT flag 
f. ULP  timaout   [optional] 
g. ULP 11neoutraction [optional] 

6.4.6 Allocate.    This service request primitive allows a ULP to issue TCP 
an incremental allocation for receive data.    The parameter,  data length, is 
defined in single octet units.    This quantity is the additional number of 
octet« which the receiving ULP is willing to accept.    TCP accepts in an 
Allocate at least the following information: 

m.    local connection name 
b.    data length 

6.4.7 Close. This service request primitive allows a ULP to indicate that 
it has completed data transfer across the named connection. TCP accepts in a 
Close at least the following information: 

a.    local connection name 

6.4.8 Abort.    This service  request primitive allows a ULP  to indicate that 
the named connection is  to be immediately terminated.    TCP accepts in an Abort 
at lea«t the following Information: 

a.    local connection name 

6.4.9 Status.    This service request primitive allows a ULP to query for the 
current status of the na«-d connection.    TCP accepts in a Status at least the 
following information. 

a.    local connection name 

6.4.9.1    Status responses.    TCP returns  the requested status  information 
in a Status Response,  defined in Section 6.4.10.7. 

6.4.10 Service response primitive;       Several service response primitives 
are provided to enable TCP  to infor user of connection status,  data 
delivery,  connection termination, t   , **rror condition».    The  r«*ponse primi- 
tives are Open Id, Open Failure, Open Success, Deliver, Closing, Terminate, 
Status Response, and Error.    Each  is fully defined in the  following paragraphs. 

6.4.10.1    Open id.    This service response primitive informs a ULP of  th« 
local  connection name assigned  by TCP to  the connection requested  in one of 
the previous service  requests. Unspecified Open,  Pully Specified Open,  or an 
Active Open.    TCP provides   in an Open Id at  least  the  following information: 

a. local connection name 
b. source port 
c. destination port [if known] 
d. destination address [if known] 
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6.4.10.2 Open failure.    This service response primitive Informs a ULP of 
the failure of an Active Open service request.    TCP provides in an Open 
Failure at least the following information: 

a.    local connection name 

6.4.10.3 Open success.    This service  response primitive  informs a ULP of 
the completion of one of the Open aervlce requests.    TCP provides in an 
Open Success at least the following Information: 

a.    local connection name 

6.4.10.4 Deliver. This service response primitive informs a ULP of the 
arrival of dar* across the named connection. TCP provides in a Deliver at 
least the following information: 

a. local connection name 
b. data 
c. data length 
d. URGENT flag 

6.4.10.5 Closing.    This service response primitive informs a ULP that the 
peer ULP has Issued a CLOSE service request.    Also, TCP has delivered all 
dita sent by the remote ULP.    TCP provides in a Closing at least the following 
information: 

a.    local  connection name 

6.4.10.6 Terminate.    This service response primitive informs a ULP  that 
the named connection has been terminated and no longer exists.    TCP generates 
this response as  A  result  of  a remote connection reset, service failure, and 
connection closing by the local ULP.    TCP provides in a Terminate at  least 
the  following  Information: 

a. local  connection name 
b. description 

4.4.10.7 Status response.    This servier  response primitive  returns  to a 
ULP  the  current   status  Information associated with a connection named In a 
previous  Status  service  request.    TCP provides  In a Status Response  at   least 
the   following Information: 

a. local  connection name 
b. source  port 
c. source  address 
d. destination  port 
e- destination address 
i. connection state 
g. a.v-unt   ox   data  in octets willing  t«»  he  accepted   hv   tH,    Incal  Tt^ 
h. anuiunt   of  data  in  octets   allowed  to send  to th*-   remote  TC*' 
i. amount   of  data  in octets  availing «*rk now ledern»* n? 
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j. amount  of data In octets  pending receipt by the local ULP 
k. urgent state 
1. precedence 
a. security 
n. ULP timeout 

6.4.10.8    Error.    This service  response primitive Informs a ULP of  Illegal 
service requests relating to the named connection or of errors relating to 
the environment.    TCP provides  in an Error response at least the following 
information: 

a. local connection name 
b. error description 

6.5    Extended stste machine specification services provided to upper layer, 
TCP performs in a distributed environment.    Hence, an effective model of TCP 
servtc«« can v consmicted through the composition of two extended state 
machines,  called local service machines.    Figure 5 shows a summary of this 
"split-state" model.    Each local machine is coupled vlth one ULP of  the 
ULP-pair.    Each ULP provides stimuli  to its local service machine,  in the 
form of  service  requests, and receives  the resulting reactions, as service 
responses.    Each local machine £*lntalns a complete state record, called a 
state vector, maintaining a local perspective of the state of  the connection. 
At undetermined intervals, the local machines exchange information (denoted 
by EXCHANGE),  thua modelling communication delay.    An extended state machine 
definition is composed of a machine Idenrifler, a state diagram, a state 
vector, a set of data structures, an event  list, and an events and actions 
correspondence. 
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FIGURE 5.    Split-state model of TCP services. 
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6.5.1   Machine Instantiation identifier, 
uniquely Identified by the values: 

a. port of UUP A 
b. address of ULP A 
c. port of ULP B 
d. address of ULP B 

Each local service machine is 

6.5.1.1    Local connection nags.    After the first open service request, a 
TCP uses a shorter name,  called a local connection nave, to identify a con- 
nection in the interactions with Its coresident ULP.    The Unspecified Passive 
Open service request does not designate the port and address of the remote 
ULP and such "half-named" service machines are distinguished by local con- 
nection name.    A fully-naaed service machine (if it exists) will be connected 
to a remote open request rather than a half-named service machine with the 
same source port and aource address.    Then, if more than one half-named 
service machine exists, they are connected to matching fully-named remote 
open requests at  random. 

6.5.2    State diagrams.    Because of the split-state model presented, both 
the local service machine state diagram and the composite service machine 
state diagram are presented.    Figure 6 summarises the service provided by 
the composite TCP service machine as derived from ehe composition of two 
local service machines.    The boxes represent the state of the composite 
service machine;  the arrows represent state transitions resulting from the 
mm rv * - c  requests and service: responses shewn.    The "EX" labels represent 
stete changes resulting from the periodic exchanges between local service 
machines.    This diagram serves only as a guide and does not  supersede the 
full definition of the composite service machine in Section 6.5.    Abnormal 
connection termination states are enclosed in the dotted box.    These states 
result from sn Abort service request or from TCP service failure. 

6.5.2.1    Service state machine defined.    Pigure 7 summarises the definition 
of the service stste machine  for the locel service machine appearing in 
Paragraph 6.5.    This diagram presents the sequence of  stet* changes from the 
point  of view of e single ULP accessing TCP's services.    TU boxes represent 
the states of  the state machine;   the arrows  represent stets transitions 
resulting from the service requests and service responses shown.    Plssse 
note  that  the diagram is  intended otüy es s summary and does  not  supersede 
the  formal  definition of Paragraph 6.5. 

6.5.3    State vector.    The service machine vector of  a local service machine 
consists of  the  following elements: 

s.     stste - (CLOSED. ACTIVE OPEN,  PASSIVE OPES, 
ESTABLISH©,  CL0S1HG); 

b. source port - identifier of   the  local ULP. 

c. source  address  (sv.  source_addr) - the Internet  address naming 
Che   location of   the   loctl  ULP. 

iV:..- 
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FIGURE 6.    Co^Mlft TCP service state machine diagram. 
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PO -  passive  open, 
either unspecified 
or fully specified 

AO -  active open 
S  -  send 
C * close 

Ab - abort  (forces  to CLOSED) 

TCP  Intern«!   Events 
EX - exchange  of  state 

Information between local 
service entitles 

T - termination of  service 
due  to service  failure 

OF - open fail, active  open 
request  failed 

Hote:  The  first "actor" of   the ULP-palr  Is defined  to  br 
ULP A,  as  shown by  the  notation PO/A.  or AO'A. 
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TCP Service Machine 
Service Requests Internal Events 

EX - 

T    - 

PO - passive open, 
either unspecified 
or fully specified 

AO - active open, 
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S    - send 
C    - close 
A    - abort (always Um*„ to CLOSED state) 
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service entitles 
teruination of service 
due to service failure 
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d.    destination port - identifier of tht remote ULP. 

e«    destination address - Internet address Identifying the location 
of the remote ULP. 

f. local connection naae - the shorthand Identifier used In all 
service responses and service requests except for open requests, 

g. original precedence - precedence    level    specified    by   the 
local ULP In the open request* 

tu    actual precedence - precedence level negotiated at connection 
opening and uaad during connection lifetine, 

i.    security - security information (including security level, 
compartment, handling restrictions and transmission control code) 
defined by tVte Iocs* ULP« 

j.    Mc ranges - security structure which specifies the allowed ranges 
in compartsmnt, handling restrictions, transmission control code» 
and security levels« 

k«   ULP timeout - the longest delay .allowed for data delivery before 
automatic connection termination« 

I.   ULP timeout action - in the event of a ULP timeout, determines 
if the connection is terminated or an error is repotted to the ULP« 

m«   open mode - the type of open request Issued by the local ULP 
including UNPASSIVE, TOLLPASSIVE, and ACTIVE« 

n.    send queue - storage location of data sent by the local ULP 
before transmission to the remote TCP.   Each data octet is 
stored with a times tamp indicating its time of entry. 

o.    send queue length - number of entries in the send queue made up 
of data and timestemp information« 

p.    send push - an offset  from the front of the send queue indicating 
the end of push data« 

q,    send urgent - an offset from the front of the send queue indicat- 
ing the end of urgent data« 

r«    receive queue - storage location of data received from the remote 
TCP before delivery to the local ULP. 

s.    receive queue length - number of data octets in the receive 
queue. 

t«    receive push - an offset from the front of  the receive queu« 
indicating the *nd of push dat«. 
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u,     receive urgent - an offtet fron the front of the receive queue 
indicating the end of urgent data. 

v.    receive allocation - the number of data octets the local ULP is 
currently willing to receive. 

**5«3.1   Initial state.    A state machine's initial stet« Is CLOSED with 
NULL values for all other state vector elements. 

6.5.3.2    Sec range structure.    The structure of sec ranges is largely 
implementation dependent.    In the simplest case, it could be implemented as 
a quartet.    For example: 

(compartment)(handling restriction)(transmission control code)(tee_level range) 

In a «ore coaplex scenario, the lapleaentation could be tree structured, with 
the nuaber of branches being ((# coapartasnts) x (# handling restrictions) x 
(' transmission control codes)).    In Figure 6, each branch has its own 
•ecurity_lev*l range* 
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ftANGt 
1 1 
1 
| 1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
j 

1           | 
TftANfMltttOM 
COMAOI coei tiemuTv^iivit 

HA*CI           j 

1 1 
1           1 
1 i        NANDUNC 

msTmcTio* 

en*» * 

FIGURE 8.    Coaplex sec range structure. 
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6,5.4    Data structures.    For clarity In the events and action« «action,  data 
structure« art dsclarad for the interaction primitives and their parameters. 
A subset of ABA data constructs, com«©» to most high level languages. Is 
used.    However, • data structure may be partially typed or completely untyped 
«here specific formats or data types are implementation dependent. 

6.5,4.1 State vector. The definition of the TCP service machine state 
vector appears in paragraph 6.5.3. The service machine state vectors for 
the two local TCP service machines are declared as: 

sv_A : statejrector_tTpe; 

svjs : state_vactorjtype; 

type state_vector_type is 
record 
 iTste :  ( CLOSED, ACTIVE OPEN, PASSIVE OPEN, 

ESTABLISHED, CLOSING ); 
sourcejUdr : address type; 
sourcejport * TWOj)CIfTS; 
destinationjsddr 7 eddress_type; 
destination^*« : TWOJDCTETS; 
lcn : lenjtype; 
see : eecurity_type; 
sec_ranges : security structure; 
original_prec : 0..7; 
actual_prec i 0..7; 
ÜLP timeout t time_type; 
ULF~timeout action : integer; 
open mode TCUNPASSIVE, FULLPASSIVE, ACTIVE); 
setwTqueue : tlmed_qu«ue_type; 
sendjqueue^length : integer; 

■| sendjpuih ~ integer; 
k* send_urg : lntegsr; 
[*' recvjqueue : queue_typ«; 
K*! r«cvja,ueue_length : lntegsr; 
K} recv^utb" integer; 
p recv_urg :  integer; 

recv"alloc : integer; 
end record; I 

f; tv£e timed_queue_type ja queue (i..SlZEJ>r_SEN0JlESOURCE) of 
record 

data octet ; OCTET; 
r timeatamp    s tims^type; 
t end record; 

type -ueue_type .is queue (W.SlUjöFJLECVJtESOURCE) of 
data_octet : OCTET; 

end record; 
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typt address_type it FOURJ)CTETS; 
type lcn_type    : undefined;    —implementation dependent 
type eecurity_struct : undefined; —implementetIon dependent 
type tlms_typ« : undefined;    — lmpleatntetlon dependent 

subtype OCTET is INTEGER range 0..255; 
subtype TWO OCTETS is INTEGER range 0..2**16-1 
subtype FOURJDCTETS is INTEGER range 0. .2**32-1; 

6.5.4.2 Fro» ULP.   The fro« ULP structure holds the Interface paraasters 
and date associated with the service request primitives specified in Section 
3.1.1•    Although the structure Is composed of the paraBeters fron all the 
service requests, a particular service response will use only those structure 
elements corresponding to its specified parameters.   This structure directly 
corresponds to the fronJJIP structure declared in entity state aachlne speci- 
fication, paragraph 9.474.2.    The fronJJIP structure is declared as: 

type fromJJLP_type is 
record 

requestjiaae :  (UnspecifiedJPassive_Open, Full Passive_0pen, 
ActlveJDpenT ActiveJDptojrtthJ3ata, 
Send, Allocate, Close, Abort,"Status); 

source_addr 
•ourc«3ort 

destlnstion_eddr 
destlnationjport 
len 
tine out 
precedence 
security 
secure Age • 
data 
datablength 
puerTflag 
urge nt_f lag 

end recoTd; 

6.5.4.3 To ULF.    The toJJLP structure holds Interface paraasters and data 
associated with the service response primitives, as specified In Section 
6.4,10.    Although the structure is composed of the parameters froa all the 
service requests, a particular service response vlll use only those structure 
elements corresponding to Us specified paraasters.   This structure directly 
corresponds to the toJJLF structure declared in paragraph 9.4.4.3 of the 
aschanlsm specification.   The toJülP structure Is declared as: 

type to_ULP_type Is 
record 

se rv 1 ce_r es eons e :  (Openjld, OpenJPall, Openjuccees, 
Deliver, Stetvsjtesponse,"Terminate, 
Error); 

aource_addr 
sourc*_port 
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k k k. 

i 

i 
k" 

i 

daatlnatlonjaddr 
dattlnatlonjport 
lcn 
data 
data_langth 
urgtnt_flaf 
•rror disc 
• tatuT.block t • tatui_block_typt; 

and vacord; 

typt atatua_biock_typ« U. 
record 

connactlona tat« 
Mndjvlndov 
racaTvajrlndov 
aaountjöfjmackadjtet a 
aaoun t j»fjin ra ca lvadjda t a 
uraantjKata 
praeadänea 
aacurlty 
eaejrangaa 
tInaout 
tlaacut_actloo 

and racordT 

6.3.3   tvant Hat.   Tha avanta for tha TCP aarvlca aaehlna ara drawn fro« 
tha aarvlca raquutt prlnitlvat daflnad to faction 6,3,   Optional aarvlca 
raquatt paraaatara ara ahovn In brackats.   Tha capltalltad litt of paraaatara 
rapraaant tha actual valuaa of tha paraaatara paaaad by tha aarvlca prlaltlva. 
Tha avant lliti 

a. Onapadflad Paaalva Opan (SOURCK PORT, 
I .»All I ,TIW0UT ACTXOWl 
I, PRECEDENCE!   USECjÜKCtSl); 

b. Pull Paatlva Opan (SOURCE PORT, 
OESTXHATXON PORT, DiSTXHATXOH ADDRESS, 
|,Tl«OüT) T.TX«OWT ACTION! T.*RECE«NCE! 
USECJUNGEsDi 

c. Actlva Opan (SOWCfc^PORT, 
ÜESTXHATZO* PORT, DRSTXKATXO* ADDRESS 
|.T1«0ÜT1 T.TIÄOUT ACTIOH) T.FRRCEDEHCE) 
l.SECÜRinl); 

d. Actlva Opan «/data (SOURCE PORT» 
OESTIÄTIOM PORT, DESTINATION ADDRESS 
!,TXHIOUT| T.Tl*OUT ACTION] T.PUCEOENCEl 
I,SECURITY)); DATA, DATA tENCTH, PUSHJUC, 
UWEKT FLAG); 

w 
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e. Send (LCN, DATA, DATA LENGTH, PUSH FLAG, URGENT FUG  [.TIMEOUT] 
l,TIÄ0UT_ACTI0N7); 

f. Ailocete (LCN, DATA LENGTH) 

I* Clowe (J#M 

h. Abort (LCN) 

1. St«tut (LCN) 

j.    NULL - Although no service request It Issued by s ULP, ctrtsln 
conditions within tho TCP service nschint product * service 
response. 

0,5.6   Evtntt snd setIons.    For tht purposes of this definition, tht ULP and 
TCP tntltlts *re identified with tht capital letters "A" and "B,"   Tht first 
ULP to make a atrvlct rtqutst is labtlltd ULP "A"; its local strvlct machine 
is TCP "A."   Tht pttr ULP and its TCP art labtlltd ULP B and TCP B.    Tht atrvlct 
requests art labtlltd with tht ldtntifltr of tht Issuing ULF, auch as Clost/A. 
Tht strvlct responses art similarly labtlltd, such as Ttrmlnatt/B.    A strvlct 
rtqutst apptarlng with a "*" ldtntifltr «ay bt issutd by tithtr ULP A or ULP 
B.   Tht approprlatt TCP handlts tht rtqutst updating its own statt vector if 
ntctsssry.    Tht strvlct response corresponding to such a rtqutst is dlrtcttd 
to tht appropriate ULP,   Uhtn a atrvlct rtqutst Is Invalid for tht currtnt 
statt of tht stats machine, tht strvlct rtqutst appears without a perameter 
list.    In this strvlct machine model, "simultaneous* services art treated as 
unordered sequential evtntt.    Hence, CLOSE/A occurring -simultaneously* with 
CLOSE/B is rtprtstnttd as occurring stqutntlally without inttrvenlng tvtntt. 
The order chosen for tht event sequtnet should not liter tht resulting stats, 
so that a sequence such as (CLOSE/A, CLOSE/B) shouU lead to tht tatst ttatt 
as tht (CLOSE/B, CLOSE/A) sequtnet.   Tht STATUS event produces the same 
strvlct rtsponst fro« the TCP service machine in tvtry state.   Bather than 
show these In each state, the STATUS request and STATUS IISPONSE response 
are shown once here. 

Event: STATUS (LCN) 

Actions:    STATUS RESPONSE (LCM, SOUBCE WIT, SOURCE ADDRESS, 
DESTINATION ?6RT, DESTINATION ADDRESS, 
PRECEDE«CE,"SECURITT, CONNECTTONJIATE, 
RECEIVE tflNDOw, SEtfD WINDOW, 
AMOUNT WAITING ACK, AMOUNT WAITING RECEIPT, 
URCEItTj©DE, TT«OUT, HlfSUTJiCnON); 

6.5.6.1   Event/actions specifications.   Tht following stetlon is organised 
by composite ttttt.   Mirror-leap composite stattt, such aa PASSIVE/ACTIVE 
and ACTIVE/PASSIVE, appenr as Jutt one.   Only one-wey data transfer is repre- 
sented by the service machine since the date transfer service is symmetric. 
Thus, a definition of bi-directlonel data transfer can bt provided by dupli- 
cating the existing one-way definition.    Certain conditions, checks, and 
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groups of action» occur In iiviril placas snd hava bata fomtd into dtcision 
functions and action procedural.   Tha dacliiona function dafinitlona appaar 
In paragraph 6.5.6.2.   Tha action procadura definitions appaar in paragraph 
6.5.6.3. 

6.5.6.1.1   Stata A • closad. atata I ■ cloaad. 

Event:    ünapadfiad Passiva Opan/A (SOURCE POET l,TX«0UT]  [ tTI«0UT_ACT10N) 
1,PEECE5ENCE]  l.SECJtAHCESl) 

Actions:    record_opso_psraa»ters (At ÜNPASSXVE); 
sv A.lcn :- assign now lcn; 
open ld (sv A.Icn,""ev a. sour carport, sv^A.source^addr, MÜLL, HUU); 
TRANSFER ceTblP to the ULP nasjad by ev_A. sour cejwrt; 
sv_A.statt !• PASSIVEJÖPEH; 

Evtnt:    Pull Passiva Opan/A (SOÜECE POET, .._*._» 
«STIHATXON POET, DESTXHATXOH ADDEESS [,TI«0UTl 
t.TlÄOüTJÄnOH!   l.PttCEOEHCTi   l .SECEAHGES1) 

Actions:    record.opeo^paraeetere (A, PUllPASSXVE); 
sv A.lcn :• weignjiev Un; 
opan id( sv A.lcn. sv A. sour carport, ev_A.source_eddr, 

ev~A.destinatlonj>ort, av_A.dastination.addr); 
TEANSPEE to ÜLP to tha ÜLP named by •v_A.source_port; 
svA. stata 7« PASSIVEJOPEH; 

Evant:    Activa Opan/A (SOÜECE POET, 0ESTIHATXOII_POET, OESTHUTIOÜ ADDEESS 
p.        un^]  unmmjatb\  UPESCEOEHCElT.SEC.EAHCESl) 

Actions:    racord^opan^oaraaatars (A, ACTIVE); 
sv A.lcn :• assign nevjkn; 
opan ld( sv A-lcoTov A.sourcajsert, av^A.source^eddr, 

" " sv A.dastination^sort, sv^A.dastination^addr); 
TLAHSRE to ÜLP to the ULP naaad by sv.A.source^oert; 
SvA. stata T« ACTlVE_OPEM; 

Evant:    Activa Opan with data/A (SO«CE POET, 
^ OESHUATK» POET, OtSTimTlOi ADOEESS 

l,Tl«OWT| T.TXÄOÜT ACnOM! T.PEECEOEHaj 
l,SEC EAKCES!  DATA, BATAJJPCTH, PUSHJUC. 
UEGEMT/UC) 

Actions:    sv AUcn :• wslgnjietfjtcn; 
opan ld( sv A.lcn, ev A.source./ort, ev_A.source_eddr> 

sv A«deetlnatloe_»ort, sv_A.destination_eddr); 
TEANSPEE to ÜIP to the~UlP naaad by sv_A.sourcarport; 
if (roo»_inT*vJUeenejqueue) 
than 
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*dd_toji«ndjqutut (svjO; 
rftcörd~optDjp*ramtrt(A, ACTIVE); 
•v A.statt :■ ACTIVE OfEN; 

tiM 
cotnfsll (sv A« lea); 
TRANSFER toJFlF to tht ULF MMd by sv A.sourct_port; 

Ewti    Clott/A (LCN) 
or Abort/A (LCN) 
or Allocsts/A (LCN. DATAJJENCTH); 

Actions:   trror (svJLlcn, "Connection dots not sidst»*); 
TRANSFER to JfLF to tot ULF n***d by ivA. tour cohort; 

6.5.6.1,2    If tt A * psssivt optn. gtttt 1 » dostd. 

Evtnt:    Clost/A (LCN) 
or Abort/A (LCN) 

Actions:    inltlsllst (s*Jl); 
svJUststt »• CLOSED; 

Evtnt:    Untptelfitd Fssslvt Optn/1 (SOUICE WIT f,TU*0UT)   (,TI«0UT ACTION) 
I.FRICfOEHCEl  t.SECJtANGESl) 

Actions:    ty_l.lcn :• ssslfft_ntv_lcu; 
rtcord o»tna»sTts»7tcs~(R, UWASSIVE); 
optn^ll (sv_R.lco, sv_l.sourct_port, sv B.sourct_sddr, NOLL, WILL); 
TRANSFER to~ULF to tns ÜLP n*s»d by sir F.sourct port; 
lOitit« 7« FASSlVEjOTEN; 

Evtnt:    Full Ftssivt Opsn/I (SOURCE FONT« 
DESTllfftlON FORT, DRSTIIfcTION ADDRESS 
(JlHtOÜT) T.TUCOUT ACTION) T. FRECEOENCEJ 
USECJUNCESJ) 

Ac:ions:   tv_l.lcn :• *sslfftja**_lcft; 
rtcord optnjsrssWtcw""(i» FULLFASS1VE); 
optn_l? (tv_I.lco, svjl.sourcsjport, sv_l,tourct_tddr, 

SV"B • St« tin* tlonjor?, sv l.dsstln*tton_sddr); 
TRANSFER toJOF to tht ULF nssjtd by tv_E.sou7ct_port; 
tv_l»stttt 7» FASSIVEjOPEN; 

Evtnt:    Activt Opsn/S (SOORCE FORT, DESTINATION FORT, DESTINATION ADDRESS 
I.TlNtOOTn.TlÄOüTjlCriONn.FREaDENCEl   (,slCURITTj) 
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Action«:    rtcord_opto_p«r««tttr« (1, ACTIVE); 
•v B.lcn :• •Jilgn_n«WÄlcn; 
optn ld («v B.lcn,~ftvI.tourc«_port, •«JUrarctaMr, 

•VB.dMtlnatlon^oort, tvJKÄttlMtUnaddr); 
TRANSFER to ULF to tht ULF ntatd by •%_B,tourct_port; 
•v_B.«ttt«7* ACTIVEJ)PEN; 

Evtat:    Actlvt Optn with dtta/i (SOURCE PORT, 
DESTINATION PORT, DESTIHATION ADDRESS 
i.TIÄOUTl T.TIÄOUT ACTION) T. PRECEDENCE] 
|,SECURITY] DATA, DAfX LENCTR, PUSH/LAC, 
URONT/LAC 

Action«: «v l.lcn :• aatlfn_nr*_lco; 
optn 14 («v B.lcnT tv'Ktourctjport, «»Jl.wurctjUdr, 

*v~B.dtstln«tlon_port, «v B.dtstlnttloo^oddr); 
TRANSFER to ULF to tWULP MMd by tvj.tottrct^port; 
If (reo»_ln7«vJU«tndjqutut) 
thtn 

tddjtojMndjtutut (wjl); 
rocord""optn"n«t«««ttr« (», ACTIVE); 
«v B.tttt« t« ACTIVE OFEN; 

tlM 
optnftll («v l.lcn); 
TRANSFER toJTtP to tht ULF ottid by »vJI.oourct.port; 

Evoatt    Alloeott/A (LOt, OATAJLENCTIt) 

Action«:    «vJU rtcv^il loc i- tvJUrtcv^tlloe ♦ OATAJJWCTM; 

Evont:    Full Fnotlvo Opoo/A (  ) 
or Sond/A (  ) 

Action«:    trror <«v A.len, "llltg«l roquttt«"); 
TRANSFER To_ULF to tht ULF nttod by «vwA.tourct_port; 

Evont:    Clott/B (  > 
or Abort /B ( ) 
or Stnd/B (  ) 
or Allocttt/B (  ) 

Action«:    trror («v l.lcn.  'llltgal rtquott.*); 
TRANSFER ToJ&LP to «tht ULF ntood by tvj. «our corpore; 
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6.5.6.1.3    Statt A ■ tctlvt opon. if tt B ■ clottd» 

Event:    Clost/A (LCN) 
or Abert/A (LCN) 

Actions:    Initialise (sv A); 
sv_A«ststs :■ CLOSED; 

Evtnt:    Allooitt/A (LCN, DATAJXKGTH) 

Act low: sv_A«rscvjslloc ;• svJUroevjalloc ♦ DATAJLEHGTH; 

Evsnt:    Stnd/A (LCNV DATA, DATA LEHCTH, PUSH FLAG, URGEKT FLAG 
I .TIMEOUTj i.nifcouijtcnonjT 

Actions:    If (roc« in(sv A.send queue)) 
then If TriMEÖffr /• iffLL) 

than sv_A*ulp_tls»out :• TIMEOUT; 
add_toJsaod qutut (sv A); 

•1st error(sv A. Ten,  "InsuTfldent reeoureee."); 
TtAKSm~to DIP to the t&F und by sv A.source_»ert; 

E**nt:    Unspecified Passive Optn/1 (SOURCE PORT  l,TI«OUT]   (.TllCOtfT ACTIOH* 
t.PRECfDEUCE)  UtCCJUHGES)) 

Actions:    sv_t,len :• essl|njtev_lcn; 
record open_paras*7tre~(E» UMPASSIVE); 
open_l1 (s*_l.lcnt svjl.sourct^port, evJLsource^eddi, MULL, NULL); 
TRANSFER to~ULP to tilt DIP nas»d by sv T.source.Jort; 
•v_t.stats 7« PASSIVEJOPEN; 

Event:    Pull Passive Open/R (SOURCE PORT, 
DESTlÄnoN PORT, DESTINATION ADORERS 
(,Ti«OüT| T.T1MEOCT ACTION* T.PRSCEDEHaj 
t,SRC_RANGRS|) 

Actions:    sv_E»ic» :• eeslfn_nev_lcn. 
record open_»orasWteft~(R, FVLl/ASSIVE); 
•PRR.l1 (sv_R.lcnt svjl. sour comport, sv^R.source^eddr, 

tv~R.dssclnetloo_e*rt, ev_R*dtstloetlo«_eddr); 
TRANSFER to DIP to the DLP naned by sv R.eotirce_port; 
tv_l.ttttt T» FASSIVEJPEN; 

Event:    Actlvt Opee/R (SOURCE PORT, 
DESTltfcTlON PORT. DESTINATION ADDRESS 
UT1ICOUT) T.TllCOUTjiCnORl T.PRECEDEMCEI   (»SECURITY}) 
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Actions:    sv l.lcn :• ssslgnjiou_len; 
rocord optn ipsrss*t«rs (•, ACTIVE); 
ooto ll (svKicn, sv t.sourcojport, •vj.oourcoodjr, 

• sv I.dtstlnatlon^port, sv_B.dt8tmstion_sddr); 
TftANSFEt te OIP to tho UIP nsood by ■vB.t**ctj»rci 
•v B.statt ?• ACrXVEjOPEM; 

tMBti    Act IN* OMO with datt/B (SOURCE POET, 
imnt.    ACti* upt «STXÄTIO« POET, OESTIMATIW ADOtESS 

I.TUCOUTI T,Tl«OU7 ACTION! T.PRECEDENCEl 
LlECURXTY) DATA, ükfkJJ&Tt*. rai_*UG, 

Actions:    sv B.len t* ssslfnjsou Ico; 
optn 14 (it B.lcn. sv f.»ourcomport, sv-B.sourco_sddr, 

sv B.dost Instlon_port. sv_B.dostinstlon.sddr); 
TIANSFEE to »LP to tt» ÜXF nontd by tv,B.sourc8_port; 
lf (roo»_loTs*_B.s«ndj»oous) 

thtn «44 to toadjiuouo (sv_B); 
rocord'opso_psrs«sttrt (•• ACTIVE); 
svJ.sTsto i« ACWEjDHN; 

«IM opsnfttl (t* B.lco); 
TRANSFER Eojrif to tho ULF ossod by iv_l.oourco.jort; 

Evont:    Full Pssslts Opon/A (  ) 
or Actluo Optn/A ( ) 
or Act!»* Opon with 4»t«/A (  ) 

Actions: orror (t* A.lcn, lllsitl rttutst."); 
TRANSFER ujar to tno WJ nsosd by •»>. sourco^port; 

Evtnt:    Sood/B (  > 
or Closo/I ( ) 
or Abort/1 ( ) 

Actions:    orror(s» B.lcn. nUlopl rsRutst.*); 
TRANSPEBTtoJ»tP to tno OIP nosjoi by s*,B.sourcs_port; 

Evont:    ÖTwt 

Actions:    Intornoi Evtnt s 

i) lf tlnoout «scttdod (•»>) 
thon tf  (Vt> TllCCCT ACTIOH • 1) 
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thtn apenfail <tv A.ICH); 
TRANSFER to ÜLP to tilt ULP B«id by tv A. tour comport; 
inltitlltt 7t* A); 
•v A.ttttt :• &OSED; 

t^ORTjriMSOUT (sv A); 

6.5*6.1.4    Stitt A * ptttlvt opt P. ttt tt 1 » tctlvt opta. 

Evtnt:    Clott/*aCN) 
or Abort/«(LOO 

Act low:    Inltitlist (tv *); 
tv_*.tt*tt :• &0SED; 

Evoot:    AlIocstt/»(ICH, OATAJJRHCTH) 

Act lout:    •v_*»rot#jmoc !• **>_•• rocv^olloc ♦ DATA^LSSftJTB; 

Evtnt:    St*/» (tCK, DATA, DATA LENGTH, PUSH PUC, OTCEUT PUG 
I,TMOUTI i.TilkorrrACTXofiJT 

Act lot»:    if (ro<»_in(i*_l.ttnd_*utuc) 
thto 

•44 to ttnri «ututttv |); 
if TriftoufV* wur 
thtn tv_l.ulp_tlatouc *• niCOüT; 

«»lot "" 
•rror (tv t.lc», *l*tuff leitet r*#ourc«t*~); 
TtAHSPtt tojft» to tht SIP fUMtf by tv_l»touret_port; 

Evtot:    Starf/A ( ) 

Act low:    trror (tv A.lcn, "XlUftl ro*uttt-~>; 
TEAMS Tin ToJ?L? to tbt tflP ***** by tvJU tourct_port ; 

Evtnti    Pull Ptttlvt Optn/*(  ) 
or Actl*tOpt»/*( ) 
or ActlvtOpto vttb 4tt*/*( ) 

Actlott:    trror (tv #.lct,  "Ultgtl rtquttt.*}; 
TtAKSFEt ToJTIP to tbt 2iP MB*4 by tv_«.tourc*_port; 

H 
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Event:    NULL 

Actloot:    Intern«! Event« 

i) If not SECJIANGEJUTCH (ev_A); 
then 

openfall (sv B.lcn); 
TRANSFER to ÜLP to the ULP 
initialise 7av_B); 
sv_B.stete :■ CLOSED; 

d by svJB.source^port; 

else —Take greater precedence level to aodel precedence negotiation; 
—If negotiation la not supported, «1 snatched precedence 
—Is handled the sane aa alsiutched security, 
if («v_A. original ^pife? /- av B.originaljprec) 
then — 

ev_A.actual_prec :- naxlaun (svJUoriginal^prec, 
SV"B. or Iginal^prec); 

sv_B .actuid_prec :• naxlnun (svjL originalere c, 
sv*B.original orec); 

if (av^opeo «ode - ÜNPASSIVE) 
then 

av_A.de a tinationjrfdr :■ av_B.aourcajeddr; 
a v_A. des tinatlon_port :• ev~B.source~port; 

load security (av A); 
•vATftatt :• ESTABLISHED; 
opTnjiuccess (sv A.lcn); 
TRANSFER toJJLP 7o the UiP oaaad by sv A, sourca_port; 
sv_B.state :■ ESTABLISHED; ~ 
open success (sv B.lcn); 
TRANSFER toJJLP To the ÜLP caned by sv B.sourc« port; 
if tiaaout exceeded (av B); " 
then If  :ul> TIMEOUT ACTION • 1) 

(d by svjs.lcn; 

OR, 
2) if tiaaout exceededCsv B) 

then 
ep*nfail (sv B.lcn); 
TRANSFER to ULP to the ft* 
Initialise Tav B); 
av B.etate t* &OSED; 

else 
REPORTTÜCOUT (svj); 

«•5.6.1.5   State A ; passive open, state B • passive open. 

Event:    Allocate/»(LCNl DATA_LENGTH) 

Actions:    sv_*.reevjUIoc :• sv_*.recv_alloc ♦ DATAJJENGTH; 
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Event:    Close/*(LCN) 
or Abort/*(LCN) 

Action«:    initialise (sv_*>; 
sv *.state :• CLOSED; 

Event:    Full Passive Open/*(  ) 
or ActiveOpen/*(  ) 
or ActlveOpen with data/*( ) 
or Send/*( ) 

Actions:    error(sv *.lcn, Illegal request«*); 
TRANSFER~toJJLP to the ÜLP nssiod by sv_*.source_port; 

6.5.6.1.6   Stste A » active oten, state B « active open. 

Event:    Allocate/** LCN, DATAJ-ENGTH ) 

Actions:    sv_*.recv_alloc :• ev^.recv^aUoc ♦ DATAJXNGTH; 

1 

Event:    Close/*( LCN ) 
or Abort/*< LCN ) 

Actions:    initialiseC ev_* ); 
sv *. state :• CLOSED; 

Event:    Full Passive Open/*<  ) 
cr Active Open/*( ) 
or Active Open with data/*(  ) 

Actions:    error(sv *.lcn, "Illegal request."); 
TRANSFElTtoJJLP to the ULP naaed by svj*. sour csjwrt; 

Event:    Send/*< LCN, DATA, DATA LENGTH, PUSH FLAG, URGENT/LAG 
I.TlÄOÜTl   l.TllCOuTACTIONjT 

Actions:    if (rooa_in(sv_*.send_queue) 
then 

add to send queue(sv_*); 
If TTÄOUT"/- NULL) 
then sv *.ulp timeout  :• TIMEOUT; 

else 
errorC sv *.len, "Insufficient resources."); 
TRANSFER To ULP to the ULP named by evj*.souree_port; 
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Event.    NULL 

Action»:    Internal Events 

i) if (av_A.sec /• svJB.sec) 
then 

openfslK sv_A.lcn ); 
Transfer toJJLP to the ÜLP naaed by svA.tourcej>ort; 
openfslK sv_B.lcn ); 
Trsnsfer toJJLP to the ULP anted by sv B.source_port; 
initislise(~sv_A ); sv A.stste ;-"CL0SKD; 
initisliseC sv~B ); tv_B.it«et :- CLOSED; 

else --take greater precedence level to model precedence negotiation; 
—if negotiation not supported» «1 snatched precedence 
—is handled just ss aUaatched security 
if (sv^A.originsl^prec /• sv B.originalerec) 
then 

evA.actual^prtc :■ eaxlnuaCsv_A.original orec» 
sv_B.orlglnaI_prec); 

sv^B.actualjprec :■ tÄxisM»(svJLoriginalJprecf 

•v~B.origi nal prec> j 
svJLstete t- ESTABLISHED; 
sv^B.»tats t- ESTABLISHED; 
open_success( sv_A.lcn ); 
TRANSFER toJJLP To the ULP tuned by sv_A.source_port; 
opeu/ucces7( sv B.lcn ); 
TRANSFER to ULP to the ULP naaed by sv B.source port; 

if tlatout exceeded (sv A) 
then if (ULP_tis*out_actlon - 1) 

OR, 
2) then openfaiK sv A.lcn ); 

TRANSFER toJJl> to the ULP naaed by sv A.source port; 
InltlaHseuvjO; 
3v_A.stste :-"CLOSED; 

OR, 
3) if tlasout exceeded (sv A) 

then if (ulp tlaeout acTio« • 1) 
then 

openfall (sv B.lcn); 
TRANSFER to IFLP to the ULP noted by sv B.source port; 
initially ?*v_B); " 
sv_B.state :• CLOSED: 

«1st   "" 
report_thr*at; 

6,5.6.1*?   Stste A - ostsbltshed. stste B * ettsbllshod. 

Event:  Send/«<  LCN. DATA, DATA LENCTH, PUSH FLAG, URGENT FLAG 
I.TIMEOUT)   |,Tl!fe0UT_ACri0N)T 
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Act loot: If (rooB_ln(tvB_*.Mnd_aqueue) 
add To send queue(sv *); 
if TTIKEOUT7- HüLL)"" 
then 8V *.ulp 11«out :■ TIÄ0UT; 

tlst 
trror( sv_*.lcri, "Insufficient resources«"); 
TRANSFER ToJBlP to the ÜLP naaed by ev_*.eourct_port; 

Evtnt: Allocata/*( LCN, DATAJLENCTH ); 

Actions: sv_*.racv_alloc :■ av_*.racv_alloc ♦ DATAJXNCTR; 
if~(av_«^7tevjqututwitngth >~0) 
then try_to_dtTlivtr7 

Event: Abort/*( LCN ) 

Actions: ttt*inatt(ev_<Mcn, "User abort•"); 
TRANSFER to ULP to tht ÜLP nssjsd by sv *.eourct_port; 
initiaüteCav * }; 
ev_*.stste :• "CLOSED; 

Evtnt:    Close/*( LCN ) 

Actions:    ev_*.sendj>ueh :■ sv *.sendjqueue_length; 
sv~*,*tate  :• CLOSING; 

Evtnt:    Full Fasslve 0pan/*( ) 
or Activt 0ptn/*( ) 
or Activt Optn with data/*(  ) 

Actions:    error(sv_*.lcn,  "Illegal request*"); 
TRANSFER*"teJJLF to tht ULF naaed by sv^.sourct^port; 

Evtnt:    NULL 

Actions:    lnttrntl Evtnts 

—For cUrity, one-way dttt transport, fro« TCF A to TCF t is shown. 
—Btctust tht dstt transport strviet is syanetrlc. tht following 
—tout could bt dupliesttd to rtprtstnt bi-directional data transport. 

1) if tis»out_t«cttdtd(sv A) 
thtn if (Ul>_titjaoutraction • 1) 
thtn 

ttminatt(sv A.lcn, TJLF tlaeout*"); 
TRANSFER to ULF to tht ULF nat*d by sv A.source port; 
lnitlallstCsvjO; 
svJUttstt :«~CL0SED; 
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«lie 
reportjtlmeout; 

OR, 
2) if (conditions exist such that no data can be exchanged 

by local state machines ) 
then 

termln*te(sv_A*lcn, "Service failure*"}; 
TRANSFER toJJlP to the ULP naned by sv A. source_port; 
termlnate(sv_B*lcn, "Service failure."!; 
TRANSFER toJjLP to the ULP named by ev_B. sour carport; 
initialise(sv A); sv A.state :• CLOSED^ 
Initialise(sv^B); svjl.state :• aoSED; 

OR, 
3) if (the date exchange between local state machines is triggered) 

then 
if (sv_A,send_urg /• 0) 
then 

sv_B.recv_urg :• (sv^B.recvjiueue^length ♦ sv_A.send_urg); 

Dequeue son* portion of data equal to "amount" 
(amount «ay be >• 0) from sv_A.send_quaue 
and append to sv_B.recvjqueue; 

if (amount > 0) 
then 

sv_A.sendjqueue_length :• jv_A.s*nd_qu*uew length - amount; 
svjs. recv~qucue~l*nSth !■ sv~B»recvjtueue[jlength ♦ amount; 

if (sv_A.sendjarg •< amount) 
then svJUsend.jirg t« 0; 
else svjd.sendjirg t» sv_AtSendjtrg * amounts 

if (sv_A.send_eush •< amount) 
then ev_B.recv_puah :• sv_l.recvjmeh ♦ iv_A«sendj»«sh; 

sv~A.se tk^push :• 0;"" ** 
else svJLsei4_Dush :• sv_A.send_push - amount; 
try_to_de liver; 

6.5.6.1,8   State A « established, state j » closing. 

Event:    Send/A( LCN, DATA, DATA UNCTH, PUSH PLAC, URGENT TUG 
| .TIMEOUT)   (,U«OUT_ACTiON)T 

Actions:    if (room_ln(ev_A*send queue) 
add To send queueTsv A); 
if TTIÄOUT"/* NULL)" 
then sv A.ulp timeout :• T1Ä0UT; 

else 
error( sv A.len, "Insufficient resources."); 
TRANSFER ToJJIP to the ULP named by *vJUsource_port; 
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Evtnt:    Close/A( LCN ) 

Action«:    av_A.sand_©uth :• sv_A.stnd_qutue_ltngth; 
sv~A.statt    $■ CLOSING; 

Evtnt:    Allocstt/*( LCN, DATA_LENCTH ); 

Actions:    sv_*.rtcv_*lloc :■ tv_*,rtcv_»lloc ♦ DATA_LENGTH; 
if"(sv_*.7tcvjquaua_langth >*0) 
then try_to_dalivtr7 

Evtnt:    Abort/*( LCN ) 

Actions:    InltltllttC sv_* ); 
sv^*.statt :- CLOSED; 
tar«in*tt(sv_*,lcn, "Usar abort."); 
TRANSFER toJJLP to tht UIP nas*d by sv_*, sour carport; 

Evtnt:    SanoVK  ) 
or Clott/l(  ) 

Actions:    «rrorCsvJB.lcn,  "tonntetIon closing.*); 
TRANSreR"teJJLP to tht ULP naaad by sv_l.sourcarport; 

Evant:    Actlva Optn/*( ) 
or Activt Optn with data/*(  ) 
or Full Passiva Opa&/*( ) 

Actions:    arror(sv_*«lcn,  "IIlags! raquast."); 
TRANSFER~toJILP to tht ULP naatd by sv_*. sour ca_port; 

Evant:    NULL 

Actions:    Intarmd Evant a 

1) if tlaaout axetadad(av • ) 
than If (Ul>_tlaaout_action • 1) 
than 

taralnataCsv *,len, 1)LF tlaaout."); 
TRANSFER to tlLF to tha ULP naaad by av *. sour carport; 
inltialisaCsvJ); 
av^*.statt INCLOSED; 

•1st 
rtport_tiaaout  (tv_*); 
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OR, 
2) if (conditions exist such that no dsts can be exchanged 

by local statt machines ) 
than 

terninate(sv_A.lcn,  "Service failure*"); 
TRANSFER toJJLP to the ULP naaed by sv A.source_port; 
t«rninate(iv"_B.lcn, "Service failure."); 
TRANSFER toJJLP to the ULP naaad by sv_B. sour carport; 
itiltlallte(Tv_A);   sv_A. state :- CLOSED; 
lnltlallte(sv~B)»        iv~B.statt »• CLOSED; 

OR, 
3) if (contents sv_B.sendjqueue have all been transferred 

to sv_A. recvjqueue"snd subsequently delivered to ULP A ) 
than 

closlng( sv_A*lcn ); 
TRANSFER toJJLP to the ULP naaed by •vJUseurce^port; 

OR, 
4) —For clarity, one-way dsts transport, from TCP A to TCP I Is shown. 

—Because the data transport service Is symmetric, the following 
—text could be duplicated to represent bi-directlonsl dsts transport. 
—Note that TCP B is still responsible to reliably transport any 
—data remaining in •v_B.tendjqueue. 

if (the data exchange between loeal state machines has been triggered) 
then 

if (svJUsendjirg /• 0) 
than 

svj.recvjurg equal :• (ev_B.recv_queue_length ♦ sv_A.eendj*rg); 

Dequeue soaa portion of data equal to "amount" 
(amount may be >• 0) from svjt.send_quaue 
and append to svj^recv_queue; 

if (amount > 0) 
than 

svJUtend_queue_length s* svjt.sendjquevf Jength - amount; 
sv~B«recv~queue~ length :• svJl.recvj|ueuei2UnI^n * smouot, 
if~(svJUsendji7g •< amount)"" 
then sv_A.sendvurg i» 0; 
else sv~A.send~urg :• svjt.sendjurg - amount; 

if (sv_A. sendee» •< amount) 
then sv_B.recv_sueh ;• sv_B.recv_pu§h + amount; 

sv~A,send_push »•0;"' 
else sv~A.send^push :• SvJLsend_push * amount; 
try^tojie liver; 
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6.5.6,1.*    State A » doting, mtt B ■ doting. 

Event:    AUo,\ >*( LCN ) 

Actions:    i«ltitll*e(»»_*); 
sv_*#statc  :^CLOSED; 
te"rmin.ite(Bv_*.lcn, "User Abort."); 
TRANSFER toJJLP to the ULP named by sv_«.source_pcrt; 

Event:    Allocate/*( LCN, DATA_LENCTH ); 

Actions:    8v_*.recy_alloc »'■ sv_*.recv_alloc ♦ DATA_LENGTH; 
if~(sv_*.7ecvjqueue_length >""0) 
then try_to_deiiver7 

Event:    Send/*(  ) 
or Cloee/*( ) 

Actions:    error(sv_*.len, "Connection closing."); 
TRAWSFER~toJJLP to the ULP named by sv_«. eource_port; 

Event:   Active Open/*( ) 
or Active Open with dats/*(  ) 
or Full Passive Open/*( ) 

Actions:    error<sv *.lcn,  "Illegal request«"); 
TRANSFER""toJJLP to the ULP named by ev_/,sourcej>ort{ 

Event:    NULL 

Actions:    Internal Events 

1) —For clarity, one-way data transport, from TCP A to TCP i is shown. 
"••Because the data transport service is symmetric, the following 
—teat could be duplicated to rc-oresent bl-directional data transport. 
«Note that TCP B is still responsible to reliably transport any 
—data remaining in tv_B.send_e.ueue. 

if (the data exchange between local state machines has been triggered) 
then 

if (evjusendjirg /• 0) 
then 

«v_B.recv_urg equal  :• (*v_B.recv_queue_length ♦ ev_A.send_urg); 

Dequeue soe» portion of dsta equal to 'amount* 
(amount may be >• 0) from sv__A.eend_queue 
and append to sv_B.recv_queue; 
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lf (aaount > 0) 
then 

sv_A.send_queue_length :• s vJU st ndjqutut_length - aaount; 
•vVrtcvjiueue~length i« sv~B»rtcv~qutut~ltngth + taount; 

If (tvjk.stnd_urg •< mount) 
thtn sv^A.teod^urg :- 0; 
•IM tvJUtendjirg *" tv/.sendjirg - aaount; 

lf (•v_A*tend_pueh •< aaount) 
then tTl.recv^attth *• sv_l»rtcv_puth ♦ eaount; 

•v~A* send_push t* 0;"" 
• U« tV"A.eend_oueh i» »vJU •eadjpueh - aaount; 
try^toJJeilver; 

01, 
2) lf ((conttuts sv_l.stndj|ueue have all batn trantftrred 

to tv A.reor queue end tubeaqutntly dtllvtred to ÜLP A ) 
4 
(eoottoti t*JUteiid_queue haee «11 boon trau» ft trod 

to t*Js\ ree»_queue «ad subsequently delivered to ULF • )) 

thaa 
t«ralnatt(tv_A.lcn, "Connection closed."); 
TRANSFER toJJlP to the ÜLF naaed by svJL tour comport; 
terolneteCev l.lea, "Connection closed?-); 
TRANSFER toJJtF to taa ULF ntaed by s*_l.source_port; 
Initialtt«(tv A); se A.state »-"CLOSEDj " 
lnltlaiUe(ev~l); tVj*stata !• CLOSED; 

0», 
3) If tiaeout txcteded(tv_*) 

than If (uT>_tle»out_actloa • 1) 
than ~ 

t«ututi(iv •♦lea, ULF tleeout.*); 
TRANSFER to UtF to tha ULF naaod by §v «.tourcarport; 
initiallitC•*_*); 
•v •♦statt («"CLOSED; 

alaa    ~ 
report_tle*oot (tv_*) 

—Tha eoepotlte states, CLOSED/ESTABLISHED. CL0SCD/CL0SIHS, 
—ACtlVt/ESIAILlSM©, ACTIVE/CLOSING. FASSXVE/ESTASLISMED. AND 
—PASSIVE/aosiMG. trt rttehod tftar abnormal 
«connection ttralnatlon cautod by althtr an Abort request or 
—service ftllurt. Itcaoaa tht service request list* for ULF A 
—already appear In other ttatat, theae Uttt ara referenced rathar 
—than duplicated* 
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6.5.6.1.10   Statt A ■ closed, stata B ■ astablishad. 

—ÜLP A't strvlct raquast litt ap paart in tht CLOSED/CLOSED statt. 

Evtnt:    Stnd/B( LCN, DATA, DATA LENGTH, PUSH PUG, URGENT PUG 
I.TIMEOUT]   (tTIÄ0UT_ACTX0Nj7 

Actions: if (root) ln(tv B.sand qusua)) 
if  (T1Ä0UT /• NULL) 
than sv_B.ulp__tls*out  :• TIMEOUT; 
add to sand qutut(sv B); 

tltt 
trror( tvjl.len, "Insufficient resources."); 
TRANSFER ToJJLP to tht ULP naaed by avJB.eouree_port; 

Evtnt: Allocata/B( LCN, DATAJLENGTH ); 

Actions; sv_B,recv_alloc :• sv^B.reev_alloc ♦ DATAJXNCTH; 
if~(svJB.7ecvjqiitut_itngth >"0) 
thtn try^to^dä'livtrT 

Evtnt: Clott/B( LCN ) 

Actions: sv_B.push ;• sv B,sendwqueue_lent;th; 
sv~B.stata :• CLOSING;"* 

Evtnt: Abort/B( LCN ) 

Actions: ttrtlntttCsv B.lcn, TJstr abort."); 
TRANSFER to ?LP to tha ULP naiad by sv B.aourcarport; 
initialiie(7v_B); 
sv B.statt  :«~CLOSE0; 

Evtnt:    Pull Passiva Opan/BC  ) 
Active Optn/B(  ) 
Actlvt Open with Data/B(  ) 

Actions:    trror(tv_B.lcn, 'Illegal raquast*"); 
TRAKSfER"toJJLP to tht ULP nas»d by sv_B. sour carport; 

Evtnt:    NULL 

Actions:    Inttrnal Evtnts 

1) ttraJnattCtv B.lcn,  "Revolt Abort."); 
TRANSFEK to ULP to tht ULP oaaad by sv B.sourct_port; 
tnltlallte(sv_B); 
sv_B. state :«~CLOSED; 
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0*. 
2) lf tiaaout txcttdtd(avjs) 

than lf (U&jtlB»outjactloa - 1) 
than 

ttr»lnata(av B.lcn, "üitr tlnaout."); 
TRANSFER to ULF to tht ULF naaod by av_B.sourctj>ort; 
lnltl«lltt(avjl); 
•v B.statt  :»""CLOSEDj 

•1st   " 
rtport_tia»out (av_B); 

0,5.6.1.11   Statt A ; dotad. tf to 1 ■ cloalni. 

—ULF A't ttrvlct rnquast litt appaars In tht CLOSED/CLOSED statt. 

Ivant:    Abort/B< LCN ) 

Actions:    tarainata(av B.lcn, "Ustr Abort."); 
TRANSFER to ULF to tht ULF nanod by sv_B,a*ur coupon; 
mitlalltt(svaB); 
wj» statt .«■ CLOSED; 

Evtnt:    Allocatt/B( LCN, DATAJJNGTH )} 

Acclona:    av B.rtcv alloc :■ av B.racv_alloc * DATAJLENCTH; 
If^CavJI.Tacv^qiitut^ianith > 0) than try^tojsaiivtr; 

Evtnt:    Ciott/B( LCN ) 
or Stn*7S( LfN ) 

Actions:    trrorC av B.lcn, Tonntet ion dosing*"); 
TRANSFER ToJJLF to tht ULF natad by avj.aourca^port; 

Ivant:    Full Paaaiva Optn/B( LCN ) 
Activt Optn/B( LCK ) 
Active Optn with Data/B( LCN ) 

Actions:    trrorC sv B.lcn,  "Xlltgal raqutat."); 
TRANSFER To ULF to tht ULF aaaad by tvj.soorct^port; 

Evant:    NULL 

Actions:    Xnttrnal Evtnt* 

l) ttnilnataCsv B.lcn, "Rtnott Abort."); 
TRANSFER to ULF to tht ULF naawd by av_B.aoorca_port; 
lnitlalltaCav_B); 
sv^B.statt :«"CL0SO; 
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OR, 
2) if t1stout txcfttdod(•»_!) 

thtn if (uTF_tls»out_aetlon - 1) 
thtn 

ttruinst«(sv_I.lcn, "Ustr tlsMOut,"); 
TRANSFER to ULF to tht ÜLP noted by »▼ R.tourctjport; 
inititliitCtu B ); 
•v 1.statt :• CLOSED; 

tltt   ~ 
rtport_tls*out UvJI); 

6.3,6.1.12    Statt A ■ actlut. if tt 1 ■ tsttbllshtd. 

—ÜIP A't strvlct roqutst Hot tppttrs in tht ACTIVE/CLOSED statt. 

Event:    Stnd/S< LCN, DATA, DATA LENGTH, PUSH PLAG, URGENT PUG 
I.T1NC0UTJ   I.TlftOUTJICriOKjT 

Action«:    if (root in(«u l.ttnd qutue) 
if (TIMEOUT /• NUTL) 
thto mrjs^ulp^tlntout «• TIMEOUT; 
add to atnd tutut(su 1); 

OlM 
trrorC tv B.lcn, "Insufficient resources."); 
TRANSFER ToJILP to tho ULF naeed by sv_S.sourcomporti 

Eutntt    Clott/8< LCN ) 

Actions:    fv_l«put>; i« sv_l.stnd_qutut_laf*th; 
sv"l. statt »• CDD$IH6;~ 

Event:    Abort /»( LCN ) 

Actions.    ttimtnettUv l.lcn, "Vstr «bort«*); 
rRAKSFER to ULP to tht ULP naeed by a* •.sourcejwrt; 
lnltUilse(tv_R); 
sv l.stst« :»"CLOS5D; 

tvtnt:    Allocete/IC LCN. DATA_LENCTH ); 

Actions:    •eJs.rtcv.aUoc  :« au_l.ro cv_tlloc * DATAJJCNCTN; 
lf~UuJs,.7ec*j|tf»tio_leVgih > 0) 
thto try_to_dtll*tr7 

Ewtnt:     Full PtSSlvt 0ptft/l<   ) 
A«tut Oeen/»<   ) 
Act tut Opt* utth Dot«/i(   ) 
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Actions:    orrorCtv Ueo,  'IXltf*! roquoot."); 
T*AHSrE«""toJttJ to th* ULF uoaod bgr •v.l.oottrctjpon; 

tvtat:    NULL 

Act loot:    Internal Evoots 

1) tor»lo*t*(»» l.leo» tot**« Abort."); 
TRANSFER to ULF to th* ULF «a«) by tv_l.ocurctj>ort; 
lnltuu*o(r»_i); 
•v_l.it»to t«""CLOtS»s 

Ot» 
2) lf tlMout txcoo4o4Uv I) 

thou lf (ül>_tlojioutji«tlo* • 1) 
tbon * 

toi»in»to(sv ••ICH, "Utor ttwtout.*); 
TRAJISKR to FlF to tho UU n«wd by •¥_»••<**cohort; 
lnltUHto(7v_l); 
t« l.ttoto t* CLOStO; 

oU« 
ro»ort_tlo*out (•«_!); 

0*. 
3) lf *iit<Mt «xc«odo4(tvvA) 

th»    lf (ülF_ilf*out_oetloo • 1) 
tfcv o 

tormlooteU* A.le*. "TJttr tlooout.*); 
TRAXSFtR to fiF to the ULF ooood by f*A. io«rei_oort j 
InltUHitUvjD; 
•v A*tt«to s» OOSEP; 

oU« 
rooort_ttatout; 

0.5.0.1.1)   Sutt A » octl»o. tfto I * cloolog. 

—iJLF A'i ttrvlc« roquott Hot oopttrr U tb« ACTIVI/aOS© tcoto. 

CVOAC:    So«*71<  ) 
or Ciooo/M  ) 

Action*:    orrorUv i.lcn. Toftoocclon closing.*); 
TRA*$rt*~toJOF to it« rtF n««+4 by •v^l.ooarco^oort; 

E*ont:    Ailo«lt/b( tX>. GATAJJNGTK ); 

Action*:    iv_t.rocv_olloc :• •*••  «c*_oUoc ♦ OATAJXHCTH; 
i *~< •*_• .7«ev_quo*»o_iongt n >~0) 
th*»* try^co^ioUotrT 
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Evtnt:    Abort/!( LCN ) 

Act lost:    torsinot«(tv l.lcn, llitr Abort.*); 
TRANSFER to At* to tht ÜLP ntood by tv B.touretport; 
ItftUilit <•*_•)$ 
•vjl.itttc {«"CLOSED; 

Evont:    Full Pattlvt Optn/I(  ) 
or Activt Optn/K  ) 
or Activt Opt» with r*t«/l<  ) 

Action«:    error(tv_i,lcB, "IUogol roquoot,"); 
TRAHSFEA~toJJLF to tht ULF oot*4 by tv^l, tour comport; 

Evont:    WU. 

Act loot:    Intorntl Evontt 

1) ttrodntttCtv i.lco, "Rooott Abort.*); 
tlAÜSriA to TftF to tht ULT ««tod by «v i.tourc« port; 
tftitUli««(tvjO; 
«v_|.tt«t« t»~CLOS«D; 

OR. 
2) if tiff**;? «xe««4«4{tv I) 

tht if  <UlJ_tit»out_«eTio« • 1) 
thon 

t«i*in«t«(tv I.lc«, tl»«r tlaoout.*); 
TRAtfSr? A to FLP to tht ÜLF nmd by •* I.tourc« port; 
IftUtaiUtdvl); 
tv l.ttAt« :»~CtO$ED; 

•it«     * 
r«port_ti»*out (t*_l); 

0*. 
3) If tiotouc «xc««4«4(tv A) 

tt» if (UlFuatoot oeTio« • 1) 
thou 

ttmtoott(tv A,lco» TJtor tit*out."); 
TtAJtSm to ftP to tht tfU n«*«4 by tv A.tourct port; 
iftitUHtoCtvjO; 
•v A.tttt« t »""CLOSED; 

«loo 
ruport^tifttout (tv_A); 

A.S.t.1.14    ftttt A • pojfiyr, «ft« I * ««t«bliih»d. 

~Ul> A*t r«*,u«*t itti «ppton to tht PASSIVE/CLOSED ttttt. 
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6.5.6.3.1   Add to lend queue (sv*).    The eddjto_sendjiueue «etion procedure 
enqueues the data provided in~sn Active Open with Date or Send request onto 
the sendjqueue of the state vector named by parameter.   The data effects of 
this procedure are: 

-   Data examined: 

fron ULP.data 
f r cmJJLP. dat a_length 

f romJULP ,urgent_f lag 
f romJJLP .push_flag 

-   Data modified: 

sv *.send queue sv^.send^pueh 
sv~*. sendjqueue_length     sv_*. send_urg 

—Add the data» urgent and push Info nation provided by the ULF 
—in a SEND to the sendjqueue of the state vector. 

Enqueue contents of fromJJLP.data to ev_*.eend_queue, stamping each 
data octet with the current time; 

sv *.eend_queue_length :• sv_*.sendjitteue_length ♦ fromJJiP.datanlangth; 

if (from ULP.puehJlag • TRUE) 
then sv^J.send^puth :■ sv_*.send_queue_length; 

if (frc«JJLP,urgent_flag « TRUE) 
then svj'.sendjarg 7« sv_*.send_queue_length; 

6.5.6.3.2 Assign new lcn.   The assign ntvj.cn action procedure assigns a 
local connection name not currently used~for a new open request and subsequent 
connection.   The data effects of this procedure are: 

- Data examinedi    internal resources 

- Data modified;    none 

—The procedure returns the value to be used as the new 
—local connection naae. 

6.5.6.3.3 Error (local connection name, error description).    The error 
action procedure copies the local connection name and error description text 
supplied by parameter into the to ULP structure.   The service response field 
Is assigned to ERROR for subsequent trsnsfer to the ULF.   The date effects 
of the procedure are: 

*   Dsta examined:    procedure parameters 

- Dsta modified:    toJJLP.lcn, toJBLP.error_deec, toJJLP.serviee_responee 

toJJIF.lcn :• loeal_connectlonj>ame; 
to~ULP.error_desc :" error_deee"rlption; 
toJJLP.servlce^response :• ERROR; 
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6.5.6.2    Decision functions.    The decision functions represent condition 
checks made In several pieces In the service stete machine definition. 

6.5.6.2*1   Rocei In (stets vector name).   The room_ln decision function 
compares the amount of space available In the sendjqueue of the state vector 
(naned by the parameter) against the amount of data provided by the ÜLP In 
an Active Open with Data or a Send service request.    The data effects of 
this function are: 

- Data examined: 

f romJ7LP.dat anlangt h SI ZEjOF_SEHDJStE SOURCES 
av^Tsendjqueuijlength 

- Return values: 

FALSE - The sendjqueue cannot accommodate all the data 
provided In the service request. 

TH7E -   There Is enough room In the sendjqueue for the data. 

If (from ULP.data length > 
(SIZjfbF SEND RESOURCE - sv '.send queue length)) 

then return (FALSE) 
else return (TRUE); 

6.5.6.2.2   Tleeout exceeded (sv*).   The timeout exceeded decision function 
compares the current tins against the sgt of the data In the send queue and 
the specified ULP timeout I*«It to determine if the ULF timeout has been ex- 
ceeded.   The data effects of this function are: 

- Data examined:    sv_*.ulpMtlmeout 

- Return values: 

sv_*.iendjqueue 

FALSE - The data in the send queue does not exceed the ULF 
defined timeout limit. 

TRUE -   Data in the sendjqueue has exceeded the timeout limit. 

—The data at the front of the queue Is the oldest. 

If (sv *.send queue^length > 0) 
then l7 (CURRfifTjrZME > ivj.sendjqueue[0]timeout ♦ av *.ulp timeout) 

then retunT(TRUE) 
else return (FALSE); 

6.5.6.3   Action procedures.    These routines appear In several places In 
the service machine definition.   The "*" can be repleced by either A or B for 
delivery to the appropriate ULP, 
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6.5.6.1.15    State A ■ passive, itttc B ■ doting. 

—ULP A's request Utt eppeert in the PASSIVE/CLOSED stete. 

Event:    Allocete/B( LCN, DATA_LENGTH ); 

Actions:    sv_B.recv_alloc :- sv_B.recv alloc ♦ DATA LENGTH; 
if (sv_B.7ecv__queue_length >""0) 
then t7y_to_deliver7 

Event:    Abort/B( LCN  ) 

Actions:    terainateCsv B.lcn, "User abort."); 
TRANSFER to_ULP to the ULP naaed by sv B.sourceport; 
initialiteUvjB); 
sv_B. state  :»~CLOSED; 

Event:    Close/B( LCN ) 
or Send/B( LCN ) 

Actions:    error( sv_B.lcn, "Connection closing.*); 
TRANSFER ToJJLP to the ÜLP named by sv_B.source_port; 

Event:    Full Passive Open/B( LCN ) 
or Active Open/B( LCN ) 
or Active Open vith Data/B( LCN ) 

Actions:    error* sv B.lcn,  "Illegal request."); 
TRANSFER to_ULP to the ULP named by sv_B.source_port; 

Event:    NULL 

Actions:    Internal Events 

1) termlnste(sv_B.lcn,  "Remote Abort."); 
TRANSFER to ULP to the ULP named by sv B.source port; 
initialise(sv_B); " 
e^B* state :-""CLOSEJ); 

OR. 
2) if tlft*out_exceeded(sv_B) 

then If (ULP_tlmeout action ■ 1) 
then 

terminete(sv_B.lcn»  "User timeout."); 
TRANSFER to ULP to the ULP named by sv B.source port; 
initiallie(7v_B); " " 
sv B.state  :»~CLOSED; 

else 
report_timeout   (sv_B); 
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Event:    Send/B< LCN, DATA, DATA LENGTH, PUSH FLAG, URGENT FUG 
l,TIMEOUTJ   (,TIMB0UTJiCriON]7 

Actions:    If (room in(sv B.send queue) 
if  (TIHEOUT /■ NULL) 

then sv_B.ulp_tlmeout :• TIFCOUT; 
add to send queue(sv B); JN 

else J« 
errorC sv B.lcn,  "Insufficient resources»"); K 
TRANSFER ToJJLP to the ULP naaed by av_B.source_port; jJS 

4 
Event:    Close/B( LCN ) 

Actions:    sv_B,push :« sv_B«sendj)ueue_length; 
ivB.stste :* CLOSING;"" 

Event:    Abort/B( LCN ) 

Actions:    termlnate(sv B.lcn, "User abort,"); 
TRANSFER to !TLP to the ULP named by sv B.source_port; 
initlalise(sv_B); 
sv B.state  :«"CLQSED; 

Event:    Allocste/B( LCN, DATAJJNCTH ); 

Actions:    sv_B.recv_ailoc :• sv^B.reevjrtloc + DATAJXNGTH; 
lf~(sv_B.7ecv_queue_length >"b) 
then t7y_to_deliver7 

Event: NULL 

Actions:    Internal Events 

1) tentlnstsCsvJI.lcn, "Remote Abort."); 
TRANSFER to ULP to the ULP naaed by sv B.sourcarport; 
lnltlellse(sv_B); 
svjl.state :*~CL0SED; 

OR. 
2) If timeout exceedid(*v B) 

the If (ULP_tl mt outlet ion * 1) 
then 

eermlnste(8v_B,lcn, "User timeout."); 
TRANSFER to ULP to the ULP named by sv B.source_port; 
Initialised^); 
sv B.state :a~CLQSED; 

else 
report_tlmeout (svjs); 
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6.5.6.3.4 Load atcurlty.    The security parameters (Including security 
level, compartment, traremission control code, and handling restriction«) in 
an incoming segment art loaded Into the atate vector*    The data effecta of 
this function ares 

- Data examined: 

fromJVET. options  [security 1 

- Data modified: 

sv.tec 

—Thia would occur after a euccessful 
—t ec_rangejma t ch. 

•v.tec :- fromJIET. options (security] 

6.5.6.3.5 Initialise (sv*).   The initialise action procedure clears all 
values of the state vector named by parameter.   The data effects of this 
procedure are: 

•   Data examined:    procedure parameter 

- Data modified: all fields of sv_* 

dequeue (»v_*. sendjqueue, ivj, se nd_queue_le ng t h); 
dequeue (sv""*, reevjqueue ,ev~** recvjqueusTlength)» 
■*_• :■ muTljitaU_vector;~ 

6«3*6.3.6   Open fall (local connection name).    The openJFall action pro- 
cedure copies the local connection name supplied by parameter and the 0PEN_ 
PAIL service response Into the toJJUP structure for subsequent transfer to" 
the ÜLP.   The data effects of this" procedure are: 

- Data examined:    procedure parameter 

- Data modified:  toJJLP.lcn toJJiP.eervlce_response 

toJJLP.lcn :■ loeal_cennection name; 
toJJLP.service_response :• OPE^/AIL; 

6.5.6.3.7 Open Id (local connection name, source port, source sddress, 
destination port, destination addr). The open_id ection procedure copies 
the parameters and the OPENJD service response" into the toJJLP structure 
for subsequent tranafer to The ULP.    The date effects of this procedure are: 

- Data examined:    procedure parameters 
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*   Data modified: 
toJJIF. icn 
toJJUP • eour ce_port 
to~ULP.eource addr 

toJ3LF. at rvicejree pone a 
toJJLP # daa t inmtionjport 
to ULP.de»tinetion addr 

toJJLP.lcn :■ localjconnectionjiame; 
toJULP.eourcarport :■ aourcarport; 
toJJLP«»ouree_addr :■ eource_addreee; 
toJDLP.daitinati<>n_port :- daitlnation_port; 
toJJLP.de»tinstion_addr :• destinatlon_addr; 
toJJlf .aervlcejreeponee :■ OPENED; 

6.3.6.3.8   Open eucceea (local connection name).   Tha opan_aucceee action 
procedure copies tha local connection name supplied by parameter, and tha 
OPEN SUCCESS aervlce reaponaa into tha toJJLF etructure for aubaaquent transfer 
to tne ULP.   Tha data effects of this procedure are: 

•   Data examined:    procedure parameter 

- Data ajodiflad:    toJJLF.lcn        toJJLP.eervisejreeponee 

toJJLP.lcn :• local_connectlon_name; 
toJJLF.eervice_reepö"nee :■ GPENJ5UCCESS; 

6*5.6.3.9   Report timeout (ev_*);.   Tha reportjclmeout action procedure 
informs the UIP that a ULP_timeöut has occurred." The oldeat data In the aend 
ouaue la requeued and tha Timeout tins reaet. 

Tha data affect a of thla function are: 

- Data examined: 

- Data modified: 

begin 
error(sv_*.Icn,TJLF timeout) 
traasfer""t©JJLP to The ULP named by ev_*_eource_port; 
req ueue^oldäa t(av^*); 

and; 

6.5.6.3.10   REQUEUE OLDEST (a* ♦);.   The requeue_oldeet action procedure 
removes the oldest data from the aendjqueue and requeues the data, making it 
tha youngest. 

The data effecta of thla procedure are: 

- Deta examined; 

a v.* aendjqueue 
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6.5.6.3.11    Terminate (local connection name, description).    The terminate 
action procedure copies  the local connection name and description supplied 
by parameter, and the TERMINATE service response into the to_ULP structure 
for subsequent transfer to the ULP.    The data effects of this procedure are: 

-   Data examined:    procedure parameters 

-   Data modified: 
toJJLP.se rvicc_respo ns e 
to~ULP.error desc 

to ULP.lcn 

toJJLP.lcn :■  local_connectlonjBame; 
to~ULP«error_desc :■" description; 
toJJLP.servi'cejresponse :» TEMINATE; 

6.5.6.3.12    Sec range match?   The sec—rangejsatch function checks if the 
security parameters  (including security~"level7 compartment, transmission 
control code» and handling restrictions) in the incoming segment fit within 
the security ranges specified in the security list. 

The data effects of this function are: 

Data examined only: 

from_net.options  [security] 

Return values 

*u«sec_rsnges 

NO   — The values in the incoming segment are not within the 
ranges specified in the state vector« 

YES   — The values In the incoming segment are within the 
ranges specified in the state vector« 

6.5.6.3.13    Record open parameters (ULP identifier, open mode).    The record_ 
open_parameters action procedure copies the values provided by the ULP In an 
open~Vequest to the state vector.    The data effects of  this procedure are: 

-   Data examined: 

-   Data modified: 

f r omJJLP. sour ce^port 
f romJJLP. »our ce_addr 
froeJJlJ.timeou7 

sy_*.soureexport 
s v__* ♦ stur ce_add r 
s v~* • de s11natlon^p^rt 
sv *.destination addr 

fromJJLP.precedenee 
fromJULP«security 

sv_*. originalerem 
ev**. security 
sv~*. timeout 
sv_*, openjiode 

--Record the socket-pair and connection Information 
—provided In the open service request  In the state_vector. 
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tv_*.port :• froa_ULP.tourct_port; 
sv~*.sddr :• tht address of this TCP; 
sv~*.openjsode  :■ openjaode; 

—Record tlatout, ttcurlty, and precedence for ULP * 
—if provided, otherwise assign default valuet; 

if  (fro» ULP.ttcurlty /- NULL) 
then tv *"•ttcurlty :• from ULP»ttcurlty 
tltt tv^*.ttcurlty :• DEFiu?LT_SECURITY, 

if (froaJJLP.tec.ranget /- MULL) 
thtn tv "*.tec rangtt :• fron ULP.etc ranget 
tltt tv~*.aec~ranges :- ZEFAULT_SEC_MNGES; 

if (froaJJLP.precedence /• NULL) 
thtn tv *".©riglnal_prec :• froa ULP.precedence 
tltt sv~*,orlginalj>rec  »• DEFAULT_PRECEDENCE; 

if  (froa ULP.tiaeout /- NULL) 
thtn tv *.ulp tlatout :• froa ULP.tlaaout 
tltt tvjk.ulp^tlMOut :- KPADLTjriMEOUT; 

If  (sv_*.optn_aodt /- UNPASSIVE) 
thtn •'v_*.dtiTlnatlon-port  :» froa_ULP.dtttination_port; 

tv~*.dtstlnstion_addr :• froaTULP. dttt ins tlon_addr; 
tltt svj*.dtstinttion3ort !■ NULLT 

tv~*.dtstlnatlongeddr :• NULL; 

©.5.6.3,14   Try to dtllvtr.   Tht try_to_dtlivtr action proctdurt dtttralnes 
froa tht rtctlvt allocation, tht receive queue tit«, tnd tht rtctlvt puth 
tnd grgtnt vtrltblet ho« auch dttt to dtllvtr to tht local   ULP.   Thit pro* 
ctdurt It ctlltd froa several pltctt for both ULP A and ULP B in tht ttrvlct 
atchint definition,    whtrt tht sv_* notation it uaad, tht appropriatt ttatt 
vtctor naat thould be rtplactd.   Tht data afftctt of thlt proctdurt art: 

-   Datt axtalnad:    sv_*.soureexport 

-   Dttt aodifitd: 
toJJLP.datt 
toJJLP. da t t_lt ngt h 
toJILP .urgtntjf lag 
toJULP.lcn 
a v_* • r tewj^ utut 

tv^-.rtcv^uth 
sv~*.recvjirg 
tvj».rtcv"alloc 
av~*. racvjQutue_length 

—Tht taount of data dallvtrtd It bated on tht taount of pushed 
—dstt waiting and tht rtctlvt allocation. 

If (tv_*.rtcv_puth /■ 0) 
thtn --As auch pushtd dttt allowed by tht rtcv allocation 

—It delivered. 
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lf (sv_*. rccv alloc > sv *.recv_push) 
then 

else 

toJJLP.data_length :• 
ev_*.recv_push :■ 0; 

sv_*.recv_push; 

toJJLP.data_length :• av_*<rtev_alloc; 
sv~*.recvpush :■ sv_*. reev^push - to_ULP.data_length; 

tlse    —Without a PÜSH, there Ts no guarantee of delivery, 
—Deliver sons amount of data less than or equal to receive 
-"-allocation (possibly none). 

toJJtP. datablength :- soae value; 

if <toJJLP.data_length /• 0) 
then —Update state vector elements and prepare data 

—and parasttters for delivery. 
toJJIP.lcn :» av_*.lcn; 

—Urgent data cannot be delivered followed by non-urgent data* 
—If "end-of-urgent" falls in data to be delivered, make 
—two separate deliveries. 
if ((sv_*.recv_urg /■ 0) and 

(svj».recvjiirg < toJJIP. datable ngth)) 
then begin 

—Deliver urgent data alone. 
save :• toJJLP.datablength; 
toJJLP. da tiVle ngt h 7» g v_* • recv_u rg; 
evj», recvjirg :• 0; 
toJJLP.urgentwflag :• false; 
Dequeue toJJlJ. datable ngth octets fro« sv_*,reev_queue 

and place in to_ULP.data; 
ev^.recvjrtloc :"~sv_*.recv_alloc - toJJlP.data_l*ngth; 
sv_*.recv~queue_length :■ •>£*• reevjqueue_length~- 

toJJLP.data length; 
TRANSFER toJJIP to the UUP named by~sv_*.sou7ce_port; 

—Prepare to deliver remaining non-urgent data. 
toJJLP,datablength :» save; 
erd; 

—If urgent date follows the data being delivered, inform ULP. 
if (sv_*.recv_urg > toJJLP. datable ngth) 
then 

toJ)LP.urgent_flag :• TRUE; 
sv~*.recv urg~:» sv *.recv urg - to ULP.data length; 

else " ~ " 
toJJLP.urgent^fiag :• *ALSE; 
sv~*.recv_urfT:« 0; 
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Dequeue toJJLP.dete_length octets fro* sv *.recv queue 
end piece in toJJLP.dite; ^ 

ev_*.recv_elloc :«""iv «.recv^elloc - to ULP.dete length; 
•v_*. cecv_queue_length :• sv_*.recv_queüe_lengttT- 

to ULP.dete length; 
TRANSFER toJJLP to the ULP neaed by iv_*.«ourc7j>ort; 
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7.    SERVICES REQUIRED FROM LOWER LAYER 

7*1   Goal«    The foal of this tact Ion it to describe the minimum tat of 
eervices required of tha network layer protocol by TCP.   Tha aarvleaa required 
ara: 

a. data transfer aarvlca 
b. mineralised network aarvlca 
c. arror reporting aarvlca 

7.2   Sarvlca descriptions.   A description of aach aarvlca follow. 

7.2.1 Data transfer aarvlca.   Tha lower layar protocol mat provlda data 
trans far GTevaan TCP modules In a communication system.   Such a system msy £v 
consist of a slngla natvork or a sat of Intarconnaetad networks forming an £vS; 
lntamat.   Data aust arrlva at a dastlnatlon with non-scro probability; soaa                                   M>> 
data loaa nay occur.   Tha data transfar sarvlca la not raqulrad to praaarva 
tha ordar In which portions of data ara auppllad by tha source upon ds 11 vary 
at tha dastlnatlon.   Data delivered Is not naeaaaarily error-free.   Tha lowar 
layar protocol aust provlda data traasfar throughout tha systaa.   TCP naad 
only supply global addrasslng and control inforaation with aach portion of 
data to ba dallvarad.   Routing and natwork •pacific characteristics ara 
handled by tha network layar protocol.   For example, TCP need not be aware 
of current topology o* packet eise restrictions to transalt segeents through 
a particular network. 

7.2.2 Generellaed network service.   The lower layer protocol aust provlda a 
aaans for TCP to select fro« tha transmission service qualitlea provided by 
the communication aystaa for aach portion of data delivered.   The transmission 
quality paraaaters must include precedence.   Also, tha lowar layer protocol 
aust provlda a aaans of labelling each portion of data with security Informa- 
tion including security level» compartmentation, handling restrictions, and 
transmission control coda (i.e., closed user groups). 

7.2.3 Error rsportlog service.   The lower leyer protoco   aust provide error 
reports to TCP indicating discontinuation of tha above services caused by 
catastrophic condition* in thia or lowar layar protocols. 
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8.    LOWER LAYER SERVICE/INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS 

8.1   Goal.    The goal of this section it to epecify tht minimal subnetwork 
protocol »trvlcAft i quired by TCP and tht interface through which thoat 
oarvlcas arc aectis^«     The flrat part defines the interaction primitives 
and their parameter» lor the lower interface.   The second part contains the 
abstract aachine specificatlon of the lower layer services and interaction 
discipline. 

8*2    Interaction primitives*    An interaction primitive defines the purpose 
end content of information exchanged between two protocol layers.   Two kinds 
of primitives, based on the direction of information flow, are defined. 
Service requests pass information downward; service responses pass informa- 
tion upward*   These primitives need not occur in pairs, nor in a synchronous 
manner»    That Is, a request does not necessarily elicit a "response"; a 
"response" may occur independently of a request«   The Information associated 
with an interaction primitive falls into two categories:    parameters and 
data.   The   parameters describe the data and indicate how the data is to be 
treated.    The data Is not examined or modified.   The formst of internetion 
primitive information la implementation dependent and so is mot specified. 
A given TCP Implementation may have slightly different lnterfacea imposed 
by the nature of the network or execution environment*   Under such circum- 
stances, the primitives can be modified to Include more parameters or addi- 
tional primitives can be defined.   However, all TCPs must provide st least 
the Interface specified below to guarantee that all TCP Implementations 
ran support the asms protocol hierarchy. 

8.2.1   Service request primitives.   A single service request primitive Is 
required from the network protocol, NET_SEND. 

8.2.1.1   NET SEND.   The NETJSEND primitive contains complete control infor- 
mation for each unit of data to be delivered.   TCP passes in s NETJSEND st 
lesst the following Information: 

••    iSSISS nddreas * address of TCP sending data. 

b.    destination address - address of the TCP to receive data. 

c*    protocol * identifier assigned to recipient TCP. 

**    Ü1S SL »«rvlcc indicators - relative transmission quality 
st socle ted with unit of data. 

- precedence - one of eight levela:    (PO, PI, P2, P3, P4, P5, 
P6, P7) where PO <• PI <• P2 <• P3 <• P* <• P5 <• P6 <• P7. 

- reliability one of two levels: (RO, *l) where tO • normal 
reliability and Ri • high reliability. 

- delay - one of two levela: (DO, Dl) where DO • normal delay 
and Dl • low delay. 
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-   throughput - out of two lavala:    (TO, TO whara TO • aoraal 
throughput and Ti • high throughput. 

«•    Idantlflar - valua distinguishing this portion of data fro« 
othtxi »tat by thla UUP. 

'•    telS SafflgaS Indicator - /lag showing whathar tha nntwork 
protocol can fragaant data to accomplish dallvary. 

••   tlaa to llva - valua In aacondt Indicating «axlaua lifatlna of 
data within tha network. 

*•    <Uta ltngth - langth of data balng traasalttad. 

1«   option data - options raquastad by TCP fro« thoaa aupportod by 
aacwork protocol Including at ltast aacurlty It balling,    (Tha 
Xntarnat Protocol aupporta aacurlty iabalilng, aourea routing, 
ratura routing, ntraa* identification, and tlaaataBplng.) 

j.   data - praaant «ban data langth la graattr than saro. 

8.2.2   iarvica raaaonaa »rladtlvaa.   A aingla aarvlca rasponat prlaltiva, 
OttlVE», la raqulrad of tha nntwork"dallw»ry aarvlca. 

8.2.2.1   gT WtlVEK*   Tha NET DClim prlaltiva contain« tha data paaaad 
by a aourea TCP in a «T SEWD, aTong with addraaalng, quality of aarvlca, 
and option information» "VCP racaiva* la a KTJftLXVet at laaat tha following 
laforaatlont 

••   aourea addraaa   - addraaa of sanding TCP. 

b.   dsstlnatl*a addrass - addraaa of tha raclplant TCP. 

e.    protocol • ldantiflar aaalgnad to TCP aa auppllad by tha 
sanding TCP. 

d.    tvaa of aarvlca ladlcatora * ralatlva tranasiaalon quality 
aaaoclatad with unit of data. 

* pracadanca - ana of aight lavala t (PO. PI, P2, P), P*. P3, 
M, PT) whara PO <• Pi <• P2 <• K <• P4 <• PS <• Pa <• P*. 

- rallabllity - ona of two lavala: (10, t!) whara 10 • aoraal 
raUablUty aa! ti • high rallabtUty. 

- dtUy - ona of two lavala:    (00,   Di) whara 00 • aoraal 
dalay and Oi • low dalay* 

• throughput - OM of two lavala:    (TO, Ti) whara TO • normal 
throughput and Ti • high throughput. 
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••    dote length - length of received data (possibly sero). 

*•   SEÜSS iSSfi " op**01* requested by source TCP as supported by 
tht network Including at laaat security labt 1Uof •    (Tht lottr- 
net Protocol supports aacurlty labtHing, aourct routing» 
raturn routing, •trete ldtntiflcatlon, and tlutttenplng 
options«) 

g.   data - praaant whan data langth la graatar than aaro. 

••2.2.1.1   WET DELIVtt error reports.    In addition, a NBT^PCLXVElt «ay con- 
tain arror report • fron tht network protocol either together with pa rant tars 
and data listed above, or, independently of that intonation.   The detalla 
of tht error reports are network dependent. 

$.3   Intended atatt machine specification of serrices roculrod from lower 
layer.   Tht extended atate nechine in thla at «ion ds fines the behavior of 
the entira network protocol service nachine fron the perspective of TCP. 
This eervlee nachlne la modelled aa a "black hex" etwee Internal actions ere 
hidden fron the TCPs using the network protocol'» aervlcea.   The TCP-pair 
provldea stinull, in the fern of service requeata, and receives the result log 
network protocol reactions, in the tore of eervlee responses.   An abatract 
nechine Jef 1 nit Ion is conposed of a nechine ldtntif iar, a state dt agree, a 
atatt vector, e set of dete structures, an event list, and an eventa and 
actions correspondence. 

8,3.1   Hochloo InatsnUstloo identifier.   Sech upper lnterfece stete nachint 
le uniquely identified by tht four Internetion prlnitlve peteastern 

a. aeurce eddrest 
b. destlnetion address 
c. protocol 
d. idsntlfler 

One ststt nechine inttence exists for the hTTMKD and «TJfctim prlnltlves 
whose paraeeters carry the »set values, 

••5*2   ttstt dleiren.   The upper lnterfece ststt nachlne haa a aingle etets 
which never changes.   Ho dlagree is needed. 

••*•*   ttete "octor.   The upper lnterfece atate nechine haa a single stete 
which never changes.   no stete vector Is eeeded. 

•*5*4   »eta etmcturoo.    Per clarity le the events end ectlons aectloe, 
nets structure«* eie declared for the internetloe prinitivet end their par 
tars.    A sehest of ADA date constructs, cannon to nest high level langueges 
le need,   uewever, e dete structure nay be perttelly typed or cenpletely 
untyped where specific fernste or dsts types ere Inplenentstlon dependent. 
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8.3.4.1    To NET. The to NET structure holds the Interface parameters and 
dataaesöciätad with the NETJSEND primitive specified above.    This structure 
directly corresponds to the ToJJET structure declared in paragraph 9.4.4.4 of 
the mechanism definition.    TtwTtoJIBT structure is declared as: 

type toJIET_type is 
record 

source_addr 
destin7tion_addr 
protocol 
type_of jiervice ^s 

record 
precedence 
reliability 
delay 
throughput 

end record; 
identifier 
timejtoJLive 
dont~"fragment 
lengTh 
data 
options 

end record; 

8.3.4.2   From WET.    The from NET structure holds interface parameters and 
data associated with the NET D&IVBR primitive, as specified in paragraph 
8.2.2.   This structure direcTly corresponds to the fromJIET structure declared 
in paragraph 9.4.4,5 of the mechanism definition.   The fromJIET structure is 
declared as: 

type fromJJET_type U 
record "" 

source_addr 
destination jmtdr 
protocol 
typejof_service .is 

record 
precedence 
reliability 
delay 
throughput 

end record; 
length 
data 
opt lent 
error 

end record; 
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8.3.5 Event list.    The events are drawn from the interaction primitives 
specified in Section 8.2. An event is composed of a service request primitive 
and an abstract tlaestaap to indicate the time of event initiation.    The event 
list is as follows: 

a. NET_SEND(  toJJET ) at time t. 

b. NULL - Although no service request is Issued by TCP, certain con- 
ditions within network layer or lower layers produce a service 
response.    These conditions can include duplication of data and 
subnet errors. 

8.3.6 Events and actions.    The following section defines the s*t of pos- 
sible actions elicited by each event. 

8.3.6.1   EVENT ■ NET SEND (to NET) at time t.    Actions: 

a.    NET_DELIVER fromJJET at time t+N to TCP at destination to_NET. 
destinationjaddr""with all of the following properties: 

- The time elapsed during data transmission satisfies the 
time-to-live limit, I.e. N <■ toJIET. timej:o_iive. 

- The quality of data transmission is at least equal tr> the 
relative levels specified by to_NET.type_of_service. 

- if (to_NET.dont_fragment ■ TRUE) then network layer fragmen- 
tation has not occurred in transit. 

- if (toJIET.opt ions Includes loose source routing) then 
from NET.data has visited in transit at least the gateways 
named by the source provided by NET_SEND. 

- if (to NET,options Includes strict source routing) then 
fromjCT.data has visited in transit only the gateways 
named' by source route provided by NET_SEND. 

- if (toJIET.options includes record routing) then the list 
of node's visitsd In transit Is delivered In fromJNET. 

- If (toJIET.options includes security labelling) then the 
security label Is delivered In fromJIET. 

- If (toJIET.options Includes stream identifier) then the 
streasTidentlfier Is delivered In from_HET. 

"    *' (toJIET.options Includes internet tlmestamp) then th« 
Internet times tamp is delivered In from NET. 
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OR, 

b. NETJ)ELIVER to TCP source to_NET.source_addr indicating one of 
the following error conditions: 

- destination to_NET.destlnaticn_addr unreachable 

- protocol to_NET.protocol unreachable 

- if (toJIET.dontjfragment • TRUE) then fragmentation needed 
but prohibited ~ 

- if  (to_NET.options contains any option) then parameter prob- 
lem with option. 

OR, 
c. no action 

8.3,6.2   EVENT ■ HULL.    Actions: 

a,    NETJJELIVER to TCP at source toJIET.sourcejiddr indicating the 
following error condition: 

OR, 

-   error conditions in network or lower layers 

b.    HETJÄLIVER fromJJET at tine t*N to TCP at destination to_NET. 
des?lnatlon_addr"vith all of the following properties: 

- The time elapsed during data transmission satisfies the 
time-to-live limit, i.e. N <• fromJIET. time_to_live. 

- The quality of data transmission is at least equal to the 
relative levels spc-ified by fromJIET. type_of_ser vice. 

- if (fromJIET. dontjfragment ■ TRUE) then network layer frag- 
mentation has not"~occurred in transit. 

- if (fromJIET. opt ions Includes loose source routing) then 
toJIET.data has visited in transit at least the gateways 
named by the source provided by NET_SEND. 

- If (fromJIET.options Includes strict source routing) then 
toJIET.data has visited In transit only the gateways named 
by source route provided by NETjSEND. 

- if (fromJIET« opt ions includes record routing) then the list 
of nodes~visited in transit is delivered In toJIET. 

- If (fromJIET.opt ions Includes security labelling) then the 
security~label is delivered in toJTCT* 
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If  (froaJJET.options Includes stream Identifier) then the 
stress identifier is delivered in toJJET. 

if (from_NET. options includes internet timestamp) then the 
internet timestsnp is delivered in to NET. 
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9. TCP ENTITY SPECIFICATION 

9.1 Goal.    The goal of  this section Is to define the mechanisms of each 
TCP entity supporting the services provided by the TCP service machine.    The 
first subsection motivates the specific mechanisms chosen and discusses 
the underlying philosophy of those choices.    The second subsection defines 
the format and use of the TCP segment header fields.    The last subsection 
specifies an extended state machine representation of the TCP entity. 

9.2 Overview of TCP mechanisms.    The TCP mechanisms are motivated by TCP 
services, described in Section 5: 

at multiplexing service 
b. connection management services 
c. dsta transport service 
d. error reporting service 

9.2.1 Service support.    Each service could be supported by any of several 
mechanisms.   The selection of mechanisms is guided by design standards includ- 
ing simplicity, generality, flexibility, and efficiency.    The mechanism 
descriptions Identify the service or services supported and explain how the 
mechanisms work.    This overview begins with an introduction to some basic 
terminology used throughout the TCP entity mechanisms discussions«    The 
mechanisms present in a TCP entity are: 

a. flow control windows 
b* duplicate and out-of-order data detection 
c. positive acknowledgments with retransmission 
d. checksum 
e. push 
f* urgent 
g. ULP timeout 
h. ULP_timeout action 
1. security an? precedence 
j. security ranges 
k. multi-addressing 
1. passive and active open reqt«»?s 
m. three-way handshake for SYN exchange 
n. open request matching 
n. three-way handshake for FIN exchange 
p. resets 

9.2.2 Background and terminology.    This section presents the terminology 
used in the mechanism descriptions.   The concept of sequence numbers and 
sequence space, the variables maintained in a state vector (defined in para- 
graph 9.4.4.1) and segment header fields (defined In Section 9.3) are intro- 
duced.    Also presented Is a list of the states within the TCP state machine 
(defined in Section 9.4). 

9.2.2.1   Sequence numbers.    A fundamental notion in the design of the TCP 
entity Is that every octet of data sent over a connection has a sequence 
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number.    These sequence numbers are used by several mechanisms  (data ordering, 
duplicate detection,  positive acknowledgment with retransmission, and flow 
control windows) to provide reliable, ordered data transfer.    The sequence 
number carried in a TCP header is a four octet value designating the sequence 
number of the first octet of data In the segment.    Each successive data octet 
is numbered sequentially.    Thus, each segment is bound to as many consecutive 
sequence numbers as there are octets of data in the segment. 

9.2,2.1.1    Numbering scheme.    The numbering scheme is extended to include 
certain control Information as well.    This is achieved by implicitly Including 
some control flags in the sequence space so they can be reliably transmitted 
without confusion (i.e., one and only one copy of the control will be acted 
upon).    Control Information is not physically carried In the segment data 
space.    Consequently, we must adopt rules for implicitly assigning sequence 
numbers to control.    The "SYN" and "FIN" flags are the only controls requir- 
ing this protection.    These controls are used only at connection opening and 
closing.    For sequence number purposes, the "SYN" is considered to occur 
before the first actual data octet of the segment In which It occurs.    When 
a "5YN" is present then SEG.SEQ Is the sequence number of the MSYN.H   The 
FIN is considered to occur after the last actual data octet in a segment in 
which it occurs.    The segment length (LENGTH) Includes both data and sequence 
space occupying controls.    It Is essential to remember that the actual sequence 
number space, ranging from 0 to 2**32-1, is finite though very large.    Because 
the space Is finite, all arithmetic dealing with sequence numbers must be 
performed modulo 2**32.    This unsigned arithmetic preserves the relationship 
of sequence numbers as they wrap around from 2**32-1 to 0 again. 

9.2.2.2   Connection sequence variables.    To maintain a connection, a TCP 
entity records and updates connection status information in a state vector« 
(This is also called a Transmission Control Block, or TCB.) Among the status 
information stored in the state vector are sequence variables describing 
the data exchange over the connection.    A connection carries data In two 
directions, end so each TCP entity maintains sequence varieties for both the 
data it sends and the data It receives. 

9.2.2.2.1    Send variables.    Send variables are used to track the status of 
the send data stream with regard to acknowledgments, urgent data, purhed data, 
window size and position, and the initial sequence number.    This list Is a 
subset of the complete list of all send variables appearing in the state 
vector definition, paragraph 9.4.3. 

a. SEND_NEXT - send next, the sequence number of  the next octet 
of data to h<? sent. 

b. SENDJJNA - send unacknowledged, all octets up to but not 
Including this sequence number have been acknowledged. 

c. SEND_WNDW - send window, the number of data octets currently 
allowed to be sent relativ« to SEKBJUKA. 

d. SENDJÜRG - send urgent  point, the sequence number of  the last 
octeT of urgent data. 
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t.    SEND PUSH - lend push point, the sequence number of the lest 
octeT of pushed decs. 

f, SEND LASTUP1 - last window update one, the sequence number 
cerrled by the incoming segment used for lest window update, 

g. SEND LASTUP2 - Ust window update two, the acknowledgment number 
carried by the Incoming segment used for last window update. 

h.    SEND ISN   - initial send sequence number, the sequence number 
of t¥e SYN sent on this connection. 

These names correspond to the state vector elements defined in peragraph 9.*.3. 

9.2.2.2.2    Send sequence space.    If the space of send sequence numbers Is 
pictured a. a «iimber Une, the following diagram shows the relationships among 
some of the variables defined above. 

1 

SENDJJNA SENDJIEXT SEND UNA 
♦ SEND WNDW 

1 - old sequence numbers which have been acknowledged 
2 - sequence numbers of sent but as yet unacknowledged data 
3 - sequence numbers allowed for new data transmission 

(i.e. the unused send window) 
4 - future sequence numbers which are not yet allowed 

9.2.2.2.3   Receive variables.    The receive variable, track the ™'« *" 
stream In regard to acknowledgments, urgent data, pushed data, window slse 
andjosltion; and initial sequence number.   These variables are a subset of 
the state vector elements defined in paragraph 9.A.3. 

a. KECV NEXT - receive next, the sequence number of the next 
data"octet to be received. 

b. RECV WNDW - the number of data octets that can currently be 
received starting from RECVJJEXT. 

c. RECVJJRG - receive urgent point, the sequence number of the 
last~octet of urgsnt data. 

d. RECV_PUSH - receive push point, the sequence number of the 
iast~octet of pushed data. 

e. RECV ISN - initial receive sequence number, the sequence 
number of the SYN received from the remote TCP. 
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9.2.2.2.4    Rtcelve sequence space.    If the «pace of receive sequence numbers 
Is pictured et e number line, the following diagram ehovs the relationships 
among some of the variable! defined above. 

1 2 3 

RECV NEXT RECV NEXT 
+ REcvjnrow 

1 - old sequence numbers which have already been accepted 
2 - sequence numbers allowed to be received 

(i.e., the receive window) 
3 - future sequence numbers not yet allowed 

9.2.2.3 Current segment variables.   TCP entitles communicate in units of 
exchange called segmtnts.   A segment is made up of a header, containing 
addressing snd control Information, end s text area, containing a portion of 
the send or receive   data atreams.    A formal definition of the segment header 
format appear» in Paragraph 9.3.   The following header fields and related values 
are used In the mechenism descriptions. 

a. SEG.SEQ segment sequence number, the sequence number carried in 
the segment header.    It may number the first octet of carried 
data, number a sequence control flag, or (In an empty segment) 
Indicate the next octet to be sent. 

b. SEG.ACK - segment acknowledgment number, the acknowledgment 
from the sending TCP.   That is, the next sequence number 
expected from the receiving TCP. 

c. SBC.WNDW • segment window, the current number of octets that 
the sending TCP will accept as counted from SEC.ACK, 

d. SEC.URCPTH - segment urgent pointer, the number of data octets 
remaining before the end of the urgent data, as counted from 
SEG.SEQ. 

e. LENGTH - segment length, number of octets of header and text 
carried In the segment. This value is supplied as a servlee 
response parameter. 

9.2.2.4 Connection ststes.    A TCP connection progresees through three 
phases: opening (or synchronIsstion), maintenance, end closing.   The three 
phases are broken down further into states which represent slgnlflcsnt etaget 
in the handshake «echenU«* of connection opening and closing.   These ststes 
correspond to the vsluet assumed by the primary element of the atate vector 
structure, av.ststc.    The TCP entity ststes are: 
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e*    LISTEN - after e passive open request fro« the local ULP, 
represent■ waiting for a connection request fron a remote TCP 
(In the form of a SYN segment). 

b*   SYNJSENT * after an active open request fro« the local ULP 
andMiaving sent an open request (i.e., a SYN)» represents 
waiting for a matching connection open request (i.e., another 
SYN) fron the remote TCP* 

c. SYNJtECEIVED - represents waiting for a confirming connection 
request acknowledgment (i.e.» the ACK of the SYN) after having 
both received and sent connection requests« 

d. ESTABLISHED - represents an open connection on which data can 
be passed between ULPs In both directions* 

e. FINJJAIT1 - after a close service request from the local ULP, 
represents waiting for either a close request (in the form 
of a TIN segment) from the remote TCP, or an acknowledgment 
of the elose request already seat (i.e., an ACK of the PIN). 
Data received from remote TCP is delivered to the local ULP. 

f* PINJIAIT2 - represents waiting for a connection termination 
request (i.e., a PIN) from the remote TCP*   Data received 
from remote TCP is delivered to the local ULP* 

I- 

h. 

1. 

CLOSEJIAIT - represent»   having received a connection dote 
request (i.e., a PIN) from the remote TCP and waiting for a 
connection elose   request   from the local ULP*   Data sent by 
the local ULP is sent to the remote TCP* 

LAST_ACK - represents having both sent and received a con* 
nectTon close request, heving acknowledged the remote close 
request, and waiting for the last acknowledgment from the 
remote TCP* 

CLOSING - represents waiting for the acknowledgment of a con- 
nection cloae request (i.e., an ACK of the PIN) fro« the remote 
TCP* 

J.   TIME JIAIT - represents waiting for enough time to pess to 
ensure the remote TCP has received the acknowledgment of its 
connection close request* 

k.    CLOSED - repreeente no connection* 

The full definition of the TCP stetes, events, and processing appears in 
Section 9.4. 

9.2*3   Plow control window*    TCP provides a flow control mschenls«, celled 
e window, to enable a receiving TCP entity to govern the emount of data 
transmitted by e sending TCP entity.    A window is en "absolute" flow control 
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technique*    Absolute flow control defines en interval of sequence numbers 
corresponding to the amount of data an entity is willing to accept.    This 
technique prevents ambiguity Introduced by duplicate segments because per- 
mission to transmit is specified as a specific range of sequence numbers 
rather than an incremental value.    The receiving TCP maintains the amount of 
data allowed for acceptance in the receive variable RECVJJNDW,    This value 
is bound to the receive sequence space fctglnning at RECVJfEXT, the next 
expected data octet.    A TCP entity communicates its current receive window 
to the remote TCP by placing the window in each outbound segment header in 
the following msnner.    The window field of the segment header, SEG.WINDOW, 
is a positive integer value expressing the number of acceptable data octets. 
The acknowledgment number in the segment header, SEG.ACK, associates that 
quantity to the receive sequence space*   Thus, the receive window starts with 
SEG.ACK end continues through the number of octets indicated by SEC.WINDOW. 
As each incoming segment is validated by sequence number and acknowledgment 
(Sections 9.2.3 and 9.2.4), the TCP entity records the window else in the 
send variable, SENDJTODW. 

9.2.3.1 Shrinking windows.   A TCP entity Is strongly discouraged from 
"shrinking" its receive window.    A window is said to shrink when a TCP 
entity advertises a large window and subsequently advertises a smaller one 
without having eccepted the difference in data.    Such behavior complicates 
the send data algorithms of the peer entity.    For example, a sending TCP 
may act upon a large window allocation by sending all of the advertised 
amount.   When the window shrinks, data already sent becomes outside the 
window.   The sender must either set back the send variables and remove 
dats from the retransmission queue to "unsend" the data, or else ignore 
the smaller window.   The robustness principle mandates that although 
a TCP entity does not shrink its own reeelve window, it will be prepared 
for such behavior by other entitles. 

9.2.3.2 Zero windows.   Windows can close, that is become sero in length, 
when a receiving TCP has no more room to receive data, either because 
the UU has stopped accepting or because system resources have been 
temporarily exhausted.    In this situation, the sending TCP normally would 
not send data.   And, if no data is generated by the other ULF, the sending 
entity will receive no new window updates.   Without special mechanisms, 
sero windows could hslt data transfer.   With a sero send window, a sending 
TCP must be prepared to eccept from the local and send to the remote TCP st 
least one octet of new data.   Also, a sending TCP must trsnsmlt segments et 
regular intervals into the sero window in order to guarantee that the re- 
opening of the receive window will be reliably reported.   The recommended 
transmission Interval in this situation is two minutes.   With s sero receive 
window, a TCP entity receiving e segment with data must still send an acknowl- 
edgment showing its next expected sequence number and current window even 
though it does not accept the data.    If the receiving TCP emits en empty ACK 
segment when opening its receive window, It may retjme receiving data more 
quickly.    Even with a sero receive window, a TCP must process the ACK, KST, 
end UxG fields of all acceptable Incoming segments. 
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9.2.3.3   Window updates with ono-wsy dsta flow.    In a connection with data 
flowing primarily In on« direction, the window Information will be carried 
In segments marked with the same sequence number.    If such segments arrive 
out-of-order, they cannot be reordered.   This situation Is not serious, but 
It does allow the window information to occasionally be based on old reports 
from the receiver.   A strategy to avoid this problem Is to check both the 
sequence number and the acknowledgment number when deciding to update the 
send window.   That is, use the window Information from segments carrying 
either a higher sequence number than previously seen, or the same sequence 
number and the highest acknowledgment   number.   The highest sequence number 
of an Incoming segment used for a window update Is recorded In the send 
variable SEHT) LASTUPI s the highest acknowledgment number In SENDJLASTUP2. 

_ _______     A TCP entity* s method of managing 
Its window has significant Influence on performance.   The following sections 

9.2.3.4   Window managt 

discuss certain window management policies snd their effects. 

9.2.3.4.1 window site vs. actual capacity. In general, advertised window 
else Is based on the amount of available receive storage. Although Indicating 
Urge windows encourages transmissions, false window promises can degrade per- 
formance. If the window Is larfer than actual storage capacity, more data may 
arrive than can be accepted. The excess data Is discarded, causing Its retrans- 
mission, adding unnecessarily to the load on the communications system and the 
sending TCP. 

9.2.3.4.2 Small windows.    Allocating very small windows causes data to be 
transmitted in meny small segments.   Better performance may be achieved using 
fewer Urge segments.    In general, if both sending and receiving window manage- 
ment algorithms actively attempt to combine small window allocations Into 
Urger windows, the tendency toward small segments can be avoided.   One 
suggestion to avoid small windows is for a receiving TCP to defer updating 
a window until an allocation is at least X percent of the maximum allocation 
posslbU for the connection (where X might be 20 to 40).   Thus, the TCP could 
send an ACK when a segment arrives (without updating the window information), 
and Uter send another ACT with the Urger window.   Another suggestion is 
for the sending TCP to avoid sending small segments by welting until the 
window is "Urge* before sending data.    (Note that acknowledgments should 
not be deUyed or unneceesary retransmissions will result.) 

9.2.4   Duplicate and out-of-order data detection.   The network protocol 
lsyer may duplicate or chenge the order of segments submitted by TCP for 
transmission.   To compensate, s TCP eutity uses sequence numbers to detect 
out-of-order and duplicate segments.   Duplicate segments are discarded. 
Segments arriving out of order may, depending on implementation choices, be 
either discarded or saved for subsequent processing.   The duplleste dstectlon 
and sequencing algorithms rely on the unique binding of segment dsts to 
sequence space.   The algorithm* are based on the assumption that all 2**32 
sequence number values are nox cycled through before the sag*"" «*u bound 
to those sequence numbers has been delivered and acknowledged by the receiver 
end all duplicate copies of the segments have •drained* from the Internet. 
Without such an assumption, two distinct TCP segments could conceivably be 
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assigr^ ta* same or overlapping sequence maters, causing confusion at the 
recover c«*    to   which data Is new and which is old«    A tending TCP entity 
keeps tri*-K c     the sequence number of the next data octet to tend in the 
variable SLNfM:tXT.    In each outgoing segment» the entity records the 
sequence number or   i>- first data octet in the segment header field, SEG.SEQ, 
and advances SENT_NL\. by the total amount of data carried in the segment. 
A receiving TCP entity keeps treck of the sequence .timber of the next data 
octet expected in the variable RECV_KEXT.    That value and the variable RECV_ 
VKDW represent the receive window, or interval of acceptable data octets. 
This Interval Is compared against incoming segment sequence numbers to 
determine their "acceptability." 

9.2.4.1    Incoming and unaccepteble segments*    An incoming segment is defined 
to be acceptable if any error-free data it carries falls within the receive 
window.    If the segment does not carry data, the segment sequence number must 
fall within the receive window«    When the receive window is tero, a segment 
is accepteble If its sequence number equals the next expected sequence number, 
RbCVjTCXT.    The processing of unacceptable segments is discussed in 9,2.3. 

9.2.4.1.1 "In order" date acceptance.   The control information, including 
valid acknowledgment, window and urgent information, must be u*cd from every 
accept Able segment.    However, the policy for taking (i.e., adding to the 
receive queue) the data of an acceptable segment can be approached In two 
ways.    The first approach takes only in-order data«   That is, only data 
octets with sequence numbers stertlng et RECV.NEXT and continuing through to 
either the end of the segment or the end of the receive window (whichever la 
shorter) are taken.    The data octets of acceptable segments with sequence 
numbers stertlng beyond RECV.NEXT arc not taken«   This "in-order" approach 
allows immediate acknowledgment and delivery to the ÜLP. 

9.2.4.1.2 "In window" data acceptance.   The second approach, called "in- 
wlndow" data acceptance, take* eny data fallin« within the receive window.    If 
the data is not contiguous with previously received data, It la saved for pro- 
cessing until the Intervening data arrives.   Thus, acknowledgment and delivery 
will be delayed until a contiguous interval of date arrives. 

9.2.3   Positive acknowledgment with retransmission.   Another mechanism 
compensating for network protocol behavior is positive acknowledgment with 
retransmission.    This mechanism replaces data lost or damaged In transit 
through the use of sequence numbers and acknowledgments.    The basic strategy 
with PAR is for a sending TCP to retrensmit a segment at timed intervals until 
a positive acknowltdgeent  Is returned.    The mechanism requirements for segment 
retrsnsmlsslon, acknowledgment acceptance, transmission intervals, and sequence 
variable manipulation are descrtbed below.   The PAR strstegy requires TCP to 
keep copies of all segments in order on s "retransmission queue.*   As each 
segment  it sent, e segment copy Is plsced on the end of  the queue.    The re* 
transmission queue holds the date octets whose sequence numbers begin with 
SEND UNA, the oldest unecknowledfid sequence number, and ends with SEND KEXT, 
the next octet  to be sent.    When all sent data has been ecknowledged, SENDJJMA 
equals SEKttjrtXT, end the retransmission queue is empty.    When data la placed 
on the retransmission queue, s timer is set  for the interval expected to 
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tlaps« btfort let acknowlegment returnt.    When a segment or an acknowledgment 
U loft, the retransmission timer will expire and the TCP will retransmit the 
unacknowledged data.    If the original segsent was lost or discarded due to 
damage, the retransmitted segment Is accepted as the original at the receiving 
TCP.    If the acknowledgment was loot, the receiving TCP discards the retrans- 
mitted segment as a duplicate, but resends its acknowle4?Mnt. 

9.2.3.1 Acknowledgment generation.    Every TCP segment, ixcluding an inititl 
SYN segment, must carry an acknowledgment indicating curre.it receive variable 
information.    Acknowledgments are carried in the TCP segment header in a 
four octet field designating the sequence number of the next expected data 
octet.    The acknowledgement mechanism is cumulative so that an ACK of sequence 
number X indicates that all octets up to but not including X have been received. 
Thus, a TCP entity sets the ACK field of each outgoing segment  to the value 
of RECVJIEXT, implicitly stating that it has successfully received every 
data octet up to that sequence number.    An acknowledgment does not guarantee 
that data has been delivered to the ULPt but only that the destination TCP 
has taken the responsibility to do so. 

9.2.5.2 ACK validation    Incoming acknowledgments are compared with the 
•end variables to determine their •acceptebtlity."   An 'acceptable ACK" is 
one for which the inequality holde:    SENDJINA -< SEC.ACK -< SEND NEXT.    In 
other words, the acknowledgment refers to~data equal to or beyond that already 
acknowledged, and yet does not exceed the sequence number of data yet to be 
sent.    If SEC.ACK < SEND UNA, it is en old ACK end is unacceptable.    If 
SEC.ACK > SEND NEXT, it acknowledges data not yet sent, end so is unacceptable. 
When an acceptable ACK equals SENDJMA, no new data is acknowledged but new 
window information may be present.'" When an acceptable ACK is greater than 
SENDJJNA, it becomes the nrr value for SENDJUNA. 

9.2.5.3 KetrsnsmissIon queue removals.    Acknowledgments are not only used 
to update SENDJWDW and SEND UNA, they ere also processed with .espect to 
the retransmisTion queue.    When an ACK srrives fully eeknow'edging a segment 
on the retransmission queue, the segment copy is removed from the queue.    An 
ACK is said to fully acknowledge a segment copy on the retransmission queue 
if the sum of the segment copy's sequence number end length is less than or 
equal to the acknowledgment  number of  the incoming segment. 

9.2.5.4 Ketransmlsslon strategies.    A TCP Implementation may employ one 
of several retransmission strategies. 

a. First-onlv retransmission - The TCP entity maintetns one 
retransmission timer for the entire queue.    Vhen the retrans- 
mission timer expires, it sends the segment (or a segments 
worth of date) at the front of the retransmission queue and 
resets th« timer. 

b. »steh retrsnsmitaion - The TCP entity maintain» on« retrans- 
mission timer  for the entire queue.    When th« retransmission 
timer enplres, it  sends all the segment« on the  retrsn#al««Un 
c)ueue end resets th* timer. 
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c*    Individual retransmission - Tht TCP entity maintains ont timer 
for ttch segment on tht retransmission queue.    At the tiumrs 
txpirt, tht segments art retransmitted individually and 
thtlr tintrt rtttt. 

A brltf ditcuttlon of retrensmlsslon ttrtttgy tradt-offt and thtir rtlatlonthip 
to tht acctpttnet policy apptart in Appendix A» 

9.2.3.3   Retransmission timeouts.    Tht valut of tht rttrantaittloo tintr 
ean htvt a Urge tf ft et on tht psrformence of both tht connection and 
the network.    A timeout lnttrval that it too short rasults in unntetssary 
retransmissions, wasting both TCP procttslng tint and network resources, 
vhllt ont that is too long rtsultt in poor throughput and poor rtsponst 
tisn for tht ULP.    Ideally» tht rttransmission lnttrval should equal exactly 
tht tin« required for a atgntnt to trsvtrst tht nttwork to its destination, 
bt proctsstd, and its ACK to trsvtrst tht nttwork back to tht sourct.   This 
sun is calitd tht Round Trip Tin« (*TT) (stt Apptndix 1)«    stellstleally» 
however, this valut Is rsrtly known or constent.    Insttsd, an approximation 
of this sun can bt dynamically cosputed during tht lifetime of a conntetlon. 

9.2.6 Checksum.   Tht checksum mmehenlem supports error-free data transfer 
atrvlct by t nab ling dtttctlon of ttgatntt damaged in transit*   A chtcksu« 
valut is confuted for ttch outbound segment snd plactd in tht bandar's 
ehtcksun fitld.    Similarly, tht checksum of ttch incoming stgntnt is conputtd 
tnd compared against tht valut of tht header's ehtcksun) fitld.    tf tht valuta 
do not natch, tht Incoming stgntnt is discsrdtd without being ecknowledftd. 
Hence, s damagtd stgntnt spptart tht tans as s lost stgntnt and is eompeo- 
tttad for by tht FAR nechenlsm.   TCP uatt a •ImpIt one's conpltnmnt algorithm 
which cov«rs tht stgntnt header» tht stgntnt data, and a 'pseudo hatder." 
Tht pseudo header is made up of tht source address» tht dattlnttloo address, 
TCP's protocol idtntlfitr, tnd tht length of tht TCP stgntnt (excluding tht 
pstudo header).    By including tht mxtrt pstudo htadtr Information in tht 
ehtcksun, TCP prottcts itttlf from misdelivery by tht network protocol«   Tht 
ehtcksun algorithm Is tht 16-blt one's compltmtnt of the one's complement sum 
of ell 16-blt words In the pseudo header, segment header, and the stgntnt 
cent,    tf t atgntnt contains an odd number of octets, the last octet is padded 
on the right with terot to for« a 16-bit word for checksum purposes.   While 
computing the checksum, the checksum field Itself is replaced with terot. 

9.2.7 Push.   The date that flows on t conntetlon is conceptually a stream 
of octets.    A tending TCP it allowed to collect data from the sending tfL? 
and to tegmtnt tnd tend the matt tt its own convenience.   Tht sending ULP 
has no vi)  >f knowing if the data has beta sent or is retained by the iocii 
TCP or remote TCP while welting for a more auitable segment or delivery 
site.   This mechanism eneblet s ULP to push dsts through both the local and 
remote TCP entitles.    When "push" flag is set in a SCUD request, the sending 
TCP segments snd sends all internally erered date within flow control limits. 
Upon receipt of e pvthei segment, the receiving TCP must promptly deliver 
tht- pushed data tu ihm receiving ÜLP.    guccetsive mushes «ay not be preserved 
becaute two or more unite of putbed date «ay be joined into a tingle pushed 
unit by either the tending or receiving TCP.    Pushes sre not visible to the 
reee!*!ng ULP tnd ere not Intended to serve et a record boundary marker. 
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9.2.8 urgent.    TCP provides a means  to communicate to a receiving ULP 
that some point in the upcoming data stream has been marked urgent by the 
sending ULP.    Also, the receiving TCP can indicate when all the currently 
known urgent data has been delivered to the receiving ULP.    The objective 
of the TCP urgent mechanism is to enable the sending ULP to stimulate the 
receiving ULP to accept some urgent data.    TCP does not define what the ULP 
is required to do with the urgent state information, but the general notion 
is that the receiving ULP will take action to process the intervening data 
quickly.    The urgent mechanism permits a point in the data stream to be 
designated as the end of urgent information.    Whenever this point is in 
advance of the variable RECVJTCXT at the receiving TCP, that TCP must tell 
the ULP to go into "urgent mode;" when the receive sequence number catches 
up to the urgent pointer, the TCP must tell the ULP to go into "normal mode." 
If the point is updated while the ULP is in urgent mode, the update will be 
invisible to the ULP.    Note that urgent data cannot be delivered together 
with any non-urgent data that may follow.    The mechanism employs an urgent 
field which is carried in all segments transmitted.    The URG control flag 
indicates that the urgent field is meaningful.    The urgent field must be 
added to the segment sequence number to yield the sequence number of the 
last octet of urgent data.   The absence of this flag indicates that there 
is no urgent data outstanding.    To send an urgent indication the ULP must 
also send at least one data octet.    If the sending ULP also indicates a 
push, timely delivery of the urgent information to th« destination process 
is enhanced.    When an urgent indication appears in a Send service request 
but the send window does not allow data to be sent immediately, the TCP 
should send an empty ACK segment with the new urgent information* 

9.2.9 ULP timeout and ULP timeout action*    The timeout allows a ULP to 
stt up a timeout for all data submitted to the TCP entity.    If some data is 
not successfully delivered to the destination within the timeout period, the 
state of UlP_timeout action is checked.    If ULP_timeoutraction is 1, the TCP 
entity will Terminate* the connection.    If it is"0, the TCP entity informs 
the ULP that a timeout has occurred, and then resets the timer.    The timeout 
appears as an optional parameter in the open request and the send request. 
Upon receiving either an active open request, or a SYN segment after a 
passive request, the TCP entity must maintain a timer set  f">r the interval 
specified by the ULP.    As acknowledgments arrive from the remote TCP, the 
timer is cancelled and set again for the timeout interval.    *a parameters 
of the SEND request, timeout and tlmeoutraction can change Juring connection 
lifetime.    If the timeout is reduced below the age of data waiting to be 
acknowledged, the event dictated by ULP_timeoutraction will occur.    The 
implementor may choose to allow additional options when informing the ULP 
in case of a timeout;   for example, informing the ULP only on the first 
timeout. 

9-2*10    Security*    TCP makes use of  the Internet Protocol (IP) options  to 
provide security and precedence on a per connection basis«    The security 
and precedence parameters used in TCP are those defined in IP.    Throughout 
this TCP specification the term "security information" indicates the security 
parameters used in IP, including security level, compartment,  user group, 
and handling restrictions.    In order for a TCP connection to be estaDllshed, 
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the modules at each end of  the connection must agree on the security infor- 
mation and precedence to be associated with the connection.    During a passive 
open, the option exists to pass a security structure of compartments, user 
groups, and handling restrictions valid for that connection.    The implementa- 
tion of this data type is dependent on local security policy.    For each 
permutation, there exists a security-level range composed of a high and low 
link.    If only one security level is required, the high and low limits would 
be the same.    If no security structure is passed, the implementation dependent 
default structure is used.    When an active open request contains security 
parameters within the ranges specified by the passive open, a connection is 
established.    Those exact parameters are then used for the duration of the 
connection. 

9.2.11   Precedence level«    The precedence level of  the connection is negoti- 
ated through the exchange of lower bounds by each end during connection 
opening.    The higher of the two values is assigned to the connection.    If it 
is impossible for the end with the lower precedence to raise its level to 
the higher, or to get the security information to match the connection 
must be rejected.    The inability to match security information or precedence 
levels is indicated by the receipt of segments after the connection opening 
with the non-matching information.    The connection is then rejected by sending 
a reset.    In addition to sending a reset, the connection attempt with mis- 
matched security information may be reported or recorded in accordance with 
local standard opersting procedures.    After the connection is established, 
the TCP modules must mark outgoing segments with the agreed security informa- 
tion and precedence level.    Any incoming segment with security information 
or precedence level not exactly matching that  of the connection causes the 
termination of  the connection.    A reset i* sent to the remote TCP and the 
local ULP is informed of the error. 

9*2,12    Multiplexing.    TCP provides a set of addresses, called port identi- 
fiers, to allow for many ULPs within a single host to use TCP communication 
facilities simultaneously and to identify the separate data streams that a 
ULP may request.    Port  identifiers are selected independently by each TCP 
entity.    To provide unique addresses, TCP concatenates an internet^address^ 
identifying its internet location to a port identifier creating a "socket." 
Thus, sockets are unique throughout  the internetwork and a pair of sockets 
can uniquely identify each TCP connection.    A socket may participate in many 
connections to different  foreign sockets.    TCPs are free to associate ports 
with processes however they choose.    However, several basic concepts are 
necessary in any Implementation.    There are "well-known" sockets which s 
TCP entity Associates only with the "appropriate" ULP by some means.    Well- 
known sockets are a convenient mechanism for a priori associating a    socket 
address with a standard service.    For instance, the "Telnet-Server" process 
Is permanently assigned to a particular socket, and other sockets are reserved 
for File Transfer, Remote Job Entry, Text Generator, Echoer, and Sink processes 
(the last three being for test purposes).    A socket address might be reserved 
for access to a "Look-Up" service which would return the specific socket at 
which « newly treated service would be provided.    The concept of a well-known 
socket Is  part  of  the TCP specification,  but the assignment  of  sockets  to 
services  is outside  this specification. 
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9.2.13   Connection opening mechanisms.    Several mechanisms are used to 
establish connections between two TCP entities.    These mechanisms, including 
open requests, sequence number synchronisation, and initial sequence number 
generation, are discussed below, 

9.2.13.1   Connection open requests.    TCP provides a ULP with two ways of 
opening a connection, called passive open requests and active open requests. 
The open requests have certain parameters including the local socket and 
foreign socket naming the connection. 

9.2.13.1.1 Passive open request.    With a passive open request, the TCP 
entity assigns a state vector for the connection variables, returns a 
local connection name, and becomes "receptive" to connections with other 
ULPs.    The foreign socket parameter in a passive open request may be either 
fully specified or unspecified.    That is, when the foreign socket parameter 
is set to a specific socket value, only the ULP with that socket Identifier 
can be connected.    If the foreign socket is unspecified (denoted by all 
zeros) any ULP can be connected.    Such unspecified foreign sockets are 
allowed only on passive open requests.    A service ULP that wished to provide 
services for unknown other ULPs would Issue an unspecifed passive open 
request, supplying its own well-known socket for the local socket. 

9.2.13.1.2 Active open request.   With an active open request, the TCP 
entity not only assigns e state vector and a local connection name, but also 
actively initiates the connection by sending a SW segment.    A connection 
is initiated by the rendezvous of an arriving segment containing a SYN and a 
waiting state vector.    The matching of local and foreign sockets determines 
when a connection has been initiated.   There are two principal cases for 
matching the sockets in the local open requests to the foreign sockets in 
arriving SYN segment:!.    In the first case, the local open has fully specified 
the foreign socket so the match must be exact.    In the second case, the 
local passive open has left the foreign socket unspecified so any foreign 
socket is acceptable as long as the local sockets match.    Other possibilities, 
left up to the implementor, include partially restricted matches.    If there 
are severs! pending open requests with the same local socket, a foreign 
active open will be matched to a fully specified open, if one exists, before 
selecting an unspecified passive open. 

9.2.13.2   Three-way handshake.    The "three-way handshake" Is the mechanism 
used to establish a connection.   This procedure normally is initiated by one 
TCP and responded to by another TCP.   The proceaure also works if two TCPs 
simultaneously initiate the procedure.   When two ULPs wish to communicate, 
they issue open requests as described above, instructing their TCPs to 
initialise and synchronise the mechanism information on each side.    However, 
the potentially unreliable network layer can complicste the process of 
synchronisation.    Delayed or duplicate segments from previous connection 
attempts might be mistaken for new ones.    A handshake procedure with clock 
based sequence numbers is used In connection opening to reduce the possibility 
of such false connections. 
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9.2.13.2.1 Simplest handshake.    In the simplest handshake between an 
active open request and a passive oper  request, the TCP pair synchronizes 
sequence numbers by exchanging three segments.    The actively opened TCP 
entity emits a segment marked with a synchronise control flag, called a 
"SYN" segment, which Is matched at the receiving TCP e.itlty to the passive 
open request.    The receiving TCP entity emits Its own tfYN also carrying an 
acknowledgment of  the first SYN.    That segment  Is responded to with an 
acknowledgment»    Thus, a three segment exchange establishes the connection. 
When simultaneous active open requests Initiate the connection each TCP 
receives a SYN segment which carries no acknowledgment after It has tent a 
SYN.    Each respond with an acknowledging segment and a connection Is 
established In four exchanges.    Of course, the arrival of an old duplicate 
SYN segment can potentially make It appear, to the recipient, that a 
simultaneous connection Initiation is in progress.    Proper use of "rettet" 
segments will avoid ambiguity in these cases. 

9.2.13.2.2 Examples of connection Initiations.    Several examples of con- 
nection initiation follow.    Although these examples do not show connection 
synchronisation using data carrying segments, this is perfectly legitimate, 
so long as the receiving TCP does not deliver the data to the ULP until it 
is clear the data Is valid (i.e., the data must be buffered at the receiver 
until the connection reaches the ESTABLISHED state).    The three-way handshake 
reduces the possibility of false connections.    It is the Implementation of 
a trade-off between memory and messages to provide information for this 
checking.    The simplest three-way handshake is shown in the scenario in 
Section 4.    Other examples are shown below.    The figures should be Interpreted 
in the following way.    Each line is numbered for reference purposes.    Right 
arrows  («>)  indicate departure of a TCP segment  from TCP A to TCP B, or 
arrival of a segment at B from A.    Left arrows (<—) indicate the reverse. 
Ellipsis (...) Indicates a segment which is still in the network (delayed). 
An "XXX" indicates a segment which is lost or rejected«    Comments appear In 
parentheses.    TCP states represent the state AFTER the departure or arrival 
of the segment  (whose contents are shown in the center of each line)«    Segment 
contents are shown in abbreviated form, with sequence number« control flags, 
and ACK field.    Other fields such as window, addresses, lengths, and text 
have been left out  In the Interest of clarity. 

9.2.13.2.2.1    Simultaneous connection inlelation.    Simultaneous Initiation 
is only slightly more complex than a three-way handshake.    Each TCP cycles 
from CLOSED to SYN-SENT to SYN-RECEIVED to ESTABLISHED.    The principal reason 
for the three-way handshake is to prevent old duplicate connection inltlatloos 
from causing confusion.    To deal with this, a special control message, reset, 
Is used.    If the receiving TCP is in a nonsynchronUed state (l.e.t SYN-SENT, 
SYN-RECE1VED), It  returns to LISTEN on receiving an acceptable reset.    If 
the TCP is in one of  the synchronised states  (ESTABLISH©, FIN-*JAIT-1, 
FIN-WAIT-2. CLOSE-WAIT, CLOSING, LAST-AOC, TIME-WAIT), it aborts the con- 
nection and Informs its ULP.    This case is discussed under "half-open" 
connect Ions below. 
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TCP A TCP B 

1. CLOSED CLOSED 

2. SYN-SENT —> <SEQ-100XCTL-SYN> 

3. SYN-RECEIVED <~ <SEQ-300XCTL-SYN> <— SYN-SENT 

4# ...  <SEQ-100XCTL-SYN> — > SYN-RECEIVED 

5. SYN-RECEIVED —> <SEQ«100XACK-301XCTL«SYN,ACK> ... 

6. ESTABLISHED    <— <SEQ-300XACK-101XCTL-SYN,ACK> <— SYN-RECEIVED 

7. ... <SEQ-101XACK-301XCTL-ACK> —> ESTABLISHED 

9.2.13.2.2.2    Old duplicate SYN detection.    At a simple example of recovery 
from old duplicate«, collider the following figure.    At line 3, an old dupli- 
cate SYN arrivea at TCP B.    TCP B cannot tell that this it an old duplicate, 
to it reaponda normally (line 4).    TCP A detect« that the ACK field 1« incor- 
rect and return« a RST (re««t) with it« SEQ field «elected to make the «egment 
believable.   TCP B, on receiving the RST, return» to the LISTEN «täte.   When 
the original SYN finally arrive« at line 6, the «ynchroni««tion proceed« 
normally.    If the SYN at line 6 had arrived before the RST, a more complex 
exchange might have occurred with RST« «ent in both direction«. 

TCP A TCP 8 

1. CLOSED LI*TEN 

2. SYN-SENT        —> <SEQ»100XCTL-SYN> 

3. (duplicate) ...  <SEQ-90XCTL-SYN> — > SYN-RECEIVED 

4. SYN-SENT        <— <SEQ-30QXACK-9iXCTL-SYN,ACK> <— SYN-RECEIVED 

5. SYN-SENT       — > <SEQ-9iXCTL«RST> — > LISTEN 

6. ... <SEQ-100XCTL"SYN> — > SYN-RECEIVED 

7. SYN-SENT        <— <SEQ-400XACK-i01XCTL-SYN,ACK>    <— SYN-RECEIVED 

8. ESTABLISHED —>  <SEQ-101XACK-401XCTL-ACK> —> ESTABLISHED 

9.2.13.2.2.3   Half-open connection«.    An e«tabli«h«d connection 1« «aid 
to be -half-open" iff oat of  the TCP« ha« closed or aborted the connection 
at it« end without the knowledge of the other, or if the two end« of the 
connection h«v« become de«ynchronU«d owing to a cra«h that  resulted in 
loes of memory.    Such connection« will automatically become reset  If an 
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attempt  Is made to send data in either direction.    However, half-open con- 
nections are expected to be unusual, and the recovery procedure is somewhat 
involved«    If at site A the connection no longer exists, then an attempt by 
the ULP at site B to send any data on it will result in the site B TCP 
receiving a reset control message.    Such a message indicates to the site B 
TCP that something is wrong, and it is expected to abort the connection. 
Assume that two ULPs A and B are communicating with one another when a 
crash occurs causing loss of memory to A*s TCP.    Depending on the operating 
system supporting ULP A's TCP, It is likely that some error recovery mechanism 
exists.    When the TCP is up again, ULP A is likely to start again from the 
beginning or from a recovery point.    As a result, ULP A will probably try 
to OPEN the connection again or try to SEND on the connection it believes 
open.    In the latter case, it receives the error message "connection not 
open" from the local (ULP A's) TCP.    In an attempt to establish the con- 
nection, ULP A's TCP will send a segment containing SYN.    This scenario 
leads  to the example shown in figure 10.    After TCP A crashes, the ULP 
attempts to open the connection again.    TCP B, in the meantime, thinks the 
connection Is open.    When the SYN arrives at line 3, TCP B, being in a 

synchronized state, sees the incoming segment outside the window and responds 
with an acknowledgment indicating what sequence it next expects to hear (ACK 
100).    TCP A sees that this segment does not acknowledge anything it sent and, 
being unsynchronlzed, sends a reset  (RST) because It has detected a half-open 
connection.    TCP B aborts at line 5.    TCP A will continue to try to establish 
the connection; the problem is now reduced to the basic three-way handshake. 

TCP A 

1. (CRASH) 

2. CLOSED 

3. SYN-SENT —>  <SEQ-400XCTL-SYN> 

TCP B 

(send 300,receive 100) 

ESTABLISHED 

—> (??) 

«., (!!) <— <SEQ"300XACK»1UÖXCTL-ACK> 

5. SYN-SENT —>  <SEQ»100XCTL-RST> 

6. SYN-SENT 

7. SYN-SENT —>  <SEQ-400XCTL"SYN> 

<-- ESTABLISHED 

—> (Abort!!) 

CLOSED 

9.2.13.2.2.4    Alternate case 1.    An interesting alternative case occurs 
when TCP A crash«« and TCP B tries to send data on what  it thinks is a syn- 
chronised connection.    This is illustrated in the next  figure.    In this 
case, the data arriving at TCP A from TCP B (line 2) is unacceptable because 
no such connection exists, so TCP A sends a RST.    The RST is acceptable so 
TCh B processes  It  and aborts the connection. 
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TCP A TCP B 

1. (CRASH) (tend 300,receive 100) 

2. (??)        <— <SEQ-300XACK-100XDATA-10XCTL^CK> <— ESTABLISHED 

3. —> <SBQ-100XCTL-RST> -> (ABORT!I) 

9.2.13.2.2.5   Alt«matt cage 2.    In the following figure, TCPs A and B 
with passive opens are waiting for SYNs.    An old duplicate arriving at TCP B 
(line 2) stirs B into action.    A SYN-ACK is returned (line 3) and causes TCP 
to generate a RST (the ACK in line 3 is not acceptable).    TCP B accepts the 
reset and returns to Its passive LISTEN state. 

TCP A 

1.    LISTEN 

TCP B 

LISTEN 

2. ... <SEQ-ZXCTL-SYN> —> STN-RECEIVED 

3. (??) <— <SEQ-XXACX-Z+iXCTL-SYNtACK> <— STN-RECEIVEO 

4. —> <SEQ«E+iXCTL-RST> —> (return to LISTEN!) 

5. LISTEN LISTEN 

A variety of other cases is possible, all of which are accounted for by the 
reset generation and processing« 

9.2.13.3 Initial sequence number selection.   TCP Imposes no restrictions 
on a particular connection being used over and over again.   A connection 
Is only named by a pair of sockets.    New Instances of a connection will bt 
referred to as incarnations of the connection.   The problem that arises 
is how to identify duplicate segments from previous Incarnations of the 
connection.    This probier becomes apparent If the connection Is being 
opened and closed in quick succession, or If the connection breaks with loss 
of memory and is then reestablished.    To avoid confusion, segments from one 
Incarnation of a connection muet not be used while the sans sequence numbers 
say still be present in the network from an earlier incarnation.   This must 
be assured, even If a TCP crashes and loses all knowledge of the sequence 
numbers it ha* been using*    Thus, a clock-based initial sequence number 
generstlon procedure has been defined. 

9.2.13.4 ISN generator.    When new connections are created, an Initial 
sequence number (ISN) generator is employed which selects a new 32-bit ISN. 
The generator is bound to a (possibly fictitious) 32-blt clock whose low 
order bit is incremented roughly every 4 microseconds.    Thus, the ISN 
cycles approximately every 4.53 hours.    Assuming segments will stay In the 
network no more than the Maximum Segment lifetime (MSL) and that the MSL Is 
less than 4.35 hours, ISNs will be unique. 
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9.2.14    Connection closing synchronisation.    Connection closing is handled 
similarly to connection establishment.    The following mechanism, including 
close request and fin exchange, support the reliable data transport and 
graceful connection closing services. 

9.2.14.1 Close requests.    A close request Indicates that the local ULP 
has completed its data transfer over the connection.    A ULP may close a 
connection at any time on its own initiative.    Closing connections is intended 
to be a graceful operation in the sense that outrtending send requests will 
be trensmltted (and retransmitted), as flow control permits, until all have 
been serviced.    Thus, it should be acceptable to make several send requests, 
followed by a close request, and expect all the data to be sent to the 
destination ULP.    It should also be clear that ULPs should continue to accept 
data on closing connections, since the other ULP may be trying to transmit 
the lest of its data.    Thus, a close request means 1 have no more to send" 
but does not mesn "I will receive no more."   It may happen (if the 
upper level protocol Is not well thought out) that the closing side is unable 
to gst rid of all its dsta before timing out.    In this event, a close turns 
into abort request, and the closing TCP gives up.    Because closing a connection 
requires communication with the foreign TCP, connections may remain in the 
closing state for a short time.   Attempts to reopen the connection before 
the TCP replies to the close request will result in error responses.    A 
close service request also implies the push function. 

9.2.14.2 FIN exchange examples.   The PIN control flag in the segment 
header is exchanged with the earns synchronisation mechanism, the three-wey 
handshake, used for connection opening.    From the TCP entity perspective, 
there are essentially three cases for FIN exchange.   One, the local ULP in- 
ltletes connection closing with a CLOSE service request.   Two, the remote 
TCP entity sends a FIN segment indicating that the remote ULP has Issued a 
close request.    Three» both ULPs simultsneously issue elose requests* 

9*2.14,2.1   Case 1:    local ULP initiates connection close.    In this ease, 
s FIN segment can be constructed end pieced on the outgoing segment queue* 
No further send requests from the ULP will be accepted by the TCP, and it 
enters the FIN-WAIT-1 state.    All segments preceding end including FIN will 
be retransmitted until ecknowledged.    When the other TCP has both ecknowledged 
the FIN and sent s FIN of its own, the first TCP can ACK this FIN.    Note that 
a TCP receiving s FIN will ACK but not send its own FIN until its ULP has 
closed the connection also. 

TCP A 

1. ESTABLISHED 

2. (Close) 
FIN-WAIT-1    — > <SEO-100KAa-300><CTL-FIN,ACK> 

3. FIN-WAIT-2    <-- <SEQ»300><ACK-101XCTL-*C*O 

4. 

TCP B 

ESTABLISHED 

—> CLOSE-WAIT 

<— CLOSE-WAIT 

(Cloee) 
TIME-WAIT      <— <SEQ-300><ACs>101XCTL»FU,ACK>    <— UST-ACK 
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5. TIME-WAIT      — >  <SEQ-101XACK»301XCTL-ACK> — > CLOSED 

6. (2 HSL) 
CLOSED 

9.2.14.2.2   Case 2;    TCP receives FIN from remote TCP.    If an unsolicited 
FIN arrives from the network, the receiving TCP can ACK it and tell the ULP 
that the connection is closing.    The ULP will respond with a close request, 
upon which the TCP can send a FIN to the other TCP after sending sny renaming 
data.   The TCP then waits until its own FIN is acknowledged whereupon it 
delete» the connection.    If an ACK is not forthcoming, after the ULP timeout 
the connection is aborted and the ULP is informed. 

9.2*14.2.3   Case 3:    ULPs close simultaneously.    Simultaneous close requests 
by both ULPs et esch end of a connection cause FIN segments to be exchanged. 
When all segments preceding the FINs have been processed end acknowledged, 
each TCP can ACK the FIN it has received.    Both will, upon receiving these 
ACKs, delete the connection. 

TCP A TCP B 

1.    ESTABLISHED ESTABLISHED 

2.    (ULP A Issues CLOSE) (ULP B Issues CLOSE) 
FIN-WAIT-1    —> <SEQ«100XACK»300XCTL«FIN,ACK>    ... FIN-WAIT-l 

<— <SEQ-300XACK-100XCTL-FIN,ACK>    <-- 
...  <S£Q»100><ACK»300XCTL»FIN,ACK>    —> 

3.    CLOSING 

4. TIME-WAIT 
(2 MSL) 
CLOSED 

—> <SEQ»101XACK-301XCTL^ACK> 
<— <SEQ»301XACK»101XCTL^ACK> 
... <SEQ*101XACK»301XCTL«ACK> 

... CLOSING 
<— 
—> 

TIME-WAIT 
(2 MSL) 
CLOSED 

9.2.14.3   Quiet time concept.    While the clock-based ISN generation prevents 
overlap of sequence number use under normal conditions, special measures must 
be taken in situations where a host crashes (or restarts), resulting in a 
TCP's loss of knowledge concerning the sequence numbers In use on active 
connections, and the current ISN value.   After craah recovery, a TCP may 
create segments containing the same or overlapping sequence numbers as 
those In precrash connection incarnations, causing confusion and misdelivery 
at the receiver.    Even hosts managing to remember the time of day used as a 
basis for ISN selection are noc immune to this problem, ss the following 
example Illustrates; 

'Suppose, for example, that a connection is opened 
starting with sequence number S.    Suppose that this 
connection is not  heavily used end that eventually the 
Initial sequence number function (ISN(t)) takes on a 
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value equal to the sequence number, say SI, of  the last 
segment sent by this TCP on s particular connection.    Now 
suppose, at this instant, the host crashes, recovers, and 
establishes a new incarnation of the connection.    The 
initial sequence number chosen is SI ■ ISN(t) — last 
used sequence number on the old incarnation of the con- 
nection!    If the recover occurs quickly enough, any old 
duplicates in the network bearing sequence numbers In the 
neighborhood of SI may arrive and be accepted «• oew packets 
by the receiver of the new incarnation of the connection." 

The problem it that the recovering host say not know for how long It crashed, 
nor does it know whether there are still old duplicates in the system from 
earlier connection incarnations. 

9.2.14.3.1    "Keep quiet" concept.    One way to handle these situations is 
to require thst s TCP must "keep quiet", thst is, refrain fro» emitting 
segments, for a maximum segment lifetime (MSL) before assigning any sequence 
numbers.    This quiet time restriction allows the segments from earlier con* 
nectlon incarnations  to drain from the network. 

For this specification, the MSL it assumed to be 2 minutes.    This is an 
engineering choice, and may be changed as experience dictate».   TCP 
implementors violating this restriction run the risk of causing some old 
data to be accepted as new or new data rejected as old duplicates«    Note 
thst if s TCP is reinitialised yet retains its knowledge of sequence numbers 
in use, the quiet time restriction does not apply; however, eare should be 
taken to use sequence numbers larger than those recently used. 

Resets. One of the control flags of the TCP header ia t*w reset 
Resets 

9.2.15 
flsg.    A segment carrying a reset flag set true is called a reset 
ere used to abruptly close established connections, refuse connection attempts, 
and respond to segments apparently not Intended for the current incarnation 
of a connection.    The following paragraphs define the rules for reset genera- 
tion and for reset validation and processing. 

9.2.15.1   Reset generation.    Each paragraph below specifies when a reset 
should be sent, the sequence number and, when needed, the acknowledgment 
number necessary to make the reset segment acceptable to the remote TCP. 
When either ULP of the communicating ULP-pelr issues an Abort service 
request, its local TCP Informs the remote TCP with a reset segment carrying 
a sequence number field equal to SENDJICXT.    As a general rule, reset (RST) 
must be sent whenever a segment arrives which apparently is sot  Intended for 
the current connection.    A reset must not be sent if It is not clear that 
this is the case.    Specific example» of reset generation in response to 
misdirected segment» ait. present ted 1» three groups of states: 

9.2.15.1.1   When connection does not exist.    Vhen the connection does not 
exist  (I.e.. its stste is CLOSED) then s reset is sent in response to sny 
incoming segment  except  another reset.    In particular, SYHs addressed to 
nonexistent  connections are rejected in this manner.    If such an Incoming 
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segment has an ACK field» the reset segment takes its sequence number from 
the ACK field of the incoming segment;  otherwise, the reset segment takes s 
sequence number velum of sero end sn acknowledgment number equal to the sum 
of the sequence number and text length of the incoming segment.    The con- 
nection remains in the CLOSED state« 

9.2.15.1.2 When connection is in any nonsynchronlsed state.    When the con- 
nection is in any nonsynchronised stste (LISTEN, SYN-SENT, SYN-RECEIVED), a 
reset is sent in the following cases: The incoming segment acknowledges 
something not yet sent (that is, the segment carries an unacceptable ACK), 
or an incoming segment carries security Information which does not exactly 
match thst designated for the connection.   Resets generated in the nonsynchro- 
nlsed states are made acceptable as follows.    When the incoming segment has 
an ACK field, the reset segment takes its sequence number from the ACK field 
of the incoming segment; otherwise, the reset segment carries a sequence 
number equal to sero and acknowledgment field set to the sum of the sequence 
number and text length of the incoming segment.   The connection remains  In 
the same state. 

9.2.15.1.3 When connection is in a synchronised stste.    If the connection 
is in a synchronised state (ESTABLISHES, FN-WAITl, FIN-WAIT2, CLOSE-WAIT, 
CLOSING, LAST-ACK, TIME-WAIT), any uneccepteble segment (such as one with 
an out-of-window sequence number or sn unacceptable acknowledgment number) 
must elicit only an empty acknowledgment segment containing the current send 
sequence number (SEND KEXT) end an acknowledgment indicating the next sequence 
number expected to be~recelved (UCVJIEXT).    (Note thst if the uneccepteble 
segment is an empty ACK segment, replying with sn ACK may result in s csscade 
of ACKs.    In fsneral, do not ACK an unacceptable empty ACK segment.) The 
connection remains In the same stste.    If an incoming segment has security 
information or a precedence level which does not exactly match those designated 
for the connection, a reset is sent; the connection enters the CLOSED stste. 
The reset segment takes its sequence number from the ACK field of the Incoming 
segment. 

9.2.15.2   leset processing.    In all states except SYN-SEJfT, all reset (KST) 
segments are validated "by checking their sequence number fields.   A reset 
is valid if its sequence number is in the connectlon*s receive window.    In 
the SYN-SENT state (a KST received in response to an Initial SYN), the RST 
Is valid If the ACK field acknowledges the SYN.   The receiver of a KST first 
validates it, then changes state.    If the receiver was in the LISTEN state, 
it ignores it.    If the receiver was in SYN-RECEXVEO state and had previously 
been In the LISTEN state, then the receiver returns to the LISTEN state; 
otherwise, the receiver aborts the connection and goe* to the CLOSED stste. 
If the receiver was In any other state, it aborts the connection and advises 
the UiF and faes to the CLOSED stste. 

9.3   TCP header format.    A summary of the concents of a TCP header follows: 
Note that eech tick mark represents one bit position.    Each field description 
below Includes its name, an abbreviation, and the field site.    Where applicable, 
the units, the legal range of values, *n6 a default value appears. 
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ftOUMCC PONT                                 E DESTINATION PORT 

StOUINCI NUMSER 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT NUMSER 

DATA 
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WINDOW 

CHECKSUM UROINT POINTER 

liit 

OPTIONS 

OATA 

FIGURE 9. TCP htsdtr formst. 

9.3.1 Sourct port. 

•bbrtv;    SRC FORT fltld silt:    16 bits 

Tht sourct port nuabtr. 

9.3.2 Dsstlnstlon port. 

• bbrtv;    DCST PORT 

Tht dtstlnstlon port nu»btr. 

9.3.3 Stqutnct nuabtr. 

fltld slst:    16 bits 

•bbrtv:    StQ 
units :    octtts 

fitld lUt:    32 bits 
rsngt:    0 - 2**52-1 

Usually, this vslut rtprtstnts tht stqutnet nuabtr of tht first dot« octti 
of • stgatnt,    Howtvtr, If • SYN is prtstnt. tht stqutnct itmbtr is tht 
initial stqutnct number (1SK) covering tht SYN;  tht first dtt« octtt  Is thtn 
nutbtrtd 1SN+I. 
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9.3.4   Acknowledgment nuabot. 

abbrav:    ACK 
units:    octtts 

fltld lUit    32 bits 
tangs:    0 - 2**32-1 

If ths ACK control bit is Mt, this field contains tht value of the next 
sequence ouaber that ths sender of tht eegetnt is expecting to receive. 

9.3.5   Pats offsst. 

abbrav:    nona 
units:    32-bits 

fiald sixa:    4 bits 
range:   3-15 dtfault:    5 

This fiald indicatas tha ««bar of 32 bit words in ths TCP header.   Fro. 
this value, tha beginning of tha data can be computad.   »WMNfct 
(avan one including options) is an intagral nunbcr of 32 bits long. 

9.3.6 Reserved. 

abbrav:    nona fltld lilt:   6 bits 

ttsarvtd for futura usa. Hust ba sat to saro. 

9.3.7 Control flags. 

abbrav:    below fiald else:   6 bitstfro» laft to right) 

UK: Urgent Pointar fiald significant 
ACK: Acknowltdgnsnt fiald significant 
PSB: Push Function 
MX: laaat tha connaction 
ST»: Synchronise sequence nunbsrs 
FIN: Ho sort data fron ttndtr 

Thtst flags carry control information ustd for connection esteblishnent, 
connaction temlnstloo, and connection tainttnence. 

9.3.8   Window. 

abbrav: VHDW 
units: aetats 

fiald sits: 2 octats 
rangs:   0 - 2**16-1 dafauit:    nona 

Tha oiaber of data octats beginning with tha ona indicated in tha ecknowl- 
adgaant fiald which tha sender of this segtent is willing to accept. 

9.3.9   Chtdiau** 

abbrav:    nona fiald sita:    2 actate 

Tha checker fiald is the 16 bit ana's cat*leaeat of tha ona s e^*«»« 
sun of all 16 bit werde lu tha haadar aad taut.   Tha eheckeun also covers a 
96 bit pseudo h#ader conceptually traf tied to the TCP heeder.   This pteueo 
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header contains tht Source Address, tht Da»tination Address, tha Protocol, 
and TCP segaent length.   Tha checksun algorithm la deflnad la paragraph 
9.2 6. 

9.3.10 Uriont pointer. 

ebbrev:    UtCFTR fiald aisa: 2 octata 
units:    oetete raup:    0 * 2**16-1 da fault:    0 

This field lndlcetee tht currant vslue of tha urgant polntar as a positive 
offaat fro» tha aaqusnet number In this eegaent.   Tha urgant polntar points 
to tht aaqusnet nunbtr of tht octtt following tht urgtnt data.   Thla flald 
Is only to bt lnttrprttad In atgntnts with tht U1C control bit tat. 

9.3.11 Options. 

abbrcvx   OTT flald slit:   variable 

If prceent, options occupy spsea at tha and of tht TCP httdtr and art a 
■ultiple of S bits la ltngth.   All options ara Included In tha checksum.   An 
option »ay begin on any octet boundary.   There ere two casea for tha fernst 
of en option: 

a. A alngle octet of option-kind. 

b. An octet of option-kind, en octet of option-length, end 
tht actual option-date octets. 

The option-length counts the two octets of option-kind end option-length es 
well es the option-date octets.   Vote that the Use of options «ay be ebener 
then the date effect field wight laply.   The content of the heeder beyond 
the End-of~Option option oust be header padding (i.e., sere). 

Currently defined options Include (kind Indicated in octal): 

Kind length       Meaning 

0 - End of option list. 
1 • Vo-Oseretion. 
2 4 Maxinua Segment list. 

9.3.11.1   Specific option definitions. 

9.3.11.1.1   End of eetion list. 

foooooooo I 
awe) • e 

FIGURE 10.    End of option list code. 
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k 

This option code indicates the end of the option list*    This might not 
coincide with the end of the TCP header according to the Data Offset field. 
This is used at the end of all options, not the end of each option, and 
need only he used if the end of  the options would not otherwise coincide 
with the end of the TCP header. 

9.3.11.1.2 No-operation. 

00000001 

KINO - 1 

FIGURE 11. No-operation option code. 

This option code nay be used between options, for example, to align the 
beginning of a subsequent option on a word boundary.    There is no guarantee 
that senders will use this option, so receivers aust be prepared to process 
options even if they do not begin on a word boundary. 

9.3.11,1.3   Maxima segment «lie. 

00000010 00000100       MAX SEG SIZE 

KIND - 2   LENGTH - 4 

FIGURE 12.    Maximum segment size option. 

If this option is present, then it communicates the maximum receive segment 
slxe at the TCP which sends this segment.    This field must only be sent in 
the Initial connection request (i.e., in segments with the SYN control bit 
set).    If this option is not used, any segment size is allowed. 

9.3.12   Padding. 

abbrev:    none field site:    variable 

The padding Is used to ensure that the TCP header ends and data begins on a 
32 bit boundary.    The padding is composed of zeros« 

9.4    Extended state machine specification of TCP entity.    The TCP protocol 
entity is specified with an extended state machine made up of a set of states, 
a set of transitions between states, snd a set of Input events causing the 
stite transitions.    The following speciflestion Is made up of a machine 
lnstsntlation identifier, a state diagram, a state vector,  data structures, 
an event list, and a correspondence between events and actions.    In addition, 
an extended state machine has an Initial stste whose value is sssumed st 
state machine instantiation* 
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9.4«:    Machine instantiation identifier«    One state machine instance exists 
for eat.   - ■» inection.    A connection, and hence a state machine, is uniquely 
named by v*-h i  oi   the two machine instantiation identifiers  that exist:    the 
socket pair anc etc local connection name. 

9.4.1.1 Socket pa+r  iuenilfigr.    TCP segments delivered by the network 
and connection establishment  service requests  (Active Open, Active Open with 
Data, Full Passive Open, ano Unspecified Passive Open) carry and thus are 
bound to a connection with the  foljowing values: 

a. source address 
b. source port 
c. destination address 
d. destination port 

9.4.1.2 Local connection name.    A TCP entity assigns an identifier, a 
local connection name, that appears in all service responses and all service 
requests except for active and passive open requests. 

9.4.2 State diagram.    The following diagram summarizes the state machine 
for the TCP entity. 

Please note the diagram Is intended only as a summary and does not supersede 
the formal definition that  follows« 

9.4.3 State vector.    The elements comprising the state vector of a TCP 
entity appear below.    Each element nan* is followed by the name of the 
corresponding record element in the state vector structure "sv" declared in 
Section 6,3.4,1, 

a. state name (sv,state):    the current state oi  the entity state 
machine from the  following list:   CLOSED, LISTEN, SYN RECVD, 
SYN SENT, ESTAB,   FIN WAIT.,  FIN WAIT2, CLOSE WAIT, CLOSING, 
LAST_ACK, TIME_WAIT.~ 

b. source address (sv.sourcejtddr):    the internet address naming 
the location of the local ULP. 

c. source port  (sv.source_port):    the identifier of the local UUP. 

d. destination address  (iv.destination_*ddr):    the Internet address 
of  the location of  the the ULP at the other end of the connection. 

e. destination port (sv.destinationjwrt):    the identifier of the 
ULP at the other end of  the connection. 

f. len (sv.lcn):    local connection name, the ioentifier associated 
with this end of  the connection. 

g. open mode (sv.open mode):    the  type of op?n request issued by 
the local ULP, either ACTIVE or PASSIVE. 
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ACTIVE OPEN OR ACTIVE 
OFEN WITH DATA 

INIT SV; SENO 
SYN T CLOSE 

CLEAR SV 

SYN SENT 

CLOSED 

RECV ACK 
OF SYN 

RECV SYN. ACK 

SEND ACK *{ 
i 
ESTAS 

UNSPECIFIED PASSIVE OPEN OR 
FULLY SPECIFIED PASSIVE OPEN 

INIT SV 

CLOSE 
CLEAR SV 

AECVSVN  ^ 
SYN RECVD         1 

1   .            ' 

P.ECV SYN 

SENO SYN, ACK 

—1, 
LISTEN   J 

PIN WAIT 

T  
RECV 

ACK OF FIN 

♦ 
FIN WAIT 2 

RECV FIN 
SEND ACK 

T 1 
CLOSE RECV 

N WECV FIN. ACK OF SYN 
V   SEND ACK 

SEND FIN 
RECV FIN 
SEND ACK 

RECV FIN 
SEND ACK 

RECV FIN. ACK 
SENO ACK ♦ 

CLOSiNO 

1 RECV FIN. ACK 
SEND ACK 

i 
TIME WAIT 

TIMEOUT 

12 MSL) 

CLOSE WAIT 

CLOSE 
SEND FIN 

i 
LAST ACK 

1c ECV 
ACK OF FIN 

I 
CLOSED 

FIGURE 13.    TCP entity if tt •unatry. 

...................... LEGEND —■ 
rtcv - NETJÄLIVER of  tegaent 
send - NETTSEND of tegaent 
2 KSL - 2 ax stgaent llfetlaes 

■v - statt vtctor 
lnlt    - Initialize 
cliar - nullify 

Note that the above figure Is Intended only at a euaatry and does not supercede 
the foraal definitions thtt follow. 
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h. original precedence (sv.origlnalj>rec): one of eight levels of 
•pedal handling requested by the local ULP In the open request. 

1. actual precedence (ev.actual_nrec): one of eight levels of 
•pedal handling negotiated during connection establishment 
and verified throughout connection lifetime. 

j. security (sv.scc): Info nutIon (Including security level» com- 
partment, handling restriction, and transmission control code) 
defined by the local ULP. 

k.    sec ranges:    security structure which spedfles the allowed 
ranges In compartment» handling restrictions, transmission 
control codes and security levels« 

1.    ulp timeout (sv.ulp_timtout):    the maximum delay allowed for 
data transmitted on the connection« 

m. ULP timeout action: in the event of a ULP timeout, determines 
if the connection Is terminated or an error is reported to the 
ULP. 

n.    send unacknowledgsd sequence number (sv.send uns):    oldest 
unacknowledged send sequence mmber (I.e.  left edge of send 
window). 

o.    «end next sequence number (sv.sendjjext):    sequence number of 
the next data octet to be »ent. 

p.    send free sequence number (sv.send_free):    sequence number of 
the fir»t free octet In the »end queue (I.e. the next octet to 
be received from the local ULP). 

q.    send window (sv.send wndw):    allowed number of octets that may 
be sent to the remote" TCP relative to the send unacknowledged 
sequence number. 

r. send urgent sequence lumber (sv.send urg): sequence number of 
the last octet of urgent data In sen? stream. 

s.    send push sequence mmber (sv.sendjmsh):    sequence number of 
the last octet of pushed data In the send stream. 

t.    send last window update 1  (sv.send^lsstupl):    sequence number 
of the Incoming segment used for list window update, 

u.    send last window update 2  (sv.send lastup2):    acknowledgment 
number of the incoming segment used for last window update. 

v.    send initial sequence number (sv.send_isn):    sequence number of 
the original SYN sent. 
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w.    send fin flag (sv.sendjfinflag):    Indicates that the local ULP 
haa Issued a Close request* 

x«    send maximum segment size (sv.sendjiax_seg):    maxlaua sized 
segment to be sent to the remote TCP on this connection« 

y.    send queue (sv.sendjqueue):    location of data received froa the 
local ULP and either awaiting acknowledgment» or awaiting trans- 
mission.    This area is accessed only by the data management 
routlose• 

s.    receive next sequence lumber (sv.recv_next):    sequence number of 
next data octet expected to be received» 

aa.    receive aave sequence number (ev.recvjriext):    sequence number 
of next data octet to be delivered to~the local UUP. 

bb.    receive window (sv.recvjrndw):    allowed number of data octets 
to be received from the"remote TCP starting with the receive 
next sequence number» 

cc.   receive alloc (sv.recv slloe):    the number of data octets that 
will be accepted by the local ULP. 

dd.    receive urgent sequence number (sv.recvjirg):    sequence number 
of the last oetet of urgent data in receive stream. 

ee.    receive push sequence number (sv.recv push):    sequence number of 
the last octet of pushed data in receive stream. 

ff.    receive initial sequence number (sv.recv_lsn):    sequence 
number of the SYN received from remote TCP. 

gg.    receive fin flag (sv.recv_flnflag):    indicates that fin has 
been received from the remote TCP. 

hh.    receive queue (sv.recvjqueue):    location of data accepted from 
remote TCP before delivery to local ULP.   This area Is accessed 
only by the data management routines. 

9.4.4   Dsta structures.   The TCP entity state machine referencea eertaln 
date areas corresponding to the state vector, the service requests and 
responses on the upper lnterfsce, and the service requests and responses on 
the lower Interface.   Por clarity in the events and actions section, these 
date structures are declared in ADA.   However, a data structure may be par- 
tially typed or untyped where specific forests or data types are implementa- 
tion dependent. 

9.4.4.1   Stete vector.    The TCP entity atate vector is defined In paragraph 
9.4.1 above.   The corresponding structure is declared as: 
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i 

■v:    atatt_vtctorjtypt; 

typt atata_vactor_typa it 
record 

Statt:     (CLOSED, LISTEN, SYN RECVD, STN SENT 
ESTAB,  nN WAIT1,  FIN WAIT2, 
CLOSEJIAITTCLOSING, iAST_ACK, TIMEJTAIT); 

aourca_addr:    addraaa^typt; 
aourct^ortt   1W0JXTETS; 
dtitlnatlon_addr:~ addraaa typt; 
dattiuatioiTport:    TVOJDCTETS; 
lcn:    lnttftr; 
optnjBDdt:    (ACTIVE, PASSIVE); 
orlflnal_prae:    prtetdtnea^typt; 
actual_prac:    prtcadancajtyp*» 
ate:    aacurlty^typt; 
aa cjr angas:    atcur1ty_atruet; 
ULPjt lot out:    lot a ft tj 
ULP""tlajtout_actlon:    lnttftr; 
at nljma:   7aq uanct_nuabt r_ty pt; 

aaquaneajeuafearjtypt; 
a tq utnctjuabt r~typa; 
lnttftr;"" 

a aq uaneajfciäba r_ty pt; 
saquaneajasabt? typt; 

•aqutnct_nuaSar_typt; 
aaquanetjDuabt rjtypt; 

atndjDtst: 
ttod'frtt: 
tandjrodv: 
aand~urg: 
atndjpuab: 
aabd_laatupl: 
aand~lattup2: _ _ 
aand~lan:    atqutnca_nuaba rjtypt; 
aa nd~f 1 of lag:    boo la an;     ~ 
aandjaaatjMf:    lot aft r; 
aandjiuaüa:    tl»td_qutut typa; 
racvjnaxt:    ttqutnct_nu«5ar_typt; 
rtevjitvt:    aaquanca~nuabt rjtypt; 
rtcvjrndv:    lnttftr;" ** 
rtcvjilXoc:    lnttftr; 
racvjurf*    aaqutnct_nuabtr_typt; 
rtcv3uah:    stqutne7_nuajbt7_typt; 
rtcv_lan:    8aqutnct_nu«btr_typt; 
rtcvjflnflag:    booUaa; 
rtcvjQutut:    qutut_typt; 

tod rtcord; 

••*•*•*   Fro» ULP.    Tht froaJJLP atructurt holda tht atrvlct raquttt 
paraaatara and data aaaoclatadrtflth tht atrvlct raquttt prlaltlvas aa 
tpselflad In paragraph 6.3.   Tht froaJJLP atructurt la dtclartd aa: 

typt fro*JJLP_typa la 
rtcord "" 

rtqutat otaja:    (UnapaclflaaJFaaalvtJBpan, Full FaitlvtJDptn, 
Actlvt OptnT ActlvtJ>ptoj»lthjiata, 
Sand, Allocata, Cloaa, Abort, Statua); 
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•ourc«_«ddr 
•ourc«_port 
dtttlnttlon_tddr 
dattlnatloajport 
lcn 
ULP_tlMOut 
ULP_t 1st ou t_t et Ion 
prtctdtnct 
ttcurlty 
••e rtag«t 
dtt« 
dattJLtngth 
putbTfUg 
urg«nt_fl«g 

«nd rtcoTd; 

9.4.4.3   ToULF.    Tht to ÜIP ttrueturt hold» ttrvlct rtspons« ptrtMttrs 
and data at tptclfltd in nlrtgrtph 6.4.   Although tht ttrueturt it coapottd 
of tht parastttn fron «11 tht ttrvlc« rtqutsts» t ptrtlcultr ttrvlct 
rttpontt will utt only tho«« ttmeturt tltntntt corrtaponding to ttt tptclfltd 
paraattara,   Tht toJJl* ttmeturt lt dteUrtd at: 

typt toJOF^typt it 
rtcord 

ttrvlc« rttpontt :  (OFEN ID. OFEN FAIL, OFENjSUCOtSS, 
OB-IVER. CLOSING, TERMINATE, EUOE); 

toure«_addr 
toureojport 
dtttlnttionjddr 
dtitltvttlonjport 
lcn 
dtt« 
datt_ltngth 
urgtotjEltf 
«rro; date 
ttaMt"wblock:    ttttut_block_typ«; 

tnd rtcord; 

typt tttäit^blockjiyp« U, 
rtcord 

eonntetlonjitttt 
ttndjflndov 
rtetlvtjrlndov 
«*oun tJof_un«ek«d_dat • 
asoun tjtfjin r «et Ivtdjto t« 
urpotjitit« 
pr«c«dtnet 
ttcurlty 
MC r«ng«t 
ULF3laBOUt 

ULP~t la*out_act Ion 
«nd rtcord; 
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9.4.A.4   To NET.    Tbt toJTCT structure holds the service request persaeters 
end dets essodeted with the HET_SEND service request specified In paragraph 
8,2.    This structure directly corresponds to the toJIET structure declered 
In peregreph 8.3.2 of the lover leyer service requlreaents section.   The 
toJIET structure Is declared ss: 

type to NET_type Is 
recor? 

sourcejiddr 
destlnatlon_addr 
protocol 
type_ofjservlce Is 

record 
precedence 
reliability 
delay 
throughput 
reserved 

end record; 
tlae_to_Uve 
dontjfragaaat 
lengTh 
seg:    segaent_type; 
options 

end record; 

9.4».4.5   Froa WET.    The froa_NET structure holds the servlee response 
persaeters and date as socle ted~vlth the NET DELIVER aervlee response, as 
specified In paragraph 8.2.2. This structure directly corresponds to the 
froaJTCT structure declered In peregreph 8.3.3 of the lover leyer service 
requlreaents section.   The freaJIET structure Is declared as: 

type froaJIET_type is 
record ~ 

oourcejsddr 
destlnetlon^addr 
protocol 
type^of service t» 

re core1' 
precedence 
reUeblUty 
da ley 
throughput 
reserved 

end record; 
length 
seg:    eegeent_type; 
optlone 
error 

end record; 

fc 
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9.4.4.6    Stgtnt typt.    A segsant^type structure holds s TCP segaent aade 
up of s header portion snd s data portion as specif ltd In Section 9.3.    A 
segnent_type structure is decUred as: 

type tega*nt_type Is 
record 

sour carport : IVOJOCTETS; 
destination_port : TWCTOCTETS; 
seq_nun 
ackjua 
datajrffset 
reserved   : 
urg^flag    : 
ack_fleg   : 
pueTt_flag : 
rstjfleg   : 
syn~flag    : 
finjlag 
vndv 
ehecksua 
urgptr 
options 
padding 
eats 

end record; 

FOUR OCTETS; 
FOUPTOCTETS; 
: HALF OCTET; 

:  SIX EIGHTHS OCTET; 
: ONE~BIT; 
: ONE~BIT; 
: ONE~BIT; 
: OHE""BIT; 
: ONE""BIT; 
; ONE~BIT; 
: TWfOCTETS; 
J TWTOCTETS} 
t W0J3CTETS; 
:  is array of OCTET; 
:  is srrsy of OCTET; 
: is srrsy of OCTET; 

9.4.4.7    Supplements! type declarations. 

type addressjype Is FOURJDCTETS; 
type sequence_nuaber_typa~is F0URJ5CTETS; 
type pre cede neeJtype~"le INTEGER range 0..7; 
type stcurltyÄt7pe Is 

record 
securlty_level : HALF OCTET; 
coapertnent       : TWO OCTETS; 
handling : TWTOCTETS; 
trana_control_code :"THREEJ3CTETS; 

end record; 

subtype OCTET is IKTECER rangt 0..255; 
subtype HALF OCTET Is INTEGER rsnge 0..15; 
subtype FIVE"EICHTHS OCTET Is IKTECER range 0..31; 
subtype TWO OCTETS ü INTEGER range 0..2**16-1; 
subtype THRlE OCTETS Is IKTECER range 0. .2**24-1; 
subtype FOUR OCTETS is IKTECER range 0..2**32-1; 
MULL RESERVE? :  constant FIVE EIGHTHS OCTET i« 
OPTIONLESS HEADER    :  constant INTEGER  ;- 5~ 
NORMAL        " :  constant  IKTECER :• 0; 
NULL :  constant INTEGER  :• 0; 

—NULL assuaed to be outside the sequence number space. 
DEFAULT PRECEDENCE  :  constant  INTEGER  :• 0; 

0; 
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DEFAULT PRECEDENCE :  constant INTEGER :- 0; 
DEFAULT TIMEOUT :  constant INTEGER :• 01111000(8); 
DEFAULT"TIME0üT ACTION :  comtant IKTECER :- 1; 
DEFAULfSEC LIST : security list; 
ONE MINUTE TIL :  cot»tant~INTEGER :• 00111100(8); 
THIS_ADDRESS : constant INTEGER;      —Impl.  dependent 
TCPJTD : constant INTEGER;     — reference  [5) 

9»**5   Event list«    The events for the TCP entity stste machine arc drawn 
from the service request primitives defined in the service definition of 
Section 6.2.   Optional service request parameters are shown In brackets« 
The capitalised list of parameters represent the actual values of the 
parameters passed by the service primitive.   The event list: 

a. Unspecified Passive Open (SOURCZ PORT, 
(.TIMEOUT)   {»TIMEOUT ACTION) 
(.PRECEDENCE)   (.SECIANGES)); 

b. Full Passive Open (SOURCE PORT, 
DESTINATION PORT, DESTINATION ADDRESS, 
[ ,TIÄCUT) T.TIÄ0UT ACTION) "" 
[.PRECEDENCE]   I.SECJANCES)); 

c. Active Open (SOURCE PORT, 
DESTINATION PORT, DESTINATION ADDRESS 
t,TIMEOUT) T.TIÄ0UT ACTION) " 
I,PRECEDENCE)   (.SECURITY)); 

d. Active Open w/dats (SOURCE PORT, 
DESTINATION PORT. DESTINATION ADDRESS 
l,TI«0UT) T.TIJCOUT ACTION) T.WECEDENCE) 
(.SECURITY)   ); DATA."DATA LENGTH, PUSH 
TLAC, URGENT/LAG); 

*. Send  (LCN, DATA, DATA_LENGTHt PUSH_FLAC, URGENT/LAG  (,TIMEOUT)); 

f. Allocate (LCN, DATAJ-ENCTH) 

g. Close (LCN) 

h. Abort  (LCN) 

1. Status  (LCN) 

J.    KET_DELIVER (SOURCE_ADD*ESS, DESTINATIONJOJDRSSS,  PROTOCOL, 
TOS I precedence, reliability! deley, throughput), 
OPTIONS I security), LENGTH, DATA) 

k.    Ketrsnsmitfloit Timeout 

1.    ULP Timeout 

m.    Time Wait Timeout 
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9.4.6   Evente and actions.    This section It organized In three parts. 
Tht first psrr. contains a decision table representation of state machine 
events and aciiens.   The decision tables are organised by state; each table 
corresponds to one event.   The second part specifies the decision functions 
appearing st the top of each column of a decision table.   These functions 
examine attributes of the event and the state vector to return a set of 
decision results.   The results become the elements of each column.    The 
third part specifies action procedures appearing at the right of every 
row.   Each row of the decision table combines the decision results to 
determine appropriate event processing.    These procedures specify event 
processing algorithms in detail. 

9.4.6.1   Decision tables.    The Status event can occur In any state except 
cloeed; TCP's action is to return the current state_vector information es 
specified in the STATUS RESPONSE service response. "if the primary stste 
vector element is not changed in the decision table row corresponding to en 
event, the "primary" state remeias unchanged.   The checksum is assumed to be 
computed for all incoming segoent».   When the computed checksum does not 
match the segment's header checksum field» the segment is dlscerded without 
being acknowledged. 

9.4.6.1.1   State • cloeed. 

Legend 
d ■ "don't cere" condition 

Eveut:    Active Open (LOCAL PORT, REHOTE PORT, REMOTE ADDRESS 
(TIMEOUT!   (TIMEOüfACTlON)   (PRÄEOEKCE)   (SECURITY 1) 

TABLE 1.   Active open event In e cloeed state. 

Actions: 

MSOUHCtS 
tut'tc 

|      0#tN» 

MC 
*eic 

AILOWIO 

|        NO 4 unto* rttiSuf'tcmiT eitouecis -) 

|         VIS NO IRSOS V SICUSITV MUCIC*NCI NOT AUOWIO  '» 

|         VIS m OMN  GIN_SVN IMONII. IV   IT ATI • fVN.SINT 

Event:    Active Open with Dels (LOCAL PORT, REMOTE PORT, REMOTE ADDRESS. 
iTirCOUTl   (TÜCOUfACTlHNl   [PRECEDENCE) 
(SECURITY}  DATA, DATA LENGTH,  PUSH fUC. 
URGENT fLAC) 
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TABLE II.    Active open vlth dsts event In a closed ititt. 

Actions: 

RESOURCES 
surfte 
OWN? 

SEC 
RREC 

ALLOWED 

NO 4 ERROR ("INSUFFICIENT RESOURCES "» 

VIS NO ERROR ("SECURITY/PRECEDENCE NOT ALLOWf D   1 

YES YE* OREN. OEN.SYN <WITH_DATA|; SV STATE - SVN.SENT 

Event:    Full Passive Open (LOCAL PORT, REMOTE PORT» REMOTE ADDRESS, 
(TIMEOUT!   (TIÄOUTJACTIONJ   (PRECEDENCE)   (SECJIANCESJ) 

TABLE ill.    Pull passive open event In s closed statt. 

Actions: 

RESOURCES 
SUFFIC 
OREN» 

SEC 
RREC 

ALLOWED 

NO 4 ERROR ("INSUFFICIENT RESOURCES   > 

YES NO ERROR » SECUR5TV/RRECEDENCE NOT ALLOWED   I 

YES YES OREN SV STATE • LISTEN 

Event:    Unspecified Passive Open (LOCAL PORT,  (TIHEOUT)   (TIMEOUT ACTION] 
(PREClDENCEj   ISECJlAKGES)   ) 

TABLE IV,    Unspecified passive open event In s closed stste» 

Actions: 

RISOUSCIS 
SUM« 
OHN» 

SEC 
FUtC 

ALLOWED 

NO « IMOM »INSUFFICIENT RESOURCES   1 

VIS NO ERROS i SECURITV^MECEDENCE NOT ALLOWED   l 

YES YES OREN  SW  STATE • LISTEN 

Event:  Send () 
or Close () 
or Abort () 
or Allocate () 

Actions:  error ("ConnectIon does  not  es!St.") 
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h 
Evtnt:    NET_DEL1VER (SOURCE_ADDRESS, DESTINATION_ADDRESS, PROTOCOL, 

TOS{precedenet, rslisbllltyT delsy, throughput], 
OPTIONS(security!, LENGTH, DATA) 

TABLE V.   Ntt dtlivtr tvtnt 1P S closed ststs. 

Actions: 

[HIT 
ON 

1    ? 

ACK 
ON 

1 

1 *° NO SUIT (IIOI 

I M0 Ytt SCIfT tSIQI 

|vES 4 --NO ACTION 

9,4.6.1.2 Ststt » listen. 

Evtnt:    Clots (LCN) 
or Abort (LCN) 

Actions:    rttttjitlf(UC); sv.stst••CIOSED 

Evtnti    Alloettt (LCN, DATAJLENCTN) 

Actloosj    otv^sllocstloo 

Evtnt:    Stnd () 

Actions:    error ("Illtgsl request.") 

SJ 

Evtnt:    Actlvt Opsn () 
or Actlvt Optn with dsts () 
or Pull Pssslvt Optn () 
or Unsptcifltd Pssslvt Optn () 

Actions:    trror ("Connection tlresdy exists*") 

Evtnt:    NET DELIVER ($OURCXJU>DRESS, DESTI NAT 10N_ADDR ESS. PROTOCOL, 
TOS(precedence, reliability? dtlsy, throughput 1, 
OPTIONS! security I, LENGTH, DATA) 

A*. 
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TABLE VI«    N«t dtlivtr «vent in ■ littea ttttt. 
Act loot: 

MT 
ON 

? 

ACK 
ON 

7 

SVN 
ON 

SIC 
MATCH 

? 

svwuc 
vs 

SlQMtlC 

NO NO NO 4 4 -- NO ACTION 

NO NO vis NO 4 RESIT ($10) 

NO NO vis VIS ORIATfR 
OM IOUAI 

RSCORO„SVN; OIN.SVN IWITM_AC*}. 
IV. ST ATI - 3YN.WCVO 

NO NO vis vis uss Rf CORD.SVN: RA9SI _f«tC; OJN.SVN IWITM_AC*»: 
BV ST ATI • SVN.R1CVO 

NO YU « « 4 RISST ISItt) 

VII * 4 4 4  NO ACTION 

9.4.6,1.3    Stttt » m 8EKT. 

Evtnt:    Clott (UK) 
or Abort (LOO 

Act loos:    rtt«t_ttlf(UC); s v. st At ««CLOSED 

Evtnt J    Stn* (LCH, DATA, DATA LEMCTH, PUSH PLAG, OtCEMT PUG  (TIICODT)) 
|Ti«ouTAcnoiir 

TABLE VI1,    Clott or Abort tvtnt lj_g_ffl BEUT stau« 
Actions: 

RfSOURCII 
su^tc 
MHO» 

NO IRHOft riNSUM**NT MSOUACU "i 

VfS SAVC.MNO.OATA 

Evtnt:    Alloostt (LCH, DATAJLENCTH) 

Act loos:    r.tv_*l location 

Evtnt:    Actlvt Opt» () 
or Actlvt Optn with fett () 
or Pull Ptttlvt Optn () 
or Untptdfltd Ptttlvt Optn () 

Actions:    trror ("Connection tlrttdy txlttt.") 
10» 
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Event:    Recransmisson Timeout 

Actions:    retransmit 

Event:    ULP Tineout 

Actions:    If (ULP_ti*eoutraction - 1) 
then openjfail;~sv.state * CLOSED; 
else report_timeout; 

Event:    NETJÄLIVER (SOURCEJLDDRESS, DESTINATIONJU>DRESS, PROTOCOL, 
TOS[precedence, reliability, delay, throughput], 
OPTIONS[security], LENGTH, DATA) 

TABLE VIII. Net deliver event in a SYN SENT state. 
Actions: 

ACK 
STATUS 

|   TEST 1 

AST 
ON 

> 

SEC 
MATCH 

? 

SV PREC 
VS 

SIQ MIC 

SYN 
ON 

? 

FIN 
ON 

? 

I     NOME NO NO d d d RESET ISEQ) 

I    NONE NO YES d NO d  NO ACTION 

I    NOME NO YIS GREATER 
OR EQUAL 

YES NO RICORD_SYN; SEND_ACK tSV. RICV_ISN * 11; SV. STATE - 
SYN^RICVD 

NONE NO YES QREATER 
OR EQUAL 

YES YES RICORD_SYN; SINO__ACK (SV. RECV.ISN + 1): SAVE_NN: 
SV. STATE ■ SYN_RECVD 

|     NONE NO YES LESS Yes NO RECORD_SVN; RAISE_RREC; S1ND_ACK (SV. RECV.ISN ♦ 1): 
SV  STATE - SYN_RECVD 

|    NONE NO YES LESS YES YES RtCORD^SYN: fcA!3E_PREC: SENO_ACK (SV. RECV_ISN * 11: 
SAVE_FIN: SV. STATE - SYN.RECVO 

[    NONE YES d d d d  NO ACTION 

]    INVAL NO d d d «l RESET (SIQ) 

j     INVAL YES d d «J d - - NO ACTION 

j    VALID NO NO d d d RESET ISEQ) 

|    VALID NO YES QREATER d d RESET ISEQ) 

I    VAUD NO YES LESS 
OR EQUAL 

NO d - - NO ACTION 

VAUO NO YES LESS 
OR EQUAL 

YES NO RAISE_RREC: CONN_OWN; SV. STATt ■ ESTAS 

[    VAUO NO YES LESS 
OR EQUAL 

YES YES RA)SE_PRIC CONN_OHN: SET_PIN; SV STATE • CLOSE, V * 

[    VALID YES d d d d OPEN* All; SV  STATE • CLOSED 
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9.^.f.l.4    State ■ SYN RECVD. 

Event:    Clot.    (LCN) 

Actions:    se«?_2 *   :   <*v.state-FINJtfAITl 

Event:    Abort  (LCN) 

Actions:    reset (CURRENT);  rftjet self(UA);  sv.state-CLOSED 

Event:    Send (LCN, DATA, DATA LENGTH, PUSH FLAG, URGENT_FLAG  iTIMEOUT] 
lTIME0UT_ACT10N]~ 

TABLE IX.    Send event in a SYN RECVD state» 

Actions: 

RESOURCES 
SUFFIC 
SEND' 

NC ERROR ("INSUFFICIENT RESOURCES ") 

|        YES SAVE_SINO_OATA 

Event:    Allocate (LCN, DATAJLENGTH) 

Actions:    new allocation 

Event:    Active Open () 
or Active Open with data () 
or Full Passive Open () 
or Unspecified Passive Open () 

Actions:    error ("Connection already exists.") 

Event:    Retransmission Tim* >ut 

Actions:    retransmit 

Event:    ULP Timeout 

Art ions:    if (ULP timeout action » 1) 
then reset  (CURRENT);  openfall;  sv.state-CLOSED 
else  r«port_timeout; 
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Event:    NETJDELIVER (SOURCE__ADDRESS,  DESTINATIONJU)DRESS,  PROTOCOL, 
TOS[precedence, reliability, delay, throughput], 
OPTIONS[security], LENGTH, DATA) 

TABLE X.    Net deliver event in a SYN RECVD state. 

Actions: 

SEQ» 
STATUS 

RST 
ON? 

SEC 
PREC 

MATCH? 
OPEN 

MODE7 

SYN 
IN 

WNDOW 

ACK 
STATUS 
TEST 1 

ZERO 
RECV 

WNOOW 
PIN 

SEEN' 

|    INVAL NO d d d d d d SEND« ACK 15V  RECV. NEXT) 

1    IK7AL YES d d d d d d - - NO ACTION 

VALID NO NO PASS d d d d RESET (SEGI PART_RESET: SV, STATE « LISTEN 

VALID NO NO ACT d d d d RESET (SEGI; OPENFAIL SV. STATE - CLO *'0 

VALID NO YES d NO NONE d d - - NO ACTION 

VALID NO YES d NO INVAL d d RESET ISEG) 

1    VALID NO YES d NO VALID NO NO CONN_OPEN; SV. STATE • ESTAB 

VALID NO YES d NO VALID NO YES CONN_OPEN: SET_FIN: SV. STATE - 
CLOSE_WAIT 

1    VALID NO YES d NO VALID YES d UPDATE: CHECK_URG. SV. STATE » ESTAB 

|    VALID NO YES d YES d d d RESET (SEG): OPENFAIL: SV  STATE - CLOSED 

VALID VES d PASS d d d d PART_RESET: SV. STATE - LISTEN 

|    VALID YES d ACT d d d d OPENFAIL. SV. STATE • CLOSED 

B 

£^. 

9.4.6.1.5    State - ESTAB. 

Event:    Close (LCN) 

Actions:    send fin;   sv.state-FIN WAIT! 

Event:    Abort  (LCN) 

Actions:    reset(CURRENT);  reset_self(UA);   sv.state-CLOSED 
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Event:    Send  (LCN, DATA, DATA LENGTH, PUSHJLAG, URGENTjLAG   [TIMEOUT] 
[TIMEOUT_ACTIONr 

TABLE XI•    Send event in an estab state. 

Actions: 

RESOURCES 
SUFFIC 

|      SEND' 

NO ERROR ("INSUFFfClENT RESOURCES ") 

!        YES DISPATCH 

Event:    Allocate (LCN, DATAJLENGTH) 

Actions:    new allocation 

Event:    Active Open () 
or Active Open with data () 
or Full Passive Open () 
or Unspecified Passive Open () 

Actions:    error ("Connection already exists.") 

Event:    Retransmission Timeout 

Actions:    retransmit 

Event:    ULP Titaeout 

Actions:    if  (ULP^tlmeoutraction • 1) 
then reset (CURRENT);  ?eset_telf(UT);  ev.state-CLOSED 
else report_timeout 

Event:    NETJ)ELIVER (SOURCEJÜ)DRESS, DEST1NATI0NJU>DRESS, PROTOCOL, 
TOS(precedence, reliability7 delay, throughput!. 
OPTIONS(security], LENGTH, DATA) 
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TABLE XII. Net deliver event in an «stab state. 

Actions: 

SEQf 
STATUS 

? 

RST 
ON 

} 

SEC 
PREC 

MATCH? 

SYN 
IN 

WNDOW 

ACK 
STATUS 
TEST 2? 

SEND..ACK (SV. RECV.NEXT) |   INVAL NO d d d 

[   INVAL YES d d d - - NO ACTION 

1   VALID NO NO d d RESET ;CEQ: RESET .SELF ISP): SV. STATE - CLOSED 

|   VALID NO YES NO NONE - - NO ACTION 

1   VALID NO YES NO INVAL SEND.ACK ISV  RECV_NEXT) 

1   VALID NO YES NO VALID UPDATE 

j   VALID HO VES YES £ RtSET ;S:CJ; RESST_£ELF !SF!; SV  STATE * CLOSED 

f VALID YES d d d RESET_SELF IRA): SV  STATE - CLOSED 

■-&i 

t»4 

^3 

9.4,6.1.6 State - CLOSE WAIT. 

Event:    Send (LCN, DATA, DATA LENCTH, PUSH FLAG, URGENT FLAG  (TIMEOUT] 
(TIÄOUT ACTION j"" 

TABLE XIII.    Send event In a CLOSE WAIT state. 

Action« t 

RESOURCES 
SUFFIC 

|      SENO> 

1         NO ERROR r INSUFFICIENT RESOURCES "1 

YfS DISPATCH 

ill 
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Event:    Active Open () 
or Active Open with data () 
or Full Passive Open () 
or Unspecified Passive Open () 

Actions:    error ("Connection already exists.**) 

% 

Event:    Close  (LCN) 

Actions:    sendjEin;  sv.state-LASTACK 

Event:    Abort  (LCN) 

Actions:    reset(CURRENT); resetjself(UA);  sv.state-CLOSED 

Event:    Retransmission Timeout 

Actions:    retransmit 

Event:    ULF Timeout 

Actions:    if (ULP_timeou traction ■ 1) 
then reVet(CURRENT);  resetjself(UT);  sv.state-CLOSED 
else report_ti*eout 

Event:    NETJ>ELIVER (SOURCEJUHÄESS, DESTINATIONJVDDRESS,  PROTOCOL, 
TOS[precedence, rellabllityT delay, throughput), 
OPTlONSlsecurityJ, LENGTH, DATA) 

TABLE XIV, Net deliver event in a CLOSE WAIT state. 

Actions: 

j     SEO' 
STATUS 

AST 
ON 

SEC 
MEC 

MATCH* 

SVN 
IN 

WNDOVN 

ACK 
STATUS 
TEST J* 

11*0 
eicv 

WNDOW 

PIN 
SEEN 

|   mvAt NO d d d d d SEND. ACK l$V  aiCV^NKTi 

INVAL VIS t d d d d - - MO ACTION 

j     VALID NO NO d d d d RESET ISECi «ESn__SllF !SH. SV STATE • CLOSED 

!     VALID NO VES NO NONE d d - - NO ACTION 

VALID Nfi VES NO INVAL d d SEND. ACK ISV   SECV.NEXT 

VALID NO VES NO VALID NO NO UPDATE  ACCENT 

VALID M,' VES NO VAUO NC VES UPDATE  ACCENT   SIT_PIN  SV  STATE • CLOSE.,WAIT 

VALID NC vts NO VALID VES d UPDATE   CHICK.UMG 

!      VALID 

VALID 

NO 

»is 

VIS VES e d d «SET «sic- «sn_seiMs*i $v STATE . CLOSED 

€ e d d d SESfT.SEL* «SA    SV STATE  •  CLOSED 
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Actlooa:    new allocation 
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Event:    Send () 
or Cloae () 

Actioi«:    error ("Connection closing.") 

Event:    Active Open () 
or Active Open with data () 
or Pull Passive Open () 
or Unspecified Passive Open () 

Actions:    error (Connection already exists.") 

fV'«r*> 

Event:    Abort (LCN) 

Actions:    reset (CURRENT)j reset_self(UA); sv.state-CLOSED; 

Event:    Retransmission Timeout 

Actions:    retransmit 

Event:    ULP Timeout 

Actions:    if (ULP timeout-act ion - 1) 
~      reset (CURRENT); reset^seU(UT); sv.state-aoSED 

else report_ti*eout 

Event:    NET DELIVER(SOURCE ADDRESS, DESTXNATION_ADBRE$S, PROTOCOL, 
TOS[precedence, reliability, delay, throughput], 
OPTIONS I security], LEHCTH, DATA) 

KM 

M- 
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TABLE XV.   Net deliver event in a closing state. 

Actions: 

!    SEQ' 
STATUS 

«ST 
ON » 

SEC 
PREC 

MATCH' 

SYN 
IN 

WNDOW 

ACK 
STATUS 
TEST 2' 

FIN 
ACKD 

? 

|    INVAL NO d d d d SEND.ACK (SV  RECV.NEXT) 

1   INVAL YES d d d d - - NO ACTION 

1    VALID NO NO d d d «SET (SEOI: RESET.SELF ISP); SV. STATE • CLOSED 

VALID NO YES NO NONE d - - NO ACTION 

VALID NO YES NO INVAL d SEND. ACK (SV RECV.NEXT) 

VALID NO YES NO VALID NO UPDATE 

VALID NO YES NO VALID YES START.T1ME.WAIT; SV  STATE»   TIME .WAIT 

|    VALID NO YES YES d d RESET ISIOl: REStT.SELF (SF): SV STATE - CLOSED 

|    VALID YES d d d d «SET.SEI' l«A|- IV STATE • CLOSED 

9.4.6.1,8    State ; FIN WAIT1. 

Event: Allocate* LCN. DATAJZNCTH ) 

Actions: new allocation 

Event:  SendO 
or CloaeO 

Action«: arror("Connection cleeiqg.") 

Event: Active OpenO 
or Active Open vlth detaf) 
or Full PatiJv* OpenO 
or Unspecified Fassive OpenO 

Actions: error("Connection already exists.*) 
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Event:  Abort( LCN ) 

Actions:  rosst(CURRENT);  rosttjislf(ÜA); ev.itate-CLOSED 

Event: Retransmission Tlaeout 

Actions: retransmit 

Event: ULP Tlaeout 

Actions:    If (ULP tlaeout ectlon - 1) 
then reset(CURRENT); reiet_self (UT);  av.state-CLOSED 
eise report_tlasout 

Event: OTTJ>ELIVER( SOURCEJU>DRE SS, DESTINATIONJLDDRESS, PROTOCOL, 
TOS[precedence, reliability, delay, throughput], 
OPTIONS I security], LENCTH, DATA) 

TABLE XVI, NET deliver avent in a PIN WAIT1 stete« 

Actions: 

^2&i 

MQ« 
STATES 

» 

MT 
ON > 

SIC 
PP.5C 

MATCH» 

SVN 
m 

WNOOW 

ACK 
fTATu« 
TIST 2» 

ZtRO 
RECV 

WNDOW 

PIN 
ACKO » 

FIN 
ON 

|     WVAL NO 4 4 4 4 4 4 SINO.ACN (SV »ICV.N|)CT) 

[     SWAL vtt 4 4 4 4 4 4 - - NO ACTION 

!     VALIO NO NO 4 4 4 4 4 SUIT R|SET_iii.F iSPi. SV  STAU . CLOSED 

|     VALIO NO Vtt NO NONI 4 4 4 - - NO ACTION 

1     VALID NO V» NO tNVAL 4 4 4 SIND..ACK (SV  *ICV_N|XTl 

1     VALIO NO ¥1$ NO VALID NO NO NO UfOATl. ACCIPT 

VALID NO VIS NO VALD NO NO VIS OPOATf. ACCEPT  SIT_«N. SV STATE • CLOSING 

VALIO NO VIS NO VALIO NO VIS NO UfOATf. ACCEPT. SV  STATI • PIN_WAIT 2 

I     VALIO NO vis NO VALID NO VIS VIS UPDATE. ACCEPT  SfT_NN: START.T|M|_*AIT 
SV  STAU • TIM! _WAIT 

<     VALIO NO VIS NO VALID V NO 4 UPDATI 

i     VALID NO VIS NO VALIO VIS 
r ■   --•    - 

VIS 4 UPDATE  SV  STATE • PlR)_NAlT 2 

1     VALIO NO VIS VIS « 4 4 4 RESET iStCl  RESET.SSL' If». 
SV  STATI • CLOSED 

VALIO m i 4 4 4 4 4 RfSIT_S|L' >RAi SV STATE • CLOSED 
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9.4.6.1.9    Statt ■ FIN WAIT2. 

Evtnt: AbortC LCN ) 

Actions:  rtstt(CURRENT); rtstt_stlf(UA);  sv.ststt-CLOSED 

Evtnt: Allocatt( LCN, DATA_LENCTH ) 

Actions: ntv si Iocs t Ion 

Evtnt: Stnd() 
or ClostO 

Actions: trrorCCcnntctlon closing.") 

Evtnt: Actlvt OptnO 
or Actlvt Opsn with dtttO 
or Full Fssslvt 0ptn() 
or Unsptdfltd Fssslvt OptnO 

Actions: trrorC tonntet ion tlrsadv tJdsts,") 

Evtnt: Rttrtnsalsslon Tlasout 

Actions: rttransmit 

Evtnt: ULF Tit*out 

Actions:    If (ULF_ti*jtout set Ion • 1) 
thtn rtstt(CURXFNT);  rtttt_stlf(UT);  sv.ststt-CLOSED 
tlst rsport_tls*out 

Evtnt: NETJÄLIVERCSOURCEjttDRESS, DEST1NATI0N_ADI*ESS, FR0T0C0L, 
TOSlprtctdtnct. rtlitbllltvT «*l*y* throughput!, 
OPTIONSIsteurlty), LENGTH, DATA) 
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TABLE XVII.    Net deliver «vent In a FIN WAIT2 ittte. 

Actloni: 

'     SEQ» 
STATUS 

|         ? 

RST 
ON 

? 

SEC 
PREC 

MATCH' 

SYN 
IN 

WNDOW 

ACK 
STATUS 
TEST 2> 

ZERO 
RECV 

WNDOW 

FIN 
ON • 

|    INVAL NO d d d d d SEND. ACK IfV RECV. NEXT! 

{     INVAL YES d d d d d - - NO ACTION 

VALID NO NO d d d d RESET ISIGI: RESET.SELF ISP): SV. STATE - CLOSED 

VALID NO YfS NO NONE d d - - NO ACTION 

1     VALID NO YIS NO INVAL d d SEND. ACK (SV RECV. NEXT) 

i     VALID NO YES NO VALID NO NO UPDATE; ACCEPT 

VALtO NO YES NO VALID NO YES UPDATE: ACCEPT: SET_HN START_TIME_WAIT 
SV. STATE • TIME«WAIT 

1     VALID NO YES NO VALID YES d UPDATE 

VALID NO YES YES d d d RESIT (SEQ). RES|T_SELF tSFl: SV STATE - CLOSED 

!     VALID VIS YES d d d d RESIT.SELF IRAI: SV STATE • CLOSED 

9.4.6.1.10   State » last ACK, 

Event: Abort( LCN ) 

Actions:  resetjself(UA);  ev.state-CLOSED 

Event:  SendO 
or CloeeO 
or AllocateO 

Actions: error("Connect ion clot inf.') 

Event;  Aetlv« OptnO 
or Active Open with deteO 
or Full Passive Open() 
or Unspecified Passive Open() 

Actions: error("Connection already exists.*) 
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Event: Retransmission Tlaeout 

Action«:  retrananit 

Evtnt: ULP Tlneout 

Actions:    If  (ULP tlaeout action * 1) 
thtn reset (CURäFNT); reset_seif(UT);  sv.state-CLOSED 
•1st rcport^tlaeout 

Event: NETJDELIVER(SOURCE_ADDRESS, DESTINATZONADDRESS, PROTOCOL, 
TOS(precedence, rellabllityT delay, throughput], 
OPTIONS(security), LENGTH, DATA) 

TABLE mil.    Net deliver event in a LAST ACK state. 

Actions: 

SIQ* 
STATUS 

RST 
ON 
f 

SIC 
MIC 

MATCH» 

SVM 
IN 

WNDOW 

ACK 
STATUS 
TUT 2» 

«N 
ACK'O 

i 

SIM0«ACX ISV  «CV^NIXT) INVAL MO 4 $ 4 4 

«fVAl VIS 4 4 4 4 - - MO ACTION 

!    VAt» MS MO 4 4 4 SUIT (SCO): MirY.tlLF tS»l. SV ST ATI • ctosco 
VALIO NO VIS MO MOMI 4 - - MO ACnOM 

VAL» MO VIS MO StVAL 4 SIMO.ACK ISV SSCV«M|XT| 

VAU© «0 n% MO VAl© MO - - MO ACTIOM 

VAilO MO vts MO VAWtO VIS msrr.siLP tuet sv STAU • ctosio 
VAUO VIS VIS VIS 4 4 nun tsio». wsn.siu \m. sv STATI • ClOSIO 

VAiW VIS $ 4 4 4 ■fSCT_Stl» t*Ai SV STATI • CLOUD 

*.4.$.i.ll   State » TIKE WAIT. 

Event: Abort( LOi ) 

Actions:  reeet_eelf(UA);  av.stete-CLOSB) 
v: 
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Event:  StndO 
or Clottü 
or AlloctttO 

Act lot»: error("Connect ion doting.") 

Event: Actlvt Open() 
or Actlvt Optn with dttt() 
or Fall Ptttlvt Open() 

or Unspecified Pttslvt Open() 

Actloot: trror("Connection el reedy exists«") 

Event: Tilt Welt Tineout 

Actiont:  rtttt_stlf(ÜC); tv.ittttKlOSED 

Legend 
4 • "don't ctrt" condition 

Event: NETJÄlIVE»(SOURCEJU)DRESS, flESTIKATIONJÜDDRESS, PROTOCOL, 
TOS(precedence, reliability? deity, throughput), 
OPTIONSUecurityJ, UNGTH, DATA) 

TABLE XXX,    Ntt deliver event in t TIME WAIT ttttt. 

Actiont: 

MQ# 
|TATU* 

> 

MT 
ON 

? 

MC 
MfC 

MATCH» 

»VN 
m 

WNOOW 

AC« 
STATUS 
TfSTJ» 

ON 
i 

mvAt NO 4 4 4 4 MNO.ACKtSV ttCV_NCXTl 

•tvtt VI* 4 4 4 4 — NO ACTION 

VtMO NO NO 4 4 4 ftf MT IMO». 4fMT_Ml' <St1: SV |TAT| • ClOMO 

VAt» NO n% NO NONff 4 - - NO ACTION 

VAUO NO vis NO INVAi 4 MNO.ACmtV NfCV.NfXTl 

VtlSD NO Vii **g «AÜÖ NO -- NO ACTION 

VAUO NO Vtt NO VAVIO VII MNO. ACB ISV ttCV.NCXTl tf|T AST _TlM|._ WAIT 

VAUO NO V» vtt 4 4 MMT i»10i *tl!T_fCiF ittl: IV IT ATI • CiOMO 

VAiiO V» * 4 4 4 MUT.IIlf ttA!   IV  ST ATI • CLOMO 

, *w V 
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9.4.6.2    *>eclslon functions.    The following function» exemine information 
contained in interface parameters, interface date, and the itate vector to 
sake decisions.    Thete dedeione can be tliought of aa further refinements 
of the event and/or etate.   The return values of the functions represent 
decisions made. 

9.4.6.2.1 ACK on?    The ACK_on function determines whether the acknowledg- 
ment field of the incoming segment is in use.    The data effects of this 
function are: 

a. Data examined only:    frcmJJET.eeg.aekJflag 

b. Return values: 
NO — indicates the ACK flag is false and the ACK number 

should not be examined 

YES — indicates that the ACK flag is true and the ACK number 
is in use 

if (from_NIT.seg.ackJlag • TRUE) 
then return (YES) 
else return (NO); 

9.4.6.2.2 ACK status test IT   The ACK status teat! function compares the 
ACK number of the incoming segment with"the current send variables to deter- 
mine whether the ACK is vslid.    This function is intended for use during 
connection establishment when "old duplicate" ACKs cannot occur.   The data 
effects of this function are: 

Data examined only: 
f r omJIET. aeg. eck_nu» 
fromJfET.seg.ackJlag 

sv.send_next 
sv.send una 

b. Return values: 
NONE       — no ACK appears in the incoming segment 
INVALID — the Incoming segment carries an ACK which is 

outside the send window 
VALID     — the incoming segment carries an ACK inside the send 

window which should be used for update 

—During connection establishment, an ACK is valid if 
—it Ullm in»ids tt* sand window because old ACKs do not 
—exist for this connection incarnation. 

•»Check for presence of eck flag* 

if (fromJIET.seg.ackJlag * fALSE ) 
then return (NONE) 
else    —Validate ACK »gainst  current send window 

If (from NET.eef.eck nut -< sv.send_una) 
or (froBj*ET.seg.exk_ou» > ev.send.next) 
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then return (INVALID )    -»-present but unacceptable 

else return (VALID);        —present end inside send window 

9,4.6.2.3   ACK status test2?   The ACK_statue_test2 function examines the 
ACK number of the incoming segment against the~current send variables to 
determine whether the ACK is valid.   This function is intended for use after 
connection establishment when old duplicate ACKs can legally occur.    The 
data effects of this function are: 

Data examined only: 
f r cmJTCT. seg • ack_f lag 
f r omJIET • seg. ack_mm 

sv.send next 

b.   Return values: 
NONE       — no ACK appears in the incoming segment 
INVALID —• the incoming segment carries an ACK for 

something which has not yet been sent. 
VALID     — the incoming segment carries an ACK which either 

falls in the window (and should be used for update) 
or duplicates a previous ACK. 

—After a connection is established, an ACK is valid if 
—it ACKs something sent on this connection incarnation. 

—Check for presence of eck flag. 

if (from_NET,seg.ackJ?lag • FALSE) 

then return (NONE) 

else   —Validate ACK against current send window 

if (from_NET.seg.ack_num > sv.send_next) 

then return (INVALID)    —present but unecceptable 

else return (VALID);      —present and okay 

9.4.6.2.4   Checksum check?    The checksum_check function computes the check- 
sum of an incoming segment and compares it~against the checksum field in the 
header of the incoming segment.    The data effects of this function are: 

a.    Data examined only: 
all fields of fromJfET.seg 
f rom_NET. sourcc_addr 
froeTNET.destination addr 

from_NET.protocol 
fromJIET. length 
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b.    Return values: 
NO — indicates  that the computed checksum does not match 

the value In fromJIET.seg. checksum 

YES — indicates that the computed checksum matches the 
value in from_NET.seg«checksum 

—The checksum algorithm is the 16 bit one's complement of the 
—one's complement sum of  all 16 bit words in the segment 
—header and segment text.    If a segment contains an odd number 
—of octets, the last octet is padded on the right with seros 
—to form a 16-bit word for checksum purposes. 
—While computing the checksum, the checksum field itself is replaced 
—with seros. 
—The checksum Includes a 96-bit pseudo header prefixed to the 
—actual TCP header.    The pseudo header contains the 
—source address, the destination address, the protocol identifier 
—and the length of the TCP segment (not counting the pseudo header) 
—as passed by the NETJJELIVER service primitive. 

i % +  1  
SOURCE ADORES* 

DESTINATION ADDRESS 

ZERO RROTOCOL SEGMENT LENGTH 

FIGURE 14.    Checksum check function. 

—The actual computation is Implementation dependent. 

9.4.6.2.5 FIN ACK'd? The FINJiCK'd function examines the acknowledgment 
field of the incoming segment toTdetermine whether this segment ACKs a pre* 
viously sent FIN.    The date effects of this function are; 

a.    Data examined only; 
f r omJWET,seg•ack_flag 
f r OSTNET. seg* ackTnun 

sv.send_ftnflag 
sv.send"next 

b.    Return values: 
NO — the Incoming segment does not ACK the FIN 

YES — the Incoming segment does carry an ACK of the previously 
sent FIN 

—The sv.sendjinf lag indicates that the ULP has 
—isiued a CLOSE.    The FIN's sequence number is one less than 
—sv.send next. 

if  (sv.send_flnflsg 
then 

TRUE) 
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I 
V 

9.4.6.2.6   PIN on?    The FIN_on function determines whether the incoming seg- 
ment carries a FIN Indicating"^ he remote side has no more data to send.    The 
data effects of this function are: 

a. Data examined only:    from_NET.seg.^in_flag 

b. Return values: 
NO   — the segment does not contain a FIN 
YES — the segment does carry a FIN 

—The segment header field seg.fln_flag indicates the 
—presence or absence of a FIN. 

if (fromJJET.seg.finjflag - FALSE) 
then return (NO) 
else return (YES); 

9.4,6,2.7    FIN seen?   The FIN_seen function examines both the incoming seg- 
ment and the sv.recv variables Tor the previous or current presence of a FIN 
from the remote TCP.    This function ls used in the established state because 
a FIN may have been recorded during connection opening.    The data effects of 
this function are: 

P 

Data examined only: 
from_NET.eeg.floJ lag sv.recv_flnflag 

b.    Return values: 
NO   — No FIN has been received from the remote TCP in this 

or previous segments. 

YES — A FIN has been received, either In the incoming seg- 
ment or a previous segment. 

-HI FIN received during connection opening ls saved In 
—sv.recv_finflag,    A FIN is present In an 
--Incoming" segment If from_NET.seg.fln_flag ls set true. 

if (( sv.recv flnflag • TRUE ) or 
(from NET.seg.flnJlag - TRUE )) 

then return TYES) 
else return (NO); 

R 

K 
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9.4.6.2.8 Open »ode?    The open node  function determines what kind of open 
service request the local ÜLP issued.    The dsts effects    of    this    function 
•re: 

s.    Dsts    examined    only: sv.open_mode 

b. Return values: 
ACTIVE   — the ULP requested an Active Open with or 

without data for this connection. 
PASSIVE — the ULP request a Full Passive Open or an 

Unspecified Passive Open for this connection. 

—The type of open request is recorded in sv.open_mode. 

if (sv.open mode - PASSIVE) 
then return~(PASSIVE) 
else return (ACTIVE); 

9.4.6.2.9 Sv prec vs sag prec?   The sv_precjrs_eag_prec function compares 
the precedence recorded in the stste vector agsinst tl* precedence level of 
the incoming segment.    The data effects of this function arc: 

a. Data examined only: 
e v. originaler ec fremJ!ET.type_of_service. precede nee 

b. Return values: 
LESS - precedence in sv < segment precedence 
EQUAL - precedence in sv • segment precedence 
GREATER - precedence in sv > segment precedence 

If (ev.ori£nal_prec < fromJTCT.precedence ) 
then return (LESS) 
else if (sv.original^prec - fromJIET. precede nee ) 

then return (EQUAL) 
else return (GREATER); 

9.4.6.2.10 Resources sufflc open?   The reeources^suffic^open function 
examines the internal  resources available in this TCP entity to determine 
whether snother connection can be supported.    The data affects of this 
function sre: 

a. Data examined only:    —implementation dependent 

b. Return values: 
NO   — indicates that another connection cannot be supported 

at this time. 

YES — lndlcstes that internal resources are sufficient to 
support another connection 
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—This function it based on the assumption that * TCP entity 
Hin flnltt resources mad« up of table space» storage capacity, 
—and other implementation dependent areas.   Although the amount 
—of these resources may either he fixed at system configuration 
—or vary dynamically according to systea usage» more connections 
—«ay be requested than can be supported by the entity. 

if (enough resources are available for another connection) 
then return (YES) 
else return (NO); 

9.4.6.2.11   Resources sufflc send7   The resources_suffic_send function 
examines the resources of this TCP connection to determine if more data can 
be accepted from the ULP for transfer.   The dsta effects of this function 
are: 

a.   Data   examined   only:    —implementation dependent 

I 

hi 

b.   Return values: 
MO   — indicates that data cannot be accepted from the ULP 

at this time. 

IBS — indicates that internal resources are sufficient to 
accept and transfer more ULP data 

—This function is based on the assumption that a TCP 
—connection has finite resources.   Although the smount of 
—these resources may be fixed at connection establishment, 
—or vary over connection lifetime, at some point a sending 
—ULP might exceed the TCP entlty*s capacity. 

if ( enough resources are available to handle this SEND ) 
then return (YES) 
else return (HO); 

9.4.6.2.12 RST on?   The RST on function examines the reset flag of the 
incoming segment's Header to determine the presence of a RST,   The data 
effects of this function are: 

a. Data examined only:    from_NET.seg.rst_flag 

b. Return values: 
MO   — the incoming segment does not contain a RESET 
YES — the incoming segment does carry a RESET 

If (fromJIET.seg.rstJlsg - PALSE) 
then return (NO) 
«lee return (YES); 

9.4.6.2.13 Sec match?   The secjsstch function compares the security para- 
meters (including security level,"compartmint» transmission control code, 
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and handling restrict lot») defined in the state vector against those ace 
panyin* *.\A Incoming segment.    The date effects of this function are: 

a*    Dtfta examined only; 
>. w»_NET. opt ions [security] tv.sec 

b.    Return values: 
NO   — The values *n the state vector do not natch those of 

the incoming segment. 

YES — The security information exactly matches that in the 
stete vector* 

—The security information is not carried in the segment header 
—but is passed by the network protocol entity In the 
—NETJDEUVER option parameter« 

if (fromJIET.options[security) • sv.sec) 
then return (YES) 
else return (NO); 

9»%.*.2.1*   Sec prec allowadt   The see^preejsllowed function examines the 
security snd precedence informetion requested~by a ULP in a connection open 
request and based on the implementation environment (i.e., secure host, 
unclassified system, etc.) determines whether this TCP entity can support 
then«   The data effect a of this function are: 

a«    Data examined only: 
f r omJULP «precedence f romJJlP.se cur ity 

b«   Return values: 
KO   — This TCP entity cannot support t\m requested security 

and precedence« 

YES — The security and precedence requested can be supports 

—This decision is implementation dependent. 

9.4.6.2,15    Sec rang» match?   The secjrangsjeatch function checks if the 
security parameters (including security""level7 compartment, transmission 
control code, and handling restrictions) in the incoming segment fit within 
the security range« specified in the security list« 

The data effects of this function are: 

— Data examined only: 

fron_net. opt ions  (stcurlty) sv.sechanges 
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— Return values 

HO   — The velues In tht incoming segmsnt art not within 
the rangt« specified In the atata vecotr. 

TES — Tha velues In tht Incoming segmsnt art vlthn tht 
rangaa specified In tha ttata factor. 

9.4.6.2.16   Sac f>rac natch?   Tha eecjirec natch function conparaa tha praci 
danca level and aacurlty intonation (Including aacurlty level, conpartntnt, 
traaamitaloo control coda, and handling restrictions) dafinad in tha atata 
victor against thoaa of tha incoming sagmant.   Tha data affacta of thia 
function em 

a. Data examined only: 
fron NET.type of servlcc.precedence av.sec 
f rosTHET. opt ionsTsocuri ty 1 sv. actual_prec 

b. Return values: 
MO   — Tha aacurlty and precedence of the segment do not 

match thoaa of the atata vector. 

TES — The aacurlty and precedence DO match. 

If ((sv.sec • from NET.optionalsecurity]) and 
(sv.eetuaijprec • TronJIET.type_of_eervice.precedence)) 

then return (TES) 
elae return (MO); 

9.4.6.2,17   Seat statue!   Tha eeq# efcatue function compares the sequence 
umber of the incoming segment against the current recv varlablee in the 
täte vector to dstsimlne whtthtr the segment contains data in the recv 

dado«.   The data effects of this function are: 

a.   Deta examined only: 
f roaNET. aeg. eeajaum av. recvjrodw 
sv.reev next      ~ ■MM i 

b.   teturn valuesi 
VALID     — This segment does not contain data within 

\\ tha recv window. 
!■ INVALID — Thia segment DOES contain data In tha recv 
£ window. 

S -«Due to aero length recv window and aero length segments, 
k- *-thl» decision function must examine four cases. 
w —These esses are expreaaed in tha following conditional 
K atetemsnta. 

I 
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if (fro« NET.langth - 0) 
then if Ttv.racyjmdw ■ 0) 

than 
—Vhnn tha aagaant coot aim no data, and tha racalva 
—window it cloaad, tha aagaant aaquanea nuabar 
—auat aqual tha aaxt axpactad to ba ac cap tab la. 
If (fron nat.aag.aao^nua • a v. racy nart) 
than raturn (VALID) 
alaa raturn (INVALID) 

alaa 
—Whan tha sagaant contain» no data and th* racalva 
—window la opan, tha aagaant aaquanea nuwber auat 
—fall within tha racalva window. 
If ((■v.racvjaaxt ■< fron NET.aeg.aaqjaia) and 

(froaJVETTaag.aaqjaua ? av.racy_naxt+av.racyjmdw)) 
than raturn (VALID) 
alaa raturn (INVALID) 

alaa If (■ v.racvjmdw • 0) 
than 

alaa 

i 

—Whan tha aagaant carrlaa data and tha racalva 
-«window la cloaad, although no data can ha 
—accaptad, tha control Information la accaptabla 
—If tha aagaant aaquanea nuabar aaaetly antchas 
—tha next axpactad. 
If (froa nat.tag.aao^nua • »v.raev naxt) 
than raturn (VALID) 
alaa raturn (INVALID) 

—Vhan tha aagaant carrlaa data and tha racalva window 
—la opan, tha aagaant la accaptabla If any data 
—falla within tha racalva window. 
If 

—Does tha front of tha data lie within tha window? 
(((av,racv_aaxt •< froa_aTT.aag.aaq.jaia) 

and (troaJfET.aag.aaq^nua < 
av. racyjiext+av. racvjwndw)) 

or " " 
—Doaa tha back of tha data lia within tha window? 
((av.racv naxt •< froa NET.aeg.aaa_aia+froa NET. 

langt hT 
and (froaJÄT. langtb*froaJir.T.aag.aaq_nun < 

av. racv^aaat^a v. racyjandw)) 
or 
—Doaa tha alddla of tha data Ut within tht window? 
((av.racy_naxt > froa_nat.aag.aa\jaia) 
and ( av.Tacv aaxt+avTracv wndw < 

(froa AT.langth^froa NET.aag.aaq^nua)))) 
than raturn TVALID) 
alaa raturn (INVALID) 
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9.4,6.2.18   STJ Ott]   Tht SYN on function axamlnaa tho SYN fing of tht 
Tbt dntn «f ftct» of this function art: incoming aagmant 

a.   Data axamlnad only:    fronJBT.aag.ayaJlag 

b. to turn valuas: 
MO     — No SYN la praaant In tha incoming aagmant. 
TES   — A SIM la praaant in tha aagmant. 

If (fronJfET.aag.aynJflag 
than raturn (tES) 
alaa raturn (MO) 

TIDE) 

9.4.6.2.19 ST» In wndow? Tha STN in wndow function datarmlnaa whathar an 
incoming aagmant contains a STN, and^ifso, whathar ita stquanca numbar Uaa 
in tha racv window.    Tha data af fact a of this faction arat 

Data axamlnad only: 
from JfET.acg.synjfing 
fromJCET.aag.aaq^oum 

av.racvjaaxt 
a v. racv"Vndw 

i 

b*    taturn valuaa: 
MO   — Mo STM is praaant, or a STN la praaant but it doss 

not fall in tha racv window. 

TES — A STN la praaant and falls in tha :acv window, 

—Aftar a connactloo is astabllshsd, no sagmsnta should contain 
—STNs.    Howavar, cart sin altuatlons may product a STN. 
—Shortly aftar a connactloo opaos, a dupllcsta of tha original 
—SYN may arrlva.   It will not lia in tha raev window, having 
—alraady baan aceaptad.   Or, during a connactloo of long 
-«duration, vary vary rara arror conditions may product a STN 

with 
—tha racv window.   Thla situation must bs dattctad. 

If ((from NET.stg.synJflag • TtUE ) and 
(from"NET.sag.sao^num >• av.raevjwit) and 
(from^NET.saf •••*«_"»•< av.racv_nn*t ♦ av. racvjredw)) 

than raturn (TES) 
slsa raturn (NO); 

9.4.6.2.20   Zaro racv wndow?   Tha sarojraevjmdow function axamlnas tha 
racv varlablaa to datarmlna whathar tha racv window la saro, pravantlng tha 
acctptanca of any data from tha ramota TCP.   Tha data af facts of this 
function ara: 

a.    Data axamlnad only:    av.racvjmdw 

:v?>v 
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b.    Return values: 
NO   ** The recv window Is not aero.   Data can ba accepted. 
TES — Tha racv window IS sero.    Mo data can ba accepted. 

if (ev.recvjmdw -0) 
than rcturn~(YES) 
alaa raturn (NO); 

9.4.6,3   Action proctduraa.   Tha following action procedural rapraaant tha 
aat of actions performed by a TCP entity atata machine.   They art call ad by 
tha atata and avant corraapondanca daflnad In Section 9.4.6.   Thaaa proce- 
duraa hava baao orpnlted and designed for clarity and ara provided aa gulde- 
lint«.   Although lmplementors can raorganiia for battar performance, tha data 
affacta of tha raaultlng lmpleeentatlons must not dlffar fro» thoaa spaciflad 
btlow,    Certain aapactt of tha actions daacrlbad in tha following procedures 
ara aubjact to design cholcas.   Specifically, the r«lection of atrataglat for 
handling rctreosmleslons, sanding acknowledgments, segamntlng data, accaptlng 
data fro« tha rtaott TCP, and dallvarlng data to tha UUP ara governed by 
Implementation dspandant criteria.   Thaaa atrataglaa *rs encapsulated in 
"policy" procaduraa such as accept_policy.   A policy procadura dlscussas tha 
avallabla approachas and ra turns Info mat loo to an action procadura Indicat- 
ing approprlata proctsslng.   Tha policy procaduraa daflnad In tha following 
aactloo arat    a c cap impolicy, ock_poUcy» dellver^pollcy, retranemlt_pollcy, 
and eeod^policy.   Tha actions procaduraa Invoke tha execution environment 
primitives, daflnad in Sactloo 10, to paaa messages baewaan protocol levels 
(TÄANSFU), to raad currant tlaa (CUttENT TIME), and to aat and caneal tlaars 
(SETTltCft, CANCEljriMER). 

9.4.6.3.1 Data management routlnaa.   This apadflcatloo la lntandad to ba 
as datallad and accurate aa pots lb la without Implying a particular tmpleaente- 
tlon approach or environment.   However, a difficulty lias In tha manipulation 
of lntarnal data atoraga araas which la, by natura, implementation dapandant* 
Thus, s sat of data management routlnaa ara daflnad to aanlpulata tha queues 
for «and and receive data whlla apaelflc data atmcturas (auch as arrays, 
linkad lists, or circular buffara) raaaln undaflnad.    Tha atata »actor can 
racord and sand and receive varlablee la tan» of sequence numbere bacauaa 
tha data routlnaa corralata eequenee nuabara to tha physical position of 
data within tha data structures. Tha data aanagaaant routlnaa daflnad in 
tha following aactloo arat dm_add_te_reev, e*jsddjto_eend, d»_copy_froa_ 
eend, dn_remove_from_eend, and^emJFeeJve^from^recvT 

9.4.6.3.2 Accept.    Tha accept action procadura accepts data fron tha 
Incoming segment and placee It in tha receive queue«   The amount of data 
accepted Is governed by the Implementation dependent acceptance policy* 
An AC* la generated for the accepted data according to the ACS policy which 
la implementation dependent* Aleo, aome data may be delivered according to 
Implementation dependant delivery policies. 
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Tha dtta affacta of this proetdurt artJ 

a. Data txaalnad: 
•11 fltldt in froaJfET 

b. Data nodlflad: 
all f lalda of toJfET 
•v. raorjiaxt 
t*. rae/urg 

av.rtcv_alloc 

av.rtcvjmdv 
•¥. racVjpuah 

c.   Local variables:    ttart_teq aaount       of foot 

—Tha eccept_polley procedure returne hon such 
—dttt la to ht accepted» lta beginning sequence nuaber, 
—and Its location uithlo tha Incoalng tegatnt» 

accept^pollcjK aaount, otertjMq» offset ); 

lf (aaount > 0) 
than 

dajeddjto_recv( stsrt_seq. aaount» offtat ); 

—Update tha rtcvjntxt sequence nuaber lf neetttary« 
lf (ev.reev next • start_seq) 
thtn s*.ree7ne*t *• etart_eeq ♦ aaount; 

•Httcord FUSH and ütCEKT Information. 
lf ((froaJlCT,tag.puthwflag • TWE) and 

(tv.rea^push < ttartjiaq ♦ aaount)) 
than av.racy.puah t» ttartjiaq ♦ aaount; 

lf ((fron XST.scg.urgJleg • TWJE> and 
(sv.rocv urg < froa MKT.ttg.t*^ mm ♦ frouÄT.ttg.urgptr)) 

thtn sv.rtevjirg t» froaJtET.teg.tts^nua ♦ froaJTCT.seg.urgptr; 

—tefer to ackjollcr to dataralnt whether an ACX thould ht 
at na rat ad 

—tt thlt point, 
to ach i« ackpoUcyO; 
If'CcojMk -TWC) 
thtn atndjick( tv.reevjacat ); 

—lf tha allocation allova. deliver data to tha ULF. 

lf (av.racv_alloc > 0) 
than deliver; 

•ad; 

♦ .4.6.3.3   Acetat policy.   At ona of tha policy procedures. eceept_pollcy 
dltcutaaa tha alternative streteg&ee for acctptlng tha data of lacoalag tag- 
atntt and returne to tht calling proetdurt tht nuaber of data octets to ht 
acetpttd.   Tha paraattara ara: 
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e*    etertlni^oeq - sequence ounber of tht first octet of dote 
to bo accepted 

b. quantity - tht euuber of octots of dsts to bo oeooptod 

c. sogsoot deta_offeet - too position of ttas first sots octot 
within tht locating eegoent** tost to bs oecoptod* 

9*4.6.3.4   Accept strategy.   A TCP inplenentetlon may «so one of severel 
strstoglos to occopt dsts vltblo tht receive window fro» so Incoolog segment. 

t.   Accopt le-ordor dsts only*   Tbo acceptance tost 1st 
from NET.eeg«eeewoue ■ ev.reev nest 

Thst is, too eequenee nunber of tbo Tocoolog segment oust 
eseetly equal tbo nest eequenee eunber expected to bs 
received* 

b.   Acctpt toy dsts within tbo receive window.   Tbo occoptones 
tost bs* ecverel ports: 

et*recvjeest •< froeJttT.eog.eeo^euo 
«K sv.rocvjsest ♦ ee*recejindw 

sv.rscvjsext •< frooJCT.tcg.eee^M ♦ loogtb 
•< so. recvjsext ♦ so.iocwjmdw 

Tbst is» soy portion of tbo tost foiling within tbo receive 
window (i.e., io tbo Interval btcwosn tbo soot eequenee 
nuobsr oxpoetod to bo received sod tbo Uet eequenee number 
In tbo window) is oecoptod* 

9.4.4*3*5   'In-order* ctrotogy*   Tbo •in-order* strategy sllows s tlnple 
scotptsneo tost snd e ttreighttorwerd schooo for dsts storogo*   However, tbo 
less of s single sogooot eon result in tbo renote TCP retreosnitting ottry 
succeeding sogoont*   Tbo * I u*t he-window* strstogy requires s more involved 
occeptsnee tost %P4 S sophisticated dote stores* schooo to keep treck of 
dsts sccopted out of order*   Also, os esch sogosnt is oecoptod* tbo dots 
storogo oust bo chocked so tbst e contiguous interval of out-of-order dote 
eon be recognised*   This strstogy allows tbo remote TCP to retraosult only 
lost segnsots* 

9.4.4.3*4   Acb policy*   Ae one of the policy procedures, tch policy discos- 
sec tbo eiterest lot strstegiee for ocbnowledging dots sccopted fron inconing 
oognents end returns to tbo col ling net loo procedure e boolooo value indicate 
log whether en ecknowledgoont ehouU be sent*   A TCP iopleotetetioa nay npply 
one of two ecknowledgoont timing schönes* 

s*   When dsts is sccopted fron remote TCP. Inmtdletoly gee- 
erete oo enpty eogemnt cootolning current ecbmowlodgeomot 
Information and return it to the remote TCP* 
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b.    When data if accepted from remote TCP, record the need to 
acknowledge data In the atate vector, but wait for an out- 
bound segment with data on which to piggyback the ACK. 
However to avoid a long delay, fat an "ack timer" to limit 
the delay to a reasonable interval.   Thus, if no outbound 
segment with data is produced within the chosen ack timeout 
interval, the timer expires and an empty ACK segment is 
generated and sent to the remote TCP.    If a data segment is 
produced before the timer expires, the timer is cancelled 
and the need to acknowledge record is eraaed from the state 
vector.    (Note that no "ack timeout" event appears in this 
standard.    This event and the resulting call to the aend_ack 
action procedure should be added if the this approach is 
taken.) 

The trade-off between the two approaches is processing time versus control 
overhead.    The -automatic- ack approach is simple, but results in «xtra 
segment generation.    The "timed" ack approach requires more processing but 
will reduce the number of segments generated on connections with t^<»-way 
data transfer. 

9.A.6.3.7   Check urg.    The checkjjrg action procedure examines the header 
of the incoming segment to determine whether nie urgent information is 
present.    If so   rhe urgent pointer is recorded in the recv variables. 
The data effects oi this procedure are: 

a*    Data examined: 
fr<* NET.aeg.urjjJlag       from_KET.seg.dataj>ffset 
framJTCT.seg.urgptr fromJttT.length 
f r amJUET. seg • s *q_num 

b.    Data modified:    sv.recvjirg 

begin 
—Check urgent flag end urgent pointer. 

if (fromJfcT,seg.urg_flag • TRUE) 

then -«Cheek to see if a new urgent pointer la present. 
if (sv,recv_urg < fromJtf.T.seg.*eownum ♦ froaJTCT.seg.urgptr) 
then 

if (sv.reev urg < sv.recv_save) 
then —If the ULP is not Tn "urgent mode", it must be 

—informed of  the presence of urgent information, 
—implementation dependent action 

ev.recvjjrg :- fromJIET.seg.seqjaum ♦ fromJIET.seg.urgptr; 
end; 

9.4.6.3.8    Commut checksum.    The co*pute_checksum procedure computes the 
checksum of an outbound segment and places the value in the header s checksum 
field. 

The data effects of  this function are: 
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=i 

a.    Data examined 
all fields of  to_NET.seg 
to_NET. source^eddr 
to~NET.destination addr 

to__NEl. protocol 
to~NET,length 

^ 

b.    Data modified:    toJJET.s eg. checksum 

begin 
—The checksum algorithm is the 16-bit one's complement of the 
—one's complement sum of all 16-bit words in the segment 
—header and segment text*    If a segment contains an odd number 
—of octets, the last octet is padded on the right with seros 
—to form a 16-bit word for checksum purposes.    While computing 
—the checksum, the checksum field itself Is replsced with seros. 
—The checksum includes a 96-blt pteudo header prefixed to the 
—actual TCP header.    As, the diagrsau shows, the pseudo header 
—contains the source address, the destination address, the 
—protocol identifier, and the length of the TCP segment 
—(not counting the pseudo header). 

SOOMCI ADDRESS 

DtSTWIATlO«. ADDRESS 

IfRO PROTOCOL MOMINT UMOTM 

+ 

i 

FIGURE 15.    Compute checksum procedure. 

—Tht sctual computation is implementation dependent, 
end; 

9.4.6,3.9    Conn open.    The conn_open action procedure Is called Just before 
a connection enters the ESTABLISHED state.    According to the implementation 
policy, the procedure updates the ACK and window information, delivers 
any waiting data, and acknowledges any received data.    The ULP is notified 
of the newly opened connection with an OPEK_SUCCESS service response.    The 
data effects of the procedure   are: 

- Data   examined:      sv.lcn 

- Data modified:    toJJLP.servitt_rs*ponsc        toJJLP.len 

- Local variables:    delivtry_a»ount    need_to_ack 

begin 
—Inform the ULP. 

to_ULP.service_response  :- OPEN_SUC<XSS; 
to^ULP.len :• 7v.len; 
TRANSFER toJJLP to the ULP  Identified by sv.source_port; 
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—The Incoming segment contained either e SYN end sn ACK of 
—our SYN, or just sn ACK.    In either case, use the new 
—ACK to update the send variables. 

update; 

—Based on implementation dependent policies, deliver any waiting 
—data to the ULP. 

delivery amount :■ dellver_poUcy(); 
if (delivery_amount > 0) then deliver; 

—Based on implementation dependent acking policy» ack the 
—incoming segment. 

need_to_ack :- eck^poUeyO; 
If (need_to_ack - TRUE) then eend_ack; 

end; 

The deliver action procedure moves data accepted from 
the remote TCP into the toJJLP structure for delivery to the ULP.    The amount 

9.4.6.3.10   Deliver. 

of data delivered is based~"on the receive allocation, the amount of pushed 
data, and the implementation dependent delivery policy.    The data effects of 
this procedure are: 

a. Data examined; 
ev.recv_pueh 
sv.recvjurg 
sv. lcn "" 

b. Data «edified: 
sv.recv_save 
sv.recv~alloc 

c. Local variables: pushed 

sv.recv_next 
sv.recvjlnflag 
3v.source DOft 

all fields of toJJLP 

dellvery_amount       urgent_length 

begin 
—Does pushed data await delivery? 
if (sv.reev_pueh > sv.recv save) 
then —Pushed data waits so compute amount needing delivery, 

if (ev.fecvjmih > ev.recv_next) 
then pushed :• sv.recvjnejit • sv.reovjuve 
else puehed :• sv.reev^wtn * sv.recv_save; 

—Is there enough allocation for all the puehed data? 
if (sv.recvjdloe < pushed) 
then d»llve"ry_amount :• sv.recv_alloc 
else delivery^smount :• pushed; 

eUe —No pushed data waits. Refer to the deliv«rj»olicy 
—to determine how much data should be passed to the 
—ULP at this point, 

delivery^amount :• dtliver_policy<); 

—deliver computed 
—information. 

unt of data to ULP, including urgent 
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If (delivery_aaount > 0) 
then begin 

—Check for "end of urgent" In data which cannot be delivered 
—in the aaae delivery unit with subsequent non-urgent data. 

if ((sv.recvjurg > sv.recv_seve) and 
(sv.Tecvjurg < sv*recv_aave + delivery^enount)) 

then —Deliver the urgent data alone first, 
begin 
urgent_length ;■ sv.recvjurg - ev.recv_save; 

dsjreaove_f rotere cv( sv. reeves eve, urgtnt^length); 
toJJLP.daTa^length :• urgenT^ltngth; 
—Note that inpleaentation dependant delivery unit 
—size restrictions arc not handled. 
toJJLP.urgent_flag i» TRUE; 
toJJLP.len :«""sv.lcn; 
toJJLP.service response :• DELIVER; 
TRANSFER to_Ul7 to the ULF naaed by toJJLF.source_port; 

sv^recy^sav« :» sv.recvjurg; 
sv.reevju.loc :* ev^recv^alloc • urgentwlength; 
dellveryjaaount s« dell<*ry_a»oust - uri»ut_length; 
end;       "* 

—Move data without an end of urgent into toJJLP.data 
—and deliver to ULF. 

dsjreaovejf roajrecvCsv. reevjsave, deiivery_aaouot); 
toJJLP.dataJLe"ngth ;• dcllwry^aaount; 
—Note thaflapleaentatlon dependent delivery unit 
—slse restrictions are not handled. 
toJ)LP*len :• sv.len; 
iMsv. reeves a ve < sv.recvjurg) 
then toJJLPTurgentjflag :«"TRUE 
else toJJLP.urexnt^flag »• FALSE; 

TRANSFER toJJLP to the ULF naaed br ev.source_port; 

—Update recv variables. 
sv.recvjiave :» sv,recv_esve ♦ dallvcry^aaouet; 
sv.recvjalloc :• sv.recv_alloc - dellveTy^aaount; 

—If the reaote side has closed, and thla data clears the 
—receive queue, the ULF oust be notified. 

if <<ev.rccv_finflac • TRUE) and 
(sv.recv~next • sv.recv save)) 
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then 
begin 
toJJLP.service_response :- CLOSING; 
toJJLP.lcn :■ sv.lcn; 
TRANSFER toJJLP to the UUP named by sv,source_port; 
end; 

end; —of data delivery to ULP 
end; 

end; 

9.4.6.3.11   Deliver polier»    Aa one of the policy procedure!, deliver_polic? 
discusses the alternative strategies for delivering data to the ULP.    It 
returns to the calling procedure the timber of octets of data to be delivered. 
Barring sero receive allocatloaa and pushed data, the TCP specification allows 
an lap lane nt at ion to deliver data to the ULP at Its own convenience.    However, 
performance consideration» should be examined.    On one hand, data available 
for delivery should be delivered with reasonable promptness; it should not be 
delayed Indefinitely while waiting for a delivery units worth to arrive.    On 
the other hand, the data should not be delivered an octet at a time wasting 
both internal TCP proceaslng time and external execution environment resources. 
4 reasonable compromise can be achieved guided by system design criteria. 

9.4.0.3,12   Dlapatch.    The diapatch action procedure accepta the data and 
Interface parameter* passed by the UIP in a send request, adds the data to 
the send queue, and adjusts appropriate send variables*    Depending on the 
send policy, the procedure may segmtnt and transmit aome portion of data to 
the remote TCP.   The data effects of this procedure are: 

a. Data examined: 
fromJJLP.len 
fromJJLP.data 
f r omTuLP»da ta_leng t h 

b. Data modified: 
sv.send free 
ev.ulp_t lam out 
sv.seim\j>ush 
sv.se ndjurg 

f r omJHJP. puahjf lag 
f r ceTULP • ur gen t_f lag 
f r omJJLP .ulp_t imeou t 

av.se nd_aext 
sv.send~una 
ev.sendTwodw 

begin 
—Save the data along with tlmestamp, starting at sv.send^free, 
—»then update the send variables. 

a4d_to_send(sv.send_free. fromJUJP.deta_lenfth, CUIRXMT-TIME()); 

sv.send_free  :• sv.e«nd_£ree * frrm^ULP.length; 

If CfromJJLP.pushJiag - TtUS) 
then tv.7end_push~:* *v.send_free; 
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if  (fromJJLP. urge nt_f lag - TRUE) 
then sv.sendjurg :• sv.aend_free; 

•«Depending on Implementation, the ULP timeout timer nay 
—need to be restarted when the Interval Is changed by the ULP» 

if  ((fromJJLP.uip_ti«eout /- NULL) 
—option exercised To set timeout and (from_ULP»ulp_tlmcout /■ 

ev»ulp_timeout)) then sv»ulp_timeout  :• f7omJULP»ulp_timeout; 

—Call the send_new_data procedure to determine If any 
—newly received data can be sent at this time. 

send_new_data; 

end; —non-iero send window processing 
end; 

9.4.6.3.13 Da add to send»    As one of  the data management routines, the 
da_add_to_eend procedure adds the data provided by the ULP in fromJJLP.data 
to the senU storage area»   The calling sequence is: 

dm_add_to_eend( »eq^num, length, time ) 

eeq_num • the sequence number of the first octet 
being added to the storage area 

length • the number of octets to be added 

time • the current time to be associated with each 
data octet for later determination of data age 
for the ULP timeout. 

9.4.6.3.14 Dm add to recv.   As one of the dat* management routines, the 
da_addwto_recv procedure copies data from an incoming segment, found in 
fraeJtTT,7eg.data, into tta receive storage area.   This routine is called 
as segment» are validated and portlot* of their data are found to be in the 
receive window.   The calling sequence Is: 

dm_add_to_recv( eeq_nun, length, offset ) 

seqjDvm • the sequence number of the first octet to me copied. 

length • the number of data octet to be copied. 

offset • the location of first octet to be taken from the 
data portion of the segment. 

9.4.6.3.13   Dm copy from send.    As one of the eats management  routines, 
the dm^copy^frem_send pxocedufT copies data from the aead storage area into 
tJ_H£T7»«g.date."~ This routine Is used aa date Is segmented end transmitted 
Initially, and as retrensmlssions are required. 
The celling seqjence is: 
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da—copy_froa_send( se^nua, length ) 

seqjaua * the sequence twaber of the first data octet to be 
copied lato to_NET.9cg.data 

leiith * the nuaber of octets to be copied 

9.4.6.3.16 Da rcaovo fro« rtcv.   As one of the data asnageaent routines, 
the da resove froa recv routine reaovea data froB the receive • to rag* *"* 
and places lt~in the toJJLP.data   stricture.   This Is called as data Is 
delivered to the ITLP.   The calling sequence Is: 

da_reBOve_froa_recv( eeqjua, length ) 

seqjaia - the sequence nuaber of the first octet to 
be reaoved and copied 

length - the nuaber of data octets to be reaoved and copied 

9.4.6.3.17 DB roaovc froa send.   As one of the data aanageaent routines, 
:he da remove froa send procedure dele tee data from the send storage aree. 
rhls routine Ts called as data Is acknowledged by the reaote TCP and reaoved 
froa the retransalsslon "queue."   The calling sequence Is: 

dft_rcaove_fre*j_send( seo^nua, length ) 

ecqjoua • the sequence tuabcr of the first octet to be reaoved. 

length • the nuaber of data octets to be reaoved. 

9.4.6.3.18 Error.   The error procedure fills in the fields of toJJiP with 
the local connection naac, the EttO* service response, and the error description 
passed by parameter.   This Inforaatloa Is passed to the local ULF. 

a. Data cxaalncd:    sv.lcn sv.source_port 

b. Deta aodified:    toJHJ.ien toJJlf.eervlcorresponds 
toJJIP. err or_de sc 

begin 
—Construct an error aessage for the local ULr\ 

tojnj.tervice^response »• RULOR; 
to~ULF.lcn t-Uv.len; 
toll\I*m*Tjb9t :• pereeeter; 

THAHSPEt to ULP to the VLP named by sv. sou reexport; 
end; 
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9.4♦0,3.19    Format net params,    the tormatjQet_para&8 procedure fill» In 
the paraiuerer* used by the network protocol entity after the calling procedure 
has filled  '.n the outgoing segment header.    The aixe of  the segment a text 
portion is pasted by parameter. 

b. 

bad examined: 
t oJJLT.seg.da t ajof f se t 
svTdestinationjaddi 
sv.d»stination_port 

Data modified: 
toJiET,Identifier 
to_NET.protocol 
toJIET.deftinwtion_addr 
to~NET.aeg. sour carport 
toJJET. dont_f ragment 

av.source^adir 
sv*söurce<j>ort 

tojlET. type_of_service 
to~NET. length "" 
to~NET. source addr 
to~NET. des t lnat &oa__nor t 

!.*, 

begin 
—Fill in the network parameters. 

toJSET. seg. source^port 
toJJET. seg. de s t i na t ionj^o rt 
toJJET.source_addr 
to~NET.destinationjiddr 
to_NET.protocol 
tcJIET. type_of_etrviee.precedenee 
toJIET. type^of^service. reliability 
toJ*ET. type^of^aerviee. do lay 

sv,eource_port; 
ev.deetination_oort; 
*v,eource_a4dr; 
av.destination addr; 
TCPJD; 

sv.actual prec; 
WOKHAL; 
NORMAL; 

to NET,type of service.throughput 
toJ4ET, identifier 
toJKET* don tjf r age« ft t 
toJIBT. t tme^tojl vt 
toJ»ET. length ~ 

end; 
toJIBT« options [security! *« 

;• NORMAL; 
;• fan idO; 

FALSE; 
OHE «IWTEJTTt; 
toJfeT.seg7date_offeet ♦ 
parameter; 
sv.sec; 

9.4.e.3.20   Gen id.    The genjd action procedure returns en Identifier to 
the calling procedure to be passed to the uetwork protocol eatity when a 
segment  la transmitted with a NETJ5END primitive. 

a. Fata examined:    ««implementation dependent 

b. Data modified:    »"«one 

begin 
—The generation of  the identifier la implementation dependent. 
—The network protocol entity uses the identifier» along with 
—addreesing information, to distinguish between sending unite 
—(i.e. datagrams) if  fragmentation and reassembly are required. 
—So, TCF must generate unique  identifiers  for each segment  If 
—the date la  to be trsnsmitted without confusion* 
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•—Also, lf a retransmitted segment it accomp-mied by the 
—Identifier used for Its original transmission, the network 
—protocol entity may be able to piece together part« of the 
-^original and the retransmission to improve Its performance• 
—Mote that lf repackaging la performed during retransmission, 
—the original identifier cannot be used. jvftj 

end; g 
9,4,6.3.21   Gen lsn,    The genjlsn procedure returns an initial sequence -;-V 

number to the calling procedure~for use during the three-way handshake of /v 
connection establishment. K- 

a. Data examined:    —Implementation dependent y| 

b. Data modified:    - none - *•*%• 

—Implementation dependent action */* 

9.4.e.3.22   gen lcn.   The §sm_lcn procedure returns a local connection name, ^ 
or lcn, to the calUng procedure to be used aa a shorthand identifier by TCP %ß 
and the local ULF in service requests end responses pertaining to a connection *S 

a.   Data examined:    —implementation dependent v£* 

Data   modiflad:    - none - %<s 

begin a 
—The generation of the lcn is implementation dependent. vs 

*\* —A TCP entity usually supports msny connections. 
—If the lcn Is a pointer or table Index, service requests 
—can K. quickly matched to their state vector, >>! 

and; ;£ 
it 9.4,6.3.23   Can syn.    The genjiyn action procedure formats and transmits a 

segment containing a SW to the~remote TCP.   Aa part of the StN generation, 
an initial sequence number Is selected.    The procedure accepts one parameter 
whose values are ALONE. WITH ACK, and UlTHJJATA, indicating whether the 
segment will contain an AC* or data.    Thls~procedure does not handle generating 
a SYN carrying a FIN flag because the specified service Interface does not 
support s trsnsactlon primitive described in Appendix C.    However, if such g| 
primitive were created, this procedure would have to be modified to handle 
it.   The data effects of this procedure are: 

a.    Data examined: 
sv. sou reexport sv.recvjen 
sv.source^addr sv.recv_next JJ 
sv,destinetlon_port sv,send_next Q 
sv,destinatioo_eddr sv.sendetree £«„ 
sv.recvjmdw   ~ sv.**nd_pu%h 
sv.send_urg \% 
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b. Data modified: >y. 
•v.tand ifii ev.eend next V^ 
all fltlda of to NET ev.eend una >\ 

>: 
c. Local variables:    amount ^ 

bagin 
—Ganarata the Initial eequenee number to be ueed for 
—data aant to tha remote TCP* 
sv.send_ien :■ gen_ien(); 
ev.serafnext «• sv7send_isn *lj    —SYK uaa» tha first eeq#. 
•v.§end~una :■ ev.eend_Ten; 

toJiET.seg .seqjDua :• ev.sendJLsn; 

—Check parameter to determine exact type of 5TN. 
case parameter of 

«hen ALONE •> 
toJfET.seg.sek_Uag :• FALSE; 
to~KKT.itf.wndw :» 0; 
tojnST.aag.puah^fiag:« FALSE; 
to^MET.eeg.urfJflag •" FALSE; 
amount :• 0; 

whan WITH ACE •> 
to N^T.eef .eck_flef :• TWE; 
to~WET.eef.wndw :• ev.reevjmdw; 
to~HET.eeg.ack mum :• ev.recv ian ♦ 1; 
to~teT.eef.pueI flag :• FALSE; 
toJfET.seg^rfJFlag :• FALSE; 
amount :• 0; 

when WITH DATA -> 
toJiET.eef.eckJleg :• FALSE; 
to~KET.eeg.wndw :• 0; 

—The data auppllad by tha WJ ie in tha aand queue. 
—However, tha amount of data to accompany tha SYK 
—ie determined by tha eend^policy. 

amount :• eeaajpoUcyO; 

if (amount > 0) 
then dm copy Iron eeodC ev.eend_next, amount  ); 

lf"(sv.eend_Juth • sv.eend~ntxt ♦ emount) 
than tcJIET.eeg.puehUeg :• TWE; 
sv.settTaext  :• ev.eend next ♦ amount; 
alee toJtET.eeg .puehjleg  :• FALSE; 

end caee; 
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—Add tht urftnt lnforaation rtgardlaaa of data ltngth. 
1£ (av.atnd uri >- to HET.atg.atojnu«) 
thtn to HETTttg.ur^Jlag i* TRUE; 

toJTCT.aag.urgptr i- tv#aand_urg - 
to~NET. tag. atq^nu«; 

tltt to'UET.tag.urgJltg :• VALSB; 

lf («AX_SECl®rrjSia option uaad in thlt l«pltttntatlon) 
than    • 

to »ET.iog-optlontUl        :• 2;       -Hi« htadtr lUt 
- option kind 

to ÄT.ttg.opti©ntl2l        «• 4;       —option ltngth • 
— 4 octet» 

f£                                                                                     toHIT.stg.optlont[3.,4j  :• MtfJECMEHTJIZE; 
L& " —l9ipl.d*p  VtlUt 

toJRT.atf.dattjoffaat      »• 6; 

* " toJICT.itg.dittoffMC    :• OmOKtfSSJlEADER; 

f onu tjM t^pornsf («aoottt); 
computt chadtaun; 
TRANSFER to VST to tht nttvork protocol tntlty. 

tod; 

«.4.6.3,24   Load ttairltT«   Tht ttcurlty ptraatttrt (Including »ecurlty 
Uvtl, coopartntat. traoatlttlon control coda, tnd htndUng rtttrlctlont) In 
tn Incoming • «gaunt trt lotdtd Into tht ttttt victor, 

Tht data tfftctt of thlt function artt 

* Data tmaalauftt 

fromjittjaptlona Ittcurlty] 

• Dttt todlfltd: 

tv.atc 

—Thlt uould only occur tf ttr a auccttaful atc_rangt_«atch. 
tv.ttc; • fromjntt.optloot (ateurlty) 

f.4.6.3.23   »tu allocation.    Tht n«u_al location action proctdurt taktt tht 
now vtlut provldad by tht mi In tn allocation atrvlct rtquttt and adda 
It co tht currtnt rtctlut allocttloo.   Dot a waiting for thlt allocation la 
dtllutrtd to tht BIT.   Tht data tfftctt of thlt proctdurt trt: 

a. Data txaalnad:    fronJJlF.dataJtngth 

b. Data nodifltd:    tv.rtev alloc 
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begin 
«-Add in the act* receive el location. 

sv.recv alloc :» ev.recv_alioc ♦ fromJJlP.datanlangth; 
—Depending oo implementetion dependent window aanageaent strategy, 
—this new receive allocation «ay be factored Into a new 
—value for the receive window. 

—If data awaits this allocation, deliver it. 
deliver; 

and; 

9.4.6.3.26   Open.    The open action procedure records the parameters fron an 
open service request (either Active Open, Fully Specified Passive Open, or 
Unspecified Passive Open), assigns a local connection nas*, and returns it 
to the UUP In sn OPEN_ID service response.   The data effects of this procedure 
are; 

Data examined: 
f r osJULP • raq ue s t_aame 
f r oaTuiP • sour ce_Jort 
f roeTuLP. des tins tion_port 
fre«"ULP.destination addr 

fromJULP. pre cede nee 
tramyif .security 
f r oaTULP • eecjranges 
frosTULP.tlaäTout 
trosTULP. timeout set ion 

b.    Data modified: 
sv.source^oort 
sv.souree_mddr 
sv.dastlna tlob^port 
sv,dast1netlon^addr 

toJuLP.service_responee 
to"ULP. sour ce^Jer* 
to^tP. source addr 

sv.len 
sv, originalere c 
sv.sec, ev.eee_renges 
sv.ulp^tisjsoutT sv.ULP^tieeout^ 

act Ion 
toJJLF.destinatien_eddr 
to"ULP.destinstiofTp°rt 

to~ULP.lco 

begin 
«-Assign e local connection rum* according to 
—implement et ion dependent algorithms, 

sv.len :• fsn_lcn(); 

—The security, precedence, and timeout parameters are 
—optional.    If they are not provided by the UIP. defeult 
—values are assigned.    For security and precedence defaults 
—In nonsecure environaents, the lowest levels are generally used. 
—A timeout default  is more arbitrary, but  the curr«n; 
—suggested value Is  two minutes. 

if (froaJJIP.securlty  Is present) 
then sv.sec :•  fro» ULP.security 
els« sv.sec  :• DEFAULT SECURITY; 
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K lf (fro» OLP.pracadancn ia praaant) 
H thtn av. originalj>rac :• froaJJLP.pracadance; 
K" tv. actual prac     :• fro» ULP. pracadancn; 
K tlaa av.orlin5l.pwc :- DEFAffijmCEDENCE; 
ß av,actual_prtc     *• DEFAU^PRECEDRNCE; 

lf (froa ULP.tlaaout la praaant) 
than av.ulp tlaaout :« fte»J!LP.tl»aout 
alaa av.uip^t *»•<*" :" BEFAOITJIMEOUT; 

If (fro* ULP>tla*out action la preaant 
than av.UL? tlaaout action: - fro»JJIJ.tla*ou traction 
alaa av.Ütf~tl««ouractlott: • DEFAFLTTl«OUT_actlon 

—Tha aourca port la provldnd In all opan raquaata. Tha aourca 

B 

-addrtaa la tha addraaa of thla TCP antlty. 
av«aourca_aort :• fro»JJlP.§ourca_port; 
av.aourca addr :• THIS^ADWESS; 

-Tha raa^lnlti" parasatara vary according to opnt raquaat typa. 

caaa fro»jnJ.ranunat_»aa» of 

whan ünapaclfl«d Passiva. _Opan •> 
—Thla rsquast doaa not carry tha daatlnatloo 
—aockat.    It ras* Im unaaalfnad until a »«rehing 
—ST* fro» a raaota TCP arrlvas. J£ 
av.opan aoda  :- PASSIVE; g| 
av.aacjraagaa:* fro»Jfl-P.ssc_rsngaa; .v 

vhan Pull U«alva Opan •> 
av.destination addr :* froa ULP,daitlnatl©n_addrj 
av.dattinatlon^otc :• fro»JJlP.dattlnatlon_pou; 
av.opan aoda *• PASSIVE; 
tv.tacJTangtt:» froaJJtP.aac^rangna; 

vhan Actlva Opan •> 
av.daiTlnacton addr :- fro»JJLP.da»tlnatt*n_sddr; 
•v.dastlnstlon~port :• fro»JJl*.dasttnatton_port; 
av.opan_a»da :• ACTIVE; 

wh»n Actlva Opan VIth Data •> 
tv.dasIlnacTo'  addr  :• froa Ulf.da»tlaatlon_addr; 
»v.dattlnatlonVrt  :• f r o»HjlP. da« tlnatl export; 
«v.op«nja>da  :• ACTIVE; 

p\ 
—Rtcord data accoapanytng opan ras/*at. 

«a*a_aand_data; 
* - and c«  *; 
V* 
W * 

r • 
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—Rtturn the local connection assigned. 

to_ULP.servlce_respon*e  i» OFEN_XD; 
to~ULF*sourcc_Jort :• ev.eource^©**» 
toJMF.eource^addr :• ev.eource_addr; 
toJJLP.dtttlMtloa^Addr  :■ sv.de«tlnatlon_port; 
toJJLP.dtstlnatlo&^P^rt :• sv.destlnatlon_addr; 
toJuLP.lcn :• sv.lcn; 

end; 
TKANSFEK toJJLF to tht ULF used by ev.source_port; 

9.4.6.3.27    Opcniall.    Tht openfall action procedure Inform* tht ULP that 
tht attempted connection could not be opened.    It alao clears the state 
vector.   The data affects of the procedure are: 

a. Pata examined:    es.lcn 

b. Data modified: 

sv.eource_port 

all state vector element« 
toJULF.lco toJJLP.eervleejreepoose 

—Coasiruet an CrEK_FAIL message for the VIP. 
toJUJl.senrlce~respon*c t» OPtlMPAXU; 
toJJLF.lct :* sv.len; 
TUNS FT* toJJLP to the 91/ netted by »v.»our©export; 

—The state vector   s cleared without generating a Ö1F message. 
r«setwself(NOJiKPOKT): 

9.4,6.3.2ft   Fart reset.   The part^reset action procedure clears the aead 
and recv variables without  terminating the connection.   The data affects of 
the procedure are: 

a. Data examined: sv.openjeode 

b. Data aodlfied: all send and receive variables 

begin 
—The remote TCF address and port are cleared if the connection 
—open mode wee PASSIVE. 

if  (sv.open_«>mt • FASSTVt) 
then 

sv.mtstinatioa^nert :* KILL; 
sv.destinatlon^addr :* N011; 

—Clear all variables set during the connect ion opening 
•«handshake« 

dm_remove_fro*_send(ev.tend_ttfta, Ql£UE_S;zt); 
om~remove~f roiTrecvUv. recv~free, QUEbf_SlZE); 
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sv.actual_prec :• NULL; sv.send ntxt 
tv.recv isn :- NULL; sv.send una 
iv.recv next :- NULL; sv«send vndw 
sv.recv wndw :- NULL; sv.send_push 
sv.recv alloc :- NULL; av.send_urg 
•v.recvjpush :- NULL; sv.send_flftflag 
•v.recv urg :- NULL; sv.send free 
sv.recv save :- NULL; sv.send  Lastupi 
sv.recvjlnflag :- NULL; sv.send_lastup2 
sv.send lan :- NULL; sv,send_max_seg 

Ml 

Pf 

:• NULL; 
:• NULL; 
:- NULL; 
:- NULL; 
;- NULL; 
:- NULL; 
j- NULL; 
:- NULL; 
:• NULL; 
:- NULL; 

end; 

9.4.6,3.29   Raise prec.    The raise precedence action procedure raises the 
precedence level recorded In the state vector to the level provided by the 
remote TCP.    paragraph 9.2.11 of the entity overview dlscusaes precedence 
negotiation during connection establishment.    The date effects of this 
procedure are: 

a. Data examined:    from_NET.type_of_servlce»precedence 

b. Data modified:    sv.actual_prec 

—A SYN from the remote TCP carries a precedence level 
—greater than that Indicated by the local JLP. 
—Precedtnce Is carried as a type of service parameter. 

sv.actual_pree !■ fromJIET.type^of^eervlce.precedence; 

9.A.6*3.30   Record »yo.    The record_eyn action procedure records the 
control Information from the lncomlng"segment containing a SYN flag. 
The data effects of this procedure are: 

a.    Data examined:  all fields of from NET 

II 

b. Data modified: 
sv.recvjaext 
sv.recvjirg 
sv.recvjLen 
sv.sendjmax_seg 
sv.recv push 

c. Local variables:        start_seq 

sv.send_vndw 
sv.send__una 
sv. des tins tlonjtort 
sv.dcstlnatlonj.ddr 

amount       offset 

begin 
—If this half of  the connection was opened passively» the 
—remote Information should be added to the state vector. 

If <av.openjK>de - PASSIVE) 
then 

8v.destlnatlon_port :• 
sv.destination addr  :• 

from_NET.seg.source j^ort; 
ftom~NET.source addr; 
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—Record recv_data. 
sv.recv_isn :■ fronJJET.seg.seqjnum; 
sv.recvjiext :■ sv.7eev_isn+l; 

—Record send data. 
If (from_NET.seg.ack_flag • TRUE) 
then sv.7end_una :■ Trcm_NET.seg.eck_num; 

—Record maximum segment size If present In option field, 
if ((fromJJET.seg.datajjffset > 5) —optlonless header size 

and (7ron_NET.seg.qptions[0]  ■ 2)) —Max Seg Option Kind 
then 

sv.send_max_seg :- fromJJET.seg.option[3..4]; 

—If data accompanied the SYN, apply the implementation 
—dependent data acceptance policy to determine hov much 
—data should be saved, its position in the recvjqueue, 
—ifld its position in the incoming segment. 

accept_po!icy( start_seq, amount, offset ); 

if (amount > 0) 

then 

end; 

add_to_recv(  etart_seq, amount, offset  ); 

—Update the recv_next sequence number if necessary, 
if  (sv.recv_next ■ start_seq) 
then sv.recvjiext  :• sta7t_seq + amount; 
else —record data position in receive storage area 

—implementation dependent action 
--Recoid r'LSH and URGENT information. 

if  ^(fr^J^l.»eg.push_flag - TRUE) and 
(sv.recvjjush < itart_seq ♦ amount)) 

then sv.recv push :• stflr7_seq + amount; 

if  (<from_NET.seg.urg_ilag - TRUE; and 
(sv.recv_urg < fromJJET.seg.ceQ^num + from_NET.eeg.urgptrU 

then —record the new urgent dtt* position 
sv,recv_urg  :■  fromJJET.ses.seq^num ♦ from_NET.seg.urgptr; 

9.',6.3.31    Report timeout  (sv *)■    The report^tlmeout action procedure 
Informs the UtP that a ULP_tlmeout has occurred."" The oldest data in the send 
queue  is requeued and the timeout time reset. 

The dst« effects of this function are: 

*    ')ata examined: 

-    Dat£ modified: 
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begin 
error(sv_*.lcn,'UlP_timeout) 
trans fer~"toJJLP to The ÜXP names by sv_*^source_port; 
requeue_oldest (sv_*); 

end; 

9.4.6.3.32 Requeue oldest (tv «).    The requsue_pldest action procedure 
removes the oldest daa fro« the sendjiueue and requeues the data Baking it 
the youngest. 

The data effects of this procedure are: 

-   Data examined: 

sv.*sendjqueue 

9.4.6.3.33 Reset.    The reset action procedure formats and sends a segment 
with a reset flag to the remote TCP to terminate the connection.    RESET 
segments must be formatted so that the remote TCP finds the segments accept- 
able.   The procedure accepts one parameter Indicating the format of the 
RESET segment to be sent.    The parameter value **SEG" indicates that the 
incoming segment determines the format.    If the segment contains an ACK, 
this forms the basis of the sequence number in the RESET segment.    If the 
segment does not contain an ACK, the RESET segment is made acceptable by 
carrying an ACK of the incoming segment's text.    The parameter value CURRENT 
indicates that the RESET Is not the result of an incoming segment, but 
because of a SIP abort request or the UUP timeout.    In such situations, the 
RESET segment is formed with a sequence number based on current state vector 
values.    The data effects of this procedure are; 

a. Data examined: 
sv.soureexport sv.sec 
sv,source_addr sv.actual_prec 
sv.destina tion_port sv.sendjiext 
sv.destinationjiddr sv.recvjaext 

b. Data modified:    -none- 

tegin 
—Based on the parameter, set the sequence and ack numbers. 

if  (parameter - SEC) 
then —Check the incoming segaent for ACK presence, 

if (from_NET.seg.ack_flag - TRUE) 
then 

to_NET.aeg.seqjwm :» from_NET.seg.ackjium; 
to~NET.seq.ack_flag        :• PALSE; 

else 
to_NET.seg.seq_num :• 0; 
to~NET.seg.ack_flag :• TFUE; 
toJ*ET.aeg.ack_num :• from_NET.seg.seq_nu» ♦ 

(from NET. length - from_NET.seg.data_off*et*i); 
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3k 

else —parameter - CURRENT* so use current sttte vector velues. 
to NET.ieg.seo^num :• ev.eend next; 
to~NET.seq.eek_fleg        :« FALSE; ~ 

—Fora « segment using current stete vector deta, eet the 
—reset flag, end trensalt to the raaote TCP. 

to_NET • s eg • rs t_f leg 
to~NET. seg . synjf lag 
t oJIET. s eg. ur£f lag 
to~NET. seg .pus hf lag 
to~HET. s eg. f io_7l ag 
to_NET.seg.window 
to_NET• s eg•dat a_effeet 

:- TRUE; 
:- FALSE; 
I- FALSE; 
:• FALSE; 
:• FALSE; 
:■ 0; 
:• OPTIONLESSJffiADER; 

end; 

format_net_parame( 0 ); 
c oaput e_cht cksue; 
TRANSFER toJIET to the network protocol entity; 

9.4.6,3.34   Reset self.    The reset_self action procedure informs the ULF 
that the connection is terminating, end then sets the stete vector elements 
to their initial velues.   The reset_self procedure has one parameter indicating 
the reeson for connection termination.    If the parameter equals HOJtEPORT, 
no service response is prepared for the UUP,   All other velues produce service 
responses including RR for reaote reset, HF for network failure, UT   for ULF 
timeout, SF for security or precedence mismatch, UC for user close, and UA 
for user abort.    The data effecta of this procedure are: 

a. Data examined:    sv.len 

b. Data modified:    all atate vector elements 

;■>: 

I 

1% 
aY 

begin 
if parameter /• NOJtEPORT 
then begin 

case parameter of 

when RA •> 
to_ULP»error_desc :* "Remote abort." 

when NF""> 
to Ul*«error desc :• "Network failure.' 

when SF~»> 
to ULP.trror msec :• "Security/precedenee mismatch." 

when uT*-> 
to ULF.error desc :• "ULF timeout." 

when UA~-> 
to ULF «error desc :■* "ULF abort." 

when UC~«> 
to ULF .error desc :• "ULF close." 

when SF~-> 
to_ULF.error_dtsc  :• "Service feilure." 

end case; " 
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v,iSl toJJUMcn :■ sv.lcn; 
to ULP.service response  :■ TERMINATE; 
TRANSFER toJJLP to the ULP Identified by sv.source_port; 
end; 

--Regardless of the cause, clear all queues and Initialize state 
P> vector. 

K part_reeet; av.lcn    :- NULL; 
tn* sv.sourcejport :■ NULL; sv.sec    :- NULL; 

sv.sourcejsddr :• NULL; sv.original_prec :■ NULL; 
av.destinTtionjport :• NULL; av.actual_prec      :- NULL; 
sv.destln*tionjsddr  :■ NULL; sv.ulp_timeout      :• NULL; 

end; 

9.4.6.3.35 Restart time wait.    The restart_timejiait action procedure 
restarts the currently running "time wait" timer. "This procedure is 
called after a retransmitted FIN is seen from the remote TCP.    The data 
effects of this procedure are: 

a. Data examined:    - none   - 

b. Data modified:    - none * 

—Cancel the existing timer and start it up from scratch, 
cancel timtrC TIME WAIT, sv.lcn ); 
startJfi*er( TIHEJIAIT, av.lcn, TIMEJHAITJNTERVAL ); 

9.4.6.3.36 Retransmit.    The retransmit sctiona procedure resends data |? 
that haa not been acknowledged within the retransmission timeout interval. 
Because the smount of data resent is implementation dependent, this deci- 
sion is encapsulated in the retranemit_poiicy procedure.    The data effects 
of this procedure are: 

a. Data examined: 
sv.sendjime sv.se ndjrndw 
• . sewfnext sv.send~max_seg 
sv.sendjpu*h sv.sendjurg 

fcjij ev.send_finflag av.send~free 
^ S v•recv_nex t •v.recvjundw 

b. Dsta modified: 
all fiel da of to_NET 
retransmission timer 

c. Local variables:    retrans_amount     start_pt     pushed_amount 

begin 
—Determine how such data should be retransmitted to the 
—remote TCP. 

retrans_amount :• retransmitj^olicyO; 
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if (retr«ns_aaount > 0) 
then 

begin 
—Starting from the front of the retrensalssion queue» 
—tegnent end retransmit date Indicated by amount, 

etart_pt :■ ev.eendjuna; 
to NET.seg.seo^nun ~"     :• etart_pt; 
toJIET.seg.rstJlsg        :- FALSE; 

if (start_pt • ev.eend_isn) 
then   —The SYN la being retransmitted. 

to_NET.seg.syn_fleg       t» TRUE; 
if~(sv.recv_ien • NULL)   —Baa the remote TCP been heard from? 
then toJiET7eeg.eck_fleg :• FALSE; 

to~NET.eeg.vndv :■ 0; 
elae to~NET.seg.eck num :■ sv.recv next; 

to~NET.seg.eck~flag   :- TRUE; " 
to_NET.teg.vndv :■ ev.recvjmdv; 

if (MAX SEGMENT SIZE option uaed in thla implementetion) 
then 

to_NET.seg. optional 11 :■ 2;    —See eeetlon 6.2.11 
to_NET.aeg.optiona[2l :• 4;    —for option format. 
to_NET.aeg.optional3..4] :• MAX_SE<3MENT_SIZE; 
to NET.seg.data offset :- 6; "' 

elae to~NET.eeg.deta~offeet :- CPTIONLESS_HEADER; 

elae   —Normal data retransmission. 
to NET.sag.eck mum :• av.recv next; 
to_NET.seg.ack~flag       i» TRUE;   ~ 
to~NET.eeg.eyn"flag       :• FALSE; 
toJIET.aeg.dat7.offeet :■ OPTIONLESSJIEADER; 
to_NET.aeg.vndw" :■ av.recvjredv; 

—Note that thla aeetion eaaumea that this segment's aiie 
—la lea9 than sv,eerdjaax_aeg 

—The end of puahed data cannot be packaged vith 
—subsequent non-pushed data. 

—Prepare and treusmit date. 

dm_eopy_fron_seod< sv.send_un*t retrsns_amount  ); 

—If puahed date within or following data in this segment, 
—set the PUSH flag to inform remote TCP. 
if (av.aendwuna -< ev.send^ueh) 
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then toJIET.seg.push_flag :■ TRUE 
else toJJET.seg.puehJElag :- FALSE; 
—If urgent data lie» within or follows data In this segment, 
"-record urgent data position In header. 
if (sv.sendjurg > etartj>t) 
then   toJTET.aeg.urgjflag :• TRUE; 

toJIET.seg.urgptr *• sv.sendjurg - start_pt; 
elae    toJIET.seg.urgJflag :- FALSE; 
—If this* segment contains that last octet of data from 
—the ULP, set the FIN to infer« the remote TCP. 
if ((sv.sendjinflag - TRUE) and 

(sv.scndjfrea • startupt + retrsns_amount)) 
then to NET.7eg.fln flag :■ TRUE 
else toJIET.seg.flnjFlag s- FALSE; 

format_netjparamy( retrans^amount ); 
eomput ejche cksua; 
TRANSFER toJIET to the network protocol entity; 
end; —of preparation and retransmission of »npushed data. 

end; 

9.4.6.3.37    Retransmit policy.    As one of the policy procedures, retransmit^ 
policy discusses the alternative strategies for retransmissions.    It returns " 
to the calling action procedure the number of octets to be retransmitted. 
A TCP Implementation may employ one of several retransmission stratsgies. 

a. First only retransmission - Maintain on« retransmission 
timer for the entire queue.    Vhen the retransmission timer 
expires, ssnd the segment at the front of the retransmis- 
sion queue.    Initialise the timer. 

b. Batch retransmission * Maintain one retransmission timer 
for the entire queue,    when the retransmission timer 
expires, send all the segments on the retransmission 
queue.    Initialise the timer. 

c. Individual  retransmission - Maintain one timer for 
each segment on the retrsnsmisslon queue.    As the timers 
expire, retransmit the segments individually and reset 
their timers. 

9.4.6.3.37.1     Retrsnsmisslon strstegy.    The first only retrsnsmisslon 
strategy is efficient in terms of traffic gsnereted because only lost segments 
are retransmitted; but  the strategy can cause long delays.    The batcb retrans- 
mission crestes more tre*.f'c but decreases the likelihood of long deleys. 
However, the actual effectiveness of either scheme depends in part on the 
acceptance policy of the receiving TCP.    For example, suppose a sending TCP 
sends three sermentt, all within the send window, to a receiving TCP.    The 
first segment is lost by the network.    A receiving TCP using the "in-order" 
Acceptance strstegy dlscsrds the second end third segments.    A receiving TCP 
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using the "in-window" strstegy accepts the eeeond and third segments, but 
does not acknowledge or deliver any data until the loat segment arrives. 
Batch retransmission fits better with the In-order acceptance atratagy 
because the receiving TCP has discarded all segments.    The sooner all three 
segments are retransmitted, the batter.   First-only retransmission fits 
better with the in-wlndow acceptance policy because only the needed retrans- 
mission occurs because the receiving TCP has kept the segments within its 
receive window end awaits only the lost segment.    The sending TCP may alao 
choose to repackage segments for retransmission. 

9.4.6.3.38 Save fin. The save_fin action procedure records the presence of 
s FIN flag in an incoming segment~recelved before a connection is ESTABLISHED. 
The FIN is processed only In the ESTABLISHED state.    The data effecta of the 
procedure are: 

a. Data examined:    sv.recvjiext 

b. Data modified:    sv.recv_fin       sv.reevj>ush 

—tecord FIN is recv_variable. 
sv.recv flnflag :■ TtUE; 
sv.reoTpush :• sv.recvjiext; —The PUSH function is assumed. 

9.4.6.3.39 Save send data.    The eave_eend_data action procedure saves the 
data provided by the local ULP in a "Send* or an "Active Open with Data" 
service request Issued before the connection is ESTABLISHED.    The data effects 
of  the procedure are: 

a. Data examined only: 
from ULP.data fromJJLP.length 
fromJJLP .pushj lag       fromJJL?.urient_f lag 

b. Data modified: 
sv.send_fre* ev.sendjurg 
sv.sendjpush 

begin 
—Take the data and add it to the send queue. 

dm add to send( ev.sendjEree, fromJJLP.length ); 
svTsendJree :• sv.sendjree ♦ fromJJLP.length; 

—Set the urgent and push informst ion aa needed. 
if (fromJJLP.pushjflag • TtUE) 
then sv.7end_push":» sv.send_free; 

end; 

if (fromJJLP.urgjlag - TtUE) 
then sv,setd_urg :• sv.send_free; 
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9.4.6.3.40    Send ack.    The send_ack procedure formate and tends an empty 
segment with the ACK value Indicated by parameter.    The data effect of 
thla procedure are: 

a»   Data examined: 
sv.sendjnext av.tourcarport 
sv.reevjiext ev*destination_port 
av.actual_prec ev.sec 

b.    Data modified:  all toJIET.eeg fields 

begin 
—The ACK field of the eegment la aet to the parameter value« 

to_NET,eeg.ack_flag :■ TRUE; 
toJIET« sag .ackjnum   :• parameter; 

—Fill In the rest of the aegment and network parameters* 
toJ*ET.aeg.seq_nua :• sv.sendjnext; 
toJfET.aeg.rst_flag :• FALSE; 
toJ?ET.seg.syn~"lrlag :• FALSE; 
to_NET.eeg.pueh_flag :• FALSE; 
to~NET.eeg.fin Tlag :- FALSE; 
to~NET.sag.data_offeet :- 0FTI0NLESSJ1EADER; 
toJtET.eeg. window :• sv.recvjtndw; 

-'Add security and precedence information to header. 
—Add In urgent information If needed« 

if (ev.send_urg > toJIET« e eg. seQ^num) 
then   —record urgent data position In header 

t o_NET.fi eg. urgf lag :• TRUE; 
toJIET.eeg.urgptr      t« sv.sendjutrg * toJiET*seg.seq_num; 

ilae    toJtET*seg*ur|_flag :■ FALSE; "" 

format_net_parame( 0 ); 
compute checksum; 
TRANSFER toJIET to the network protocol entity; 

-«Adjust implementation dependent ACK parameters auch aa 
—ACK timer, or stetejmjctor element for the last ACK'd octet, 

end; 

9*4.6.3.41   Send fin.    The eend_fin action procedure records a cloae request 
and, if no data la waiting to be Transmitted, formate and sends an empty 
aegment with the FIN flag set*    If data Is waiting and the window permits, 
the FIN is sent along with the data.    The data effects of this procedure are: 

a«    Data examined:    sv.sendjiext 

b*    Data modified:    sv.eend_£lnflag       sv.send^push 

—Record the CLOSE service  request.    The CLOSE implies a PUSH. 
Bv.eend_?inflag :• TRUE; 
av,send_pueh :• sv.semdjiext; 
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—The FIN it sent along with «ay Halting data. 
a«ndjQ«v_4ata; 

9.4.6.3.42 Sand new data. Tha eend_new_data action procadur« «zaalnaa 
the aend window, the amount of pushed dataT and eegment «lie reetrlctlona 
co determine If any waiting data can be sent to tha remote TCP. Tha data 
affects of this procedure are: 

b. 

Date examined: 
sv.sendjaex_aeg 
sv.«ourc«_port 
ev.destlnation^port 

Data modified: 
ev.sendjaext 
e».send~free 
sv.se nd~wndw 

sv.recv_ne« 
ev.reoTwndw 
sv.s«nd_finflag 

•v,««nd_pu«h 
sv.send urg 
all fields of to VET 

c.    Local variables: send—amount 

begin 
—The amount of data to be aent la determined by tha 
—aend window, the amount of data waiting, the amount of 
—pushed data, and segment «fee ran t riet ions • 

if ((sv.sendjrndw /• 0) and (sv,send_next /• ev.eend_free)) 
then begin 

—Data can be aent, but how much? 
—Cheek for pushed data, which must be aant as soon 

-«as the window allow«, 
begin 
if (sv.send_pu*h > sv.send_oext) 
then —Pushed data awaits Transmission 

if (ev.send_pueh < sv.sendjune * sv.send jrodw) 
then —all pushed data cao""be aant 

eend_amount :• sv,send_»ueh - sv.send_e«xt; 
toJU>.seg.push_flag :• TtUC; 

else —«end all pushed data allowed by aend window 
eend^amount :• sv.send_una ♦ ev.sendjwodw * ev.send_ne 
to_NET.seg.pueh_fleg :• FALSE; 

else —No pushed data waiting.    Refer to aend policy 
—to determine amount (if any) to be aent. 
aend amount :• eend_pollcyü; 
tojftT.seg.push_flag :* FALSE; 

—Mew much date to aend has been determined. Now 
—format and transmit the segment. 

If (send_emount  > 0) 
then begin 
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end; 
end; 

toJIET. aag. it^n» 
to~NET. aag. ackjaum 
to~NET. aag. ack_f lag 
to~NET.aag•aya_f lag 
t o~NET. a ag. ra t_f lag 

av.aendjnext; 
sv.recv next; 
TRUE; 
FALSE; 
FALSE; 

toJtET.aag.datajoffaat :• <*TIONLESS_HEAJ)ER; 
toJfET.aeg.window I» sv.recvjrodw; 
—Add aecurlty and precedence to haadar. 
—Tha ULF May hava already CLOSED.    If IO, and thla 
—data Includaa tha laat octet, aat tha FIN« 
if ((av.eand flaflag • TRUE) and 

(at.senljfre* - toJIET.eeg.eeq^num + eend_amount)) 
than to NET.sag.fin flag        :- TRUE 
alaa toJTET.aag.floJUg       :- FALSE; 

if (av.eendMirg > toJIET.ssg.se^num) 
than —rtcord urgenVdata poaltlon in haadar 

toJIET.eeg.urgJflag :• TRUE; 
toJiET.aeg.urgptr :• ev.eendjirs - toJfET.aeg.seq^num; 

alaa toJfET.seg.urg^flaf i* FALSE? 

dm^copy^fromjMndC av.aendjnext, aendjamount ); 
sv7send~next~:» sv.send_nert ♦ aendjamount; 

formatjaet^paremeC eend_amount ); 
compute" checksum; 
TRANSFER toJIET to tha natvork prc.ocol entity; 

—Dapandlng on tha rctranemlealoa policy ehoaen for 
—an implementation, a retrenemltalon timer 
—»ay now naad to ha aat for tha newly aant data. 

—Implementation dapandant action 

and; —of praparatlon e.*d transmission of data. 

9.4.6.3.43   Sand policy.    Barring puahad data and *sro racalva windows, 
tha TCF antlty la left to aagaant and tranafcr data at ita convenience. 
Tha number of oetata that should ha aant haglnning at ev.aend_next la re- 
turned to tha calling procadura.   Tha daflnltloo of 'coovanlanca* ahould ha 
influancad by dtsign goala.    If tha primary goal la low overhead In ttni of 
aagaant generation, than data ahould ha accumulated until a maximum aagaant*a 
worth (defload by tha ramota TCF) la ready.    However, if quick response la 
tha «ein goal, tha TCF ant ley ahould aagaant and transmit data at regular 
intervale to minimise delay.    Another aapact of tha eend policy it related 
to window aenegeaent.    Dlacuaeed in the paragraph 9.2.3, tha handling of 
avail tend windows stay alter sending behavior.    The TCF entity may chooee to 
avoid sending into small windows (where small la defined aa a percentaga of 
aegmsnt else or storage capacity) to achieve batter throughput. 
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9.*».r.3.4<    Stt fin.    Tht Mt fin action procadura records the praaancc of 
• FIK V.   t-! Incoming aagatnt.   Tht ULP It Inforaad of tht rtaott ULP* a 
a0SE aft-r .*1 data fro« tht ramott ULP It dallwarad.   Tht data tfftcta 
of this procedu-c art: 

a. Dat« txaalnad:    av.racv_aava av.racv_naxt 

b. Data a»dlflad:    av.rtc*_flnflag 

btgln 
—Rteord tht FIN'a prtatnet for uot In tht ESTABLISHED statt. 

av.rtev_flnflag :• TRUE; 
av.rtcv^uah :* av.rtcvjiaat; 

—If no data la waiting to bt dallvarad, a CLOSING 
—ttrvict rttpontt la laautd to Infora tht local ULP of tht 

«-rtaott ULP*a aOSE rtquttt. 

If (tv.rtcv tavt • sv.rteirjaaat) 
and (oo~data la awaiting ra-orderlng) 

than 
to ULP.aarvleajraaponaa :• CLOSING; 
teTbUMco :• sv.lcn; 
TRANSFER toJJLP to tht ULF naaad by aw.aourcohort. 

and; 

9.4.6.3.45   Start tit wait.    Tht etart tint wait action proeadurc cancala 
all othtr tiusrt and atta tht final TIKE WAIT' tlaar which allewa tlat for 
tht final FIN acknovladgatnt to rttch tht raaott TCP btfort elaarlng tht 
atatt vtctor of thla conntctlon.   Tht data afftcta of thla procadur« art: 

a. Data txaalnad t -   »ont   • 

b. Data aodlfltd: - nont - 

btgln 
»last» tlAtr canctllatlon raquttts to tht taacutlon tnvlroaatnt 
-—corrtaponding to all currant tlaara. 

canctl tiatrC Ulf TIMEOUT ); 
canctOlaarC RETIANSHIT ); 

—DeptwHng on Upltaantatlon atrattglta, ACE tlaara and 
—ttro window tlaara way alao talat. 

—Start up tht tlaajtalt tlaar for tht approprlatt duration—cur rantly 
--«rggaatad to bt 2~*inutaa. 

atart_tlaar( TIHEJIAIT, TI*JIAIT_IKTERVAL ); 
and; 
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$.4.6.3.46 UpdaCa. Tha updata routina Cakaa • nw ACK fro« tha incoming 
aagaanc co updata tha aand and racalva varlablaa. Tht data af faeta of thit 
procadura art: 

fr OBJÄT. tag .window 
«.    Data axaalnad: 

from NET.aag.ack_nu« 
f r oafTKET. tag. • a<Qu« 

b.    Data «odlfiadi 
av.aand tttift av.aandjrndw 
•v. tftBd^Uitupl av. ttnd_iftfttup2 

—Taka only now Atta, l.o. thofto greatar than av.aandjma. 

If fro« NET.aag.ack nu« > av.aandjma 
Chan btgln     —updala cha ratrana«laalon quaua 

am ra«ovt fro« aand(av.aand_unat(fro« NET.aag.aek^nu« - 
avTaandjjna)) ;~iv.aandj»na T- froaJfcT.tag.ack^nu«; 

—Dapanding on ratranaataalon ttracagy, Cha racranaalaalon 
—tlaar «ay aaad raaacclng btcauaa of tha now ACK. 

—l«pla«tncatlon dapandanc action 

—Tha ratramalttlon Ciaaout lntasval «ay aaad adjuaCaanc 
—co adapt co tha round-trip cl«a of Cha daca Juac ACK-ad. 

—iaplaanntatlon anpnndant acclon 

—Tha UVF tUaout clnar «ay naad rtaatclng dua co Cha 
-tha auccaaaful daiivarv of cha nawly ACK-ad daca. 

—l«plaa«ntaclon dapandanc action 
and; 

—A aaw window ls provldad lf althar cha anquanca nunbar of Chla 
—ttgnant U nawar than «ha ona laaC utad Co updata cha window, or 
—(for i-way daca craoafar) cha aaquanca nunbar la tha aa«t buc 
-«cha ACK la graatai. 

lf (Cav.tand Utcupl < fron «T.aag.ta^nw«) or 
(•v.aaad_Uatup2 < fronJIKT.aag.ackja*«)) 

than bagla 
av.aaad wndw *• (fronJfcT.aag.acajou« ♦ froaJfcT, tag .window) 

«wtv.tand_una; 
•v.aaadjaatu?:  :• fromJÄT.tag.ian^nu«; "' 
av.»and~lattup2 »• fro»JtET.aag.ack_«u«; 

—iacnuaa a naw aaad window hat arrivod, cry to aaad data. 
Mndjaawjaata; 

•^4; 
and; 
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10.    EXECUTION EKVXROWfENT EEQUIMMENTS 

10.1    Introduction.    Throughout this docuasat, tht environmental aodel 
portrays each protocol entity aetlag as aa ladapaadaat process.    Within this 
aodel, the execution eavlronaent must provide two facilities:    later-process 
coeaun lection and timing, 

10.2 Interprocess coasminlcatlon.    The execution environment aust provide 
an lnter-process coaaualcetlon facility to enable Independent processes to 
pass units of Information, called aessagea.   For TCP's purposes, the IPC 
facility Is required to preserve the order of aesaagea.    TCP uses the IPC 
facility to exchangs Interface paraasters and data «1th upper layer protocols 
across Its upper laterfsce sad the network protocol across the lower Interface* 
Sections 6 and 7 specify these Interfaces.    In the *«rvice and entity specif 1- 
cetloat, this service Is acceaaed through a the following prlaltlve:    THAKSFCK 
- passe» a aesssge to a aaaed target process. 

10.3 Tlalng.    The eascutloa environment aust provide a tlalag facility 
that aalntalns 32-blt clock (possibly fictitious) with isUts no eosreer 
thsn 1 second.    A process aust be able to aet a tlaer for a specific tlae 
period end be informed by the execution environment when the time period 
net elapsed,    A process aust also be able to cancel a previously aet tlaer. 
Several TCP aechanlsas use the timing facility.    The positive acknowledgment 
with retransalsslon aschanlee uses tleers to ensure that if data or eckaov» 
ledgaents are lost» they are re-sent.    The UIP timeout aechsntsa uses the 
tlalng fscility to clock the delay between data transmission sad ackaowledg- 
aent.    The tlmr-velt aechenlsa uses s timer to allow enough time for a final 
FIN ackaowledgeasnt to arrive et the remote TCP entity before coaaeetlon 
termination.    Other u»es for a timing facility are lapleaentstlon dependent. 
In the upper service ead entity specification, the tlalng services are 
accessed with the following primitives: 

a. SET TUSK (tlaer name, tie*_lntervel) - allows s given interval of 
tlae end en identifier to be specified.   After the specified la- 
tervel elapse, ead timeout  indication end the Identifier Is re- 
turned to the Issuing process. 

;v 
b. CAKCELJIfff* (tlmerjseme) - allows the tlaeout eaaocleted with •/ 

the Identifier to be terminated.                                                                                                ^ 

c. CÜRWOCT TIÄ - returns the current time. 

Custodians; Preparing Activity: /* 
•V 

Army - Ct 0CA-ÜC 
Ksvy - OH (Project  USC-0178-02 ) ^ 
Air Force - f0 *y 

Ie\lev Activities: Other latereet: >; 

Army - SC. CE. AD MSA-ttS *' 
Ksvy • AS,  YD. HC. OK, HO, *C. EC,  SA TM-TAOTT V" 
Air Fores - I.  11,  13,  17. tO. ♦♦ p 
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APPENDIX A.    RETRANSMISSION STRATEGY EFFECTIVENESS 

As noted in the entity overview, Section 9.2, e TCP implement st ion nay employ j£jj 
one of several retransmission strategies: %: 

a.    First-only retransmission - A TCP maintains one retransmission timer 
for the queue, retransmitting the front segment (or segment's worth 
of data) when the timer expires. ffi 

b. Batch retransmission - A TCP maintains one retransmission timer 
for the queue, retransmitting all segments on the queue when the 
timer expires. 

c. Individual retransmission - A TCP maintains one timer per segment 
on the queue, retransmitting each segment when its individual timer 
expires. 

The first-only retransmission strategy is efficient in terms of trsffic generated 
because only lost segments are retransmitted; but the strategy can cause long 
delays.    The batch retransmission creates more traffic but decreases the 
likelihood of long delays.    The individual retransmission strategy is a 
compromise between delay and traffic but requires much more processing time 
from the TCP entity.    However, the actual effectiveness of each acheme depends 
in part on the acceptance policy (paragraph 9.2.4) of the receiving TCP. 

For example, suppose a sending TCP sends three segments, all within the send 
window, to a receiving TCP.    The first segment is lost by the network.    A 
receiving TCP using the "in-order" scceptance strategy discards the second 
and third segments.    A receiving TCP using the "in-window" strategy accepts 
the second and third segments, but does not acknowledge or deliver any data 
until the intervening segment arrives. 

latch retransmission performs better with the in-order acceptance strategy 
because the receiving TCP has discarded all segments.    All three segments 
must be retransmitted—the sooner the better.   First-only retransmission 
performs better with the in-window acceptance policy because only the neces- 
sary retransmissions occur since the receiving TCP has kept the segments 
within Its receive window and awaits only the lost segment. 

Unfortunately, a sending TCP cannot know what acceptance policy is being 
used by the receiving TCP. Instead, the retransmission strategy must be 
chosen according to implementation dependent and configuration dependent 
design goals. 
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APPENDIX B.    DYNAMIC RETRANSMISSION TIMER COMPUTATION 

Because of the variability of the networks that compose the Internetwork 
system and the wide range of uses of TCP connections, the retransmission 
timeout should be dynamically determined.    One procedure for determining a 
retransmission time out is given here as an illustration. 

Measure the elapsed time between sending a data octet with a particular 
sequence number and receiving an acknowledgment that covers that sequence 
number (Segments sent do not have to match segments received).    This meas- 
ured elapsed time is the Round Trip Time.    Next, compute a Smoothed Round 
Trip Time (SRTT) as: 

SRTT • ( ALPHA * SRTT) + ((l-ALPHA)  * RTT) 

and based on this, compute the retransmission timeout (RTO) as: 

RTO - fflinlmumCUBOUND, meximum(LBOUND,(BETA*SRTT))) 

where: 

UNBOUND « an upper bound on the timeout (e.g.,  1 minute) 
LBOUND ■ a lower bound on the timeout (e.g.,  1 second) 
ALPHA - a smoothing factor (e.g.,  .8 to .9) 
BETA - a delay variance factor (e.g.,  1.3 to 2.0) 
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APPENDIX C.     ALTERNATIVES IN SERVICE INTERFACE PRIMITIVES 

The service primitives offered to the upper level protocol ere specified in 
paragraph 6.2.    The service request primitives are: 

- Unspecified Passive Open, 
- Fully Specified Passive Open, 
- Active Open, 
- Active Open with Data, 
- Send, 
- Allocate, 
- Status, 
- Close, and 
- Abort 

These primitives support the minimal services required of a TCP.    However, 
combinationa or modification, may offer additional service, that «e tailored 
to the requirements of a particular set of upper level protocols.    Several 
examples are provided below. 

If the protocol supporting TCP is the Internet Protocol and a TCP implementa- 
tion^iihe. to eipirt IP's option services (including source routing, record 
routing, stream identification and timestamps), an addtional    options    param- 
eter would be required in all Open and Send service requests. 

An upper level protocol may need a reliable transaction service. That is, a 
ÄP mat wish to open a connection, send a single message, and then close the 
connexion.    To aTces. this service, the specified service interface requires 

_ .•_        J J ». J ..— —      »a»   A*tmn   uUn   Tiara   IM   A 
connection,    TO ace«-- m-ui •«*»*«, «.„» -i  -—  _ .' 
the ULP to issue at least two service primitives, an Open with Data and a 
Close, to «cerdse this service.    A TCP may be designed with a service 
pr^mltivS tnst combined the Open and Close to form a new primitive   called 
perhaps Transaction, which would include all the Open parameters. «he data 
io transmitted, and the signal to close the connection after data delivery. 

The upper layer service definition (paragraph 6.3) does not allow a Passive 
0«n rauest to be followed by an Active Open request.    Instead, the ULP 
mT.t first issue a Close or Abort  request to cancel the Passive Open request, 
then issue an Active Open request.    A TCP may be designed to allow    conver- 
sion" of open requests from passive to active.    In this case, a ULP could 
issue a Pull Passive Open request followed by an Active Open or a Send 
request to actively initiate a connection.   Thus, the local entity »**«• 
di.grsm (appearing in paragraph 6.4) changes to include s transition from the 
PASSIVE to the ACTIVE state as .hown in Figure 15. 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 

File Transfer Protocol 

MIL-STD-1780 

1. This Military Standard Is approved for use by all Departments and 
Agencies of the Department of Defense. 

2. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and 
any pertinent data which may be of use In Improving this document should 
be addressed to: Defense Communications Engineering Center, ATTN: R130, 
1860 Wienie Avenue, Reston, Virginia 22090-5500, by using the 
self-addressed Standardization Document Improvement Proposal (DO Form 
1426) appearing at the end of this document, or by letter. 
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FOREWORD 

This document specifies the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) which supports 
the transfer of file data throughout a heterogeneous host computer 
network. This draft standard defines the FTP's role and purpose, defines 
the services provided to users and specifies the mechanisms needed to 
support these services. 
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1.   SCOPE 

1.1 Purpost. TMs standard establishes criteria for the File Transfer 
Protocol (FTP) used for tranferring files between computer rystems. 

1.2 Organization. This standard Introduces the File Transfer Protocol's 
role and purpose, defines the services provided to user*, and specifies the 
mechanisms needed to support those services. 

1.3 Application. The File Transfer Protocol 1s approved for Implementation 
1n hosts of all DoO packet switching networks which connect or have the poten- 
tial for utilizing connectivity across network and subnetwork boundaries and 
which require a file transfer service. The tens network as used herein In- 
cludes Local Area Networks. 

1.4 Objectives. The objectives of FTP are 1) to promote sharing of files 
(computer progrmes and/or data), Z) to encourage Indirect or Implicit (via 
progrmw) use of remote computers, 3) to shield a user from variations In file 
storage systems among Hosts, and 4) to transfer data reliably and effi- 
ciently. FTP, though usable directly by a user at a terminal, 1s designed 
mainly for use by programs* The attempt 1n this specification is to satisfy 
the diverse needs of computer users, with a simple and easily implemented 
protocol design. This standard assumes knowledge of Transmission Control 
Protocol, MII-ST0-177S, and T&htT Protocol, NIUSTO-17J§2. 
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2. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS 

2.1 Issues of documents. The following documents of the Issue 1n effect on 
dete of invititton for bias or request for proposal, for« a part of this 
standard to the extent specified herein. (The provisions of this paragraph 
are under consideration.) 

Standards: 

Federal 

rED-STD-1037 

Military 

Glossary of Telecommunications Terns 

mi-STD-1778     Transmission Control Protocol 
IUL-STD-1782     TELNET Protocol 

2.2 Other publications. The following documents for« a part of this stan- 
dard to the extent specified herein, unless otherwise Indicated, the Issue In 
effect on date of Invitation for bids or request for proposal shall apply. 
(The provisions of this paragraph are under consideration.) 
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s*   Sferver-PI.   The protocol interpreter "listens'1 on Port L for a 
connection from a user-PI arid establishes a TELNET communication 
connection.    It receives standard FTP commands from the user-PI, 

t. 

u. 

v. 

w. 

X. 

sends replies, and governs the server-DTP. 

TELNET connections. The full-duplex communication path between a 
user-PI and a server-PI, operating according to the TELNET 
Protocol. 

Type. The data representation type used for data transfer and 
storage. Type implies certain transformations between the time of 
data storage and data transfer. The representation types defined 
in FTP are described in the Section on Establishing Data 
Connections. 

UseMJTP. The data transfer process "listens" on the data port for 
a connection from a server-FTP process. If two servers are 
transferring data between them, the user-DTP is inactive. 

User-FTP process. A set of functions including a protocol inter- 
preter, a data transfer process and a user interface which together 
perform the function of file transfer in cooperation with one or 
more server-FTP processes. The user interface allows a loca; 
language to be used in the command-reply dialogue with the user. 

User-PI. The protocol Interpreter initiates the command connection 
from its port U to the server-FTP process. Initiates FTP commands, 
and governs the user-DTP if that process is part of the file 
transfer. 
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4.    GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

4.1 General.    In specifying a File Transfer Protocol it is desirable not to 
assume a set system configuration. As a practical matter, the distributions 
of the file transfer protocol will vary with specific hardware 
configurations. Although appearing to focus on FTP implementations, this 
standard can apply to any configuration given appropriate protocols to bridge 
hardware boundaries. An example of where FTP is configured in a host protocol 
hierarchy can be seen in Figure 1. 

TiUKT 

I_I 
TCP 

r 

HOtTMTOWST PROTOCOL 

FIGURE 1. Example FTP configuration in a host protocol hierarchy. 

4.2 The FTP model. The following model (see Figure Z) may be diagrammed 
for an FTP service. 

PILE 
•VSTIM 

SERVE* 

(SERVER   A^ 

PTP COMMANDS 

rrPRfPUtt 

DATA 

CONNECTION 

c USER 
INTEftPACi 

{D 
■C utw 

DTP 

USE* 

SERVER-FTP USSR-FTP 

NOTES: 1. The data connection may be used in either direction. 
2. The data connection nee6 not exist all of the tine. 

FIGURE 2. Model for FTP use. 
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3. DEFINITIONS 

3.1 Definition ofterms. The definition of terms used 1n this standard 
shall comply with FED-STD-1037. Terms and definitions unique to MIL-STD-1780 
are contained herein. 

*• Byte size. There are two byte sizes of Interest 1n FTP: the 
logical byte size of the file, and the transfer byte size used for 
the transmission of the data. The transfer byte size 1s always 8 
bits. The transfer byte size 1s not necessarily the byte size 1n 
which data 1s to be stored 1n a system, nor the logical byte size 
for Interpretation of the structure of the data. 

b. Command Connection. A TELNET connection 1n which FTP commands and 
replies are exchanged between the user and server FTP processes, 
respectively. Although the degree to which the TELNET protocol 1s 
utilized 1s not specified, both user and server processes must have 
the capability to participate In TELNET negotiations. (The default 
port for the command connection Is defined as Port L.) 

c* P«ta connection. A simplex connection over which data Is trans- 
ferred. In a specified mode and type. The data transferred may be a 
part of a file, an entire file or a number of files. The path may 
be between a server-OTP and a user-OTP, or between two server-DTPs. 

<*• DaU P°ft« The P«s1ve data transfer process 'listens" on the data 
port for a connection from the active transfer process In order to 
open the data connection. 

e. EOF. The end-of-flie condition that defines the end of a file 
UeTng transferred. 

f. EOR. The end-of-record condition that defines the end of a record 
"being transferred. 

9* Error recovery. A procedure that allows a user to recover from 
certain errors such as failure of either fast system or transfer 
process. In FTP, error recovery may Involve restarting a file 
transfer at a given checkpoint. 

n* FTP commands. A set of commands that comprise the control Infor- 
matlon flowing from the user-FTP to the server-FTP process. 

1. File. An ordered set of computer data (Including programs), of 
arbitrary length, uniquely identified by a pathname. 
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vi. Mode. The mode in which data is tG be transferred via the data 
connection. The mode defines the data format during transfer in- 
cluding EOR and EOF. The transfer modes defined in FTP are 
described in the Section on Transmission Modes. 

k. NVT. The Network Virtual Terminal as defined in the TELNET 
Protocol (paragraph 4.2.1, MIL-STD-1782.) 

1. NVFS. The Network Virtual File System. A concept which defines a 
standard network file system with standard commands and pathname 
conventions. FTP only partially implements the NVFS concept at 
this time. 

m. Page. A file may be structured as a set of independent parts 
caned pages. FTP supports the transmission of discontinuous files 
as independent indexed pages. 

n. Pathname. Pathname is defined to be the character string which 
must be input to a file system by a user in order to identify a 
file. Pathname normally contains device and/or directory names, 
and file name specification. FTP does not yet specify a standard 
pathname convention. Each user must follow the file naming 
conventions of the file systems involved in the transfer. 

o. Record. A sequential file may be structured as a number of 
contiguous parts called records. Record structures are supported 
by FTP but a file need not have record structure. 

p. Reply. A reply is an acknowledgment (positive or negative) sent 
from server to user via the command connections in response to FTP 
commands. The general form of a reply is a completion code 
(including error codes) followed by a text string. The codes are 
for use by programs and the text is usually intended for human 
users. 

Q- Server-PTP, The data transfer process, in Its normal "active" 
state, establishes the data connection with the "listening" data 
port, sets up parameters for transfer and storage, and transfers 
data on command from its PI. The DTP can be placed in a "passive" 
state to listen for, rather than initiate, a connection on the data 
port. 

r. Server-FTP process. A process or set of processes which perform 
the function of file transfer in cooperation with a user-FTP 
process and, possibly, another server. The functions consist of a 
protocol interpreter (PI) and a data transfer process (OTP), 
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4.2.1 Command Initiation. In Figure 2, the user-protocol interpreter 
initiates the command connection. At the initiation of the user, standard FTP 
commands are generated by the user-PI and transmitted to the server process 
via the command connection. (The user may establish a direct command connec- 
tion to the server-FTP, from a TAC terminal for example, and generate standard 
FTP commands himself, bypassing the user-FTP process.) Standard replies are 
sent from the server-PI to the user-PI over the command connection in response 
to the commands. 

4.3 FTP data connections. The FTP commands specify the parameters for the 
data connection (data port, transfer mode, representation type, and struc- 
ture) and the nature of file system operation (store, retrieve, append, 
delete, etc.). The user-OTP or Its designate should "listen" on the specified 
data port, and the server Initiate the data connection and data transfer in 
accordance with the specified parameters. It should be noted that the data 
port need not be In the same Host that initiates the FTP commands via the 
command connection, but the user or the user-FTP process must ensure a 
"listen" on the specified data port. It should also be noted that the data 
connection may be used for simultaneous sending and receiving. In another 
situation, a user might wish to transfer files between two Hosts, neither of 
which Is his local Host. He sets up command connections to the two servers 
and then arranges for a data connection between them. In this manner control 
Information Is passed to the user-PI but data 1s transferred between the 
server data transfer processes. Figure 3 is a model of this server-server 
Interaction. 
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FIGURE 3. Server-server interaction. 

4.3.1 Command connections. The protocol requires that the command connec- 
tions be open while data transfer 1s in progress. It is the responsibility of 
the user to request the closing of the command connections when finished using 
the FTP service, while it is the server who takes the act on. The server may 
abort data transfer if the command connections are closed without command. 
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4.4 Data transfer functions* riles are transferred only via the data 
connection! The command connection is used for the transfer of commands, 
which describe the functions to be performed, and the replies to these 
commands (see the Section on FTP Replies). Several commands are concerned 
with the transfer of data between Hosts. These data transfer commands include 
the NODE command which specify how the bits of the data are to be trans- 
mitted, and the STRUcture and TYPE commands, which are used to define the way 
1n which the data are to be represented. The transmission and representation 
are basically Independent but "Stream" transmission mode 1s dependent on the 
file structure attribute and If "Compressed" transmission mode 1s used the 
nature of the filler byte depends on the representation type. 
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5. DATA REPRESENTATION ANO STORAGE 

5.1 Data representation differences. Data is transferred from a storage 
device In the sending Host to a storage device in the receiving Host. Often 
it is necessary to perform certain transformations on the data because data 
storage representations 1n the two systems are different. For example, NVT- 
ASCII has different data storage representations in different systems. A 
computer may store NVT-ASCII as five 7-bit ASCII characters, left-justified in 
a 36-b1t word. Another system may store NVT-ASCII as 3-bit EBCDIC codes. It 
may be desirable to convert characters Into the standard NVT-ASCII representa- 
tion when transmitting text between dissimilar systems. The sending and 
receiving sites would have to perform the necessary transformations between 
the standard representation and their internal representations. 

5.1.1 Data representation in binary. A different problem in representation 
arises when transmitting binary data (not character codes) between Host sys- 
tems with different word lengths. It 1s not always clear how the sender 
should send data, and the receiver store it. For example, when transmitting 
32-b1t bytes from a 32-b1t word-length system to a 36~b1t word-length system, 
it may be desirable (for reasons of efficiency and usefulness) to store the 
32-b1t bytes right-justified In a 36-bit word in the latter system. In any 
case, the user should have the option of specifying data representation and 
transformation functions. It should be noted that FTP provides for very 
limited data type representations. Transformations desired beyond this 
limited capability should be performed by the user directly. 

5.2 Data representation types. Data representations are handled in FTP by 
a user specifying a representation type. This type may implicitly (as in 
ASCII or EBCDIC) or explicitly (as in Local byte) define a byte size for 
Interpretation which is referred to as the "logical byte size." This has 
nothing to do with the byte size used for transmission over the data connec- 
tion, called the "transfer byte size", and the two should not be confused. 
For example, NVT-ASCII has a logical byte size of 8 bits. If the type is 
Local byte, then the TYPE command has an obligatory second parameter speci- 
fying the logical byte size. The transfer byte size is always 8 bits. The 
types ASCII and EBCDIC also take a second (optional) parameter; this is to 
indicate what kind of vertical format control, if any, is associated with a 
file. The data representation types are defined in paragraph* 5.2.1 and 
5.2.2. 

5-2*1 ASCII format. This is the default type and must be accepted by all 
FTP implementations. It is intended primarily for the transfer of text files, 
except when both Hosts would find the EBCDIC type more convenient. The sender 
converts the data from his internal character representation to the standard 
8-bit NVT-ASCII representation (see the TELNET specification in MIL-STD 1782). 
The re<eiver will convert the data from the standard form to his own internal 
form. In accordance with the NVT standard, the <CRLF> sequence should be 
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ured, where necessary, to denote the end of a line of text. (See the discus- 
sion of file structure at the end of the Section on Data Representation and 
Storage). Using the standard NVT-ASCII representation means that data must be 
interpreted as 8-bit bytes. 

5.2.2 EBCDIC format. This type is intended for efficient transfer between 
Hosts which use EBCDIC for their internal character representation. For 
transmission the data are represented as 8-bit EBCDIC characters. The char- 
acter code is the only difference between the functional specifications of 
EBCDIC snd ASCII types. End-of-line (as opposed to end-of-record — see the 
discussion of structure) will probably be rarely used with EBCDIC type for 
purposes of denoting structure, but where it is necessary the <HL> character 
should be used. 

5.3 Reasons for file transfer. A character file may be transferred to a 
Host for one of three purposes: for printing, for storage and later retrieval, 
or for processing. If a file is sent for printing, the receiving Host must 
know how the vertical format control is represented. In the second case, it 
must be possible to store a file at a Host and then retrieve it later In 
exactly the same fonn. Finally, it ought to be possible to move a file from 
one Host to another and process the file at the second Host without undue 
trouble. 

5.3,1 File transfer parameters. A single ASCII or EBCOIC format does not 
satisfy all these conditions and so these types have a second parameter speci- 
fying one of the following three formats: 

5.3.1.1 Non-print. This is the default format to be used if the second 
(format) parameter is omitted. Non-print format must be accepted by all FTP 
implementations. The file need contain no vertical format information. If it 
is passed to a printer process, this process may assume standard values for 
spacing and margins. Normally, this format will be used with files destined 
for processing or just storage. 

5.3.1.2 TELNET format controls. The file contains ASCII/EBCDIC vertical 
format controls (i.e., <CR>, <LF>, <NL>, <VT>, <Ff>)  which the printer process 
will interpret appropriately. <CRLF>, in exactly this sequence, also denotes 
end-of-line. 

5.3.1.3 Carriage control . The file c  ains American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) (FORTRAN) vertical for*   ntrol characters. In a line or a 
record, formatted according to tne ASA Su  rd, the first character is not to 
be printed. Instead it should be used to determine the vertical movement of 
the paper which should take place before the rest of the record is printed. 
The ANSI Standard specifies the following control characters: 
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Character 

blank 
0 
1 
♦ 

Vertical Spacing 

Move paper up one line 
Move paper up two lines 
Move paper to top of next page 
No movement, i.e., overprint 

Clearly there must be some way for a printer process to distinguish the end of 
the structural entity. If a file has record structure (see below) this 1s no 
problem; records will be explicitly marked during transfer and storage. If 
the file has no record structure, the <CRLF> end-of-11ne sequence 1s used to 
separate printing lines, but these format effectors are overridden by the ANSI 
controls. 

5.3.1.4 Image. The data are sent as contiguous bits which, for transfer, 
are packed into the 8-bit transfer bytes. The receiving site must store the 
data as contiguous bits. The structure of the storage system might necessi- 
tate the padding of the file (or of each record, for a record-structured file) 
to some convenient boundary (byte, word or block). This padding, which must 
be all zeros, may occur only at the end of the file (or at the end of each 
record) and there must be a way of Identifying the padding bits so that they 
may be stripped off If the file is retrieved. The padding transformation 
should be well publicized to enable a user to process a file at the storage 
site. Image type is intended for the efficient storage and retrieval of 
files and for the transfer of binary data. It is recommended that this type 
be accepted by all FTP implementations. 

5.3.1.5 Local byte size. The data 1$ transferred in logical bytes of the 
size specified by the obligatory second parameter, Byte size. The value of 
Byte size must be a decimal integer; there is no default value. The logical 
byte size is not necessarily the same as the transfer byte size. If there is 
a difference in byte sizes, then the logical bytes should be packed contigu- 
ously, disregarding transfer byte boundaries and with any necessary padding at 
the •nd.   When the data reaches the receiving Host it will be transformed in a 
manner dependent on the logical byte size and the particular Host. This 
transformation must be invertible (that 1$ an identical file can be retrieved 
if the same parameters are used) and should be well publicized by the FTP 
Imp lernentors. 

5.3.1.5.1 Local byte example 1. A user sending 36-bit floating-point 
«umbers to a Host with a 3Z-blt word could send his data as Local byte with a 
logical byte size of 36. The receiving Host would then be expected to store 
the logical bytes so that they could be easily manipulated; in this example 
putting the 3C-bit logical bytes into 64-bit double words should suffice. 
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5.3.1.5.2 Local byte example 2. A pair of hosts with a 36-bit word size 
may send data to one another in words by using TYPE I 36. The data would be 
sent in the 8-bit transmission bytes packed so that 9 transmission bytes 
carried two host words. 

5.3.1.6 File parameter caution. A file must be stored and retrieved with 
the same parameters If the retrieved version is to be identical to the version 
originally transmitted. Conversely, FTP implementations must return a file 
identical to the original If the parameters used to store and retrieve a file 
are the same. 

5.3.2 File structure. In addition to different representation types, FTP 
allows the structure of a file to be specified. Three file structures are 
defined in FTP: 

file-structure, where there is no Internal structure and the file 
1s considered to be a continuous sequence of data 
bytes, 

record-structure, where the file is made up of sequential records, 

and page-structure, where the file is made up of Independent indexed 
P»9«. 

File-structure is the default, to be assumed 1f the STRUcture command has not 
been used but both file and record structures must be accepted for •text- 

files (i.e., files with TYPE ASCI! or EBCDIC) by all FTP implementations. The 
structure of a file will affect both the transfer mode of a file (see the 
Section on Transmission Modes) and the Interpretation and storage of the 
file. The "natural* structure of a file will depend on which Host stores the 
file. A source-code file will usually be stored in fixed length records, but 
may also be stored as a stream of characters partitioned into lines, for 
example by <CRLF>. If the transfer of files between such disparate sites is 
to be useful, there must be some way for one site to recognize the other's 
assumptions about the file. 

5.3.2.1 File- vs. record-oriented. With some sites being naturally file- 
oriented and others naturally record-oriented there may be problems 1f a file 
with one structure is sent to a Host oriented to the other. If a text file is 
sent with record-structure to a Host which is file-oriented, then that Host 
should apply an internal transformation to the file based on the record struc- 
ture. Obviously this transformation should be useful but It must also be 
invertible so that an Identical file may be retrieved using record structure. 
In the case of a file being sent with file-structure to a record-oriented 
Host, there exists the question of what criteria the Host should use to divide 
the file into records which can be processed locally. If this division Is 
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necessary the FTP Implementation should use the end-of-Hne sequence, <CRLF> 
for ASCII, or <NL> for EBCDIC text files, as the delimiter. If an FTP Imple- 
mentation adopts this technique, 1t must be prepared to reverse the transfor- 
mation If the file 1s retrieved with file-structure. 

5.3.2.2 Page structure. To transmit files that are discontinuous FTP 
defines a page structure. Files of this type are sometimes known as "random 
access files" or even as "holey files*. In these files there Is sometimes 
other Information associated with the file as a whole (e.g., a file descrip- 
tor), or with a section of the file (e.g., page access controls), or both. In 
FTP, the sections of the file are called pages. To provide for various page 
sizes and associated Information each page Is sent with a page header. The 
page header has the following defined fields: 

a. Header length. The number of logical bytes in the page header 
Including this byte. The minimum header length Is 4. 

b. Page Index. The logical page number of this section of the file. 
This Is not the transmission sequence number of this page, but the 
Index used to Identify this page of the file. 

c. Oata Length. The number of logical bytes in the page data. The 
minimum data length 1s 0. 

d. Page Type. The type of page this Is. The following page types are 
defined: 

0 - last Page 

This 1s used to Indicate the end of a paged structured trans- 
mission. The header length must be 4, and the data length must 
be 0. 

X - Simple Page 

This Is the normal type for simple paged files with no page 
level associated control Information. The header length must 
be 4. 

2 • Descriptor Page 

This type 1s used to transmit the descriptive Information for 
the file as a whole. 

3 * Access Controlled Page 
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This type includes an additional header field for paged files 
with page level access control Information. The header length 
must be 5. 

e. Optional Fields. Further header fields nay be used to supply per 
page control information, for example, per page access control. 

All fields are one logical byte in length, 
by the TYPE command. 

The logical byte size 1s specified 

5.4 Establishing data connections. The mechanics of transferring data 
consists of setting up the data connection to the appropriate ports and 
choosing the parameters for transfer. Both the user and the server-DTPs have 
a default data port. The default data connection Is established between user 
process port U and server port L-l. The transfer byte size 1s 8-b1t bytes. 
This byte size is relevant only for the actual transfer of the data; It has no 
bearing on representation of the data within a Host's file system. 

5.4.1 Passive data transfer process. The passive data transfer process 
(this may be a user-DTP or a second server-DTP) shall ■listen* on the data 
port prior to sending a transfer request command. The FTP request command 
determines the direction of the data transfer. The server» upon receiving the 
transfer request, will Initiate the data connection to the port. When the 
connection is established, the data transfer begins between DTP'S, and the 
server-PI sends a confirming reply to the user-PI. 

5.4.2 Alternate data. It is possible for the user to specify an alternate 
data port by use of the PORT command. For example, he might want a file 
retrieved from a third party Host. In the latter case the user-PI sets up 
command connections with both server-PI's. One server is then told (by an FTP 
command) to "listen" for a connection which the other will Initiate. The 
user-PI sends one server-PI a PORT command Indicating the data port of the 
other. Finally both are sent the appropriate transfer commands* The exact 
sequence of commands and replies sent between the user-controller and the 
servers is defined in the Section on FTP Replies. In general, it Is the 
server's responsibility to maintain the data connection to Initiate it and to 
close it. The exception to this is when the user-DTP Is sending the data in a 
transfer mode that requires the connection to be closed to indicate EOF. The 
server MUST close the data connection \tn6er the following conditions: 

a. The server has completed sending data in a transfer mode that 
requires a close to indicate EOF. 

b. The server receives an ABORT command from the user. 

c. The port specification is changed by a command from the user. 
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d. The TELNET connection is closed legally or otherwise. 

e. An Irrecoverable error condition occurs« 

Otherwise the close 1s a server option, the exercise of which he must Indicate 
to the user-process by an appropriate reply. 

5.5 Transmission nodes. The next consideration in transferring data Is 
choosing the appropriate transmission mode. There are three modes: one which 
formats the data and allows for restart procedures; one which also compresses 
the data for efficient transfer; and one which passes the data with little or 
no processing. In this last case the mode Interacts with the structure attri- 
bute to determine the type of processing. In the compressed mode the repre- 
sentation type determines the filler byte. All data transfers must be com- 
pleted with an end-of-flle (EOF) which may be explicitly stated or implied by 
the closing of the data connection. For files with record structure, all the 
end-of-record markers (EOR) are explicit, including the final one. For files 
transmitted in page structure a "last-page" page type Is used. For the pur- 
pose of standardized transfer, the sending Host will translate his Internal 
end of line or end of record denotation into the representation prescribed by 
the transfer mode and file structure, and the receiving Host will perform the 
Inverse translation to his internal denotation. A host specific record count 
field may not be recognized at another Host, so the end of record information 
may be transferred as a two byte control code In Stream mode or as a flagged 
bit In a Block or Compressed mode descriptor, tn^ of line in an ASCII or 
EBCDIC file with no record structure should be indicated by <CRlF> or <Hl>, 
respectively. Since these transformations imply extra work for some systems, 
identical systems transferring non-record structured text files might wish to 
use a binary representation and stream mode for the transfer. 

NOTE: In the rest of this section, byte means "transfer byte* except where 
explicitly stated otherwise. 

5.5.1 Transmission modes defined. The following transmission modes are 
defined 1nTTF 

5.5.1.1 Stream. The data is transmitted as a stream of bytes. There Is no 
restriction on the representation type used; record structures are allowed. 
In a record structured file EOft and EOF will each be indicated by a two-byte 
control code. The first byte of the control code will be all ones, the escape 
character. The second byte will have the low order bit on and zeros elsewhere 
for EOR and the second low order bit on for EOF; that is, the byte will have 
value 1 for EOft and value 2 for EOF. EM and EOF may be indicated together on 
the last byte transmitted by turning both low order bits on, i.e.» the value 
3. If a byte of all ones was Intended to be sent as data, it should be 
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repeated in the stcend byte of the control code. If the structure 1s file 
structure, the EOF Is indicated by the sending Host closing the data connec- 
tion and all byte: are data bytes. 

5.5.1*2 Block. The file is transmitted as a series of data blocks preceded 
by one or more header bytes. The header bytes contain a count field, and 
descriptor code. The count field indicates the total length of the data block 
in bytes, thus marking the beginning of the next data block (there are no 
filler bits). The descriptor code defines: last block In the file (EOF) last 
block in the record (EOR), restart marker (see the Section on Error Recovery 
and Restart) or suspect data (I.e., the data being transferred Is suspected of 
trrors and is not reliable). This last code Is NOT Intended for error control 
within FTP. it is motivated by the desire of sites exchanging certain types 
of data (e.g., seismic or weather data) to send and receive all the data 
despite local errors (such as "magnetic tape read errors"), but to Indicate In 
the transmission that certain portions are suspect). Record structures are 
allowed in this mode, and any representation type may be used. The header 
consists of the three bytes. Of the 24 bits of header Information, the 16 low 
order bits shall represent byte count, and the 8 high order bits shall repre- 
sent descriptor codes as shown in Figure 4. 

DttCMPTOH mm COUNT 
10 MM 

1  

FIGURE 4. Block header. 

5.5.1.2.1 Descriptor codes. The descriptor codes are indicated by bit 
flags in the descriptor byte. Four codes have been assigned, where each code 
number is the decimal value of the corresponding bit In the byte. 

Code   Meaning 

128 End of data block is EOR 
64 End of data block is EOF 
32 Suspected errors in data block 
16 Data block is a restart marker 

tilth this encoding more than one descriptor coded condition may exist for a 
particular block. As «any bits as necessary may be flagged. The restart 
marker is embedded in the data stream as an integral number of 8-bit bytes 
representing printable characters in the language being used over the TELNET 
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connection (e.g., default—NVT-ASCII).   <SP> (Space, in the appropriate langu- 
age) must not be used WITHIN a restart marker.   For example, Figure 5 shows 
the transmission of a six-character marker. 

DESCRRTR 
CODE - 1« 

BYTE COUNT 
- 6 

MARKER 
8 bits 

MARKER 
8 Mt« 

MARKER 
8 bit« 

MARKER 
8 Mt« 

MARKER 
8 Mt« 

MARKER 
8 Mt« 

FIGURE 5. Transmission of a six-character marker. 

5.5.1.3 Compressed. There are three kinds of information to be sent: 
regular data, sent In a byte string; compressed data, consisting of replica- 
tions or filler; and control information, sent in a two-byte escape sequence. 
If n>0 bytes (up to 127) of regular data are sent, these n bytes are preceded 
by a byte with the left-most bit set to 0 and the right-most 7 bits containing 
the number n. (See Figure 6). 

1 7 

0 
I I 

Mir 
fi 

1 I I I I" 
dill 

' I I I t 

I I I 

T     «*£•*  ■■,  T 

din) 
I I I 1 

of data 

String of n data bytes d(l) d(n) 
Count n must be positive. 

FIGURE 6. Byte string. 
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To compress a string of n replications of the data byte d» 2 bytes are sent as 
shown in Figure 7. 

2        6 
I I i i i 

1 0       n 
1  I  1 I  I I  1 

d 

I ' I I -i~-J- ! 

FIGURE 7. Replicated byte. 

A string of n filler bytes can be compressed into a single byte, where the 
filler byte varies with the representation type. If the type is ASCII or 
EBCDIC the filler byte is <SP> (Space, ASCII code 32., EBCDIC code 64). If 
the type is Image or Local byte the filler is a zero byte» (See Figure 8). 

m 

i i 
II'! 

n 
1  '  I  '  I D 

FIGURE 8. Filler string. 

The escape sequence is a double byte, the first of which is the escape byte 
(all zeros) and the second of which contains descriptor codes as defined in 
Block mode. The descriptor codes have the same meaning as in Block mode and 
apply to the succeeding string of bytes. Compressed mode is useful for 
obtaining increased bandwidth on ^ery large network transmissions at a little 
extra CPU cost. It can be most effectively used to reduce the size of printer 
files such as those generated by ROE Hosts. 

5.6 Error recovery and restart. There is no provision for detecting bits 
lost or scrambled in data transfer; this level of error control is handled by 
the TCP. However, a restart procedure 1s provided to protect users from gross 
system failures (including failures of a Host, an FTP-process, or the under- 
lying network). The restart procedure is defined only for the block and 
compressed modes of data transfer. It requires the sender of data to Insert a 
special marker code in the data stream with some marker information. The 
marker Information has meaning only to the sender, but must consist of 
printable characters 1n the default or negotiated language of the TELNET 
connection (ASCII or EBCDIC). The marker could represent a bit-count, a 
record-count, or any other information by which a system may Identify a data 
checkpoint. The receiver of data, 1f it Implements the restart procedure, 
would then mark the corresponding position of this marker 1n the receiving 
system, and return this Information to the user. In the event of a system 
failure, the user can restart the data transfer by identifying the marker 

f-V 
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point with the FTP restart procedure. The following example Illustrates the 
use of the restart procedure. The sender of the data Inserts an appropriate 
marker block 1n the data stream at a convenient point. The receiving Host 
marks the corresponding data point in its file system and conveys the last 
known sender and receiver marker information to the user, either directly or 
over the command connection in a 110 reply (depending on who 1s the sender). 
In the event of a system failure, the user or controller process restarts the 
server at the last server marker by sending a restart command with server's 
marker code as its argument. The restart command is transmitted over the 
command connection and 1s Immediately followed by the command (such as RETR, 
STOR or LIST) which was being executed when the system failure occurred. 

5.7 File transfer functions. The communication channel from the user-PI to 
the server-PI is established by a TCP connection from the user to a standard 
server port. The user protocol interpreter is responsible for sending FTP 
commands and interpreting the replies received; the server-PI interprets 
commands, sends replies and directs Its OTP to set up the data connection and 
transfer the data. If the second party to the data transfer (the passive 
transfer process) is the user-DTP then 1t Is governed through the internal 
protocol of the user-FTP Host; 1f it is a second server-OTP then it 1s 
governed by Its PI on command from the user-PI. The FTP replies are discussed 
in the next section. In the description of a few of the commands 1n this 
section It 1s helpful to be explicit about the possible replies. 

5'7«1 FTP commands. The following are FTP commands: 

5.7.1.1 Access control commands. The following commands specify access 
control identifiers (command codes are shown In parentheses). 

5.7.1.1.: User name (USER). The argument field is a TELNET string Identi- 
fying the userl The user identification 1s that which Is required by the 
server for access to Its file system. This command will normally be the first 
command transmitted by the user after the command connections are made (some 
servers may require this). Additional identification information in the form 
of a password and/or an account command may also be required by some servers. 
Servers may allow a new USER command to be entered at any point in order to 
change the access control and/or accounting Information. This has the effect 
of flushing any user, password, and account Information already supplied and 
beginning the login sequence again. All transfer parameters are unchanged and 
any file transfer in progress is completed under the old account. 

5.7.1.1.2 Password (PASS). The argument field is a TELNET string Identi- 
fying the user's password. This command must be immediately preceded by the 
user name command, and, for some sites, completes the user's identification 
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for access control. Since password information is quite sensitive, it is 
desirable in general to "mask" it or suppress typeout. It appears that the 
server has no foolproof way to achieve this. It is therefore the responsi- 
bility of the user-FTP process to hide the sensitive password information. 

5.7.1.1.3 Account (ACCT). The argument field is a TELNET string Identi- 
fying the user's account. The command is not necessarily related to the USER 
command, as some sites may require an account for login and others only for 
specific access, such as storing files. In the latter case the command may 
arrive at any time. There are reply codes to differentiate these cases for 
the automaton: when account information is required for login, the response 
to a successful PASSword command is reply code 332. On the other hand, if 
account Information is NOT required for login, the reply to a successful 
PASSword command 1s 230; and if the account Information 1s needed for a 
command issued later in the dialogue, the server should return a 332 or 532 
reply depending on whether he stores (pending receipt of the ACCounT command) 
or discards the command, respectively. 

5.7.1.1.4 Reinitialize (REIN). This command terminates a USER, flushing 
all I/O and account information, except to allow any transfer in progress to 
be completed. All parameters are reset to the default settings and the 
command connection is left open. This is identical to the state In which a 
user finds himself Immediately after the command connection is opened. A USER 
command may be expected to follow. 

5.7.1.1.5 Logout (QUIT). This command terminates a USER and 1f file trans- 
fer is not 1n progress, the server closes the command connection. If file 
transfer is in progress, the connection will remain open for result response 
and the server will then close it. If the user-process is transferring files 
for several USERs but does not wish to close and then reopen connections for 
each, then the REIN command should be used instead of QUIT. An unexpected 
close on the command connection will cause the server to take the effective 
action of an abort (ABÖR) and a logout (QUIT). 

5.7.2 Transfer parameter commands. All data transfer parameters have 
default values, and the commands specifying data transfer parameters are 
required only if the default parameter values are to be changed. The default 
value is the last specified value, or If no value has been specified, the 
standard default value as stated here. This implies that the server must 
"remember" the applicable default values. The commands may be in any order 
except that they must precede the FTP service request. The following commands 
specify data transfer parameters. 
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5.7.2.1 Data port (PORT). The argument 1s a HOST-PORT specification for 
the data port to be used in data connection. There defaults for both the user 
and server data ports, and under normal circumstances this command and Its 
reply are not needed. If this command is used the argument 1s the concatena- 
tion of a 32-bit Internet host address and a 16-bit TCP port address. This 
address information 1s broken Into 8-bit fields and the value of each 

field 1s transmitted as a decimal number (in character string representa- 
tion). The fields are separated by commas. A port command would be PORT 
hl,h2,h3,h4, pl,p2; where, hi is the high order 8 bits of the Internet host 
address. 

5.7.2.2 Passive (PASV). This command requests the server-OTP to "listen" 
on a data port (which is not Its default data port) and to wait for a connec- 
tion rather than initiate one upon receipt of a transfer command. The 
response to this command Includes the host and port address this server 1s 
listening on. 

5.7.2.3 Representation type (TYPE). The argument specifies the representa- 
tion type as described in tne section on Data Representation and Storage. 
Several types take a second parameter. The first parameter is denoted by a 
single TELNET character, as is the second Format parameter for ASCII and 
EBCDIC; the second parameter for local byte is a decimal Integer to Indicate 
Byteslze. The parameters are separated by a <SP> (Space, ASCII code 32.). 
The following codes are assigned for type: 

A - ASCII 

E - EBCOIC 

S - Image' 

-x- 
N - Non-print 

T - TELNET format effectors 
C - Carriage Control (ASA) 

L <byte $1ze> - Local byte Byte size 

The default representation type is ASCII Non-print. If the Format parameter 
Is changed, and later just the first argument is changed, Format then returns 
to the Non-print default. 

5.7.2.4 File structure (STRtt). The argument Is a single TE.NET character 
code specifying file structure described 1n the Section on Data Representation 
and Storage. The following codes are assigned for structure: 

F - File (no record structure) 
R - Record structure 
P - Page structure 

The default structure Is File. 
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5.7.2.5 Transfer mode (MODE). The argument is a single TELNET character 
code specifying the data transfer modes described in the Section on Transmis- 
sion Modes. The following codes are assigned for transfer modes: 

S - Stream 
B - Block 
C - Compressed 

The default transfer mode is Stream. 

5.7.3 FTP service commands. The FTP service commands define the file 
transfer or the file system function requested by the user. The argument of 
an FTP service command will normally be a pathname. The syntax of pathnames 
must conform to server site conventions (with standard defaults applicable), 
and the language conventions of the command connection. The suggested default 
handling is to use the last specified device» directory or file name, or the 
standard default defined for local users. The commands may be in any order 
except that a "rename from" command must be followed by a "rename to" command 
and the restart command must be followed by the interrupted service command. 
The data, when transferred in response to FTP service commands, shall always 
be sent over the data connection, except for certain informative replies. The 
following commands specify FTP service requests: 

5.7.3.1 Retrieve (RETR). This command causes the server-DTP to transfer a 
copy of the file, specified in the pathname, to the serveror user-DTP at the 
other end of the data connection. The status and contents of the file at the 
server site shall be unaffected. 

5.7.3.2 Store (STOR). This command causes the server-DTP to accept the 
data transferred via the data connection and to store the data as a file at 
the server site. If the file specified in the pathname exists at the server 
s<te then its contents shall be replaced by the data being transferred. A new 
file is created at the server site if the file specified in the pathname does 
not already exist. 

5.7.3.3 Append (with create) (APPE). This command causes the server-DTP to 
accept the data transferred via the data connection and to store the data in a 
file at the server site. If the file specified in the pathname exists at the 
server site, then the data shall be appended to that file; otherwise the file 
soecifled in the pathname shall be created at the server site. 

5.7.3.4 Allocate (ALLO). This command may be required by some servers to 
reserve sufficient storage to accommodate the new file to be transferred. The 
argument shall be a decimal integer representing the number of bytes (using 
the logical byte size) of storage to be reserved for the file. For files sent 
with record or page structure a maximum record or page size (in logical bytes) 
might also be necessary; this 1s indicated by a decimal integer In a second 
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argument field of the command. This second argument is optional, but when 
present should be separated from the first by the three TELNET characters <SP> 
R <SP>. This command shall be followed by a STORe or APPEnd command. The 
ALLO command should be treated as a NOOP (no operation) by those servers which 
do not require that the maximum size of the file be declared beforehand, and 
those servers Interested 1n only the maximum record or page size should accept 
a dummy value 1n the first argument and Ignore it. 

5.7.3.5 Restart (REST). The argument field represents the server marker at 
which file transfer Is to be restarted. This command ^oes not cause file 
transfer but "spaces" over the file to the specified data checkpoint. This 
command shall be Immediately followed by the appropriate FTP service command 
which shall cause file transfer to resume. 

5.7.3.6 Rename from (RNFR). This command specifies the file which Is to be 
renamed. This command must be Immediately followed by a "rename to" command 
specifying the new file pathname. 

5.7.3.7 Rename to (RNTO). This command specifies the new pathname of the 
file specified in the Immediately preceding "rename from" command. Together 
the two commands cause a file to be renamed. 

5.7.3.8 Abort (ABOR). This command tells the server to abort the previous 
FTP serv1ce"command and any associated transfer of data. The abort command 
may require "special action", as discussed 1n the Section on FTP Commands, to 
force recognition by the server. No action Is to be taken 1f the previous 
command has been completed (Including data transfer). The TELNET connection 
1s not to be closed by the server, but the data connection must be closed. 
There are two cases for the server upon receipt of this command: (1) the FTP 
service command was already completed, or (2) the FTP service command 1s still 
1n progress. 

5.7.3.8.1 FTP service command completed. In the first case, the server 
closes the data connection (if it Is open) and responds with a 226 reply, 
Indicating that the abort command was successfully processed. 

5.7.3.8.2 FTP service command In progress. In the second case, the server 
aborts the FT? service In progress and closes the data connection, returning 
a 426 reply to Indicate that the service request terminated 1n abnormally. 
The server then sends a 226 reply, Indicating that the abort command was 
successfully processed. 

5'7*3'9 Dtlete (OELE), This command causes the file specified in the 
pathname to be deleted at the server site. If an extra level of protection 1s 
desired (such as the query, "DO you really wish to delete*"), 1t snould be 
provided by the user-FTP process. 
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5.7.3.10 Change working directory (CWO). This command allows the user to 
work with a different directory or dataset for file storage or retrieval 
without altering his login or accounting information. Transfer parameters are 
similarly unchanged. The argument is a pathname specifying a directory or 
other system dependent file group designator. 

5.7.3.11 List (LIST). This command causes a list to be sent from the 
server to the passive DTP. If the pathname specifies a directory, the server 
should transfer a list of files in the specified directory. If the pathname 
specifies a file then the server should send current information on the file. 
A null argument implies the user's current working or default directory. The 
data transfer is over the data connection in type ASCII or type EBCDIC. (The 
user must ensure that the TYPE is appropriately ASCII or EBCDIC). 

5.7.3.12 Name-list (NLST). This command causes a directory listing to be 
sent from server to user site. The pathname should specify a directory or 
other system-specific file group descriptor; a null argument Implies the 
current directory. The server will return a stream of names of files and no 
other information. The data will be transferred in ASCII or EBCDIC type over 
the data connection as valid pathname strings separated by <CRLF> or <NL>. 
(Again the user must ensure th*t the TYPE is correct.) 

5.7.3.13 Site parameters (SITE). This command is used by the server to 
provide services specific to his system that are essential to file transfer 
but not sufficiently universal to be included as commands in the protocol. 
The nature of these services and the specification of their syntax can be 
stated in a reply to the HELP SITE command. 

5.7.3.14 Status (STAT). This command shall cause a status response to be 
sent over the command connection in the form of a reply. The command may be 
sent during a file transfer (along with the command IP and Synch signals—see 
the Section on FTP Commands) in which case the server will respond with the 
status of the operation in progress» or it may be sent between file trans- 
fers, in the latter case the command may have an argument field. If the 
argument is a pathname, the command is analogous to the "list" command except 
that data shall be transferred over the command connection. If a partial 
pathname is given, the server may respond with a list of file names or attri- 
butes associated with that specification. If no argument is given, the server 
should return general status information about the server FTP process. This 
should include current values of all transfer parameters and the status of 
connections. 

5.7.3.15 Help (HELP). This command shall cause the server to send helpful 
information regarding its implementation status over the command connection to 
the user. The command may take an argument (e.g., any command name) and 
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return more specific Information as a response. Tne reply Is type 211 or 
214. It 1s suggested that HELP be allowed before entering a USER command. 
The server may use this reply to specify site-dependent parameters, e.g., 1n 
response to HELP SITE. 

5.7.3.16 Noop (NOOP). This command does not affect any parameters or 
previously entered commands. It specifies no action other than that the server 
send an OK reply. 

5.7.4 TELNET language. The File Transfer Protocol follows the specifica- 
tions of the TELNET protocol for all communications over the command connec- 
tion. Since the language used for TELNET communication may be a negotiated 
option, all references 1n the next two sections will be to the "TELNET langu- 
age" and the corresponding "TELNET end of line code". Currently one may take 
these to mean NV7-ASCII and <CRLF>. No other specifications of the TELNET 
protocol w111 be dted. FTP commands are "TELNET strings" terminated by the 
"TELNET end of line code". The command codes themselves are alphabetic char- 
acters terminated by the character <SP> (Space) If parameters follow and 
TELNET-EOL otherwise. The command codes and the semantics of commands are 
described 1n this section; the detailed syntax of commands Is specified 1n the 
Section on Commands, the reply sequences are discussed 1n the Section on 
Sequencing of Commands and Replies, and scenarios Illustrating the use of 
commands are provided in the Section on Typical FTP Scenarios. FTP commands 
may be partitioned as those specifying access-control identifiers, data trans- 
fer parameters, or FTP service requests. Certain commands (such as ABOR, 
STAT, QUIT) may be sent over the command connection while a data transfer Is 
in progress. Some servers may not be able to monitor the command and data 
connections simultaneously, in which case some special action will be neces- 
sary to get the server's attention. The exact form of the "special action" 1s 
undefined; but the following ordered format is tentatively recommended: 

a. User system inserts the TELNET "Interrupt Process" (IP) signal in 
the TELNET stream. 

b. User system sends the TELNET "Synch" signal 

c. User system inserts the command (e.g., ABOR) in the TELNET stream. 

d. Server PI, after receiving "IP", scans the TELNET stream for 
EXACTLY ONE FTP command. 

(For other servers this may not be necessary but the actions listed above 
should have no unusual effect.) 

5,8 FTP replies. Replies to File Transfer Protocol commands are devised to 
ensure the synchronization of requests and actions in the process of file 
transfer, and to guarantee that the user process always knows the state of the 
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Server. Every command must generate at least one reply, although there may be 
more than one; In the latter case, the multiple replies must be easily distin- 
guished. In addition, some commands occur in sequential groups, such as USER, 
PASS and ACCT, or RNFR and RHTO. The replies show the existence of an Inter- 
mediate state If all preceding commands have been successful. A failure at 
any point In the sequence necessitates the repetition of the entire sequence 
from the beginning. The details of the command-reply sequence are made 
explicit 1n a set of state diagrams below. An FTP reply consists of a three 
digit number (transmitted as three alphanumeric characters) followed by some 
text. The number Is Intended for use by automata to determine what state to 
enter next; the text 1s Intended for the human user. It Is Intended that the 
three digits contain enough encoded Information that the user-process (the 
User-PI) will not need to examine the text and may either discard It or pass 
It on to the user, as appropriate. In particular, the text may be server- 
dependent, so there are likely to be varying texts for each reply code. 

5.8.1 FTP reply defined. Formally, a reply Is defined to contain the 
3-d1g1t code, followed by Space <SP>, followed by one line of text (where some 
maximum line length has been specified), and terminated by the TEUtET end-of- 
llne code. There will be cases, however, where the text Is longer than a 
single line. In these case?; the complete text must be bracketed so the User- 
process knows when 1t may stop reading the reply (I.e. stop processing 
input on the command connection) and go do other things. This requires a 
special format on the first line to Indicate that more than one lint Is 
coming, and another on the last line to designate 1t as the last. At least 
one of these must contain the appropriate reply code to Indicate the state of 
the transaction. To satisfy all factions 1t was decided that both the first 
and last lint codes should be the same. Thus the format for multi-lint 
replies Is that the first line will beoln with the exact required reply code, 
followed Immediately by a Hyphen, ■-■ (also known as Minus), followed by 
ttxt. The last line will begin with the samt code, followed Immediately by a 
Space <SP>, optionally some text, and the TELNET end-«f-11ne code. For 
example: 

12Wirst Hne 
Second line 
234 A line beginning with numbers 
123 The last line 

The user-process then simply needs to search for the second occurrence of the 
seme reply code, followed by <SP> (Space), at the beginning of a Hne, and 
Ignore all 1nttrmtd1ary lints. If an Intermediary line begins with a 3-41g1t 
number« the Server must pad the front to avoid confusion. This schtmt allows 
standard system routines to bt used for reply Information (such as for the 
STAT reply), with "artificial" first and last lines tacked on. In the rare 
casts where these routines are able to generate three digits and a Space at 
the beginning of any lint, the btglnnlng of tach text line should be offset by 
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some neutral text, like Space. This scheue assumes that mult1-l1ne replies 
may not be nested. We have found that, 1n general, nesting of replies will 
not occur, except for random system messages (also called spontaneous replies) 
which may Interrupt another reply. System messages (I.e. those not processed 
by the FTP server) will NOT carry reply codes and may occur anywhere In the 
command-reply sequence. They may be Ignored by the User-process as they are 
only Information for the human user. 

5.8.2 Three-digit reply defined. The three digits of the reply each have a 
special significance. This Is Intended to allow a range of vtry simple to 
vtry sophisticated response by the user-process. The first digit denotes 
whether the response Is good, bad or incomplete. (Referring to the state 
diagram) an unsophisticated user-process will be able to determine its next 
action (proceed as planned, redo, retrench, etc.) by simply examining this 
first digit. A user-process that wants to know approximately what kind of 
error occurred (e.g. file system error, command syntax error) may examine the 
second digit, reserving the third digit for the finest gradation of Informa- 
tion (e.g. RNTO command without a preceding RNFR.) 

S.8.2.1 First digit values. There are five values for the first digit of 
the reply code: ^~ 

5.8.2.1.1 Positive preliminary reply (lyz). The requested action Is being 
Initiated; expect another reply before proceeding with a new command. (The 
user-process sending another command before the completion reply would be in 
violation of protocol; but server-FTP processes should queue any commands that 
arrive while a preceding command Is In progress.) This type of reply can be 
used to Indicate that the command was accepted and the user-process may now 
pay attention to the data connections, for Implementations where simultaneous 
monitoring 1s difficult. 

5-8.2.1.2 Positive completion reply (2yz). The requested action has been 
successfully completed.A new request may be initiated. 

5.8.2.1.3 Positive intermediate reply (3yi). The command has been 
accepted, but the requested action is being held in abeyance, pending receipt 
of further information. The user should send another command specifying this 
information. This reply Is used in command sequence groups. 

5.8.2.1.4 Transient negative completion reply (4yz). The command was not 
accepted and the requested action did not take place, but the error condition 
is temporary and the action may be requested again. The user should return to 
the beginning of the command sequence, if any. It is difficult to assign a 
meaning to "transient", particularly when two distinct sites (Server and 
User-processes) have to agree on the interpretation. Each reply in the 4yz 
category might have a slightly different time value, but the intent Is that 
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the user-process is encouraged to try again. A rule of thumb In determining 
1f a reply fits Into the 4yz or the 5yz (Permanent Negative) category 1s that 
replies are 4yz If the commands can be repeated without any change In command 
form or In properties of the User or Server (e.g. the command 1s spelled the 
same with the same arguments used; the user does not change his file access or 
user name; the server does not put up a new Implementation.) 

5.8.2.1.5 Permanent negative completion reply (5yz). The command was not 
accepted and the requested action did not take place. The User-process 1s 
discouraged from repeating the exact request (In the same sequence). Even 
some "permanent" error conditions can be corrected, so the human user may want 
to direct his User-process to reinitiate the command sequence by direct action 
at some point 1n the future (e.g. after the spelling has been changed, or the 
user has altered his directory status.) 

5*8'2*2 Second digit values. The following function groupings are encoded 
1n the second digit: 

5.8.2.2.1 Syntax (xOz). These replies refer to syntax errors, syntacti- 
cally correct commands that don't fit any functional category, unlmplemented 
or superfluous commands. 

5.8.2.2.2 Information (xlz). These are replies to requests for informa- 
tion, such as status or help. 

5.8.2.2.3 Connections (x2z). Replies referring to the command and data 
connections. 

5.8.2.2,4. Authentication and accounting U3z). Replies for the login 
process and accounting procedures. 

5.8.2.2.5 Unspecified (x4z). 

5.8.2.2.6 File system (x5z). These replies Indicate the status of the 
Server file system vis-a-vis the requested transfer or other file system 
action. 

5.8.2.3 Third digit v«^?*» T*e third digit gives a finer gradation of 
meaning in each of {he function categories, specified by the second digit» 
The list of replies below will illustrate this. Note that the text associated 
with each reply is recommended, rather than mandatory, and may even change 
according to the command with which it is associated. The reply codes, on the 
other hand, must strictly follow the specifications In the last section; that 
1s, Server implementations should not invent new codes for situations that are 
only slightly different fron the ones described here, but rather should adapt 
codes already defined. A comnund such as TYPE or AllO whose successful execu- 
tion does not offer the user-orocess any new Information will cause a 200 
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reply to be returned. If the command 1s not implemented by a particular 
Server-FTP process because It has no relevance to that computer system, for 
example AUO at a T0PS20 site, a Positive Completion reply is still desired so 
that the simple User-process knows It can proceed with Its course of action. 
A 202 reply 1s used 1n this case with, for example, the reply text: "No 
storage allocation necessary." If, on the other hand, the command requests a 
non-site-specif1c action and is unimplemented, the response is 502. A refine- 
ment of that 1s the 504 reply for a command that IS Implemented, but that 
requests an unlmplemented parameter. 

5.8.3 Reply codes by function groups. 

a. 200 Command okay. 

b. 500 Syntax error, command unrecognized. 
[This may Include errors such as command line too long.] 

c. 501 Syntax error in parameters or arguments. 

d. 202 Command not implemented, superfluous at this site. 

e. 502 Command not implemented. 

f. 503 Bad sequence of commands. 

g. 504 Command not implemented for that parameter. 

h. 110 Restart marker reply. 
In this case the text 1s exact and not left to the particular 
implementation; it must read: 

MARK yyyy « mmmm 
where yyyy 1s User-process data stream marker, and mmmm server1s 
equivalent marker. (Note the spaces between markers and ".".) 

1. 119 Terminal not available, will try mailbox. 

j. 211 System status, or system help reply. 

k. 212 Directory status. 

1. 213 File status. 

m. 214 Help message. 
(On how to use the server or the meaning of a particular nonstan- 
dard coflwand. This reply is useful only to the human user*) 

*.■*: 

X 
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n. 215 <scheme> 1$ the preferred scheme. 

o. 120 Service ready In nnn minutes. 

p. 220 Service ready for new user. 

q. 221 Service closing TELNET connection, 
(logged out if appropriate) 

r. 421 Service not available, closing TELNET connection. 
[This may be a reply to any cowiand if the service knows it must 
shut down.] 

s. 125 Data connection already open; transfer starting. 

t. 225 Data connection open; no transfer in progress. 

u. 425 Can't open data connection. 

v. 226 Closing data connection; requested file action successful. 
(For example, file transfer or file abort.) 

w. 426 Connection closed; transfer aborted. 

x. 227 Entering Passive Mode. hl,h2,h3,h4tpl,p2. 

y. 230 User logged in, proceed. 

z. 530 Not logged In. 

aa. 331 User name okay, need password, 

bb. 332 Need account for login, 

cc. 532 Need account for storing files, 

dd. 150 File status okay; about to open data connection, 

ee. 151 User not local; «ill forward to <user>t<host>. 

ff. 152 User Unknown; Mail will be forwarded by the operator, 

gg. 250 Requested file action okay, completed, 

hh. 350 Requested file action pending further information. 
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11. 450 Requested file action not taken: file unavailable (e.g. 
file busy). 

jj. 550 Requested action not taken: file unavailable (e.g. file not 
found, no access). 

kk. 451 Requested action aborted: local error in processing. 

11. 551 Requested action aborted: page type unknown. 

mm. 452 Requested action not taken: Insufficient storage space 1n 
system 

nn. 552 Requested file action aborted: exceeded storage allocation, 
(for current directory or dataset) 

oo. 553 Requested action not taken: file name not allowed 

pp. 354 Start mail Input; end with <CRxlF>.<CRxLF>. 

5.8.4 Numeric order list of rek!y codes. 

a. 110 Restart marker reply. 
In this case the text 1s exact and not left to the particular 
Implementation; it must re&öi 

MARK yyyy - mmmm 
where yyyy 1s User-process data stream marker, and mmmm server's 
equivalent marker, (note the spaces between markers and ■•".) 

b. 119 Terminal not available, will try mailbox. 

c. 120 Service ready 1n nnn minutes. 

d. 125 Data connection already open; transfer starting. 

e. 150 File status okay; about to open data connection. 

f. 151 User not local; Will forward to <user>Gkhost>. 

g. 152 User Unknown; Mali will be forwarded by the operator, 

h. 200 Command okay. 

1. 202 Command not Implemented, superfluous at this site, 

j. 211 System status, or system help reply. 
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k. 212 Directory status. 

1. 213 File status. 

m. 214 Help message. 
(On how to use the server or the meaning of a particular nonstan- 
dard command. This reply is useful only to the human user.) 

n. 215 <scheme> is the preferred scheme. 

o. 220 Service ready for new user. 

p. 221 Service closing TELNET connection. 
(Logged out if appropriate.) 

q. 225 Data connection open; no transfer in progress. 

r. 226 Closing data connection; requested file action successful. 
(For example, file transfer or file abort.) 

s. 227 Entering Passive Mode. hl,h2,h3,h4,pl,p2 

t. 230 User logged in, proceed. 

u. 250 Requested file action okay, completed. 

v. 331 User name okay, need password. 

w. 332 Need account for login. 

x. 350 Requested file action pending further information. 

y. 354 Start mail input; end with <CRxLF>.<CRxLF>. 

z. 421 Service not available, closing TELNET connection. 
[This may be a reply to any command if the service knows 1t 
must shut down.] 

aa. 425 Can't open data connection. 

bb. 426 Connection closed; transfer aborted. 

cc. 450 Requested file action not taken: file unavailable (e.g. 
file busy). 

dd. 451 Requested action aborted: local error in processing. 
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ee. 452 Requested action not taken: Insufficient storage space 1n 
system* 

ff. 500 Syntax error, command unrecognized. 
[This may Include errors such as command line too long*] 

gg. 501 Syntax error 1n parameters or arguments. 

hh. 502 Command not Implemented. 

11. 503 Bad sequence of commands. 

jj. 504 Command not Implemented for that parameter. 

kk. 530 Not logged In. 

11. 532 Need account for storing files. 

mm. 550 Requested action not taken: file unavailable (e.g. file not 
found, no access). 

nn. 551 Requested action aborted: page type unknown. 

oo. 552 Requested file action aborted: exceeded storage allocation 
(for current directory or dataset). 

pp. 553 Requested action not taken: file name not allowed. 

5.9 Declarative specifications. 

5.9.1 M1r1mum Itapl«mentation. In order to make FTP workable without need- 
less error Messages, the following minimum Implementation 1$ required for all 
servers: 

TYPE - ASCII Non-pr1nt 
NODE - Stream 
STRUCTURE - «til». Record 
COMMANDS - USER, QUIT, PORT, 

TYPE, MODE, STRU, 
for the default values 
RETR, STOR, 
NOOP. 
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0 
The default values for transfer parameters are:                                     !• 

TYPE - ASCII Non-print I 
MODE - Stream fc 
STRU - File 

All Hosts must accept the above as the standard defaults. : 

5.9.2 Connections. The server protocol interpreter shall "listen* on Port y 
L. The user or user protocol interpreter shall initiate the full-duplex 
command connection. Serverand userprocesses should follow the conventions of 
the TELNET protocol as specified in MIL-STD 1782, TELNET Protocol. Servers 
are under no obligation to provide for editing of command lines and may * 
specify that it be done in the user Host. The command connection shall be 
closed by the server at the user's request after all transfers and replies are J 
completed. The user-DTF must "listen" on the specified data port; this may be 
the default user port (U) or a port specified in the PORT command. The server 
shall initiate the data connection from his own default data port (L-l) using •' 
the specified user data port. The direction of the transfer and the port \ 
used will be determined by the FTP service command. 

5.9.2.1 Command-reply sequence. When data is to be transferred between two 
servers, A and B (refer to Figure 2), the user-PI, C, sets up command connec- 
tions with both server-Pi's. One of the servers, say A, is then sent a PASV 
command telling him to "listen" on his data port rather than Initiate a con- j 
nectlon when he receives a transfer service command. When the user-PI | 
receives an acknowledgment to the PASV command, which Includes the Identity of 
the host and port being listened on, the user-PI then sends A's port, a, to B 
in a PORT command; a reply is returned. The user-PI may then send the corre- 
sponding service commands to A and B. Server B Initiates th^ connection and 
the transfer proceeds. The command-reply sequence Is listed below where the 
messages are vertically synchronous but horizontally asynchronous: 

User-PI - Server A User-PI - Server B 

C->A : Connect C->B : Connect 
C->A : PASV 
A->C : 227 Entering Passive Mode. Al,A2,A3,A4,al,a2 

C->B : PORT Al,A2,A3,A4,al,a2 
B->C : 200 Ox ay 

C-> : STOR C->B : RETR 
B->A : Connect to HOST-A, PORT-a 

The data connection shall be closed by the server under the conditions 
described in the Section on Establishing Data Connections. If the server 
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wishes to close the connection after a transfer where it is not required, he 
should do so Immediately after the file transfer is completed. He should not 
wait until after a new transfer command is received because the user-process 
will have already tested the data connection to see if it needs to do a 
"listen"; (recall that the user must "listen" on a closed data port BEFORE 
sending the transfer request). To prevent a race condition here, the server 
sends a reply (226) after closing the data connection (or if the connection 1s 
left open, a "file transfer completed" reply (250) and the user-PI should wait 
for one of these replies before issuing a new transfer command. 

5.9.3 Commands. The commands are TELNET character string transmitted over 
the command connections as described in the Section on FTP Commands. The 
command functions and semantics are described 1n the Section on Access Control 
Commands, Transfer Parameter Commands, FTP Service Commands, and Miscellan- 
eous Commands. The conwand syntax 1s specified here. The commands begin with 
a command code followed by an argument field. The command codes are four or 
fewer alphabetic characters. Upper and lower case alphabetic characters are 
to be treated Identically. Thus, RETR, Retr, retr, ReTr, or rETr may 
represent the retrieve command. This also applies to any symbols representing 
parameter values, such as A or a for ASCII TYPE. The command codes and the 
argument fields are separated by one or more spaces. The argument field 
consists of a variable length character string ending with the character 
sequence <CRLF> (Carriage Return, Linefeed) for NVT-ASCII represen- tatlon; 
for other negotiated languages a different end of line character might be 
used. It should be noted that the server 1s to take NO action until the end 
of line code 1s received. The syntax 1s specified below In NVT-ASCII. All 
characters in the argument field are ASCII characters Including any ASCII 
represented decimal integers. Square brackets denote an optional argument 
field. If the option 1s net taken, the appropriate default 1s Implied. 

5.9.3.1 FTP command 11st. The following are the FTP commands: 

USER <SP> <username> <CRLF> 
PASS <SP> <password> <CRLF> 
ACCT <SP> <account 1nformat1on> <CRLF> 
REIN <CRLF> 
QUIT <CRLF> 
PORT <SP> <Host-port> <CRLF> 
PASV <CRLF> 
TYPE <SP> <type code> <CRLF> 
STRU <SP> structure code> <CRLF> 
MODE <SP> <mode code> <CRLF> 
RETR <SP> <pathname> <CRLF> 
STOR <SP> <pathname> <CRLF> 
APPE <SP> <pathname> <CRLF> 
ALLO <SP> <decimal 1nteger> 

[<SP> R <SP> <decimal 1nteger>] <GRLF> 
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REST <SP> <marker> <CRLF> 
RNFR <SP> <pathname> <CRLF> 
RNTO <SP> <pathname> <CRLF> 
ABOR <CRLF> gg 
DELE <SP> <pathname> <CRLF> §j 
CWD <SP> <pathname> <CRLF> gg 
LIST [<SP> <pathname>] <CRLF> K 
NLST [<SP> <pathname>] <CRLF> £ 
SITE <SP> <string> <CRLF> *2 
STAT [<SP> <pathname>] <CRLF> £ 
HELP [<SP> <string>] <CRLF> £ 
N00P <CRLF> £ 

5.9.3.2 FTP command syntax. The syntax of the above argument fields (using y 
BNF notation where applicable ) 1s: •*" 

<username> ::«<string> p 
<password> : :• <str1ng> »*', 
<account 1nformation> ::« <string> £ 

<string> ::-<char> <charxstring> £ 
<char>" ::■ any of the 128 ASCII characters except <CR> and <LF> t 
<marker> ::« <pr string> ~y 
tjpr  string> ::■ <pr char> <pr charxpr str1ng> >•' 
<pr char> ::- printable characters, any j 

ASCII code 33 through 126 | 
<byte size> ::• any decimal Integer 1 through 255 " 
<Host-port> ::- <Host-number>,<Port-number> S 
<Host-number> ::- <number>t<number>,<number>t<number> ■!" 
<Port-number> ::« <number>,<number> ]% 
<number> ::« any decimal Integer 0 through 255 > 
<ident> ::» <string> ^ 
<scheme> ::- R  T ? | 
<form code> ::■ N  T  C 
<type code> : :«• A [<SP> <form code>] 

E [<SP> <form code>] J 

L <SP> <byte size> 
<structure code> ::- F  R  P £ 
<mode code> : :• S  B  C { 
<pathname> : :• <string> 

5.10 Sequencing of commands and replies. The communication between the 
user and server is intended to be an alternating dialogue. As such, the user 
issues an FTP command and the server responds with a prompt primary reply. 
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Logout 
QUIT 

221 
500 

REIN 
120 

220 
22G 
421 
500, 502 

Transfer parameters 
PORT 

200 
500. 501. 421, 530 

PASV 
227 
500, 501, 502, 421, 530 

MODE, TYPE. STRÜ 
200 
500, 501, 504, 421, 530 

File action commands 
ALL0 

200 
202 
50C, 501. 504, 421, 530 

REST 
500, 501, 502, 421, 530 
350 

ST0R 
125, 150 

(U05 
226. 250 
425, 426, 451, 551, 552 

532, 450c 452, 553 
500. $01, 421, 530 

RETR 
125. 150 

(no) 
226. 250 

425. 426. 451 
450. 550 
500. 501. 421. 530 

*. ■*, 
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The user should wait for this initial primary success or failure response 
before sending further commands* Certain commands require a second reply for 
which the user should also wait. These replies may, for example, report on 
the progress or completion of file transfer or the closing of the data connec- 
tion. They are secondary replies to file transfer commands. One important 
group of informational replies is the connection greetings. Under normal 
circumstances, a server will send a 220 reply, "awaiting input", when the 
connection is completed. The user should wait for this greeting message 
before sending any commands. If the server 1s unable to accept Input right 
away, he should send a 120 "expected delay" reply imsediately and a 220 reply 
when ready. The user will then know not to hang up if there is a delay. The 
table below lists alternative success and failure replies for each command. 
These must be strictly adhered to; a server may substitute text in the 
replies, but the meaning and action Implied by the code numbers and by the 
specific command reply sequence cannot be altered. 

5.10.1 Command-reply sequences. In this section, the command-reply 
sequence 1s presented. Each command Is listed with Its possible replies; 
command groups are listed together. Preliminary replies are listed first 
(with their succeeding replies Indented and under them), then positive and 
negative completion, and finally intermediary replies with the remaining 
commands from the sequence following. This listing forms the basis for the 
state diagrams, which will be presented separately. 

Connection Establishment 
120 

220 
220 
421 

Login 
USER 

230 
530 
500, 501, 421 
331, 332 

PASS 
230 
202 
530 
500, 501. 503, 421 
332 

ACCT 
230 
202 
530 
500, 501, 503, 421 
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pf. 

LIST, NLST 
125, 150 

226, 250 
425, 426, 451 

450 
500, 501, 502, 421, 530 

APPE 
125, 150 

(HO) 
226, 250 
425, 426, 451, 551, 552 

532, 450, 550, 452, 553 
500, 501, 502, 421, 530 

RNFR 
450, 550 
500, 501, 502, 421, 530 
350 

RNTO 
250 
532, 553 
500, 501, 502, 503, 421, 530 

OELE, CUD 
250 
450, 550 
500, 501. 502, 421» 530 

ABOR 
225, 226 
500, 501, 502, 421 

Infonwtlonil conunds 
STAT 

211, 212, 213 
450 
500, 501, 502, 421, 530 

HELP 
211, 214 
500, 501, 502, 421 

M set lit*     ' rooNftds 
SITE 

200 
202 
500, 501, 530 

NÜOP 
2)0 
500 421 

:< 
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5«11 State diagrams. Here are presented state diagrams for a very si «pie 
FTP Implementation. Only the first digit of the reply codes 1s used. There 1s 
one state diagram for each group of FTP commands or command sequences. The 
command groupings were determined by constructing a model for each command 
then collecting together the commands with structurally identical models. For 
each command or command sequence there are three possible outcomes: success 
(S), failure (F), and error (E). In the state diagrams below we use the symbol 
B for "begin", and the symbol W for "wait for reply". 

Figure 9 represents the largest group of FTP commands. 

5.11.1 Largest group of FTP commands. 

1.3 

& 

onto 

■G 

*0—:—*0 
4.S 

■Q 

[v 

FIGURE 9. Largest group of FTP commands. 

Figure 9 models the commands ABOft* ALLO, DELE, CUD, HELP, MODE, MRCP, NRCP, 
MPSQ, NOOP, PASV, QUIT, SITE, PORT, STAT, STRÜ and TYPE. 

5.11.2 Other large group of FTP commands. The other large group of 
commands is represented by a ^ttry similar diagram. 

-H 

FIGURE 10. Other group of FTP commands. 
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Figure 10 models the commands APPE, LIST, MLFL, NLST, REIN, RETR, STÖR. Note 
that this second model could also be used to represent the first group of 
commands, the only difference being that In the first group the 100 series 
replies are unexpected and therefore treated as error, while the second group 
expects (some may require) 100 series replies. 

5.11.3 Rename sequence command. The remaining diagrams model command 
sequences» perhaps the simplest of these Is the rename sequence shown in 
Figure 11. 

WWFP                      I 1.2                   1           1 

3 j      4.f 

1 s-LLI 

|                                              2 

i       «TO         r1 

1.3 

71" 

U    -LU 

-1                  "L 11  » ' i 
«\ • . ■ 

FIGURE 11. Rename sequence 
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5.11.4 Restart command. Figure 12 1s a simple model of the Restart command 
«here "end" Is APPEf STOR, or RETR Note that the Restart and Rename models 
are similar. The Restart differs only 1n the treatment of 100 series replies 
at the second stage. 

HOT 1.2 
i 

t 1 

3 I    1        4.1 

1       >     t r 
r 

«Mrf 

* i 

W   1       ♦»• f 

1 

f/<V< 

FIGURE 12.   Restart command. 
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5.11.5   login stqutnct.    Tht most complicated diagram Is for login stqutnct: 

FIGURE 13.    login sequence 
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5.11*6   Command and reply Interchange»   Finally, is presented a generalized 
diagram that could be used to model tue command and reply Interchange: 

atom 

LA 
w 

wo 

4.8 

FIGURE 14. Command and reply interchange« 
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6.    TYPICAL FTP SCENARIO 

6.1 Scenario. User at Host U wanting to transfer files to/from Host S. 
In general the user will communicate to the server via a mediating user-FTP 
process.   The following may be a typical scenario.   The user-FTP prompts are 
shown 1n parentheses, • >' represents commands from Host U to Host S, and 
•< 'represents replies from Host S to Host U. 

LOCAL COMMANDS BY USER 

ftp (host) opsys<CR> 

username Doe <CR> 

password pswd <CR> 

retrieve (local type) ASCII<CR> 
(local pathname) test 1 <CR> 
(for.pathname) test.pll<CR> 

<CRLF> 

type Image<CR> 
<— 

store (local type) 1mage<CR> 
(local pathname) file dump<CR> 
(for.pathname) >udd>cn>fd<CR> 

terminate 

ACTION INVOLVED 

Connect to Host S, port I, 
establishing command connections 
<  220 Service ready <CRLF> 
USER Doe<CRLF> > 
< 331 User name ok, 

need password<CRLF> 
PASS mumble<Q*LF>-™> 
<  230 User logged 1n.<CRLF> 

User-FTP opens local file 1n ASCII. 
RETR test.pll<CRLF> > 
<  150 File status okay; 

about to open data connection 
Server makes data connection 
to port U 

<—- 226 Closing data connection, 
file transfer successful<CRLF> 
TYPE I<CRLF> — 

- 200 Command 0K<CRLF> 

User-FTP opens local file In Image. 
STOR >udd>cn>fd<CRLF> > 
<  450 Access den1ed<CRLF> 
QUIT <CRLF>  > 
Server closes all 
connections. 

6.2 Connection establishment. The FTP command connection 1s established 
via TCP between the user process port U «no the server process port L. This 
protocol Is assigned the service port 21 (25 octal), that is L-2L 

Custodians: 
Army - CR 
Navy - OM 
Air Force - 90 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C.    20301 

i 

Simple Mali Transfer Protocol 

MIL-STD-1781 

1. This Military Standard Is approved for use by all Departments ind 
Agencies of the Department of Defense. 

2. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any 
pertinent data which may be of use In Improving this document should be. 
iuUretsed to:   Defense Communications Agency, ATTN:   J110, 1860 Wlehle Avenue, 
Reston, Virginia   22090, by using the self-addressed Standardization Document 
Improvement Proposal (DD Form 1426) appearing at the end of this document, or 
by letter. 

3.   Because of the rapid development In this standardization area, an 
(alternative method of communication 1s offered.   Forward responses using the 

MILNET to DCA-IAS I DCA-EMS.   Cooperation of the user Is important to make 
this protocol meet Department of Defense needs. 
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FOREWORD 

This docimnt specifies the Slnpl« Nail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), i protocol 
designed to transfer «all reliably and efficiently. The doci»ent Includes in 
Introduction to SNTP with t mdel of operation, procedures, tnd specifica- 
tions. Including state dlagri 
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WA. 

1.   SCOPE 

1.1   Purpose.   TMs standard establishes criteria for the ft^lt Hji" 
TrwiftrTrolocol (SMTP), a protocol designs to transfer Mil reliably and 
efficiently. 

1 2   Organization.   This standard Introduces the S1e*1e Hall Tfiatftr 
^Lo^l^ston and procedures In sending and receiving Mil and specifies 
SK!2^APSSM needed to support SMTP.   Tn1s standard also 
describes the uses of SMTP with various transport services. 

i 9 i   T»MitMrt «m»vlces     One of the «ost leportant features of SMTP Is 
!tt SlJtiffC rBS Si «crlss   "«»port sElc. «r.vlron-nU.   A trjns- 
port Mr« ct provldt* « 1nt.rproc.ss eo«*«1c«t1on •«»<"«"*»«£)•   * „ 
IP« SyWon. ntt»rk. itvtr.l nrtwrts. or i«*^of . "£ort-   » j« 
lamrtant to rtillxt th«t tr»nsport system (or IPCEs) «r« not ono-to-on.»'» 
«As!   A ?ocm c«n coZnlc.t« dtrtctl, with wothtr proem thro«*, «ny 
2tSny kno-nlPCE.   HM1 1$ an «ppllc.tton or us. of <"«•'-*"«"       ,,CEl 
co«nlc«t1on.   H»H CM bt eo«un1e«ttd bttMto proem« i; *««£«* IPCE* 
hvnilivlno throuflh t proms eonnKttd to two   or «or.) IPCEs.   Hort 
MfU.nyrSrci.brr.lvtd bttawi hosts or. diff.r«t trmport systm 
by . host on both transport system. 

1.3   Aaollc.tlon.   In« Sl«pl« *il Tr«nsf«r Protocol is «pprov* f or us. In 
.1   OoO^Selrt^s&chtn«. n.forts -Met. c«wct or hm th. POtontl.l for 
rtilMaaeMMCtlvity «cross n.t*ort «no $ubn.tw>rt bognd.rlM «nd «hleh 
rliulri, 2utrmf.rs.rv1c..   Th. Ur. ««fort «s us* hml» Inelod« 
loc.1 Ar«. N»tworts. 

.• 
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I 2. REFERENCED 00CUMENT5 

v; 2.1 Issues of docuwents. The following documents of the Issue 1n effect on 
t        *«*e of invitation for bids or request for proposal, for« t pert of this 

Standard to the extent specified herein* 

! 
STANDARDS 

FEDERAL 
FED-STD-1037 Glossary of Telecoawunlcation Term 

MILITARY 
MIL-STD-1778 Transaission Control Protocol 

?** Other publications. The following documents for« a part of this 
standard to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise Indicated, the 
issue in effect on date of Invitation for bids or request for proposal shall 
apply. (The provisions of this paragraph are under consideration.) 
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3,    DEFINITIONS 

3,1   gtflnltlon of Urjmju   The definition of terms und In this standard 
■hall comply with FED-STD-1037,    Tont and definitions unique to MIL-SI'>-1781 
ere contained herein* 

a. Command 
A request for a «all service action sent by the sender-SMTP to the 
receiver-SMTP. 

b. Doaaln 
The hlerarchlally structured global character string address of a 
host conputer in the aell system, 

c. End oj «all data Indication 
A special sequence of characters that Indicates the end of the »all 
data.    In particular, the five characters carriage return» line 
feed, period, carriage return, line feed, in that order. 

d. Host 
A computer in the internetwork environment on which mailboxes or 8KTP 
processes reside« 

e. Line 
A sequence of ASCII characters ending with a <CHL»>. MM 

f. Mall dete *Vj£ 
A sequence of ASCII characters of arbitrary length, which conform* JN£V 
to the stendard set in the Stendard for the Format of A1PA Internet />.% 
Text Nessagea. £%£■!; 

g. Hsllbos 
A character string (address) which identifies a user to who« sail 
Is to be sent.    Mailbox normally consists of the host sad user 
specifications.    The standard mailbox naming convention Is defined 
to be "ussrtdomaln°.   Additionally, the "sontaies?" in which mall 
Is stored. 

h. 
A process which transfers me11 in coop«retloo with s esnder-SMTP 
process.    It walta for e connection to be eetabUahed via the 
transport service.    It recelvoe SMTP commands from the sender-SMTP, 
sende replies, end performs the specified operations. 

?epl£ 
A rep:v is an ecknowledgmtnt (positive or negative) seat from receiver 
to eender vie the transmission channel In response to e commend.   The 
general form of a reply la a completion code (including error codss) 
followed by e text etring.   The codes ere for uee by programs end the 
text le usually Intended for human users. 
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j»    Sender-SMTP process 
A process which transfers mail In cooperation with s receiver-SNTP 
process»    A local language nay be used in the user interface 
coamand/reply dialogue.    The sender-SMTP initiates the transport 
service connection.    It initiates SMTP commends, receives replies, 
and governs the transfer of mall. 

k.    Session 
The set of exchanges thst occur while the transmission channel is 
open. 

1. Transaction 
The set of exchanges required for one message to be transmitted 
for one or more recipients. 

m.   Transmission channel 
A full-duplex communication path between a sender-SMTP and a receiver- 
SMTP for the exchange of commands, replies, snd mall text* 

n.    Transport service 
Any reliable stream-oriented data communication services.    For example, 
KCP, TCP, HITS. 

o.    <CTLP> 
The characters carriage return and Una feed (In that order). 

p.    <SP> 
The space character. 
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4. THE SMTP MODEL 

4.1 SMTP design. The SMTP design is beted on the following nodel of commu- 
nication: as the result of a user sail request, the sender-SMTP establishes 
a two-way transmission channel to a receiver-SMTP. The receiver-SMTP commands 
are generated by the sender-SMTP and sent to the receiver-SMTP« SMTP replies 
are sent from the receiver-SMTP to the sender-SMTP in response to the commands. 

4*1.1 Mall command. Once the transmission channel is established, the SMTP- 
sender sends a MAIL command indicating the sender of the mall. If the SMTP- 
receiver csn accept mall it responds with an OK reply» The SMTP-tender thau 
sends a RCPT command identifying a recipient of the mall. If the SHTP-receiver 
can accept mall for that recipient it responds with an OK reply; if not, it 
responds with a reply rejecting that recipient (but not the whole mall trans- 
action). The SMTP-sender and SMTP-receiver may negotiate several recipients. 
When the recipients have been negotiated the SMTP-sender sends the mall data, 
terminating with a special sequence. If the SMTP-receiver successfully pro- 
cesses the mall data It responds with an OK reply. The dialog is purposely 
lock-step, one-at-a-tlme. 

SMTP 
COMMANDS/MftJIS HtCIIVfU- 

StUTF M. SYSTIM 

SIMMS SMT? mcuvm-sMTp 

FIGURE 1.   Model for SMTP use. 

4.1.2 Transmission of mall. The SMTP provides mechanisms for the trsos- 
misston of mall; directly from the sending user's host to the receiving 
user's host when the two hosts sre connected to the same transport service, 
or via one or more relay SMTP-servers when the source and destination hosts 
are not connected to the same transport service. To be able to provide the 
relay capability, the SMTP-eervsr must be supplied with th* name of the 
ultimate destination host as well as the destination mailbox name. 

4.1.2.1    Forward- end reverse-path.    The argument to the MAIL command is 
a reverse-path, which specifies who the mall Is from.    The argument to the 
RCPT command Is a ?orw*rd~path, which specifies who the mall is to.    The 
forward-path Is e source route, while the reverse-path is s return route 
(which may be used to return a message to the sender when an error occurs 
with a relayed message). 
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4.1.2.2   Multiple recipienta. 
recipient! the SMTP encourage» t 

When th« MM lenigi It Mnt to multiple 
tht tranemletlon of only on« copy of th« data 

for all th« recipient! at th« im dettiMtlon hoot. 

4.1.3   Mall tvnta».    Th« all commando and repllM have a rigid ayntax. 
Replies alto hav« a nuMrlc cod«.    Th« following examples UM actual coammnda 
and replies.    Th« complete llttt of comMndt and r«pll«t apjwert in Section 4 
on «paciflcatlOM.    ComMndt aod r«pll«t «r« not COM NMIIYI.   That it, 
a command or r«ply word My b« upp«r CM«» low«r cat«t or any mixture of upper 
and lower cat«.    Not« that thlt it not true of M 11 box uter tumi.    For MM 
hottt the uter MM it Mt« •• na it IT«, and SMTP ImpleMatatloM mutt take Ma« 
to preserve the MM of uter owi at they appear la mailbox arguments.   Mat 
naMt are not Mae MMltlw«.   Command« and replUt are compMed of character« 
fro« the ASCII character Mt.   When the transport Mrvlce provides an 8-bit 
byte (octet) trantaittlon channel, each 7-bit character it trenamltted right 
Jttttifled in en octet with the high order bit cleared to t«ro.   VOM «paci- 
fying th« general form of a coemand or reply» aa arguMot (or «pedal tyabol) 
will be denoted by a Mta-lingulttic variable (or coMtant), for example, 
"<ttring>- or "<reverte-path>M.   Bare the angle braeketa indicate th«M are 
mete-linguistic varlablet.   However. toM «rguMatt UM the angle bracket« 
literally.    For ixutli, «n «ctMl reverse-path la enclosed in «ngl« bracket«, 
I.e., N<John.$althtUSC-X$I.*m>* la an lMtanM of <reverte-peth> (the engle 
braeketa are actually tranealtted in the coemand or reply). 
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5. THE SNIP PROCEDURES 

5.1 Introduction. This Mctlon presents the procedures used in SMTP in 
seversl parts. First comes the basic «all procedure defined as a «all trans» 
action. Following this sre descriptions of forwarding «ail» verifying mailbox 
names and expanding mailing lists, sending to terminals Instead of or In com- 
bination with mailboxes, and the opening and closing exchanges. At the end 
of this section are comments on relaying, a note on mall domainer, and a dis- 
cussion of changing roles. Throughout this section are exampla« of partial 
command and reply sequences. 

3.2 Wall. There are three steps to SNTP mall transactions. The trans- 
action is started with a MAIL command which gives the sender Identification. 
A series of one or more RCPT commands follows giving the receiver informa- 
tion. Then a DATA command gives the mall data. And finally, the end of mall 
data indicator confirms the transaction. 

5*2"1 MAIL command. The first step In the procedure is the MAIL command. 
The <reverss-psth> contains the source mailbox. 

HAIL <SP> 7RGK:<reverse-path> <CRLF> 

This command tells the SMTP-receiver that a mew mail transaction is starting 
and to reset all its state tables and buffers. Including any recipients or 
mall data. It gives the reverse-path which can be used to report errors* 
If accepted, the receiver-SMTP returns a 250 OR reply. The <raveree-peth> 
can eootaln more than just a mailbox. The <reverse-osth> is a reverse 
source routing list of hosts and source mailbox* The first host in the 
<reverse-peth> ahould be the host sending this command. 

5.2*2 RCPT command» The second step in the procedure is the RCPT c< 

RCPT <SP> TOi <forward-patb> <CRLF> 

This command glvea a forward-path identifying one recipient* If accepted« 
the receiver-SMTP returns a 250 OR reply, and stores the forward-path. If 
the recipient Is unknown the receiver-SMTP returns a 550 Failure reply. 
This second step of the procedure can be repeated any number of times* The 
<forward-path> can contain more than just a mailbox* The <forward-path> is 
a source routing list of hosts end the destination mailbox* The first host 
in the <forward~patb> should be the host receiving this command. 

*•*•* OAtA command. The third step in the procedure is the DATA 

DATA <CRLF> 

If accepted, the receiver-SMTP returns a 354 Intermediate reply end considers 
all succeeding lines to be the message text.   When the end of text is received 
and atored the SMTP-receiver eeada a 250 OR reply.    Since the mail data is 
sent on the transmission channel ehe end of the mall data must be Indicated 

% 
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to that the coaaand and reply dialog can be reeuaed.    SKIP lndicatee the and 
of the nail data by tending a line containing only a period«    A transparency 
procedure it uted to prevent thlt froa interfering with the uaer'a teat (tea 
Section 4.5.2).    The end of aall data indicator alto confine» the aall trans- 
action and teilt the receiver-SMTP to now procett the etored reciplenta and 
aall data.    If accepted, the receiver-SMTP returns a 250 OR reply.   The DATA 
coaaand ehould fall only if the aall transaction vat lncoaplete (for exaaple, 
no reciplenta), or If reeoureee are not available. 

5,2,4    Synopala.    The above procedure la an exaaple of a aall transaction. 
These coaaande auet be uaed only In the order dlecuaeed above.    Paragraph 
5.2.5 11lustratet the uae of thai« coaaande in a aall transaction. 

*«2.5 Exaaple of the SMI? procedure. Thia SMTP exaaple ahova aall sent by 
Salth at hott Alpi*a.ARPA, to Jones, Green, and Brown at boat Beta.ARFA. Rare 
we aatuae that hott Alpha contacta hoat Beta directly. 

S:    MAIL FROM:<Saith§Alpha.ARPA> 
R:    250 C* 

S:    RCPT TO:<JoneefBete.ARFA> 
R:    250 OR 

S:    RCPT TO:<Creen»eta.ARPA> 
R:    550 No auch user bare 

*:    RCPT T0;<Brown9Beta.ARFA> 
R:    250 OR 

S: DATA 
R: 354 Start aall Input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF> 
S: BUh blah blah... 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: <CRLF>.<CRLF> 
R: 250 OR 

>3 

The aall haa now been accepted for Jonas and Brown, 
a* 11bo* at hoat Beta. 

Green did not have a 

5.3   Forwarding.    There are eoae esses where the destination Information 
in the <forward-path> la incorrect, but the recelwer-SMIP knows the correct 
destination.    In such casts, one of the following replies should be used to 
allow the eender to contact the correet destination. 

a.    251 User not local; will forward to <forward-path>.    Thlt reply 
lndicatee that the receiver-S*T? kaowa the ueer*t aallbox is on 
another hoat and Indicates the correct forward-path to use in the 
future.   Note that either the host or user or both asy be differ- 
ent.   The receiver takes reeponelblUty for delivering toe aeaaage. 
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551 Ueer not local; pleeee try <forward-path>. This reply Indl- 
cacti that the rcceiver-SHTP knows the uiit'i Mllbox li on 
another hoet ind lndicetee the correct forwerd-peth to uee. Note 
that either the hott or ueer or both any bo different. The re- 
eelvet refueee to accept «eil for thie ueer. end the eender nuat 
slther redirect the «ell according to the Information provided or 
return en error reeponae to the orlglnetlng ueer. 

Peregreph 5.3.1 llluatretea the uee of theae reaponaea. 

5.3.1 Example of forwarding, lither: 

8: ICFT TO»<PoetelWSC-ISI.ARPA> 
1: 251 Dear not local; will forward to <Foetel«USC-ISlF.ARPA> 

>C.^ 

Or: 

S: 
1: 

ICfT T(h <PauliüSC-ISUJÄPA> 
551 üaer not local; pleeee try <MockepetriatUSC-lSlF.ARPA> 

5.4   Verlfvlnt and expending.    SKTF provides ea additional fsstures, cen- 
Je. tovoTf?a utoHamo of expend • Mlllng U.t.    this is don. with the 
nit and tXW c«aa»ads. which have character atring ergumeats.   For the WU 
eosmend, the .trlng 1. a uaer naae, end the reeponae «ay Include the full 
MM of the uaer and auat Include the Mllbox of the uaer.   For the KXFN 
coMeed. the atring ldentlfle« a Miling list, and the aaiUiUne reeponae 
My Include the full nam of the ueer. end auat give the mailboxes on the 
Mlllng ll.t.    "User naM- la a fuaay tera end ueed purpoeely.    If e hoet 
lMleaanta the nrt or UP* coaaande then at leeat local aallboma auat be 
recognised aa "uaer namee*.   If a hMt chooeee to recognlae other .trings at 
"Mar aMne" that la allowed.    In aoM hoata the distinction between e Mll- 
lng Uet end en ellae for a .Ingle Mllbox la a bit fuaay, aince a coaaon 
data atructure aay hold both typea of entriea, and it la possible to heve 
Mlllng lists of one Mllbox.   If e request is aade to verify a sailing 
liat, a poeitlve reeponae cen be given if on receipt of e message ao 
sddreeeed it will be delivered to everyone on the liat, otherwlae en error 
should be reported (e.g., *550 That la a Mlllng Uett not e uaer").    if a 
request la aade to expend e user aeae a positive response can be formed by 
returning e liat contelnlng one name, or ea error cen be reported (e.g., 
•550 That la a uaer asM, mot a Mlllng lief).    Xn the case of a aultl- 
line reply (uerael for tXF») ewctly one Mllbox la to be epeelfied on each 
line of the reply.    In the case of an aablguowe reoueet, for example,    VRFT 
Smith*, where there ere two SaltVe the reeponae meet be "553 User eabiguo«*" 
The caae of verifying e ueer nsM is straightforward ae shown la peregreph 
5*4.1. 

5.4.1   example of verifying e uaer name,   tlther: 

St    ftrr Smith 
t:    250 Fred Smf.th <Smlth#WC-lSlF^LFA> 
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Or: 

S: VRFY Smith 
R: 251 User not local; will forward to <Smith§USC-ISIQ.ARPA> 

Or: 

S: VRFY Jones 
R: 550 String does not match anything. 

Or: 

S: VRFY Jonas 
R: 551 User not  local; pleas« try <JonesfUSC-ISIQ.ARPA> 

Or: 

R: 
VRFY Goursenkylnplats 
553 User ambiguous. 

5.4.2 Example of expanding a mailing list, 
box list require« a wilt£ line reply as either: 

The case of expanding a sail* 

S: 
R: 
R: 
R: 
R: 
R: 
R: 

Or: 

S: 
R: 

BXPN Example*People 
250-Jon Foatel <?ostel«USC-ISIF.ARPA> 
250-Fred Fonthone <Fonebone#USC-ISlQ.ARFA> 
250-Sen Q. Smith <SQSmithÄUSC-lSlQ.AJUPA> 
25(M)ulncy Smith <*USC-IS IF JULIA :Q-Salth*l$I-VAXA.AJtFA> 
250-<joe§foo-unlx.ARPA> 
250 <xytfber-unlx.ARPA> 

BXPM Executlve-Waehroom-Ust 
550 Access Denied to You. 

5.4.3 Character string arguments« The character itring 
VRFY and EXFN commands cannot be further restricted due to 
implementations of the user name and mailbox list concepts 
It may be appropriate for the argument of the EXFN command 
for a file containing a mailing list, but again there la a 
naming conventions in the Internet. The VRFY and EXPH cos* 
eluded In the minimum implementation (paragraph 6.5.1) and 
to work across relays when they are implemented. 

argumenta of the 
the variety of 

On some systems 
to be a file name 
variety of file 
lands are mot is* 
are not required 

Sending and mailing 
'• mailboxes.    A ve 

The main purpose of SMTP la to deliver messages 
A very elmllar service provided by some boats la to 

5.5 _ 
to uaer's mailboxes. 
deliver messages to user's terminals (provided the user Is active on the 
host).    The delivery to the user's mailbox la called "mailing," the delivery 
to the user's terminal la called 'sending."    leceuee in many boats the imple- 
mentation of sending is nesrly Identic»! to the implementation of mailing 
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5.6.2 Example of compaction doping* 

S:    QUIT 
R:    221 BBN-UNIX.AIPA Service closing transmission channel 

5.7   ReleyJng.    The forward-peth iiybii source route of the form 
N#0NE(^O5EfTHREEa, where ONE, TWO, and THESE «re hosts.    This form it 
u««d to «aphasia« tho distinction between an eddress and a route.    The «ail- 
box It an absolut« eddress, «id th« rout« 1« information «bout how to f«t 
th«r«.    Th« two concepts should not b« confused.    Conceptually, th« elements 
of the forward-path «r« moved to the reverse-parh «« th« message is relayed 
fro« on« s«rv«r-SMTP to another.    The reveree-peth 1« « reveree source rout«, 
(1.«., « source rout« from th« current location of the me asage to th« origi- 
nator of th« mssssge).   When « s«rv«r-SMTP deletes its identifier from th« 
forward-path and inserts it into the reveree-peth, It must urns the mam« it 
is known by in the environment it is sending into, not the environment the 
mail came from, in case the eerver-SMTP is known by different names in 
different environments* 

5.7.1 Kessele arrival.    If wh«n th« me «tage arrive« «t «a SMTP the first 
element of the forward-path la not th« identifier ef that SMTP th« element 
is not deleted from the forward-path and is used to determine th« next 
SMTP to «end th« message to.    In any em««, th« SMTP «44s Us «em identifies 
to the reverse-path.    Using source routing th« receiver-SMTP receive* mail 
to be releyed to another eerver-SMTP*    Th« receiver-SMTP «my accept or re- 
Ject th« teak of r«l«ying the «mil in th« ««am w«y it eceepts or rejects 
mall for a local user.    The receiver-SMTP tr«nsforms the command argument« 
by moving its own identifier from the forward-math to th« beginning of th« 
reverse-peth.    The receiver-SMTP then becomes • sender-SMTP, ««t«bliebe« 
« trans«1stIon channel to the next SMTP in the forward-path, and send« it 
th« «mil. 

5.7.2 First host Identification.    The first host in tarn reveree-meth 
should be the host sending the SMTP cowmende, and the flret hoot la the 
forward-path should be the host receiving the SMTP commends.    Hot ice that 
the forward-peth and reveree-peth appear 1« th« SMTP commend« sad replie«. 
but not necessarily in the message.    That is, there is mo meed for the«« 
peths end especielly this syntax to appear la the "Tot,* "Promt,* "CC;,* 
etc, fields of the message header.    If e eerver-SMTP ha« accepted the 
teak of relaying the aall sad later finde that the forward-math la incor- 
rect  or that the «mil cannot be delivered for whatever reason, then it 
must construct sn "undellvareble «mil* notification messsge end seed it to 
the originator of the undellvereble mail (as indicated by the reveree-path). 

5.7.3 Prävention of jjgj* in error reporting.    This notification meessge 
must be from the server-SKTP «t this host.    Of course, server-SMTPs should 
not send notification messsges shout problems with aotlflcetloa mssssges. 
One way to prevent loops In error reporting is to specify e null reveree- 
path in the MAIL eeemand of s aotlfleetloo message*    When euch • message 
la releyed it is permissible to leave the reverse-path mull.   A MAIL 
with s null reveree-peth appears as MAIL P10N:O.    An umeellvereble mall 
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IV 

these two functions art combined In SMTP. However th« sanding coaaands ara 
not lneludad In tha required ainiaua lapleaentatlon (paragraph 6.5.1). Usars 
should hava tha ability to control tha writing of messages on thalr terminals. 
Most hosts parait tha usars to accapt oc rafusa such aassagas. Tha following 
thraa coaaands ara daflnad to support tha sanding options. Thaaa ara uaad In 
tha aall transaction Instaad of tha HAIL coaaand and lnfora tha receiver-SHTF 
of tha spaclal aaaantlcs of this transaction: 

a. SEND <SF> FEOM:<reverse-path> <CILF>. Tha SEND coaaand raqulras 
that tha aall data ha dallvarad to tha uaar'a terminal. If tha 
usar la not active (or not accepting taralnal aassagaa) on tha 
host a 450 raply any return to a ECFT coaaand. Tha aall trans- 
action Is succaaaful If tha aassaga la dallvarad to tha taralnal. 
Tha aaaa raply coda which la uaad for tha NAIL coaaands Is used 
for thla coaaand. 

b. SOHL <S?> PROM: <reverse-path> <CRLF>. Tha SEND or HAIL coaaand 
requires that tha aall data be dallvarad to tha uaar'a taralnal 
If tha uaar Is active (and accepting taralnal aassagaa) on tha 
heat. If tha uaar la not active (or not accepting terminal 
aassagas) than tha aall data la entered into the uaar'a aallbox. 
The aall transaction la auccassful If the acssage Is dallvarad 
either to tha taralnal or tha aallbox. Tha saaa reply coda 
which la uaad for tha HAIL coaaands Is used for this command. 

SAML <SF> FEONi<reverse-peth> <CILF>. Tha SEND and MAIL command 
raqulras that tha asll data be dallvarad to tha uaar'a terminal 
If tha uaar Is active (and accepting terminal aseeagas) on tha 
heat. In any case tha aall data la entered into tha uaar'a 
aallbox. The aall transaction Is successful If tha aassaga la 
delivered to tha aallbox. Tha aaaa reply code which Is used for 
tha MAIL commands is uaad for thla command* 

5.6 Opening, and closing. At the time tha transmission channel la opened 
there la an exchange to ensure that tha hosts are communicating with tha 
heats they think they are. The following two coaaands are ueed to transmis- 
sion channel opening and closing: 

a. HELD C$F> <domaln> <CRLF> 

b.    QUIT <CtLF> 

fr". 

In the EELO command tha host sanding the coaaand identifies itself; the coa- 
aand may be interpreted aa aaylng "Hello. I aa <doaale>". 

5.6.1   Example of connection opening. 

E:    »0 SW-UNIX.AEFA Simple Mall Transfer Service Ready 
S:    IELO OSC-lSir.AEFA 
I:     250 MMmU.AEFA 
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notification aeaaaga ia shown in paragraph 5.7,4.    Thia notification ia in 
raaponaa to a a«ttagt originatad by JOB at HOSTW and aant via HOSTX to KOSTY 
with inatructiona to rslay it on to H0ST2.    What «a aaa in tha exaaple la 
tha tranaactlon batwaan HOSTY and HOSTX, which la tha flrat atap In the raturn 
of tha notification aaaaaga. 

5,7.4   Bxaaple of an undollvorable «all notification aossage. 

S: MAIL PI0H:O 
ft: 250 ok 
S: ftCPT TO:<9HOSTX.ARPA:JOC9HOSTW.ARPA> 
ft: 250 ok 
8: DATA 
ft: 354 aand tha Mil data, e;*i with . 
S: Data:    23 Oet 81 11:22:33 
S: Fro»:    SKTPtHOSTY.AftPA 
S: To:    J0B«H0STV .AftPA 
S: Subject:    Mall System Problea 
S: 
S: Sorry JOB, your aaaaaga to SAMfHOSTZ.AftPA lost. 
S: HOSTZ .AftPA aald thla: 
S: w550 Me Such fleer" 
St . 
ft: 250 ok 

***   SgSSiSL*   Ooaalne are a recently Introduced concept In the AftPA Inter* 
net «all systsa.   The uee of domain« changea the addreaa apace fro«, a flat 
global apace of alaple character atrlng hoet naaes to a hierarchically atruc- 
tured rooted tree of global sddresses.   The heat aaaa la replaced by a donaln 
and boat dealgnator which la a eequence of domain eleaent atrlnga separated 
by perloda with the underataadlng that the domain slemsnts are ordered fro« 
the «oat apaclfle to the «oat general.    Per emaaple, TISC-lSlF.AftPA", 
•Pred.Caabridft.Uft-, and "PC7.UCS. MIT .AftPA" might be heat-end-domain idanti- 
flora*    Whenever doaaln neaea are uaed in SMTP only the official naaea are 
weed, the uae of nlcknaaaa or allaeee are not allowed. 

3.9   Changing rolea.   The TOW coaaand «ay be uaed to reverae the rolea of 
the two progreae coaaunlcetlng over the tranaalaalon channel.    If prograa-A 
la currently the sender-SMTP and It aenda the TUftM coaaand and receives an 
ok reply (230) then prograa-A becoaee the reeelver-SMir,    If prograa-t la 
currently the receiver-SMTP and It receives the tlfftM coaaand and aenda an ok 
reply (250) then prograa-t becoaea the aendar-SMIP. 

5*1.1   ftefuaal to change rolee.   To refuae to change rolea the receiver 
aenda the 502 reply.    Plaste note that thla coaaand la optional.    It would 
not normally be uaed In altuatlons where the tranaalaalon channel Is TCP. 
However, when the coat of cstabllahlng the tranaaisalon channel ia high, 
thla coaaand aay be quite useful.    Per exaaple, thia coaaand «ay W useful 
la supporting the aall exchange ualng the public switched telephone system 
as a tranaaissloo channel, especially if some hosts poll other hosts tor 
aall exchangee. 
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6.    THE SMTP SPECIFICATIONS 

6.1    SMTP co—nds. 

6.1.1   Command at—ntlca.    The SMTP commands define the Mil transfer or 
the mall system function requested by the user.    SMTP commend« are character 
strings terminated by <CRLF>.    The command codes themselves are alphabetic 
characters terminated by <SP> if parameters follow and <CRLF> otherwise.    The 
syntax of mailboxes must conform to receiver site conventions.    The SMTP com- 
mands are discussed below.    The SMTP replies are discussed in the Section 4*2» 
A mall transaction involves several data objecta which are communicated aa 
arguments to different commands.    The revtree-path is the argument of the 
MAIL command, the forward-path is the argument of the tCPT command, and the 
mall data is the argument of the DATA command.    These arguments or data 
objects muse be transmitted and held pending the confirmation communicated 
by the end of mail data indication which finalises the transaction.    The 
model for this is that distinct buffers ere provided to hold the types of 
data objects, that is, there is a reverae-path buffer, a forward-path 
buffer, end a mall data buffer.    Specific commands cause Information to be 
appended to a specific buffer, or cause one or more buffers to be cleared. 

6.1.1.1    HELLO (HELP).    This command is used to identify the eender-fifTP 
to the receiver-SMTP,    The argument field contains the boat name of the 
sender-SMTP.    The receiver-SMTP identifies Itself to the sender-SMTP in the 
connection greeting reply, and In the -eeponee to thla command.    This com- 
mand and an OK reply to it confirm that both the tender-SMTP and the receiver- 
SMTP are in the initial atate, that la, there la mo transaction in progreea 
and all state tables and buffers are cleared* 

tm 

••*•*•*   HAIL (MAIL).    This command la need to initiate a mall trams- 
action in which the mall data la delivered to one or more mailboxes.    The 
argument field contains a reverae-path.    The reverae-path consists of an 
optional list of hosts and the sender mailbox.   When the Hat of boats la 
present, it is s "reverse* source route end Indicates that the mail wee re- 
layed through each boat on the list (the first boat In the list was the meat 
recent relay).    This list Is used as a source route to return non-delivery 
notices to the sender.    As each relay host adds itself to the beginning of 
the list, it must use its name aa known in the IPCE to which it la relaying 
the mall rather then the IKE from which the mail came (if they are differ* 
ent).    In some types of error reporting messages (for example, undellverable 
mall not 1fleet lone) the reverse-path may be null (see paragraph 5.7.4). 
This command cleara the reverae-path buffer, the forward-path buffer, end the 
mail data buffer; end Inserts the reveree-peth Information from thla command 
Into the reverse-path buffer. 

6.1.1.)   RSCIflCWT (KCPT).    This commend Is used to identify en individual 
recipient of the mall data; multiple reclplente ere specified by multiple 
use of this command.    The forwsrd-peth consists of an optional   ilst of hoets 
and a required destination mailbox,    When the llet of hoets is present. It 
is a source route and indicates that the mall must be  relayed to the next 
Hott on the list.    If the receiver-SMTP does not  Implement the reley function 
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1t My use the same reply It would for an unknown local user (S50). When mall 
is relayed, the relay host must remove Itself from the beginning forward-path 
and put Itself at the beginning of the reverse-path. When mall reaches Its 
ultimate destination (the forward-path contains only a destination mall-box), 
the receiver-SNTP Inserts It Into the destination mailbox 1n accordance with 
Its host mall conventions. For example, mall received at relay host A with 
arguments 

FROM:<USERX#HGS!Y.ARPA> 
TO:<#H0STA.ARPA.fHOSTB.ARPA:USERCtHOSTO•ARPA> 

will be relayed on to host ft with arguments 

F*0M:<#H0STA.ARPA:US£RXfHOSTY.ARPA> 
TO:<#HOSTB.ARPA:US£RC*HOSTD.ARPA>. 

fh1s command causes Its forward-path ergumtnt to be appended to the forward- 
path buffer. 

e.1.1.4 DATA (OATA). The receiver trtats the lines fo!U*ing the command 
as mall data from the sender. This command causes the mall *ata from this 
command to be appended to the mall data buffer. The mall data may contain any 
of the US ASCI! character codes. The mall data Is terminated by a line 
containing only a period, that 1* the character sequence ■<CRLF>.<CRlF>» (see 
paragraph 6.5.2 on Transparency). This is the end of mall data Indication. 
The end of mall data ndlcatlon requires that tht receiver must now process 
the stored mall transition Information. This processing consumes the Infor- 
mation In the reverse-path buffer, tht forward-path buffer, and the mall data 
buffer, and on the completion of this command these buffers ere cleared. If 
the processing 1s successful the receiver must send an OK reply. If the 
processing fails completely the receiver must send a failure reply. When the 
receiver-SMTP accepts a message either for relaying or for final delivery it 
inserts at the beginning of the mall data a timestamp line. The timestamp 
line indicates tht identity of the host that sent the message, end the iden- 
tity of the host that received the message (and is inserting this timestamp), 
and the date and time the message was received. Relayed messages will hevt 
multfplt timestamp lines. When the receiver-SMTP «axes the "final delivery* 
of a mtssagt it inserts at the beginning of the mail data a return path line. 
The return path line prtstrvts tht information in th$ <rtvtrst-peth> from tht 
MAIL command. Mart, final delivery means the message leaves tr SMTP world, 
normally, this would mean it has been delivered to the destination user, but 
in some cases it mi7 be further processed and transmitted by another •»!) 
system. It is possible for the mailbox in the return path to be different 
from the actual sender's mailbox; for example. if error responses are to be 
delivered to a special error handling mailbox rather than to the message 
senders. The preceding implies that the fini^ «ail data will begin with a 
return path line, followed by one or «ore time tamp lines. The«* lines will 
be followed by the «ail data header and body.   t  paragraph ft. 

e.1.1.4,1 Response end further action. Special mention is needed of the 
response and further action required when the processing following the end of 
mail data indication u partially successful. This could *ri*9  if. after 
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accepting several recipient and the mvil data, the receiver-SMTP finds that 
the nail data can be aucceatfully delivered to some of the recipient!, but 
it cannot be to others (for example, due to mailbox apace allocation problems). 
In auch a situation, the reaponse to the DATA cor^and aus: JO an OK reply. 
But, the receiver-SMTP ^.st compose and send an "undeliveredle mail" notifica- 
tion message to the originator of the message. Either a single notiflcetion 
which lists all of the recipients that failed to get the message, or separate 
notification messages must be sent for each failed recipient (aee paragraph 
7). All undellverable mall notification messages are aent using the MAIL 
command (even If they result from processing a SEND, SOHL, or SAML command). 

6.1.1.4.2 Example of return path and received tlmestampa. 
JUtuirn-ratn:  ^(^1[.Afc»A,ib[£^Ak^A,tatg.Ak>A7!>6EgABC.AJtPA> 
Received:   from CHl.ARPA by JKL.ARPA  ;  27 Oct 
Received:   from DEF.ARPA by GHI.ARPA ; 27 Oct 
Received:   from ABC.ARPA by DEF.ARPA  ; 27 Oct 
Date:  27 Oct 81  15:01:01  PST 
From:  JOEfAIC.ARPA 
Subject:   Improved Mailing System Installed 
To:  SAM0JKL.ARPA 
(Message). 

81 
81 
81 

15:27:39 PST 
15:15:13 PST 
15:01:59 PST 

6.1.1.5    SEND (SEHE).    This command is used to initiate a mall transaction 
in which the mall data la delivered to one or more terminals.    The argument 
field contains a rev«ree-path.    This command is successful if the message la 
delivered to a terminal.    The reverse-path consists of an optional list of 
hosts and the sen;IT mailbox.    Vhen the list of hosts is present, it is a 
"revere«" source route end indicates thet the mall was relayed through each 
host on the list  (the first host  in the list was the most recent relay). 
This list Is used as a source route to return nan-delivery notices to the 
sender.    As each reiay hoat adds itself to The beginning of the list. It 
must use Its name as known In the IPCE so wnlrh ft  is relaying the mall 
rather than the IPCE from which the mall cam» (if they ere different).    This 
command clears the reverse-path buffer, the forward-path buffer, and the 
mail data buffer; Mtid Inserts the reverse-path Information from this command 
Into the reverse-path buffer. 

6.1.1.6    SEW) or HAU (SOHL).    This eoxmsnd is used to initiate a mail 
tran action In which the mall data le delivered to one or more terminals or 
mailboxes.  For each recipient  the mall data Is delivered to the recipient's 
terminal  If the recipient  is active on the hoat  (and accepting terminal 
messages), otherwise to the recipient's aallbox.    The argument  field contains 
a reverse-pitth.    This command Is successful  if the message is delivered to a 
terminal  <*r the mailbox.    The reverse-path consists of an optional  list of 
hostt ar.d the aender mailbox.    When the  list  of hosts Is present,  it  is a 
"reverse saurce route and indicates that the mall wss relayed through «ach 
he«  on the  list   (the flrat hoat  In the list wa« the most  recent  relay). 
This  list   Is used as a source  route to return non-delivery notices to the 
eender.    At eevh reley host adds Itself to the beginning of the  list,  it 
must  use Its name aa *».?*n In the  IPCE to which it   Is relaying th* mail 
rathe«   than the  IPCE from which the mall came  (If  they mr^ different).    This 
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command clears the reverse-path buffer, the forward-path buffer, and the 
mail data buffer; and inserts the reverse-path information from this command 
into the reverse-path buffer. 

6.1.1.7 SEND and MAIL (SAML). This command is used to initiate a mail 
transaction in which the mail data is delivered to one or more terminals and 
mailboxes. For each recipient the mail data is delivered to the recipient's 
terminal if the recipient is active on the host (and accepting terminal 
messages), and for all recipients to the recipient's mailbox. The argument 
field contains a reverse-path. This command is successful if the message is 
delivered to the mailbox. The reverse-path consists of an optional list of 
hosts and the sender mailbox. When the list of hosts is present, it is a 
-reverse" source route and indicates that the mall was relayed through each 
host on the list (the first host in the list was the most recent relay). 
This list is used as a source route to return non-delivery notices to the 
sender. As each relay host adds Itself to the beginning of the list, it 
must use its name as known in the IPCE to which it is relaying the mail 
rather than the IPCE from which the mail came (if they are different). This 
command clears the reverse-path buffer, the forward-path buffer, and the 
mall data buffer; and inserts the revarse-path information from this command 
into the reverse-path buffer. 

6.1.1.8 RESET (RSET). This command specifies that the current mall trans- 
action is to be aborted. Any stored sender, recipients, and mall data must 
be discarded, and all buffers and state tables cleared. The receiver must 
send an OK reply. 

6.1.1.9 VERIFY (VRFY). This command asks the receiver to confirm that 
the argument identifies a user. If it is a user name, the full name of the 
user (if known) and the fully specified mailbox are returned. This command 
has no effect on any of the reverse-path buffer, the forward-path buffer, or 
the mall data buffer. 

6.1.1.10 EXPAND (EXFN). This command asks the receiver to confirm that 
the argument identifies a mailing list, and if so, to return the membership 
of that list. The full name of the users (If known) and the fully specified 
mailboxes are returned in a multiline reply* This command has no effect on 
any of the reverse-path buffer, the forward-path buffer, or the mall data 
buffer. 

6.1.Uli HELP (HELP). This command causes the receiver to send helpful 
information to the sender of the HELP command. The command may take an 
argument (e.g., *ny command name) and return more specific information as a 
response. This command has no effect on any of the reverse-path buffer, the 
forward-path buffer, or the mail data buffer. 

6.K1.12 W00P (HOOP). This command does not affect any parameters or 
prt iously entered commands. It specifies no action other than that the 
receiver tend an OK reply. This command has no effect on any of the reverse« 
path buffer, the forward-path buffer, or the mall data buffer. 
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6.1.1.13 QUIT (QUIT).    This command specifies that the receiver must send 
an OK reply, and then close the transmission channel.    The receiver should 
not close the transmission channel until  it receives and replies to a QUIT 
command (even if there was an error).    The sender should not close tue trans* 
mission channel until it send o QUIT command and receives the reply (even if 
there was an error response to a previous command).    If the connection is 
closed prematurely the  receiver should act as if a RSET command had been 
received (canceling any pending transaction, but not undoing any previously 
completed transaction),  the sender should act as If the command or transaction 
in progress had received a temporary error (4xx). 

6.1.1.14 TURN (TURN).    This command specifies that the receiver must 
either (1) send an OK reply anu then take on the role of the sender-SMTP, or 
(2) send a refusal reply and  retain the role of the receiver-SMTP.    If 
program-A is currently the sender-SMTP and it sends the TURN command and 
receives an OK reply (250) then program-A becomes the receiver-SMTP. 
Program-A is then in the initial state as if the transmission channel just 
opened, and it then sends the 220 service ready greeting.    If prcgraa-B is 
currently the receiver-SMTP and It receives the TURN command and sends an OK 
reply (250) then program-B becomes the sender-SMTP.    Program-B Is than In 
the Initial state as if the transmission channel just opened, and It then 
expects to receive  the 220 service ready greeting.    To refuse to change 
roles the receiver sends the 502 reply. 

6.1.2 Restrictions.    There are restrictions on the order in which these 
commands may be used.    The first command in a session must be the HELO command. 
The HELO command may be used  later in a session aa veil.    If the HELO command 
argument is not acceptable a 501  failure reply must be returned and the 
receiver-SMTP must stay in the same state.    The NOOP, HELP, EXPN, and VRFY 
commands can be used at any tine during a aesslon.    The MAIL, SEND, SOHL, or 
SAML commands begin a mail transaction.    Once atarted a mall transaction 
consists of one of the transaction beginning commands, one or more RCPT 
commands, and a DATA command, in that order.    A mall transaction may be 
aborted by the RSET command.    There may be aero or more transactions In a 
session.    If the transaction beginning command argument la not acceptable a 
501  failure reply must be returned and the receiver-SMTP must stay In the 
same state.    If the commands In s transaction are out of order a 503 failure 
reply must be returned and the receiver-SMTP must stay in the same state. 
The last command In a session must be the QUIT command.    The QUIT command 
can not be used at any other time in a session. 

6.1.3 Command syntax.    The commands consist of a commaai code followed by 
an argument field.    Command codes are four alphabetic characters.    Upper and 
lower case alphabetic characters are to be treated Identically.    Thus, any 
of the following may represent the mall command: 

MAIL        Mall        mall        Mall        mAIl 

This also applies  to any symbols representing parameter values, such aa "TO" 
or "to" for the forward-path.    Command codes and the argument  fields are sepa- 
rated by one or more spaces.    However, within the reverse-path and forward- 
path arguments case is Important.    In particular, In some hosts the user 
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"smith" Is different fron the user "Smith." The argument field consists of « 
variable length character string ending with the character sequence <CRLF>. 
The receiver is to take no action until this sequence is received. Square 
brackets denote an optional argument field. If the option is not taken, the 
appropriate default is implied. 

6.1.3.1 List of SMTP cogand». The following are the SHTP commands: 

a. HEtO <SP> <domain> <CRLP> 

b. MAIL <SP> FROM:<r«verse-path> <CRLF> 

c. RCPT <SP> TO:<forward-path> <CRLF> 

d. DATA <CRLF> 

e. RSST <CRLF> 

f. SEND <S?> FROM:<reverse-path> <CRLF> 

g. SOML <SP> FROM:<reverse-path> <CRLF> 

h. SAhL <SP> FROM:<reverse-path> <C*LF> 

i, VRFY <SP> <strlng> <CRLF> 

j. RXPN <SP> <string> <CRLF> 

k. HELP 1<SP> <string>] <CRLF> 

1. HOOP <CRLF> 

m. QUIT <CRLF> 

n. TURN <CRLF> 

6.1.3.2 SMTP syntax. The syntax of the above argument fields (using EHF 
notstion where applicable) is given below. The "...* notation indicates 
that a field «ay be repeated one or more times. 

a. <reverse-path> ::• <path> 

b. <forward-path> ::• <path> 

c. <path> ::• "<" I <a-d-l> "** ] <mailbox> ">" 

d. <a-d-i> ::• <at-domain> | <at-domain> %" <a-d-l> 

e. <at-domaio> ::« "I" <domain> 

f. <domaln> ::- <slement> | <element> "." <domaln> 
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g. <eleaent> ::- <naa*>  |  "#" <nu*ber> |  "[" <dotmm> ")" 

h. <aallbox> : i- <local-part> "f" <doealn> 

i. <local-part> ::• <dot-»tring>  | <quoted-etrlng> 

j. <QIM> ::- <a> <ldh-etr> <let-dlg> MS 

k. <ldh-etr> ::- <let-dig-hyp> | <let-dig-hyp> <ldh-etr> 8? 

1. <let-dig> ::■ <a> |  <d> p 

a.    <let-dlg-hyp> ::- <a> | <d> |   "-" S* 
'y 

ß.    <dot-etrln$> ::- <«trtng> | <strlng> •." <dot-itring> ^ 
'»^ 

o.    <strlng> ::- <char> | <ehar> <etring> NjJ 

p. <quoted-etring> ii"    """ <qtext> """ ß 

q. <qtext> ::•    \ <x> |   \ <x> <qtttt> | <q>  | <q> <qtext> 8 

r. <char> ::• <c> | \ <x> K 

■• <dotJu*> ::• <smm> m,m <i.vut> •." <snun> ".* <snu*> K 

t. <nu«ber> ::• <d> |  <d> <nunber> 

u. <C«L?> :i" <C*> <LT> 

v. <CR> it» tht carriage return character (ASCII coda 13) £ 

v« <LP> ii" the Una feed character (ASCII code 10) 7 

x. <SP> ::- the apece character (ASCII cede 32) ;> 

y.    <enua> ::■ one. two» or three dlglta repreeentlng e decimal 
integer «aloe In the r.ug* 0 through 255 '* 

t,    <e> : i" any one of the 32 alphabetic charactere A through Z 
in upper eaee and a through i in lower eaee 

am. <c> ii" any one of the 128 ASCII characters, hut not any 
<apeclal> or <SP> 

bb. <d> ::- any one of the ten dlglta 0 through 9 f 
*.« 

ec. <q> ::• eny one of  the 128 ASCII charactere except <Cft>, !j 
<LP>, quote ("). or backslash (\) ;. 

dd. <x> ii" any one of the 128 ASCII charactere (no exception«) \ 

i 
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«e. <special> ::- X"  |  ">-  |  V   I T  I  "T  I  T  I  "V  I   "•* 
I  V  I  V  I  "*"  I  "t-    *""  I the control 
characters (ASCII codes 0 through 31 Inclusive and 
127) 

6.1.3.2.i    Special note.    Note that the backslash,  "\", is a quote character, 
which is used to indicate that the next character is to be used literally 
(instead of its normal interpretation).    For example, "Joe,Smith" could be 
used to indicate a single nine character user field with conaa being the 
fourth character of the field.    Hosts are generally known by names which are 
translated to addresses in each host.    Note that the name elements of domains 
are the official names —• no use of nicknames or aliases is allowed.    Some- 
times a host is not known to the translation function and communication is 
blocked.    To bypass this barrier two numeric forms are also allowed for host 
"names''.    Ons form is a decimal iotegtr prefixed by a pound sign, "#", which 
indicates the number is the address of the host.    Another form is four small 
decimal Integers separated by dots and enclosed by brackets, e.g., 
"1123.255.37.2)\ which indicetee a 32-bit ARPA Internet Address in four 
8-bit fields. 

6.1.3.3   Timestamp and return path lines.    The timsstamp line and the 
return path line are formally defined aa follows: 

a. <return-path-line> ::• "Return-Path:" <SPXreverse-path><CM,F> 

b. <time-stamp~llne> !«• "Received:" <SP> <stamp> <CRLF> 

c. <stamp> ::• <from-domain> <by-domsln> <opt-info> ";" 
<daytime> 

d. <from-domain> ::• "FROM" <SF> <domaln> <SP> 

e. <by-domain> ::• "IT" <SP> <domsin> <SP> 

f. <opt-info> ::• t<via>J  *<wlth>]  «id»  l<for>] 

g. <vla> ::• "VIA" <SP> <Unk> <SP> 

h.    <with> ::- "WITH" <SP> <protocol> <SP> 

1.    <id> ::- "ID" <SP> <strlng> <SP> 

j.    <for> ::• "FOR" <SP> <path> <SP> 

k.    <Unk> ::- The standard names for links are registered with 
the network Information Center. 

1.    <protocol> ::• The standard names for protocols are 
registered with the Network Information Center. 

a.    <daytlme> ::• <S?> <dsta> <SP> <time> 
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n. <date> ::* <dd> <SP> <mon> <SP> <yy> 

o. <time> ::■ <hh> ■:■ <mm> ":" <ss> <SP> <zone> 

p. <dd> ::« the one or two decimal integer day of the month 1n 
the range 1 to 31. 

q. <mon> ::* "JAN" ! 
■JUt" ! 

■FEB" 
"AUG" 

"MAR" 
"SEP" 

"APR* ! 
"OCT" ! 

"MAY* 
"NOV" 

"JUN" 
•DEC1 

r. <yy> ::« the two decimal integer year of the century 1n the 
range 00 to 99. 

s. <hh> ::■ the two decimal integer hour of the day 1n the 
range 00 to 24. 

t. <mm> ::■ the two decimal integer minute of the hour in the 
range 00 to 59. 

u. <ss> ::■ the two decimal integer second of the minute in the 
range 00 to 59. 

v. <zone> ::» "UT" for Universal Time (the default) or other 
time zone designator. 

6.1.3.3.1 Return path example. 

Return-Path: <*CHARlU.ARPA,0BAKER.ARPA:JOEtABLE.ARPA> 

6.1.3.3.2 Timestamp line example. 

Received: FROM ABC.ARPA BY XYZ.ARPA ; 22 OCT 81 09:23:59 POT 

Received: from ABC.ARPA by XYZ.ARPA via TELENET with X25 
id Ml2345 for SmlthtPDQ.ARPA ; 22 OCT 81 09:23:59 POT 

^•2 SMTP replies. Replies to SMTP commands are devised to ensure the 
synchronization of requests and actions in the process of mail transfer, and 
to guarantee that the sender-SMTP always knows the state of the receiver-SMTP. 
Every command must generate exactly one reply. The details of the command- 
reply sequence are made explicit in Section 5.3 on Sequencing and Section 5.4 
State Diagrams. An SMTP -eply consists of a three digit number (transmitted 
as three alphanumeric characters) followed by some text. The number is 
Intended for use by automata to determine what state to enter next; the text 
1s meant for the human user, it Is intended that the three digits contain 
enough encoded information that the sender-SMTP need not examine the text and 
may either discard it or pass it on to the user, as appropriate. In 
particular, the text may be receiver-dependent and context dependent, so there 
are likely to be varying texts for each reply code. A discussion of the 
theory of reply codes is given in paragraph 8. Formally, a reply 1s defined 
to be the sequence: a three-digit code, <SP>, one line of text, and 
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<CRLF>, or a multiline reply (as defined in Appendix E). Only the EXPN and 
HELP commands are expected to result in multiline replies in normal circum- 
stances; however, multiline replies are allowed for any command. 

6.2.1 Reply codes by function groups. 

a. 500 Syntax error, command unrecognized 
[This may include errors such as command line too long] 

b. 501 Syntax error in parameters or arguments 

c. 502 Command not implemented 

d. 503 Bad sequence of commands 

e. 504 Command parameter not implemented 

f. 211 System status, or system help reply 

g. 214 Help message 
[Information on how to use the receiver or the meaning of a 
particular non-standard command; this reply is useful only to 
the human user] 

h. 220 <domain> Service ready 

1. 221 <domain> Service closing transmission channel 

j. 421 <domain> Service not available, 
closing transmission channel 
[This may be a reply to any command if the servier knows It 
must shut down] 

k. 250 Requested mail action okay, completed 

1. 251 User not local; will forward to <forward-path> 

m. 450 Requested mail action not taken: mailbox unavailable 
[e.g., mailbox busy] 

n. 550 Requested action not taken: mailbox unavailable 
[e.g., mailbox not found, no access] 

o. 451 Requested action aborted: error in processing 

p. 551 User not local; please try <forward-path> 

q. 452 Requested action not taken: insufficient system storage 

r. 552 Requested mail action aborted: exceeded storage allocation 
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s.   553 Requested action not taken: mailbox name not allowed 
[e.g., mailbox syntax incorrect] 

t.    354 Start mail  input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF> 

u. 554 Transaction failed 

6.2.2 Numeric order list of reply codes. 

a. 211 System status, or system help reply 

b. 214 Help message 
[Information on how to use the receiver or the meaning of a 
particular non-standard command; this reply is useful only 
to the human user] 

c. 220 <domain> Service ready 

d. 221 <domain> Service closing transmission channel 

e. 250 Requested mail action okay, completed 

f. 251 User not local; will forward to <forward-p*th> 

g. 354 Start mail input; end with <CRlF>.<CRlF> 

h. 421 <domain> Service not available, 
closing transmission channel 

[This may be a reply to any command if the service knows It 
must shut down] 

1. 450 Requested mail action not taken: mailbox unavailable 
[e.g., mailbox busy] 

j. 451 Requested action aborted: local error in processing 

k. 452 Requested action not taken: insufficient system storage 

1. 500 Syntax error, command unrecognized 
[This may include errors such as command line too long] 

m. 501 Syntax error in parameters or arguments 

n. 502 Command not implemented 

o. 503 Bad sequence of commands 

p. 504 Command parameter not implemented 

q. 550 Requested action not taken: mailbox unavailable 
[e.g., mailbox not found, no access] 
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r.    SSI UMr not local; pleat« try <forward-peth> 

••    SS2 Requested aall action aborted: exceeded storage allocation 

t.    SS3 Requested action not taken:  «ailbox neat not allowed 
[E.g.. «ailbox syntax Incorrect) 

u»    554 Transaction failed 

6.3 Sequencing of eg 
sender and 

_____ inds and replies«    The coaaunlcstlon between the 
receiver Is Intended to be an alternating dialogue» controlled by 

the sender.   As such, the sender Issues a coaaand and the receiver responds 
with a reply.   The sender aust wait for this response before sending further 
coaaands.   One laportant reply Is the connection greeting.    Normally, a 
receiver will send a 220 "Service ready" reply when the connection is coa- 
pleted.   The sender should wait for this greeting atssage before sending any 
coaaands.    All the greeting type replies have the official nasa of the aerver 
host as the first word following the reply code.    For exeaple, 
220 <SP> USC-ISir.ARPA <SP> Service ready <CRLP>.    Paragraph 6.3.1 lists 
alternative success and failure replies for each coaaand.   These aust be 
strictly adhered to; a receiver aay substitute text In the replies, but the 
saanlng and aetlon laplled by the code nuabers and by the specific coaaand 
reply sequence cannot be altered. 

6.3.1   Command-reply sequences.    Each coaaand is listed with its possible 
replies.   The prefixes used before the possible replies are "P" for prelimi- 
nary (not used in SNTP),  "I" for intermediate, "S" for success,  f for 
failure, and "B" for error«   The 421 reply (service not evallable, closing 
transaisslon channel) aay be given to any coaaand if the SNTP-receiver knows 
It aust shut down.   This listing foras the basis for the State Dlagraas In 
paragraph 6.4. 

C0NHECT10N ESTABLISHMENT 
S: 220 
P: 421 

HELO 
S:  250 
B:  500, 501, 504, 42! 

NAIL 
S:  250 
P: 552, 451, 452 
E: 500, 501, 421 

RCPT 
S: 250, 251 
P: 550, 551, 552, 553, 430, 451, 452 
B: 500, 501, 503, 421 

DATA 
X:  334 -> data -> S:  230 

P:  552, 554, 451, 452 
P: 451, 554 
B:  500, 501, 503, 421 
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RSET 
S: 
E: 

SEND 
S: 
F: 
E: 

SGML 
S: 
F: 
E: 

SAML 
S: 
F: 
E: 

VRFY 
S: 
F: 
E: 

EXPN 
S: 
F: 
E: 

HELP 
S: 
E: 

HOOP 
S: 
E: 

QUIT 
S: 
E: 

TURN 
S: 
F: 
E: 

250 
500, 501, 504, 421 

250 
552, 451, 452 
500, 501, 502, 421 

250 
552, 451, 452 
500, 501, 502, 421 

250 
552, 451, 452 
500, 501, 502, 421 

250, 251 
550, 551, 553 
500, 501, 502, 504, 421 

250 
550 
500, 501, 502, 504, 421 

211, 214 
500, 501, 502, 504, 421 

250 
500, 421 

221 
500 

250 
502 
500, 503 

6-4 State diagrams. The following are state diagrams for a staple SMTP 
implementation. Only the first digit of the reply codes 1s used. There 1s 
one state diagram for each group of SNTP commands. The command groupings were 
determined by constructing a model for each command and then collecting 
together the commands with structurally Identical models* For each command 
there %rt three possible outcomes: "success" (S), "failure" (F), and "error- 
IE). In the state diagrams below we use the symbol I for "begin," and the 
symbol U for "wait for reply." 

6.4.1 SMTP commands. Figure 2 represents most of the SMTP commands. 
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1.3 1   1 

1 • 

4.1              ^ 

• 

f 

FIGURE 2.   Itpruwtitlon of «Ott of tht SKTF co—tndi. 

Figur« 2 aodtlt tht commands: 

HELO, MAIL, RCPT, MET, SEHD, SOHL, SAMl, VEFY, EXPH» HELP. 
HOOP, QUIT, TOW. 

6,4.2   Tht DATA cggjad.    Flfurt 3 «odtls tht DATA command. 

0- DATA 

3L 
1 iJh 

O—=—& Ct 

«G 

*H 

FIGURE 3.    Tht DATA CJgigd. 

Hoc« that tht wdata" Kort it o ttrita of llata toot fro« (fat tandar to tht 
rtctlvtr with no rtanontt axnactad until tht Utt lint It aaat. 

6*5   Ptttllt« 

6.3.1   Minimum Implamantatiefl.    In ordtr to *ak« SHTP worfcabla, tht follow- 
ing «lnlaus lapltmtatatlon la Vtqulrtd for til rtcalvara: 
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COMMANDS — HELO 
MAIL 
RCPT 
DATA 
RSET 
HOOP 
QUIT 

6,5.2   Transparency.    Without aoma provltlon for data tranaparancy tha 
charactar aaquanca *<C*LF>.<CRLr>" and* tha sail taxt and cannot ba aant 
by tha ussr.    In ganaral, uaara ara not aware of auch "forblddao" saquaneat. 
To allow all uaar compos* i ttxt to ba tranamlttad tranaparantly tha following 
procadurts ara uaad, 

a. Bafora aandln, a Una of «all taxt tha aandar-SMTP chacka tha 
first charactar of tha Una.    If It la a parlod, on« additional 
parlod Is lnsartod st tha baglnnlng of tha Una. 

b. Whan a Una of sail taxt Is racaivad by tha racalvar-SMTP It 
chacka tha Una.    If tha Una Is coapoaad of a slngla parlod It 
Is tha and of «all.    If tha first charactar Is a parlod and 
thara art othar charaetara on tha Una, tha first charactar la 
dalattd. 

6*5.2.I   ASCII charaetara.    Tha »all data may contain any of tha 128 ASCII 
charaetara.   All charaetara art to ba dallvarad to tha raclplant's mailbox 
Including format tffactors and othar control charaetara.    If tha transmission 
ehannal provldas an 8-blt bytt (octats) data stream, tha 7-Mt ASCII codas 
ara transmlttad right juttlfltd In tha octats with tha high ordar bits claarad 
to saro.    In aoma systams It may ba atettaary to transform tha data as It Is 
racaivad and stored.    This may ba nacsssary for hosts that usa a dlffarant 
charactar sat than ASCII as thalr local charactar sat, or that store data In 
racords rathar than atrlnga.    If such transforms ara nscataary, thay muat ba 

y ravtrtlbla — aapaclally If such transforms are appliad to mall balng ralayad. 

\j> **5»3   Sltas.    Thara ara savaral objaeta that havs required mlnlmua maxlmua 
[, slats.    That Is, tvary Impltmtntttlon must ba abla to rectlvt objtcts of at 
k laast thaaa altas, but must not «and objaeta largar than thaaa slats.    To tha 
■ maximum axtant poaalbla, lmplamantatloo taehnlquat which lmpoaa no limits on 

tha langth of thaaa objaeta ahould bt uaad. 

a. Uaar 
Tha maxlmua total langth of a uaar nama Is 64 charaetara. 

b. Domain 
Tha maximum total langth of a domain namt or numbar la 64 
charaetara. 

c. Path 
Tha maxlmua total langth of a ravaraa-path or forward-path la 
256 charaetara (Including tha punctuation and alamant aaparatora). 
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d.    Coajaand Lln* 
The aaslwui total length of a coamend Una including the coe»eiwi 
word and the <CMJ> it 312 charactere. 

a*   lanly Lina 
The aaxlauo total Ungth of a raply Una including tha reply 
coda and tha <OLF> la SU cheractere. 

#      T*«t Lina 
Tha aexiaua total langth of a tent Una including tha <C*xr> ia 
1000 charactara (hut not counting tha laadlag dot duplicacad 
for transparency). 

f,   teclpleata Buffer 
Tha aaxlau« total aunber of radplaata that nuat ha auf farad la 
100 recipienta. 

6,5.3.1   Irror Tooly codaa.   Irrora dua to amcaadlng theaa Unite nay ha 
raportad hy ualng tnc reply codaa. for cxeaple: 

500 Una too long. 

501 Path too long. 

5S2 TU aany radplaata. 

532 Too nuch nail data. 
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7.    SERVICES 

7.1 Transmission ControlProtocol (TCP) transport service. The Transmission 
Control Protocol (HIL-MU- I77JJ is mandatory for use in all OoO packet 
switched networks which connect or have the potential for utilizing 
connectivity across network or subnetwork boundaries. 

7.1.1 Connection establishment. The SNTP transmission channel Is a TCP 
connection established between £Rc sender process port U and the receiver 
process port L This single full duplex connection Is used as the transmis- 
sion channel* This protocol Is assigned the service port 25 (31 octal), that 
Is I • 25. 

7*1-2 Data transfer. The TCP connection supports the transmission of 8-b1t 
bytes. The 5*TP data 1s 7-b1t ASCI! characters. Each character Is 
transmitted as an 8-b1t byte with the high-order bit cleared to tero. 

7.2 X.25 transport service. It may be possible to use the X.25 service as 
directly provided by the Public Data Networks. However. It Is suggested that 
a reliable end-to-end protocol such as TCP be used on top of X.25 connections. 
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S: RSET 
R:   250 OK 

S:  QUIT 
R:  221 MIT-Multics.ARPA Service doting transmission channel 

9.4 Relayed mall scenario. 

9.4.1 Source host to relay host. 

R: 220 USC-ISIE.ARFA Slaple Mall Transfer Service Ready 
S: HELO M1T-AI.ARPA 
Rj 250 USC-ISIE.ARPA 

S: MAIL FROM:<JQPGMIT-AI.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT TO:<9USC-ISIE.ARPA:Jones0BBN-VAX«ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: DATA 
R: 354 Start sail Input; end with <CRL?>.<CRLF> 
S: Date: 2 Nov 81 22:33:44 
5: Proa: John Q. Public <JQP§MIT-AI.ARPA> 
S: Subject:    The Hext Meeting of the Board 
S: To:  Jones<*BBN-Vax.ARPA 
S: 
S: Bill: 
S: The next meeting of the board of directors will be 
S: on Tuesday. 
S: John* 
S: . 
R: 250 OK 

S:  QUIT 
R:  221 USC-ISIE.ARPA Service closing transmission channel 

9.4.2 Relay host to destination host. 

R: 220 BBN-VAX.ARPA Simple Mall Transfer Service Ready 
S:  HELO USC-ISIE.ARPA 
R:   250 BBN-VAX.ARPA 

S:  MAIL rROM:<fUSC-ISIE.ARPA:JQP|MIT-AI.ARPA> 
R:  250 OX 

S:  RCPT TO:<Jones*BBK-VAX.ARPA> 
R:  250 OK 

S:  DATA 
R:   354 Start mail itv'i, end with <CRLF>.<CRLF> 
S: Received:  from MIT-AI.ARPA by USC-ISIE.ARPA ; 

2 No/ 81 22:40:10 ÜT 
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Sj 9. SCENARIOS 
C 
5» 9.1 Introduction. This section presents complete scenarios of several 
I types of SMTP sessions. 

* 9.2 A typical SMTP transaction scenario. This SMTP example shows mall sent 
by Smith at host USC-ISIF, to Jones, Green, and Brown at host BBN-UNIX. Here 
we assume that host USC-ISIF contacts host BBN-UNIX directly. The mall 1s 
accepted for Jones and Brown. Green does not have a mailbox at host BBN-UNIX. 

R: 220 BBN-UNIX.ARPA Simple Mall Transfer Service Ready 
S: HELO USC-ISIF.ARPA 
R: 250 BBN-UNIX.ARPA 

S: *AIL FR0M:<Sffl1th*USC-ISIF.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT T0:<Jones9BBN-UNIX.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT TO:<GreenMBN-UNIX.ARPA> 
R: 550 No such user here 

S: RCPT T0:<Brown«8N-UNIX.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

t S: DATA 
I R: 354 Start mall Input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF> 
v S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
v S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
£ S: . 

R: 250 OK 

S: QUIT 
R: 221 BBN-UNIX.ARPA Service closing transmission channel 

9-3 Aborted SMTP transaction scenario. 

R: 220 MIT-Multics.ARPA Simple Mali Transfer Service Ready 
S: HELO ISI-VAXA.ARPA 
R: 250 NIT-Multlcs.ARPA 

S: MAIL FR0M:<Sm1thfISI-VAXA.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT T0:<JonesfMIT-Mult1cs.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT T0:<6reen#MiT-MuWcs.ARPA> 
R: 550 Nc such user here 
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8.1.2 Values for the second digit. The second digit encodes responses in 
specific categories: 

8.1.2.1 Syntax (xOz). These replies refer to syntax errors, syntactically 
correct commands that don't fit any functional category, and unimplemented 
or superfluous commands. 

8.1.2.2 Information (xU). These are replies to requests for information, 
such as status or help. 

8.1.2.3 Connections (x2r). These are replies referring to the transmission 
channel. 

8.1.2.4 unspecified (x3g). 

8.1.2.5 unspecified (x4z). 

8.1.2.6 Mail system (x5z). These replies indicate the status of the 
receiver mail system vis-a-vis the requested transfer or other mail system 
action. 

8*1»3 Values for the third digit. The third digit gives a finer gradation 
of meaning in each category specified by the second digit. The list of 
replies illustrates this. Bach reply text is recommended rather than manda- 
tory, and may even change according to the command with which it is associated. 
On the other hand, the reply codes must strictly follow the specifications 
in this section. Receiver implementations should not Invent new codes for 
slightly different situations from the ones described here, but rather adapt 
codes already defined. For example, a command such as N00P whose successful 
execution does not offer the sender-SMTP any new information will return a 
2SO reply. The response is 502 when the command requests an unlmplemented 
non-slte-speclflc action. A refinement of that is the 504 reply for a command 
that is Implemented, but that requests an unlmplemented parameter. 

8.1.3.1 Special format. The reply text may be longer than a single Una; 
in these cases the complete text must be marked so the sender-SMTP knows 
when it can stop reading the reply. This requires a special format to indi- 
cate a multiple line reply. The format for multiline replies requires that 
every line, except the last, begin with the reply code, followed Immediately 
by a hyphen, "-" (also known as minus), followed by text. The last Una 
will begin with thu reply code, followed immediately by <SP>, optionally 
some text, and <CRLF>. For example: 

123 - First line 
123 - Second line 
123-234 Text beginning with numbers 
123 - The last line 

In many cases the sender-SMTP then simply needs to search for the reply code 
followed by <SP> at the beginning of a line, and ignore all preceding lines. 
In a few cases, there is Important data for the sender in the reply "text." 
The sender will know these case« from the current context. 
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8. THEORY OP REPLY CODES 

8*1 Introduction. The three digits of the reply each have a special 
significance. The first digit denotes whether the response Is good, bad or 
Incomplete« An unsophisticated sender-SMTP will be able to determine its 
next action (proceed as planned, redo, retrench, etc.) by simply examining 
this first digit, A sender-SMTP that wants to know approximately what kind 
of error occurred (e.g., mall system error, command syntax error) may examine 
the second digit, reserving the third digit for the finest gradation of 
information. 

8.1.1 Values for the first digit, 
digit of the reply code. 

There are five values for the first 

8.1.1.1 Positive preliminary reply (lys). The command has been accepted, 
but the requested action is being held In abeyance, pending confirmation of 
the information in this reply. The sender-SMTP should send another command 
specifying whether to continue or abort the action. SMTP does not have any 
commands that allow this type of reply, and so does not have the continue or 
abort commands. 

8.1.1.2 Positive completion reply (2ys). The requested action has been 
successfully completed. A new request may be initiated. 

8.1.1.3 Positive intermediate reply (3ys). The command has bean accepted, 
but the requested action is being held in abeyance, pending receipt of further 
information. The sender-SMTP should send another ciwaand specifying this 
information. This reply is used in command sequence groups. 

8.1.1.4 Transient negative completion reply (4ya). The command was not 
aecspted and the requested action did not occur. However, the error condition 
is temporary and the action may be requested again* The sender should return 
to the beginning of the command sequence (if any). It Is difficult to assign 
a meaning to "transient" when two different sites (receiver- and sender- 
SMT?s) must agree on the Interpretation. Each reply in this category might 
have a different time velue, but the sender-SMTP is encouraged to try again. 
A rule of thumb to determine If a reply fit« into the 4ys or the 5ys category 
(see below) is that replies are 4ys If they can be repeated without any 
change In command form or in properties of the sender or receiver. (E.g., 
the command is repeated identically and the receiver does not put up a new 
implementation.) 

8.1.1.5 Permanent negative completion reply Qyt). *h* command we* not 
accepted and the requested action did not occur* The sender-SMTP Is discour- 
aged from repeating the exact request (in the same sequence). Even some 
"permanent" error conditions can be corrected, so the human user may want to 
direct the sender-Shf? to reinitiate the command sequence by direct action 
at some point in the future (e.g., after the spelling has been changed, or 
the user has altered tho account status). 
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S: Date: 2 Nov 81 22:33:44 
S: Fro«: John Q. Public <JQP$NIT-AI.ARPA> 
S: Subject: The Next Meeting of the Board 
S: To: JonesGBBN-Vax.ARPA 
S: 
S: 8111: 
S: The next meeting of the board of directors will be 
S: on Tuesday. 
S: John. 
S: . 
R: 250 OK 

S: QUIT 
R: 221 USC-ISIE.ARPA Service closing transmission channel 

9.5 Verifying and sending scenario. 

R: 220 SU-SCORE.ARPA Simple Nail Transfer Service Ready 
S: HELO HIT-HC.ARPA 
R: 250 SU-SCORE.ARPA 

S: VRFY Crispin 
R: 250 Nark Crispin <Adm1n.NRC*SU-SC0RE.ARPA> 

S: SEND FR0N:<EAK*NIT-NC.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT T0:<Adm1n.NRC#SU-SC0RE.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: OATA 
R: 354 Start mall Input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF> 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: . A' 
R: 250 OK A; 

S: QUIT £ 
R: 221 SU-SCORE.ARPA Service closing transmission channel / 

| 
9.6 Sending and mailing scenarios. First the user's name 1s verified, then 7* 

an attempt Is made to send to the user's terminal. When that falls, the 
message Is mailed to the user's mailbox. 

R: 220 SU-SCORE.ARPA Simple Nail Transfer Service Ready 
S: MEIO NIT-NC.ARPA «*• 
R: 250 SU-SCORE.ARPA £ 

S: VRFY Crispin > 
R: 250 Nark Crispin <Adm1n.NRCfSU-SC0RE.ARPA> ';] 

S: SENO FRON:<EAK$NIT-NC.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK jjj 
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S:  RCPT T0:<Adm1n.MRCe$U-SC0RE.ARPA> 
R: 450 User not active now 

S: RSET 
R:  250 OK 

S: HAIL FR0M:<EAK*MIT-MC.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT T0:<Adm1n.MRC*SU-SC0RE.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: DATA 
R: 354 Start mall Input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF> 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: . 
R: 250 OK 

S: QUIT 
R: 221 SU-SCORE.ARPA Service dosing transmission channel 

9.6.1 Doing the sending and mailing scenarios more efficiently. 

R: 220 SU-SCORE.ARPA Simple Rail Transfer Service Ready 
S: HELO Ml-MC.ARPA 
R: 250 SU-SCORE.ARPA 

S: VRFY Crispin 
R: 250 Mark Crispin <Adm1n.NRCtSU-SC0RE.ARPA> 

S: SOMl FR0M:<EAK9MIT-MC.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT T0:<Adm1n.MRCtSU-SC0RE.ARPA> 
R: 250 User not active now, so will do mall. 

S. DATA 
R: 354 Start mall Input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF> 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: . 
R: 250 OK 

S: QUIT 
R: 221 SU-SCORE.ARPA Service closing transmission channel 

9.7 Nailing list scenario. First each of two mailing lists are expanded In 
separate sessions with different hosts. Then the message 1s sent to everyone 
that appeared on either 11st (but no duplicates) via a relay host. 
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9.7.1    Expanding the first list. 

R:  220 MIT-AI.ARPA Staple Mail Transfer Service Ready 
S: HELO SU-SCORR.ARPA 
R:  250 MIT-AI.ARPA 

S: EXPM Exaaple-People 
R: 250-<ABC$iIT-HC.ARPA> 
R: 250-Fred Ponebone <FoneboneSUSC-ISIQ.ARPA> 
R: 250-Xenon Y. Zither <m?MIT-AI.ARPA> 
R: 250-Quincy Saith <GUSC-ISIP.ARPA:Q-SmitheiSI-VAXA.ARPA> 
R: 250-<Joe|foo-unix.ARPA> 
R: 250 <xyt«ber-unix.ARPA> 

S: QUIT 
R: 221 MIT-AI.ARPA Service doting trananiaalon channel 

9.7,2 Expanding the aecond Hat. 

R; 220 MIT-HC.ARPA Slaple Mall Transfer Service Ready 
S: HELO SU-SCORE.ARPA 
R: 250 MIT-MC.ARPA 

S: EXPM Interested-Parties 
R: 250-A1 Calico <ABC*MITHC.ARPA> 
R:   250-OCTZ|MIT-AI.ARPA> 
Ri  250-Quincy Salth <tUSC-ISIF.ARPA:Q-S«ithfISI-VAXA.ARPA> 
Rt   250-<fred§BBH-UNIX.ARPA> 
R: 250 <xyiibar-unix.ARPA> 

S: QUIT 
R: 221 MIT-MC.ARPA Service closing tranaalssion channel 

9.7.3   Mailing to »n »*• * fin host. 

R: 220 USC-ISIE.ARPA Slaple Mall Transfer Service Ready 
S: HELO SÜ-SC0RE.ARPA 
R:  250 USC-ISIE.ARPA 

S: MAIL FROM:<Account.PereonfSU-SCORE.ARPA> 
R:  250 OR 
S: RCPT TO:<tUSC-ISIR.ARPA:ABC|HIT-MC.ARPA> 
Ri  250 OR 
S: RCPT TO:<fUSC-ISIE.ARPA;PonebonefUSC-ISIQA.ARPA> 
R:  250 OR 
S: RCPT TO: OUSC-ISIE .ARPA: mSMIT-AI.ARPA> 
R:  250 OR 
S: RCPT 

TOt<|USC-ISIB.ARPAtCUSC-ISlP.ARPA:Q-S«lth#ISI*VAXA.ARPA> 
R:  250 OR 
S: RCPT TO:<fUSC-ISIE.ARPA:joefPOO-UNIX.ARPA> 
R:  250 OR 
S: RCPT TOt<|U8C-lSIE.ARPA: xystlAR-UNIX.ARPA> 
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R:  250 OK 
S: RCPT TO:<WSC-ISU.ARPA:fred*BBN-UNIX.ARPA> 
R:  250 OK 

S: OATA 
R: 354 Start mall Input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF> 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: . 
R: 250 OK 

S: QUIT 
R: 221 USC-ISIE.ARPA Service dosing transmission channel 

9.8 Forwarding scenarios. 

R: 220 USC-1SIF.ARPA Simple «all Transfer Service Ready 
S: HEIO LBL-UNIX.ARPA 
R: 250 USC-ISIF.ARPA 

S: NAIL FRON:<mo#LBL-UNIX.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT TO:<fred#USC-ISIF.ARPA> 
R: 251 User not local; will forward to <Jones#USC-ISI.ARPA> 

S: DATA 
R: 354 Start mall Input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF> 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: . 
R: 250 OK 

S: OUH 
R: 221 USC-ISIF.ARPA Service closing transmission channel 

9.9 Reading and delivering the mail. 

9.9.1    frying the mi 11 bo» at the flnt hott. 

R: 220 USC-ISIF.ARPA Simple Nail Transfer Service Ready 
S:  HtlO LBL-UNIX.ARPA 
R:  250 USC-ISIF.ARPA 

S: NAIL FftOH:<mo#LBl-UNIX.A*PA> 
R:  250 OK 

S:  RCPT  T0:<fred#USC-IS!F.ARPA> 
R: 251 User not local; will forward to <Jones#USC-ISI.ARPA> 

S: RSC! 
R:  250 OK 
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S: QUIT 
R: 221 USC-ISIF.ARPA Service closing transmission channel 

9.9.2 Delivering the mall at thf wonj nosy 

R: 220 USC-ISI.ARPA Simple Mall Transfer Service Ready 
S: HELO LBL-ÜNIX.ARPA 
R: 250 USC-ISI.ARPA 

S: MAIL FR0M:<motl8L-UNU.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT TO:<Jones#USC-ISI.ARPA> 
R: OK 

S: OATA 
R: 354 Start mall Input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLP> 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: . 
R: 250 OK 

S: QUIT 
R: 221 USC-ISI.ARPA Service closing transmission channel 

9.10 Too many recipients scenario. 

R: 220 BERKELEY.ARPA simple Mall Transfer Service Ready 
S: HELO USC-ISIF.ARPA 
R: 250 BERKELEY.ARPA 

S: NAIL FROH:<PostelfUSC-lSIF.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT T0:<fabry#8ERKELEY.ARPA> 
R: 250 OK 

S: RCPT T0:<er1c#BERKELEY.ARPA> 
R: 552 Recipient storage full, try again In another transaction 

S: OATA 
i R: 354 Start mall Input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF> 
K S: ...etc. etc. etc. 

S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: 
ft: 250 OK 

S: NAIL FROM:<Postel$USC-ISIF.ARPA> 
R:  250 OK 

S: RCPT TO:<erkfBERKELEY.ARPA> 
R:  250 OK 
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S: DATA 
R: 354 Start mail input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF> 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: ...etc. etc. etc. 
S: . 
R: 250 OK 

S: QUIT 
R: 221 BERKELEY.ARPA Service closing transmission channel 

Note that a real implementation must handle many recipients as 
specified in Section 4.5.3. 

n 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C.    20301 

TELNET Protocol 

MIL-STD-1782 

1. This Military Standard Is approved for use by all Departments and 
Agencies of the Department of Defense. 

2. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any 
pertinent data which may be of use 1n improving this document should be 
addressed to:   Defense Communications Agency, ATTN:   J110, 1860 Wienie Avenue, 
fteston, Virginia   22090, by using the seif-addressed Standardization Document 
Improvement Proposal (DD Form 1426) appearing at the end of this document, or 
by letter. 

3. Because of the rapid development In this standardization area, an 
alternative method of communication 1s offered.   Forward responses using the 
MILNET to DCA-IAS Q OCA-EMS.   Cooperation of the user Is Important to make 
this protocol meet Department of Defense needs. 
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POREWORD 

Thlt docusant specifies the TELNET protocol and a miüber of approved option«. 
It provides a standard method of interfacing tendnel devicee and terainal- 
orlented proceatea to each other. It la envisioned that the protocol «ay also 
be used for teminal-tenrtnal eoeawnication ("Unking") and process-process 
coasainlcatlon (distributed computation)* 
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1.    SCOPE 

'•1 Purpose. This Standard establishes criteria for the TELNET Protocol 
which supports the standard method of Interfacing terminal devices and 
terminal-oriented processes to each other. 

1,2 Organization. This standard Introduces the TELNET Protocols role§ 
defines the services provided to users, and specifies the mechanisms needed to 
support those services. This standard also Includes an appendix of options 
which can be Implemented in the TELNET Protocol and a glossary of terms and 
abbreviations. 

1*3 Application. This TELNET Protocol 1s approved for use 1n all DoD 
packet switching networks which connect or have the potential for utilizing 
connectivity across network and subnetwork boundaries and which require a 
virtual terminal service. The term network as used herein includes Local Area 
Networks. 
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2. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS 

2.1 Issues of documents. The following documents of the issue in effect on 
date of invitation for bids or request for proposal, form a part of this 
standard to the extent specified herein. 

STANDARDS 
FEDERAL 

FED-STD-1037 

MILITARY 
MIL-STD-1778 

Glossary of Telecommunications Terms 

Transmission Control Protocol 

2.2 Other publications* The following documents form a part of this 
standard to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise indicated, the 
issue in effect on date of invitation for bids or request for proposal shall 
apply. (The provisions of this paragraph are under consideration.) 

r, 
k 
r 

k 
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3. DEFINITIONS 

3.1 Definition of terms. The definition of terms used in this standard 
shall comply with FED-STD-1037. Terms and definitions unique to Mll-STD-1782 
are contained herein. (The provisions of this paragraph are under 
consideration.) 

3.2 Definitions of acronyms used in this standard. The following acronyms 
used in this Military standard are defined as follows: 

a. AD - Abort Output Command 
b. AYT - Are You There Command 
c. BS - Back Space 
d. CR - Carriage Return 
e. DON - Defense Data Network 
f. DM - Data Mark 
g. DoD - Department of Defense 
h. DODIIS - DoD Intelligence Information System 
1. EC - Erase Character Command 
j. El - Erase Line Command 
k. FF - Form Feed 
1. 6A - Go-Ahead Command 
m. \T - Horizontal Tab 
n. IAC - Interpret As Command 
o. IBM - International Business Machines, Inc. 
p. IP - Interrupt Process Command 
q. LF - Line Feed 
r. NVT - Network Virtual Terminal 
s. TCP - Transmission Control Protocol 
t. TELNET - Telecommunications Network 
u. VT - Vertical Tab 
v. ASCII - toierican Standard Code for Information Interchange 
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4. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

4.1 Introduction, The purpose of the TELNET Protocol is to provide a 
fairly general, bi-directional, eight-bit byte oriented communications 
facility. Its primary goal is to allow a standard method of interfacing 
terminal devices and terminal-oriented processes to each other. It is 
envisioned that the protocol may also be used for terminal-terminal 
communi-cation ("linking") and process-process communication (distributed 
computation). The Appendices to this volume contain DoD approved and 
supported TELNET options. It is recommended, but not mandatory, that these 
options be imple-mented as useful adjuncts to the TELNET protocol. If 
implemented, they are required to be implemented as published herein. 

4.2 General considerations. A TELNET connection is a Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) connection used to transmit data with interspersed TELNET 
control information. The TELNET Protocol is built upon three main ideas: 
first, the concept of a Network Virtual Terminal; second, the principle of 
negotiated options; and third, a symmetric view of terminals and processes. 

4.2.1 Network Virtual Terminal (NVT). When a TELNET connection 1s first 
established, each end is Assumed to originate and terminate at a Network 
Virtual Terminal (WT). An NVT is an imaginary device which provides a 
standard, network-wide, intermediate .^presentation of a canonical terminal. 
This eliminates the need for "server" and "user" hosts to keep Information 
about the characteristics of each other's terminals and terminal handling 
conventions. Ali hosts, both user and server, map their local device 
characteristics and conventions so as to appear to be dealing with an NVT over 
the network, and each can assume a similar mapping by the other party. The 
NVT i: intended to strike a balance between being overly restricted (not 
providing hosts a rich enough vocabulary for mapping Into their local 
character sets), and being overly inclusive (penalizing users with modest 
terminals). The Njser" host is the host to which the physical terminal is 
normally attached, and the "server" host 1s the host which 1s normally 
providing some service. As an alternate point of view, applicable even in 
terminal-to-terminal or process-to-process communications, the "user" host 1s 
the host which initiated the communication. 

4.2.2 Principle of negotiated options. The principle of negotiated options 
takes cognizance of the tact that many hosts will wish to provide additional 
services over and above those available within an NVT, and many users will 
have sophisticated terminals and would like to have elegant, rather than 
mini-mal, services. Independent of, but structured w1th1  he TELNET Protocol 
are various "options" that will be sanctioned and may be    with the "00, 
DON'T, WILL, WON'T» structure (discussed below) to allow ,■  »r and server to 
agree to use a more elaborate (or perhaps just different) i*.* of conventions 
for their TELNET connection. Such options could include changing the 
character set, the echo mode, etc. The basic strategy for setting up the use 
of options is to have either party (or both) initiate a request that some 
option take effect. The otner party may then either accept or reject the 
request. If the request is accepted the option immediately takes effect; 1f 
it is rejected the associated aspect of the connection remains as specified 
for an NVT. Clearly, a party may always refuse a request to enable, and mist 
never refuse 

w. 
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a request to disable some option since all parties must be prepared to support 
the NVT. The syntax of option negotiation has been set up so that if both 
parties request an option simultaneously, each will see the other's request 
as the positive acknowledgment of its own. 

4.2.3 Symmetry of the negotiation syntax. The symmetry of the negotiation 
syntax can potentially lead to nonterminating acknowledgment loops — each 
party seeing the incoming commands not as acknowledgments but as new requests 
which must be acknowledged. To prevent such loops, the following rules 
prevail: 

a. Parties may only request a change in option status; i.e., a party 
may not send out a "request" merely to announce what mode it is 
in. 

b. If a party receives what appears to be a request to enter some 
mode it is already in, the request should not be acknowledged. 
This non-response is essential to prevent endless loops in the 
negotiation. It is required that a response be sent to requests 
for a change of mode — even if the mode is not changed. 

c. Whenever one party sends an option command to a second party» 
whether as a request or an acknowledgment, and use of the option 
will have any effect on the processing of the data being sent 
from the first party to the second, then the command must be 
Inserted in the data stream at the point where it Is desired 
that it take effect. Some time will elapse between the trans* 
mission of a request and the receipt of an acknowledgment, 
which may be negative. Thus, a host may wish to buffer data, 
after requesting an option, until it learns whether the request 
is accepted or rejected, in order to hide the "uncertainty 
period" from the user. 

4.2.4 Use of options. Option requests are likely to flurry back and 
forth when a TELNET connection is first established, as each party attempts 
to get the best possible service from the other party. Beyond that, however, 
options can be used to dynamically modify the characteristics of the connec- 
tion to suit changing local conditions. For example, the NVT, as will be 
explained later, uses a transmission discipline well suited to the many 
"line at a time" applications such as BASIC, but poorly suited to the many 
"character at a time" applications such as NLS. A server might elect to 
devote the extra processor overhead required for a "character at a time" 
discipline when it was suitable for the local process and would negotiate 
an appropriate option. However, rather than then being permanently burdened 
with the extra processing overhead, it could switch (i.e., negotiate) back 
to NVT when the detailed control was no longer necessary. It la possible for 
requests Initiated hf  processes to stimulate a nonterminating request loop 
If the process responds to a rejection by merely re-requesting the option. 
To prevent such loops fro« occurring, rejected requests should not be repeated 
until soeethlmr changes. Operationally, this can mean the process is running 
a different program, or the user has given another command, or whatever 
makes sense in the context of the given process and the given option. A 
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good rule of  thumb is that a re-request should only occur as a result of 
subsequent information from the other end of the connection or when demanded 
by local human intervention. Option designers should not feel constrained by 
the somewhat limited syntax available for option negotiation.    The Intent of 
the simple syntax is to make it easy to have options — since it is corre- 
spondingly easy to profess ignorance about them.    If some particular option 
requires a richer negotiation structure than possible within "DO, DON'T, 
WILL, WON'T", the proper tack is to use "DO, DON'T, WILL, WON'T" to establish 
that both parties understand the option, and once this is accompliched a 
more exotic syntsx can be used freely.    For example, a party might send a 
request to alter (establish) line length.    If it is accepted, then a different 
syntax can be used for actually negotiating the line length — such a "sub- 
negotiation" might include fields for minimum allowable, maximum allowable 
and desired line lengths.    The Important concept is that such expanded nego- 
tiations should never begin until some prior (standard) negotiation has 
established that both parties are capable of parsing the expanded syntax. 

4«2*5    Synopsis.    In summary, WILL XXX is sent, by either party, to Indicate 
that party's desire (offer)  to begin performing option XXX, DO XXX and DON'T 
XXX being its positive and negative acknowledgments;  similarly, DO XXX is 
sent to indicate a desire (request) that the other party (i.e., the recipient 
of the DO) begin performing option XXX, WILL XXX and WON'T XXX being the 
positive and negative acknowledgments.    Since the NVT is what is left when 
no options are enabled, the DON'T and WON'T responses are guaranteed to 
leave the connection in a state which both ends can handle.    Thus, all hosts 
may Implement their TB.NET processes to be totally «aware of options that 
are not supported, simply returning a rejection to (i.e., refusing) any 
option request that cannot be understood«    As much as possiblef the TELNET 
protocol has been made server-user symmetrical so that it easily and naturally 
covers the user-user (linking) end server-server (cooperating processes) 
cases.    It is hoped, but not absolutely required, that options will further 
this intent.    In any case, it is explicitly acknowledged that symmetry is an 
operetlng principle rather than an ironclad rule.    Standard TELNET options 
referenced in this document are contained in Appendices A-F. 

4.3   The Network Virtual Terminal.    The Network Virtual Terminal (NVT) la 
a bi-directional character device.    The NVT has a printer and a keyboard. 
The printer responds to Incoming data and the keyboard produces outgoing 
dots which is sent over the TELNET connection and, if "echoes" are dealred, 
to the NVT's printer as well.    "Echoes" will not be expected to traverse the 
network (although options exist to enable a "remote" echoing moos of opera* 
tlon, no host is required to Implement this option).    The code set le seveo- 
bit USASCII in en eight-bit field, except es modified herein.    Any code 
conversion snd timing consldereticns are local problems and do not affect 
the NVT. 

4.3.1    Transmission of data.    Ait rough a TELNET connection through the 
network is intrinsically full duplex, the NVT is to be viewed as a half-duplex 
device operating in a line-buffered mode*    That is, unless and until options 
are negotiated to the contrary, the  following defeult condition* pertain to 
the transmission of dots over the TELNET connection: 

:."£ 
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4.3.1.1 Accumulation of data.    Insofar as the availability of local buffer 
space permits, data should be accumulated In the host where It Is generated 
until a complete line of data is ready for transmission, or until some locally- 
defined explicit signal to transmit occurs.    This signal could be generated 
either by a process or by a human user. The motivation for this rule is the 
high cost, to some hosts, of processing network input  interrupts,  coupled 
with the default NVT specification that "echoes" do not traverse the network. 
Thus, it is reasonable to buffer some amount of data at its source.    Many 
system take some processing action at the end of each input line (even line 
printers or card punches frequently tend to work thi^ way), so the transmis- 
sion should be triggered at the end of a line.    On the other hand, a user or 
process may sometimes find it necassary or desirable to provide data which 
dots not ttrminatt at the end of a line; therefore implemented are cautioned 
to provide methods of locally signaling that all buffered data should be 
transmitted immediately. 

4.3.1.2 TELNET Go Ahead (GA) command.    When a process has completed send- 
ing data to an NVT printer and has no queued input  fro« the NVT keyboard for 
further processing (i.e., when a process at one end of a TELNET connection 
cannot proceed without input  from the other end), the process must transmit 
the TELNET Go Ahead (GA) commar^.    This rule is not  intended to require that 
the TELNET GA command be sent from a terminal at the end of each line, since 
server hosts do not normally require a special signal (in addition to end-of- 
Hne or other locally-defined characters) in order to commence processing. 
Aether, the TELNET GA is designed to help a user's local host operate a 
physically half duplex terminal which has a "lockable" keyboard such as the 
IBM 2741.    A description of this type of terminal may help to explain the 
proper use of the GA command. The terminal-computer connection is always 
under control of either the user or the computer.    Neither can unilaterally 
selxe control from the other; rather the controlling and must  relingulsh its 
control explicitly.    At the terminal end, the hardware is constructed so as 
to relinquish control each time that a "line" is terminated (i.e., when the 
-New Line" key Is typed by the user),    When this occurs,  the attached (local) 
computer processes the Input data, decides  if output should be generated, 
and If not  returns control to the terminal.     If output  should be generated, 
control is retained by the computer until all output has been transmitted. 
The difficulties of using this type of  terminal  through the network should 
be obvious.    Ttoe  "local" computer Is no longer able  to decide whether  to 
retain control after seeing an end-of-llne signal or not;  this decision can 
only he made by the "remote" computer which is processing the data.    There- 
fore,  the TELNET GA command provides a mechanls» whereby the "rersote"  (server) 
computer can signal the "loial" (user) computer that  It  Is time to pass 
control to the user of the terminal.    It should be transmitted at those 
times, and only at thoae times, when the ^er should be given control of the 
terminal.    Note that  premature transmission of  the GA command may result  in 
the blocking of output, since the user Is likely to assume that  the transmit- 
ting system has paused,  %nd therefore he will full to turn the  line around 
manually. 
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4.3.2    Tranamlaalon caution.    The foregoing, of couree, does not apply to 
the user-to-server direction of communication.    In thla direction, GAs nay 
be aent at any time, but need not ever bo aent.    Alao, if the TELNET connec- 
tion It being uaed for process-to-proceea communication, GAa need not be 
tent In either direction.    Finally, for terminal-to-terminal communication, 
GAa may be required in neither, one, or both directlone.    If a hoat plena to 
support termlnal-to-termlnal communication it la euggaeted that the heat 
provide the uaer with a meana of manually signaling that it la time for a GA 
to be aent over the TELNET connection; thia, however, la not a requirement 
on the lmplementer of a TELNET proceaa.    The symmetry of the TELNET model 
require! an NVT at each end of the TELNET connection, at leaat conceptually. 

4.4   Standard representation ofcontrol function!.    Aa atated in paragraph 
4.1, the primary goal of the TELNET protocol la the provlalon of a standard 
Interfacing of terminal devlcea and terminal-oriented proceaaea through the 
network.    Early experiencea with thia type of interconnection have ehown 
that certain functiona are implemented by moat aervera, but that the methods 
of invoking these functiona differ widely.    For a human uaer who interacta 
with several aerver systems, these differences are highly frustrating. 
TELNET, therefore, deflnea a atandard repreaentatlon for five of these func- 
tiona, aa described below.    These standard representations have atandard, 
but not required, meanings (with the exception that the Interrupt Process 
(IF) function may be required by other protocols which use TELNET); that is, 
a system which does not provide the function to local users need not provide 
It to network users and may treat the atandard representation for the func- 
tion aa a Ne-operetion.    On the other hand, a system which does provide the 
function to e local uaer is obliged to provide the same function to a network 
uaer who transmits the standard repreaentatlon for the function. 

4,4.1    Interrupt proceaa (IF).   Many eyetens provide a function which 
aussende, interrupts, aborts, or terminates the operation of a user process. 
This function Is frequently used when e uaer believes his process Is in an 
unending loop, or when an unwanted proceaa has been Inadvertently activated. 
IF is the stendard representation for Invoking thla funtrlon.    It should be 
noted by Implement«« that IF may be required by other protocols which use 
TELNET, and therefore should be Implemented if theee other protocols are to 
be supported. 

4.4.2   Abort output (AO).    Heny systems provide a function which allows a 
process, which la generating output, to run to completion (or to reach the 
samt stopping point it would reach if running to completion) but without 
aending the output to the user's terminal.    Further, thla function typically 
clears any output already produced but not yet actually printed (or displayed) 
on the user's terminal.    AO la the atandard repreeentation for Invoking thia 
function.    For example, some subsystem might normally accept a user's command, 
tend a long text atring to the user's terminal in response, end finally sig- 
nal  readtneaa to accept the next command by sending a "prompt" character 
(preceded by <C*XLF» to the ueer'a terminal.    If the AO were received 
durlnt the transmission of the text string, e reasonable implementetIon 
would be to auppreas the remainder of the text atring, but transmit the 
prompt character and the preceding <C*XLF>.     (Thla is possibly in distinc- 
tion to the ectlon which might be taken if en IF were received;  th«  IF night 
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cause suppression of the text string and an exit fro« the subsystem.)  Ic 
should be noted, by server systems which provide this function, that there 
may be buffers external to the system (In the network and the user's local 
host) which should be cleared; the appropriate way to do this Is to transmit 
the "Synch" signal (described below) to the user system. 

A,4.3   Are you there (AYT).    Many systems provide a function which provides 
the user with some visible (e.g., printable) evidence that the system Is still 
up and running.    This function may be invoked by the user when the system is 
unexpectedly "silent" for a long time, because of the unanticipated (by the 
user) length of a computation, an unusually heavy system load, etc.    AYT is 
the standard representation for invoking this function. 

4.4*4   Erase character (EC).    Many systes* provide a function which deletea 
the last preceding undeleted character or "print position" from the stream 
of data being supplied by the user.    A "print position" may contain several 
characters which are a result of overstrlkes, or of sequences such as <charl> 
18 <char2>...    This function Is typically used to edit keyboard Input when 
typing mistakes are made.    EC is the standard representation for invoking 
this function. 

4.4,5   Erase line (EL).    Many systems provide a function which deletes all 
the data in the current "line" of input.    This function is typically used 
to edit keyboard input.    EL is the standard representation for invoking this 
function, 

4.3   The TELNET "Synch" signal.    Most time-sharing systems provide media* 
nisms which allow a terminal user to regain control of a "runaway" process; 
the I? and AO functions described above are examples of these mechanisms. 
Such i*stems, when used locally, have access to all of the signals supplied 
by the user, whether these are normal characters or special "out of band" 
signals such aa those supplied by the teletype "BEAK" key or the IIM 2741 
"ATTIC key.    This is not necessarily true when terminals are connected to 
the system through the network; the network's flow control mechanisms may 
cause such a signal to be buffered elsewhere, for example In the user's 
host. To counter this problem, the TELNET "Synch" mechanism Is Introduced. 
A Synch signal consists of a TCP Urgent notification, coupled with the TELNET 
command DATA MARK.    The Urgent notification, which is not subject to the 
flow control pertaining to the TELNET connection, is used to invoke special 
handling of the data stream by the process which receives It.    In this mode, 
the data stream is Immediately scanned for "interesting" «lgnels as defined 
below, discarding intervening data.    The TELNET command DATA MARK (OH) Is 
the synchronising mark in the data streem which Indicates that any special 
signal has already occurred and the recipient can return to normal processing 
of the data stream.    The Synch Is sent via the TCP send operation with the 
Urgent flag set and the DM as the last  (or only) data octet. 
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4.5.1 Sending several Synchs. When several Synchs are sent 1n rapid 
succession, the urgent notifications may be merged. It Is not possible to 
count Urgents since the number received will be less than or equal the number 
sent. When in normal mode, a DM is a no operation; when in urgent mode. It 
signals the end of the urgent processing. If TCP indicates the end of Urgent 
data before the DM is found, TELNET should continue the special handling of 
the data stream until the DM is found. If TCP Indicates more Urgent data 
after the DM is found, it can only be because of a subsequent Synch. TELNET 
should continue the special handling of the data stream until another DM 1$ 
found. 

4.5.2 Interesting signals. "Interesting" signals are defined to be: the 
TELNET standard representations of IP, AO, and AYT (but net EC or EL); the 
local analogs of these standard representations (1f any); all other TELNET 
commands; other site-defined signals which can be acted on without delaying 
the scan of the data stream. 

4.5.3 One effect of the Synch mechanism. Since one effect of the Synch 
mechanism is the discarding of essentially all characters (except TELNET 
commands) between the sender of the Synch and Its recipient, this mechanism is 
specified as the standard way to clear the data path when that Is desired. 
For example, 1f a user at a terminal causes an AO to be transmitted, the 
server which receives the AO (if It provides that function at all) should 
return a Synch to the user. 

4.5.4 TELNET command requirement. Just as the TCP Urgent notification 1$ 
needed at the TELNET level as an out-of«band sio/ial, so other protocols which 
make use of TELNET may require a TELNET command which can be viewed as an 
out-of-band signal at a dKfer^nt level. By convention the sequence [IP, 
Synch] is to be used as such a signal. For example, suppose that some other 
protocol, which uses TELNET, defines the character string STOP analogously to 
the TELNET command AO. Imagine that a user of this protocol wishes a server 
to process the STOP string, but the connection Is blocked because the server 
is processing other commands. The user should instruct his system to: 

a. Send the TELNET IP character; 

b. Send the TELNET Synch sequence, that 1s: Send the Oate Nark (DM) 
as the only character in a TCP urgent mode send operation; 

c. Send the character string STOP; and 

d. Send the other protocol's analog of the TELNET DM, If any. 

The user (or process acting on his behalf) must transmit the TELNET SYNCH 
sequence of step b above to ensure that the TELNET IP gets through to the 
server's TELNET interpreter. The Urgent should wake up the TELNET process; 
the IP should wake up the next higher level process. 

4.6 The NVT printer and keyboard. 
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NVT printer codes. The NVT printer has an unspecified carriage width 
ength and can produce representations of all 95 ASCII graphics 

(codes 32 through 126). Of the 33 ASCII control codes (0 through 31 and 127), 
and the 128 uncovered codes (128 through 255), the following have specified 
meaning to the NVT printer: 

NAME CODE 

a  NULL (NUL) 0 

b. Line Feed (LF)     10 

c. Carriage Return (CR) 13 

MEANING 

No Operation 

Moves the printer to the next 
print line, keeping the same 
horizontal position. 

Moves the printer to the left 
margin of the current line. 

In addition, the following codes shall have defined, but not required, effects 
on the NVT printer. Neither end of a TELNET connection may assume that the 
other party will take, or will have taken, any particular action upon receipt 
or transmission of the following: 

NAME 

d. BELL (BEL) 

e. Back Space (BS)     8 

f. Horizontal Tab (HT)  9 

g. Vertical Tab (VT)   11 

h. Form Feed (^f) 

CODE       MEANING 

7    Produces an audible or visible 
signal (which does NOT move the 
print head). 

Moves the print head one 
character position towards the 
left margin. 

Moves the printer to the next 
horizontal tab stop. It remains 
unspecified how either party 
determines or establishes where 
such tab stops are located. 

Moves the printer to the next 
vertical tab stop. It remains 
unspecified how either party 
determines or establishes where 
such tab stops are located. 

12 Moves the printer to the top of 
the next page, keeping the same 
horizontal position. 

A11 remaining codes do not cause the NVT printer to take any action. 

11 
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4.6.1.1 Example of code use. The sequence "CR LF", as defined, will cause 
the NVT to be positioned at the left margin of the next print line (as would, 
for example, the sequence "LF CR"). However, many systems and termi-nals do 
not treat CR and LF independently, and will have to go to some effort to 
simulate their effect. {For example, some terminals do not have a CR 
independent of the LF, but on such terminals it may be possible to simulate a 
CR by backspacing.) Therefore, the sequence "CR LF" must be treated as a 
single "new line" character and used whenever their combined action is 
intended; the sequence "CR NUL" must be used where a carriage return alone is 
actually desired; and the CR character must be avoided in other contexts. 
This rule gives assurance to systems which must decide whether to perform a 
"new line" function or a multiple-backspace that the TELNET stream contains a 
character following a CR that will allow a rational decision. Note that HCR 
LF" or "CR NUL" is required in both directions (in the default ASCII mode), to 
preserve the symmetry of the NVT model. Even though it may be known in some 
situations (e.g., with remote echo and suppress go ahead options in effect) 
that characters are not being sent to an actual printer, nonethe-less, for the 
sake of consistency, the protocol requires that a NUL be inserted following a 
CR not followed by a LF in the data stream. The converse of this is that a 
NUL received in the data stream after a CR (in the absence of options 
negotiations which explicitly specify otherwise) should be stripped out prior 
to applying the NVT to local character set mapping. 

4.6.1.2 ASCII code generation. The NVT keyboard has keys, or key 
combinations, or key sequences, for generating all 128 ASCII codes. Note that 
although many have no effect on the NVT printer, the NVT keyboard is capable 
of generating them. 

4.6.1.3 Additional codes. In addition to these codes, the NVT keyboard 
shall be capable of generating the following additional codes which, except as 
noted, have defined, but not required, meanings. The actual code assignments 
for these "characters" are in the TELNET Command section, because they are 
viewed as being, in some sense, generic and should be available even when the 
data stream is interpreted as being some other character set. 

4.6.1.3.1 Synch. This key allows the user to clear his data path to the 
other party. The activation of this key causes a DM (see command section) to 
be sent in the data stream and a TCP Urgent notification is associated with 
it. The pair DM-Urgent is to have required meaning as defined previously. 

4.6J.3.2 Break (BRK). This code is provided because it is a signal 
outside the AbCII set which is currently given local meaning within many 
systems. It is intended to indicate that the Break Key or the Attention Key 
was hit. Note, however, that this 1s intended to provide a 129th code for 
systems which require it, not as a synonym for the IP standard representation. 

4.6,1.3.3 Interrupt process (IP). Suspend, interrupt, abort or terminate 
the process to which the NVT is connected. Also, part of the out-of-band 
signal for other protocols which use TELNET. 
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4.6.1.3.4 Abort output (AO). Allow the current process to (appear to) 
run to completion, but do not send Its output to the user. Also, send a 
Synch to the user. 

4.6.1.3.5 Are you there (AYT). Send back to the NVT some visible (I.e., 
printable) evidence that the AYT was received. 

4.6.1.3.6 Erase character (EC). The recipient should delete the last 
preceding undeleted character or "print position" from the data stream. 

4.6.1.3.7 Erase line (EL). The recipient should delete characters from 
the data stream back to, but not including, the last "CR LF" sequence sent 
over the TELNET connection. 

4.6.1.3.« Intent of additional codes» The spirit of these "extra" keys, 
and also the printer format effectors, is that they should represent a 
natural extension of the mapping that already must be done from "NVT" into 
"local". Just as the NVT data byte 68 (104 octal) should be mapped into 
whatever the local code for "uppercase D" is, so th*s EC character should be 
mapped into whatever the local "Erase Character" function is. Further, just 
as the mapping for 124 (174 octal) is somewhat arbitrary in an environment 
that has no "vertical bar" character, the EL character may have a ecsswhat 
arbitrary mapping (or none at all) if there is no local "Erase Line" facility. 
Similarly for format effectors: if the terminal actually does have a "Verti- 
cal Tab", then the mapping for VT is obvious, and only when the terminal 
does not have a vertical tab should the effect of VT be unpredictable* 

4.7 TELNET command structure. All TELNET commands consist of at least a 
two byte sequence: the "Interpret as Command" (IAC) escape character followed 
by the code for the command. The commands dealing with option negotiation 
are three byte sequences, the third byte being the code for the option refer* 
«need. This format wes chosen so that as more comprehensive use of the 
"data space" is made — by negotiations from the basic NVT, of course — 
collisions of data bytes with reserved command values will be minimised, all 
such collisions requiring the inconvenience, and inefficiency, of "escaping" 
the data bytes into the stream. With the current set-up, only the IAC need 
be doubled to be sent as data, and the other 25S codes may be passed trans- 
parently. 

4.7.1 TELNET commands defined. The following are the defined TELNET 
commands. Note that these codes and code sequences have 'he Indicated meaning 
only when Immediately preceded by an IAC. 

a. SE 

b. NOP 

c. Data Mark 

CODE 

240 End of subnegotiatlon parameters. 

241 No operation. 

242 The data stream portion of a Synch. 
This should always be accompanied 
by a TCP Urgent notification. 
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d. Break 

e. Interrupt Process 

f. Abort output 

g. Are You There 

h. Erase character 

1. Erase Line 

.1. Go ahead 

k. SB 

1. WILL (option code)    251 

n. WON'T (option code) 252 

n. DO (option code)        253 

o. DON'T (option code) 254 

p.     ZAC 

243 NVT character BRK. 

244 The function IP. 

245 The function A0. 

246 The function AYT. 

247 The function EC. 

248 The function EL. 

249 The GA signal, 

250 Indicates that what follows is 
subnegotiatlon of the indicated 
option. 

Indicates rhe desire to begin per- 
forming, or conflraation that you 
are now performing, the indicated 
option. 

Indicates the refusal to perform, or 
continue performing, the indicated 
option. 

Indicates the request that the other 
party perform, or confirmation that 
you are expecting the other party to 
perform, the indicated option. 

Indicates the 'demand that the other 
party stop performing, or confirmatiou 
that you are no longer expecting the 
other party to perform, the Indicated 
option. 

255   Data By:« 255. 

4.*   Connection establishment.    The TELNET TCP connection is established 
between the user's port U and the server's port L.    The server listens on 
Its well known port L for such connections.    Since a TCP connection is full 
duplex and Identified by the pair of ports, the server can engage In many 
simultaneous connections Involving Its port L and different user 
ports U. 

4.8.1    Port assignment.    When used for remote user access to service hosts 
(I.e., re»ote terminal access) this protocol Is assigned server port 23 (27 
octal).    That is L-23. 

14 
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APPENDIX A 

TELNET BINARY TRANSMISSION 

10. Command name and code. 

TRANSMIT-BINARY    0 

20. Command meanings. 

20.1 IAC WILL TRANSMIT-BINARY. The sender of this command REQUESTS 
permission to begin transmitting, or confirms that 1t will now begin 
transmitting characters which are to be interpreted as 8 bits of binary data 
by the receiver of the data. 

20.2 IAC WON'T TRANSMIT-BINARY. If the connection is already being 
operated in binary transmission mode, the sender of this command DEMANDS to 
begin transmitting data characters which are to be interpreted as standard NVT 
ASCII characters by the receiver of the data. If the connection is not 
already being operated in binary transmission mode, the sender of this command 
REFUSES to begin transmitting characters which are to be Interpreted as binary 
characters by the receiver of the data (i.e., the sender of the data demands 
to continue transmitting characters in its present mode). A connection Is 
being operated in binary transmission mode only when one party has requested 
it and the other has acknowledged it. 

20.3 IAC DO TRANSMIT-BINARY. The sender of this command REQUESTS that the 
sender of the data start transmitting, or confirms that the sender of data is 
expected to transmit, characters which are to be interpreted as 8 bits of 
binary data (i.e., by the party sending this command). 

20.4 IAC DON'T TRANSMIT-BINARY. If the connection is already being 
operated in binary transmission mode* the sender of this command DEMANDS that 
the sender of the data start transmitting characters which are to be 
interpreted as standard NVT ASCII characters by the receiver of the data 
(I.e., the party sending this command). If the connection Is not already 
being operated in binary transmission mode, the sender of this command DEMANDS 
that the sender of data continue transmitting characters which are to be 
interpreted in the present mode. A connection is being operated in binary 
transmission mode only when one party has requested it and the other has 
acknowledged it. 

30. Default. 

WON'T TRANSMIT-BINARY 

DON'T TRANSMIT-BINARY 

The connection is not operated in binary mode. 

16 
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40. Motivation for the option. It is sometimes useful to have available a 
binary transmission path within TELNET without having to utilize one of the 
more efficient, higher level protocols providing binary transmission (such as 
the File Transfer Protocol). The use of the IAC prefix within the basic 
TELNET protocol provides the option of binary transmission 1n a natural way, £ 
requiring only the addition of a mechanism by which the parties involved can N 
agree to INTERPRET the characters transmitted over a TELNET connection as y 
binary data. 

50. Description of the option. With the binary transmission option 1n 
effect, the receiver should Interpret characters received from the transmitter 
which are not preceded with IAC as 8 bit binary data, with the exception of 
IAC followed by IAC which stands for the 8 bit binary data with the decimal 
value 255. IAC followed by an effective TELNET command (plus any additional 
characters required to complete the command) is still the command even with 
the binary transmission option 1n effect. IAC followed by a character which 
is not a defined TELNET command has the same meaning as IAC followed by NOP, 
although an IAC followed by an undefined command should not normally be sent 
in this mode. 

60. Implementation suggestions. It is foreseen that implementations of the 
binary transmission option will choose to refuse some other options (such as 
the EBCDIC transmission option) while the binary transmission option 1s 1n 
effect. However, if a pair of hosts can understand being in binary 
transmission mode simultaneous with being in, for example, echo mode, then It 
is alright if they negotiate that combination. The meanings of WON'T and 
DON'T are dependent upon whether the connection is presently being operated in 
binary mode or not. Consider a connection operating in EBCDIC mode which 
involves a system which has chosen not to implement any knowledge of the 
binary command. If this system were to receive a DO TRANSMIT-BINARY, it would 
not recognize the TRANSMIT-BINARY option and therefore would return a WON'T 
TRANSMIT-BINARY. If the default for the WON'T TRANSMIT-BINARY were always NVT 
ASCII, the sender of the DO TRANSMIT-BINARY would expect the recipient to have 
switched to NVT ASCII, whereas the receiver of the DO TRANSMIT-BINARY would 
not make this Interpretation. Thus, we have the rule that when a connection 
1s not presently operating In binary mode, the default (i.e., the 
Interpretation of WON'T and DON'T) is to continue operating in the current 
mode, whether that is NVT ASCII, EBCDIC, or some other mode. This rule, 
however, is not applied once a connection is operating in a binary mode (as 
agreed to by both ends); this would require each end of the connection to 
maintain a stack, containing all of the encoding-method transitions which had 
previously occurred on the connection, in order to properly interpret a WON'T 
or DON'T. Thus, a WON'T or DON'T received after the connection is operating 
in binary mode causes the encoding method to revert to NVT ASCII. 
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70. Binary transmission mode. It should be remembered that a TELNET 
connection is a two way communication channel. The binary transmission mode 
must be negotiated separately for each direction of data flow» if that is 
desired. Implementation of the binary transmission option, as is the case 
with implementations of all other TELNET options, must follow the loop 
preventing rules given in the General Considerations section of the TELNET 
Protocol Specification. Consider now some issues of binary transmission both 
to and from both a process and a terminal: 

70.1 Binary transmission from a terminal. The Implementer of the binary 
transmission option should consider how (or whether) a terminal transmitting 
over a TELNET connection with binary transmission 1n effect Is allowed to 
generate all eight bit characters, ignoring parity considerations, etc., on 
input from the terminal. 

70.2 Binary transmission to a process. The implementer of the binary 
transmission option should consider how (or whether) all characters are passed 
to a process receiving over a connection with binary transmission In effect. 
As an example of the possible problem, TOPS-20 Intercepts certain characters 
(e.g., ETX, the terminal control-C) at monitor level and does not pass them to 
the process. 

70.3 Binary transmission from a process. The Implementer of the binary 
transmission option should consider how (or whether) a process transmitting 
over a connection with binary transmission In effect 1s allowed, to send all 
eight bit characters with no characters Intercepted by the monitor and changed 
to other characters. An example of such a conversion may be found in the 
TOPS-20 system where certain non-printing characters are normally converted to 
a Circumflex (up-arrow) followed by a printing character. 

70 4 Binary transmission to a terminal. The implementer of the binary 
transmission option should consider how (or whether) all characters received 
over a connection with binary transmission in effect are sent to a local 
terminal. At issue may be the addition of timing characters normally inserted 
locally, parity calculations, and any normal code conversion. 
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APPENDIX B 

TELNET ECHO OPTION 

10. Command name and code. 

ECHO    1 

20. Command meanings. 

20.1 IAC WILL ECHO. The sender of this command REQUESTS to begin» or 
con-f1rms that it will now begin, echoing data characters It receives over the 
TELNET connection back to the sender of the data characters. 

20.2 IAC WON'T ECHO. The sender of this command DEMANDS to stop, or 
refuses to start, echoing the data characters it receives over the TELNET 
connection back to the sender of the data characters. 

20.3 IAC DO ECHO. The sender of this command REQUESTS that the receiver of 
this command begin echoing, or confirms that the receiver of this command Is 
expected to echo, data characters it receives over the TELNET connection back 
to the sender. 

20.4 IAC DON'T ECHO. The sender of this command DEMANDS the receiver of 
this command stop, or not start, echoing data characters it receives over the 
TELNET connection. 

30. Default. 

WON'T ECHO 

DON'T ECHO 

No echoing 1s done over the TELNET connection. 

40. Motivation for the option. The NVT has a printer and a keyboard which 
are nominally interconnected so that "echoes" need never traverse the network; 
that 1s to say, the NVT nominally operates in a mode where characters typed on 
the keyboard are (by some means) locally turned around and printed on the 
printer. In highly Interactive situations it is appropriate for the remote 
process (command language interpreter, etc.) to which the characters are being 
sent to control the way they are echoed on the printer. In order to support 
such interactive situations, it is necessary that there be a TELNET option to 
allow the parties at the two ends of the TELNET connection to agree that 
characters typed on an NVT keyboard are to be echoed by the party at the other 
end of the TELNET connection. 
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5.0 Description of the option. When the echoing option Is In effect, the 
party at the end performing the echoing la expected to tranamlt (echo) data 
character! It receives hack to the sender of the data characters. The option 
does not require that the characters echoed he sxactly the characters received 
(for example, a number of systems echo the ASCII ESC character with something 
other than the ESC character). When the echolrg option Is not In effect, the 
receiver of data characters should not echo them back to the aender; thla, 
of course, does not prevent the receiver from responding to data charactera 
received. The normal TELNET connection Is two way. That la, data flowa In 
each direction on the connection Independently; and neither, either, or both 
direction« nay be operating simultaneously In echo mode. There are five 
reaaonable »ode« of operation for echoing on a connection pair: 

♦ 
Mtocest i rmoctaa i 

 a>> 

Neither and echoes 

**■ 

) 
PmOCtSS 1 ) MOCtM 2 

One end echoes for Itself 

moeusi >        moetss* L 
One end echoes for the other 

*\ T ntoctssi y ( moots t 

Both ends echo for themselves 

♦ 

E moetss i > C «tacts* I 

One end echoes for both «ndr 

FIGURE I. Five reaaonable modes of operation for 
echoing on a connection pair. 
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This option provides the capability to decide on whether or not either end 
will echo for the other. It does not, however, provide any control over 
whether or not an end echoes for itself; this decision must be left to the 
sole discretion of the systems at each end (although they may use information 
regarding the state of "remote" echoing negotiations in making this 
decision). If BOTH hosts enter the mode of echoing characters transmitted by 
the other host, then any character transmitted in either direction will be 
"echoed" back and forth Indefinitely. Therefore, care should be taken in each 
Implementation that if one site 1s echoing, echoing 1s not permitted to be 
turned on at the other. As discussed in Section 4, both parties to a 
full-duplex TELNET connection initially assume each direction of the 
connection is being operated in the default mode which is non-echo (non-echo 
1s not using this option, and the same as DON'T ECHO, WON'T ECHO). If either 
party desires himself to echo characters to the other party or for the other 
party to echo characters to him, that party gives the appropriate command 
(WILL ECHO or 00 ECHO) and waits (and hopes) for acceptance of the option. If 
the request to operate the connection in echo mode 1s refused, then the 
connection continues to operate in non-echo mode. If the request to operate 
the connection in echo mode Is accepted, the connection is operated in echo 
mode. After a connection has been changed to echo mode, either party may 
demand that it revert to non-echo mode by giving the appropriate DON'T ECHO or 
WON'T ECHO command (which the other party must confirm thereby allowing the 
connection to operate in non-echo mode). Just as each direction of the TELNET 
connec-tion may be put in remote echoing mode independently, each direction of 
the TELNET connection must be removed from remote ecSoing mode separately. 

60. Implementation of the option. Implementations of the echo option, as 
implementations of all other TELNET options, must follow the loop preventing 
rules given in the General Requirements section of the TELNET Protocol 
Standard. Also, so that switches between echo and non-echo mode can be made 
with minimal confusion (momentary double echoing, etc.), switches in mode of 
operation should be made at times precisely coordinated with the reception and 
transmission of echo requests and demands. For instance, if one party 
responds to a DO ECHO with a WILL ECHO, all data characters received after the 
DO ECHO should be echoed w6 the WILL ECHO should immediately precede the 
first of the echoed characters. The echoing option alone will normalTy net be 
sufficient to effect what is commonly understood to be remote computer echoing 
of characters typed en a terminal keyboard—the SUPPRESS-GO AHEAD option will 
normally have to be invoked in conjunction with the ECHO option to effect 
character-at-a-tim*. remote echoing. 

60.1 A sample implementation of the option. The following is a description 
of a possible implementation for a simple user system called "UHOST". A 
possible implementation could be that for each user terminal, the UHOST would 
keep three state bits: whether the terminal echoes for itself (UHOST ECHO 
always) or not (ECHO mode possible), whether the (human) user prefers to 
operate in ECHO mode or in non-ECHO mode, and whether the connection from this 
terminal to the server is in ECHO or non-ECHO mode. We will call these th'ee 
bits P(hysical), O(esired), and A(ctual). When a terminal dials up the UHOST 
the P-bit is set appropriately, the 0-bit is set equal to it, and the A-bit is 
set to non-ECHO. The P-bit and D-bit may be manually reset by 
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direct commands If the user to desire«.    For example, e user in Hawaii on a 
"full-duplex** terminal, would choose not to operate in ECHO node* regardless 
of the preference of a mainland server.    He should direct the UHOST to change 
his D-bit fro« ECHO to non-ECHO. When a connection is opened froo the UHOST 
terminal to a server, the UHOST would send the server a DO ECHO command if 
the MIN (with non-ECHO less than ECHO) of the P- and D-bits is different 
from the A-blt.    If a WON'T ECHO or WILL ECHO arrives from the server, the 
UHOST will set the A-bit to the MIN of the received request, the P-bit, end 
the D-bit.    If this changes the state of the A-blt, the UHOST will send off 
the appropriate acknowledgment; if it does not, then the UHOST will send off 
the appropriate refusal If not changing meant that it had to deny the request 
(i.e., the MIN of the P-and D-bita was less than the received A-request). If 
while a connection is open, the UHOST terminal user changes either the P-bit 
or D-blt, the UHOST will repeat the above tests and send off a DO ECHO or 
DON'T tCHO, if necessery.    When the connection is closed, the UHOST would 
reset the A-blt to indicate UHOST echoing.    While the UHOST'a implementation 
wouH not  Involve DO ECHO or DON'T ECHO commends being sent to the server 
except when the connection is opened or the user explicitly changes his 
echoing mode, bigger hosts might Invoke such mode switches quite frequently. 
Por instance, while a Hne-at-a-tlme system were running, the server might 
attempt to put the user in local echo mode by sending the WON'T ECHO commend 
to the user; but while a charecter-et-e-tlme system were running, the server 
»irht attempt to Invoke remote echoing for the user by sending the WILL ECHO 
command to the user.    Furthermore, while the UHOST will never send a WILL 
ECHO command and will only send a WON'T ECHO to refuse a server sent DO ECHO 
command, a server host might often send the WILL and WON'T ECHO commands. 
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APPENOIX C 

TELNET SUPPRESS GO AHEAO OPTION 

10. Command name and code. 

SUPPRESS-GO-AHEAD   3 

20. Command meanings. 

20.1 IAC WILL SUPPRESS-GO-AHEAD. The sender of this command requests 
permission to begin suppressing transmission of the TELNET GO AHEAO (GA) C 
character when transmitting data characters, or the sender of this command 
confirms it will now begin suppressing transmission of GAs with transmitted 
data characters. 

20.2 IAC WON'T SUPPRESS»GO-AHEAD. The sender of this command demands to 
begin transmitting, or to continue transmitting, the GA character when 
trans-mitting data characters. 

20.3 IAC DO SUPPRESS-GO-AHEAD. The sender of this conmannd requests that 
the sender of data start suppressing GA when transmitting data, or the sender 
of this command confirms that the sender of data is expected to suppress 
transmission of GAs. 

20.4 IAC DON'T SUPPRESS-GO-AHEAD. The sender of this command demands that 
the receiver of the command start or continue transmitting GAs when 
transmitting data* 

30. Default. 

WON'T SUPPRESS-GO-AHEAD 

DON'T SUPPRESS-GO-AHEAD 

Go aheads are transmitted. 

40. motivation for the option. While the NVT nominally follows a half 
duplex protocol complete with a GO AHEAD signal, there is no reason why a full 
duplex connection between a full duplex terminal and a host optimized to 
handle full duplex terminals should be burdened with the GO AHEAO signal. 
Therefore, it Is desirable to have a TELNET option with which parties 
in-volved can agree that one or the other or both should suppress transmission 
Of GO AHEADS. 

50. Description of the option, when the SUPPRESS-GO-AHEAD option is in 
effect on the connection between a sender of data and the receiver of the 
data, the sender need not transmit GAs. It seems probable that the parties to 
the TELNET connection will suppress GO AHEAD in both directions of the TELNET 
connection if GO AHEAD is suppressed at all; but, nonetheless, it 
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must be suppressed in both directions independently. With the 
SUPPRESS-GO-AHEAO option in effect, the 1AC GA command should be treated as a 
NOP if received, although IAC 6A should not normally be sent in this mode. 

60. Implementation considerations. As the SUPRESS-00-AHEAD option is sort 
of the opposite of a ilne-at-a time mode, the sender of data which is 
suppressing GO AHEADs should attempt to actually transmit characters as soon 
as possible (i.e., with minimal buffering) consistent with any other 
agreements which are in effect. In many TELNET implementations it will be 
desirable to couple the SUPPRESS-GO-AHEAO option to the echo option so that 
when the echo option is in effect, the SUPPRESS-GO-AHEAD option is in effect 
simultaneously: both of these options will normally have to be in effect 
simultaneously to effect what is commonly understood to be character-at-a time 
echoing by the remote computer. 
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APPENDIX D 

TELNET STATUS OPTION 

10. Command name and code. 

STATUS S 

20.1 Command meanings. This option applies separately to each direction of 
data flow. 

20.1 IAC WILL STATUS. The sender of WILL status agrees to send status 
information, spontaneously or in response to future requests. 

20.2 IAC WON'T STATUS. Sender refuses to carry on any further discussion 
of the current status of options. 

20.3 IAC 00 STATUS. The sender of DO wishes to be able to send request for 
status of in option information or confirms that he is willing to send such 
requests. 

20.4 IAC DON'T STATUS. Sender refuses to carry on any further discussion 
ov the current status of options. 

20.5 IAC SB STATUS SEND IAC SE. Sender requests receiver to transmit his 
(the receiver's) perception of the current status of TELNET options. The code 
for SEND is 1. 

20.6 IAC SB STATUSIS...IAC SE. Sender Is stating his perception of the 
current status of TELNET options. The code for IS is 0. 

30. Default. 

DON'T STATUS, WON'T STATUS 

The current status of options will not be discussed. 

40. Motivation for the option. This option allows a user/process to verify 
the current status of TELNET options (e.g., echoing) as viewed by the person/ 
process on the ether end of the TELNET connection. Simply renegotiating 
options could lead to the nonterminating request loop problem discussed in 
paragraph 4.2.3. This option fits Into the normal structure of TELNET options 
by deferring the actual transfer of status information to the SB command. 

50. Description of the option. WILL and DO are used only to obtain and 
grant permission for  future discussion. The actual exchange of status 
information occurs within option suDCommands (IAC S8 STATUS...). Once the two 
hosts have exchanged a WILL and a DO, the sender of the WILL STATUS 1s free to 
transmit status Information, spontaneously or in response to a request from 
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the sender of the DO. At worst, this may lead to transmitting the information £$ffi 
twice. Only the sender of the DO may send requests (IAC SB STATUS SEND IAC SJC 
SE) and only the sender of the WILL may transmit actual status information 
(within an IAC SB STATUS IS ... IAC SE command). IS has the subcommands WILL, 
DO and SB. They are used EXACTLY as used during the actual negotiation of 
TELNET options, except that SB is terminated with SE, rather than IAC SE. 
Transmission of SE, as a regular data byte, is accomplished by doubling the 
byte (SE SE). Options that are not explicitly described are assumed to be in 
their default states. A single IAC SB STATUS IS...IAC SE describes the 
condition of ALL options. 

60. Example of option application. The following is an example of use of 
the option:   '~   — - 

Hostl: IAC DO STATUS 

Host2: IAC WILL STATUS 

(Hcst2 is now free to send status information at any time. 
Solicitations from Hostl are NOT necessary. This should not produce 
any dangerous race conditions. At worst, two IS's will be sent.) 

Hostl (perhaps): IAC SB STATUS SEND IAC SE 

Host2 (the following stream is broken Into multiple lines only for 
readability. No carriage returns are implied.): 

IAC SB STATUS IS 

WILL ECHO 

DO SUPPRESS-GO-AHEAD 

WILL STATUS 

DO STATUS 

IAC SE 

Explanation of Host2's perceptions: It is responsible for echoing 
back the data characters 1t receives over the TELNET connection; 
it will not send Go-Ahead signals; it will both Issue and request 
Status information. 
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APPENIX E 

TELNET TIMING MARK OPTION 

IC.  Command name and code. 

TIMING-MARK       6 

20.  Command meanings. 

20.1 IAC WILL TIMING-MARK. The sender of this command ASSURES the receiver 
of this command that it is inserted in the data stream at the "appropriate 
place" to insure synchronization with a DO TIMING-MARK transmitted by the 
receiver of this command. 

20.2 IAC WON'T TIMING-MARK. The sender of this command REFUSES to insure 
that this command is inserted in the data stream at the "appropriate place" to 
insure synchronization. 

20.3 IAC 00 TIMING-MARK. The sender of this command REQUESTS that the 
receiver of this command return a WILL TIMING-MARK in the data stream at the 
"appropriate place" as defined in paragraph 11.4 below. 

20.4 IAC DON'T TIMING-MARK. The sender of this command notifies the 
receiver of this command that a WILL TIMING-MARK (previously transmitted by 
the receiver of this command) has been IGNORED. 

30.  Default. 

WON'T TIMING-MARK, DON'T TIMING-MARK 

I.e., No explicit attempt is made to synchronize the activities at the two 
ends of the TELNET connection. 

40. Motivation for the option. It is sometimes useful for a user or 
process at one end of a TELNET connection to be sure that previously 
transmitted data has been completely processed, printed, discarded, or 
otherwise disposed of. This option provides a mechanism for doing this. In 
addition, even 1f the option request (00 TIMIN&-MARK) 1s refused (by WON'T 
TIMING-MARK) the requester is at least assured that the refuser has received 
(if not processed) all previous data. 

50. Examples of option application. As an example of a particular 
application, imagine a TEOItl connection between a physically full duplex 
terminal and a "full duplex" server system which permits the user to "type 
ahead1* while the server is processing previous user input. Suppose that both 
sides have agreed to Suppress Go Ahead and that the server has agreed to 
provide echoes. The server now discovers a command which it cannot parse, 
perhaps because of a user typing error. It would like to throw away all of 
the user's "type-ahead* (since failure of the parsing of one command is likely 
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to lead to incorrect results if subsequent commands are executed), s«nd the 
user an error message, and resume interpretation of commands which the user 
typed after seeing the error message« If the user were local, the system 
would be able to discard the buffered input; but input may be buffered in 
the user's host or elsewhere« Therefore, the server might send a DO TIMING- 
MARK and hope to receive a WILL TIMING-MARK from the user at the "appropriate 
place" in the data stream« The "appropriate place" (in absence of other 
information) is clearly just before the first character which the user typed 
after seeing the error message« That is, it should appear that the timing 
mark was "printed" on the user's terminal and that, in response, the user 
typed an answering timing mark. Next, suppose that the user in the example 
above realized that he had misspelled a command, realized that the server 
would send a DO TIMING-MARK, and wanted to start "typing ahead" again without 
waiting for this to occur« He might then instruct his own system to send a 
WILL TIMING-MARK to the server and then begin "typing ahead" again« (Imple- 
ment ers should remember that the user's own system must remember that it 
sent the WILL TIMING-MARK so as to discard the DO/DON'T TIMING-MARK when it 
eventually arrives.) Thus, in this case the "appropriate place" for the 
insertion of the WILL TIMING-MARK is the place defined by the user. In both 
of the examples above, it is the responsibility of the system which transmits 
the DO TIMING-MARK to discard any unwanted characters; the WILL TIMING-MARK 
only provides help in deciding which characters are "unwanted". 

6.0 Description of the option. Suppose that Process A of Figure 2 wishes 
to synchronize with B. The DO TIMING-MARK is sent from A to B. B can refuse 
by replying WON'T TIMING-MARK, or agree by permitting the timing mark to 
flow through his "outgoing" buffer, BUP2. Then, Instead of delivering it to 
the terminal, B will enter the mark into his "incoming" buffer BUF1, to flow 
through toward A, When the mark has propagated through B's Incoming buffer, 
B returns the WILL TIMING-MARK over the TELNET connection to A. 

PROCESS A TELNET oofwtctlof) 

WtU TWHNQ MARK 

PROCESS! 

00 TIMING MARK 

•UP 1 

•UF2 

TMMNO 

X 
(MVT PROCESS! 

FIGURE 2.    Synchronization of processes« 

When A receives the WILL TIMING-MARK, he knows that all the Information he 
sent to B before sending the timing mark been delivered, and all the Informa- 
tion sent from B to A before turnaround of the timing mark has been delivered. 
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70.  Three typical applications. 

70.1 Round-trip delay. Measure round-trip delay between a process and a 
terminal or another process. 

70.2 Resynchronization. Resynchronizing an interaction is described in 
paragraph 4 above. A is a process interpreting commands forwarded from a 
terminal by B. When A sees an illegal command it: 

a. Sends <carriage retum>, <line feed>, <question mark>. 

b. Sends DO TIMING-MARK. 

c. Sends an error message. 

d. Starts reading input and throwing it away until it receives a 
WILL TIMING-MARK. 

e. Resumes interpretation of input. 

This achieves the effect of flushing all "type ahead" after the erroneous 
command, up to the point when the user actually saw the question mark. 

70.3 Dual synchronization. The dual of paragraph 7.2. The terminal user 
wants to throw away unwanted output from A. 

a. B sends DO TIMING-MARK, followed by some new ccmifrf. 

b. B starts reading output from A and throwing it away until it 
receives WILL TIMING-MARK. 

c. B resumes forwarding A's output to the terminal. 

This achieves the effect of flushing all output from A, up to the point where 
A saw the timing mark, but not output generated in response to the following 
command. 

frmm 
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APPENDIX F 

TELNET EXTENDED OPTIONS - LIST OPTION 

10. Command name and code« 

EXTENDED-OPTIONS-LIST (EXOPL) 

20. Command meanings. 

255 

20.1 IAC WILL EXOPL. The sender of this command REQUESTS permission to 
begin negotiating, or confirms that it will begin negotiating, TELNET options 
which are on the "Extended Options List." 

20-2 IAC WON'T EXOPL. The sender of this command REFUSES to negotiate, or 
to continue negotiating, options on the "Extended Options List." 

20*3 IAC DO EXOPL. The sender of this command REQUESTS that the receiver 
of this command begin negotiating, or confirms that the receiver of this 
command is expected to begin negotiating, TELNET options which are on the 
"Extended Options List." 

20.4 IAC DON'T EXOPL. The sender of this command DEMANDS that the receiver 
conduct no further negotiation of options on the "Extended Options List." 

20.5 IAC SB EXOPL <subcommand>. The subcommand contains information 
required for the negotiation of an option of the "Extended Options List." 
format of the subcommand is discussed in paragraph 5 below. 

The 

30. Default. 

WON'T EXOPL, DON'T EXOPL 
Negotiation of options on the "Extended Options List* is not permitted. 

40. Motivation for the option. Eventually, a 257th TELNET option will be 
needed. This option win extend the option list for another 256 options in a 
manner w.nch is easy to implement. The option is proposed now, rather than 
later (probably much later), in order to reserve the option number (255). 

50. Description of the option. The EXOPL option has five subcommand codes: 
WILL, WON'T, 1X3, DON'T, and SB. They have exactly the same meanings as the 
TELNET commands with the same names, and are used in exactly the same way. 
For consistency, these subcommand codes will have *he same values as the 
TELNET command codes (250-254). Thus, the format for negotiating a specific 
option on the 
it) is: 

"Extended Options List" (once both parties have agreed to use 

EXOPL DO/DON'1/WILL/WON'T/vCption codo IAC SE 

JU 
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Once both sides have agreed to use the specific option specified by <option 
code>, subnegotiation may be required. In this case the format to be used is: 

IAC SB EXOPL SB <option code> <parameters> SE IAC SE 

* U.S. GOVtMMDfT PtlHTINC omcXi     lM4-70J-O*0iiUMJ 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

This report specifies the attachment of an X.25 host to the 
Defense Data Network (DDN). In particular, this report describes 
specific options and features of CCITT Recommendation X.25 U980 
and Federal Information Processing Standard (PIPS) 100/Federal 
Standard (Fed. Std.) 1041 (July 1983) required of a host X.25 
implementation to enable that host to communicate with a DDN X.25 
Interface Message Processor ("IMP", the DDN packet switching 
node). This report, in conjunction with i?IPS 100/Fed. Std. 
1041, should enable DDN host site managers and others planning to 
attach a host by means of X.25, rather than the 1822 interface, 
to determine, first, whether or not the X.25 implementation of 
the host in question is adequate for operation with DDN, and, 
second, what options, parameter settings, etc. must or may be 
selected for operation with DDN. 

This report assumes that the reader is familiar with CCITT 
Recommendation X.25 and FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041. A copy of FIPS 
100/Fed. Std. 1041 is attached as Appendix C of this report. 

In this document, the term "Administration* refers to the 
Defense Communications Agency (DCA Code B610, Washington, D. C. 
20305). 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 X.25 and FIPS 100/Federal Standard 1041 

The CCITT Recommendation X.25 describes the interface 
between host computers (data terminal equipment, or DTEa) and 
data circuit-terminating equipment (DCEs, which e"ect 
communication with remote hosts over computer networks) for hosts 
operatina in the packet mode on public data networks. The X.25 
interface standard is defined as three independent architectural 
levels, following the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 
jference Model. The three levels are: 

Level 1: The PHYSICAL level of the connection. The 
physical, electrical, functional, and 
procedural  characteristics  to  activate, 

• As used in this report,  "1822 interface" refers to the 
interface specified in Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. (BBN) Report 
No. 1822, "Specification for the Interconnection of a Host and an 
IMP," revision of December 1981. 
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Level 2: 

Level 3: 

maintain,  and deactivate    the    physical 
between the DTE and the DCE. 

link 

The LINK level of the connection. The link 
access procedure for data interchange across 
the link between the DTE and the DCE. 

The PACXET level of the connection. The 
packet format and control procedures for the 
exchange of packets containing control 
information and user data between the DTE and 
the DCE, and between the DTE and a remote 
DTE. 

CCITT Recommendation X.25 contains many options and 
implementation choices. FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041, which specifies 
the general use of X.25 for the Federal Government, defines some 
of the choices left open in X.25. This document describes the 
X.25 interface to a particular network, DDN. Thus in several 
areas where X.25 allows a choice, a single choice appropriate for 
DDN is specified; in areas which X.25 *••*•• «"W1*1;*' 
addressing in particular, conventions are specified that are 
consistent with the overall architecture of DDN and the 
interoperability goals described below. The effect of this 
approach is to make DDN service available to hosts in a way that 
requires no changes to a host DTE implementation that is 
compliant with FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041 and CCITT Recommendation 
X.25. By implementing extensions described in this 
specification, a host will be able to take advantage of 
additional DDN features required in military networks, such as 
precedence and logical addressing. 

The reader is referred to CCITT Recommendation X.25 and to 
FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041 for detailed information not provided in 
the body of this document. 

1.1.2 X.25-to-X.25 and X.25-to-1822 Interoperability 

A key goal of the DDN X.25 implementation is 
in«.frnP»r»hnifcy among all DDN subscribers. That is, effective 
communication should be possible, not only between subscribers 
attached to the DDN using identical vendor-supplied X.25 
implementations, but between subscribers using different X.25 
implementations, and between a subscriber using an X.25 interface 
to the DDN and a subscriber using an 1822 interface to the DDN. 
Achieving this goal of interoperability requires that all DDN 
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X.25 subscribers conform to this interface specification and 
implement the DoD standard higher level protocols. True 
interoperability among DDN hosts requires, in particular, 
implementation of the DoD standard protocols TCP (Transmission 
Control Protocol) and IP (Internet Protocol), as well as the 
higher-level protocols which implement DDN standard services, 
when such services are provided by the host: the Telnet Protocol 
for character-oriented terminal support, the File Transfer 
Protocol (FTP) for file movement between hosts, and the Simple 
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) for communication between 
electronic mail service hosts. 

The DDN X.25 DCE offers two types of service to X.25 DTEs: 

1. DDN Standard X.25 Service, which, when used in 
conjunction with DoD standard protocols, provides 
interoperable communication between an X.25 DTE 
and other DDN hosts that also implement the DoD 
standard protocols, whether they are connected to 
DDN via the 1822 interface or via the X.25 
interface; 

and 

2. DDN Basic X.25 Service, which provides 
communication only between an X.25 DTE and other 
DDN X.25 DTEs implementing compatible higher-level 
protocols, 

Section 2.1.2.1 of this report describes the conventions to 
be used by a DTE to specify the type of service desired for each 
X.25 virtual call. All DDN X.25 DTEs will be required to develop 
and initiate a plan to use the DoD standard protocol architecture 
and DDN standard X.25 service. 

Use of DDN basic X.25 service imposes some restrictions on 
the nature of the network communications service that a host can 
obtain. These restrictions are discussed in Appendix A, Section 
A-4. 
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1.2 Compliance 

1.2.1 Compliance With CCITT X.25 and FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041 

The DDN X.25 Interface Specification is compliant with CCITT 
Recommendation X.25 and PIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041. The DDN X.25 
DCE supports all facilities specified as E (essential) by FIPS 
100/Fed. Std. 1041, and moat facilities specified as A 
(additional). The additional facilities not supported are: 

(i)  datagrams and associated facilities, 
and 

(ii) bilateral closed user groups. 

In that FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041 describes features for a 
DCE, DDN X.25 DTEs may support any or all facilities specified as 
either E or A by FIPS 100/Fed Std. 1041. However, DDN X.25 DTEs 
must not use the facilities identified above that are not 
supported by the DDN X.25 DCE. 

1.2.2 DTE Compliance With This Specification 

This document specifies several areas in which the DDN X.25 
DCE is capable of operating in several modes. For example, 
Section 2.4 lists a number of signaling rates supported by the 
DCE. In such cases, a DDN X.25 DTE must implement at least one 
of the options listed (or the set of options required of a DTE by 
FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041) but need not implement all of the 
octions listed (unless required by FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041). 
Determining the adequacy of the options supported by a DTE vendor 
for meeting a DDN subscriber's requirements is the responsibility 
of the subscriber. 

In addition to the CCITT X.25 and FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041 
requirements described in Section 1.2.1 above, DDN X.25 DTEs may 
wish to take advantage of additional DnN-specific features that 
are compatible extensions to the public standards. 
Implementation of a DDN-specific feature by a host is required 
only if the host wishes to take advantage of the service or 
information provided by the feature. For example, a host that 
wishes to establish calls only at the default precedence level 
assigned to it need not implement the precedence facility 
described in Section 2.1.2.2. However, a host that wishes to 
have flexibility in the precedence of the calls it establishes 
lust implement this facility. 
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Any deficiencies with respect to this specification in a 
vendor-supplied X.25 DTE implementation contemplated for use with 
the DDN X.25 DCE should be rectified so as to attain compliance 
with this specification. Proper operation with DDN of an X.25 
DTE that is not compliant with this specification cannot be 
guaranteed and should not be attempted. To this end, a test 
program is available through the Administration. 

fc 

? 

fc 

1/ 
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I     INTERFACE SPECIFICATION 

2.1 Call Establishment Conventions 

This section specifies  DDN 
conventions. 

X.25  call  establishment 

2.1.1 Addressing 

DDN addresses are assigned to subscriber DTEs by the 
Administration. Two basic forms of address are provided: 
physical addresses, which correspond to the node number and DCE 
port number of the node to which the DTE is connected, and 
locical addresses, which are mapped transparently by DCE software 
into a corresponding physical network address. Each DTE is 
assigned one physical address, and may be assigned one or more 
logical addresses. All DDN addresses are either twelve or 
fourteen BCD (binary-coded decimal) digits in length. A calling 
DTE need not determine whether a given address is a physical or 
logical address, in order to establish a call to that address. 

2.1.1.1 Address Formats and Fields 

DDN addresses have the following format: 

2222 F DDDDDDD {SS) 

The various fields of the address are presented in Table 2.1 and 
are explained below. 

Length 
Meaning (BCD digits) Field 

z:zz 

F 

DDDDDDD 

(SS) 

Reserved (must be zero) 4 

Flag 1 

DDN Host Identifier 7 

Sub-address (optional) 0 or 2 

TOTAL 12 or 14 

Table 2.1 DDN X.25 Address Fields 
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DTE implementors are cautioned that use of this mechanism in 
accepting calls to a DTE»s logical address (See Appendix A, 
Section A-3.3) can result in confusion on the part of the calling 
DTE and is not advised. 

2.1.2 DDN-Specific Facilities 

Two DDN-specific features are requested by means of 
•private" or non-CCITT facilities in CALL REQUEST and CALL 
ACCEPTED packets. If either or both of these facilities are 
requested in a CALL REQUEST or CAi-L ACCEPTED packet, they must 
follow all CCITT X.25 facilities and must be preceded by a single 
facility marker, two octets of zero. 

2.1.2.1 Type of Service Selection 

The DDN X.25 provides two types of service» DDN basic X.25 
service and DON standard X.25 service. DDN standard X.25 service 
provides only local DTE to local DCE support of the X.25 
connection. Data is carried via the network to its destination 
(using protocols internal to the network), where it is delivered 
using the access protocol of the destination host (i.e., either 
1822 or DDN standard X.25 service). This access method is 
oriented towards DDN X.25 hosts using the DoD standard TCP/IP 
higher level protocols. No X.25 procedures change when using DDN 
standard X.25 service; however, the significance of the 
procedures changes (see Appendix A, Section A-3.2). There is no 
end-to-end X.25-level acknowledgement or guarantee of delivery of 
data packets with DDN standard X.25 service; reliability of DDN 
standard X.25 service is provided instead by the use of a 
reliable transport protocol. 

DDN basic X.25 service provides end-to-end call management 
with significance as described in CCITT Recommendation X.25 and 
FIPS 100/Ped. Std. 1041. This access method is oriented towards 
hosts that have existing higher level protocol implementations 
that require reliable packet delivery at the network level. 

Selection of DDN standard or DDN basic X.25 service mus; be 
made on a call-by-call basis by the DDN X.25 DTE at the time of 
call setup. To specify DON standard X.25 service, a DTE must 
include in the CALL REQUEST packet a facility two octets long, 
coded as follows: 

00000100 00000001 
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2.1.1.1.1 Reserved 

The Reserved field corresponds to the DNIC field generally 
used in public data networks. Pending assignment of a DDW DNIC, 
this field must be zero. 

2.1.1.1.2 Flag 

The Flag field is used to differentiate physical and logical 
addressing. The value zero indicates physical addressing, while 
the value one indicates logical addressing. A value of nine is 
used in the setup of calls to enable and disable logical 
addresses; see Appendix A, Section A-3.3.1. 

2.1.1.1.3 DDN Host Identifier 

The DDN Host Identifier is a seven-digit *ddress, either 
logical or physical, assigned to a subscriber DTE by the DDN 
Administration. 

2.1.1.1.4 Sub-Address 

The Sub-Address may be used by a DTE for any purpose. It is 
carried across the network without modification. Its presence is 
optional. 

2.1.1.2 Supplying Missing Address Information 

The DDN X.25 DCE incorporates a mechanism to supply 
•missing" address information in CALL REQUEST and CALL ACCEPTED 
packets received from an attached DTE. This mechanism is useful 
in wTE software testing and physical address determination. 

If a DTE sends a CALL REQUEST packet with no calling address 
field, the local DCE will insert the physical calling DDK Host 
Identifier with no subaddress field. If a DTE sends a CALL 
REQUEST or CALL ACCEPTED packet with either or both calling or 
called addresses that contain F « zero and DDDDDDD * *•">; the 
local DCE wiU replace the DDN Host Identifier field (DDDODDD) 
with the physical address of the DTE. 
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If this facility is not specified, DON basic X.25 service will be 
provided. 

2.1.2.2 Call Precedence 

The precedence of a call is negotiated by an X.25 DTE 
means of a facility two octets long, coded as: 

00001000 000000XX 

by 

where XX is the precedence, fro» 0 (lowest precedence) to 3 
(highest precedence). U this facility is not used, the call 
will be established at the subscriber's default precedence. 

A DTE is not permitted to establish a call at a precedence 
level higher than that authorised for that DTE by the 
Administration. An attempt to do so will result in tne DDN X.25 
DCE returning to the DTE a CLEAR INDICATION packet with clearing 
cause 00001001, "Out of order,* with diagnostic code 194, 
"Requested precedence too high." 

Calls of a lower precedence may be cleared by a DCE if DCE 
or other network resources are required, or if access to the 
local or remote DTE is required (for a call of ?J?her 
precedence). In this event, • CLEAR INDICATION packet will be 
sent with the clearing cause 00000101, "Network congestion, and 
with a diagnostic code specifying the reason for *ht p««ption. 
The diagnostic codes employed for this purpose are 192, Cleared 
due to higher precedence call at local DCE,*.•»«}«; "?Jtlr!* 
due to higher precedence call at remote DCE." Simila «*♦ « 
attempt to establish a call may be unsuccessful if network 
resources are engaged in calls of higher priority than that 
requested. In this case, a CLEAR INDICATION packet will be sent 
with the clearing cause 00001001, "Out of order," and with either 
diagnostic code 192 or 193, as appropriate. 

The diagnostic codes described in the preceding paragraphs 
are DDN-specifie diagnostic codes? additional information about 
these codes may be found in Appendix A, Section V3.1. 
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2,1.3 Protocol Identification 

X.25 DTEs employing the DoD standard TCP/IP protocol 
architecture must indicate this by means of the call u»«r aa^a 
field of the CALL REQUEST packet. The first octet of this field 
must be set to 11001100 to identify the DoD standard protocol 
architecture. 

Indication of the use of the DoD ^andard protocol 
archittcture is independent of th• Ml«ctlon of DDN standardor 
DDN basic X.25 service by means of the facility specified in 
Section 2.1.2.1 above. Therefore, a host employing the DoD 
standard protocol architecture and using DDN standard X.25 
service mist include both the DDN standard X.25 service facility 
aad the call user data DoD standard protocol identification in 
its CALL REQUEST packet. 

A DTE using a protocol architecture other than the standard 
DoD protocol architecture is free to use sny call user data 
protocol identification recognized by the DTEs with which it 
wishes to communicate. Identification of protocol "thlttcturts 
other than the DoD standard archittcture is not standardised or 
enforced by the Administration. Subscribers are cautioned, 
therefore, that conflicts among various vendor-assigned protocol 
identifications may arise. 

2.1.4 Logical Channel Assignment 

The assignment of logical channels by the DON X.25 DCE 
follows the requirements and guidelines of TIPS 100/Fed. Std. 
1041 and Annex A of CCITT X.25. Within the guidelines of CCITT 
X.25 Annex A, the range of logical channel numbers assigned to 
permanent virtual circuits, incoming, two-way, and outgoing 
virtual calls for DDN DCEs is configured for each DTS attached to 
a DCE by the Administration. 

DDN X.25 DTEs must follow tha logical channel selection 
requirements of riPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041. 

The number of locical channels available to a DTE is 
dependent upon the configuration of the DCE to which the DTE is 
attached, and upon the dynamic requirements placed upon othtr 
DCEs that share the same DON packet switching node. 
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2.2 Packet Level Procedures 

DDN X.25 packet level procedures are as »ft«*"** *HfM"?f 
100/Fed. Std. 1041 and CCITT X.25. The following additional 
information is provided: 

1. The maximum window size that may be negotiated is 
seven• 

fe 2. Modulo 128 packet level sequence numbering is not 
|£ supported. 

3. Maximum packet sizes of 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 
and 1024 octets may be negotiated. 

4. The DDN X.25 DCE uses additional packet level 
diagnostic codes, specified in Appendix A, Table 
A-i. DDN X.25 DTEs may, but are not required to, 
make use of the information conveyed by these 
codes. 

5. The Qualifier bit (0-bit) is passed transparently 
by the DDN X.25 DCE in DDN basic X.25 service. 
DTEs using DDN basic X.25 service may use the 0- 
bit in any way that is consistent with FXPS 
100/Fed. Std. 1041. 

6. The DDN X.25 DCE implements the <*iaanostic P«cket. 
It is sent under conditions specified in Annex D 
of CCITT X.25. The DTE is not required to act on 
the information provided in diagnostic packets. 

■ 7. DTEs using DDN standard X.25 service must restrict 
fc; the maximum number of daXA bit* in a «omplete 
L*. packet sequence to be no more than 8056.  mis 
K ensures that the data from a packet sequence 
k transmitted by an X.25 host will fit within the 
K maximum 1822 message length limit upon delivery to 
b an 1622 host. This restriction is necessary as 
P existing 1822 host implementations are not re- 

quired to accept message? longer than 8063 bits. 

* DTEs using DDN standard X.25 service will generally be 
E transmuting Internet Protocol datagrams, the length of which, by 
I convention, does not approach this "»It.  T*trt*or«' **•• • i 
L protocol other than the Internet Protocol if used with DON M standard X.25 service, this is a technical restriction chat will 

have no practical impact upon the design of DTL software. See 
Appendix A» Section A-3.2. v. 

if* ■V, 
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DON X.25 DTE« connecting to DDN through an X.25 
Internet Private Lint Inttrfact (IPLI) muat reduce 
tht maximum complete packet sequence length by an 
additional 256 bit« to allow for IPLI overhead. 

2.3 Link Level Procedures 

DDN X.25 link level procedures are as specified by JXW 
100/Fed. Std. 1041 and CCITT X.25. This section presents 
additional information. 

2.3.1 Link Level Parameters and Options 

1. The default value of K, the maximum number of 
sequentially numbered I frames that the DCE will 
have outstanding (unacknowledged) at any given 
time, is seven, h DDN X.25 DCE may be configured 
on a per-DTE basis to provide optional values of % 
from one to six. 

2. The default velue of N2, the maximum number of 
transmissions and retransmissions of a frame 
following the expiration of the Tl timer* is 
twenty. This value can be changed to any value 
from one to 200 as a DCE configuration parameter 
on a per-DTE basis. 

3. The optional 32-bit FCS is not supported. 

2.3.2 Timer Tl and Parameter T2 

The period of the timer Tl used by the DDN X.25 DCE reflects 
assumptions about the processing speed of the DTE. The DCE 
essumes that parameter T2, the response latency of the DTE to a 
frame from the DCE, is no greater than 1/2 second. Likewise, the 
DCE guarantees that its parameter T2, the latency in responding 
to frames Crom the DTE, is 1/2 second for signaling rates of 
19.2 Xb/s or slower, and 1/4 second tor faster links. 

A lower bound for timer Tl may be computed to be 4X ♦ T2, 
based on the assumptions that: 

* the link propagation ti»e is negligible. 
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* the worst-case frame transmission time is X, 

* timer Tl is started when a frame is scheduled for 
output , 

* each frame is scheduled just as transmission of 
the previous frame starts, 

* frames are not aborted, and 

* each frame and its predecessor are of maximum 
length Ml » 8248 bits (see Section 2.3.3 below). 

As an example, for a signaling rate of 9.6 Kb/s, this 
yields X - .86 sec. If T2 is .5 sec, the total time for the DTE 
to respond in the worst case should be 3.9 seconds. In fact, the 
DCE uses a Tl timer value of 4 seconds for a link speed of 9.6 
Kb/s. 

In no case does the DCE use a value for Tl smaller than 3 
seconds. This means that, for faster links, the DTE s T2 
parameter may be lengthened beciuse the X term in the above 
formula is smaller! For links of 19.2 Kb/s or faster, DTEs are 
expected to satisfy latency requirements that allow the DCE to 
use the formula 4X + T2 (DTE) < 3 seconds - Tl (DCE). 

The DTE may choose any value for Tl that is compatible with 
the DCE's T2 parameter values. The value of Tl used by the DTE 
may always be set longer than the formula indicates, with the 
result that recovery from certain types of link errors will be 
slower. However, the DCE's parameter T2 cannot be reduced, so 
the formula should be viewed as yielding a lower bound on the 
DTE's Tl timer. 

a 

2.3.3 Maximum I Frame Size 

The maximum number Nl of bits in an I Frame is 8248, 
accommodating a data packet with up to 1024 data octets. The 
derivation of this number is shown in Table 2.2. 

DTEs using DDN standard X.25 service must observe the 
restriction on the number of data bits in a complete packet: 
sequence given in Section 2.2 above. 
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Field    Name 

Address 
Control 
General Format Identifier 
Logical Channel Number 
Packet Type 
User Data 
Frame Check Sequence 

TOTAL 

X.25 No* of 
Level Bits 

2 8 
2 8 
3 4 
3 12 
3 8 
3 8192 (max) 
2 16 

8248 (max) 

Table 2.2 Derivation of Maximum I Frame Size 

2.4 Physical Level Specifications 

The DDN X.25 ohysical level specification is in conformance 
with FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041 and CCITT X.25. This section 
presents additional information. 

A DDN X.25 DTE may either be collocated with its DCE or may 
be connected to it via an access line. In all cases the DTE 
presents a physical DTE interface; the DDN will supply the 
matching DCE interface. DDN X.25 service offers four physical 
level interfaces: RS-232-C (CCITT V.28), RS-449, both balanced 
and unbalanced (CCITT V.ll and V.10, respectively; also MIL-188- 
114 balanced and unbalanced), and CCITT V.35. Appendix B of this 
document describes in detail the choices of physical interface 
available to the DDN subscriber and the specifications for each 
type of interface. Table 2.3, below, summarizes the physical 
interfaces available at each data rate supported by the DDN X.<s5 
DCE, and indicates which interfaces are recommended at each 
signaling rate. 

A DDN X.25 DTE may implement any or all of the signaling 
rates shown. At each signaling rate implemented, the DTE must 
offer at least one of the physical interface options listed as 
"R" (recommended) or "A" (available) for that rate in Table 2.3. 
Implementors are encouraged to offer the widest variety of 
signaling rates and physical interfaces practical to maximize 
the ease of use of their equipment in DDK. 

-14- 
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Phvsical Signaling Rate  in Kb/s 
Interface 1.2    2,4    4.8    9.6 14.4    48      50      56 64       100 

RS-232-C 

RS-449 unbal. 
(and equiv.) 

RS-449 balanced 
(and equiv.) 

CCITT V.35 

R        R 

A A 

R 

A 

R 

A 

A 

R 

A 

A 

A 

R 

A 

R 

Legend 

R * Recommended 
A * Available 
- « Not available 

(Taken from Appendix B, Table B-4 

Table 2.3 DDN X.25 Physical Signaling Rates and Interfaces 

-15- 
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APPENDIX A: DDN X.25 Implementation Details 

A-l Introduction 

This Appendix serves three purposes. *i"tt it Pf0VJd!| 
information concerning the planned evolution of DJ)N x-" 
capabilities. Second, it provides information on the ua& of 
ceitain DDN X.25 futures and facilities at a greater level of 
detail than is appropriate for inclusion in the body of the DON 
X 25 Interface Specification. Specifications for the use of DDN 
X.2S features and facilities given in this Appendix are nrnnrtatorv 
on the part of DDN X.25 DTEs that wish to make use of these 
features and facilities. Finally, this Appendix presents a 
HUmission of the limitations on the use of DDN services that 
will be encountered by hosts using only DDN basic X.25 service. 

A-2 Operational Features of DDN X.25 DCE Releases 

The capabilities of the DDN X.25 DCE will evolve over time 
from an initial set of capabilities to the full capabilities o; 
this DDN X.25 Interface Specification. This section describes 
release-dependent featurS of the DDN X.25 DCE. *»Pl««^ors 
should note that not all optional facilities of the specification 
will initially be available for use by DTEs. 

Releases of new DCE capabilities will be compatible with DTE 
hardware and software implementations that meet the full DDN X.25 
Interface Specification* 

A-2.1 Initial Feature Support 

The initial release of the DDN X.25 DCE will •upport flow 
control parameter negotiation and fast select. In addition, the 
DDN X.25 DCE may be configured by the DDN Administration to 
provide non-standard default window and packet sizes as described 
in CCITT X.25 Sections 7.1.2 and 7.2.1. The call precedence and 
type of service selection facilities will be accepted, but not 
•cted upon, by the network. Only DDN basic X.25 service will be 
supported. Planned future DCE releases will support all 
facilities specified in FIPS 100/Federal Standard 1041 with the 
exception of those "additional" facilities that are listed in 
Section i.2.1 of this document. 
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A detailed schedule of DDN X.25 DCE releases and the 
capabilities of each release will be supplied in a separate 
document. 

A-2.2 Exception-Handling Procedures 

Certain of the exception- or error-handling procedures of 
the initial release of the DDN x.25 DCE differ in detail from the 
procedures specified in FTPS 100/Pederal Standard 1041. These 
differences are described below. A later release of the DDN x.25 
DCE will bring these procedures into conformance. In the 
interim, the variances in these procedures will not preclude 
satisfactory operation between the DCE and a DTE, provided the 
DTE operates in accordance with FIPS 100/Federal Standard 1041. 

A-2.2.1 Non-Octet-Aligned Data 

Data packets received by the DDN X.25 DCE that are not 
aligned on an octet boundary are discarded at the link level. 
They are not passed to the DCE packet level, and no packet level 
diagnostic code is returned to the DTE. 

A-2.2.2 RESTART REQUEST Packet 

The DDN X.25 DCE will not discard, but will instead act 
upon, a RESTART REQUEST packet that 

(i)  is too long (unless it exceeds the maximum frame 
size for the link level), 

or 

(ii) contains a non-zero cause field. 

A-2.2.3 RESET REQUEST Packet 

The DDN X.25 DCE will not discard, but will instead act 
upon, a RESET REQUEST packet that contains a non-zero reset cause 
field. 

A-2 
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A-2.2.4 CLEAR REQUEST Packet 

The DDN X.25 DCE will not discard, but will instead act 
upon, a CLEAR REQUEST packet that contains a non-zero clearing 
cause field. 

A-2.3 Virtual Circuit Resource Availability 

In its current implementation, the DDN X.25 packet switching 
node is capable of supporting a minimum of one hundred 
simultaneous virtual circuits. As was discussed in Section 
2.1.4, resources of the node are shared dynamically among the 
DCEs attached to the node. Therefore, no explicit guarantees are 
made of the number of simultaneous virtual circuits that can be 
made by a single DTE. Depending upon the configuration of the 
node, the number of simultaneous circuits supported by the node 
can be significantly greater than one hundred. 

A-3 Detailed Features and Facilities Specifications 

Thii  section  provides  detailed  specifications   and 
descriptions of use for certain DDN X.25 features and facilities. 

A-3.1 Additional Diagnostic Codes 

•Fh* DDN X.25 DCE it capable of providing  additional 
information*^* DTE. in 'RESTAST, ^"'^JS^af' Ire 
DIAGNOSTIC packets by mean« of diagnostic codes that are 
extensions to the set of diagnostic codes given in Annex E of 
CCITT Recommendation X.25. These codes are taken from the set of 
codes "reserved for network specific diagnostic information, and 
are thus not in conflict with code assignments made in Annex E. 
The values of these codes, and their meanings, are given in Table 
A-l below. 
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Code 
Value Meaning 

128 IMP is unavailable. The packet-forwarding 
mechanisms of the network are unavailable to the 
DCS.  Sent in RESET, CLEAR and RESTART packets. 

130 Link level came up. Sent in RESTART and RESET 
packets. 

131 Link level went down at remote DTE. Sent in CLEAR 
and RESET packets. 

132 Remote DTE restarted. Sent in CLEAR and RESET 
packets. 

133 Local resources not available for call 
establishment. The local DCS has too few 
resources to establish another call. Sent in 
CLEAR and DIAGNOSTIC packets. 

134 Remote resources not available for call 
establishment. The remote DCS has too few 
resources to establish another call. Sent in 
CLEAR packets. 

136 Remote host dead. The link to the remote DTE is 
down. Sent in CLEAR and RESET packets. 

137 Remote IMP dead. The IMP to which the remote DTE 
is attached is down. Sent in CLEAR and RESET 
packets. 

138 Logical subnetwork access barred. The remote DTE 
cannot be reached because of a communities-of- 
intereat prohibition. Sent in CLEAR and RESET 
packets. 

139 Connection lost. An eternal error has occurred 
at either the remote or the local DCS which has 
made their virtual circuit data structures 
inconsistent. Sent in CLEAR and RESET packets* 

140 Response lost. A response from the remote DCE 
failed to arrive within a reasonable time. Sent 
in CLEAR and RESET packets. 
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A-3.2 X.25 IP Interoperability Considerations 

When DDN standard X.25 service is requested at call 
establishment (as described in Section 2.1.2.1), the call is in 
effect established between the DTE and a local X.25 entity. This 
entity subsequently extracts the IP datagrams from the X.25 data 
packets for transmission through the DDN Internet. This approach 
requires that certain conventions be followed: 

1. IP datagrams are to be sent as X.25 complete 
packet sequences. That is, datagrams begin on 
packet boundaries and the N ("more data") bit is 
used for datagrams that are larger than one 
packet. Only one IP datagram is to be sent per 
X.25 complete packet sequence. 

2. By convention, the maximum IP datagram size is 576 
octets. This packet size can most efficiently be 
accommodated by negotiating an X.25 maximum packet 
size of 1024; alternatively, a DTE may use an X.25 
complete packet sequence to transmit an IP 
datagram. 

3. Because the X.25 connection is in effect 
terminated locally, the D and Q bits have no 
significance and should be set to zero. 

4. The precedence bits of the IP type-of-service 
field are to be mapped into X.25 precedence bits 
(see Section 2.1.2.2) as specified in Table A-2. 

IP Precedence X.25 Precedence 

000 
001 
010 

011 - 111 

00 
01 
10 
11 

Table A-2. I? Precedence to X.25 Precedence Mapping 
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141 Calling logical address not enabled  or  not 
authorized. Sent in CLEAR packets. 

142 Calling logical name incorrect for this DTE. Sent 
in CLEAR packets. 

143 Called logical name net authorized. Sent in CLEAR 
packets. 

144 Called logical name not enabled. Sent in CLEAR 
packets. 

145 Called logical name has no enabled OTEs. Sent in 
CLEAR packets. 

146 Use of logical addresses invalid in this network. 
Sent in CLEAR packets. 

147 Declared logical name now in effect. Sent in 
CLEAR packets. 

148 Declared logical name was already in effect. Sent 
in CLEAR packets. 

149 Declared logical name is now disabled. Sent in 
CLEAR packets. 

150 Declared logical name was already disabled. Sent 
in CLEAR packets. 

151 Incoming calls barred. Sent in CLEAR packets. 

152 Outgoing calls barred. Sent in CLEAR packets. 

192 Cleared due to higher precedence call at local 
DCS. Sent in CLEAR packets. 

193 Cleared due to higher precedence call at remote 
DCE, Sent in CLEAR packets. 

194 Requested precedence too high. The DTE is not- 
authorized to establish a call at the requested 
precedence level* Sent in CLEAR packets. 

Table A-l. Additional Packet Level Diagnostic Codes 
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A-3.3 The DDN Logical Addressing Facility 

The DDN logical addressing facility allows references to 
hosts by either their physical network address or by one or more 
location-independent log ical addresses, and allows hosts to 
exercise partial control over the logical address(es) by which 
they can be referenced. Implementation of DDN logical addressing 
by a host is optional. 

The DDN Administration will assign seven-digit logical 
addresses, and will maintain a logical addressing data base. The 
host is then responsible for notifying the network ( «nabling ) 
of the "names" (logical addresses), if any, by which it wishes to 
be known. It cannot receive calls addressed to * ne*e or 

originate calls under that name unless it has enabled that name. 
It also cannot enable a name that is not authorised for that 
physical address. Names can also be enabled automatically by the 
network, under the control of the Administration. 

A-3.3.1 Logical Addresses 

Logical addressing is invoked when a called fddress is 
supplied to the IHP with the flag digit F - one. The logical 
address consists of seven BCD digits. This name is mapped by the 
logical addressing facility into a DDN physical network address. 
The logical name need not be unique for the physical address, nor 
is the physical address necessarily unique for the name. 

A-3.3.2 Enabling and Disabling Logical Addresses 

To enable and disable logical addresses, the DDN X.25 host 
must send declarative CALL REQUEST packets to the DCE using a 
called address with the format; 

till  F DDDDDDD (SS) 

where the address fields are as described in Section 2.1.1. The 
Flag F must be set to nine, the DON Host Identifier field 
specifies the logical address under consideration, and the 
subaddress field, which must be present, specifies the type of 
transaction. Declarative calls are cleared immediately by the 
local DCE. 
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If SS is zero, the logical name is enabled in normai mode; 
that is, that physical port will accept incoming calls to that 
name, and allow outgoing calls from that name. If SS is one, the 
logical name is disabled. If SS is two, the logical address is 
enabled in reverse translation mode) in this mode, the called 
address field of incoming call packets will be translated into a 
physical address (i.e., an address containing a flag f - J), If 
it was given by the calling DTE (X.25 host), as a logical address 
(i.e., containing a flag P » 1). 

Whenever a DTE comes up, or restarts, the logical names for 
that OTE are returned to their default state, which may be either 
enabled or disabled, as configured by the DDN Administration. 

A-4 Limitations of DDN Basic X.25 Service 

The Defense Data Network is an Internetwork environment. 
That is, DDN as a whole is made up of a number of constituent 
oacket switching networks that are interconnected via gateways. 
Communication across gateways requires the use of the *»*«»et 
Protocol, which, for a host accessing DDN using X.25, rfiuires 
that the host implement the DoD standard protocol «rchitecture 
and employ DDN standard X.25 service. In addition, a classified 
host is attached to a DDN constituent network of lower 
classification by means of an Internet Private tine Interface 
(IPLI). IPLls, which themselves contain gateways, also require 
the use of the Internet Protocol; moreover, they do not, as 
currently designed, offer an X.25 host interface. These 
attributes of the DDN Internet have two implications for users of 
DDN basic X.25 service: 

1. DDN hosts that do not implement IP and higher- 
level DDN protocols, and which use only DON basic 
X.25 service, cannot communicate across gateways. 
Their network communication is therefore 
restricted to a single DDN constituent network. 

2. X.25 hosts cannot be provided classified service 
on a constituent network of lower classification. 
Should X.2S host access be developed for the IPLI 
in the future, classified network access will be 
made available to hosts using DDN standard *,25 
service only. 
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A-S Derivation of DDN X.25 Addresses 

All DON hosts Art assigned addresses by the Administration. 
The address of a DON host may be obtained from the Network 
Information Center (NIC), represented as an ASCII text string in 
what is called "host table format." This section describes the 
proceas by which DON X.25 addresses in the format described in 
Section 2.1.1 may be derived from addresses in NIC host table 
format. 

A NIC host table address consists of the ASCII text string 
representations of four decimal numbers separated by periods, 
corresponding to the four octets of a thirty-two bit Internet 
address. The four decimal numbers ace referred to in this 
section as V, "h", "1", and mim. Thus, a host table *<*dress 
may be represented as •n.h.l.i*. Each of these four numbers will 
have either one, two, or three decimal digits and will never have 
a value greater than 255. for example, in the host table address 
•10.2.0.124", n»10, h-2, 1-0, and i»124. To convert a host table 
address to a DON X.25 addressi 

1. If h < €4, the host table address 
the DON X.25 physical address 

2112 r IIIBB22 {$$) 

corresponds to 

here: 

2222 • 

r • o 

in 

HH 

0000 
as required in Section 2.1.1.1.1; 

because the address is a physical 
address; 

is a three decimal digit 
representation of mim,  right-adjusted 
and padded with leading seros if 
required; 

is a two decimal digit representation 
of *h", right:-adjuated and padded 
with leading seros if required; 

22 - 00 

k 1 
FT 

and 

i$S)        is optical, as described in Section 
2.1.1.1«* 

Iv 

t> 
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2. 

In the example given *fcove# the host table address 
10,2.0.124 corresponds to tne DDN X.25 physical 
address 000001240200. 

If h > 64 or h ■ 64, the host table address 
corresponds to the DON X.25 logical address 

ZZZZ P ÄSRRRZZ (SS) 

where: 

ZZZ2 ■ 

p • 1 

RRRRR 

0000 
as required in Section 2.1.1.1.1* 

because the address Is a logical 
address; 

is a five decimal digit 
representation of the result "r" of 
the calculation 

r « h • 256 * i 

(note that the decimal representation 
of "r* will always require five 
digits); 

ZZ * 00 

(SS) 

and 

is optionalt as described in Section 
2.1.1.1.4. 

Thus, the host table address 10.13.0.207 
corresponds to the DDK X.25 logical address 
000012145500. 

In both cases» the -n" and mlm 

address are not used. 
fields of the host table 

A-10 
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APPENDIX E:  DDN Synchronous Level 1 Specification 

B-l Introduction 

A host may connect to the Defense Data Network at *5e. X*2£ 
level using the asynchronous bit serial protocol described in 3BN 
Report No. 1822 as either a local host (LH) or a distant host 
(DH). A host may also connect to the DDN by means oj a 

synchronous bit serial protocol at the link level, using either 
the method described in BBN Report No. 1822, HDH, or the DDN X.25 
interface. Neither LH nor DH is recommended for new 
implementations. 

This section describes the functional, electrical, and 
mechanical connection (the level 1 connection) that is riqairea 
when either an HDH or an X.25 host is connected to the DDN. 
Hosts connecting to the DDN via HDH or X.25 require a synchronous 
modem connection or the equivalent, which will be supplied as 
part of the DDN service. The host will present the DTE interface 
while the DDN-provided equipment will present the DCE interface. 

A long-term goal of the DDN is for all level 1 connections 
to be accomplished with the MIL-188-114 balanced interface. Its 
general equivalents are EIA RS-449/422, CCITT V.ll, and Fed. Std. 
1031/1020. The DDN cannot implement this at present due to the 
limited availability of commercial vendor hardware. In order to 
facilitate future DDN compatibility, all new system acquisitions 
should specify MIL-188-114 balanced as a required interface, in 
additior to an alternate interface. The s«1*^100 °f*n 

alternate interface should not preclude utilization of the MIL- 
188-114 balanced interface when it becomes supportable. 

to*' ■ AM 

B-2 Supported Interfaces 

DDN presently supports four synchronous level 1 interfaces, 
They are: 

1. EIA RS-232-C, CCITT V.28 & V.24? 

2. MIL-188-114 balanced, EIA RS-449*422, CCITT V.ll, 
Fed. Std. 1031/1020? 

3. MIL-188-114 unbalanced,  EIA RS-4494423,  CCITT 
V.10, Fed. Std. 1031/1030? and 
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4«  CCITTV.35. 

Table B-l is a dictionary of terms that relates the CCITT 
signal ID to the ElA signal ID and to the more commca 
abbreviations. Table B-2 identifies signals as either required, 
optional, or not used. 

Figure B-l and Table B«3 identify typical DTE connections to 
the DDN. The required subscriber services will dictate which 
scheme is selected for a particular DTE. 

Table B-4 relates required speed of service to interface 
type. 

Together, these tables and figures serve as a guide to level 
1 interface selection. From these, most systems will be able to 
identify the most appropriate interface. However, this 
information is not all-inclusive. Other interface arrangements 
may be possible; contact your DDN representative for assistance 
as required. 

Demarcation Point 
(mating connectors) 

DTE  DCE 

 1 t —(1) Modem 

1^.—--— ] [——(2) Modem 

HOST 

RS-232-C 

V.35 

}__.._] [ (3) LDM      RS-232-C, MIL-188-114 

I—— j [— (4) Null Modem Cable 

I j [ (5) SME 
I 
I ) t (6) DCS 

-I 
 j [ (7) DES 

._, ] [ (8) KG 

 j [ (9) XPLX 

Cable plus clock source 

MIL-188-114 

RS-232-C, RS-449, V.3S 

MIL-188-114 balanced 

MIL-188-114 balanced 

Figure B-l. Typical Level 1 Connection Schemes 
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EIA CCITT ABBREV 
ID ID NAHE 
-—— —mmmm 

AA 101 FG 
AB 102 SG 
SC 102a — 
RC 102b — 
BA 103 TD 
BB 104 RD 
CA 105 RTS 
CB 106 CTS 
CC 107 DSR 
CD 108.2 DTR 
CF 109 DCD 
CG 110 SQ 
CH 111 — 
CI 112 — 
DA 113 ETC 
DB 114 TC 
DD 115 RC 
— 116 — 
««• 117 — 

SBA 113 STD 
SBB 119 SRD 
SCA 120 SRS 
SCB 121 SCS 
SCF 122 SCD 
SCG 123 SSQ 
— 124 — 

CE 125 RI 
•• 126 — 
.. 127 — 
-- 128 — 
— 129 RR 
-- 130 — 
mm 131 — 
—. 132 — 
-- 133 RTR 
-- 134 — 
— 136 — 
n... 140 RL 
»• 141 LL 
— 142 

191 
TM 

-- 192 — 

NAME 

Frame (Chassis/Protective) Ground 
Signal/Supply Common 
RS-449 DTE Common 
RS-449 DCE Common 
Transmit Data 
Receive Data 
Request to Send 
Clear to Send 
Data Set Ready 
Data Terminal Ready 
Data Carrier Detect 
Signal Quality 
Signal Rate Selector to DCE 
Signal Rate Selector to DTE 
External Transmit Clock 
Transmit Clock 
Receive Clock 
Select Standby 
Standby Indicator 
Secondary Transmit Data 
Secondary Receive Data 
Secondary Request to Send 
Secondary Clear to Send 
Secondary Carrier Detect 
Secondary Signal Quality 
Select Frequency Group 
Ringing Indicator 
Select Transmit Frequency 
Select Receive Frequency 
External Receive Clock 
Request to Receive 
Secondary Transmit Tone 
Receive Character Timing 
Return to Non-Data Mode 
Ready to Receive 
Received Data Present 
New Signal 
Remote Loopback 
Local Loopback 
Test Status Monitor 
Transmit Voice Answer 
Receive Voice Answer 

Table B-l. EIA and CCITT Interchange Circuits 
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Required:  101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108.2, 
109, 113, 114, and 115 

Optional: 110, 125, 140, 141, and 142 
(These may be required IAW future DON 
developmental it is strongly recommended 
that these at least be available for 
implementation upon requirement) 

Not used: 111, 112, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 
123, 124, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 
133, 134, 136, 191, and 192 

Table B-2. Signal Selection by CCITT Interchange Circuit Number 
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(8) KG       KG devices are ü. S. Government encryption 
devices under strict NSA control. The 
requirement for security and KG devices requires 
the selection of the MIL-188-114 balanced 
interfaces 

(9) Internet Private Line Interface 1 ' IPLI devices are security level community of 
interest isolation devices. The requirement for 
IPLI service requires the selection of the MIL- 
188-114 balanced interface. 

Motes And CflttaiJ&L&fclflJlfl 

1. Interface (2), Modem, 48Kb/s is generally only 
available 0-C0NÜ5. 

2. MIL-188-114 balanced is deemed equivalent *? as*4*9, 
with RS-422, the difference being that MIL-188-114 is 
more tolerant of noise on signal common and more 
tolerant of common mode noise. 

3. MIL-188-114 unbalanced is deemed equivalent to RS-449 
with RS-423. In most cases where MIL-188-114 balanced 
is specified, MIL-188-114 unbalanced is also available, 
but it is not recommended. 

4. There are system enhancements under long term 
development for use in the DDN which may request 
additional control leads beyond those listed as 
required. The implementation of these enhancements 
will not limit operational capabilities but may impact 
the ability of the Network Monitoring Center to assist 
with host and host access line diagnosis. These 
enhancements may request signals from the optional 
category. 

Table B-3. Typical Level 1 Connection Schemes 
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Scheme (From 
Fig. B-l) 

(1) Moden 

(2) Moden 

Explanation 

RS-232 at speeds of 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 or 
14400 b/s over long haul leased voice grade 
telephone facilities 

CCITT V.35 at speeds of 48, 50, 56, 64 Kb/s over 
leased group (37KHz) grade facilities or in CONUS 
the Digital Data Service facilities. 

>.>• 
•• 

KJ 

l 

I 

(3) Linited Distance Moden 
LDM generally available at 9600 b/s and below in 
an RS-232 version. Other types are available for 
all speeds. 

(4) Null Moden A Null Moden is a length of cable with the signal 
leads crossed so as to present a DCE interface. 
To be used in local connection schenes where 
either the DTE or the DCE has a clocking source 
capability. All four supported level 1 
interfaces are available. If DTE clock and DCE 
clock are both available, DTE clock will be 
preferred. 

[5} Synchronous Moden Elininator 
SME is a length of cable with a hardware device 
interjected. The device allows convenient 
crossing of signals so as to present a DCE 
interface. The device also provides clocking 
when neither the DTE nor the DCE has such 
capability. All four supported level 1 
interfaces are available. 

VS 

A 

(6) DCS Microwave 
DCS is generally a nilitary nicrowave systen 
which provides the MIL-188-114 balanced or 
unbalanced interfaces. It inplies a speed of 50 
Rbps and is usually found O-CONUS. Selection of 
this schene requires selection of (4) or (5). 

(7) Data Encryption Standard 
DES is a commercial encryption device used by the 
DoD as a privacy device. DES is available with 
either RS-232, V.35, or RS-449/422. 

v 
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MILITARY STANDARDS:     X.25 

Signaling Rate in Kb/s 

Interface 1.2    2.4    4.8    9.6  14.4    48      50      56      64 

RS-232-C 

KIL-188-114 
unbal. (6 equiv.) 

R        R        R 

A        A        A 

R 

A 

MIL-188-114 A 
bal.   (t equiv.) 

CCITT V.35 

R* 

A* A 

R 

A 

A 

A 

R 

A 

R 

Ld&flft&d 

R « Recommended 
A * Available 
• - Not available 
* - Only available using modems 

** • Only available using a local cable 
connection 

Table B-4. Interface Type by Service Speed 
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DDN PROTOCOL HANDBOOK - VOLUME ONE 1985 

brev Pin No. BZA ID Signal Source 

FG 1 AA DTE/DCE 
TD 2 BA DTE 
RD 3 BB DCS 
RTS 4 CA DTE 
CTS 5 CB DCE 
DSR 6 CC DCS 
SG 7 AB DTE/DCE 
DCD 8 CP DCE 
TC 15 DB DCE 
RC 17 DD DCE 
DTR 20 CD DTE 
ETC 24 DA DTE 
— 18 — ••• 
— 22 — •»•- 
— 25 — — 

Signal Name 

Fcamt Ground 
Transmitted Data 
Received Data 
Request to Send 
Clear to Send 
Data Set Ready 
Signal Ground 
Data Carrier Detect 
Transoit Clock 
Receive Clock 
Data Terminal Ready 
Ext. Transmit Clock 
Wired Spare 
Wired Spare 
Wired Sparc 

Required pins: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 15, 17, 20, 24 
Optional pinet 9, 10, 18, 22, 25 

Hftfcilt 

1. The DTE will present a CANNON DB-25P male connector 
with pinouts as above or equivalent hardware with 
identical pinouts. 

2. The DCE will present a CANNON DB-25S female 
connector or equivalent. 

Table B-5. RS-232-C Interface 
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MILITARY STANDARDS:  X.25 

Signal Name Abbrtv 

Stnd Data SD 
Stnd Timing ST 
Rtctivt Data RD 
Rtqutit to Sand RTS 
Rtctivt Tining RT 
Cltar to Stnd CTS 
Local Loopback LL 
Data Kodt DM 
Terminal Rtady TR 
Rtctivtr Rtady RR 
Rtmott Loopback RL 
Ttrminal Tining TT 
Ttat Modt TM 
Signal Ground SG 
Rtctivt Common RC 
Stnd Common SC 
Wirtd Spart — 
Wirtd Spart — 

Pin Not. EIA ID 

BA 

Signal Source 

4,22 DTE 
DB DCE 

6,24 BB DCE 
7,25 CA DTE 
8,26 DD DCE 
9,27 CB DCE 
10 — DTE 

11,29 cc DCE 
12,30 CD DTE 
13,31 CF DCE 
14 — DTE 

17,35 DA DTE 
18 — DCE 
19 AB DTE/DCE 
20 RC DCE 
37 SC DTE 
1 •MB —•» 

3,21 —. — 

Rtquirtd pinat 4,22) 5,23i 6,24; 7,25» 8,26; 9,27; 
11,29; 12,30; 13,31; 17,35; 19; 20; 37 

Optional pinat 10; 14; 18; 1; 3,21 

1. 

2. 

Tht DTE will prtatnt a CANNON DC-37P malt conntctor 
with pinouta aa abovt or equivalent hardware with 
idtntical frinout. 

Tht DCE will prtatnt a CANNON DC-37S female 
connector or equivalent* 

Table B-6, HIL-188-114 Interface (and equivalent«) 
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brev Pin Noa. EIA ID Signal Source 

FG A AA DTE/DCE 

SG B AB DTE/DCE 
TD P/S BA DTE 
RD R/T BB DCS 
RTS C CA DTE 
CTS D CB DCE 
OSR E CC DCS 
DCD F CF DCE 
LL K — DTE 
ETC Ü/W DA DTE 
TC Y/aa DB DCE 
RC v/x DD DCE 

Signal Name 

Frame Ground 
Signal Ground 
Transmit Data 
Receive Data 
Request to Send 
Clear to Send 
Data Set Ready 
Data Carrier Detect 
Local Loopback 
Ext. Transmit Clock 
Transmit Clock 
Receive Clock 

Required Pinsx Aj B; V/Si  R/T| Cj D> E* F; 0/W; Y/aa; 
V/X 

Optional Pinst R 

1. The DTE will present a Winchester HRA(C)-34D-JTCH-H8 
male connector with pinout as above or equivalent 
hardware with the identical pinout. 

2. The DCE will present a mating female connector. 

Table B~7. V.3S Interface 
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MILITARY STANDARDS:     X.25 

WK PUB 100 

FIPS 

APPENDIX C 

Federal Information 
Processing Standards Publication 100 

Federal Standard 1041 

19*i July 6 

ANNOUNCING THE JOINT STANDARD FOR 

•*»«** 

INTERFACE BETWEEN DATA TERMINAL EQUIPMENT (DTE) 
AND DATA CIRCUIT-TERMINATING EQUIPMENT (DCE) 

FOR OPERATION WITH PACKET-SWITCHED DATA 
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS 

Fttml tofeffW Frocoaof Staodar* Fthlicanoi art dtvttofd tod «aaad hy th. Ntoctal two. of Stoadard. PMi» 
«et*» Huf«) of tht FadmJ Fiootny tod idtwatMran» i Somoti Aa oMWt. - aawodad. NMc U* IM* Of Stot lim 
late**« Offer U7I7 (M FR 12315. dato* Mty 11 Itm and Fan * of TWt IS Coot of Ptdtfy lUfiibooaa <CF*l 

FtdtnJ SMÜJI» ü tat 
TIMM Ftdtftl Staadard» «t 
SOTVOJ ACt Of !♦*•. 01 «■ 

 .., wnm art dtvatootd hy tat Offiet of tht Maaittr. Naooaal Cowwrono» Sywm 
by tht CWml Strvteta Aimmmnnrm porwoM to tht Fadtnl Ftopony tad Admawatmivt 

NOJM of Standet* Interface Between Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) and Data CircuiiTenniaatms 
Equipment (DCE) for Operation with Packet-Switched Data Communications Network». 

Qtatwy of Stander*   Hardware. Data TrmntmmtotL 

rTnlanatlnr Federal automated data processing equipment, services, and telecommunication equipment 
using public packet-switched data communications networks (PSDCN) baaed on the family of CCTTT 
lUeommendaoons derived from X.1 and XJ ihaU employ the interface and protocols specified in this joint 
standard In addition. designers of these internally operated and mamtained Federal networks «mploywg 
paeket^witched technology should consider the use of this interface m appropriate. The joint standard 
provides: 

- A family of physical layer mterfacnv from which a particular mtetfaea may be selcmed; and 
*   A single data halt layer control procedure; and 
- Packet level procedures for virtual calls and permanent virtual ctrcuita» and an optional datagram 

operation. 

The mandatory interface attributes of this joint standard are summarised as follows: 

PHYSICAL LEVEL 

u 

on« or more of the following: RS-232-C X21. RV*49 

Transmission raus: 14.4.1. 9.« 

Interface: on« or mor 

UNK LEVEL; 

Procedure: LAPB 

Parameter IC: 7 

Smallest Nl: 16* Octets 
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Fire PUB wo 

PACKET LEVEL: 

Services: 

Packet types: 

User data field 
length: 

Packet sequence 
numbering: 

D bit procedure: 

X.23 diagnostic 
codes: 

Fast Select: 

Interrupt packet: 

Duplicated faculty 
codas: 

Noe-cero cause field 
of restart request 
packet: 

Maun request too 
long in state rI: 

Virtual call and permanent Virtual circuit 

All bask plus Diagnostic packets. Packet Reject shall not be used. 

Octet-aligned 

Modulo 8 

Supported by ill DCE* DTE need not employ the D bit when sending to 
the OCE. but no DTE shall reject incoming packet with the D bit set to 1 or 
0 as having this bit in error unless it is known by receiver that the sender 
has no D bit capability. 

Use sandard codes whenever they apply; oon-std codes may be used 
for events not listed in XJS within a period of 24 months after the effective 
date of this standard. 

DCEs shall implement fast select; DTE need not employ fast select when 
sending to DCS. but all DTEs with higher level runebosaiiry which 
allows response to fast select must be able to accept incoming fast 
select packet 

Receipt of a DTE interrapt packet before a previous DTE interrupt 
packet has been confirmed is an error condition. 

The last appearing facility code should be treated by the DTE as if it 
were the only appearance of that code. 

LAScaroaa 

LnscarocQ 

This joint standard is intended to enhance uucroperebtliry by specifying certain subsets and other 
cocetramts on Federal use of COTT Recommendation X.23. 

The Government's intent in employing this joint standard is to reduce the coat of acquiring and using 
Federal sutocsotcd data processing equipment» services, and ntnro<nni^ft*#^t*<<iff equipment with 3PSDCN- 
The jomt standard '• also intended to reduce the coat of scqutrtog and uawg Government owned or I 
PSDCN. These goals will be achieved by: 

- Increasing the svaslafale siteraaave sources of supply; 
- Increases*, the reunJtorion of Oovernment resources: and. 
*   Aaauring the required interopersoiBry. 

Acemtag Authority   Secretary of Commerce (Federal Information l^roeessmg Standards). 
Oeneral Services Mminietraririn (Federal Standards). 

Agency:   The National Bureau of Standards and the Office of the Managet. National 
System will jomtly maintain this standard coordinating as necessary with the Gtaeral 

Services Adnuntsvaoon (GSA). 
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MILITARY STANDARDS:     X.25 

Fin pua loo 

Cross ladet: The following ire related standards upon which this FIPS PUB tt based. The inclusion of a 
particular standard on this litt do« not necessarily mean that the standard is applicable in all cases to which 
this RPS PUB applies. _, 

(a) International Standard 2110-1910: Data Communication—2S-Pin DTE/DCE Interface Connector 

and Pin Assignments. __ ,,,- 
(b) International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCHD Rocommcndaooo v.za 

(19W): List of Definitions for Interchange Circuits Sermon Data Terminal Equipment and Dam Ortuit 
Terminating Equipment 

(c) CCTTT Recommendation V.2I (19W): Electrical Omracteristks fat unbalanced Doubt+Curtent 
interchange Circuits* 

(d) Electronics Industries Association (EIA) RS-232-C (W9 August): Interface ****** Dam 
Terminai Equipment and Dam CommunicmmnEqu^ 

(e) International Standard 4902*1910: Dam Communwottou—37~Pin and 9*Pin DTE/DCE Interface 
Connectors and Pin Assignments, 

(0   COTT lUcommendaoon V.tl (X27) mm Ekctrioal Chorocseristiafor tommtd DmmhhCmmm 

Inmrchpng* Circuits for Genorol Urn mm Inm^ 
(I)   EURS422A(1971 June):EloctrumlOuirattomsmofBamnta^ 
(h) FtthH %**»**«* if»QA Q9I0 Jiimrvl: TemmmMumeatmns Electrical Ckamcmnstks of Balanced 

Voltage Digital Interface Circuit! 
(i) CCTTT lUcommendatimi V.J0 QC2Ä) (1910): Ektfruml Omramriam Jar Unbalanced Doubt* 

Curent Interchange OrtuiO for General V* mm Integrated Circuit Equipment in the Fkki of Dm 
Com et unmosmns 

(j)   EU RS423-A (1971 June); Eketrmmi Characteristics of Unbalanced Voltage Digimi inmrfoce 

Circuits. 
(k) Federal Standard 1030A (19» January): T*mnemmunimimnr Ememznl Oumtrnmsks of 

Vnbamntmt Voimgt Digimi Interface Qrcuiss. 
(1) COTT Reaommendation Xllms (1980): UmmhMeDmSofmwhafDomTermmoIEmimm*^ 

wmm* on DammmdMIumrfoemgm Synchrony 
(m)  CCTTT Recommendation V.3a (i960): Ump Tm Demmt for Uadanm 
(a) EU *S-*49 (1977 November): General Purmm i?*Heümn and Mo&mn Interface Barmen Dam 

Terminal Equipmant and Dam CircmhTermimning Equipment 
(o) Federal Standard 1031 (19» June): Temmmmm*&uu (knmud Purpm $7*Pm^ 

Interface Mermen Dam Terminal Equipmant and Dam Circuit Terminating Equipment (taplsmemmg 
mstrecaoos m the form of » Federal Property Managern«* •^gelation have not yet be» «^J^ 
General Services Adnmtistraiioo is considering cancelling FEI^STD 10J1. Furthermore, a Federal 
Information Processing Standard for AOP spptonons cotrespondmg to Federal Standard 1031 has not 
been ao^sd by d*Nat»c^ Buren« of Standards.) 

(p) latcrnaiiKtaJ Standard 490M910: Dam Communication-IS*fin DTE/DCE Interface Connector 
and Pin Assignments 

(q)   EU Industrial Electronics Bulletin No. 12 (1977 November): ^mnowma *»» - imremmoctmn 

(r) Draft International Standard 2393 (1910): Dam ammu*m*mm~34~Pin DTE/DCE Interface 
Connector and Pin Agngnmenoj 

(s)  CCTTT ItecoimnendationV 33 (!9|t^Of^ 
kMs Group Band Circuits. 

(t) CCTTT tscommmrtsrin« X 71 (lfm General Purmme '—f*~ *-— ^ T«mmml Eqmpmeni 
am* Dam Circu*T*rmmom* Equipment &Sp^^ 

(u) CCTTT necommsniJsnnT. V.S (1910): Smudnrdmumn of Dam SkjmdUng Bam far Smdmmous 
Dam Tmmommmm m the General Imtehed Temphone Sermrk 

(v) CCTTT lUcommendaooe V.e (\fm Smndardaamn of Dom-Signalting Bom for Sjmcivonous 
Dam Transmmmn on Leased Telephone Tm* Circuit! 

(w)   Amencan National Standard X3. M97fc Synchronous Signaling Bams for Bom Tmntmatmn 
(i) Federal Information Processing Standard Pnbncauon 22-1 (1977 September): Smchremmu 

Sampling Ram Mermen Dam Terminal and Dam Commumcatmn Equipment (FtPS PUB 221 « identnVd 
also as FEO-STO I013.J 
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TCTW 

(y) Padarai Standard 1013 (1977 Aofutt): Telecommunkationr Synchrenov* Signaling Ram Between 
Dm Terminai Equipment ami Dm Oraät-Terminoting Bqwipmtm UtüÜ^ 4 kHi Orotitt (FEDSW 1013 
is idtntifiad also at FIPS PUB 2M.) 

(x) American Nation! Standard X3.3o.l973: Synchro*** High-Speed Dam Signaling Ram Between 
Dam Terminal Equipment and Dam Communication Equipment 

(aa) Padarai Information Procaasmn Standards Public**» 37 (1975 Jvoay, Synchronem High Sanaa 
Dam Signaling Ram Batman* Dam Terminal Equipment ana Dam Cm^unkatkm Equipment (PIPS PUB 
37 is idantiftod mo as PED^TD 1001.) 

(ab) Fadcral Standard 1001 (1975 June): Tdecommunicatmnr Synchronem Sign-Speed Dam Signaling 
Ram Between Dam Terminal Equipment and Dam Co^m«««rio« £f^p#i€^ (T^I^STD 1001 b id«ml^ 
also as PIPS PUB 37.) 

<ac)   EU R34o*B (1974 January* Sjavfeoiiaw 
(ad) farrarnationai Standard 3309-1979: Dam Cammmnkam* Hlgh-Uni Dam link Control 

Procedure»—Frame Structure. 
(at) Imarnatioaai Standard 4333-1979: Dam Communnjathn—Slgh-Lerel Dam link Control 

Procedure*—Ekment* of Procedure*. 
(a() Addandnm 1 to tatafontional Standard 4333-1979: Dam Ceomankmm—HlfrLqml Dam Link 

Control Procedure» 4Skmmm o/Procedure*. 
(at) Addenda« 2 to IstaraationaJ Standard 4333-1979: Dem Gmmunkamn~Higk~Lerel Dam Link 

Control ProtadnroM  Skwumti ü/Ptvredurm 
(ah) Istsmtionat Standard 4254-1910: Dam Cmmunkmkm Htgn-Leeel Dm Link Control 

Procedure»   Balanced Oast a/ Procedure*. 
(ai) AnMhcna Nasosnl Standard X3.na.1979: Admmced Dam Communicamn Control Procedure* 

(ADCCn 
(aj) Padarai Itfonaaooo Prnrsmmg Standards Pobikatioo 71 (1910 May) as Ptvnad by tht Padaral 

Rtpattr notion 47 PB 23791 catad Jana 1. 1912 and corractad by tna ootkt 47 Fk 25397 dasad Jana 11. 
1912: Admncmt Dam &mmunk*em Control Proadurm (ADCCft (PIPS PUB 71 if totbsncalty ttatiiiint 
with PED4TD 10C3A.) 

(ah) Padarai Infonaaooe rVocasainf Standst« NbUcatioo 7t (1910 Scntanner): Guideline far 
Impmmmmuj Admetad Dm Cctimumkmtion Control Procedum (ADCCH. 

(aft Padarai Standard 100M (1911 Anfunt): Tcmanmmnkatmm Synchronem* BthCnented Dm Link 
Control Proeedmrmi (PEOSTD 1303A is ladmtcafly mannt sat with PIPS PUB 71.) 

(am)   CCTTT RacoamModatoa X23 (1910): Interface Between Dm Tem.iml Equipment (DTE) and 
Dm Oreme-Ttrmmtrng Eouipmmt (DCE) fee Terminal* Operating m the Packet Made on PuoUe Dm 
SmarU 

(aa)   Draft Propoaad lattmionnl Standard 7491: Dem Pmammg-Opon Syuo*i in 
i it iifgfi-« *^-j~* 

(an)   CCTTT Kncommandanoi XI (1990): Inmrmttmnol 'Jeer Gome of Senke m Peotic Dm 

(*»> 
(nq) 

CCTTT 
CCTTT 

>12 U990V- Imtermummai Uter fnalttm m Pue4k Dm Setwark*. 

Obammmm^m y* ^wa    ww    ^emw    anmtnmmmmuntMn^mm^ Toe tachnkal spnetAeaciona of thai joint standard -waJ be 
of all Fadarai ■nioamad data prm anant aoatafliant ftorvtca*. and 

t and PSOCN wbmvtr an mttriaca baaaW on CCTTT lUconMnandaooa X.23 
09101 !*urfece Between Dam Terminal Sampment tDTZl am. Dam OmthTvmmottng Equuwmmt (DCE) 
Jar Termmat Operanng m me Packrt Made on Pome Sefwett*. is raajmrad. JUfrrrad to baft*» as CafT 

. XU KecoauwmndMM» XJti. or 3U3. 

gymmmtm 

Tht {wovwoaa of this jc*t« uaodard »ft efftcttvt J*ly 4. I9t3. Any apnikaOfc «qmnmtnt 
ordarad oa or aftar the affcemt data, or proemtantai action for winch tottetunoa docaaatnu 

by that data, amst conform to tht provisions of thai standard aaltas a «itvtr has beta 
with tht orocaduna dnenbed brio* 
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MILITARY STANDARDS:     X.25 

FIPS PUB 100 

This joint standard shall be reviewed by the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, National 
Bureau of Standards and the Office of the Manager. National Communications System, within five years 
after its effective date. This review shall take into account technological trends and other factors to 
determine if the joint standard should be affirmed, revised, or withdrawn. 

Specifications: This joint standard adopts a subset, identified below, of the International Telegraph and 
Telephone Consultative Committee's Recommendation X.25. 

(a) At the physical level, the provisions of Section 1 of CCITT Recommendation X.25 shall be used. 
As a minimum, networks shall support dedicated circuit access; other typ« of access (e.g., through the 
general switched telephone network) may also be offered. 

CCITT Recommendation X.1 standardizes data signalling rates of 2.4, 4.8, 9.6, and 48 kbits/s for 
packet mode interfaces. At a minimum, networks shall support the synchronous data signalling rates of 2.4, 
4.8. and 9.6 kbits/s full duplex; other speeds (e.g., 19.2 kbits/s) may also be offered. The 48 kbits/s rate need 
not be supported in those locations where it is not available; 56 kbits/s is recommended in its place (see 
American National Standard X3.36-1975 and related documents referenced above). The term "user class of 
service" used in X.25 refers to the data signalling rate of DTE/DCE interface. 

In accordance with CCITT Recommendation X.25. networks shall provide one or more of the 
following interface options: 

i.   CCITT Recommendation X.21; 
ti. E1A RS-232-C which is essentially equivalent to one of the options in CCITT 

Recommendation X.21bis; 
iii.   CCITT Recommendation X.21bis option that is equivalent to RS449 using only the El A 

RS-423 A unbalanced electrical characteristics. 

Interworking between EU RS-232-C on one side of the interface und RS449 on the other side 
is permitted in accordance with EIA Industrial Bectronics Bulletin Number 12. Where interworking with 
RS-232-C equipment is not required the provisions described below employing RS-449 with the RS422A 
electrical characteristics may optionally be employed at signalling rates below 48 kbit/s. 

Networks which support 48 or 56 kbiu 's data signalling rates shall provide one or more of the 
following interface options: 

i.   CCITT Recommendation X.21; 
il   CCITT Recommendation X.21bis option that specifies CCITT Recommendation V.35; or 
iil   CCITT Recommendation X.21bis option that specifies CCITT Recommendation V.36 

which is equivalent to EIA RS-449. 

NOTE: Current study in national and international standards groups may result in the development of 
additional physical interfaces. Each such physical interface will be evaluated for inclusion in this joint 
rjjidard. If there are significant savings, one physical interface may be selected as the future mandatory 
physical interface. 

NOTE:   DTE purchasers and designers should determine which physical interfaceis) is provided by 
the associated DCE(s). 

(b)   Only the LAPB link level procedures shall be used. 

NOTE: These procedures are a subset of those described in FIPS PUB 71 and Federal Standard 
1C03A and correspond to FIPS PUB 78 recommended class B. This subset is identified as follows: 

i.   Link configuration:   two combined stations on a point-to-point link. 
ii Class of procedures: balanced asynchronous (BA) with options two and eight. The RSET 

command shall not be used. (RSET is found in option II of the FIPS PUB 71. RSET is pan of the basic 
repertoire in Federal Standaro !v?)3A; option 11 of Federal Standard 1003 A deletes the RSET command. 
Hot* that RSET is «or pan of CCfTT Recommendation X.25.) 

iii.   Two-way simultaneous operation shall be employed. 
:v. The smallest Ml, (the maximum number of bits in an information frame excluding flags and 

zero bit insertion for transparency), which shall be supported shall be 164 octets (the maximum length of 
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FIPS PUB 100 

fast select call setup packet). If a DTE neither transmits» nor receives for processing by higher level 
functionality fast select packets, an Nl as small as 135 octets may be supported by the DTE. 

v. The address of the combined station provided by the network shall be 10000000; the address 
of the other combined station shall be 11000000; where the left-hand bit is the least significant bit (bit 
number 1) and shall be transmitted first This convention is consistent with the provisions of FIPS 71 and 
Federal Standard 1003A. 

vi. The FCS shall be a 16-bit sequence as indicated in Section 2.2.7. DTE/DCE may also 
employ the 32-bit FCS as indicated in FIPS PUB 71 (revised) and FED-STD 1003A. DTE/DCE equipment 
using the 32-bit FCS shall be able to also operate with the 16-bit FCS. The smallest Nl shall be 166 octets 
when the 32-bit FCS is used. If a DTE neither transmits, nor receives for processing by higher level 
functionality fast select packets, an Nl as small as 137 octets may be supported by the DTE when the 32-bit 
FCS is used. 

NOTE: FIPS PUB 78 provides a detailed discussion of the relative merits of the 16-bit and 32-bit 
FCS. 

vii. The frame reject information field shall be padded with 4 zero bits in bit positions 21 
through 24 of the information field to provide a length of three octets. 

via. It is required that all implementations be capable of operating with K*7; optionally, values 
of 1 to 6 are permissible with modulo 8 operation and values 1 to 127 are permissible with modulo 128 
operation. 

NOTE: DTE purchasers and designers should determine that values of k other than 7 are supported 
by the associated DCE(s). 

(c) The user data field of packets shall be an integral number of octets. If a packet is received which 
shows a user data field not equal to an integral number of octets, the receiving DTE/DCE shall follow the 
packet level procedures for processing a packet type which is too long. A new diagnostic code, "non-octet 
aligned packet," consistent with the Data Communications—X.23 Packet Layer Specification for Data 
Terminal Equipment. ISO DP 8208, November 8, 1982, is recommended as #81 

(d) The reject packet shall sot be used. 
(e) AU DCE restart confirmation, DCE reset confirmation, and DCE clear confirmation packets shall 

be interpreted by the DTE as having local significance only. 
(0 The D-bit snail be implemented by all networks. DTE's need not employ the D-bit procedures 

when transmitting to the network, but no DTE shall reject incoming packets with the D-bit set to I or 0 u 
having this bit in error unless the receiving DTE knows the remote DTE has not implemented the D-bit 
procedure, in this case, the receipt of a D-bit set to 1 may be treated by the receiving DTE as an error 
condition. 

(g) The selection of logical channel number for new virtual calls shall follow the procedures 
suggested in Section 4.1.2 Note 2, Annex A Note 5, and Annex A Note 6, of the CCITT Recommendation 
X.23. 

(h) It is required that all implementations be capable of operating with packet sequence numbering 
modulo 8: optionally, implementations of packet sequence numbering modulo 123 are alsc permitted. 

NOTE: DTE purchasers and designers should determine if the associated DCE(s) support packet 
sequence numbering modulo 128. 

(i) All DTE's and DCE's snail follow the flow control principles outlined in the first swo sentences of 
the first paragraph of Section 4.4.1.3 of CCITT Recommendation X.25. 

(j) The alternative procedure for passing packets containing a P(S) that is out of sequence but within 
the window as described in the third paragraph of Section 4.4.1.3 of CCITT Recommendation X.25 shall 
not be used. 

ik) The second sentence of Section 4.4.1.4 Note 2 shall not apply. This sentence permits networks to 
defer updating the window for data packets with D»0. and sent within the window but before a data 
packet with D* 1. until the network receives a corresponding P(R) for the packet with D « ! 
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(1) The resetting cause field of a reset request packet shall be set to zero. If a reset request is received 
with a non-zero resetting cause field, the packet shall be discarded. The network shall then initiate the 
resetting procedure with the resetting cause field indicating local/remote procedure error. 

(m) The clearing cause field of a clear request packet shall be set to zero. If a clear request packet is 
received with a non-zero clearing cause field, the packet shall be discarded. The network shall then initiate 
the clearing procedure with the clearing cause field indicating local/remote procedure error. 

(n) The restarting cause field of a restart request packet shall be set to zero. If a restart request packet 
is received with a non-zero restart cause field, the restart request packet shall be discarded without further 
action. Optionally, the DCE may generate a diagnostic packet with a recommended diagnostic code #81 
(improper cause code from DTE), which is consistent with the Data Communication—X.25 Packet Layer 
Specification for Data Terminal Equipment, ISO DP 8208, November 8, 1981 

(o) A diagnostic code shall be provided in all clear request, reset request, and restart request packets 
in accordance with the codes listed in Annex E of CCITT Recommendation X.25 whenever they apply; 
non-assigned codings in X.25 may be used for events not listed in X.25 within the period of 24 months after 
the effective date of this standard. Prior to the end of this 24 month period, this standard will be review** 
by NBS to determine whether the standard should be revised to incorporate a different table. After this 
revision, codes not specifically listed shall not be used. 

(p) A generic diagnostic code shall not be used when a more specific diagnostic code is known to be 
applicable. 

(q) The network diagnostic codes shall be used in accordance with the codes listed in Annex E of 
CCITT Recommendation X.25 whenever they apply; non-assigned codings in X.25 may be used for events 
not listed in X.25 within the period of 24 months after the effective date of this standard. Prior to the end of 
this 24 month period, this standard will be reviewed by NBS to determine whether the standard should be 
revised to incorporate a different table. After this revision, network diagnostic codes not specifically listed 
shall not be used. 

(r) The network shall consider the receipt of s DTE interrupt packet before a previous DTE 
interrupt packet has bee? confirmed as an error, and shall execute the error procedure described in Annex 
C Table C-4/X.25 and the corresponding note 2. 

(s) The timeouts and time limits specified in Annex D shall be observed by all DTE and DCE 
equipment. T21 shall not be less than the value given in table D-2/X.25. The preferred actions listed in table 
D-2/X.25 shall be followed. 

(t) When the link level procedures enter the logically disconnected state, the associated packet level 
procedures shall clear all virtual calls and reset all permanent virtual circuits and datagram logical channels. 
When the link level procedures reenter the information transfer state, the associated packet level procedures 
shall execute the restart procedure. The terms "logically disconnected state" and "information transfer 
state" are used as defined in American National Standard X3.66-1979 (referenced above). Link level 
procedures enter the logically disconnected state when a DISC command is sent *nd a UA response is 
received, for example. The link level procedure shall also be considered to be in the logically disconnected 
state after N2 (re)transmissions of SABM or DISC, where N2 is as defined in CCITT Recommendation 
X.25. The logically disconnected state is not assumed after N2 (re)transmissions of other types of frames. 

(u) If a restart request packet is received in state rl which exceeds the maximum permitted length, the 
DCE shall discard the restart request packet without further action. Optionally, the DCE may generate a 
diagnostic packet with diagnostic code #39 (packet too long) 

(v) In the event that a facility code appear* more than once in a facility field, the receiving DTE 
detecting this condition should treat the last appearance of the particular code as if it were the only 
appearance of that code. 

(w) All networks shall supply diagnostic packets when their u*e is suggested in CCITT 
Recommendation X.25. No DTE shall reject diagnostic packets as errors 

(%) In Section 6.5.1. the second paragraph, the last phrase, "and is set to 0 in all other packets", shall 
be interpreted that the Qualifier bit is set to 0 in ill other packets except data packets. For the case of data 
packets« the Qualifier hit i\ set to 0 or I is indicated in Seclirn 4.3.6 of CCITT Recommendation X.25 
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(y) The list öf user facilities for packet-switched data networks, extracted from CCITT 
Recommendation X.2, is given below. These facilities are described in Section 7 of CCITT 
Recommendation X.25. The following further constraints apply: 

i.   Networks shall provide the facilities designated as essential "E" below. 
ii. Networks shall also implement the Fast Select and Fast Select Acceptance facilities to 

facilitate more efficient operation in conveying higher layer protocol information or user data during call 
establishment. DTE's need not employ fast select packets when transmitting to the network, but all DTE's 
associated with the higher level functionality which allows response to a fast select packet must be able to 
accept incoming fast select packets. 

iii.   The packet retransmission facility shall not be used. 
iv. All DTE's which employ any of the facilities labelled as additional "A" below (except Fast 

Select and Fast Select Acceptance) shall also be capable of operating without employing any A facilities 
(except Fast Select and Fast Select Acceptance). 

v. The throughput class value of 48,000 bits/s may be interpreted as 36,000 bits/s in those 
locations where 56,000 bits/s access is used. 

& 
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Facilities of packet-switched data networks: 

User Facility VC PVC DG* 

Optional user facilities assigned 
for an agreed contractual period: 

Extended packet sequence numbering 
(module) 

Non-standard default window sizes 
Non-standard default packet sizes 

16, 32. 64. 256. 512. 1024 
Default throughput class assignment A A A" * 
Flow control parameter negotiation 
Throughput class ntgotation 
Packet retransmission 
Incoming calls barred 
Outgoing calls barred 
One-way logical channel outgoing 
One-way logical channel incoming A - A* , 
Closed user group E - E* | 
Closed user group with outgoing 

access 
Closed user group with incoming 

A A A* 
A A A* 

A A _ 
A A A* 
E - - 
E - - 
A... A"«* A"* 
E - E* 
E - E' 
E - A» 
A - A* 
E - E* 

A - A* 

A - A* 

A - A* 

A _ A* 
A - A» 

A . A* 
A - A* 
A" - - 
- - A8 

. — A* 
_ . E* 
«. . E* 

Incoming calls barred within a 
closed user group 

Outgoing calls barred within a 
closed user group 

Bilateral closed user group 
Bilateral dosed user group with 

outgoing access 
Reverse charging acceptance 
Fast select acceptance A** - j 
Datagram queue length selection* 
Datagram service signal logical 

channel* 
Datigram nondelivery indication* 
Datagram delivery confirmation* 
D-bit modification A A 

Optional user j*ei lit ies requested 
by the DTE on a per call basis 

Closed user group selection E - E* 
Bilateral closed user group selection A - A* 
Reverse charging A - A* 
RPOA selection A A* 
Row control parameter negotiation E 
Fist select A 
Throughput class negotiation E 
Abbreviated address calling FS - A* 
Datagram non-delivery indication - - E* 
Datagram delivery confirmation - - E* 

NOTE:   Detailed explanations of these facilities are provided in CCITT Recommendation X.25. 
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LEGEND: 
E - 
A ■ 
F5    » 

DG 
VC 
PVC 

An essential user facility to be offered by all networks. 
An additional user facility which may be offered by certain networks. 
Fun her study is required. This standard will be modified when this study is complete. 
Not applicable. 
Applicable when the datagram service is being used.* 
Applicable when the virtual call service is being used. 
Applicable when the permanent virtual circuit service is being used. 

• -   The datagram service and its related facilities may be used only when: 
- there is to be a oneway transfer of information which does not require recovery at the network 

layer, and. 
- a response to this transfer of information is not required at the network layer. 

NOTES: 1. At the present time, the transfer of datagram packets across international borders through 
public packet-switching networks is not permitted. 
2. DCE's are not required to provide datagram service. DTE's are not required to generate or accept 
datagrams and datagram-related packets. 

•• - Fast select shall be provided by all DCE's. All DTE's associated with the higher level 
functionality which allows response to a fast select packet must be capable of accepting incoming fast 
select packets, but need not generate fast select packets. 

•■• - The packet retransmission facilities shall not be used. 
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(z) The list of the applicable call progress signals, extracted from CCITT Recommendation X.96, is 
given below. These signal definitions apply to the cause codes specified in CCITT Recommendation X.25. 
The related circumstances giving rise to each call progress signal is also defined in table 1 below. The 
significance of categories indicates broadly the type of action expected of the DTE receiving the signal: 

Category 

A 
B 
ClandC2 

Dl and D2 

Cl and Dl 
C2andD2 

Stgnificanct 

Requested action confirmed by network. 
Call cleared because the procedure is complete. 
Call cleared. The calling DTE should call again soon: the next attempt may be 
successful. However, after a number of unsuccessful call attempts with the same 
response, the cause could be assumed to be in Category Dl or Dl The interval between 
successive attempts and the number of maximum attempts will depend on a number of 
circumstances including: 

- nature of the call progress signal 
- users* traffic pattern 
-tariffs 
- possible regulations by the network provider. 
OR 
Reset The DTE may continue to transmit data 
recognizing that data loss may have occurred. 
Call cleared. The calling DTE should take other action to clarify when the call 
attempt might be successful. 
OR 
Reset (for permanent virtual circuit only). 
The DTE should cease data transmission and take other action as appropriate. 
Due to subscriber condition. 
Due to network condition. 

The sequence of call progress signals in table 1 implies, for Categories C and D, the order of call set-up 
processing by the network. In general, the DTE can assume, on receiving a call progress signal, that no 
condition higher up in the table is present. Network congestion is an exception to this general rule. The 
actual coding of call progress signals does not necessarily reflect this sequence. 

Users and DTE manufacturers are warned to make due allowance to possible later extensions to this table 
by providing appropriate fall-back routines for unexpected signals. 
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TaMs 1 

CtUhrnjrm Definition Cattfory 

Delivery 
confirmation 

The datagram hat been 
accepted by the dcatiaabon DTE. 

A 

Local procedure 
error 

A procedure error caused by the DTE 
is detected by the DCS at the local 
DTE/OCE interface. 

CI 

Network A condition exists in the network a. 
congestion such as: 

Invalid 
raciiity 
request 

RPOAoot 
of order 

Not 

Access barred 

Reverie chargmf 
amrMcacenut 
«utacrawd 

F«M wwet 
acceptance mn 

IncinnrertiMe 
ikiMieaiHw 

Out itfiMilcr 

U 
2) timcorary fault condition within 
the network, including procedure error 
withm a network or an nteroatioaal link. 

Ahcihry requested by the calling 
DTE is detected as invalid by the OCE 
at the local OTE/OCE interface. 
Possible reasons include; 
• request for a facility which has not 
been subscribed to by the DTE: 
• request for a facility which is not 
available in the local network: 
-   rcqoeat for a facility which has not 
been recofmaed as valid by the local OCE. 

The RPOA nosnmeted by the calling DTE is 
unable to forward the calL 

TV called DTE address is 
out of (he numbering plan or net 

I to any DTE. 

D!orD2 

The calling DTE is not permuted 
the conooctton to the called DTE. 
rastHHc moons mctudes 
-   iinamhonied access between «he calling 
DTE and the called DTE; 
•   im omnmihU closed user erctut. 

The called DTE ha» not mem. fi hud 
u» the reverie charging acceptance 
facility. 

The called DTE has not «uhaenhed 
ut the fa* «elect acceptance 
facility 

The renuNc DTE/DCS mierface nr the 
inuMU netwiirk due* mw <tepf*"* J 

function»w facility <vqwru«il teg.. 
the uuiagram wrvtccl- 

The rvmnK' nnmKi *» nut irf %mkr 
ISHMitk tvm*m mciuuV- 

DTI- » 1'iK^ftJW N.n *cml> 
1X1? IWvrtHT; 
Ntiwuri lau« m ikv kval Urn** 
\.i? 1 vwl I me I'tHK-iiiMHme: 
S.if I *r\<i l IHM in itfvtutMn 

D2 

DI 

Dt 

Dl 

DI 

Dl 

rj\ .«r D: 
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Takte 1 (C—d—i) 

CaU Dtfiwtto* Cutfoiy 

Number brny 

DTEohpnatnd 

The called DTE a detected by tht DCE 
a» ensafad on other cail(i). «ad 
thtnfort at aot beug ablt to accept 
tin iacommf call. (In tht ctac of tht 
äatagram •ervicc.the queue at the 
detunanoa DCE it fall.) 

Cl 

Rcmott A procedure error earned by the 
procedure remote DTE n detected by the DCE 
error at the remote DTE/DCE interface. 

Network Network » rmiy to rammt normal 
operational operation after i temporary 

failure or congestion. 

Remote DTE Remote DTE/DCE interface « ready to 
operation»! rename normal operation after a 

temporary failure or out of order 
condition <€,$.. restart at the remote 
DTE/DCE interface- Lorn of data may 
luvt occmTvo. 

The remote DTE has initiated 
a clear, met. or restart procedure. 

Dl 

Cl 

ClorDl 

lorDl 

Wareer* Waiver of this standard is required when an interface based on CCITT Recommendation X.25 
(1980) is to be employed and has either one of the following conditions: 1) The interface has options that 
are not permitted by this standard; 2) The interface does not implement all options mandated by this 
standard. 

Heads of agencies desiring i waiver from the requirements stated in this standard, so as to acquire 
applicable equipment or service not conforming to this standard shall submit • request for waiver to the 
Administrator. General Services Administration, for review and approval. Approval will be granted if, in 
the judgment of the Administrator after consultation with the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for 
Productivity, Technology and innovation, based on all available information including that provided in the 
waiver requests, t major adverse economic or operational impact would occur through conformance with 
this standard. 

A request for waiver shall include t justification for the waiver, including a description and discussion of 
the adverse economic or operational impact that would result from conforming to this standard as 
compered to the alternative for which the waiver is requested. 1CST and NCS will provide technical 
tsstttance, as required, to GSA. 

Where to Obtain Conine: Copies of this publication are for sale by the National Technical Information 
Service. U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield. VA 22161. When ordering, refer to Federal 
Information Processing Standards Publication 100 (F!P$-PUB-100VTederal Standard 1041 (FED-STD 
10«!). and title. When microfiche is desired, this should be specified. Payment may be made by check, 
money order, purchase order, credit card, or deposit account. 

The CCITT X.25 specifications upon which this publication is baaed may also be obtained from NT1S. 
Specify PBSMOT66; the cost ts $50. telephone (703) 4174650. 
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MILITARY STANDARDS:  HFE 

Network Working Group 
Request for Comments: 929 

Joel Lilienkamp (SDC) 
Richard Mandel1 (SDC) 

Michael Padlipsky (Mitre Corp.) 
December 1984 

PROPOSED HOST-FRONT END PROTOCOL 

Status Of This Memo 

Ihe reader should be aware of several things in regard to what the 
present document is up to. First and foremost, IT IS A PROPOSAL FOR 
A STANDARD, NOT A STANDARD ITSELF.  Next, it assumes that the 
separate document, RFC 928, which is an introduction to the present 
document, has been read before it is. Next, it should be understood 
that "final cut" over this version of the document has been exercised 
by the author of RFC 928, not by the primary author of the present 
document, so any readers bothered by style considerations should feel 
free to blame the former, who's used to it, rather than the latter, 
who may well be guiltless.  (Editing at a distance finally become too 
hard to manage, so if I'm typing it myself I'm going to fiddle with 
it myself too, including, but not limited to, sticking my own section 
on the Conceptual Model in before Joel's words start, rather than 
leaving it in the Introduction. MAP) 

Finally, it should be noted that this is not a finished document. 
That is, the intent is eventually to supply appendices for all of the 
protocol offloadings, describing their uses of protocol idiosyncratic 
parameters and even their interpretations of the standard per-command 
parameters, but in order to get what we've got into circulation we 
haven't waited until all such appendices have been written up.  (We 
do have notes on how to handle FTP, e.g., and UDP will be pretty 
straightforward, but getting them ready would have delayed things 
into still another calendar year, which would have been very annoying 
... not to say embarrassing.) For that matter, it's not even a 
finished document with respect to what is here. Not only is it our 
stated intention to revise the protocol based upon implementation 
experience gained from volunteer test implementations, but it's also 
the case that it hasn't proven feasible to iron out all known 
wrinkles in what is being presented. For example, the response codes 
almost certainly need clarification and expansion, and at least one 
of us doesn't think mandatory initial parameters need control flags. 
However, to try too hard for polish would be to stay in subcommittee 
for the better part of forever, so what you see is what we've got, 
but certainly isn't meant to be what you or we are stuck with. 

This RFC suggests a proposed protocol for the ARPA-Internet 
community, and requests discussion and suggestions for improvements. 
Distribution of this memo is unlimited. 
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Conceptual Model 

There are two fundamental motivations for doing outboard processing. 
One is to conserve the Hosts' resources (CPU cycles and memory) in a 
resource sharing intercomputer network, by offloading as much of the 
required networking software from the Hosts to Outboard Processing 
Environments (or "Network Front-Ends") as possible. The other is to 
facilitate procurement of implementations of the various 
intercomputer networking protocols for the several types of Host in 
play in a typical heterogeneous intercomputer network, by employing 
common implementations in the OPE. A third motivation, of basing a 
network security approach on trusted mandatory OPEs, will not be 
dealt with here, but is at least worthy of mention. 

Neither motivation should be allowed to detract from the underlying, 
assumed desire to perform true intercomputer networking, however. 
Therefore, it is further assumed that OPEs will be attached to Hosts 
via a flexible attachment strategy, as described in [1]. That is, at 
the software level an explicit Host-Front End Protocol (H-FP) will be 
employed between Hosts and OPEs, rather than having OPEs emulate 
devices or device controllers already •'known" to Host operating 
systems (in order to avoid introducing new code into the Host). 

For reasons discussed in the Introduction, an H-FP resolves into 
three layers. The Link layer enables the exchange of bits between 
Host and OPE. The Channel layer enables the bit streams to be 
demultiplexed and flow controlled (both the Channel and Link layers 
may use preexisting per-Host mechanizations, it should be recalled) . 
The Command (or "Service Access") layer is our primary concern at 
present. It *mrv*m  as the distributed processing mechanism which 
allows processes on Hosts to manipulate protocol interpreters (Pis) 
in OPEs on their behalf; for convenience, it will be referred to as 
"the H-FP" here.  (It should be noted that the Link and Channel 
layers may be viewed as roughly equivalent to the inboard processing 
investment for a Host-comm subnet processor PI and device driver, so 
in practical terms the savings of resources achieved by outboard 
processing come from making the H-FP "smaller" than the inboard 
implementations of the protocols it allows to be offloaded.) 

The crucial property of the H-F? conceptually is that it stands as 
the interface between a (Host) process and a PI (which is actually 
outboard). Usually, the model is that of a closed subroutine 
interface, although in some cases an interprocess communication 
mechanism model must be appealed to. That is, the Interactions 
between cooperating H-FP Pis in some sense mimic subroutine or IPC 
calls, from the perspective of Host processes calling upon their own 
H-FP Pis. which in turn are of course interfacing via just such 
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mechanisms themselves. Another way of putting it is that "if the 
protocols were inboard," the processes invoking H-FP wouldn't know 
the difference. H-FP, then, may be viewed as a roundabout way of 
letting Host processes "get at" various Pis. 

Naturally, the mechanization of the desired concept cannot be* 
particularly literal. After all, the Hosts and the OPEs are 
different processors, so we're not envisioning a passing through of 
parameters in an exact fashion. However, in broad terms the model is 
just that of a somewhat funny interface between a process and a PI. 
(This should not be construed as ruling out the occurrence of events 
which prompt the OPE to initiate an exchange of commands with the 
Host, though; see the Introduction for more on the topic of 
"Symmetric Begins.") 

Interaction Discipline 

The interaction between the Host and the OPE must be capable of 
providing a suitable interface between processes (or protocol 
interpreters) in the Host and the off-loaded protocol interpreters in 
tlie OPE. This interaction must not, however, burden the Host more 
heavily than would have resulted from supporting the protocols 
inboard, lest the advantage of using an OPE be overridden. 

Channel Level Interaction 

As stated elsewhere, the Channel level protocol (implicitly in 
conjunction with the Link level) provides two major functions. These 
are demultiplexing the traffic from the Link level into distinct data 
streams, and providing flow control between the 'iost and the OPE on a 
per stream basis. These hold even if the Host-OPE attachment is DMA. 

The data streams between the Host and the OPE are bidirectional. In 
this document, the basic unit of data transferred by the Channel 
level is referred to as a "chunk". The primary motivation for this 
terminology is that the H-FP permits the Channel level to be one of 
several possible protocols, each wich its own terminoloqy. For 
example, a chunk on an X.25 Channel would be a packet, while a chunk 
on the DTI H-FP channel would be a message. While the Command level 
is, in a sense, "more efficient" when the chunk size is permitted to 
be large, the flexibility permitted in the choice of protocols at the 
Channel level precludes arty assumptions about the chunk size. 

Each data stream Is fully asynchronous. A Channel protocol user can 
send data at any time, once the channel has been properly opened. 
(The Command level's logic may render some actions meaningless, 
however.) The data transfer service provided by the Channel protocol 
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is reliable; this entails delivery in the correct order, without 
duplication, and checked for bit errors. All retransmission, error 
checking, and duplicate detection is provided oy this protocol in a 
way that is transparent to the user.  (If the attachment is DMA, 
stream identification and chunk length must still be provided for.) 

The flow control at the Channel level is pro/ided to prevent the OPE 
and the Host from overloading each other's resources by excessive 
transmissions. In general, this flow control should not directly 
affect the outboard protocol interpreters' operation. On the other 
had, this flow control has the same effect as explicit interface 
events that provide flow control between the user and the protocol 
interpreter (e.g., the Allocate «vent of the interface specification 
for TCP found in >iIL-STD 1778) . Hence, such events do not need to be 
communicated explicitly at the Command level.  (If the attachment is 
DMA, flow control must still be provided for.) 

Should Hosts require an OPE to be attached via a Link Level that 
furnishes physical demultiplexing (e.g., a crsup of RS232 ports), any 
attempt to avoid furnishing reliability and explicit flow control, is 
done at their peril; we have not chosen to assist suet» an 
enterprise, but neither have we precluded it.  (It would certainly 
violate the spirit of the thing, however.) 

Command Level Interaction 

The approach chosen for this H-FP is to base the interaction or a 
small set of commands, separately applicable to a given Channel Level 
channel. The commands nrm  simple, but sufficiently flexible to permit 
the off-loading of the interpreters of the large number of protocols 
at various level* in the hierarchy. This flexibility is made 
possible in part by the similar nature of the interfaces to most 
protocols, combined with tvt provision of "protocol Idiosyncratic 
parameters". These parsaetors are defined for each offloaded protocol 
interpreter in the OPE. The use of such parameters dees not 
complicate the basic design of the OPE, since it must be customized 
for each off-loaded protocol anyway, and all that is reojUred of the 
Oi»E for those parameters is to pass them to the off-loaded protocol 
Interpreter. Hence, an interface tailored to a particular protocol 
can be ;reated in a straiojhttorward and cost-effective way. 

Tie command dialog Is more or less asynchronous. Commands can be 
Issued at any particular time (except when there Is a pending 
command, which will be discussed below). and there is no need for 
4u8tsy traffic on a channel when no commands are Issued. 

Associated wich each command is a response  The purpose of this 
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response is to indicate, at some level that depends in part on the 
particular protocol interpreter that is offloaded to the OPE, whether 
the command was successfully executed, and if unsuccessful, the 
reason.  Often, generating the response involves interaction with the 
protocol interpreter before a response can be generated. 

When a command is issued, the issuer must wait for a response before 
another command is issued. The nature of the communication between 
the Host and the OPE is thus a lock step command/response dialog. 
There are two major exceptions to this principle, however. One 
exception is the" abrupt form of the End command, which can be issued 
at any time to cancel any previously issued commands, and indicate 
that services are no longer desired. The other exception is the 
Signal command.  Since a Signal is out-of-band and usually of high 
importance, forcing it to wait on a response would be undesirable. 
Hence, a Signal command can be issued while commands (other than 
Signal) are pending. However, a Signal command should not be issued 
before a successful response to the Begin command has been received. 
Since it is possible for more than one command of different types to 
be pending at one time, a mechanism to distinguish responses is 
needed.  Since there are never two commands of the same type pending, 
including the command name in the response is sufficient to make this 
distinction. 

A special case command is the Transmit command. Details of the 
Transmit command are provided in the next section. Essentially, the 
Transmit command is used to invoke the data transfer services of the 
off-loaded protocol (when issued by the Host) or to indicate the 
arrival of new data from the network (when issued by the OPE) . Tne 
nature of specific protocol interfaces for these events varies widely 
between protocols.  Some may block until the data is accepted by the 
remote counterpart (or "peer") protocol interpreter, while others may 
not. Hence, there is a special parameter which indicates the nature 
of the Transmit command interface.  It can either require that the 
response should be generated immediately after determining the 
Transmit command is complete and formed properly, or can indicate 
that the response should not be generated until the appropriate 
interface event is given by the remote protocol interpreter. The 
default action for all Transmit commands can be initialized using the 
Begin command and changed using the Condition command. Also, the 
default action can be temporarily overridden by specifying a 
parameter with the Transmit command. The net result of this mechanism 
is to allow the Host to determine within reason just how lock-stepped 
transmissions are to be.  (It is assumed that the usual case will be 
to transfer the burden of buffering to the OPE by taking immediate 
responses, provided that doing so "makes sense" with the particular 
offloaded protocol in play.) 
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Some protocols provide a block-oriented data transfer service rather 
than a stream-oriented one. With such a service, the data associated 
with a transfer request is viewed as an integral unit. For actual 
network transmission, the protocol may permit these units tc be 
grouped or fragmented. However, the receiving end must deliver the 
data in the original, integral units. Protocols that conform to this 
model include some datagram protocols such as IP and UDP, and also 
some connection protocols such as NBS IP. 

To cater to these types of protocols, .t is a convention that 
commands, their parameters, and any associated data be transferred 
between the Host and the OPE in a single chunk. Any data associated 
with an H-FP command is viewed as an integral unit which is used in 
the corresponding service request given to the outboard protocol 
interpreter or delivered as a complete unit to the process in the 
Host. Operation of stream-oriented protocols such as TCP will not be 
adversely affected by this convention. 

To accommodate Channel protocols that do not provide for arbitrarily 
large chunks, a mechanism at the Command level is required to permit 
the linking of multiple chunks into a single command, in order to 
transfer the burden of buffering as much as possible from the Host to 
the OPE. The facility proposed here would consist of an indication 
at the beginning of each chunk which would distinguish integral 
commands, fragments of a command for which more fragments are yet to 
arrive, and the final fragment of a command. The details of this 
mechanism are discussed in the section on the syntax of commands and 
responses. 

It is a convention for this H-FP that any data associated with a 
command must start on a word boundary (as defined by the local 
system) .  Consequently, there is a need to provide padding within the 
commands. Such padding is used only to fill to the next appropriate 
boundary, and has no semantic significance to the command interpreter 
(i.e., two commands that are identical except for the amount of 
padding should behave identically). The details of this padding are 
discussed in the section on the syntax of commands and responses. 
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Syntax Rules 

At the Command Level, communication between the Host and the OPE 
takes the form of commands and responses. A command is a request for 
some particular action, and the response indicates the success or 
failure of pertorming the requested action. 

All commands and responses are coded in ASCII characters. (Nothing 
precludes OPEs from accepting EBCDIC from Hosts that use it in native 
mode, but chat is not required.) These characters are sent in some 
way convenient for the Host, and the OPE is sufficiently flexible to 
interpret them.  (i.e., OPEs are expected to accommodate Host 
idiosyncracies in regard to such things as use of 7-bit ASCII in a 
9-bit field.) This approach offers several advantages: 

Adaptabilities in most Hosts: Most Hosts have the ability to 
generate and interpret ASCII character streams. Hence, integrating 
H-FP into a Host will not require difficult software. 

Script generation: Generation of test and operational command 
scripts will be simplified, since they will not need to contain 
special characters. 

Terminal Operation:  Using simple command streams simplifies the 
conversion of an OPE tc a generic virtual terminal support machine. 
This is particularly useful during development and testing. 

Testing: Testing will not require special hardware to interpret 
commands and responses. A terminal or data line analyzer would be 
adequate. 

The specific format for the commands and responses will be discussed 
in the sections that follow. In those sections, the quote character 

">,f ( is used to indicate strings. The symbols "< 
angle brackets) are used as meta-characters. 

Syntax of Commands 

and (referred to as 

As alluded to in the section discussing the interaction discipline 
between the Host and the OPE. a function is provided by which a chunk 
can be used to carry either a complete command or a fragment of a 
command. The mechanism chosen to provide this function entails use 
of the first character position in the chunk as a chunk usage 
identifier. The character MCM in the first position indicates a 
chunk containing a single, complete command.  "F" in the first 
position indicates a chunk which is the first part of a multichunk 
command. MM" in the first position indicates the chunk is a middle 
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part (neither the first nor the last chunk) of a command. Finally, 
"L" indicates the chunk is the last chunk of a multi-chunk command. 
Hence, the following sequences of chunks (the letter corresponds to 
the chunk usage identifier in each chunk, and the angle brackets 
enclose a chunk) are legal: 

<C> 
<F><L> 
<F><M><M><L> 

while the following are not legal: 

<L> 
<M><L> 
<F><C> 

Tactics for handling multiple chunks with regard to OPE buffering 
limits are left to the ingenuity of OPE builders. The spirit is to 
take as much as you can, in order to relieve the Host of the 
necessity of buffering itself. 

A command always begins immediately following the indicator 
character, with possible intervening spaces. This implies a chunk 
can contain at most one complete command. The end of the command 
(not including the data) is signified by a newline (denoted as <nl> 
In this document) that does not appear inside a quoted string (see 
below) . The *nd of the data is designated by the end of the last 
chunk. 

Commands take the form of an ASCII string. The command identifier is 
the first word of the chunk. It consists of at least the first two 
letters of the command, in either upper or lower case (e.g., the 
sequences "BE", "Be", "bE", and "be1' all identify the Begin command). 
Additional letters of the command name can be included if desired to 
aid readability of the command stream. 

Following the command identifier is a list of parameters. These 
parameters are also represented as ASCII strings, although the 
specific format will depend on the particular parameter. The data to 
be transmitted is not considered a control parameter, however, and 
need not be ASCII data. 

Parameters are separated by one or more spaces. Tabs, newiines. and 
other white space are not legal parameter separators. 

r     Parameter strings may be quoted, usin$ the character <">. Any 
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characters between the <"> characters are a part of the parameter, 
including spaces and newlines. The character <"> that is part of the 
parameter is represented inside a quoted string as <"">. 

The order in which the parameters appear within the command is 
significant to their interpretation by the Host and by the OPE. 
Optional parameters may be skipped by using the characters ",,M to 
indicate a NULL parameter. Such a NULL parameter takes its default 
value. Alternatively, each parameter has a MULTICS/UNIX style 
Control Argument/Flag associated with it that can be used to identify 
the parameter, without placing NULL parameters for each parameter 
skipped. This flag consists of one or two ASCII characters, and 
either upper or lower case may be used. For example, if the fourth 
parameter of a command had a flag of "-p" and the user wished the 
first three parameters to be null, he could use: 

command • p value 

k. 

or 

command -P value 

instead of 

command ,, ,, ,, value 

if it were more convenient for the Host to do so. Flagged parameters 
must still appear in the correct sequence within the command, 
however. 

There may be data associated with some of the commands. Any such 
data is placed into the chunk following all the parameters and the 
unquoted newline. Padding can be provided by placing spaces between 
the end of the final parameter string and the newline, so that data 
begins on a word boundary. The OPE will always pad to a host word 
boundary. Padding by hosts is optional. 

Syntax of Responses 

Responses are actually just a special form of a command.  It is 
anticipated that all responses would fit into a single channel chunk, 
although the mechanisms described for multichunk commands can 
certainly be used in responses. The ASCII string used to uniquely 
identify the response command is MRE" ("Re'\ "rE", and "re" are also 
permitted). 

After the response command identifier is the original command 
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identifier, so the response can be associated with the proper 
command.  Following this identifier is a three ASCII digit response 
code, a set of protocol idiosyncratic parameters, and a textual 
message. The protocol idiosyncratic parameters are used to transfer 
interface information between the Host and the OPE, and may not be 
needed when off-loading some protocol interpreters. The textual 
message is intended for human interpretation of the response codes, 
and is not required by the protocol. The three digits uniquely 
identify the semantics of the response, at least within the context 
of a particular command and particular outboarded protocol 
interpreter. 

Responses are numerically grouped by the type of information they 
convey. The first digit identifies this group, and the last two 
digits further qualify the reply. The following list illustrates 
this grouping. 

OXX Successful: The command was executed successfully. The 
response code may contain further information. 

1XX Conditional Success: The command was executed successfully, 
but not exactly according to the service and flow control 
suggestions.  If those suggestions were particularly important 
to the requester, he may wish to issue an End command. The 
response code contains information on what suggestion or 
suggestions could not be followed. 

2XX Command Level Error: An error at the command level has 
occurred. This could include requesting services of a 
protocol not supported, or a problem in the way those services 
were requested. This level does not include problems v-ith the 
syntax of the command or its parameters. 

3XX Syntax and Parameter Errors: An error in the syntax of the 
command or a problem with one of its parameters has occurred. 
A problem with a parameter may be other than syntactical, such 
as illegal address. 

4XX Off-loaded Protocol Interpreter Problems:  Some problem with 
the particular off-loaded protocol has occurred. 

5XX Local OPE Internal Problems: Problems, such as insufficient 
OPE resources, or problems with OPE to subnet interface. 

6XX Security Problem: Some problem with Host, network, or OVE 
security has occurred. The response code indicates th* 
problem. 
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7XX Reserved for Future Expansion 

8XX Reserved for Future Expansion 

9XX Protocol Idiosyncratic Errors:  Some error occurred that is 
idiosyncratic to the particular off-loaded protocol being 
used. The response code indicates the error. 

Description of the Commands 

As stated above, communication between the Host and the OPE at the 
Command Level is accomplished using commands and responses. Commands 
may be Issued by either the Host or the OPE, and are used to 
stimulate activity in the other entity. Some commands may only have a 
meaningful interpretation in one direction, however. A response 
indicates that the activity started by the command was completed, and 
a code indicates success or failure of the command, and perhaps other 
information related to the command as well. 

Associated with each command is a set of parameters. The order in 
which the parameters appear is significant to the correct operation 
of t*Ae protocols. More information on the syntax of command 
parameters can be found in the syntax descriptions. 

The commands are: 

- Begin: initiate communication between a process in the Host and 
an off-loaded protocol interpreter in the OPE.  (A Channel level 
stream/connection will typically have been opened as a prior step. 
All other commands, except No-op, apply to a stream on which a 
successful Begin has been done.) 

- Transmit: transmit data between a process in the Host and an 
*ff'loaded protocol interpreter in the OPE. 

- Signal: cause an out-of-band signal to be sent by the 
off-loaded protocol interpreter to its peer, or indicate the 
arrival of such a signal from the remote side. 

- Condition; alter the off-loaded protocol interpreter's 
operational characteristics. 

- Status: transfer status requests or information between a 
process in the Host and an off-loaded protocol interpreter in the 
OPE. 
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- End: indicate that services from the off-loaded protocol 
interpreter are no longer required, or will no longer be provided. 

- No-op: performs no operation, but facilitates testing. 

These commands will be discussed in the following sections. Each of 
these sections includes a discussion of the purpose of the command, a 
description of each of the parameters used with the command, a list 
of responses for the command, an example of the command, and a set of 
notes for the implementor.  (An appendix will eventually be furnished 
for each protocol offloading, showing the use of its protocol 
Idiosyncratic parameters as veil as of the general parameters on a 
per-command basis. Initially, only representative off loadings will 
be treated in appendices, with others to be added after the protocol 
gains acceptance.) 

Begin 

Purpose of the Begin Command 

The purpose of a Begin command is to initiate communication 
between the Host and the OPE on a particular stream or channel 
(the channel is opened as a separate step, of course) . The 
interpretation of the command is somewhat dependent upon 
whether it was issued by the Host of the OPE. 

- If the command was issued by the Host, it means some process 
in the Host is requesting services of a protocol that was 
off-loaded to the OPE. The user request results in the 
establishment of a channel connection between the Host and the 
OPE, and a Begin command to the Command interpreter in the OPE. 

- If the command was issued by the OPE, it means some protocol 
interpreter in the OPE has data for some process in the Host 
which is not currently known by the OPE. An example would be 
an incoming UDP datagram on a new port, or if no Begin for UDP 
had been issued at all by the Host.  (An incoming TCP 
connection request could be handled by a response to the user's 
Passive Open request, which had previously caused a Begin 
request from the Host; an incoming TCP connection request to a 
port on which no Listen had been issued  uld cause an OPE 
generated Begin, however.) 

As indicated earlier, any particular Host &  not required to 
support two-way Begins. 
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Parameters of the Begin Command 

The Begin command has several parameters associated with it. 
These parameters contain information needed by the offloaded 
protocol to provide an adequate level of network service. This 
information includes protocol, source and destination 
addresses, and also type of service and flow control advice. 
These parameters are discussed in detail below. 

Protocol 

The protocol parameter identifies that off-loaded protocol in 
the OPE to which Begin is directed, or which issued the Begin 
to the Host. For example, if the user wished to utilize TCP 
services, and the TCP software was off-loaded into the OPE, 
then the Protocol parameter for the Begin command would be TCP. 

There are two categories of protocol parameters -- generic and 
specific. A generic parameter identifies a type of protocol 
service required, but does not identify the actual protocol. 
Use of generic protocols allows a Host process to obtain 
network services without specific knowledge of what protocol is 
being used; this could be appropriate for use in situations 
where no specific aspect(s) of a specific protocol is/are 
required. For example, the user may select a generic 
Host-to-Host connection protocol, and (at some point in the 
future) may actually receive services from either TCP or the 
NBS Transport Protocol, depending on the network (or even the 
foreign Host) in question. A specific protocol parameter 
identifies some particular protocol, e.g., TCP, whose use is 
required for the given channel. 

The valid entries for the protocol field include: 

Generic  Specific Comment 

Datagram Internetwork Protocol 
Connection Transport/Host-Host Protocol 
Datagram Transport/Host-Host Protocol 
Virtual Terminal (Telnet) Protocol 
File Transfer Protocol 
Mail Transfer Protocol 
Proriraate Net Interface Protocol 

(Note that the final line is meant to allow for a process In an 
QPE'd Host's getting at the PI of the Network Interface 
Protocol for whatever the proximate network is. Of course, so 

CIP IP 
HHP TCP 
GOP UDP 
VTP TEL 
CFP FTP 
MAIL SMIP 
PROX PROX 
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doing only makes sense In specialized contexts. We conceive of 
the desirability of "pumping bits at a peripheral" on a LAN, 
thouojh, and don't want to preclude it, even if it would be 
impossible on many LAN's to deal with the problem of 
distinguishing traffic coming back on the LAN in this "raw" 
mode from normal, IP traffic.  Indeed, in some contexts it is 
likely that administrative considerations would preclude 
avoidance of IP even if technical considerations allowed it, 
but it's still the case that "the protocol" should provide a 
hook for going directly to the L I protocol in play.) 

There is no default value for this parameter. If it is not 
present, the Begin command is in error. The control flag for 
this parameter is -pr. 

Active/Passive 

The Active/Passive parameter indicates whether the issuer of 
the Begin command desires to be the Active or Passive user of 
the protocol. This parameter is particularly relevant to 
connection-oriented protocols such as TCP, where the user may 
actively pursue connection establishment, or else may passively 
wait for the remote entity to actively establish the 
connection; it also allows some process to establish itself as 
the Host "fielder" of incoming traffic for a connectionless 
protocol such as IP. 

Active is requested using the single character "A". Passive is 
indicated using the character "P". The default value of this 
parameter is "A". Also, when the OPE Issues the Begin command, 
the value must be "A". The control flag for this parameter Is 
~ep. 

Foreign Address Primary Component 

The addressing structure supported by H-FP is two level. Each 
address has two components, the primary and the secondary. The 
exact interpretation of these two components is protocol 
specific, but some generalities do apply. The primary 
component of the address identifies where the protocol is to 
deliver the information. The secondary component identifies 
which recipient at that location is to receive the Information. 
For example, the TCP primary adores» component is the Host's 
Internet Address, while the secondary address component is the 
TCP port. Similarly. IP's primary address component is the 
Host's Internet Address, and the secondary address component is 
the IP ULP field. Some protocols provide only a single level 
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of addressing, or the secondary level can be deduced from some 
other information (e.g.. Telnet).  In these cases, only the 
primary component is used. To cater to such cases, the 
secondary component parameter comes later in the parameter 
list. 

The Foreign Address Primary Component parameter contains the 
primary component of the destination address.  It may be in 
either a numeric or symbolic form.  (Note that this allows for 
the OPE to exercise a Name Server typo of protocol if 
appropriate, as well as freeing the Host from the necessity of 
maintaining an in-board name to address table.) The default 
value for this parameter, although it only makes sense for 
Passive Begins, is "Any Host". The control flag for this 
parameter is -fp. 

Mediation Level 

The mediation level parameter is an indication of the role the 
Host wishes the OPE to play in the operation of the protocol. 
The extreme ranges of this mediation would be the case where 
the Host wished to remain completely unlnvolved, and the case 
where the Hcst wished to make every possible decision. The 
specific interpretation of this parameter is dependent upon the 
particular off-loaded protocol. 

The concept of mediation level can best be clarified by means 
of example. A full inboard implementation of the Telnet 
protocol places several responsibilities on the Host. These 
responsibilities include negotiation and provision of protocol 
options, translation between local and network character codes 
and formats, and monitoring the well-known socket for incoming 
connection requests. The mediation level Indicates whether 
these responsibilities are assigned to the Host or to the OPE 
when the Telnet implementation is outboard.  If no OPE 
mediation is selected, the Hcst Is Involved with all 
negotiation of the Telnet options, and all format conversions. 
With full OPE mediation, all option negotiation and all format 
conversions are performed by the OPE. An intermediate level of 
mediation might have ordinary option negotiation, format 
conversion, and socket monitoring done in the OPE. while 
options not laiown to the OPE are handled by the Host. 

The parameter is represented with a single ASCII digit. The 
value 9 represents full OPE mediation, and the value 0 
represents no OPE mediation. Other values may be defined for 
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some protocols (e.g.. the intermediate mediation level 
discussed above for Telnet). The default value for this 
parameter is 9. the control flag for this parameter is -m. 

Transmit Response Discipline 

The Transmit Response Discipline parameter is used to set the 
desired action on the OPE's part for generating responses to 
Transmit commands. Essentially the parameter determines when 
the OPE's response to the transmit command occurs (i.e.. 
immediately or delayed) . 

The Transmit Response Discipline value is represented by a 
single ASCII character. The character "N" is used for 
nonblocking Transmit commands, which implies that responses for 
Transmit commands should be generated as soon as the command 
has been examined for correctness (i.e., that the syntax is 
good and the parameters appear reasonable).  In other words, 
the outboard protocol Interpreter has the data In its queue, 
but hasn't necessarily transmitted it to the net. The 
character "B" is used for blocking Transmit commands, which 
requests that the response not be generated until the protocol 
interpreter has successfully transmitted the data (unless, of 
course, the Transmit command was badly formed). The default 
value for this parameter is "N", or a nonblocking Transmit 
command. The control flag for this parameter is -tr. 
(Depending on the protocol in play, ''successfully transmitted" 
miojit well imply that an acknowledgment of some sort has been 
received from the foreign Host, but for other protocols it 
miojit only mean that the given collection of bits has been 
passed from the OPE to the proximate net.) 

Foreign Address Secondary Component 

The addressing mechanisms supported by ttus level of H-FP are 
discussed above. The Foreign Address Secondary Component 
parameter contains the value of the destination address's 
secondary component. Some protocols do not retire this 
parameter, or can obtain it from other information. Therefore, 
the default value for this parameter *s NULL. A NULL secondary 
component miojit be an error for some protocols, however. The 
secondary component can be expressed either numerically or 
symbolically. The control flag for this parameter Is -fs. 
(Note that it is Intended to be "legal" to specify a Secondary 
Component other than the Mel 1-Known Socket for the protocol in 
play; in such cases, the result should be that the virtualizing 
of the given protocol be applied to the stream, in the 
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expectation that that's what the other side is expecting, this 
is to cater to, for example, a Terminal-Terminal protccol that 
merely "does Telnet" to a socket other than the usual Logger.) 

Local Address Secondary Component 

The Local Address Secondary Component parameter contains the 
value of the local address's secondary component.  (The primary 
component is assumed to be the default for the Host, but can be 
altered as well; see below.) Some protocols do not require this 
parameter, or can obtain it from other information.  In some 
cases, the OPE may already know the value for this parameter 
and therefore not require it. The default value of this 
parameter is NULL. The local address secondary component can 
be expressed either numerically or symbolically. The control 
flag for this paramo -er is -Is. 

Begin Timeout Interval 

After a Begin command is issued, a timer can be started. If 
the activity requested cannot be performed within some timed 
Interval, then the Begin command may expire. An expired Begin 
command returns a response code indicating a Begin timeout 
occurred. The Begin Timeout Interval parameter contains the 
length of time the timer will run before the Begin timeout 
occurs. 

The parameter is represented as a string of ASCII digits 
indicating the time interval in seconds. The default value of 
this parameter is infinity (i.e., the Begin command will never 
timeout). The control flag for this parameter is -bt. 

Typ« of Service Advice 

The Type of Service Advice parameter contains information on 
the service characteristics the user desires from the offloaded 
protocol.  Included in this parameter Is the precedence of the 
data transfer, and also indication of whether high throughput, 
fast response time, or low error rate Is the primary goal. 

The format of this parameter Is a letter immediately (i.e. no 
intervening spaces) followed by a digit. The letter *T" 
indicates that high throughput is desired. The letter "RM 

indicates minimal response time is the goal. The letter "E" 
indicates that low error rates are the goal. The letter "N" 
indicates there are no special service requirements to be 
conveyed. The digit immediately following the character 
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Indicates the desired precedence level, with zero being the 
lowest, and nine being the highest. The specific 
interpretation of this parameter is dependent on what service 
options are provided by the protocol. The default value of 
this parameter is the lowest precedence (ROUTINE), and no 
special service requests. The control flag for this parameter 
is -ts. 

Flow Control Advice 

The Flow Control Advice parameter contains information on the 
flow characteristics desired by the user. Some applications 
such as file transfer operate more efficiently if the data is 
transferred in large pieces, while other, more interactive 
applications are more efficiently served if smaller pieces are 
used. This parameter then Indicates whether large or small 
data blocks should be used. It is only relevant in stream or 
connection-oriented protocols, where the user sends more than a 
single piece of data. 

This parameter is represented by a single ASCII digit. A value 
0 means the data should be sent in relatively small blocks 
(e.g., character or line oriented applications), while a value 
9 means the data should be sent in relatively large blocks 
(e.g., block or file oriented applications). Other values 
represent sizes between those extremes. The character "N" 
indicates that no special flow control advice is provided. The 
actual interpretation of this parameter is dependent on the 
particular protocol in the OPE. The default value of this 
parameter is no fl'?w control advice. In this case, the protocol 
in the OPE will ope» ate based only on information available in 
the OPE. The control flag for this parameter is -fc. 

Local Add; iss Primary Component 

This parameter contains the local address primary component. It 
Is anticipated that under most circumstances, this component Is 
known to both the Host and the OPE. Consequently, this 
parameter Is seldom required.  It would be useful if the Host 
desired to select one of several valid addresses, however. The 
control flag for this parameter is -lp. 

Security 

The security parameters contain a set of security level, 
compartment, community of Interest, and handling restriction 
information.  Currently, security is provided by performing all 
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processing at system high level or at a single level. 
Consequently, these parameters are probably redundant, since 
the security information is known.  In the future, however, 
these parameters may be required.  Therefore a field is 
provided. The control flag for this parameter is -s. 

Pr tcol Idiosyncratic Parameters 

The remaining parameters are protocol idiosyncratic. That is, 
each protocol that is off-loaded may have a set of these 
parameters, which are documented with a description of the 
off-loaded protocol. The default value for these parameters is 
NULL, unless otherwise specified by a particular offloaded 
protocol. The control flag for this set of parameters is -pi, 
which identifies the first protocol idiosyncratic parameters. 
Control flags for other protocol idiosyncratic parameters must 
be defined for each off-loaded protocol. 

Data 

After the Protocol Idiosyncratic Parameters, if any, and the 
required <nl>, if the protocol in play allows for it at this 
juncture the rest of the chunk will be interpreted as data to 
be transmitted. That is, in connection oriented protocols data 
may or may not be permitted at connection initiation time, but 
in connectionless protocols it certainly makes sense to allow 
the H-FP Begin command to convey data. (This will also be 
useful when we get to the Condition command.) 

Responses 

The following responses have been identified for the Begin 
command: 

000 Command completed successfully 
101 Throughput not available; using maximum 
102 Reliability not available; using maximum 
103 Delay not available; using minimum 
110 Flow Control advice not followed; smaller blocks used 
111 Flow Control advice not followed; larger blocks used 
201 Failed; Begin not implemented in this direction 
202 Failed; timeout 
203 Failed; Begin command on already active channel 
300 Problem with multiple chunks 
301 Syntax problem with Begin command 
302 Protocol not supported in OPE/Host 
303 Active service not available 
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■3 
304 Passive service not available J 
305 Invalid Foreign Address Primary Component | 
306 Invalid Transmit Discipline 1 
307 Invalid Foreign Address Secondary Component y 
308 Invalid Local Address Secondary Component 4 
309 Invalid Timeout Interval j 
310 Invalid Type of Service Advice w 
311 Invalid Flew control Advice 
312 Invalid Local Address Primary Component /j 
401 Protocol Interpreter in OPE not responding r 
402 Remote Protocol Interpreter not available j; 
403 Failed; insufficient protocol interpreter resources 
501 Failed; Insufficient OPE resources 
601 Request violates security policy 
602 Security parameter problem 

Additionally, protocol idiosyncratic responses will be defined , 
for each off-loaded protocol. | 

Example of Begin Command Ij 
■1' 

The Begin command is the most complex of the H-FP Command [ 
Level. When the off-loaded protocol is TCP, the Begin command * 
is used to open TCP connections. One possible example of a 1 
Begin command issued by an inboard Telnet interpreter to open a             | 
TCP connection to ISIA, with no begin timeout interval, is: 

C BE TCP A ISIA 9 N 23 , , ,, NO S <nl> 

Where: 1 

TCP   The code for the protocol TCP I 
A    Indicates Active Begin 
ISIA  The name of a Host at USC-ISI ', 
9     Mediation Level 9: Full OPE mediation 
N     Non-blocking transmit 
23    Destination Telnet Port * 
,,    skip over parameters  (Local Address Secondary, 

Begin Timeout Interval) I 
NO    Type of Service Advice: No special Advice, 

Normal Precedence 
S     Flow Control Advice: use small blocks 

This command will cause the OPE to invoke the TCP interpreter J 
to generate the initial SYN packet to the well-known Telnet 1 
socket on Host ISIA.  It also informs the OPE to do all TCP |1 
related processing via the Mediation Level, accepts default 
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Local Address parameters, and sets the Begin Timeout Interval 
to infinity. The precedence of the TCP connection is Normal, 
and the TCP interpreter is informed that the data stream will 
consist of primarily small blocks. 

Notes to the Implementor 

Response 203 might seem silly to some readers, but it's there 
in case somebody goofed in using the Channel Layer. 

Transmit 

Purpose of the Transmit Command 

The purpose of the Transmit command is to permit the process in 
the Host to send data using an off-loaded protocol interpreter 
in the OPE, and also to permit the OPE to deliver data received 
from the network destined for the process in the Host. The 
Transmit command is particularly relevant to connection and 
stream type protocols, although it has applications for 
connectionless protocols as well. After the Begin command is 
issuad successfully and the proper Response received, Transmit 
comnands can be issued on the given channel. The semantics of 
the Iransmit command depend on whether it was issued by the 
Host or the OPE, 

- If the Host issues the Transmit command, a process in the 
Host wishes to send the data to the destination specified to 
the off-loaded protocol interpreter that was established 
(typically) by a previous Begin command on the given H-FP 
channel. 

- If the OPE issues the command, the OPE has received data 
destined for a process in the Host from a connection or stream 
supported by the off-loaded protocol that was established by a 
previous Begin command on the given H-FP channel. 

Parameters of the Transmit Command 

The Transmit command has one parameter associated with it. It 
is an optional parameter, to temporarily override the response 
discipline for this particular transmit command. Some protocols 
may have protocol-idiosyncratic parameters as well. The 
transmit command also has data associated with it. All 
parameters must preced« the data to be transmitted. 
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Response Discipline Override 

The Response Discipline Override parameter indicates the 
desired response discipline for that individual Transmit 
Command, overriding the default response discipline. A single 
ASCII character is used to indicate the desired discipline. 
The character "N" indicates that this Transmit command should 
not block, and should return a response as soon as the data is 
given to the protocol interpreter in the OPE. The character "B" 
indicates that this Transmit command should block, meaning that 
a response should not be generated until the data has been sent 
to the destination. The default value of this parameter is the 
currently defined Transmit Command response discipline. The 
use of this parameter does not alter the currently defined 
Transmit command response discipline; the default is changed 
with the Condition command. The control flag for this 
parameter is -rd. 

Protocol-Idiosyncratic Parameters 

Any other parameters to the Transmit command are 
protocol-idiosyncratic. That is, each protocol that is 
off-loaded has a set of these parameters, which are documented 
*;ith a description of the off-loaded protocol. The default 
value for these parameters is NULL, unless otherwise specified 
by a particular off-loaded protocol. The control flag for this 
set of parameters is -pi, which identifies the first 
protocol-idiosyncratic parameters. Control flags for other 
protocol-idiosyncratic parameters must be defined for each 
off-loaded protocol. 

Responses 

The following responses for the Transmit command have been 
identified: 

000 Transmit Command completed successfully 
201 Transmit Command not appropriate 
300 Problem with multiple chunks 
301 Syntax problem with Transmit Command 
302 Invalid Transmit Command Response Discipline 
401 Protocol Interpreter in OPE not responding 
402 Failure in remote protocol interpreter 
403 Failed; insufficient protocol interpreter resources 
SGI Failed.* insufficient OPE resources 
601   Requesr- violates security policy 
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Additionally, protocol-idiosyncratic responses will be defined 
for each off-loaded protocol. 

Example of Transmit Command 

The transmit command is used in TCP to provide the TCP write 
call. An example of such a transmit command would be: 

C TR N <nl> <DATA> 

Where N indicates non-blocking transmission discipline, <nl> is 
the required command-ending newline, and <DATA> is presumed to 
be the user's data that is to be transmitted. 

Notes to the Implementor 

If you get a 403 or a 501 response and have sent a multiple 
chunk it probably makes sense to try a single chunk; if you've 
sent a single chunk, it makes sense to wait a while and try 
again a few times before giving up on the stream/channel. 

Condition 

Purpose of the Condition Command 

The primary purpose of the Condition command is to permit a 
process to alter the characteristics that were originally set 
up with the Begin command. (That is, "condition" is a verb.) 
These characteristics include the addresses, the mediation 
level, the type of service, and the flow control parameters 
from Begin. They may also include protocol-idiosyncratic 
characteristics. (Although Condition is usually thought of as a 
Host->0PE command, it may also be used OPE->Host in some 
contexts.) 

Condition is a generic command that may find little use in some 
off-loaded protocols.  In others, only some of the parameters 
identified may make sense. For example, changing the 
destination address of a TCP connection involves closing one 
connection and opening another.  Consequently, in may make more 
sense to first issue an End command, and then a Begin with the 
new address.  In other protocols, such as IP or UDP, changing 
the address on each datagram would be a perfectly reasonable 
thing to do. 

r. 

u 
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Parameters of the Condition Command 

The Condition command has the same parameters as the Begin 
command. Any parameters expressed in a Condition command 
indicate the new values of the characteristics to be altered; 
all parameters not expressed retain the current value. 

Althou^i it is possible to express the change of any of the 
characteristics originally set up in the Begin command using 
the Condition command, there are some characteristics that do 
not make sense to alter, at least for some protocols. For 
example, once a connection is opened, it does not make much 
sense to change the Foreign Address Primary or Secondary 
Components. Doing so is inconsistent with current versions of 
TCP, and would require the closing of the existing connection 
and opening a new one to another address.  Earlier versions of 
TCP did permit connections to be moved.  If a protocol that 
provided such a feature was implemented in the OPE, the 
changing the Secondary Address Components would be a reasonable 
thing to do. 

Responses 

The  responses to the Condition command are the same as those to 
the Begin command. 

Example of Condition Command 

The Condition Command can be quite complex, and can be used for 
many purposes. One conceived use of the condition command 
would be to change the type of service advice associated with 
the channel. An example of this (which also demonstrates the 
ability to skip parameters) is: 

C -ts T <nl> 

which causes the offloaded PI associated with the current 
channel to attempt to achieve high throughput (in its use of 
the comm subnet(s) in play). 

Notes to the Implementor 
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Signal 

r - 
I* * 

i 

Purpose of Signal Command 

The purpose of the Signal Command (implicitly at least) is to 
permit the transfer of out-of-band signals or information 
between the Host and the" OPE, in order to utilize (explicitly) 
out-of-band signaling services of the off-loaded protocol. The 
semantics of the Signal command depend upon whether it was 
issued by the Host or the OPE. 

- If the Signal command was issued by the Host, it means a 
process in the Host desires to send out-of-band data or an 
out-of-band signal. 

- If the Signal command was issued by the OPE, it means 
out-of-band data or an out-of-band signal arrived for the 
process associated with the channel in the Host. 

Parameters of the Signal Command 

The basic usage of the Signal command is with no parameters, 
which sends or reports the receipt of an out-of-band signal. 
Some protocols, such as the NBS Transport Protocol, permit the 
user to send data with the out-of-band signal. Hence, data is 
permitted to accompany the Signal command. There may also be 
protocol-idiosyncratic parameters for the Signal command.  If 
this is the case, these parameters would come before the data. 

Protocol-Idiosyncratic Parameters 

The parameters for the Signal command are protocol 
idiosyncratic. That is, each protocol off-loaded has a set of 
these parameters. The default value for these parameters is 
their previous values. Control flags for multiple 
protocol-idiosyncratic parameters must be defined for each 
off-loaded protocol. 

Responses 

The following responses have been identified for the Signal 
command: 

000 Command completed successfully 
201 Command not appropriate 
300 Problem with multiple chunks 
301 Syntax problem with Command 
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SJ 401 Protocol Interpreter in OPE not responding [ 
h 402 Failure in remote protocol interpreter > 
V 403 Failed; insufficient protocol interpreter resources j 
■ 501 Failed; insufficient OPE resources j 
™ 601 Request violates security policy 

'2 Additionally, protocol-idiosyncratic responses will be defined 
r^ for each off-loaded protocol. 

i 
i 

Example of Signal Command 

The major perceived use for the Signal command when offloading j 
a connection protocol is sending an out-of-band signal with no , 
data.  In such a case, the appropriate signal command would be: ' 

C SI <nl> ] 

Notes to the Implementor 1 

;v' Some protocols may allow only only one outstanding signal at a 
!%' time. For these protocols, it is an implementation issue 
\[ whether the OPE will buffer several signals, but a good case 
>\ could be made for the position that a scrupulous OPE would 
£"• reflect a 202 response back to the Host in such cases. 

i There is some question as to the proper handling of the 
"expedited data" notion of some (particularly ISO) protocols. 
It might be more appropriate to deal with such a thing as a 

%* protocol idiosyncratic parameter on the Transmit command 
instead of using the Signal command (even if it's the closest 
approximation to an out-of-band signal in the given protocol). 
If it's provided using the Signal command, the expedited data 
should not be passed as ASCII, and should appear after the 
command-terminating newline character (and appropriate padding 
with space characters). 

MS 

Status 

Purpose of Status Command 

The purpose of the Status command is to permit the Host to 
request and obtain status information from the OPE, and vice 
versa. This includes status request of 3 conventional protocol 
interface (e.g., in TCP, there is a request to determine the 

r-, state of a particular connection) . 
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Parameters of the Status Command 

The parameters for the Status command indicate whether it is a 
request or a response, and contain the status information. 

Request/Report 

This parameter indicates whether the command is a Status 
request or a Status report. It consists of a single ASCII 
character. Q indicates a request (query), and R indicates a 
report.  It should be noted that a report may be generated 
as the result of a query, or may be generated as the result 
of specific protocol mechanisms. 

Protocol-Idiosyncratic Parameters 

The parameters to the status command are 
protocol-idiosyncratic. That is, each protocol off-loaded has a 
set of these parameters. The default value for these 
parameters is their previous values. Among these parameters is 
an identifier of the type of status information contained or 
requested, and a value or set of values that contain the 
particular status information. The status information itself 
should be the last item in the command. The control flag for 
this set of parameters is -pi, which identifies the first 
protocol-idiosyncratic parameters. Control flags for other 
protocol-idiosyncratic parameters must be defined for each 
off-loaded protocol. 

Responses 

The following responses have been identified for the Status 
command: 

000 Command completed successfully 
201 Command not appropriate 
300 Problem with multiple chunks 
301 Syntax problem with Command 
302 Inappropriate status request 
303 Inappropriate status response 
401 Protocol Interpreter in OPE not responding 
402 Failure in remote protocol interpreter 
403 Failed; insufficient protocol Interpreter resources 
501 Failed; insufficient OPE resources 
601   Request violates security policy 
9xx   Protocol Idiosyncratic status responses 
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Example of Status Command 

The status command can be particularly complex, depending on 
the protocol and particular type of status informativin. One 
possible use of the status c ammand when off-loading TCP is to 
communicate the status service request. For performing this 
operation the status command would be: 

C ST Q <nl> 

Notes to the Implementor 

End 

Purpose of the End Command 

The purpose of the End command is to communicate that services 
of the off-loaded protocol are not required. The semantics of 
the End command depends upon whether it was issued by the Host 
or the CPE. 

- If the Host issues the End command« it means the process in 
the Host no longer requires the services of the offloaded 
protocol. 

- If the OPE Issues the End command, it means the remote entity 
has no more data to send (e.g., the off-loaded protocol is TCP 
and the remote user has Issued a TCP close) . 

Parameters of the End Command 

One parameter is associated with the End Command.  It indicates 
whether the termination should be "graceful" or "abrupt" (see 
below) . 

Grace ful /Abrupt 

The Graceful/Abrupt parameter Indicates whether the End 
should be handled gracefully or abruptly.  If it is handled 
gracefully, then data in transit is allowed to reach its 
destination before service is actually terminated. An 
abrupt End occurs immediately; all data transmitted from the 
Host but still pending in the OPE is discard** and no new 
Incoming data is s-wit to the Host from the OFT. 
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The parameter is indicated by a single ASCII character. The 
character "C" denotes graceful, and "A" denotes abrupt. The 
default value for this parameter is graceful. 

Responses 

The following responses have been identified for the End 
command? 

000 Command completed successfully 
201 Command not appropriate 
300 Problem with multiple chunks 
301 Syntax problem with Command 
302 Illegal Type of End Command 
401 Protocol Interpreter in OPE not responding 
402 Failure in remote protocol interpreter 
403 Failed; insufficient protocol interpreter resources 
501 Failed; insufficient OPE resources 
601   Request violates security policy 

Additionally, protocol idiosyncratic responses will be defined 
for each off-loaded protocol. 

Example of End Command 

The syntax of the End command is relatively straightforward. It 
consists of a chunk that contains only a chunk usage 
identifier, the end command string, and the parameter 
indicating whether the erü should be graceful or abrupt. A 
possible valid (abrupt) End command would be: 

C EN A <nl> 

Notes to the Implementor 

Once an End has been issued in a given direction any other 
commands on the channel in the same direction are in error and 
should be responded to appropriately. 
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No-op 

Purpose of the No-op Command 

The No-op command performs no operation. Its purpose is to 
permit tha Host and OPE to participate in a dialog which does 
not alter the state of communication activities, both for 
debugging purposes and to support features of certain protocols 
(e.g.. Telnet's Are You There command). 

Parameters of the No-op Command 

There are no parameters associated with the No-op command. 

Responses 

There are only two possible legal responses to the No-op 
command. They are: 

000   No-op Command Completed Correctly 
300   Problem with multiple chunks 

Example of No-op Command 

Syntactically the No-op command is quite simple. It consists 
of a chunk that contains only the chunk usage identifier and 
the string for the command, and the newline. One possible 
valid No-op command is: 

C NO <nl> 

Notes to the Implementor 

No-ops are included for use In testing and initial 
synchronization.  (The latter use is riot mandatory, however. 
That is, no exchange of No-ops is required at start-up time, 
but it is conceivable that some implementations migfrt want to 

\ do it just for exercise.) They are also traditional. 

i 

i 
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APPENDIX 

Per-Protocol Offloading Descriptions 

1. Command Level Interface to an Off-loaded TCP 

This appendix discusses the use of the commands described in the 
bod/ of this document to provide an interface between a Host 
process and an off-loaded interpreter of the DoD's Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP). The interface described here is 
functionally equivalent to the interface found in the MIL-STD 1778 
specification of TCP. It is not, however, identical, in that some 
features of the interface are particularly relevant only in an 
Inboard implementation. 

The first section describes the mapping between the interface 
events of MIL-STD 1778 and the commands and responses of this 
H-FP, and hiojhliojhtts the unique features of the interface. The 
next sections discuss the details of each command. These details 
include the specialized usages of the command and the 
protocol-idiosyncratic parameters for that command. 

1.1. Relation to MIL-STD 1778 Interface 

Most of the requests and responses of the TCP interface 
specified in MIL-STD 1778 are mapped directly tö H-FP Commands 
and responses. The exceptions are noted in the following 
descriptions. 

1.1.1. Requests 

Unspecified Passive Open, Fully Specified Passive Open, 
Active Open, and Active Open with Data requests are all 
implemented using variations of the Begin command. The 
distinction between Passive and Active Open is made using 
the Active/Passive parameter of Begin. The distinction 
between unspecified and fully specified lies in the presence 
or absence of the destination address fields. An active 
open with data is identical to a normal active open, except 
for the presence of data following the command. 

The Send Service Request Is implemented using the Transmit 
command. Special protocol idiosyncratic parameters are 
provided for Urgent. Push, and changing the ULP timeout 
action and values. The response to the Transmit command 
indicates that the appropriate Send call has been r&ade. 
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There is no corresponding response in the specified TCP 
interface; its only significance is that the Host can issue 
another Transmit command. 

The Allocate event is a specification feature of MIL-STD 
1778 to indicate the willingness of the user to accept 
incoming data across the interface. However, because this 
is precisely the type of flow control provided by the 
Channel level, the Allocate evsnt would be a superfluous 
mechanism. Thus, there is no direct analogy to that event 
in the H-FP interface. A Host process indicates its 
willingness to accept new data by informing the channel via 
its flow control interface (if it has an explicit one). 

Close and Abort are provided by the End command,  Close uses 
the graceful version of the End command, while Abort uses 
the abrupt version. The response indicates that the End 
command has been received and the corresponding Close or 
Abort was issued.  There is no corresponding response in the 
specified TCP interface. 

Status is provided by using the query form of the Status 
command. The response to the Status command contains the 
information (see below) . 

1.1.2. Responses 

The Open Id response is provided so that the user has a 
shorthand name by which tc refer to the connection. With an 
outboarded TCP interpreter, there is  a one-to-one mapping 
between TCP connections and H-FP channels. Hence, the Open 
Id event is not needed, since the channel ID is sufficient 
to indicate the desired connection. 

Tho Open Failure and Open Success responses are provided 
using OPE-generated responses to 3egin commands (which 
provide the Active and Passive Service response primitives) 
issued by the H^st.  The value of the response code 
indicates whetner the Begin command succeeded or failed, and 
can be mapped to the appropriate Open Failure or Open 
Success indication by the Host. 

Deliver is provided by having the OPE issue a Transmit 
command.  As mentioned above, the "flow control" between tne 
TCP interpreter and the Host is provided by the Channel 
layer, so no explicit interface events are needed.  The 
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response to the Transmit command indicates the data was 
received by the Host process.  There is no corresponding 
response in the specified TCP interface. 

The Closing and Terminate service responses are provided 
using the End command. Closing is indicated using the 
graceful version of the command, while terminate is provided 
using the abrupt version. The response indicates the End 
command was received by the Host process. There is no 
corresponding response in the specified TCP interface. 

Status Response is provided by a response to the query 
version of the Status command.  The status information is 
communicated via protocol-idiosyncratic parameters following 
the Response code. 

Error messages are reported using the spontaneously 
generated version of the Status command issued by the OPE. 
The error message is provided in a parameter. The response 
indicates the error message was received by the Host 
process.  There is no corresponding event in the specified 
TCP interface. 

1.2.  The Begin Command 

The Begin command is used in TCP in three major ways: 

S 1. To inform the OPE that a process in the host wishes to 
open a connection to a particular port on a internet 
address. 

.< 

* ■ 

2. To inform the OPE that a process in the Host wishes to be 
informed when a connection attempt is made to any or to a 
specific port at this Host's internet address. 

»* 3. To inform the Host that a connection attempt to the OPE 
£ has arrived, and there was no Begin of the second type 
'.* (passive open) issued by the Host relevant to that 
Ig particular port. 

1.2.1. Specialized Usr* ^e 

There are four major aspects to the specialized usage of the 
[[ Begin command and its parameters.  These parameters are: 
►. 

^ 1. The meaning of the Mediation Level parameter 

1-1 
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2. The selection of blocking treatment of Transmit 
command 

3. The meaning of the address components 

4. The selection of the TCP Active Open with Data 
primitive. 

The Mediation Level parameter has only two possible values 
when offloading TCP. These are "9" and "0". The normal 
usage of an off-loaded TCP uses the value "9", which means 
the Host is in no way involved in the operation of TCP. The 
value "0" indicates the Host wishes to negotiate with the £\*J 
TCP options. 

The normal TCP Send event is non-blocking.  That is, when a 
user issues the send command, it counts on the reliability 
services of TCP, and is not explicitly notified when the 
data has reached the other end of the connection and been 
properly acknowledged. Hence, the default value for this 
parameter with TCP is "N". There are some applications 
where the user may not wish to receive a response to a 
Transmit command until the data has been r.cknowledged by the 
other end of the connection.  In these cases, the value "B" 
should be used for this parameter.  If such a feature is not 
supported by the offloaded TCP interpreter, then it is 
acceptable to issue a 100 level Conditional acceptance 
indicating that blocking is not supported, but the Begin 
command will proceed using non-blocking Transmits. 

The primary address components of the local and remote 
addresses refer to the internet addresses of (or a symbolic 
Host name for) the respective Hosts. The secondary 
components refer to the particular sockets at those internet 
addresses. Normally, the secondary components (ports) are 
specified numerically. They may, however, be specified by 
name if the port is a well-known service port. In an Active 
Begin command, the remote addresses primary and secondary 
components must be specified. The local address components 
need not be specified, unless the user wishes to indicate 
that the connection should be from a particular port or a 
particular Internet address of a multi-homed Host.  In a 
Passive Begin command, the remote addresses are specified 
only if connection attempts from one particular Host are of 
interest. The local address secondary component must be 
used to indicate on which port to perform the Listen. 
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The way the TCP Active Open with data is provided is by 
including the data with the Begin Command.  This data is 
included in the same Channel level chunk, immediately 
following the newline.  If the data is more than a single 
chunk can hold, then the multi-chunk command feature of the 
H-FP must be used. 

1.2.2. Protocol-Idiosyncratic Parameters 

The protocol-idiosyncratic parameter identified for the TCP 
interface is the MULP timeout" information. This 
information includes whether the offloaded interpreter 
should abort the connection on a ULP timeout or report it to 
the inboard user, and also the numerical value of the 
timeout interval. The format chosen for this parameter is a 
single letter followed immediately (with no spaces) by an 
ASCII number. The letter can be either "R" or "A", and 
indicates that the ULP timeout should cause a report or an 
abort, respectively. The number is interpreted to be the 
timeout interval in seconds. 

1.2.3. Examples of the Command 

An example of an Active Begin command that might be issued 
by an inboard user Telnet is: 

C BE TCP A ISIA 9 N 23 ,, 60 R 0 -pi R120 <nl> 

ISIA is the destination Host, 23 is the well-known port 
number for Telnet connections, a Eegin timeout of 60 seconds 
was chosen. The desired type of service is to strive for 
good response time, the transmissions are expected to be in 
small units, and protocol-idiosyncratic parameter HI 20 
implies that a ULP timeout of 120 seconds should be 
reported. 

An example of a Passive Begin Command that might be issued 
by an inboard server Telnet is: 

C BE TCP P 9 N R 0 -pi R120 <nl> 

The major differences are that no remote address components 
are specified, and the local secondary address component is 
identified as the socket on which the Listen is being 
performed. Also, the default ("infinite") timeout: is taken. 
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1.3.  The Transmit Command 

The Transmit command is used by the Host process to instruct 
the off-loaded TCP interpreter to send data to a remote site 
via the TCP connection associated with the command's channel. 
It is used by the OPE to deliver incoming data from the 
connection to the process in the Host. 

1.3.1. Specialized Usage 

The Transmit command must be capable of providing all the 
specialized features of the Send and Deliver Event.  These 
special features are Urgent, Push, and modification of the 
ULP Timeout action and/or interval. 

Urgent is a means to communicate that some point upcoming in 
the data stream has been marked as URGENT by the sender. 
While the actual Urgent bit travels through the connection 
out-of-band, it carries a pointer that is related to the 
sequence numbers of the in-band communication. Hence, the 
urgency must be indicated in the Transmit command rather 
than the Signal command. 

Push is a feature of the TCP Send Event that is used to 
indicate that the data in the Transmit command should be 
sent immediately (within the flow control constraints), 
rather than waiting for additional send commands or a 
timeout. Push is indicated in the Transmit Command. The 
push feature has the same meaning when sent from the OPE to 
the Host.  If the Host implementation does no internal 
queuing, the flag has no meaning. 

The TCP Send ewnt permits the user to modify the "ULP 
timeout action" and/or the "ULP timeout interval" associated 
with that connection. When changed, the new values take 
effect for the remainder of the connection, unless changed 
later with another Send. This feature is provided in this 
H-FP using the Transmit Command. 

1.3.2. Frotocol-Idiosyncratic Parameters 

The three features identified above are provided using 
protocol-idiosyncratic parameters. 

The first such parameter is the Urgent parameter.  From the 
point of view of the interface, it is just a flag that 
indicates the data is urgent (the actual Urgent pointer is a 

SB. w 
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concern of the off-loaded TCP interpreter, which is keeping 
track of the sequence numbers) . When issued by the Host 
process, the Urgent flag means the stream should be marked. 
When issued by the OPE, it means the receiver should go to 
(or remain in) the Urgent receive mode.  If the flag is not 
set in the Transmit issued by the OPE, then the receiver 
should remain in (or return to) the non-urgent receive mode. 
The value of this protocol-idiosyncratic parameter is "U" if 
the Urgent is set, or "N" if it is not set. The default 
value for this parameter is "N".  Since this parameter is 
the first protocol-idiosyncratic parameter for the Transmit 
command, it requires no special flag, and can be indicated 
using the flag -pi. 

The second protocol-idiosyncratic parameter is the Push 
flag.  This parameter is only issued by the Host, since 
there is no Push in the TCP Deliver event.  Its value is "P" 
for push, or "N" for normal.  Th^ default value of this 
parameter is "N".  Its control flag is -pu. 

The third protocol-idiosyncratic parameter is the ULP 
timeout action and value parameter. The action part 
indicates whether the offloaded interpreter should abort the 
connection on a timeout or report it to the inboard user. 
The value part is the numerical value of the timeout 
interval. The format used for this parameter is the same as 
in the Begin command, which is a single letter followed 
immediately (with no spaces) by an ASCII number. The letter 
can be either "RM or "A", and indicates that the ULP timeout 
should cause a report or an abort, respectively. The number 
is interpreted to be the timeout interval in seconds. The 
default interpretation for this parameter is its previous 
value. The control flag for this parameter is ml. 

1.3.3. Examples of the Command 

An example of a Transmit command issued by a Host process is 

C TR -pi N P R160 <nl> <DATA> 

where <DATA> is the data contained within the chunk. This 
command is for a non-urgent but pushed TCP Send event, that 
also resets the timeout action and interval to Report with a 
value of 160 seconds. The response mode (i.e.. nonblocking) 
is derived from the Begin command and not effected by 
transmit 
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An example of a Transmit command issued by the OPE is 

C TR -pi N <nl> <DATA> 

where <DATA> is the data contained within the chunk. This 
command is for a non-urgent delivery (presumably, after a 
previous Urgent delivery). 

1.4. The Condition Command 

The Condition command is used to modify the transmission 
characteristics of the connection. The parameters that make 
sense to modify with TCP are the Transmit Response discipline, 
the Type of Service, and the Flow Control Advice. 

1.4.1. Specialized Usage 

There is no usage of the Condition command with an offloaded 
TCP interpreter that is particularly specialized. 

1.4.2. Protocol-Idiosyncratic Parameters 

There are no protocol-idiosyncratic parameters for the 
condition command for the off-loaded TCP. It would be 
possible for the ULP timeout «action values to be changed 
with a condition command. However, this is accomplished 
with the Transmit command, which more closely models the 
interface specified in MIL-STD 1778.  We propose that the 
condition command not provide this capability. 

1.4.3. Examples of tne Command 

An example of the Condition command to change the flow 
control advice for a connection Is 

C CO -fc 1 <nl> 

which indicates that relatively small transmission units are 
now expected. 
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1.5. The Signal Command 

As we currently understand it, TCP's URGENT feature provides an 
INband signal rather than a true out-of-band signal (and at 
least one of us deeply regrets this) . The actual URGENT bit is 
sent out-of-band, but it contains an URGENT pointer which 
relates the URGENT to its position in the data stream. The 
actual semantics of the URGENT is left to the higher level 
protocol (e.g., Telnet says to discard all data up to the 
URGENT pointer) . Since the Signal command is allowed to cross 
a pending Transmit in the H-FP channel, it would be potentially 
dangerous to implement the Interface to TCP URGENT using the 
Signal command since the wrong sequence number could be used as 
the urgent pointer. Barring persuasive arguments to the 
contrarv. it is proposed that Signal should not be used with 
TCP. 

1.6. The Status Command 

The Status command maps directly into the TCP Status event when 
issued by a Host process. It is also used for the TCP error 
event when issued by the OPE. There is currently some question 
as to how information from lower protocol levels (e.g., I CMP 
error messages) should be reported to TCP users. When these 
issues are resolved, there may be other uses for the Status 
command. We solicit other ideas for the Status command with 
this report. 

1.6.1. Specialized Usage 

The major specialized usage of the Status command is to 
provide the error reporting service. This usage is a form 
of the Status generated by the OPE. 

1.6.2. Protocol-Idiosyncratic Parameters 

When used as a TCP Status request (command issued by the 
Host process), there are no protocol-idiosyncratic 
parameters associated with the Status command. The OPE 
response codes the TCP status. 

When used as a TCP error report (command issued by the OPE), 
there is one protocol-idiosyncratic parameter associated 
with the Status command.  It is an error description in the 
fonn of a text string. It requires no special control flag 

I sir.ce the flag -pi is unambiguous and there are no other 
« protocol- idiosyncratic parameters. 
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1.6.3. Examples of the Command 

An example of the Status command issued by the Host process 
to request status information is 

C ST Q <nl> £ 

The status information is returned in the response to the £. 
status command. > 

mi 

An example of the Status command issued by the OPE to report U 
an error from the TCP interpreter is y 

C ST R -pi "Connection already exists" <nl> J« 

which is .Issued when a TCP open (HFP Begin) is issued to an V 
already opened (foreign) connection. s 

P 
1.7. The End Command •*; 

The End command is used to indicate that TCP services are no 
longer required. Thus, it can be mapped into either the TCP 
Graceful Close or the TCP Abort events.  It is also used as the \ 
TCP Closing response (as contrasted with the response by the fe 
OPE to the close command), when issued by the OPE. jj 

1.7.1. Specialized Usage £ 
S 

Because of the nature of the two-way close provided by TCP, 
there is a possibility that the Host and the OPE wish to ^ 
gracefully terminate the co;mection at the same instant.  If * 
this happens, then both the Host and the OPE would issue End p 
commands at the same time. To be prepared for this, it is 
necessary to make this the normal graceful closing sequence. ** 
In other words, both the Graceful Close request and the "; 
Closing response are mapped to End commands, and the [• 
response to one of those commands only indicates that the 
command has been received md executed, but not that the '■' 
connection is actually t\      * closed. The connection is | 
gracefully cl«swirt when h A End commands have been issued, 
and both successful responses have been received. 

With an abrupt end. a two-way exchange is not nocessary. 
Only the Host or the OPE need issue it. for the connection 
to be aborted. 
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1.7.2. Protocol-Idiosyncratic Parameters 

There are no protocol-idiosyncratic parameters for the End 
command used with TCP. 

1.7.3. Examples of the Command 

An example of the End command used to indicate either a TCP 
Close request (from the Kost process) or TCP Closing 
response (from the OPE) is 

C EN G <nl> 

An example of the End command used as an Abort request (from 
the Host process) or as a Terminate response is 

C EN A <nl> 

2. Command Level Interface to an Off-loaded Telnet 

This appendix is provided to discuss the use of the commands 
described in the body of this document to provide an interface 
between a Host process and an off-loaded interpreter of the Telnet 
protocol. 

The interface described here is not based on a formal interface. 
There are several reasons for this« including the lack of a widely 
accepted standard interface to Telnet« and its headerless nature. 
Consequently, the interface described here is very similar to the 
actual Telnet data stream. 

2.1. The Begin Command 

The Begin command is used with Telnet to initiate Telnet 
connections. 

2.1.1. Specialized Usage 

There are three major specialized usages to the Begin 
command. They are the meaning of the Mediation Level 
parameter, the way the number of incoming Telnet connections 
are supported, and tne meaning of the secondary address 
components. 

The mediation levrA  is used in Telnet tc control which of 
the various Telrvst activities are performed by the OPE, arxi 
which are controlled by the Host.  It has been determined 
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that all monitoring of the Telnet Socket should be performed 
by the OPE. Mediation level 9, which is the default, 
indicates the Host desires to play no role in Telnet 
operation. Level 5 means that protocol-idiosyncratic 
parameters to this Begin command indicate* which incoming 
options the Host wishes to handle; all other options, and 
all NVT translations, are to be performed by the OPE. Level 
0 indicates that the Host will handle all options, while all 
NVT translations are to be performed in the OPE (see Section 
B.1.3). 

The Host can either accept the connections by fielding OPE 
generated Begins, or by issuing passive Begins to the OPE. 
The Host may wish to restrict the number of incoming Telnet 
connections that it will handle at any particular time.  It 
can do this by rejecting OPE-generated Begins above a 
certain number, or by limiting the number of Host-issued 
passive Begins. However, precedence constraints dictate 
that the Host actually issue additional passive Begins or 
accept additional Begins from the OPE beyond the maximum 
number it is normally willing to support, so that 
high-priority service requests can be accommodated, possibly 
by preempting lower priority activities. 

The secondary address component is used to refer to specific 
ports. Normally, they are used only when the standard or 
default ports are not used, such as special purpose 
applications or testing. 

2.1.2. Protool-Idiosyncratic Parameters 

The protocol-idiosyncratic parameters to the Telnet Begin 
command are the identifiers for the options which the host 
wishes to negotiate when using mediation level 5. On other 
mediation levels, these parameters are not used. 

2.1.3. Examples of the Command 

An example of a passive Begin for an outboard Telnet 
protocol is: 

CBETELP  ,,   5N  -fcO  -pi 9 <nl> 

V'^ere the parameters are: 

TEL  Code for th« Telnot Protocol 
P    Passive Be^in 
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Skip the Foreign Address Primary Component 
5    Mediation Level is 5 
N   Non Blocking Transmits 
-fc  Skips over parameters up to Flow Control Advice 
S    Small Blocks are appropriate for Telnet 
-pi  Skips over parameters to the Protocol Idiosyncratic 

List of Options to be Handled by the Host. 
9    Option Code for Line Length Option 

Here, no remote address component was specified, since the 
Host will accept connections from any Host. Similarly, no 
local addresses are specified, since the default well-known 
socket for this Host is to be used. In this example, the 
Host specifies it will handle the line length option (number 
9) .  Other option» lire handled in trie 0P£. 

An example of an active Begin for an outboard Telnet 
protocol is: 

C BE TEL A ISIA 5 N -fc 0 -pi 9 <nl> 

This command is identical to the passive command, except 
that a remote primary address component is specified to 
identify the Intended Host. No remote secondary component 
is specified, since the well-lciown socket at that Host is to 
be used. No local secondary address components are 
specified, since the connection can originate from any 
available socket of the appropriate type »elected by the 
OPE. 

2.2. The Transmit Command 

The Transmit Command is used to send data across a Telnet 
connection. 

2.2.1. Specialized Usage 

The Transmit command is used to transmit data over the 
Telnet connection. There is one specialized aspect of the 
Transmit command used with an outboard Telnet interpreter. 
This is the provision of the Go A>»ead feature of Telnet that 
supports half-duplex devices. 

Go Ahead is provided as a protocol Idiosyncratic parameter 
to the Transmit.  It is only used if the Host will support 
it however.  It is our ccinion that Go Ahead is probably 
not a proper thing for the default case. 
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Go Aheads are a matter between the Host and the terminal. It 
is difficult to offload the generation of Go Aheads to the 
OPE, since the OPE is not really cognizant of the semantics 
of the communication between the Host and the terminal. 
Hence, the OPE does not know when the Host is done 
transmitting and willing to pass "the turn" back to the 
terminal. Similarly when the remote site relinquishes 
control, the OPE includes Go Ahead in its TO. 

We don't believe this Go Ahead problem to be an indictment 
against outboard processing.  It merely illustrates that 
functionality not found in a Host cannot necessarily be 
provided by the OPE. Hence, we provide this not" to the 
implementor:  if the Host cannot generate too 
protocol-idiosyncratic Go Ah«*d parameter., then the DO 
Suppress Go Ahead must be issued immediately after the 
connection is established. 

2.2.2. Protocol Idiosyncratic Parameters 

The protocol Idiosyncratic parameter is the Go Ahead 
indicator. When present, the character "G" is used to mean 
the Go Ahead can be sent t> the other end of the connection, 
but only after the data associated with that Transmit 
command is sent. When the character is any other value, or 
is absent, the Go Ahead should not be sent. 

2.2.3. Examples of the Command 

An example of the Transmit command is: 

C TR -pi G <nl> <DATA> 

With this command, the Go Ahead is passed to the other side 
after the data Is sent. 

2.3.  The Condition Command 

The Condition command Is used with Telnet to modify the 
Transmission characteristics and to •nable or disable Telnet 
options on a Telnet connection. 

2.3.1. Specialized Usage 

The Condition command takes on specialized usage with 
Telnet, in audition to it» normal usage.  It is used to 
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control the option selection and negotiation process, when 
such selection is performed by the Host (currently, this is 
done at mediation levels 5 and 1, but not at level 9) . 

A set of protocol-idiosyncratic parameters has been defined 
for this purpose. They are based heavily on the Telnet 
negotiation and subnegotiation mechanisms. For simple 
negotiations there are two parameters, a negotiation type 
(from the set {DO, DONT, WILL, WONT}) followed by the code 
(numeric) or name (symbolic) for the desired option. The 
codes for the options are identified below, A basic 
difference between the H-FP interface to Telnet and the 
internal Telnet protocol is that additional parameters are 
included with the request (DO or WILL). The Telnet protocol 
subnegotiation is used internally to communicate that 
information in the Telnet data stream. Option-specific, 
protocol-idiosyncratic parameters are used for these 
additional parameters. 

Both the Host and the OPE can issue these Condition 
commands. When issued by the Host, it means the user wishes 
to enable or disable a particular option. The OPE proceed 
to issue the appropriate negotiation commands (i.e., I AC 
<D0> <code>) in the Telnet data stream. When the results of 
the option negotiation are available, a response is 
generated by the OPE. For the types DO and WILL, a 000 
Response indicates the appropriate acceptance (WILL or DO, 
respectively). A nonzero Response code may indicate 
negotiation failure or negotiation rejection (among other 
things) . For the types DONT and WONT, a 000 Response 
indicates the option will be disabled. A negotiation 
rejection should not be expected in those cases. 

When the Condition command is Issued by the OPE, it means 
the other end of the connection is negotiating a change. 
Here the rmtporv^m  from the Host indicates the Host's desired 
action for the option negotiation. Again, valid requests to 
disable options (DONT and WONT requests) should always get a 
000 Response. 

2.3.2. Protocol-Idiosyncravj.^ Parameters 

There are two protocol -idiosyrcratic parameters for primary 
negotiation using the Condition command. These are the 
negotiation type and the option code. The negotiation type 
is one of the set of {DO, DONT, WILL, WONT}. The option 
code is a numeric value used to identify the particular 
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option being negotiated. The values for these codes are 
indicated here, but are identical to the codes used in the 
actual Telnet negotiation. The codes are: 

Option Name    Option Code Short Name 

Transmit Binary 0 Binary 
Echo I Echo 
Suppress Go-Ahead 3 SuppressGA 
Approximate Message Size 4 NAMS 
Status 5 Status 
Timing Mark 6 TimingMark 
RCTE 7 RCTE 
Line Length 8 LineLength 
Page Size 9 PageSize 
Carriage Return Disp 10 CRDisp 
Horizontal Tabstops 11 HTabStops 
Horizontal Tab Disp 12 HTabDisp 
Formfeed Disposition 13 FFDisp 
Vertical Tabstops 14 VTabStops 
Vertical Tab Disposition 15 VTabDisp 
Linefeed Disposition 16 LFDisp 
Extended ASCII 17 ExASCII 
Logout 18 Logout 
Data Entry Terminal 20 DET 
Terminal Type 24 TermType 
Extended options list 255 ExOptions 

Options not listed here may of course be used. The code 
number should be the same as the option code used in Telnet 
negotiation. 

2.3.2.1. Simple Options 

Options that do not require additional parameters use the 
simple negotiation mechanisms described briefly above and 
in greater detail in the Telnet documentation.  No 
additional parameters are required.  These options 
include the Transmit Binary. Echo. Suppress Go Ahead, 
Status, Timing Mark, and Logout options. 

2.3.2.2. Approximate Message Size Option 

The Approximate Message Size option requires two 
parameters. The first indicates whether the approximate 
message size being negotiated applies to the local or the 
remote end of the connection.  DS means the size applies 
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to the sender of the command (i.e., if the Host issues 
the command, DS means the local end of the connection; 
if issued by the OPE, DS means the remote end of the 
connection) . DR means the size applies to the receiver 
of the command (i.e., if the Host issues the command, DR 
means the remote end;  if issued by the OPE, DR means the 
local end of the connection) . This convention is 
consistent with the Telnet subnegotiation mechanisms. 
The second character is an ASCII encoded numeric value, 
which is a character count of the message size. 

2.3.3. Line Width and Page Size Options 

The Line Width and Page Size Options require two additional 
parameters. The first indicates whether the line width or 
page size being negotiated applies to the local or the 
remote end of the connection, and uses the DS and DR 
convention described above. The second parameter is an 
ASCII encoded numeric value, which is interpreted as follows 
(assuming the Condition command was Issued by the Host) : 

0 The Host requests that it handle length or size 
considerations for the direction indicated by 
the first parameter. 

1 to 253 The Host requests that the remote end handle 
the size or length considerations for the 
direction indicated by the first parameter, but 
suggests that the value indicated be used as 
the size or length. 

I 254     The Host requests that Che remote end handle 
r\ the size or length considerations for the 
% direction indicated by the first parameter, but 

suggests that the size or length be considered 
to be infinity. 

255     The Host requests that the remote end handle 
the tabstop considerations, and suggests 
no tiling about what the value should be. 

If the Condition command is issued by *;he OPE, then the 
roles of the Host and the remote end are reversed. 

i 
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2.3.4. Tabstop Options 

The Horizontal and Vertical Tabstops options require two 
option specific parameters. The first is either DR or DS, 
as was described previously. The second is a list of one or 
more ASCII encoded numeric values separated by spaces which, 
assuming the Condition command is issued by the Host, are 
individually interpreted as: 

0 The Host requests that it handle tabstops for 
the direction indicated by the first parameter. 

1 to 250 The Host requests that the remote end handle 
the tabstop considerations for the direction 
indicated by the first parameter, but suggests 
that the value (s) indicated should be used as 
the tabstops. 

255     The Host requests that the remote end handle 
the tabstop considerations for the direction 
indicated by the first parameter, and suggests 
nothing about what the value should be. 

If the Condition command is issued by the OPE, then the 
roles of the Host and the remote end are reversed. 

2.3.5. Character Disposition Options 

The Carriage Return Disposition option, the Horizontal Tab 
Disposition option, the Formfeed Disposition option, the 
Vertical Tab Disposition option, and the Linefeed 
Disposition option are all considered character disposition 
options from the perspective of H-FP. Two option-specific 
parameters are required for the character disposition 
options. The first is the DR or DS code, which was 
described previously. The second is a single ASCII encoded 
numeric value, which is interpreted as (assuming that the 
Host issued the Condition command) : 

0 The Host requests that it handle the character 
disposition for this connection. 

1 to 250 The Host suggests that the remote end handle 
the character disposition considerations, but 
suggests that the value indicated should be 
taken as the number of nulls which should be 
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Inserted in the data stream following the 
particular format character being 
subnegotiated. 

251 The Host suggests that the remote end handle 
the character disposition considerations, but 
recommends that it replace the character with 
some simplified character similar to but not 
Identical with it (e.g., replace a tab with a 
space, or a formfeed with a newline) . 

252 The Host suggests that the remote end handle 
the character disposition considerations, but 
recommends that it discard the character. 

253 The Host suggests that the remote end handle 
the character disposition, but recommends that 
the effect of the character be simulated using 
other characters such as spaces or linefeeds. 

254 The Host suggests that the remote end handle 
the character disposition considerations, but 
recommends that it wait for additional data 
before sending more data. 

255 The Kost suggests that the remote end handle 
the tabstop considerations, and suggests 
nothing about what the value should be. 

Some of the codes between 251 and 254 are not used with some 
character disposition options. Refer to the ARPANET 
documentation for additional details. 

If the Condition command is issued by the OPE, then the 
roles of the Host and the remote end are reversed. 

2.3.5.1, RCTE Option 

The Remote Controlled Transmission and Echoing option 
requires parameters to indicate the sets of break 
characters and transmit characters. There are two 
option-idiosyncratic parameters for RCTE. The first is a 
list of the character classes that make up the set of 
break characters, as defined in Che RCTE documentation. 
The second is a list of character classes that make up 
the set of transmit characters, as cefined in the RCTE 
documentation. Since the two classes are optional and 

w 
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can be of arbitrary length, it is necessary to precede 
each list with a -be (break characters) or -tc (transmit 
characters) . The character classes are defined as 

A through Z 
a through z 

1 Upper Case Letters 
2 Lover Case Letters 
3 Digits 0 throuoji 9 
4 Format effectors <BS> <CR> <LF> <FF> <HT> <VT> 
5 Non-format control codes, plus <ESC> and <DEL> 
6 Punctuation .,;:?! 
7 Grouping   {[(<>)] 
8 Misc  ' * " / \ % <9 $ & 
9 <space> 

2.3.5.2.  Extended Option List 

} 

The Extended Option List option requires a parameter to 
carry the number of the option on the extended list. 
There is thus one option specific parameter to the 
Condition command when used for this purpose, which is 
the number of the option on the extended option list.  It 
can be expressed in ASCII using an octal, decimal, or 
hexadecimal format. 

2.3.5.3. Terminal Extension Options 

the Extended ASCII, SUPDUP, and Data Entry Terminal 
options of Telnet were all attempts to extend the basic 
capabilities of the Telnet data stream beyond the simple, 
scroll mode terminal model that was the basis of the 
original Telnet design. 

All of these options have limitations to their 
effectiveness. The Extended ASCII option lacks a 
standardized interpretation of the bit patterns into 
extended ASCII characters. The SUPDUP effort was 
actually an independent mode where a different virtual 
terminal protocol was used, and the option was there 
merely to switch to and from this protocol. The Data 
Entry Terminal option requires the excessive overhead of 
subnegotiation for each use of extended features. All of 
these options lack the more valuable asset of widespread 
implementation and use. 

The way these options should be handled is not detailed 
in this appendix. It is clear that the Condition command 
could be used for initiating and terminating the use of 
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these options. The actual transmission of characters 
related to the extended terminal features should be 
provided by the Transmit command, either as part of the 
normal Host-to-OPE data stream or by using 
protocol-Idiosyncratic parameters. 

A more recent option, the Terminal Type option, should be 
mentioned here. It permits one end of a connection to 

[* request information about the terminal at the other end 
or send information about the terminal at the local end. 
This is convenient for systems that provide a wide 
variety of terminal support, but it clearly does not 
follow the model of reducing the MxN problem by use of a 
virtual terminal. Its use is very straightforward in the 
H-FP context.  It only requires sending the terminal type 
to the other end, and activating the Binary Transmission 
Option. 

2.3.5.4.  Status Option 

The Status option is enabled using the negotiation 
mechanism of Telnet. However, the means to transfer 
status Information between OPE and the Host is provided 
via the Status command. Therefore, details of status 
negotiation are Irrelevant to the Interface to the 
outboard Telnet. i 

pf. 
K* 2.3.6. Examples of the Command 
K 
jr. The following example shows the command issued by a Host to 
r* the OPE, requesting that the OPE negotiate with the other 
B side so that remote echo is performed. 

C CO -pi DO 3 <nl> 

The numeral 1 is the option code for ECHO from the table 
above. All of the simple options listed above use this same 
basic format. 

The options with additional parameters use streikt forward 
extensions of this syntax. For example, a possible usage of 
Condition by the Host to set the approximate message size 
is: 

C CO -pi DO 4 DS 1024 

I 
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2.5. The Status Command 

The Status command is used with Telnet to obtain information 
about the Telnet connection and the options in effect. 

2.5.1. Specialized Usage > 

The Status command has one specialized aspect when used to 
interface to an outboard Telnet Interpreter. That is to *i 
a*nd and receive the Telnet Protocol status request '* 
subnegotiatlon message to and from the data stream. In | 
order to invoke the status command for this purpose, 
however, the user must have previously issued the Condition 
Status command, which causes the ability to request status 
to be negotiated. The OPE, when it receives a valid Status 
request command, immediately responds to the user indicating r 
the status. The OPE can issue a status to request the | 
Host's negotiated positions. I 

2.5.2. Protocol*Idiosyncratic Parameters 

There are no protocol-idiosyncratic parameters to the Status 
query command. The Status Response command has a single 
protocol-idiosyncratic parameter. It is an ASCII string e 
containing the status of the various options (not at their § 
default values). 

2.5.3. Examples of the Command 

An example of a Status &iery command is; 

C ST Q I 

An example of a Status Response command is: 

F ST R "WILL ECHO DO SUPPRESS-00-AHEAD 
L WILL STATUS DO STATUS" <nl> 

In the previous example, note the opening quote is in the 
first chunk, and the closing quote is in the last chunk. 
This technique permits parameters to span chunk boundaries. 
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The 4 is the Option Code for the Approximate Message Size 
option, the DS Indicates that Host's message size should be 
set, and 1024 is the desired size. 

'A 2.4. the Signal Command 

JX The Signal command is used with Telnet to provide the Telnet 
Interrupt Process and Abort Output services. 

1-5 
2.4.1. Specialized Usage 

O The Signal command is used with an outboard Telnet 
interpreter to interface to the Telnet synch mechanism. 
This mechanism is used with a protocol-idiosyncratic 
parameter, which Indicates what particular command is being 
^synched." It is expected that normally, this Signal 
mechanism will only be used with the Interrupt Process and 
Abort Output Telnet signals. When the Signal command is 
issued by the Host, it goes through the Channel 
(out-of-band) to the OPE, where the Telnet interpreter 
Issues the corresponding Telnet signal and synch sequence. 
When such a sequence is received by the OPE, it immet lately 
issues a Signal to the Host. It is expected that a Host or 

ROPE would not, in general, reject the Signal command unless 
it is badly formed. 

I 

2.4.2. Protocol-Idiosyncratic Parameters 

The Telnet protocol-idiosyncratic parameter used with the 
Siojtal command identifies which Telnet signal is begin 
Issued. Normally, it would have the value of either "IP" or 
"AO". for Interrupt Process or Abort Output. If absent, the 
default value is VIPW. 

2.4.3. Examples of the Command 

An example of a Telnet Signal Command (in this case, to send 
an Interrupt Process signal) is: 

C ST IP <nl> 
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2.6. The End Command 

The End command is used to terminate the Telnet connection, 
either gracefully or abruptly. 

2.6.1. Specialized Usage 

The graceful termination of a Telnet requires End commands 
to be issued by both the Host and the OPE. This specialized 
usage is identical to that of the outboard TCP interface, 
however. 

2.6.2. Examples of the Command 

An example of the graceful End command is: 

C EN C <nl> 

The abrupt End command Is similar. 

2.7. The No-op Command 

The No-op command is used with Telnet so the Host can determine 
if the OPE is active, and vice versa. 

2.7.1. Specialized Usage 

The No-op command has one specialized usage when offloading 
Telnet. This is to provide the Telnet Are You There (AYT) 
feature. When an (AYT) message is received by the OPE, It 
issues a Na-op command to the Host. Upon receiving the 
response from the Host, the appropriate response is sent 
back in the data stream. 

2.7.2. Protocol Idiosyncratic Parameters 

There are no protocol-idiosyncratic parameters to the No-op 
command. 

2.7.3. Example«« of the Command 

An example of the No-op command is: 

C NO <nl> 
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3. FTP Offloading 

TBS 

4. Mall Offloading 

TBS 

5. Whatever Offloading 

TBS 

Where TBS nomirilly » To Be Supplied, but really means: We'll argue 
throuojh these once we get sufficiently positive feedback on the 
others (and on the H-FP as a whole) . 
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INTERNET CONTROL MESSAGE PROTOCOL 

DARPA INTERNET PROGRAM 
PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION 

K 
Introduction 

I The Internet Protocol (IP) [1] is used for host-to-host datagram 
P service in a system of Interconnected networks called the 

Catenet [2]. The network connecting devices are called Gateways. 
These gateways communicate between themselves for control purposes 
via a Gateway to Gateway Protocol (OGP) [3,4]. Occasionally a 
gateway or destination host will communicate with a source host, for 
example, to report an error in datagram processing. For such 
purposes this protocol, the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), 
is used. ICMP, uses the basic support of IP as if it were a higher 
level protocol, however, ICMP is actually an integral part of IP, and 
must be implemented by every IP module. 

ICMP messages are sent in several situations: for example, when a 
^ datagram cannot reach its destination, when the gateway does not have 
I the buffering capacity to forward a datagram« and when the gateway 
" can direct the host to send traffic on a shorter route. 

The Internet Protocol is not designed to be absolutely reliable. The 
purpose of these control messages is to provide feedback about 

'. problems In the communication environment, not to make IP reliable. 
L* There are still no guarantees that a datagram will be delivered cr a 
| control message will be returned. Some datagrams may still be 

undelivered without any report of their loss. The higher level 
protocols that use IP must implement their own reliability procedures 
if reliable communication is required. 

^ The ICMP messages typically report ^rrorm  in the processing of 
I* datagrams. To avoid the infinite rmqrnmu  of messages about messages 
H etc.. no IO*> messages are sent about ICMP messages. Also ICMP 
WJ messages are only sent about errors in handling fraonent zero of 

fragemented datagrams.  (Fragment zero has the fragment or reset equal 
zero). 

£P»9* I) 
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Message Formats 

I CMP messages are sent using the basic IP header. The first octet of 
the data portion of the datagram is a ICMP type field; the value of 
this field determines the format of the remaining data. Any field 
labeled "unused" is reserved for later extensions and must be zero 
when sent, but receivers should not use these fields (except to 
include them in the checksum). Unless otherwise noted under the 
individual format descriptions, the values of the internet header 
fields are as follows: 

Version 

IHL 

Internet header length in 32-biz words. 

Type of Service 

0 

Total Length 

Length of internet header and data in octets. 

Identification, Flags. Fragment Offset 

Used in fragmentation, see [1]. 

Time to Live 

Time to live in seconds; as this field is decremented at each 
machine in which the datagram is processed, the value in this 
field should be at least as great as the number of gateways which 
this datagram will traverse. 

Protocol 

ICMP * 1 

Header Checksum 

The 16 bit one's complement of the one's complement sum of all 16 
bit words in the header. For computing the checksum, the checksum 
field should be zero. This checksum may be replaced in the 
future. 
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Source Address 

The address of the gateway or host that composes the ICMP message. 
Unless otherwise noted, this can be any of a gateway's addresses. 

Destination Address 

The address of the gateway or host to which the message should be 
sent. 
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Destination Unreachable Message 

0 12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

+ - + -+- + - + - + -+- + - + -+- + -+- + - + - + -+- + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -. + - + - + - + —? 

|    Type     |    Code     |        Checksum j 

| unused j 

|     Internet Header + 64 bits of Original Data Datagram     | 

IP Fields: 

Destination Address 

The source network and address from the original datagram's data. 

ICMP Fields: 

Type 

3 

Code 

0 = net unreachable; 

1 = hoot unreachable; 

2 * protocol unreachable; 

3 = port unreachable; 

4 * fragmentation needed and DE set; 

5 = source route failed. 

Checksum 

The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's 
complement sum of the I CMP message starting with the I CMP Type. 
For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero. 
This checksum may be replaced in the future. 

Internet Header ♦ 64 bits of Data Datagram 

The internet header plus the first 64 bits of the original 
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datagram's data. This data is used by the host to match the 
message to the appropriate process.  If a higher level protocol 
uses port numbers, they are assumed to be in the first 64 data 
bits of the original datagram's data. 

Description 

If, according to the information in the gateway's routing tables, 
the network specified in the internet destination field of a 
datagram is unreachable, e.g., the distance to the network is 
infinity, the gateway may send a destination unreachable message 
to the internet source host of the datagram.  In addition, in some 
networks, the gateway may be able to determine if the internet 
destination host is unreachable. Gateways in these networks may 
send destination unreachable messages to the source host when the 
destination host is unreachable. 

If, in the destination host, the IP module cannot deliver the 
datagram because the Indicated protocol module or process port is 
not active, the destination host may send a destination 
unreachable message to the source host. 

Another case is when a datagram must be fragmented to be forwarded 
by a gateway /et the Don't Fragment flag is on.  In this case the 
gateway must discard the datagram and may return a destination 
unreachable message. 

Codes 0, 1, 4, and 5 may be received from a gateway. 
3 may be received from a host. 

Codes 2 and 
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Tine Exceeded Message 

0 12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

| Type | Code j Checksum | 

| unused j 

|     Internet Header + 64 bits of Original Data Datagram     | 
+-+-+-+-+-+-^.-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-■♦—+-+-+-+-•♦■-+ 

IP Fields: 

Destination Address 

The source network and address from the original datagram's data. 

ICMP Fields: 

Type 

11 

Code 

0 - time to live exceeded in transit; 

1 = fragment reassembly time exceeded. 

Checksum 

The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's 
complement sum of the ICMP message starting with the ICMP Type. 
For confuting the checksum , the checksum field should be zero. 
This checksum may be replaced in the future. 

Internet Header ♦ 64 bits of Data Datagram 

The internet header plus the first 64 bits of the original 
datagram's data. This data is used by the host to match the 
message to the appropriate process.  If a higher level protocol 
uses port numbers« they are assumed to be in the first 64 data 
bits of the original datagram's data. 

Description 

If the gateway processing a datagram finds the time to live field 
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is zero it must discard the datagram. The gateway may also notify 
the source host via the time exceeded message. 

If a host reassembling a fragmented datagram cannot complete the 
reassembly due to missing fragments within its time limit it 
discards the datagram, and it may send a time exceeded message. 

If fragment zero is not available then no time exceeded need be 
sent at all. 

Code 0 may be received from a gateway. Code 1 may be received 
from a host. 
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Parameter Problem Message 

0 12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

| Type | Code | Checksum | 

|        Pointer        | unused I 
+-+-+-+. ♦-+-•* -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-♦-♦-+-♦-+-+-«♦•-+-+-■►-+-♦-♦-♦ -+-+-+-♦ 
|     Internet Header ♦ 64 bits of Original Data Datagram     | 
^..4-4.-4.- + -.r- + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -^.- + - + - + - + -4- + -- + -+—»■- + —*—+ -•«-- + - + -■♦- + 

IP Fields: 

Destination Address 

The source network and address from the original datagram's data. 

ICMP Fields: 

Type 

12 

Code 

0 = pointer indicates the error. 

Checksum 

The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's 
complement sum of the I CMP message starting with the I CMP Type. 
For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero. 
This checksum may be replaced in the future. 

Pointer 

If code * 0, identifies the octet where an error was detected. 

Internet Header ♦ 64 bits of Data Datagram 

The internet header plus the first 64 bits of the original 
datagram's data. This data is used by the host to match the 
message to the appropriate process. If a higher level protocol 
uses port numbers, they are assumed to be in the first 64 data 
bits of the original datagram's data. 
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h 

Description 

If the gateway or host processing a datagram finds a problem with 
the header parameters such that it cannot complete processing the 
datagram it must discard the datagram. One potential source of 
such a problem is with Incorrect arguments in an option. The 
gateway or host may also notify the source host via the parameter 
problem message. This message is only sent if the error caused 
the datagram to be discarded. 

The pointer identifies the octet of the original datagram's header 
where the error was detected (it may be in the middle of an 
option) . For example» 1 Indicates something is wrong with the 
Typs of Service, and (if there are options present) 20 indicates 
something is wrong with the type code of the first option. 

Code 0 may be received from a gateway or a host. 

L •* 

Is 

I 
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Source Quench Message 

0 12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

; Type | Code | Checksum I 
+_+-+.+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-♦.+-♦-♦«+-+_+-+-+-+-+-+-+-♦-+-♦-♦-♦..♦-+-♦-+ 
| unused I 

|     Internet Header + 64 bits of Original Data Datagram     | 

IP Fields: 

Destination Address 

The source network and address of the original datagram's data. 

ICMP Fields: 

Type 

4 

Code 

0 

Checksum 

The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's 
complement sum of the TOT message starting with the ICMP Type. 
For computing the checksum ,  the checksum field should be zero. 
This checksum may be replaced in the future. 

Internet Header ♦ 64 bits of Data Datagram 

The internet header plus the first 64 bits of the original 
datagram's data. This data is used by the host to match the 
message to the appropriate process. If a higher level protocol 
uses port numbers, they are assumed to be in the first 64 data 
bits of the original datagram's data. 

Description 

A gateway may discard internet datagrams if it does not have the 
buffer space needed to queue the datagrams for output to the next 
network on the route to the destination network.  If a gateway 
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discards a datagram. It may send a source quench message to the 
Internet source host of trie datagram. A destination host may also 
send a source quench message if datagrams arrive too fast to be 
processed. The source quench message is a request to the host to 
cut back the rate at which it is sending traffic to the internet 
destination. The gateway may send a source quench message for 
every message that it discards. On receipt of a source quench 
message, the sourcj host should cut back the rate at which it is 
sending traffic to the specified destination until it no longer 
receives source quench messages fr.i the gateway. The source host 
can then gradually increase the rate at which it sends traffic to 
the destination until it again receives source quench messages. 

The gateway or host may send the source quench message when it 
approaches its capacity limit rather than waiting until the 
capacity is exceeded. This means that the data datagram which 
triggered the source quench message may be delivered. 

Code 0 may be received from a gateway or a host. 

k" 

1 
k' 

■ 
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Redirect Message 

0 12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

+ - + - + -+- + - + - + - + - + - + .+ - + - + - + - + - + -+- + - + - + - + - + -4>- + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -+- + 

|    Type     t    Code    |        Checksum | 

| Gateway Internet Address I 
+ - + -+„ + * + - + .. + - + . + - + » + -+- + -+-+- + - + - + -+- + -+. + - + - + - + - + -+- + - + - + - + -•¥- + 
|     Internet Header + 64 bits of Original Data Datagram    | 

IP Fields: 

Destination Address 

The source network and address of the original datagram*s data, 

ICMP Fields: 

Type 

5 

Code 

0 * Redirect datagrams for the Network. 

1 ■ Redirect datagrams for the Host. 

2 » Redirect datagrams for the Type of Service and Network. 

3 ■ Redirect datagrams for the Type of Service and Host. 

Checksum 

The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's 
complement sum of the I CMP message starting with the ICMP Typ«* 
For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero. 
This checksum may be replaced in the future. 

Gateway Internet Address 

Address of the gateway to which traffic for the network specified 
in the internet destination network field of the original 
datagram'» data should be sent. 
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Internet Header + 64 bits of Data Datagram 

The internet header plus the first 64 bits of the original 
datagram's data. This data is used by the host to match the 
message to the appropriate process. If a higher level protocol 
uses port numbers, they are assumed to be in the first 64 data 
bits of the original datagram's data. 

Description 

The gateway sends a redirect message to a host in the following 
situation. A gateway, Gl, receives an internet datagram from a 
host on a network to which the gateway is attached. The gateway, 
Gl, checks its routing table and obtains the address of the next 
gateway, G2, on the route to the datagram's internet destination 
network, X. If G2 and the host identified by the internet source 
address of the datagram are on the same network, a redirect 
message is sent to the host. The redirect message advises the 
host to send its traffic for network X directly to gateway G2 as 
this is a shorter path to the destination. The gateway forwards 
the original datagram's data to its internet destination. 

For datagrams with the IP source route options and the gateway 
address in the destination address field, a redirect message is 
not sent even if there is a better route to the ultimate 
destination than the next address in the source route. 

Codes 0, 1, 2, and 3 may oe received from a gateway. 
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Echo or Echo Reply Message 

0 12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

+. ♦-+.♦,+,+_+_+-+-+_♦-♦_.* -+-+_♦-+-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-+-♦-♦-♦-♦—f -♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 
|    Typ*     |    Code     |        Checksum ) 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -+- + - + - +- + - + - + - + - + ~+- + -+~ + —*" + -+- + - + 
|        Identifier        |      Sequence Number      | 

|    Data ... 

IP Fields: 

Addrt 

•The address of the source in an echo message will be the 
destination of the echo reply message. To form an echo reply 
message, the source and destination addresses are simply reversed, 
the type code changed to 0, and the checksum recomputed. 

IP Fields: 

Type 

8 for echo message; 

0 for echo reply message. 

Code 

0 

Checksum 

The checksum is the 16-bit ones'» complement of the one's 
complement sum of the IOS» message starting with the IGHP Type. 
For computing the checksum . the checksum field should be zero. 
If the total length is odd, the received data is padded with one 
octet of zeros for computing the checksum. This checksum may be 
replaced in the future. 

Identifier 

If code « 0. an identifier to aid in matching echos and replies, 
may be zero. 

Sequence Number 
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If code = 0, a sequence number to aid In matching echo» and 
replies, may be zero. 

Description 

The data received In the echo message must be returned In the echo 
reply message. 

The Identifier and sequence number may be used by the echo sender 
to aid In matching the replies with the echo requests. For 
example, the Identifier might be used like a port In TCP or UDP to 
Identify a session, and the sequence number might be Incremented 
on each echo request sent. The echoer returns these same values 
In the echo reply. 

Code 0 may be received from a gateway or a host. 
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Ti tamp or Timestamp Reply Message 

0 12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

Type | Code j Checksum j 

Identifier | Sequence Number | 
^-♦-^.♦.♦-♦•♦•♦-+,♦-♦-♦--f-^-*-+-♦-♦♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 

Originate Timeeteup I 
- + - + ~ + - + » + » + -+- + -+- + - + - + - + - + ~ + - + ~4 * + - + - + -+ ~ + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + ~ + - + 

Receive Timeetamp I 
♦-^-♦•♦•♦•♦•♦«♦-^-♦-♦—••-♦-<♦—♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-*-♦-♦<-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 

Transmit Timestamp 
»♦-♦» . ♦-♦-♦-♦ •♦-♦ •♦- ♦-+-♦ 

IP Fields: 

Addr« 

The address of the source in a timestamp message will be the 
destination of the timestamp reply message. To form a timestamp 
reply message, the source and destination addresses are simply 
reversed, the type code changed to 14, and the checksum 
recomputed. 

IP Fields: 

Typ* 

13 for timestamp message; 

14 for timestamp reply message. 

Code 

Checksum 

The checksum is the 16-bit ones'« complement of the one's 
complement sum of the ICMP message starting vith the XQ3> Type. 
For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be tero. 
This checksum may be replaced in the future. 

Identifier 
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If code = 0# an identifier to aid in matching timestamp and 
replies, may be zero. 

Sequence Number 

If code = 0, a sequence number to aid in matching timestamp and 
replies, may be zero. 

Description 

The data received (a timestarap) in the message is returned in the 
reply together with an additional timestamp. The timestamp is 32 
bits of milliseconds since midnight UT. One use of these 
tlmestamps is described by Mills [5]. 

The Originate Timestamp is the time the sender last touched the 
message before sending it, the Receive Timestamp is the time the 
echoer first touched it on receipt, and the Transmit Timestamp is 
the time the echoer last touched the message on sending it. 

If the time is not available in miliseconds or cannot be provided 
with respect to midnight UT then any time can be inserted in a 
timestamp provided the high order bit of the timestamp is also set 
to indicate this non-standard value. 

The identifier and sequence number may be used by the echo sender 
to aid in matching the replies with the requests. For example, 
the identifier might be used like a port in TCP or UDP to identify 
a session, and the sequence number might te incremented on each 
request sent. The destination returns these same values in the 
reply. 

Code 0 may be received from a gateway or a host. 
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Information Request or Information Reply Message 

0 12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

+ - + -4- - + - + - + - + -+- + - + -♦- + - + - + —f—f- + - + - + - + -+- +- + - + -+- + - + - + - + - + -+- + - + 
|    Type     |     Code    |        Checksum | 

| Identifier        |      Sequence Number      | 
+ - + - + - + -+- + - + -+- + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -H-- + - + - + - + - + -"»>- + - + - + -+- + - + - + 

IP Fields: 

Addresses 

The address of the source in a information request message will be 
the destination of the information reply message. To form a 
information reply message, the scarce and destination addresses 
are simply reversed, the type code changed to 16, and the checksum 
recomputed. 

IP Fields: 

Type 

15 for information request message; 

16 for information reply message. 

Code 

0 

Checksum 

The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's 
complement sum of the I CMP message starting with the I CMP Type. 
For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero. 
This checksum may be replaced in the future. 

Identifier 

If code = 0, an identifier to aid in matching request and replies, 
may be zero. 

Sequence Number 

If code = 0, a sequence number to aid in matching request and 
replies, may be zero. 
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Summary of Message Types 

0 Echo Reply 

3 Destination Unreachable 

4 Source Quench 

5 Redirect 

8 Echo 

11 Time Exceeded 

12 Parameter Problem 

13 Times tamp 

14 Timestamp Reply 

15 Information Request 

16 Information Reply 
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Description 

This message may be sent with the source network in the IP header 
source and destination address fields zero (which means "this" 
network). The replying IP module should send the reply with the 
addresses fully specified. This message is a way for a host to 

>/ find out the number of the network it is on. 

t' 

The identifier and sequence number may be used by the echo sender J 
to aid in matching the replies with the requests. For example. 
the identifier might be used like a port in TCP or UDP to identify 
a session, and the sequence number might be incremented on each ' 
request sent. The destination returns these same values in the \ 
reply. 

Code 0 may be received from a gateway or a host. \ 

i 

i 
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